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Preface 
 
 
This 6th Plant Biomechanics conference is hosted by French Guiana, a tiny part of the huge 
Amazonian forest, on the Guyana shield. French Guiana was a place where tree biomechanics 
research begins in the seventies in a close cooperation between French and Japanese 
scientists. Many participants to this conference made part of their work here in French Guiana 
and it is a pleasure to make the other discover this wonderful tropical rain forest. 
 
As for the former conferences there will be papers dealing with all kind of plants and very 
different mechanical solutions at whole plant, organ or cell level. There is also a strong 
emphasis on useful material coming from plants and on bio-inspired solutions for engineering.  
 
Some participants, old friends of the beginning, were actors of the five other PBM, but many 
young scientists and PhD come for the first time and this is good news for the future of our 
community. It is a pity that some of us cannot participate this time because of fund restrictions 
due to the economic crisis but they keep in contact and we will send them the proceedings of 
this conference. 
 
I want to mention all the national or regional organizations that help us for the funding and the 
organization of PBM 2009, namely, AgroParisTech, CIRAD, CNES, CNRS, INRA, DRRT 
Guyane, IESG, IRISTA, IUFM, PUG, Région Guyane and UAG. 
 
I want also to give a very special thank to Laetitia and Julien Ruelle. Without the energy of 
Laetitia this conference will not have been possible and without the expertise of Julien, these 
proceedings will not be under your eyes. 
 
Thanks also to all the colleagues and PhD students who were there when needed for so many 
help in such an adventure. 
 
And last, thanks to the members of the scientific committee for their reactivity and efficient 
reviewing of the text here after. 
 
Have a good reading. 
 
    Bernard THIBAUT 
    Directeur de recherche au CNRS 

Directeur de l’UMR Ecofog 
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Anisotropic and isotropic growth of the apical meristem 

Yves Couder*, Francis Corson**, Olivier Hamant***, Arezki Boudaoud**, Jan 
Traas*** 

*Matière et systèmes complexes  

Université Paris 7 Denis Diderot, CNRS UMR 7057, 

 Batiment Condorcet, 10, rue Alice Donon et Léonie Duquet, 75013 Paris  

 

**Laboratoire de Physique Statistique 

Ecole Normale Supérieure, 24, rue Lhomond, 75231 Paris Cedex 05 

 

***Laboratoire de Reproduction et Développement des Plantes, 

ENS Lyon, 46, allée d'Italie, 69364 Lyon Cedex 07, 

Abstract  

The growth of vascular plants is characterized by its anisotropy, obvious at macroscopic scale 

in the growth of the stems and that of the roots. It is also observed at the cellular scale in the 

orientation of the cortical microtubules, that of the microfibril deposition in the cell walls and 

in the preferential directions of cell division. In a recent work
(1)

 it was shown that the 

orientation of the cortical microtubules was sensitive to externally applied mechanical 

stresses. This suggests that in the unstressed situation the anisotropy can be self-induced, the 

internal mechanical stresses orienting the microtubules.  

In this context it is interesting to observe the effect of the suppression of the 

microtubules. The effect of oryzalin, an inhibitor of microtubule polymerization, on the 

development of the apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana is revisited. While cell divisions 

are entirely suppressed, the growth of meristematic regions is sustained, and the cells become 

huge. We analyse two effects.  

-Each of the existing organs now grows isotropically and tends to become spherical. 

- Correlatively, the geometry of the cells becomes similar to that of the bubbles in a 

soap froth.  

A theoretical model is presented, in which a cellular structure evolves through the 

plastic yielding of its walls under turgor pressure. If a cell division process is included, the 

appearance of the structure is that of a normal tissue. If not, a "cell froth'' very similar to that 

observed experimentally is obtained. In both the experimental and numerical simulations the 

same evolution of the vertices is observed where all angles tend towards 120°. To meet this 

condition a curvature of the cell walls appear, the cells with a number of sides smaller than 6 

becoming convex while those with a larger number of sides become concave. In soap froth 

this generates a shrinking of the former and an expansion of the latter. This coarsening 

process is absent in the living tissue, suggesting constraints on the mechanisms of growth 

regulation.  

 

 
(1) O. Hamant, M. Heisler, H. Jönsson, P. Krupinski, M. Uyttewaal, P. Bokov, F. Corson, P. Sahlin, A. 

Boudaoud, E. Meyerowitz, Y. Couder
 
& J. Traas, Mechanics of morphogenesis at the shoot apical meristem 

of Arabidopsis thaliana: an interdisciplinary view,  Science, 322, 1650-1655, (2008) 
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Leaf inclination and light interception in the sunflower (Helianthus 

annuus L.). Importance of the petiole’s mechanical and structural 

properties 

Luis F. Hernández 
1,2

 

1 
Lab. de Morfología Vegetal, Dept. de Agronomía, Universidad Nacional del Sur (UNSur), 

Bahía Blanca, 8000 and  
2 

CIC PBA, La Plata, 1900. Argentina. 

Abstract  

The relationships between leaf biomass and morphology (lamina area and petiole and lamina 

inclination), petiole’s mechanical and structural properties and the vertical light gradient inside the 

crop’s canopy were studied in field grown sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) plants, maintained at an 

optimum soil water and mineral status. 

The objective of this work was to study the role of petiole’s mechanical properties on foliar 

inclination, and the relationships between leaf and petiole angle variation patterns along the canopy 

and leaf and petiole biomass partitioning and morphology. 

At flowering, incident photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) was measured at the top of the canopy 

and on individual leaves using a quantum sensor. The fraction of direct incident radiation that passes 

through the canopy reaching each individual leaf was then calculated. 

Individual petiole and lamina inclination angles (iaPetiole and iaLamina respectively) were measured 

from sequential digital images taken from rotated plants and a stationary camera. Petiole length and 

lamina area were measured after detaching the leaves from each plant.  

Leaves were separated in petiole, lamina and main veins, and their dry biomass obtained. Petiole 

transverse cuts stained with acid fluoroglucinol were used to measure the relative area occupied by 

lignified and fibrous tissue. 

The petiole’s structural Young's modulus (EPetiole) for different leaves was calculated from a three-

point bending test performed in petiole segments about 4.0 to 8.0 cm long. Petiole flexural stiffness 

(EIPetiole) was calculated using elementary beam theory for homogenous materials. Intercepted PAR in 

the canopy for individual leaves decreased basipetally. The iaPetiole increased acropetally from -9.0
o
 to 

+60.0
o
 while the iaLamina increased basipetally from +1.0

o 
to -60.0

o
 in concordance with increments in 

the intercepted PAR. Petiole specific weight (g/cm
2
) did not change with leaf position whilst lamina 

specific weight decreased acropetally. Main veins dry weight increased basipetally. EPetiole and EIPetiole 

increased acropetally. The relationship between intercepted PAR and the ratio biomass dry 

weightPetiole/biomass dry weightLamina was positively correlated. The relative area occupied by 

supporting tissue was significantly higher in upper petioles than in lower ones. 

These results suggest that, in order to optimize the interception of incident PAR, the sunflower 

plant invests more energy in differentiating supporting tissues in the petioles of the upper canopy 

resulting the higher canopy strata in a preferentially planophyllous/erectophyllous leaf architecture. 

Introduction 

It is known that plants can maximize canopy light interception by increasing both leaf area or the 

efficiency in the way each unit of leaf area intercepts light [1, 2].    
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It has been found that  the interception efficiency of both direct and diffuse irradiance increases in 

leaves with horizontal laminae [planophyllous leaf architecture; 3, 4].  

As leaves adapt to a light gradient inside the canopy, not only the inclination angles, but also the 

morphology, anatomy, size and mass of their petioles and laminas are modified. Leaf inclination 

angles generally decrease with increasing leaf age. This is generally attributed to increases in both 

lamina weight and area [5] that can alter the bending momentum exerted on the petiole, changing 

lamina and/or petiole inclination angles [6, 7]. 

Petiole mechanical properties, as a result of changes in its material properties, and/or by 

modifications in the cross-sectional shape and dimensions [8] may then change along the vertical light 

gradient, allowing modifications of the lamina inclination angle [7, 8]. There is evidence that petioles 

are stiffer at higher irradiance [7, 9] as the result of larger biomass investments in supporting tissue [8, 

10]. 

In the sunflower crop, biomass production and yield are positively coupled with solar radiation 

intercepted by the canopy [11].  If an increase in yield is expected after culturing sunflower in narrow 

rows or high densities [12], then, fixing a priori canopy parameters that could be associated with a 

better solar radiation interception is necessary to redesign the plant’s ideotype. 

The aim of this work was to study in field grown sunflower plants the role of petiole mechanical 

properties on foliar inclination, and the relationships between leaf and petiole angle variation patterns 

along the canopy and leaf and petiole biomass partitioning and morphology. 

Material and methods 

Sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) plants (hybrid cultivar Macón, Syngenta Seeds, Argentina), 

were grown at the experimental field of the Agronomy Department-UNSur, Bahía Blanca, Argentina 

(Latitude S, 38
o
45’; Longitude W, 62

o
11’). The soil was a Typic Ustipsamment [13,14]. At 4-leaf stage 

[14] plant density was adjusted to 5.6 plants/m
2 

(Fig. 1A). The crop was managed according to 

recommended conventional agronomical practices. Weeds and insects were adequately controlled. Soil 

water content and mineral nutrition were maintained at optimum levels by drip irrigation and by 

fertilization (NPK: 30-30-30; 80 kg/ha) at sowing and at anthesis [14]. 

Before first anthesis [14] a batch of plants were preselected for uniform size and developmental 

stage. Using a quantum sensor (LI-COR, NE, USA) PAR was measured at noon in different leaves in 

six of these selected plants (n=6) ten days before and at anthesis. Being the maximum incident PAR 

for the topmost leaf 100%, then the fraction of incident PAR (fIPAR) for each leaf inside the canopy 

was calculated [15]. fIPAR readings for both developmental stages were averaged (Fig. 2A). 
Following the second PAR measurement and at predawn the selected plants were removed one at a 

time with a shovel from the experimental planting site retaining almost 90% of the root plate [soil-root 

system close to the base of the stem; 16] and immediately transferred to a 15-L plastic bucket 

containing tap water. The submerged soil-root system allows to keep the whole plant in a vertical 

position while maintaining a short-time optimum leaf water status (Fig. 1B). A 5.0 Mpixel digital 

camera mounted on a tripod was located at 7 m from the sampled plant pointing at its centre and 

operated by an assistant. The plant was then rotated clockwise 360
o
 around its own stem at 20

o
 

intervals and three high resolution pictures of the whole plant per rotating position (center, top and 

bottom) were taken. Time spent since each plant was removed until the last picture was taken did not 

exceed 100 s.  

Thereafter, all leaves for each plant were labeled, removed,  packed in wet tissue paper, put in a 

plastic bag and transported immediately to the laboratory for biomechanical and morphological 

measurements. 

In the laboratory each leaf lamina was quickly scanned using a desktop scanner. Afterwards the 

area of each leaf (Fig. 2B) was measured on the scanned images using the software ImageJ  [17]. 

Leaf samples were separated with a razor blade in petiole, whole lamina and laminar tissue with the 

main veins removed, oven-dried at 70°C for 48 h and dry biomass of all leaf parts obtained  (Fig. 3D).  
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Fig. 1. A. Panoramic view of the crop at anthesis, when plant sampling leaf petiole and lamina angles 

measurement and biomechanical analysis were done. B. Plant removed from the planting site with the root 

system placed in a bucket and ready to start the photographic record. Inserted in the image is a schematic detail 

showing the criteria used to measure the inclination angles of the petiole under the environment of the software 

Screen Protractor (SP) C. Petiole transverse cuts for leaves 3 (upper) and 18 (lower) showing the anatomy and 

distribution of supporting tissues  (COL: collenchyma). Note the increased number of collenchymatous layers in 

upper petioles (Fig. C5) than in lower ones (Fig. C6). Bars:  C1-4 = 5.0 mm; C5-6 = 150 m. D. Estimation of 

petiole (iaPetiole) and lamina (iaLamina) inclination angles from digital images of each plant’s leaf. Petiole’s 

inclination angle was defined as the angle between the points of petiole attachment to the shoot and lamina 

attachment to the petiole. Lamina inclination angle was measured at the fall line of the lamina. 

 

 
Digital micrographs of transverse hand cuts of the petiole for leaves at two canopy levels (upper 

and lower) stained with acid phluoroglucinol [18] to visualize lignified tissue, were used to calculate 

the relative area occupied by different biostructural components, mainly parenchymatic, vascular and 

supporting tissue (Fig. 1C; Table 1).  
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Petiole specific biomass (dry biomass per unit volume and per transverse surface area) and dry 

matter concentration (dry biomass per unit volume) were calculated from petiole dry mass, length, and 

area of cross-sections. Lamina specific biomass (dry biomass per unit of lamina surface area) was also 

calculated. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.  A. Fraction of incident PAR ( mol/m
2
/s) measured at each leaf level with a quantum sensor. B. Indivi-

dual leaf mass and leaf area in the plants used in this work. Bars for each point (mean of n=6): ± 1S.E. 

 
The Young’s elastic modulus of the petioles [EPetiole; 8] was calculated using a three-point bending 

method as described in [19]. Lacking at this stage of a reliable model to approximate the load of 

lamina on the petiole [7, 8], E and I were not measured and calculated for the lamina. Sections of the 

medium part of the petiole (4 cm from upper leaves to 8 cm from lower leaves) were placed 

horizontally over two supports that were 2 to 4 cm apart.  Vertical applied forces (F, N) and resulting 

deflections ( , m) were recorded using a testing machine as described in [20]. Young’s modulus was 

calculated as follows [21]: 

 

EPetiole = (FL
3
)/48 IPetiole 

 

where L is the length between the supports (m) and IPetiole the axial second moment of area (m
4
) 

[21]. For all leaves IPetiole was calculated from the petiole cross-sectional dimensions assuming it was a 

sector of a circular ring (see Fig. 1C) : 

 

IPetiole = ( /8) (R
4
 - r

4
) (See Fig. 3.3 in [8]) 

 

For R, the radii of a laterally depressed cylindrical petioles (see Fig. 1C1-4) was estimated using a 

digital caliper as an average of three perpendicular measurements. 

The flexural stiffness of the petiole was calculated as the product of EPetiole and IPetiole [MN m
2
; 8, 

22]. The petiole and lamina inclination angle (iaPetiole and iaLamina respectively; Fig. 1D) for each leaf 

of each plant was obtained using the digital images of the rotated plants registered as described above 

(Fig. 1B) using the software Screen Protractor (Iconico Inc.; http://www.iconico.com/protractor/). 

The 3
o 

to 4
o
 parallax error generated in each picture between the upper and lower ends of each plant 

was corrected for each reading of lamina or petiole inclination angle straightening each set of three 

pictures per rotating position with the software PTGui (New House Internet Services B.V.; 

http://www.ptgui.com/). Linear regression analysis between different parameters were performed using 

the software Kaleidagraph v.4.1 (Synergy Software). 

Results and discussion 

The upper leaves had shorter petioles  (Table 1). These petioles also had a higher Young’s elastic 

modulus (Fig. 3A; Table 1). 

There was a continuous vertical light gradient along the plant canopy (Fig. 2A). The aiPetiole 

increased acropetally (more PAR intercepted)  from -9
o
 to +60

o
 while the aiLamina increased basipetally 

from +1
o
 to -60

o 
(Fig. 3B). The petioles specific biomass (BspPetiole) did not change along the canopy 
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B 

Leaf area 

Lamina dry weight   
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levels while the lamina specific biomass (BspLamina) decreased acropetally (Fig. 3C). Main veins 

biomass increased basipetally (Fig. 3D). Magnitudes of  EPetiole and EIPetiole increased acropetally (Fig. 

3A,E). The relationship BspcPetiole/BspcLamina was positively correlated with the fIPAR (Fig. 3F) being 

significantly higher from leaf 7 upwards (Fig. 3F). 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: A. Log of EPetiole vs. fIPAR; B. Lamina and petiole inclination (
o
) vs. fIPAR; C: Lamina and petiole 

specific biomass vs. fIPAR; D: Biomass of different leaf components vs. fIPAR; E: Log of EIPetiole  vs. fIPAR;  F: 

relationship between the petiole/ lamina specific biomass vs. fIPAR; G: Log of EPetiole vs. the relationship petiole 

biomass/lamina biomass. Bars for each point (mean of n=6): ± 1S.E. 
 

A positive correlation was also found between lamina and petiole inclination angle and the fIPAR. 

However, the leaves in the upper canopy were more upwardly inclined, whilst those in the lower 

canopy were bent downwards (Fig. 3B). This suggests that the light interception efficiency did 

decrease with decreasing light availability towards the lower canopy strata, allowing to speculate that 
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a limited investment of biomass in mechanical support was taking place in lower petioles (Fig. 3G). In 

fact, a higher proportion of supporting tissue (collenchyma and schlerenchyma) in transverse sections 

of upper petioles was observed in comparison with the lower ones (Fig. 1C). 

On the other hand it is known that the mechanical properties of petioles and other plant tissues can 

be also determined by their hydrostatic pressure [8] and there is consistent evidence that water stress in 

sunflower increases with increasing height in the canopy [23, 24, 25] driving to a lower water 

potentials in the intensively transpiring upper canopy leaves and hence reducing the elastic modulus of 

all involved tissues, lamina and petiole [8, 26]. Even tough leaf water potential was not measured in 

this work, a comparison of number and diameter of the xylem vessels between the upper and lower 

petioles did not show relevant differences. Knowing that the lamina surface area increases downwards 

this observation suggests that tissue turgor in the lower leaves as well as the tissue elastic modulus 

could not be maintained at the same magnitude as in upper leaves. This could also explain the higher 

values of elastic modulus of petioles from the upper canopy leaves (Table 1, Fig. 1A). 

 
Table 1. Main anatomical parameters of  the petioles of leaves number 3 (upper canopy) and 18 (lower canopy) 

which can be associated with its mechanical properties and that were used to calculate is flexural stiffness 

(EIPetiole). For the petioles located at the intermediate canopy, E was extrapolated assuming a linear 

relationship. For each column, values followed by different letters indicate significant differences at P<0.05. 

(*): Fibers, collenchyma and lignified tissue calculated from images of petiole’s transverse cuts (See Fig 1C 

1,4); P: petiole. 

 

 Petiole transverse 

section 
(mm

2
) 

 Transverse section with 

supporting tissue (*)  
(%) 

 P length 

(mm) 

P Log E 

(N/m
2
) 

Shoot 

side 

Laminar 

side 

Shoot 

side 

Laminar 

side 
Upper 

Petiole 

(leaf 3) 

 

6.3±0.9 a 

 

9.39±0.3 a 

 

64.7±9.1 a 

 

18.8±12.3 a 

 

23.1±10.9 a 

 

26.9±9.8 a 

Lower 

Petiole  

(leaf 18) 

 

19.8±1.3 b 

 

8.26±0.4 b 

 

96.8±11.2 b 

 

66.5±10.7 b 

 

14.1±13.5 b 

 

15.5±11.7 b 

Conclusion 

It has been  demonstrated that with increasing light availability, steeper inclination angles in the 

upper canopy in a broad leaf crop plants as the sunflower become more convenient from the point of 

view of the plant photosynthetic balance [11, 27]. Such canopy architecture allows more uniform 

distribution of light within the canopy, and thus enables greater exposure of the photosynthesizing 

foliar area to light [4, 28]. The results presented here suggest that in order to optimize the interception 

of PAR, sunflower plants invest part of the captured energy in synthesizing petiole structural 

supporting material. This investment has a multiplicative component from base to apex, so the petioles 

of the upper canopy show more  supporting tissue (collenchyma and vascular fibers) than the lower 

ones. This results in the upper canopy having a preferentially planophyllous to erectophyllous 

architecture. 
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High-resolution kinematics of gravitropic movement reveals an 
oscillatory dynamics. A key for efficient performance? 
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Abstract  

The spatial display of stem and leaves is crucial for the functioning of plants and their mutual 
interactions. It involves complex movements: stem change curvature and orientation to grow vertically 
(gravitropism) and these movements are continuously regulated by the perception of the current shape 
(autotropism) [1]. If a lot is known about the Physiology, very few studies have dealt with the 
kinematics and dynamics of these movements, and the corresponding relevant physical and biological 
aspects (see [2] for a recent review). In this work we focused on the reaction of a wheat coleoptiles 
using a novel high spatio-temporal kinematical method called "Rod PIV" combining Particle Image 
Velocimetry [3] and contour and median line detection of the organ: When its orientation vs the 
gravity was modified by tilting, the organ bent through local variation of curvature due to differential 
growth, and displayed a complex spatio-temporal pattern including oscillatory and propagative 
aspects. Moreover elongative and differential growth displayed coupled propagative oscillation. The 
insights of these results in terms of the modelling of the biomechanical and regulatory processes of 
tropic bending are discussed as well as the possible adaptive significance of these coupled oscillators 
for the gravitropic performance.  

Introduction 

Most of the plants are growing straight and vertical in all or a part of their aerial system 
(orthotropism). Then they display their branches in the space around in order to maximise light 
capture. Verticality could thus provide a selective advantage in order to reach the sunlight [4].  

This orthotropism is achieved though active growth movements involving i) phototropism, driven 
by the perception of direction of the light gradients, and ii) gravitropism, controlled through gravity 
perception [5] and demonstrated readily by orthotropic movements  in the dark. These active tropic 
movements have also been shown to be required for continuous posture control [6]. Plants are thus 
constantly moving and growing, although at much lower rates than animals. 

Plants display two different types of growth. The primary elongation growth sits in a zone localised 
near the apical meristem. The secondary growth is a property of many dicots; they grow in diameter in 
the non-elongating basal part of the stem. Both types of growth can produce equivalent tropic motion 
[7], but only movements related to primary growth will be studied here. 
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Fig 1. First cells perceive a signal. It comes from the sedimentation of the statoliths that apply a pressure on the 
lower wall. Many molecular mechanisms are involved in the transcription of the signal. Plants sense their local 
slope and respond through a transverse gradient in growth rate, called differential growth. Thereby plants can 
curve and reorient according to the stimuli. 

Tropic movements in primary growth zone involve distributed curving powered by differential 
growth (see Figure 1). Many experiments have been done on such gravitropic movements since the 
pioneer works of Darwin, Pfeffer and Sachs (see review in [2]).  

One of the classical experiments is to quantify the influence of the presentation angle on the 
gravitropic reaction [5, 8-10]. By looking at a tilted cylindrical organ, like coleoptiles or hypocotyls, 
this experiment focuses mainly on the variation in time of the apical angle. When comparing this angle 
with the presentation angle, a sine relation can be observed, but only for angle below 90° (see figure 
2). 

In long time experiments, a deviation from the classical sine law occurs. As the organ is growing, 
and curving in an extended zone, this deviation cannot be understood by just looking at the tip angle. 
Indeed when the end of the stem is vertical, the basal curving still goes on. A continuous regulation of 
the orientation is therefore necessary to keep the apical part vertical when the basal part is curving (see 
figure 3). Moreover, the organ starts to straighten up its tip before it reaches the vertical avoiding 
overshooting. This has been called “auto tropism” because the plants need to get information on it 
self-shape to do so [1].  

More recent works have been conducted to quantify the whole kinematics of plant growth 
movements. However several of them have neglected the measurement of the longitudinal growth 
(elemental elongation field), although growth is crucial to the mechanism (e.g. [11, 12]). Some other 
works have studied growth but not curvature. There are some recent studies on the whole kinematics 
of the two processes [13-15] but only in roots. However, the kinematics and mechanics of root 
gravitropism is different from that of aerial organs and in a way less complex in roots, the growth zone 
is really small and localised near the apex. And the root is supported by soil or nutrient solution 
buoyancy. There is thus no need for a postural control, and the shapes could be convoluted. In this 

 

Fig. 2. From [8], Galland gives an 
example of sine law. Avena coleoptiles 
were placed in dark boxes and tilted from 
the vertical with an inclination angle 

! 

" . 
The orientation of the tip 

! 

"  were 
determined after 3 hours. For inclination 
angle below 90° the orientation of the tip 
is linearly related to the sine of the 
inclination angle (black dots). When the 
inclination angle is above 90°, the relation 
is modified (white squares). 

Growth 
 

nucleus 

Statoliths 

Cell 

Perception Motion 

Growth 
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study we propose to analyse the whole kinematics of the straightening of wheat coleoptiles. To this 
aim we need to quantify at the same time the curvature and the elongation of the organ. 

Material and methods 

 
Plant material and treatments 

 
Seeds of wheat (Recital cultivar) were soaked in water during 6 hours before being seeded. To be 

able to control the initial vertical of seedlings, the seeds were stuck on a tube filled with water at an 
angle of 30°, and the tubes placed in static holders with 1 rotational degree of freedom. The 
germination were set in a dark chamber at 25°C. After 3 days, when they were 10-20 mm long, they 
were transferred into a dark room at a 25°C, and placed in controlled initial inclination angle of 90° in 
the holders. 

Time-lapse photography, were taken, every 10 to 15 minutes, with a camera Olympus SP-560UZ. 
In order to limit the photomorphogenetics effects during the photography, the flashlight of the camera 
was filtered to “safe” green light using a green LEE filter (139 Primary Green), (green light is far less 
perceived by plants than others wavelengths). Two series of experiments were performed in parallel, i) 
one with vertical coleoptiles, to get the growth field in the vertical position. ii) One with coleoptiles 
tilted 90° from the vertical. Each observation standed for 24 hours in order to let the organ to record 
the entire kinematics of gravitropic straightening movements. 

 
Image analysis 
 

 

Fig. 4 The first part of the analysis process. We get 
the contour of the coleoptile, and then by vornonoi 
skeletonisation we are able to find the median line. 

 

 

 
Fig 3. Straightening of a wheat coleoptile. From left to 
right and from top to bottom, the interval between each 
image is 2h. We see that the curvature is distributed 
over the whole length, and then once a part is vertical 
it remains even if the basal part continues to bend. 
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Images were analysed with a specific Matlab program developed for this problem. As the 
coleoptile is a slender cylindrical organ, it can be described as a rod defined by its median line and by 
the radius of the rod as a function of the distance from the tip or curvilinear abscissa s. The elongation 
growth can then be recorded by monitoring the position of marker points S(t) along the median line 
(see Figure 4) whereas the tropic movement can be described by changes in the local angle 

! 

a(s,t) and 
by local curvature 

! 

C(s,t) (i.e. the lineic rate of change in angle along the stem) 

! 

C(s,t) =
"a(s,t)

"s
      (1)  

Where s is the curvilinear abscissa along the median line from the tip to the base and t is the time. 
To obtain the growth rate a fluorescent orange dye was set on the stem and used a set of markers to 
follow the displacement of each point. (Figure 5) In order to get the displacement 

! 

"(s,t)  along the 
stem a modified version of the PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) [3, 16] called Rod-PIV has been 
developed , in which the sub-window is moving only along the median line. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Elongation along the median line. We separate Red and Green channel in the image. With the green 
channel we get the skeleton. Then we define sub-windows on the red channel. They are centred on the median 
line, as we have now directly the curvilinear abscissa s. We make the correlation of each sub-window 

! 

s = s
0
 at 

time t0 with other sub-window as 

! 

t
1

= t
0

+ "t , with the distance 

! 

s
1
" s

0
< # . Here we take 

! 

" <1mm . The 
correlation peak gives the displacement 

! 

"(s,t)  on the line between two images. 
 

 
By spatial derivation of the growth velocity we obtain the elemental elongation rate 

! 

E(s,t). 

! 

E(s,t) =
1

"t

#$(s,t)

#s
      (2)  

E has been also called Relative Elemental Growth Rate or Strain rate in the literature; see [2, 17] 
for reviews. 

As tissues elements are being stretched away by elongation, the derivative of curvature, according 
to position from the apex, is just a partial view of the change occurring to the organ segment (i.e. to a 
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group of cells). The material derivative (or derivative following growth induced points flow), has to be 
used, as introduced in plants studies by Silk [17]) 

! 

D

Dt
=
"

"t
+ v(s,t).#       (3)  

Where 

! 

v  is the displacement velocity and 

! 

"  is the gradient operator. The first term is the local 
variation in time on each position. The second accounts for the convection, the displacement of each 
point. Given the distribution of the elemental elongation rate, it is then possible to calculate the 
material derivative of the curvature using (3). 

 

Results and discussion 

 

 
Fig 6. Measurement of the growth field according to 
the curvilinear abscissa in abscissa, from the apex to 
the base, and the time in ordinate. Oscillations appear, 
the period is around 2 hours. 

In vertical coleoptile, the E field is not stationary (Figure 6). One can see phase of maximal 
elongation 

! 

E ~ 2.10
"5
s
"1  alterning in time with a phase of minimal E 

! 

E ~ 1.10
"5
s
"1 . Theses phases 

are regularly spaced in time. The period between two oscillations is approximately 2 hours. By 
following the position of the maximal elongation in the spatio temporal diagram figure 5, we see that 
the maximum is propagating from the apex to the base. There is a delay of 1 hour between the 
oscillation starting at the apex and reaching the base. 

 
Fig 7. Left: Growth field of a tilted coleoptile. The results are comparable to previous on vertical coleoptiles. 
Right: Material derivative of the Curvature. After a first wave of curvature along the stem, oscillations clearly 
appear with the same period than the elongation pattern. 
The axes are the same than in the Figure 42. But the colormap accounts for the material derivative of the 
curvature in the right image. 
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The growth zone has a limited spatial extension in every coleoptile, independently of the flashlight 
frequency and of the temperature variations  (data not shown). 

   In tilted coleoptiles (Figure 7), the spatio-temporal pattern 
of elemental elongation is unchanged. The oscillations have same frequency and amplitude. The 
propagation of the elongation is still present. The size of the growth zone remains the same. Therefore 
no redistribution or amplitude change in the elongation at the median line (i.e. the average elongation 
on the section) can be observed. The tropic movement is just due only to the lateral redistribution of 
the differential growth. 

 Near the base, curvature displays very little change, due to the low growth rate. Near the apex we 
observe oscillations of the material derivative of curvature, with a frequency similar to that of 
elemental elongation. Oscillations in the material derivative of curvature also displayed a spatial 
decay. However these oscillations were more damped. When the coleoptiles apex reached the vertical 
the amplitude of the motions went down. 

 

 
Fig 8. Surface of the growth field of 
a tilted coleoptile. The colour 
means the material derivative of 
curvature. The correlation between 
the two is really strong. When the 
growth is minimal the coleoptile 
bend otherwise it goes straight. 

As a consequence the spatio-temporal field of the curvature variation is strongly correlated with the 
spatio-temporal field of elemental elongation (Figure 8). When the elongation is minimal, the 
coleoptiles curve. In the zone of maximal elongation, the coleoptile straightens up (decurve) or even 
bends in the opposite direction. Such coupling is not a geometric necessity and reveals a 
biomechanical coupling of the two processes. Despite very considerable changes in angle over time, 
the coleoptiles never overshot the vertical. 

 
Discussion 
 
High-resolution kinematics analysis revealed that the tropic behaviour of coleoptiles is more 

dynamic than expected from the analysis tip angle and the sine law. The motion does not only consist 
on bringing the apex back to the vertical. Two different phases could be distinguished. First, the 
coleoptile bends on his whole length, during 3 hours, then it bends and straights up alternatively in 
order to regulate its position and straighten most of its length. This last behaviour has been called auto 
tropism in literature [1, 18]. The straightening process could not be dependant of external stimuli, like 
gravity, but need to be induced internally although the inherent mechanism remains unknown. The 
sine law can only account for the first part of the straightening and neglect completely the auto tropic 
part. 

It is interesting to notice that ultradian oscillatory growth pattern was observed for every coleoptile, 
whatever its inclination (tilted or not). This ultradian pattern was well reproducible from one plant to 
other and did not seem to depend on the orientation of the organ. Oscillatory growth patterns have 
only been described for circumnutating plants [19, 20]. In order to allow the plants to bend in different 
direction there is a differential growth across the section of the organ, with maxima and minima in the 
bending plane. In circumnutating organs the plants rotates by rotating their bending plane. So the 
position of the maxima and minima of elongation are moving around the cross-section of the stem. In 
that case the elongation on one side of the stem displays oscillations in growth between phases with 
maxima of elongation when the stem bends away, and minima when it bends toward the studied side.  
However upon gravitropic stimulation nutational movement were lost (see also [2]) the oscillations 
observed in this study were not due to rotations in the positions of minima and maxima around the 
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cross section but to oscillation in the amplitude of averaged elongation at the median line of the stem, 
with frequencies around 1h30.  This is just a different phenomenon from nutational movements, which 
mechanism remains unknown. More precise local study would thus be required to understand the 
details of these oscillating growth [19]. 

The basipetal and cyclic propagation of the elongation peak from the apex to the base is also an 
original result.  It can only be observed through kinematics analysis at high spatial resolution. Indeed 
the total elongation displays little or even no oscillation (depending on the time interval between two 
measurements) The characteristic velocity of the propagation is 20 mm / 1h30, i.e. approx 13 m.h-1. . 
This fits with the velocity of long-range longitudinal auxin transport [21, 22]. In coleoptile, auxin 
transport may thus be oscillatory rather than smooth. 

From a functional point of view, it may be argued that that this decay improves the auto tropic 
process and the postural control. As the apex grows first, it can straights up before the basal part of the 
coleoptile this is likely to avoid overshooting the vertical by stabilizing a straight vertical tip. 

Except for the first oscillation that had bigger amplitude in graviresponding tilted coleoptiles, the 
oscillating growth pattern was not modified by a change in the orientation. The elongation growth was 
not redistributed neither concentrated in the zones of active curving. Gravitropism only acts on the 
modification of a property across the section of the stem. The global properties of the median line 
remain the same. Several hypotheses have been raised about the physiological control on the motor of 
the curvature (see [2]) but they have to comply with the previous results of the kinematics.  Two of 
them could do so (being non exclusive one to the other): lateral redistribution of auxin (maintaining a 
mean concentration of auxin unchanged over each segment of the coleoptile, and a modification of the 
cell wall properties due to a gradient induce by the slope of plants. 

Considering now the auto tropic part, a tight correlation between the spatio-temporal pattern of 
growth and curvature variation. The coleoptiles straight up when the elongation is maximal and they 
bend when it is minimal. From simple geometrical model we see that the curvature variation of a 
material element is 

! 

DC

Dt
=
1

e
ED       (4)  

Where 

! 

E  is the growth rate, 

! 

D is the growth differential between two opposites of the stem and 

! 

e  
is the diameter of the stem. So if there is no differential, the curvature remains the same during the 
growth. At this point the link between the oscillations is still unknown. But it plays an important role 
in the regulation process As oscillations allow the plant to continuously regulates its position and 
avoid overshooting, with curving and straightening phases. 

According to Baskin [18], ultradian growth oscillations do not seem to be found universally. But 
the main part of the literature focus on roots and the other studies are limited to the global elongation 
velocity at large time scales. As shown in this study, oscillations may be overlooked or underestimate 
but monitoring only tip displacement. Moreover if the oscillating period is shorter than the 
propagation from the apex to the base, it could damp the oscillations. As the results shown are often an 
average on many individuals [23], if the phase between them is not the same, the oscillations will 
vanished. But some studies have shown it is possible to find them in other case.  

Conclusion 

We have developed new algorithm and Matlab software, Rod-PIV, which allows following the 
elongation and the curvature in cylindrical organ even for large displacement of the tip. It proved to 
provide insights into the fundamental mechanism of gravitropism. The presence of oscillations and the 
correlation between the curvature variation and the elongation needs to be further investigated. 
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Abstract  

Plants growth and development are highly controlled by mechanical signals. The 
thigmomorphogenetical response to external mechanical loadings’ generally consists in a decrease in 
elongation and a stimulation of diameter growth. A previous study has demonstrated that plants 
perceive the strains they are subjected to and not forces or stresses and proposed an integrative bio-
mechanical model of mechanosensing (“sum-of-strains model”). It has been tested on tomato 
elongation but not on local responses such as diameter growth or gene expression. The first part of this 
study was dedicated to clone a mechanosensitive gene in poplar that could be used to measure one of 
the plant responses at the local level. To measure the other local response, plant diameter growth, we 
used LVDT. The second part studied the effect of a single transitory bending on poplar diameter 
growth and on the expression level of a mechanosensitive transcription factor gene, PtaZFP2. For this 
purpose, an original bending device was built to study stem responses according to a controlled range 
of sums of strains. The last part of this work assessed the model of mechanosensing on these local 
responses. A single bending modified plant diameter growth for several days and increased the relative 
abundance of PtaZFP2 transcripts. Sums of longitudinal strains induced by bending computed on the 
stem bent zone were highly correlated to local plant responses. The “sum-of-strains” model of 
mechanosensing was thus applicable for local responses like diameter growth and gene expression. 
These novel results provide a set of basic data required for the establishment of an integrative model 
of thigmomorphogenesis linking gene expression with growth responses.  

Introduction 

Mechanical signals are actually rediscovered and emphasized as major cues that control plant 
morphogenesis [1,2,3] although their effects have been studied physiologically from the early 70’s  [4, 
5] under the term of thigmomorphogenesis. The most encountered thigmomorphogenetical response in 
shoot axes is a reduction of elongation and an increase of radial growth indicating a mechanosensing 
process occurs in plants. Mechanosensing has been demonstrated in a lot of herbaceous [6] but also 
woody species [7, 8, 9, 3]. In the past 10 years, a quantitative analysis of plant mechanosensing has 
been initiated on tomato stem [10]. This work lead to a biophysical model of mechanoperception 
called the “sum of strains model”[11]. This model assumes that each individual volume of 
mechanosensing competent tissue (dV) perceives the strain it is subjected to which triggers an 
elemental signal ds: 

dVkdS ..ε=     (1) 
 The elemental signals of all the volumes of mechanocompetent tissues add up into a 

thigmomorphogenetical signal S: 
        (2) ( ) dzdydxkS

ssuescompetenti
zyx ⋅⋅⋅= ∫∫∫ ,,ε
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This signal S triggers the observed growth response at the plant level. This model predicts a 
relationship between the sum of applied strains and the plant response, and has been validated on the 
prediction of the variability of the global response of primary growth to bending.  Nevertheless, the 
hypotheses of the model remained to be tested. For doing so, local responses at the plant and cellular 
levels are required. A study on Juglans regia has identified a mechanosensitive gene expressed only in 
strained tissues; it is thus a good marker of mechanoperception at the cellular level [12]. After cloning 
the homolog of this gene in poplar [13], we thus analyze, in the present study, the diameter growth 
response and the level of expression of PtaZFP2 mechanosensitive gene according to a range of 
applied sums of strains thanks to an original bending device.  

Materials and methods 

Plants 

Young poplars (Populus tremula × alba cv 717-1B4) were obtained by in vitro micropropagation 
and grown on nutrient solution [14] after acclimation. Trees were grown in a growth chamber (L/D 
16h/8h at 40 µmol.m-2.s-1 at 24°C/20°C with RH 60 ± 10%). Two months after micropropagation, the 
poplars were used in experiments; stems were about 35-cm high at this stage. The diameters of tested 
stems ranged from 4.3 to 6.3 mm with an average diameter of 5.18 ± 0.51 mm. 

 
Bending experiments  

For bending experiments, plants were transferred to another growth chamber with the same 
environmental conditions as for breeding. Plants were aligned in a vertical position along a metal bar 
to which they were attached with individual clamping rings. Foam was rolled around each stem in 
order to avoid stem wounds when the clamping ring was tightened. During entire experiment, roots 
bathed in a nutrient solution that was oxygenated by four aquarium pumps. Two vats (containing 100 
L of nutrient solution) were available in the same growth chamber, with the possibility of 
experimenting on a set of eight plants (four plants on each vat) at the same time. During plant 
installation, plant leaves were removed in the basal part of the stem that was to be bent, in order to 
avoid uncontrolled mechanical stimuli on leaves during controlled bending (see bellow). 

 
Bending device 

An original experimental device was developed in order to impose a controlled level of strains to 
the stem; the basal part of the stem was pushed against a plastic tube in order to curve the stem up to a 
controlled and homogeneous curvature, and then returned to its initial position (Fig. 1). This bending 
device was used for growth experiments as well as for the study of PtaZFP2 expression level. The 
diameter growth of each plant was monitored by a linear voltage displacement transducer (LVDT, 
DF/5.0 LIN 3M, Solartron Metrology Ltd.) before, during and after the transitory stem bending. The 
LVDT was placed at approximately 10 cm from the stem collar in the middle of an internode. Each 
LVDT was linked to an Omega bus (Omega, D5131, ± 5 Volts) linked to a computer where an in-
house data acquisition program (LVDT.exe, B Adam, INRA umr PIAF) recorded average growth per 
minute. Each plant was equipped with a LVDT so that each of the two Omega buses gathered data 
from four plants (Fig. 1) 
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 Fig. 1 The stem (1) was equipped with a LVDT (2) in 

order to monitor the diameter growth of the stem 

before, during and after bending was applied. A 

moving arm (3) pushed the stem against a plastic tube; 

the stem was thus bent around the tube (4). The stem 

was therefore submitted to a controlled curvature and 

thus to strains. The moving arm was then driven back 

and the stem is reset to its initial position.  
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Because of mechanical perturbation of plant growth induced by the installation (Fig. 2), plants in 

both types of experiments were let to recover during five days after installation, before the application 
of a controlled bending (in order to avoid interactions of the installation with the effects of the 
controlled bending). 
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Fig. 2  Representative example of diameter growth of a control plant. The daily recorded diameter growth is 

plotted against time. Just after plant installation, the diameter growth rate exhibited an increase for three or 

four days, followed by a decrease, and finally reached a stable growth rate after five to six days. The daily 

growth appeared to be rhythmic with higher growth rates during the dark period and at the end of the light 

period. 

 
 Quantification of the applied strains  

Within the framework of beam theory, under the assumption of small curvature and small strain, 
the cross section remains plane in the bent state and the maximal longitudinal strain is given by the 
product of the stem radius (rstem) and the curvature of the neutral line (κ): 

stemLL rκε =max                      (3) 
The curvature of the central line can be computed as the inverse of the sum of the radius of the tube 

and the stem:  

With 
stemtube rr +

=
1κ            (4) 

 
The sum of strains on the bent part was computed following Coutand and Moulia [11] as: 

hrSstrains stemκ3

3
2

=       (5) 
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where rstem is the radius of the stem in the middle of the bent part, κ is the imposed curvature and h 
is the length of the considered zone. 

Given the sum of strains to impose, the length of the bent zone and the radius of the stems, we used 
Eq. 5 to choose the diameter of plastic tube to be used to create a range of applied sums of strains. The 
length of the response site was 1 mm for cambial growth and 30 mm for PtaZFP2 expression. The 
imposed level of the sums of strains ranged from 0 to 20 mm3. Tubes of different diameters (40, 50, 
75, 90, 140, 160, 200 mm) were used to control the level of applied strains.  
 

Quantification of the growth response 

The diameter growth response was quantified by the maximal average daily diameter rate reached 
by the plant after bending.  

  
Effect of a single bending on PtaZFP2 gene expression 

For time course accumulation of PtaZFP2 transcripts after bending, stems were bent as explained 
above for growth experiments and harvested several times after bending was applied. Thirty mm of the 
bent part of each stem was cut and immediately placed in liquid nitrogen. For expression analysis in 
different organs after stem bending, six types of organs were collected 1 h after stimulation. Total 
RNAs were extracted from about 150 mg of plant tissue using CTAB extraction buffer as described by 
Chang et al.[15], and then treated with RNase-free RQ1 DNase (Promega). 

In RT-PCR experiments, first-strand cDNA was synthesized from 1 µg total RNA using oligodT 
and SuperScript III (Invitrogen). Each PCR reaction (30 µl) contained the following: cDNA (4 µl of 
1:40 dilution of the first cDNA strands), PCR buffer (1X), MgCL2 (1.66 mM), dNTP mix (200 µM of 
each), primers (0.3 µM of each), Platinium Taq DNA polymerase (0.5 unit, Invitrogen).After a heat 
step at 94°C for 5 min, PCR cycling were as follows: 29 cycles of denaturation (94°C, 15 s), annealing 
(61°C, 15 s) and elongation (72°C, 20 s), ending with a final elongation step at 72°C for 5 min. 
PtaZFP2 transcripts were detected by amplifying 287 bp with primers Pe1S (5’-
CGTGCGAGTCACAAGAAACC-3) and Pe1AS (5’-CACAGAACTCTCTTGCTGCT-3). The reference gene EF-
1α (elongation factor-1α) transcripts were amplified with only 24 cycles using the primers EF1S (5’-
GACAACTAGGTACTACTGCACTGTC-3’) and EF1AS (5’-TTGGTGGACCTCTCGATCATG-3’). 

For Northern blot analysis, a PtaZFP2 gene-specific probe of 287 bp was generated by PCR with 
the primers Pe1S and Pe1AS, labeled with α32-P-dCTP using a Ready-To-Go DNA Labeling Beads 
kit (Amersham). Total RNAs (15 µg) were separated by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis after 
denaturation with formaldehyde and blotted onto a nylon membrane Hybond-N+ (Amersham). The 
hybridization was carried out with a NorthernMax kit (Ambion). Membranes were exposed to a 
phosphoimager screen (Kodak) for 4 h and signals were quantified using Quantify One software (Bio-
Rad). 

 
Quantification of PtaZFP2 gene expression  
 
Plants were bent as explained above for growth experiments and harvested 30 minutes after 

bending was applied. Thirty mm of the bent part of each plant was cut and immediately placed in 
liquid nitrogen. Since the aim of the study was to determine if some quantitative relationship could be 
found between the applied level of strains and the expression level of PtaZFP2, the mRNA relative 
abundance of PtaZFP2 was measured plant by plant by Real-Time Quantitative RT-PCR experiments 
following the PCR conditions described above, adding SYBR green I (1/1000, Sigma) as a fluorescent 
dye in the reaction. Amplifications were done using an iCycler IQ (Bio-Rad). Five plants were used as 
controls. 

Relative quantitative abundance (Qr) of PtaZFP2 transcripts was calculated by comparison to the 
expression of EF-1α using the delta-delta method mathematical model [16]: 

α1)(

2)(

2
2

−−

−

= EFCtreatedCcontrol

PtaZFPCtreatedCcontrol

Qr    (8) 
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where C is the threshold of cycle number of PCR. Specificity of amplification was confirmed by 
determining the melt curves for the PCR products at the end of each run and by using a gel 
electrophoresis.  

Results and discussion 

Effect of a single bending on plant diameter growth 

A representative example of the effect of a single controlled bending on stem diameter growth is 
shown on Fig. 3. Bending induced a long-lasting increase in the diameter growth rate. Diameter 
growth rate reached its maximal value the second (65% of the plants) or the third day (35% of the 
plants) after bending. The maximal diameter growth rate reached after bending was variable between 
stems, ranging from 0.09 to 0.22 mm.day-1 with an average value of 0.16 ± 0.03 mm.day-1. After this 
peak, the diameter growth rate regularly decreased and finally reverted to the values found before 
bending. The duration of the response was considered as the time between the application of bending 
and the time when diameter growth reverted back to the values observed before bending. Once the 
peak of diameter growth rate was reached, the time for the plant to recover a growth rate similar to the 
one before bending was estimated between 2 to 11 days with an average value of 4.8 ± 2.7 days. To 
our knowledge it is the first time the short term diameter growth after a single bending is described 
and quantified. 

  
Fig. 3 Representative example of the effect of a single 

transitory bending on stem diameter growth. Before the 

application of a transitory bending, the diameter 

growth rate was stable. The application of a transitory 

bending (grey arrow) led to an increase in diameter 

growth. The daily diameter growth rate increased for 

three days and then decreased for several days before 

returning to its pre-bending value.  
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Relationship between diameter growth and thigmomorphogenetical stimulus 

We assessed the relationship between the sum of longitudinal strains induced by bending and the 
plant responses using the model of mechanosensing (Eq. 2). A highly significant linear correlation 
(R2=0.74) was found between the sum of applied strains on the portion of the stem where the LVDT 
recorded diameter growth and the growth response quantified as the maximal daily diameter rate 
reached after bending (Fig. 4). This demonstrated that the biophysical model of mechanosensing 
established on tomato (modification of elongation by bending of a zone distant from the primary 
growth zone) was also applicable in the case of diameter growth, a local response measured at the 
loaded zone. These results also suggested that in the case of diameter growth, the mechanosensitive 
control of the response is local.  

  
Fig. 4 Relationship between the sum of applied strains 

and the diameter growth response. A linear 

relationship was observed between the imposed sum of 

longitudinal strains computed on the width of the stem 

where the diameter growth was monitored and the 

maximal daily diameter growth rate reached after 

bending. 
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Our results are comparable with those of Soga et al. [17] on the effect of hypergravity on the 

gravimorphism of azuki bean epicotyls. Their data revealed a decrease of elongation and an increase 
of diameter growth induced by hypergravity. These responses are characteristic of the 
thigmomorphogenetical syndrome, even if presented as “gravity resistance” responses. As suggested 
by Telewski [18], gravimorphism and thigmomorphogenesis are both expressions of mechanosensing. 
Interestingly Soga et al. also found a correlation between the modification of growth and the intensity 
of hypergravity. They did not quantify the strains of tissues but as their plant material were probably 
very homogenous; tissue strain levels were probably proportional to the intensity of hypergravity. 
Expressing responses according to gravity or stress levels rather than tissue strain can be misleading 
since only tissue strains are sensed [11].  
 

Effect of a single bending on PtaZFP2 gene expression 
 

The accumulation of PtaZFP2 mRNAs after controlled bending in poplar stems was investigated 
by RT-PCR and northern-blot analyses. As shown in Figure 5A, no PtaZFP2 transcripts were detected 
in the control plant stems. After bending, PtaZFP2 transcripts accumulated within 5 min, reached a 
peak 10–30 min after the stem bending, and slowly decreased 1 h after bending. In contrast, levels of 
PtaEF-1α mRNAs did not change after bending (nor 18S mRNA, data not shown) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig 5: Time course accumulation and localization of PtaZFP2 transcripts after stem bending. 

(A) Total RNAs were extracted from the stems of control plants (C) and from bent stems at different times (5, 10, 

30 and 60 min). PtaZFP2 mRNAs abundance was analyzed by RT-PCR using specific primers. As a control, the 

expression of EF-1a gene is also shown. (B) Northern blot analysis of PtaZFP2 transcripts 1 h after basal 

internodes bending in several poplar organs. RNAs were extracted from roots (R), basal leaves (BL) localized 2 

cm above the bent part of the stem, apical leaves (AL) below the apex, apical internodes (AI) localized 1 cm 

below the apex, basal internodes (BI) located 10 cm above the collar and apex (AP) of control and bent plants. 

After separation on formaldehyde gel, RNA were blotted and probed with 32P-labeled PtaZFP2 gene-specific 

probe. The expression of 18S RNA was used as control The amount of PtaZFP2 transcripts was obtained by 

quantifying each band and were corrected by 18S rRNA and expressed as a relative value of control plants. 

Double asterisks (**) represent Student’s t test significant at P < 0.01. 

 
A 

 
As shown in Figure 5B, after local stem bending, PtaZFP2 mRNAs were strongly accumulated in 

bent internodes and slightly in the roots. However, PtaZFP2 transcripts were not detected in basal and 
apical leaves, apical internodes, and apex.  

These results show that bending induced a rapid accumulation of PtaZFP2 transcripts, which is 
only localized in the stressed part of the plants. PtaZFP2 is thus a good marker of mechanoperception 
at the cellular level  

 
PtaZFP2 transcripts level according to the sum of applied strains 
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The accumulation of PtaZFP2 mRNAs after controlled bending was investigated by real-time 
quantitative RT-PCR analysis. PtaZFP2 transcripts accumulation was highly correlated to the level of 
the applied sum of longitudinal strains (Fig. 6). The whole set of data was well fitted by a polynomial 
(R2=0.75). For strain sums ranging from 0 to 12 mm3, the induction factor of PtaZFP2 was linearly 
dependent on the sum of longitudinal strains. The model of mechanosensing was therefore also valid 
at the cellular level.  

To our knowledge, the only studies that present a quantitative relationship between mechanical 
loading and the level of gene expression are those focused on the effects of hypergravity conditions 
[19]; Levels of expression of both VaXTHS4 and alpha-tubulin are dependent on the level of 
hypergravity [20]. It appears that mechanosensing can quantitatively control the level of expression of 
some genes in plants. Mechanosensitive activation of genes following mechanical tissue strain has also 
been reported in animals (TWIST expression in drosophila [21]), but no quantitative action law for 
gene expression has yet been established.  

 
 Fig. 6  Relationship between the level of 

expression of PtaZFP2 and the sum of applied 
strain.Real-time quantitative RT-PCR analysis of 
the expression of PtaZFP2 in 15 stems bent within 
a range of sum of applied strains from 3 to 24 
mm3. Each point corresponds to one plant. All 
values were standardized to PtaEF-1α transcripts 
levels. Errors bars correspond to ± standard 
error. The expression level of PtaZFP2 was 
correlated with the imposed sum of longitudinal 
strains. For sums of strains ranging from 3 to 12 
mm3, the relationship between the sum of applied 
strains and the relative abundance of PtaZFP2 
transcripts was linear. 

Conclusion 

 
This interdisciplinary and collective work provides a quantitative study of mechanosensing in the 

case of bending of poplar stems. The results described the short-time effects of a single bending on 
poplar stem diameter growth. The study of the relationship established between the plant responses 
and the sum of applied strains opens areas in modelling plant growth in windy conditions and in 
studying the regulation of mechanosensing. Indeed it provides i) kinetics of plant response after a 
single bending ii) dose-response curves can be used to predict the plant diameter growth rate 
according to the axes variations of strains, and iii) validation of the integrative model of 
mechanoperception model. The characterisation of the kinetics of growth response after a single 
bending and the possibility to control the variability of plant responses due to variability of mechanical 
stimulus are the basic knowledge required to study the effect of multiple bendings’. It will be thus 
interesting in the future to study the effect of bending frequency and so plant acclimation under 
multiple bendings’. The model could also be used to study if some interspecific variability of 
mechanosensing exists by comparing the models parameters values of plants from different species 
submitted to the same range of strains. Both these aspects should open new avenues in the modelling 
of plant growth under wind. 
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Contact Mechanics at the Insect-Plant Interface  
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Abstract  

Most of the one million insect species described so far are associated with plants. Such insects 

should be able to attach successfully to plant surfaces. Dealing with attachment, we have to consider a 

contact problem, in which two bodies are involved. Both these parts may have various geometries, 

mechanical and chemical properties. Moreover, insects produce and deliver a secretory fluid into a 

contact zone, whereas many plant substrates bear specialised surface coverage. This paper summarises 

our previous structural and experimental studies on insect attachment and the effect of plant substrates 

on it. 

Insect attachment devices 

Most recent data on insect attachment systems demonstrated their excellent adhesion and high 

reliability of contact (Gorb, 2001; 2005). Interestingly, these systems appeared several times 

independently in insect evolution (Gorb and Beutel, 2001). This fact may indicate that such surface 

structures must have an advantage for adhesion enhancement especially on real natural substrates, 

such as surfaces of plants. The physical background of the effect of adhesion enhancement was 

theoretically discussed in several recent publications (Smith et al., 1999; Arzt et al., 2003; Persson, 

2003; Chung and Chaudhury, 2005).  

Comparison of a wide variety of animal groups revealed that the size of single contacting points 

gets smaller and their density increases as the body mass of the animal group increases (Scherge and 

Gorb, 2001). This general trend was theoretically explained by applying the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts 

(JKR) theory, according to which specialised microstructured surfaces increase adhesion (Johnson et 

al, 1971; Arzt et al., 2003). There are other design principles, extracted from studies on biological 

systems. The effective elastic modulus of the fibre arrays is very small, which is of fundamental 

importance for adhesion on smooth and rough substrates (Persson, 2003). It is predicted that an 

additional advantage of patterned surfaces is the reliability of contact on various surface profiles and 

the increased tolerance of defects at individual contacts. In a real situation, failure of some 

microcontacts because of dust particles or mechanical damage of single hairs would minimally 

influence adhesion. In the case of a solitary contact, even slight damage of the contact due to the 

presence of contamination or surface irregularities will immediately lead to contact breakage, similar 

to the crack building and its propagation in bulk material. 

Anti-adhesive plant surfaces 

It is well known that insects attach well to microscopically rough surfaces and use their claws to 

interlock with surface irregularities (Betz, 2002; Dai et al., 2002). To attach to smooth and microrough 

substrates, insects apply adhesive pads (Gorb, 2001). Since plant surfaces range from rather smooth to 

those covered with trichomes or wax crystals, insect-plant interactions may often rely on insect 

attachment ability to the particular plant surface. In the course of the last five years, we carried out 
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numerous experiments, in order to understand insect-plant interactions at the level of the contacting 

surfaces. The studies were mainly performed with insects having hairy adhesive pads, the surfaces of 

which are densely covered with microscopic hairs.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Diversity of the plant surface geometry. 

 

Plant surfaces studied have a wide range of textures and microsculptures (Fig. 1). They may be 

smooth or structured, i.e. covered with various hairs (trichomes) or bear microscopic crystals of 

epicuticular waxes (Jeffree, 1986; Barthlott et al., 1998). To study the role of different structures of a 

plant surface in insect attachment, various plant surfaces were screened (Gorb and Gorb, 2002). 

Attachment ability of the chrysomelid beetle Chrysolina fastuosa was tested on 99 surfaces of 83 plant 

species, belonging to 45 families. Among these surfaces were smooth, dry hairy, felt-like, moist hairy 

and waxy ones. Insects attached successfully to smooth, dry hairy and felt-like substrates, but they 

could not attach properly to surfaces covered with wax crystals. To explain anti-adhesive properties of 

plant substrates, four hypotheses were proposed (Fig. 2). (A) Roughness-hypothesis: wax crystals 

and/or little trichomes cause microroughness, which considerably decreases the real contact area 

between the substrate and setal tips of insect adhesive pads. (B) Contamination-hypothesis or 

cohesion-failure-hypothesis: wax crystals are easily detachable structures that contaminate pads. 

Alternatively, liquids covering plant surface may detach from plants and contaminated insect pads (C) 

Wax-dissolving-hypothesis: Insect pad secretion may dissolve wax crystals. This would result in the 

appearance of a thick layer of fluid, making the substrate slippery. (D) Fluid-absorption-hypothesis: 

Structured wax coverage may absorb the fluid from the pad surface.  

The influence of surface roughness on insect attachment has been tested experimentally in several 

studies (Gorb, 2001; Gorb and Gorb, 2006a; Voigt et al., 2007). Centrifugal experiments on the 

attachment ability of insects on artificial substrates with varying surface roughness showed that the fly 

Musca domestica and beetles Gastrophysa viridula (Fig. 3)and Leptinotarsa decemlineata generated 

much higher forces on either smooth or rough surfaces with an asperity size, exceeding 3.0 μm 

(Peressadko and Gorb, 2004; Voigt et al., 2008). 

This effect may be explained by spatula-like terminal elements of setae that are able to generate 

sufficient contact with large surface irregularities. The worst attachment was observed on substrates 

with a roughness of 0.3 − 1.0 µm, corresponding to the size of plant wax crystals. Because of the small 

size of wax crystals, the area of real contact between these substrates and the tips of insect spatulae is 

very small. Since the attachment force depends on the area of real contact, insects are not able to 

attach successfully to surfaces with such a microroughness. 

Since many wax crystals are easily erodable structures, they may contaminate adhesive pads, and 

this may reduce proper functioning of the pads. We proved the contamination-hypothesis 

experimentally for several insects and a series of plant species. Our data on the contamination of 
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Chrysolina fastuosa pads by wax crystals of 12 waxy plant surfaces (Gorb and Gorb, 2006b) showed 

that the plants differ essentially in their contaminating effects on insect pads. Differences were found 

in both the nature of the contamination, i.e. the structure of the contaminating material and the 

presence of recognisable crystals, and the degree of contamination (the portion of setal tip surface, 

covered with contaminating particles, and the portion of setae, covered with the wax). These 

differences were hypothesised to be caused by various micromorphologies of waxes in the plant 

species studied. Analysing the relationship between the contaminating ability and geometrical 

parameters of wax crystals, we found that the contamination is related to both the largest dimension 

and the largest aspect ratio of crystals. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Hypotheses of anti-adhesive mechanisms of a waxy plant surface. A. Tenent seta of the adhesive pad of 

the Chrysolina fastuosa beetle. B, C. Setal contact with a smooth surface. D – H. Setal contact with a waxy 

surface. E. Roughness-hypothesis. F. Contamination-hypothesis. G. Fluid-absorption-hypothesis. H. Wax-

dissolving-hypothesis [6]. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Attachment forces of the beetles Gastrophysa viridula on substrates with different roughness [15]. 

 

Pad contamination was also observed in our study on the waxy surface of the slippery zone in 

trapping organs (pitchers) of the carnivorous plant Nepenthes alata (Gorb et al., 2005). The wax 

coverage consists of two clearly distinguished superimposed layers, differing in their structure, 
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chemical composition and mechanical properties. Laboratory experiments with tethered beetles Adalia 

bipunctata showed that both wax layers essentially reduce the attachment force of insects, however, in 

different ways. Crystals of the upper wax layer contaminate the insects’ adhesive pads, whereas the 

lower wax layer leads to the reduction of the real contact area of the insects’ feet with the pitcher 

surface. 

Conclusion 

The attachment ability of insects to plant surfaces depends on the structure, roughness, and 

mechanical stability of the substrate. Wax bloom, specialised trichomes and fluid coverage found on 

some plant surfaces might be plant adaptations against insect attachment. Four hypotheses of anti-

adhesion mechanism of plant surfaces are proposed, and two of them are experimentally supported. 
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Abstract  

Gas-filling of conduits decreases hydraulic conductance of the xylem vessels. Therefore, embolism 

formation and reversal is one of the crucial topics in plant water transport. The negative pressure 

(=tension) in xylem water during plant transpiration may cause embolism in two ways: (i) 

Homogeneous nucleation, the spontaneous formation of a water vapour bubble within the water 

column due to statistical fluctuations. (ii) Heterogeneous nucleation, the development of bubbles by 

air seeding, the drawing of gas present in already embolized conduits through pit membrane pores into 

functioning conduits. This contribution deals with the behaviour of gas bubbles caused by 

heterogeneous nucleation. These bubbles usually contain both water vapour and air and float either 

freely in the xylem water (which is under tension) or attach themselves to the vessel wall (which is 

characterised by its shape and contact angle). Based on the reversible free energy of this system, we 

derive conditions for two kinds of equilibria: (a) Mechanical equilibrium (and its stability or 

instability) between the forces which try to contract and expand bubbles containing air and water-

vapour. (b) Equilibrium with respect to the exchange of air particles between the bubble and the 

surrounding xylem water by dissolution mechanisms.     

The results — given as relations between xylem water pressure, bubble radius, bubble particle 

content and xylem wall morphology and contact angle — allow to predict whether appearing bubbles 

lead to embolism or not.      

Introduction 

Based on arguments from statistical physics and thermodynamics it has been shown ([4], [5]) that 

for the negative pressures to be expected in plant conduits spontaneous cavitation (=  homogeneous 

nucleation)  plays only a minor role in causing embolism because the tension values occurring in the 

xylem are not  high enough to permit a significant formation rate of expanding bubbles.     

Embolism is usually caused by air seeding (= heterogeneous nucleation), i.e. a group of ―air‖ 

molecules finds its way into a tree water conduit through cracks and openings in the wood. If such a 

passage remains open, at least one segment of the embolised conduit is permanently lost for water 

transport. If it closes, however, after a limited number of ―air molecules‖ has entered the conduit these 

form one or several embryonic air bubbles which may — but need not necessarily — cause the rupture 

of the water column (see Fig. 1).     

As will be shown below, embryonic bubbles which do no harm as long as they are completely 

immersed into the xylem fluid may, however, cause embolism if they come into contact with the 

vessel wall.         

The hazardousness of a given bubble is related to its ability to comply with the following 

equilibrium conditions:     
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(i) Mechanical equilibrium: (a) the randomly moving gas particles in the bubble act as an 

outward  directed force which tries to expand the bubble; (b) the surface tension of the 

gas/liquid interface tries to contract the bubble; (c) the pressure ps of the xylem water 

contributes for ps < 0 to the  expanding force, for ps > 0 to the contracting force.  Equilibrium 

exists if these forces sum up to zero ([6], [7]).  

(ii) Diffusional equilibrium: the number of air molecules remains constant only if a balance with 

respect to the exchange of air molecules with the bubble’s surroundings prevails between the 

air partial pressure within the bubble and the concentration of air molecules dissolved in the 

xylem water.  Otherwise, air molecules from within the bubble either dissolve at the bubble’s 

gas/liquid interface in the xylem water and diffuse towards regions of lower air molecule 

concentration, or else a diffusional current through the xylem water delivers air molecules to 

the bubble.     

The exchange process between water vapour and water is faster than the exchange of air by a factor of 

about 10
6
. Hence, mechanical equilibrium is a necessary prerequisite for diffusional equilibrium.   

The development of a bubble is essentially controlled by the mechanical forces. We assess them 

(and the equilibria they possibly adopt) by analysing the reversible free energy associated with the 

formation of an embryonic bubble of radius R (see [1], [4], [5] , [6], [7]). In doing so we assume (i) 

pw≈ psat (psat: saturation pressure of water vapour): Because the exchange of water molecules between 

bubble and surrounding liquid is a very intensive one, the water vapour partial pressure in the bubble 

readjusts to the water vapour saturation pressure almost immediately. (ii) na ≈ const.: This simplifying 

assumption is only valid on the very short time scale of bubble formation considered here. The 

assumption is based on the low solubility of air in water, implying that only a small fraction of the air 

molecules in the bubble’s interior are lost to the surrounding liquid within the considered time scale. 

Results and discussion 

Floating bubble 

 

The formation energy of a bubble filled with water vapour and na air molecules reads (see [1], [7]) 

 
where Rmax := -2γ/ps, R is the gas constant and T the temperature. The bubble radii where equilibrium 

of forces prevails are found from the zeros of 

 
and their stability is assessed by evaluating ∂

2
W/∂R

2
 at the equilibrium point(s). Notice that the term in 

brackets on the right hand side of equation (2) represents the surface tension and thus the contracting 

force acting on the bubble while the terms in braces represents expanding forces due to gas pressure 

and negative xylem water pressure. Bubble equilibrium radii (i.e. the solutions of ∂W/∂R = 0) are 

located at   

 
where ncrit := 128 πγ

3
/[81RT (pw 

– ps)
 2
] and Rvap = 2γ/(pw 

– ps). For a pure water vapour bubble (na = 0) 

the equilibrium radii simplify to Rstab = 0 and Rinst = Rvap. Evaluating ∂
2
W/∂R

2
, we find that a bubble at 

radius Rstab is in stable, at radius Rinst, however, in unstable equilibrium. For na > ncrit  both  Rstab and 

Rinst become undefined, meaning that the bubble expands without limits (see Figures 2(b) and 3).  

The bubble behaviour is illustrated by Figure 2(b). A bubble which contains na,3 >  ncrit air 

molecules  fulfills for all R > 0 the condition ∂W/∂R < 0. Equation (2) implies then that the bubble can  
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Fig. 1 Left/centre left: Conduit elements connected by torus-margopits (left) and membrane pits (centre left). In 

each case one embolised element has been hydraulically isolated and the water flow is redirected through its 

neighbours (Drawing taken from [8]). Centre right: Conduit with stable gas bubbles. Two of them are attached 

to the conduit walls forming the contact angles and . Right: Cross section through the xylem of Aristolochia 

macrophylla showing an assemblage of conduits (upper right) and the ornamented inner wall of one conduit 

(lower right)(Photos:Tatiana Miranda , Institute for Geosciences, University of Tübingen). 

 

only expand.  If the bubble contains na,1 <  ncrit air molecules its future depends also on its initial 

radius R: in the case  R > Rinst it expands, in the case 0 <  R <  Rinst the bubble expands or contracts 

towards Rstab.  

Figure 3 illustrates the interdependance of initial radius and air content in a stability diagram in the  

(na,R)-plane:  

(i) The ability of an air-water vapour bubble to seed embolism increases with its air content (with 

the water pressure ps being constant): A bubble of initial radius R2 containing n1 air molecules 

contracts towards the stable radius Rstab, a bubble of the same initial radius containing n4 air 

molecules (with n4 > n1), however, bursts.   

(ii) If ps decreases (i.e. becomes more negative) the stability region which represents all bubbles 

(of radius R and containing na air molecules) drifting to stable equilibrium shrinks. Hence, 

bubbles which were within the stability region at a given water pressure may become unstable 

because the borderline between stability and instability has wandered across their (fixed) 

location in the (na,R)-plane, due to the drop in ps.  

(iii) Immediate collapse of an air-water vapour bubble is impossible. This is because — different 

to the water vapour molecules in the bubble — the air molecules cannot condensate to the 

liquid state (at least not under temperatures and pressures compatible with living plants). 

Hence, a stable air-water vapour bubble can only disappear by dissolution via diffusion of the 

air content into the surrounding water. Whether or not this will happen depends on the 

concentration Cair of air molecules already dissolved in the surrounding water.    

 

Bubble attached to a flat portion of the vessel wall   

 

In order to describe an air/water vapour bubble attached to the vessel wall we have to extend 

expression (1) to     

 
where θ denotes the contact angle at the line where solid, liquid and gaseous phase meet, and ξ(θ):= (2 

+ 3 cos θ - cos
3
θ ) /4. Due to ξ (0) = 1, expression (4) reduces in the limit θ = 0 to expression (1).  
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Fig. 2 Energy of bubble formation W plotted against bubble radius R. Water pressure in the conduit amounts to 

ps=−1MPa. Equilibrium between expanding and contracting forces is realised only at bubble radii R 

representing extrema of W(R). Maxima indicate unstable, minima stable equilibrium. (a) Bubble filled only with 

water vapour. (b) Bubble filled with water vapour and air. Curves are plotted for the following numbers of air 

molecules: na,1 = 7.5 ×10
-20

 mol, ncrit = 7.5 × 10
-19

mol and na,3 = 9 × 10
-19

 

mol. 

 

Thus, in the case of complete wettability a freely floating bubble and one attached to the vessel wall 

behave in the same way.   

Exploiting ∂W/∂R = 0, we find that the (mechanical) equilibrium radii of an attached bubble have 

exactly the same form as those (see (3)) of its freely floating counterpart, provided we include into the 

critical (maximum) number ncrit the factor ξ(θ) (i.e. ncrit → ncrit ξ(θ)). The other features of the 

equilibrium radii (stability, the limits for na → 0 and na → ncrit and the behaviour for na > ncrit) are as 

for a freely floating bubble.  

Figure 3(c) illustrates that because of 0 ≤ ξ(θ) ≤ 1 an attached bubble can not accomodate as many 

particles as a freely floating bubble (apart from the case θ = 0° when ξ = 1). This feature turns out to 

be potentially hazardous: Mechanically stable floating bubbles may realise during attachment that the 

number of air particles they house and the vessel wall’s contact angle are incompatible. Thus, they can 

not settle to a new stable mechanical equilibrium and burst. The upper bubble on the curve related to θ 

= 0° in part (c) of Figure 3 will suffer this fate if it tries to attach to a wall with contact angle θ = 90°. 

The lower bubble on the same curve is more lucky: it houses less particles than ncrit(θ = 90°) allows 

and finds a new stable mechanical equilibrium. From the family of curves depicted in Figure 3(c) it is 

obvious that the radius of the attached bubble segment is always greater than the radius of the freely 

floating bubble, i.e. Rstab(na, θ) > Rstab(na, 0) for θ > 0. (Recall that we assume that the floating bubble 

attaches to an at least approximately flat vessel wall. Hence, attached bubbles are shaped like 

segments of a sphere with radius R.)  

 

Conditions for spontaneous attachment 

 

In order to explore whether (and if so, under which conditions) a mechanically stable floating bubble 

attaches spontaneously to an (approximately flat) vessel wall we have to compare the energies 

associated with the formation of a floating and of an attached bubble. If the free energy of the final 

state is smaller than the free energy of the initial state, the process proceeds spontaneously. The 

energies related to the two bubble states have already been calculated in (1) and (4).   

Since the formation energy of a floating and of an attached bubble coincide in the case θ = 0 we may 

first calculate what happens to Wstab(θ) if θ is infinitesimally increased and integrate afterwards up to  

 
the desired value of θ.  Because we compare mechanically stable bubbles (with na and ps fixed) the 

rules of partial differentiation yield     
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Fig. 3 Regions of stability and instability of bubbles of radius R, filled with water vapour and na air molecules. 

(a): Stability diagram for a given water pressure ps,1. (b): Stability diagram for a water pressure ps,2 with ps,2 < 

ps,1 (i.e. ps,2 is more negative than ps,1). Only bubbles lying on the curves Rstab (broken line) and Rinst (solid line) 

are in stable resp. unstable equilibrium. Bubbles represented by other (na, R)-values either contract or expand 

(indicated by broken arrows). Bubbles belonging to the hatched region (left and below the solid curve Rinst)  

contract or expand towards the stable radius Rstab lying on the dotted curve. Bubbles characterised by (na, R)-

values outside the stability region expand. If ps decreases, the region of stability shrinks. Hence, bubbles which 

are in equlibrium under water pressure ps,1 (like those inhabited by n3 air molecules in part (a) of the figure) fall 

outside of the equilibrium region if ps drops to ps,2 < ps,1 (see part (b) of the figure). (c): Bubbles attached to a 

flat vessel wall with contact angles θ = 0°, 60°, 90°, 100°. Rstab of a completely wetting vessel wall (θ = 0°) is 

identical to Rstab of a floating bubble.  

 

The first two terms of the right hand side of this expression vanish because W depends not explicitly 

on θ (hence, ∂W/∂θ = 0), and mechanical equilibrium requires ∂W/∂R = 0. Thus, 

 
Manipulations based on the Young-Laplace-Equation imply that the expression in brackets is positive 

and sin
3
θ  is positive within the interval 0 < θ < 180°. Therefore, an increase of θ by the amount dθ > 

0, is related to a decrease of the formation energy Wstab(θ) by dWstab(θ) < 0. Thus, the formation energy 

of a floating bubble (characterised by θ = 0) which attaches to a vessel wall (characterised by θ > 0) 

changes by the necessarily negative amount         

 
The last relation allows the following conclusions:  

(i) The attachment process of a floating bubble proceeds spontaneously and without energy input.  

(ii) Detachment needs energy input, spontaneous bubble detachment is therefore improbable.  

(iii) The conclusion ΔWstab(θ) < 0 applies for any θ > 0.  

(iv) If the contact angle θ varies across the vessel wall, the bubble will show a tendency to move 

(and enlarge) its contact circle towards regions of higher θ. (The contact circle is the line 

where the air/water-interface touches the flat, solid vessel wall.)   

 

Diffusional equilibrium and dissolution of bubbles 

 

The following reasoning applies both to freely floating bubbles and to bubbles which are attached to 

the conduit wall. The ―long term‖ behaviour of an mechanically equilibrated bubble rests upon two 

physical effects ([2]):  

(i) At the bubble’s air/water-interface, air particles dissolve into or escape from the water Thus, 

the (partial) pressure pa of the air inside the bubble and the concentration CR of the dissolved 

air particles in the liquid in the near vicinity of the bubble are proportional to  
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each other as stated by Henry’s Law CR = kH pa where the constant kH depends on the gas and 

liquid species involved.  

(ii) If the concentration CR of dissolved gas particles close to the bubble deviates from the value 

Cair farther away in the liquid, diffusional currents, directed from areas of higher to areas of 

lower concentration arise 

 
Fig. 4 Diagram explaining the behaviour of gas bubbles which are in equilibrium with respect to mechanical 

forces but not with respect to exchange of air particles between bubble and surrounding water (for explanation 

see text).     

 

As the combined result of both processes we expect that air particles are transported either out of and 

away from the gas bubble or into the opposite direction until an diffusional equilibrium situation 

between the concentrations CR and Cair is attained. To facilitate further notation we define in analogy 

to Henry’s Law a (fictitious) pressure pair := Cair/kH which allows to state diffusional equilibrium as 

pair = pa. The Young-Laplace-Equation     

 
connects the gas pressure p within an mechanically(!) equilibrated bubble with the surface tension γ at 

the liquid/gas-interface, the bubble radius R and the pressure ps of the liquid surrounding the bubble. 

Splitting the gas pressure into the partial pressures of water vapour and air according to p = pw + pa we 

find from (8) for bubbles in mechanical equilibrium pa = p - pw = ps - pw+2 γ/R. Observing that this 

relation establishes a one-to-one correspondence between pa and R we use pair = pa to define an  

equilibrium radius 

   
Notice, that Req defines an equilibrium with respect to the exchange of air particles between the bubble 

and the surrounding water whereas the radii Rstab and Rinst (which were defined in (3)) represent 

equilibria with respect to the mechanical forces which try to expand or contract the bubble.  

We can now understand the behaviour of gas bubbles which are in equilibrium with respect to 

mechanical forces but not with respect to exchange of air particles between bubble and surrounding 
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water (consult Figure 4): Exchange equilibrium exists if pa = pair is realised. (In the lower part of 

Figure 4, this case is indicated by the intersections between the broken, horizontal lines and the pa(R)-

curve at (Req,1, pair,1) and (Req,2, pair,2).) Depending on whether Req lies in the interval 0 < Rstab < Rcrit or 

Rcrit < Rinst < Rvap, the bubble goes through qualitatively different developments:  

(i) The bubble starts at position A or B, close to (Req,1, pair,1) in the interval 0 < Rstab < Rcrit:  

a) At position A the inequality pa > pair is valid, causing air particles to leave the bubble. This 

loss entails a contraction of the bubble, as can be seen from the na(R) diagram in the upper 

part of the figure. This contraction raises the bubble’s partial air pressure pa which accelerates 

the particle loss and so on, until the bubble has dissolved.  

b) At position B we have pa < pair. Now air particles from the surrounding water enter the 

bubble which reacts by an expansion, according to the na(R)-diagram. The bubble’s partial air 

pressure pa decreases whereupon still more air particles enter the bubble and so on. This 

process continues either until na exceeds ncrit, or until all air particles within the xylem water 

have assembled in the bubble.  

(ii) The bubble starts at positions C or D, close to (Req,2, pair,2) in the interval Rcrit < Rinst < Rvap. 

Applying the same reasoning as in case (i), the bubble is found to move towards the 

equilibrium position (Req,2, pair,2).  

Obviously, equilibria with respect to the exchange of air particles related to a bubble radius Req lying 

within the interval 0 < Req < Rcrit are unstable, similar equilibria within Rcrit < Req < Rvap are, however, 

stable.  

Hence, stable mechanical and exchange equilibria preclude each other: For 0 < R < Rcrit the 

mechanical equilibrium is stable and the exchange equilibrium is unstable, for Rcrit < R < Rvap it is the 

other way round. The different time scales on which the processes connected with the two equilibria 

operate impose a clear hierarchy on their relevance: Since the exchange of air particles is a very slow 

process, compared to the action of the expanding and contracting forces, a mechanically unstable 

bubble with Rinst(na) has negligible chances to settle down to a stable exchange equilibrium. It is much 

more probable that it either bursts or shrinks to the corresponding stable radius Rstab(na) where an 

unstable exchange equilibrium awaits it. Depending on the relation between pa and pair this state will 

finally develop into a bubble burst due to congestion (i.e. na > ncrit) or to complete bubble dissolution.  

A condition which guarantees that dissolution occurs can be read off from Figure 4: If the 

inequality Req > Rcrit holds all bubbles in stable mechanical equilibrium dissolve. This condition can be 

reformulated as a relation between the concentration Cair of gas particles dissolved in the surrounding 

liquid, the (negative) pressure ps of this liquid, and the water vapour saturation pressure pw, namely 

Cair = kH pair < kH (pw - ps)/2. Solving this relation for ps we find ps < -2 pair + pw. Since groundwater in 

the soil is in contact with air of atmospheric pressure it is reasonable to assume pair ≈ patmosphere ≈ 10
5
 

Pa. Neglecting the term pw on the right hand side (at 25 °C we find pw ≈ 3167 Pa << 100 000 Pa ≈ pair) 

this equation reduces to  

 
Hence, if condition (10) is fulfilled embryonic bubbles appearing in the stability regions depicted in 

Figure 3 dissolve after a while in the surrounding water.   

     As stated above, the results related to bubble dissolution apply to floating and to attached bubbles. 

Fig. 3 shows that the bubble radius R increases if attachment occurs and results in mechanical stability. 

This increase in bubble radius entails a second potential hazard (cf. Figure 4): A floating bubble in 

situation A (with pair = pair,1) is on the route to dissolution because its radius is slightly smaller than the 

equilibrium radius Req,1. If its particle content and the wall’s contact angle allow a new stable 

mechanical equilibrium after attachment it may well happen, that the bubble finds itself, due to the 

inevitable radius increase, after attachment at position B from where its radius and particle content 

increases until it bursts.     

Conclusion 

Spontaneous cavitation (“homogenous nucleation”): The spontaneous emergence of a water vapour 

filled bubble is extremely unlikely for the water tensions found in plants of ps ≥ -1 MPa. Should 
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homogenous nucleation occur nonetheless, the fate of the emerging bubble depends on its initial radius 

R: For R < Rvap=2γ/(pw - ps) the bubble disappears immediately, for R > Rvap it bursts, causing 

cavitation of the befallen vessel segment.  

Air seeding (“heterogenous nucleation”): Decisive for the fate of a bubble containing air and water 

vapour are two different processes each of which may or may not lead to an equilibrium. They occur 

on different time scales:  

(i) Mechanical stability/instability (quick adjustment): If initial bubble radius R and initial 

number of air particles na satisfy the inequalities na < ncrit and R < Rinst(na) simultaneously the 

bubble approaches mechanical stability at the radius R = Rstab(na). Otherwise, the bubble 

bursts.  

(ii) Diffusional stability/instability (slow adjustment): A bubble which has established 

mechanical stability (i.e. R = Rstab(na)) either loses air molecules to the surrounding xylem 

water (and dissolves eventually completely) or it accumulates air from the xylem water. This 

accumulation lasts until the bubble bursts (when na = ncrit is achieved) or until no more air 

molecules are available in the xylem water. If the xylem water is in contact with the 

atmosphere, mechanically stable bubbles dissolve completely, provided the xylem water 

pressure ps satisfies ps ≤ -2 × 10
5
 Pa.  

Bubble attachment to vessel wall: Basically, an attached bubble behaves like a freely floating 

bubble. The major difference is that its maximum particle capacity may fall short of or exceed ncrit of a 

freely floating bubble. Whether this happens or not depends on the contact angle and one (or more 

parameters) describing the vessel wall morphology.  

     This gives rise to two effects which make themselves felt when a floating bubble attaches to a flat 

wall with contact angle θ: 

(i) A bubble that is mechanically stable while it is floating, bursts during wall attachment if na > 

ncrit(θ).  

(ii) Depending on the value of the diffusional equilibrium bubble radius Req, a floating bubble 

which is mechanically stable, loses particles, and fulfills point (i), may remain stable upon 

attachment but will start to accumulate particles (instead of losing them). This accumulation 

lasts until the bubble bursts (when na = ncrit(θ) is achieved) or until no more air molecules are 

available in the xylem water.  

    Comparison of the reversible free energies associated with the formation of a floating and an 

attached bubble reveals:  

(i) Bubble attachment to a flat vessel wall happens spontaneously and without energy input for 

any θ  >  0.  

(ii) If the contact angle θ varies across a flat vessel wall, the bubble will show a tendency to move 

(and enlarge) its contact circle towards regions of higher θ.   
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Abstract  

Pollen grains produce a cylindrical protuberance - the pollen tube - that has to invade the 

apoplast of the pistillar tissues to deliver the sperm cells to the ovule embedded deep within 

the ovary. To do so, the pollen tube expands exclusively at the apex resulting in tip growth. 

To ensure sperm transfer, the pollen tube has to maintain its cylindrical shape and to respond 

to external signals to be able to reach its target. We study the role of the cytoskeleton in the 

mechanical aspects of pollen tube tip growth such as control of cellular shape and directional 

growth. We show that the subapical actin fringe has a crucial role in controlling the 

cylindrical shape and the diameter of the pollen tube, and in sustaining its elongation. Our 

results also reveal that the actin cytoskeleton is involved in the tropic response of the pollen 

tube in a calcium concentration dependent manner. 

Introduction 

Pollen tubes are cellular protuberances formed by pollen grains, the male gametophytes in 

flowering plants. Their function is the delivery of the sperm cells from the pollen grain to the 

ovule. During its passage through the stylar tissues, the pollen tube has to resist external 

pressures and to produce an invasive force that allows it to elongate within the apoplast of the 

transmitting tissue. To find its target, the embryo sac, it has to respond to external signals, 

change direction when required, and exhibit tropic behavior (Cheung and Wu 2001). Similar 

to root hairs and fungal hyphae, pollen tubes are tip growing cells. The driving force for the 

growth process is generated by the turgor pressure and elongation is sustained by a continuous 

supply of new cell wall material deposited at the growing apex (Bove et al. 2008; Zonia and 

Munnik 2008). 

While many studies have been done on the animal cell cytoskeleton and its role in cellular 

extension, motility, and architecture, little is known about the mechanical role of the 

cytoskeletal elements in the control of plant cellular architecture. Focus has hitherto been on 

the implication of microtubules in anisotropic cell wall expansion (Baskin 2005). The reason 

for this scarcity of information on cytoskeletal mechanics in plants is the fact that the 

relationship between turgor pressure and cell wall has been considered to be the dominant 

player determining plant cell growth in general and pollen tube tip growth in particular 

(Geitmann and Steer 2006). Therefore, while the role of the cytoskeleton in vesicle and 

organelle transport within the pollen tube cytoplasm is well defined (Lovy-Wheeler et al. 

2007), its implication in the mechanics of the tip growth process is poorly understood. 

The pollen tube cytoskeleton has two main components: microtubules and actin 

microfilaments (Geitmann and Emons 2000). Microtubules do not seem to be directly 

involved in pollen tube tip growth, since inhibition of their polymerization does not prevent 
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pollen tube elongation (Gossot and Geitmann 2007). Actin on the other hand is crucial as 

revealed by inhibitors that interfere with actin polymerization (Vidali and Hepler 2001). Actin 

filaments in the pollen tube are oriented longitudinally, parallel to the growth axis and they 

form a fringe of fine filaments in the subapex of the tube (Lovy-Wheeler et al. 2005). It has 

been shown that microfilaments play a role in the capacity of pollen tubes to invade a 

mechanical obstacle and to elongate in stiffened media (Gossot and Geitmann 2007). 

The configuration of the actin cytoskeleton, the dynamics of its remodeling through 

polymerization, cross-linking, and bundling is controlled by the cytoplasmic Ca
2+

 and H
+
 

concentrations through activation and inactivation of actin binding proteins. Ca
2+ 

also plays a 

role in exocytosis and vesicle-membrane fusion (Battey et al. 1999). A supply of Ca
2+

 in the 

growth medium is, therefore, indispensable for pollen germination and pollen tube growth 

(Pierson et al. 1994). Reflecting the polarized distribution of growth activity and actin 

configuration in this cell, the cytoplasmic Ca
2+ 

concentration displays a steep, tip high 

gradient (Feijó et al. 1995). Its disruption causes the arrest of pollen tube growth (Pierson et 

al. 1994). The connection between actin cytoskeleton and calcium is a two-way control 

mechanism, however, since actin microfilaments were shown play an important role in the 

regulation of plasma membrane located Ca
2+

 channels and thus the Ca
2+

 influx into the cell 

(Wang et al. 2004). 

Artificial displacement of the cytoplasmic calcium gradient to the side of the growing 

pollen tube apex induces the tube to change direction (Malhó and Trewavas 1996). Whether 

this is due to a remodeling of the apical actin cytoskeleton or to a direct effect on the location 

of exocytosis is unknown, however. We want to investigate the role of the actin cytoskeleton 

in controlling the shape of the growing cell and in the capacity of the pollen tube to change its 

growth direction and hence to respond to an external signal. For the latter, we devised an 

assay that allows us to apply a directional signal in quantitative manner and to measure the 

precise time course of events associated with the cellular response. In vitro grown pollen 

tubes are exposed to an electrical field and their response is monitored using brightfield and 

fluorescence microscopy. 

Material and methods 

Plant material 

Camellia japonica pollen was collected from a plant growing in the Montreal Botanical 

Garden, dehydrated in gelatin capsules on anhydrous silica gel overnight and stored at -20°C. 

Camellia pollen growth medium contained 1.62 mM H3BO3, 2.54 mM Ca(NO3)2·4H2O 

(unless mentioned otherwise), 1 mM KNO3, 0.81 mM MgSO4·7H2O, 8% sucrose (w/v). 

Actin labelling 

After one hour of growth, Camellia pollen tubes were fixed for 40 seconds in the 

microwave (PELCO cold spot
®
 biowave 34700) under 150 Watts in 3% formaldehyde, 0.5% 

glutaraldehyde and 0.05% Triton X-100 solution in a buffer composed of 100 mM PIPES, 5 

mM MgSO4 and 0.5 mM CaCl2 at pH 9. Pollen tubes were then washed 3 times for one 

minute each in the same buffer then incubated overnight at 4
o
C in a rhodmine-phalloidin 

(Molecular Probes) in a buffer composed of 100mM PIPES, 5 mM MgSO4, 0.5 mM CaCl2 

and 10 mM EGTA at pH 7. Next day, pollen was washed 5 times for one minute each in the 

same buffer. All washing steps were conducted in a microwave (model) at 150 Watts. Pollen 

was then mounted on glass slides in a drop of citifluor (Electron Microscopy Sciences), 

covered with a cover slip, sealed and immediately observed in the microscope. 
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Microscopic observations 

Confocal images were taken on a Zeiss LSM 510 META confocal microscope equipped 

with a LSM 5 LIVE setup and pictures were processed with the LSM Image Examiner 

software. 

Time lapse series for the galvanotropic experiments were taken with a Nikon TE2000 

microscope equipped with a Roper fx cooled CCD camera and ImagePro software (Media 

Cybernetics, Carlsbad, CA). 

Galvanotropic experiment 

Camellia growth medium solidified with 1% agarose type VII (Sigma-Aldrich) was 

precooled to 40°C before addition of latrunculin B. The medium was spread into a thin layer 

and left for 5 minutes to solidify. Pollen was then applied in a line parallel to the electrical 

field. Pollen was left to germinate in an electrophoresis chamber designed in way that can be 

mounted on an inverted microscope. This chamber consisted of a petri dish with a 2x1 cm 

opening sealed with a coverslip. 

Results and discussion 

The actin fringe controls pollen tube diameter 
It is intriguing how the pollen tube is able to strictly control its diameter and form a perfectly 

tubular shape. The actin cytoskeleton and in particular the subapical actin fringe are likely to 

be crucial in the control of the growth process as they deliver the secretory vesicles to 

precisely identified sites on the cellular surface. In order to identify the role of the actin fringe 

in maintaining the tubular shape of the pollen tube, we used pharmacological agents that have 

the capacity to affect the degree of crosslinking between actin filaments. Ethylene glycol 

bis[sulfosuccinimidylsuccinate] (sulfo-EGS) is known to be a strong actin cross-linker (Lovy-

Wheeler et al. 2005; Gossot and Geitmann 2007). It has been used to block the advancement 

of the actin fringe in poppy and lily pollen tubes (Gossot, unpublished data). We tested 

different concentrations of sulfo-EGS on Camellia pollen tubes and monitored pollen tube 

velocity and tip shape. At 500mM sulfo-EGS, and after just few seconds of application of the 

drug, pollen tube velocity was decreased by half (from 0.2 to 0.1 µm/sec) followed by a 

swelling at the tip (Figure 1B). After few minutes, pollen tube recovered its original shape 

(Figure 1 D) but failed to recover its original velocity during the remaining observation time. 

 

 

Figure 1: Time lapse series of Camellia japonica pollen tubes treated 

with sulfo-EGS. (A) Before the application of the drug, (B) 1 minute 

after the application, (C) 6 minutes after and (D) 15 minutes after. 

A B C D 
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To determine how this drug affects the actin cytoskeleton, we labeled sulfo-EGS treated tubes 

with rhodamine-phalloidin. At 10 minutes of treatment with sulfo-EGS, the pollen tube lost 

its specific actin conformation at the tip; the actin fringe was lost and the actin arrays had an 

unorganized distribution in the swelling tip (Figure 2 B). After 20 minutes actin arrays 

seemed to assemble at the very tip of the apical swelling (Figure 2 C) and subsequently these 

form a fringe-like structure, that allows the recovery of the pollen tube growth in its original 

diameter (in less than 30 minutes) (Figure 2 D). 

 

 

Figure 2: Actin cytoskeleton in Camellia pollen tubes labeled with rhodamine-phalloidin. 

Growing pollen tubes were treated with 500 mM sulfo-EGS (B-D) for 10 (B), 20 (C) and 30 

minutes (D). The scale bars represent 10μm. 

 

This indicates the importance of the role of this cytoskeletal structure in maintaining the 

integrity of the pollen tube tubular shape and the normal growth rate. 

 

The actin cytoskeleton controls the pollen tube’s capacity to perform directional growth 

While in planta growing pollen tubes are likely to react to chemical and mechanical cues, 

we wanted to devise an experimental setup that allowed us to switch on a directional trigger at 

a particular point in time and at a well defined parameter setting. Chemical signals have the 

disadvantage of having to diffuse which takes time, and secondly, the local concentration of 

the signal is virtually impossible to determine since the diffusing chemical forms a gradient. 

Therefore, we resorted to establishing an electrical trigger, which had been shown before to 

induce tropic behavior in pollen tubes (Nakamura et al. 1991; Malhó et al. 1992). 

To assess the role of the cytoskeletal elements in the pollen tube's ability to respond to an 

electrical field, we grew pollen in a solid medium and once they achieved a length of 
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approximately 400 µm, an electrical field perpendicular to the direction of pollen tube growth 

was applied. We compared tubes growing in the control medium with tubes growing in the 

presence of Latrunculin B (an inhibitor of F-actin polymerization). In addition, we tested the 

effect of an increase in calcium concentration in the surrounding medium on the pollen tube 

behavior. 

To quantify pollen tube response, we measured the percentage of pollen tubes showing a 

response (i.e. change in growth direction), the angle between new and old direction of growth 

and time between application of electrical field and first visible response. 

 

Figure 3: Camellia japonica pollen tube changing growth direction by 

an angle α after the application of an electrical field perpendicular to 

the growth direction. 

From these data we can conclude in preliminary manner that actin has a role in mediating the 

tropic response of the pollen tube. In addition, it seems clear that calcium ions in the medium 

seem to be implicated as an increase in their concentration results in a faster tropic response. 

Conclusion 

Our experiments showed that the actin cytoskeleton in the growing pollen tube, and, more 

specifically, the actin fringe is strongly implicated in the elongation and maintenance of the 

cylindrical shape of the pollen tube. We also showed that the actin cytoskeleton plays an 

important role in the tropic response of the pollen tube in calcium concentration dependent 

manner. 
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Abstract  

Xylem sap transport in vascular plants can be limited by cavitation (breakage of water column) or 

by the collapse of cell walls under negative pressures.  Cavitation has received more attention than 

collapse of cell walls but recent work has demonstrated the existence of cell wall collapse in lignin-

deficient Arabidopsis [1] but also in non-mutant structures like the xylem of pine needles [2].  In this 

paper we present a study of cell wall collapse in the needles of four pine species (P. cembra, P. mugo, 

P. sylvestris and P. nigra).  Finite Element Modelling (FEA) has been used to predict the sequence of 

events leading to the collapse of cells subjected to increasing negative pressures, typically down to – 5 

MPa.  The folding of cell walls and the associated reduction of lumen cross-sectional area has been 

investigated and the relative importance of material properties and geometry on collapse have been 

assessed.  The results of the FEA simulations have been compared globally with experimental results 

obtained from the four pine species investigated. The comparison has been made using the changes in 

the isoperimetric coefficient and in the lumen cross-sectional area at various negative pressures and 

corresponding stages of collapse.   

The results suggest that the collapse of the cell walls within a given xylem tissue is a progressive 

phenomenon driven by the reduction of pressure and not a sudden instability event, akin to buckling.  

The "rate" of collapse with pressure differs between species, depending mainly on specific 

morphological and geometrical characteristics of the xylem cells (deviation from circularity, cell-wall 

thickness, diameter for given thickness), as well as on the level of heterogeneity of the tissue (cell size 

and cell "roundness" distributions, in particular).   The study has revealed inter-specific variability of 

collapse vulnerability and demonstrated that collapse onset starts before the cavitation process, raising 

the possibility of cell wall collapse as protection mechanism from cavitation, as suggested by Cochard 

et al. [2].   

Introduction 

    Xylem sap in vascular plants is transported under negative pressures in xylem lignified conduits [3].  

This transport can be affected by two phenomena: collapse of the water column (cavitation) or 

collapse of the conduit walls.  In 2001, Hacke et al. [4] proposed the risk of conduit collapse to be 

related to the dimensions of cell.  They suggest that the probability of cell collapse is a function of the 

ratio of cell-wall thickness (t) to cell diameter (b).  Specifically: 

 
2 2

collapseP f t b     (1) 
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Applying the above equation to experimental data from pine needles' xylem leads, as expected, to a 

negative correlation between Pcollapse and tracheids anatomy but the correlation is weak.  Moreover, the 

Pcollapse values obtained using simple cell geometry as the predictor, were two to six times more 

negative than the measured ones.  The "collapse" model used by Hacke et al. is based on a regular 

array of cells of rectangular cross-section, of constant dimensions and wall thickness.  In their model 

the force due to the pressure acts on flat cell walls which bend inwards as a plate.  Indeed, for such a 

system the maximum wall stress and the maximum deflection due to bending are given by [5]: 

 
2

max 2

pb

t
     (2) 

4

max 3

pb

Et
      (3) 

 

where t = cell wall thickness, b = cell wall side length, E = Young's modulus and β and γ are 

coefficients which depend on boundary conditions and length/side ratio of the plate. 

 

Hacke's model implies that collapse occurs when the maximum stress in the cell wall is reached 

(Equation 2).  As mentioned earlier, the cell walls of observed collapsed cells can deform very 

significantly without any apparent break, suggesting that excessive deformation is more important 

than limit stress in relation to collapse.     

 

The limitations of Hacke's model in explaining the results obtained on pine needles suggested that 

it was necessary to take into account both the specific cellular structure of any given xylem tissue and 

the heterogeneity of tracheids' geometries because collapse is likely to depend on individual cell 

geometry but also on a "structure effect" i.e. on the arrangement of cells.   In this study it has also been 

found that, although the Young's modulus used in the FEA simulations does have an effect on the 

development of collapse, its influence is much smaller that that of the heterogeneity of shape and size 

of cells. One additional interesting result of the work presented here is that the maximum strains in the 

folded cell walls at the advanced stages of collapse can easily reach values of 25% or more 

(predictions from FEA supported by direct measurements).   No obvious "failure" can be detected in 

the micrographs of collapsed xylem cell walls for the four species and it is also known that the 

collapse phenomenon is to a large extent reversible [2].    

 

Materials and methods 

Experimental data for xylem wall deformation in the needles of different Pinus species 

where obtained by Cochard et al [2]. In short, cut branches were dehydrated on a bench in 

order to obtain a range of xylem pressures between 0 and -5MPa, as determined by the 

pressure chamber technique. At regular intervals during dehydration, needles were removed 

and instantly frozen by immersion in liquid nitrogen. Xylem wall deformation was observed 

with a cryo-SEM on cryo-fractured cross-sections. Lumen area (A) and wall perimeter (P) 

were measured using ImageJ for the different xylem tracheids and the isoperimetric 

coefficient Q of individual cells is defined as: 

 

2

4

P

A
Q                                (4) 

 

where A is the lumen area and P the cell perimeter.   Q = 1 for a perfectly circular lumen. 
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The available experimental data give the average isoperimetric coefficient of sets of xylem 

cells according negative pressure. In order to compare experimental data with simulated data 

(see below) we also computed the average isoperimetric coefficient of a given needle xylem 

by the means of isoperimetric coefficients of individual cells.  
    

The FEA modelling was carried out using two different software codes, MSC/NASTRAN/MARC and 

Strand7.   The various assumptions and details of the models are: 

 

Model Geometry: The cell geometry obtained from microscopy sections was converted into meshed 

FEA models. Only the xylem cells were modeled in detail.  In pine needles, the xylem cells are 

surrounded by parenchyma tissue which, owing to its stiffness, has a restraining effect on the inward 

collapse of the xylem cells.  To minimize the complexity of the model, the parenchyma tissue was not 

modelled as system of individual cells but, rather, as a homogeneous material having the elastic 

modulus of average parenchyma tissue. 

 

Meshing and FEA Elements: For the purpose of this study, the models used were 2D plane strain 

models, meshed mainly with 4-noded quadrilaterals and a small number of triangles.  The cell-wall 

thickness of the four species investigated is of the order of 1μm and, typically, four to six quadrilateral 

elements were used across the wall thickness.  Higher order 8-noded quadrilaterals were used on one 

or two occasions for comparison but no significant differences between the two types of elements 

could be observed and the 4-noded elements have been used for most simulations. 

 

FEA Analysis: Large displacements during collapse and folding of the cell walls under negative 

pressure can lead to contact between walls or within the same wall.  MARC was used for some 

simulations because of the easier way in which it deals with contact problems.  With both MARC and 

Strand 7 a non-linear analysis was used, with large displacements options.  In our model, all xylem 

cells of the portion of tissue analysed are under the same negative pressure which varies between 0 

and -5 MPa in steps of 0.1 MPa in the simulations. 

 

Material Properties:  There are no data for the mechanical properties of xylem tissue in pine needles.  

Because of the type of analysis used (2D plane strain), the relevant Young's modulus of the xylem 

cells is the modulus in the circumferential direction.  The material used in the FEA cell wall models of 

the xylem is isotropic and a value of 100 MPa was chosen (Fig. 1), based on data available for the 

modulus in the radial and tangential directions of wet wood [6].  This value fitted the experimental 

results for Pinus Nigra quite well and was used also for the other species of pine. A Poisson's ratio of 

0.35 was used in all cases.  For the parenchyma tissue, a value of 5 MPa was used, typical of this type 

of tissue in plants [7].  
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Fig. 1 Comparison of evolution of average 

isoperimetric coefficient as a function of pressure from 

simulations (FEA) and experimental data. 

The best agreement between FEA and experimental 

results was obtained with Ecell wall =100 MPa and  

Eparenchyma = 5 MPa 
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Results and discussion 

Successive images from the FEA analysis of deformed xylem of Pinus sylvestris needle are shown 

on Fig. 2.  The “degree” of collapse as a function of pressure, measured by the evolution of the 

isoperimetric coefficient, hides the high heterogeneity in individual cells behaviour.  Fig. 3 shows the 

evolution of the isoperimetric coefficient of individual cells of Pinus nigra needle xylem presented in 

Fig 2. Some cells (e.g. cell 15) exhibited almost no collapse where as some other cells, such as cell 1, 

exhibited high variation of the average isoperimetric coefficient with increasing pressure.  It is worth 

noting that the non-collapsing cell 15 in Figure 2 is nearly circular and with thick walls.  It should also 

be observed that the isoperimetric coefficient may be not the best convenient variable to describe the 

intensity of collapse. Indeed, some cells are highly deformed under pressure so that their cell walls 

come into contact (cell 9 in Figure 2, for example). In this case the isoperimetric coefficient increased 

instead of keeping decreasing with increasing pressure. In the following we thus measured the degree 

of collapse using the isoperimetric coefficient but also measuring on the images the evolution of cell 

lumen area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 Images of simulated collapse for Pinus nigra at three different pressures: 0, 2 and 4 MPa. 
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Fig. 3 Evolution of the isoperimetric coefficient of the 

individual cells which are numbered in the left image 

of Fig2. 

 

It can be seen that the evolution of the isoperimetric 

coefficient varied greatly between cells: cell 15 

remained almost undeformed, whereas cell 1, for 

example, exhibited a large decrease of the 

isoperimetric coefficient with pressure. It should be 

noted that the isoperimetric coefficient can lead to 

problems when cell walls came into contact with 

themselves (folding) of with other walls. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of both average isoperimetric coefficient and average cell lumen area of 

a needle xylem of Pinus cembra.  The simulations were done keeping the Young's modulus of the cell 

wall equal to 100 MPa and the parenchyma Young’s modulus equal to 5MPa. To a first 

approximation, the simulated data are in the range of the experimental measurements. As can be seen 

in Figure 4, the average lumen area decrease with pressure gives better fit to the experimental data 

than the isoperimetric coefficient.  
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Fig 4 Simulated evolution of average isoperimetric coefficient and average lumen area of xylem of Pinus cembra 

as a function of pressure.  The experimental results are shown by the solid symbols. 

The simulated data have been obtained with a Young's modulus of cell wall equal to 100 MPa and Young's 

modulus of parenchyma equal to 5 MPa. 

  

 

   In order to test the effect of the position of a cell on its mechanical behaviour and the effect of wall 

thickness, we reduced the cell-wall thickness of selected cells in the FEA analysis (by removing a 

layer of elements on the lumen side) and studied the evolution of their isoperimetric coefficient 

according pressure. The results obtained with cells of Pinus cembra are shown on Fig. 5. The cell 

walls thickness of cells 6, 7 and 11 was reduced by about 15 %. These cells were chosen because they 

are all surrounded by other xylem cells and because they had similar value of original cell wall 

thickness and size of lumen and were also similar in shape. These three cells behaved very differently 

in the FEA simulation: thinning of the cell wall had almost no effect on the mechanical behaviour of 

cells 6 and 11 but had significant effect on the behaviour of cell 7. It should be noted that cells 6 and 

11 have only one common thinned wall with cell 7, whereas cell 7 has two common thinned walls, one 

with cell 6 and one with cell 11.  This suggests that not only the geometry of cells influences the 

collapse but that there is also a strong structure and position effect of the considered cell within the 

xylem structure.  
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Fig 5  

Left: Digitised part of needle xylem of Pinus cembra.  Cells walls of cells 6, 7 and 11 were thinned compared to 

the original, before running the simulation. 

Right: Comparison of evolution of the isoperimetric coefficient of “intact” and “thinned-wall”cells of Pinus 

cembra as a function of pressure.  Cells 6, 7 and 11 had comparable size of lumen and cell wall thickness but 

they behave differently under increasing negative pressure: thinning the cell wall has almost no effect on the 

isoperimetric quotient of cells 6 and 11 but has a large effect on the collapse behaviour of cell 7.  
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It would be interesting to be able to predict the propensity to collapse of cells within an heterogeneous 

xylem structure using only a few geometrical parameters that could be measured. When checking the 

correlation between the parameters measuring the degree of collapse (e.g. isoperimetric coefficient or 

lumen area) with the square of the ratio of cell wall thickness and the diamater of the cell ( t/b)
2 
, as in 

the study of Sperry and Hacke, only about 30% (data not shown) of the heterogeneity of the degree of 

collapse observed between the different cells at a given pressure can be explained.  As shown on Fig. 

5, the rest of the variability may be due to ”structure or position” effects.  It would be thus interesting 

to find a variable which could describe the ”environment” of a cell within the xylem structure in order 

to get a better prediction of individual cells collapse as a function of pressure pressure. In addition, the 

FEA models can be refined further, introducing for example elastic moduli which vary as a function of 

local strains in the cell walls during collapse.  This work is currently under process. 

Conclusion 

In this work, we modelled the xylem collapse of pine needles. Xylem of different pine species were 

digitised and imported in a Finite Elements code capable of dealing with non-linear analysis, large 

displacements and large strains.  Given the heterogeneity of the xylem system, the possibility of 

collapse being due to an instability, such as buckling of a cylinder under negative internal pressure, 

has not been pursued since the cells are not perfectly circular and their wall thickness is not uniform, 

two essential assumptions for a buckling analysis.  The analysis of experimental results also strongly 

suggests that the collapse is more a progressive deformation than a real buckling process, except 

perhaps for Pinus mugo. The results of experimental measurements and FEA simulations on the 

collapse of xylem tissue under negative pressure suggest that the mechanics of the process are 

controlled to a significant extent by the heterogeneity of the xylem tissue: cells of different diameters, 

different shape and different wall thicknesses.  As the pressure decreases, the most vulnerable cells 

(large diameter/cell wall thickness ration, pronounced non-circularity) deform first with the walls 

bending inwards.  This leads to a redistribution of internal stresses acting on the cell walls of all the 

cells, especially those in direct contact with the first deformed cells, resulting from the changes of 

curvature of the cell walls during deformation.  In some cases internal contact will occur and, at 

extreme deformation levels, cell walls can fold onto themselves.  These internal contacts can have a 

stabilising effect on further cumulative development of collapse.  Cells within a collapsed tissue that 

very round and thick-walled, will deform only marginally.  The progression of collapse with 

increasing negative pressure, as measured by the reduction is lumen cross-sectional area, is 

progressive in all cases studied, the rate of accumulated collapse being dependent on species.  
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Abstract  

Moisture transport properties of wood are highly dependent on the direction (longitudinal, radial or 

tangential) due to its anisotropic material structure.  The purpose of this paper is to present a 

methodology to determine location dependent orthotropic moisture transport properties for study of 

their influence on the global hygroscopic behavior of wood. In order to derive location dependent 

moisture transport properties, micro structural images are obtained by Scanning Electron Microscopy 

of a full growth ring. Based on the line configuration of the cellular structure, a triangular mesh is 

generated and finite element analyses are performed using a moving window methodology to obtain 

the position dependent material properties. In a second step, the location dependent moisture transport 

properties are used to analyze the water vapor transport at meso- and macroscale. The macroscopic 

moisture transport properties are then compared with measurements on wood. The method allows to 

determine location-dependent density and water vapor permeability. These location-dependent 

material properties can then be used to model the influence of growth ring structure on the total 

moisture transport in the wood ignoring the actual geometry of single cells in the growth ring. 

Introduction 

Moisture transport in wood is complex due to its anisotropic material structure, resulting from the 

cells anatomy, growth ring where early- and latewood alternate, and the presence of vessels, rays and 

pits. As a result, the moisture transport properties of wooden components are highly dependent on the 

direction (longitudinal, radial or tangential).  Moreover, due to variations in cell geometry and growth 

ring structure, the moisture transport properties, such as moisture capacity and water vapor 

permeability depend on location. The purpose of this paper is to present a methodology to determine 

location dependent moisture transport properties for the study of their influence on the global 

hygroscopic behavior of wood. 

In order to derive location dependent moisture transport properties, 2D micro structural images are 

obtained by Scanning Electron Microscopy of a full growth ring. The image is then thresholded to 

obtain a binary representation of the cell wall–cell lumen structure. The geometry of the cells is 

extracted and the cell borders are represented by lines. Based on the line configuration, a triangular 

mesh is generated. Finite element analyses are performed using a moving window methodology to 

obtain the position dependent material properties. A vapor pressure difference is imposed at two 

opposite sides, while the other sides remain vapor tight and the water vapor flux and water vapor 

diffusion coefficient are determined. These calculations are repeated for different relative humidities.  

The method allows to determine location-dependent density and water vapor permeability. These 

location-dependent material properties can then be used to model the influence of growth ring 

structure on the total moisture transport in the wood ignoring the actual geometry of single cells in the 

growth ring. 

The approach is applied here on the real cell structure measured with a visualisation method. Thus, 

the work presented is two-dimensional. However, as the cell dimensions in longitudinal direction are 
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long compared to the dimensions in radial and tangential directions, the influence of the third 

dimension is considered negligible for the determination of radial and tangential properties. 

Material and methods 

Determination of the geometry 

In the work presented here, we assume that the water vapor transport properties depend on the 

underlying cellular structure. The cellular microstructure is thus determined using a Scanning Electron 

Micrograph (SEM) of a spruce specimen. Figure 1a shows the cross section of one growth ring. The 

cellular structure of earlywood and latewood can be clearly distinguished. However, the gray contrast 

between wall and lumen is too limited in order to derive a binary image by thresholding. Therefore, 

the lumen and the cell wall are manually marked black and white using an image editing software. 

Figure 1b gives the obtained binary image. This binary image representing a full growth ring is then 

further processed for numerical analysis. 

 

 

                   

                               
 
Fig. 1. a) at left, scanning electron micrograph (SEM) from one growth ring. (b) at right, binary representation 

of the cell walls and lumens. The bold square highlights the area shown in Figure 2. 

 

Prediction of the upscaled water vapor permeability 

The water vapor permeability of a growth ring can be determined solving a stationary water vapor 

transport problem. This can be simulated by imposing a water vapor pressure gradient as boundary 

conditions and no flow on the perpendicular sides of the calculational domain. The solution yields the 

stationary flow rate Q. The upscaled water vapor permeability, or the resistance factor, can then be 

determined as: 

vpA

Q 1
 or 

Q

pA va         (1) 

with δ(φ) is the water vapor permeability [s], Q the vapor flow [kg/s], A the cross section traversed by 

the flow [m
2
], Δpv the vapor pressure differential [Pa], μ(φ) the water vapor resistance factor [-] is 

defined as the ratio of the vapor permeability of the material to the vapor permeability of dry air [s], 

δa. 

This process is repeated for different moisture contents (or relative humidities) to obtain the 

relationship between the water vapor resistance factor and relative humidity. Applying the boundary 

conditions on the perpendicular sides and repeating the simulations, the permeability in the 

perpendicular direction is obtained. 
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The stationary flow problem is solved using the finite element method. Therefore, the domain is 

divided into finite elements and material properties have to be assigned to the elements. To generate a 

mesh of elements representing the geometry of one growth ring, first the boundaries of the lumen are 

determined by graphical software [1]. This results in a set of polygons describing the boundaries 

between lumen and cell wall. These polygons are then used for the generation of the mesh using [2]. 

This process is graphically shown in Figure 2. The domain is represented by an unstructured mesh of 

triangular linear elements. The final mesh consists of 147063 elements and 74654 nodes for the 

domain shown in Figure 1b. 

 

a)    b)         c)      
Fig. 2 Detail views of the meshing process. a) Binary representation of the wood microstructure. b) Extracted 

outlines for all cells. c) Finite element mesh created using the outlines. 

 

Each lumen is defined as air with a water vapor resistance factor of 1. The remaining part is 

identified as cell wall with a water vapor resistance factor of µw . We assume that the water vapor 

permeability of the cell wall is equal in the radial and tangential directions. 

The only remaining unknown is the water vapor resistance factor of the cell wall. The vapor 

permeability of the cell wall is determined by comparing the upscaled water vapor resistance factor for 

the complete growth ring to measured values determined with the cuptest method. One way to 

determine the water vapor resistance factor of the cell wall is to first determine the relationship 

between the upscaled water vapor resistance factor of the growth ring and the water vapor resistance 

factor of the cell wall. An almost linear relationship is obtained, as shown in Figure 3. This linear 

relationship is then used to determine the water vapor resistance factors of the cell wall for the three 

different relative humidities, corresponding to the RH where the water vapor resistance factors were 

measured. These results are listed in Table 1. We observe that the determined water vapor resistance 

factor of the wall µw  varies highly with relative humidity. It is possible to fit µw to the measurements 

in radial and tangential directions within 8% accuracy of the measurement, which is a reasonable 

agreement given that the growth ring measured may not represent the “average” growth ring structure 

and that rays are not included in the 2D mesh. 

 
Table 1  Water vapor resistance factors for wood determined from the linear fit to the data shown in Figure 3. 

Experimental results are given in brackets. 

RH (%) 30 62.5 71.5 

µw 1453 329 125 

µR 295 (237) 68 (72) 27 (29) 

µT 314 (341) 72 (68) 28 (26) 
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Fig. 3 Water vapor resistance factor of the total growth ring in radial and tangential directions in dependence 

on the cell wall water vapor resistance factor. 
 

Results and discussion 

The upscaling method also allows determining the spatial variation of the density and water vapor 

transport properties over the growth ring. This is done by subdividing the domain of 3100 x 2400 µm 

is subdivided into smaller parts with a side length of 100 µm and calculating the properties of the 

different sub-domains. 

First, the density variation over the growth ring is analyzed. Therefore the fraction of the cell wall 

area to the total area is determined and multiplied by the cell wall density which, is according to 

Kollmann [4], 1533 kg/m
3
. For the analysis, earlywood is defined from the left side of the 

calculational domain and has a width of 2500 µm. Latewood fills the rest of the domain. Therefore the 

earlywood–latewood boarder is located at the relative ring position of 0.806. Figure 4 shows the 

calculated density over the domain. The average densities for earlywood, latewood and the complete 

growth ring are listed in Table 2. 

 

 
Fig. 4  Density distribution determined by the ratio of cell wall and lumen for sub-domain size of 100 µm. 
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The average density of 654 kg/m
3
 is clearly higher than the average density determined by 

measuring classically mass and volume, which gives values between 360 kg/m
3
 and 460 kg/m

3
. This is 

explained by the fact that we did not consider the porosity of the cell wall which is approximately 

30%. The density of the wall is then around 1073 kg/m
3
. Thus, most likely, the solid matrix density of 

1533 kg/m
3
 as given by [4] is not suitable for determination of the density by image analysis. [4] had 

determined the solid matrix density by helium pycnometry and it is likely that helium can access a 

bigger pore volume than the pore space recognizable by image analysis. Also Decoux [3] states that 

this commonly used cell wall density is too high for determination of the density by image analysis. 

They suggest a cell wall density between 1000 and 1400 kg/m
3
. Recalculating the cell wall density so 

that the resulting density equals the measured average density results in a cell wall density of 945 

kg/m
3
, which is somewhat below the range mentioned by [3].  

 
Table 2  Average density and vapor resistance factor of earlywood, latewood and the complete growth ring. The 

corresponding standard deviation is given in brackets. 

 earlywood latewood total wood 

density (kg/m
3
) 559 (108) 1047 (209) 654 (235) 

water vapor resistance factor (-) 294 (105) 902 (336) 431 (314) 

 

In a second step, the local water vapor resistance factors are determined solving the stationary flow 

problem for each sub-domain in radial direction. In Figure 5, the spatial distribution of the water vapor 

resistance factors in the radial direction is shown. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Location dependent water vapor resistance factors in radial direction. The results are shown for a cell 

wall water vapor resistance factor µw of 815. 
 

We observe that the µ-values highly differ between earlywood and latewood. The different patterns 

originated in the different sub-domain sizes correspond well to the patterns of the spatial density 

distribution. Table 2 gives the average µ values (the standard deviation is given in brackets) for 

earlywood and latewood in radial direction. 

Figure 6 shows the local water vapor resistance factors plotted against the local densities. We 

observe that there is a trend showing higher water vapor resistance factors for higher density values. 

An almost linear relationship is observed. 
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Fig. 6  The local water vapor resistance factor in relation to local density for radial direction for sub-domain 

size of 100 µm. 

Conclusion 

We can conclude that the real cell geometry can be used to obtain good predictions of the vapor 

permeability. The work presented here was also performed for the determination of water vapour 

transport property in the tangential direction. As rays can contribute to moisture transport, in a next 

step, rays should be considered in the model using the wood microstructure obtained by nano-CT. The 

applicability of nano-CT on wood is shown by [5] and [6]. The same methods as applied here could be 

applied to a three-dimensional geometry. A further step will be to take into account the swelling of 

wood with increasing moisture content. 
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Abstract 

Wind is a major ecological factor for plants and a major economical factor for forestry. Mechanical 

analyses have revealed that the multimodal dynamic behavior of trees is central to wind – tree 

interactions. Moreover, the trunk and branches influence dynamic modes, both in frequency and 

location. Because of the complexity of tree architecture, finite element models (FEMs) have been used 

to analyze such dynamics. However, these models require detailed geometric and architectural data 

and are tree-specific. In this work, closed-form scaling laws for modal characteristics were derived 

from the dimensional analysis of idealized fractal trees that sketched the major architectural and 

allometrical regularities of real trees [16]. These scaling laws were compared to three-dimensional 

FEM modal analyses of two completely digitized trees with maximal architectural contrast. Despite 

their simplifying hypotheses, the models explained most of the spatiotemporal characteristics of 

modes that involved the trunk and branches, especially for sympodial trees. These scaling laws reduce 

the tree to (1) a fundamental frequency and (2) one architectural and three biometrical parameters. 

They also give quantitative insights into the possible biological control of wind excitability of trees 

through architecture and allometries. It is shown that the mechanical design of tree depends on 

branching symmetries and allometries, and is likely to be controlled through thigmomorphogenesis. 

Introduction 

Wind – tree interaction is a major concern for the management of forest and urban trees because 

windthrow and windbreak result in substantial economical costs and potential human risks [6, 9]. 

Moreover, mechanosensing by trees of wind-induced strains [2] and induced thigmomorphogenetic 

responses are fundamental issues in understanding how trees can control their susceptibility to wind 

hazard and acclimate to their wind climate. Over the last decades, time-dependent dynamic effects 

have been found to play a major part in wind deformations and windbreaks [10]. A central question to 

be investigated is then obviously the influence of branched architecture and tree geometry on the 

dynamics of trees and the potential biological control of tree resistance to wind through the 

morphological development of the tree. 

The oscillatory elastic behavior of the structure is driven by the exchange between two forms of the 

internal mechanical energy: (1) kinetic energy and (2) elastic-strain potential energy [8]. This 

oscillatory elastic behavior can be analyzed as the superposition of distinct modes of deformation 

through modal analysis. Each mode, numbered j, is an eigen form of oscillatory exchange between 

kinetic energy and elastic-strain potential energy [8]. The mode j is defined by the modal deformation 

Φj (the displacement vector field defining the shape of the deformed tree), modal frequency fj. 

A few authors have used modal analysis on trees [4, 12, 17]. All have concluded that modes 

involving significant branch deformation could rank in between modes deforming mainly the trunk [4, 

17]. [9] also showed that the measured frequency spectra of the responses under wind excitation of 

four trees were also significantly dependent on the branching system. 
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In view of such complex effects, it may seem that only detailed finite element models (FEM) of the 

three-dimensional (3D) architecture of trees can be used [12, 17]. Such simulation studies provide a 

limited perspective for generality. The geometry of trees, however, has in most cases some 

architectural symmetry related to the branching pattern (monopodial vs. sympodial growth) and spatial 

biometrical regularities — such as the allometry law for slenderness [11]. The geometry of a tree can 

thus be approximately summarized using a few parameters. Moreover, the setting of some of these 

parameters is controlled through thigmomorphogenetic processes [13]. But the issue of whether such 

regularities can be reflected in general scaling laws for modal characteristics has not been addressed 

yet. The hypothesis here is that simple scaling laws should occur. If they were to exist, these laws 

would make the studies of tree dynamics easier and give insights into the possible biological control of 

the overall tree dynamics excitability. 

The aims of the present paper are thus (1) to explore the respective role of the architecture and 

allometry parameters on modal characteristics and (2) to assess whether more generic scaling laws, 

relating tree multimodal dynamics and architectural and geometrical parameters, can be defined and to 

discuss their biological significance. In the first section, the modal characteristics of an extensively 

digitized 3D model are analyzed. Then in the second section, idealized fractal tree models are defined 

to explore the influence of biometrical regularities and branching patterns on the modal characteristics 

of a tree. Scaling laws between the successive modes of a tree based on the global parameters 

characterizing architecture and slenderness are then derived in these idealized trees. Finally, in the 

third section, we show that walnut modal characteristics can be approximated using these scaling laws, 

so that the general multimodal behavior of trees can be reduced as a first approximation to (1) the first 

mode and to (2) general scaling laws for higher modes. The same procedure, applied on a pine tree 

with a very distinguished architecture, is presented in [16]. 

Modal analysis of a walnut 

Material and methods 

A 20-yr-old walnut tree ( Juglans regia L.), Fig. 1, described in [18], is considered. It was 7.9m 

high, 18cm in diameter at breast height (dbh), and had a sympodial branching pattern and eight orders 

of branching. The geometry of the tree (positions, orientations, diameters of the stem segments, and 

the topology of branching points) is known in great detail through 3D magnetic digitizing [18]. 

Because our central concern was on the effects of branch architecture and allometry, the tree is 

analyzed here without considering leaves. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Geometry of a walnut tree (from [18]). 

 

In slender structures such as trees, the beam theory applies [14], and modal deformations involve 

mainly bending and torsion. The mechanical model used was thus based on representing each branch 

segment as a beam, assumed to be circular, with a variable diameter along the beam (taper) when 
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available. Connections between branch segments were set as rigid. The root anchorage was modeled 

as a perfect clamping condition at the tree basis. The green-wood material properties (density ρ, 

Young modulus E, and Poisson ratio ν) were assumed to be uniform over all branches. Their values 

were estimated using Eq. 1 in [5]. Thus E=11.3GPa, ρ=805kg.m
-3

, and ν=0.38. A finite element 

representation of the tree was built using the CASTEM v.3M software. The stiffness and the mass 

matrices of the finite element formulation were then computed. By solving the equations for free 

motions using these matrices, modes were fully defined. 

Results 

The first 25 modes were found in the range between 1.4 and 2.6 Hz, Fig 2. A small but clear 

frequency gap (~ +0.4 Hz) occurred between the first two modes and the following ones. Then modal 

frequencies continued to increase with mode number but at a smaller rate. 

These modes can be classified according to their modal deformation Φj (Fig. 2B). The first group 

of modes, labeled I, displayed a bending deformation mainly in the trunk basis. This resulted in a 

lateral displacement of the upper part of the bole mostly through rigid-body rotational effect, as 

sketched in Fig. 2B. In other words, deformations occurred mostly in the trunk up to the crotch, and 

the branches swayed like rigid bodies. Group I included two modes, corresponded to the bending in 

the x and y direction, respectively, with identical frequencies of ~1.4 Hz. The second group, labeled II, 

corresponded to deformations mainly located on first-order branches, with mostly rigid-body 

displacements of the branches of higher orders. Because there were six main branches bending in the x 

and y directions, respectively, this second group included 12 distinct modes, each one with different 

contributions of the deformation of these branches (modes 3–14). The third group, labeled III, 

corresponded to modes 15–25 with deformations mainly localized on third order branches. 

Modal frequencies were concentrated in a small frequency range. With frequencies of 1 Hz order of 

magnitude and ~10 modes per Hz, the frequency spacing of the modes was typically 0.1 Hz. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. (A) Mode frequencies of the walnut tree classified in terms of main localization of bending 

deformations: I, in the trunk; II, in 2
nd

 branches; III, in 3
rd

 branches. (B) Sketches of the mode deformations. 

Theoretical considerations: Scaling laws in idealized trees 

To explore the respective effects of tree architecture and allometry on modal characteristics, we 

defined idealized fractal trees. Two different fractal models were built. The first model tree is inspired 

from the Leeuwenberg architectural model and will be referred to as ―the sympodial tree‖ in the 

following. At each branching point, the sympodial tree has symmetric lateral segments and no axial 

segment (Fig. 3A). The second model tree is a highly hierarchical tree inspired from the Rauh 

architectural model (e.g., pine) and will be referred to as monopodial. It has an axial segment and 

lateral segments at each branching point (Fig. 3B). Only the case of the sympodial fractal tree, with no 

axial branching, is derived here. More general cases are detailed in [16]. 
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Tree branches were indexed using the numbers of lateral branching upstream in the direction of the 

tree base (Fig. 3). A branch segment of a sympodial tree is indexed N when it has N – 1 lateral 

upstream branch segments. Segments sizes were defined using three parameters (Fig. 3): (1) the 

slenderness coefficient β (Fig. 3C); (2) the lateral branching ratio λ, which define, respectively, the 

ratio between cross-sectional areas of segments after and before branching (Fig. 3D); and (3) the angle 

α of divergence of lateral branches from the axial direction of the parent segment (Fig. 3E). 

The mean slenderness of the population of branch segments of both trees was thus described using 

an allometric law that relates the length L and the diameter D of each segment, in the form D~L
β
, 

whereas the successive diameters at branching points were 
),()1,( μ PNPN DD . 

The algorithm for generating a fractal tree, as in Fig. 3, is detailed in [16]. For the sympodial 

idealized tree model (Fig. 3), the relation between successive segments is 

β2
1

1 λNN LL  and 2
1

1 λNN DD , so that 
β2

1

1 λ
N

N LL  and 2
1

1 λ
N

N DD . (1) 

An axis length, lN, is defined as the sum of the lengths of the segment LN and all successive 

segments following a path of lateral branching, giving  

β21
'

'
λ1

1
N

NN

NN LLl . (2) 

Thus, the slenderness coefficient, β, also links an axis length to its diameter: 
β

2
β

1 NNN lkLkD . 

Finally, in the idealized fractal trees, self-similar subsets of the tree starting from any branch 

bifurcation may be identified, as illustrated in Fig. 4A. These subsets thus follow the same index as 

their basal segment (i.e., N). Because of the assumption of the reiterated self-similar branching law, a 

given subset is identical to the whole tree, except for its length scale, lN , and its diameter scale dN . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Examples of model fractal trees and parameters defi ning model trees. (A) Sympodial case, α=12.5° , and 

(B) monopodial case, α=30° ; (C) Branch slenderness coeffi cient, β ; (D) branching ratios, λ and μ ; and(E) 

angle of branching connections, α , illustrated here in the case of two lateral branches. 

 

In a mechanical model of a system in which segments are represented as beams of circular sections, 

two length scales exist. The first one, l, fixes the scale of coordinates of these segments. A second one, 

d, which scales the diameters of these segments, is needed. Moreover, we can assume that material 

properties of the wood (density ρ, Young modulus E, and Poisson ratio ν) are constant within the tree. 

The relation between modal frequencies and these two scales may then be assessed by standard 

dimensional analysis. A modal frequency f depends on lengths, scaled by l, on masses per unit length, 

scaled by ρd
2
, and on the bending stiffness k, scaled by Ed

4
, and is written as 
42 ,ρ, EddlFf . (3) 

But, because a physical law is by nature independent of units, this relation must be expressed in 

terms of dimensionless parameters [15]. Considering the respective dimensions of these four variables 

( f ~ Time
−1

, ρd
2
 ~ Mass Length

−1
, Ed

4
 ~ Mass Length

3
 Time

−2
), all four variables may thus be 

combined in a dimensionless parameter implying: 

constant. ρ
2/142/122 Eddfl  (4) 

Or equivalently, 
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2/1

22/142/122

ρ
~ρ~

E
dlEddlf . (5) 

In a given tree, where an allometric law relates length and diameter of each segment, d/l
β
=constant, 

i.e., d ~ l
β
 . Then, from Eq. 5, the frequencies of modes are expected to follow: 

β

2β

2β ~~ dlf . (6) 

Due to the symmetries of the fractal structure, groups of modes can be deduced and classified 

according to their modal deformation. Some modes involve trunk deformation (group I in sympodial 

tree. Other modes involve mainly the bending deformation of the basal branch of all subsets of the 

same order (e.g., modes II for N = 2 subsets, modes III for N = 3 subsets in the sympodial tree), with 

negligible deformation of upstream segments. 

For a sympodial, idealized tree, the modal deformations of three groups of symmetric modes (I, II, 

and III) can easily be deduced from one to the other. Because of the symmetry of the branching 

pattern, a mode of group II is associated with the deformation of a subset with a fixed part at its base. 

Therefore, the modal frequency of the group II of the whole tree can be considered as the frequency of 

a mode of group I of the subset if it is isolated. The dependence of fII on lII and dII should therefore be 

identical to the dependence of fI on lI and dI, hence yielding: 

β

2β

2

2

I

II

II

IIII

I

II

d

d

ld

ld

f

f
. (7) 

Using the relation between successive diameters in a fractal sympodial tree, Eq. 7 yields  

β2

2β

λ
I

II

f

f
 and 

β2

2β1

λ

N

I

N

f

f
. (8) 

Therefore, all frequencies can be deduced from the first one, given the allometric parameter β, and 

the area reduction parameter at branching λ. A similar approach has been used to determine the 

evolution of modal mass and modal stiffness, see [16]. 

The scaling laws derived in the preceding section were applied to a particular occurrence of the 

idealized trees. The allometric and geometrical parameters defining itsw geometry are β=3/2, λ=1/2, 

α=20°. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. (A) Identification of subsets in the sympodial model tree (encircled in black or gray). (B) Vibration modes 

of the sympodial tree. Modal frequencies, relative to the first one, as a function of the index of the corresponding 

subsets. 

 

Thus the series of frequencies for the sympodial [ N ] idealized trees read as 

6

1

2

N

I

N

f

f
. (9) 

Frequencies of group of modes are seen to increase progressively, Fig. 4B. The organization of 

frequencies is clearly dependent on the architecture, through the parameters λ of area reduction at 

branching, and on the slenderness allometry, through the parameter β. 
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Test of the scaling laws on models of real trees 

The scaling law for modal frequencies (Eq. 9) is then applied to ―real‖ tree model (i.e., the 

sympodial walnut, Fig. 1). The results are then compared with the modal characteristics computed 

using 3D finite element models (see section Modal analysis of a walnut; Fig. 2). 

Orthogonal regressions were applied to estimate slenderness allometric coefficients, β, and 

branching ratios, λ, from the walnut geometry. Slenderness coefficient, β, was estimated from the 

linear orthogonal regression log(d)=β log(l)+k. Lateral branching ratios, λ, was estimated from linear 

orthogonal regression (dN )
2
 = λ (dN -1)

2
. Regression results are reported in Table 1. 

A highly significant, tight allometric relation was found between l and d (Fig. 5), capturing 87% of 

the total variance. The relation between dN +1 and dN was a little bit more biased, but still a highly 

significant λ could be defined. A mean angle of branching, α=20°, was retained. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Biometrical relations in the walnut tree. (a) Allometric relation between length and diameter of branches. 

( — ) Orthogonal regression D~L
β
 , with β=1.37. (B) Branches cross-sectional areas before and after a lateral 

branching. ( — ) Orthogonal regression (dN )
2
 = λ(dN -1)

2
 , with λ=0.25. Gray areas in the graphs correspond to 

the 90% confidence level. ( ○ ) measured data from [18]. 

 

Using the parameters corresponding to the real tree (Table 1), we applied the scaling law derived in 

the Theoretical considerations section, then compared the results to the modal characteristics 

computed using the 3D finite element model. Figure 6 displays the frequencies of the three groups of 

modes (I, II, and III, see Fig. 2 and section Modal analysis of a walnut) estimated using the 3D FEM 

vs. the group number N . On the same graph, the dotted lines show the frequencies predicted using Eq. 

9 with the 90% confidence range of parameters as in Table 1. Though the geometry of the real walnut 

is much more complex than that of the idealized fractal sympodial tree, the prediction using the 

scaling laws quite closely brackets the range of modal characteristics of the FEM model. 

Discussion 

Branches are important to the tree dynamics — The detailed FEM modal analysis of an entirely 

digitized tree confirmed and extended previous reports: modes involving significant branch 

deformation could have frequencies very close to — and even rank in between — modes deforming 

mainly the trunk [4, 9, 12, 17] . Although these modes are complex, they can be classified using their 

frequencies and modal deformations. Branch deformation is thus an important aspect of trees 

dynamics whatever the architecture and size [3, 5, 12, 17, 20]. 

Scaling laws can be defined — As hypothesized, and despite the aforementioned complexity of the 

3D architecture and modal structure of real trees, scaling laws based on the assumptions of (1) 

idealized allometric fractal trees and (2) symmetric modes of branches, are able to explain a large part 

of the temporal characteristics of the modes involving the successive orders of branches relative to the 

first mode deforming the trunk (Fig. 6). The distribution of modal characteristics was particularly well 

predicted. The spatial characteristics of modes deduced from scaling laws are discussed in [13]. 

Such scaling law has two major uses. From a methodological and practical point of view, the 

overall dynamics of a complex tree can be reduced to (1) the measurement or estimation of the most 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the prediction from the scaling law with the finite element results on the tree geometry. 

 

basal mode, which is the easiest to characterize and has been studied or modeled in numerous studies 

[7]; (2) a standard description of the branching mode, i.e., sympodial vs monopodial mode [1]; and (3) 

three simple biometrical parameters that have been measured in many biomechanical and ecological 

studies [11]. This compact description of the overall dynamics of a complex tree is to be compared 

with the extensive work on detailed 3D digitizing [18] followed by complete modal analysis. 

Effects of architecture and biometrical characteristics on modal content: Tuning and 

compartmentalization — Both area reduction ratios and the slenderness coefficient affect the relative 

frequency and the location of modes. For example, in the case of the sympodial tree, variations in λ 

and β both influence the value of the frequency of a given group of modes. It should be noted here that 

both λ and β have been reported to be under similar control of wind mechanoperception through 

thigmomorphogenetic secondary growth responses [21]. Thus, thigmomorphogenetic responses may 

be able to tune the multimodal frequencies range of the whole tree, whatever the genetic specific traits 

of its architecture. 

Last but not least, a very unexpected salient conclusion that is captured by the scaling laws is that 

branching and secondary growth are tuned so that the reduction of cross sectional area at branching 

points induce a clear structural compartmentalization of the modal spatial distribution and a scaling 

similarity between successive modes. Whatever the architecture, modes have been found to be more 

and more local as their modal frequency increases. 

Trees in a forest stand may have more significant shoot abrasion or crown asymmetry. At last, 

competition for resources and photomorphogenetic responses to shade may interact with the 

mechanoperceptive acclimation to wind [5]. But some elements affecting the biomechanical 

significance of multimodal scaling of trees to the response to wind load can already be directly 

discussed from our results. 

Significance of multimodal dynamics and scaling laws to the responses of trees to wind — Wind 

excites trees through the drag force applied to the constitutive elements of the trees, branches, and 

possibly leaves or needles. From surface area considerations, most of the drag thus occurs at in the 

distal, possibly leafy, segments of the tree. All the modes in this study have a common characteristic: 

their larger displacements sits on the extremities of the tree. Therefore, they should reciprocally all be 

excited by a force applied at the extremities, such as the wind-drag force [8]. Moreover, because wind 

spectra usually have a large frequency band overlying most of the modal frequencies of the considered 

modes, several modes may be excited directly by highly fluctuating winds. 

[9, 20] have argued that dynamics including branch deformation with close modal frequencies 

could be beneficial to the tree by enhancing aerodynamic dissipation through a mechanism called 

multiple resonance damping or multiple mass damping. A prerequisite for this mechanism to occur is a 

multimodal behavior of the tree, with high modal density in the frequency range and significant branch 

deformations, exactly what was found here for trees with contrasting architectures. This dense 

multimodal dynamics, a consequence of the branched structure, can then be interpreted as a strategy to 

prevent the trunk from bending excessively until the rupture. 
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Table 1. Slenderness coefficients β, lateral and axial branching ratios μ and λ , respectively, and branching 

angles α estimated from walnut geometry (orthogonal regression coefficients, confidence intervals at 90% level 

[CI], coefficients of determination [R
2
], and root mean square of the residual errors [σres]). 

Tree β λ μ α 

Walnut 1.37 0.25 0 20° 

CI 1.25 < β < 1.49 0.22 < λ < 0.29   

R
2
 0.87 0.74   

σres 0.2 0.008   
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Abstract  

Tendrils are structural supports that extend from a plant stem. Once the distal tip of a tendril 

touches an object, contact coiling follows rapidly to tether the tendril to the support. After the tip is 

secured, free coiling of the tendril occurs along the length to draw the stem closer to the support. 

While these growth processes are not well understood, it is believed that free coiling results from 

differential dorsal-ventral growth caused by asymmetric response to auxin distribution. Through 

computational modelling and experimental observation, this study has explored the structural changes 

that cause free coiling. Finite element analysis utilizing differential dorsal-ventral growth and 

experimentally-measured growth patterns has been employed to determine strain patterns that 

correspond to realistic coil geometries. Computational results show that even when a positive growth 

stimulus is applied to both dorsal and ventral sides of a tendril under tension, total strain on the dorsal 

side is positive while total strain on the ventral side is negative. Results also indicate that either i) the 

previously observed equilibrium distribution of auxin alone does not produce free coiling as seen in 

nature, or ii) the growth response is not linearly related to auxin concentration. 

Background and motivation 

Within seconds of touching an object, a tendril begins contact coiling to attach itself to the support. 

After the tip of the tendril is secured, the tendril draws the plant closer to the supporting object by free 

coiling along its length over a period of several hours [1]. While the physiologies of these two 

thigmotropic responses are well documented, the mechanosensory events initiated by thigmotropism 

are still not completely understood [2]. This paper discusses some of these mechanisms in more detail, 

specifically those involved in the process of free coiling after contact coiling is complete. Through the 

development of a finite element model of free coiling and experimental observation of live plant 

tendrils, the potential of various biological mechanisms in free coiling has been examined.  

One interesting structural component of free coiling is the formation of one or more reversals along 

the length of the tendril (Figure 1). These reversals result from the need to maintain zero net twist 

when both ends of the tendril are anchored (on one end by the stem and on the other by the supporting 

object).  

 

 

Fig. 1  Coiled tendril of Luffa cylindrica with the 

appearance of multiple reversals along the length. 

Reversals 
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Some of the first recorded observations of tendril-bearing plants were made by Charles Darwin in 

The Movements and Habits of Climbing Plants published in 1865. In this work, Darwin described the 

process of circumnutation that tendrils undergo when they are searching for a support [3]. In addition, 

Darwin performed some preliminary marking experiments to determine if the length of the tendril 

changed during coiling. He concluded that it was unlikely that the overall length of the tendril changed 

and thought it probable that coiling resulted from contraction of the ventral side of the tendril.  

It was not until the 1960s that experimental research on tendrils began to provide more insight into 

tendril coiling. Several studies noted that auxin, a plant hormone previously thought to cause tendril 

coiling, was unlikely to result in contact coiling because of the long response time for auxin (several 

hours) compared to the short coiling initiation time (several seconds) [4,5]. Junker indicated that the 

dorsal to ventral ratio of auxin concentration remained asymmetric (56:44) across the tendril before 

and after stimulation, but he believed that this difference was too small to cause growth changes for 

contact coiling [4]. Instead, Junker suggested that acid growth, brought about by an action potential or 

an altered ionic environment, might be more likely to cause contact coiling.  

In a different approach, Jaffe described how ethylene gradients caused by basipetal redistribution of 

auxin could result in curvature in tendrils [6]. In addition, Jaffe reiterated Darwin’s suggestion of 

contraction of the ventral side of the tendril. Still, these works, like most published on tendrils during 

the 1960s, focused on contact coiling and not free coiling.  

Several mathematical models were also developed to describe the coiling patterns of tendrils. 

Raugh modeled the helical structure of a tendril without reversals, incorporating structrual variations 

such as vascular bundles, and proved that this model achieved volume invariance and bilateral 

symmetry [7]. This work was later modified by Keller [8] to incorporate a single reversal and recently 

by Raugh himself to include analysis in higher dimensions and to relate his work to tubes in manifold 

theory [9]. Goriely and Tabor showed that the appearance of a single reversal in tendrils can be 

understoond through a dynamic analysis of thin elastic rods and concluded that the intrinsic curvature 

of the tendril causes coiling [10]. In order to explain the appearance of multiple reversals, Domokos 

and Healey developed a finite length model with boundary constraints and were able to predict the 

formation of multiple reversals in an intrinsically curved rod [11]. Their model is quite good at 

predicting the formation of multiple reversals but some of their geometric assumptions are not 

physically accurate. Still, none of these models take into account growth within the rod as might occur 

within an actual tendril.  

As described above, there is no clear answer for which biological mechanism(s) or mechanical 

system(s) is responsible for coiling in tendril-bearing plants. Since contact coiling is caused by a 

vectorial stimulus (touch) and results in directional growth causing free coiling, other types of tropic 

responses may provide insight into the mechanisms that cause free coiling. For example, the 

physiology and development of root systems in plants resulting from gravitropism have been studied 

more thoroughly than tendril coiling. Laskowski et al. found that curvature in root systems increases 

auxin levels along the dorsal side of the root [12].  

Although many articles have stated that auxin does not cause coiling in plant tendrils, these claims 

are often made because of the short time period associated with contact coiling. However, it is likely 

that there are two different mechanisms: one that initiates contact coiling and another that causes free 

coiling. A goal of this work has been to implement growth patterns that could correspond to different 

coiling stimuli in a finite element model and to compare the results to geometries of live plant tendrils. 

In order to verify accurate boundary conditions for the model, the magnitude of the tension force 

developed in a tendril was determined experimentally. To implement meaningful growth patterns, the 

growth along the length of a tendril and across the dorsal-ventral diameter was also studied with a 

marking experiment.  

Material and methods 

Cultivation of Luffa cylindrica 

For tension force experiments, Luffa cylindrica seeds were planted in individual pots and grown in 

a growth chamber. The growth chamber was set to provide 14 hours of light, during which the 

temperature was 30˚C, and 10 hours of darkness, during which the temperature was 24˚C. Humidity 
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was held constant at 40%. The plants required 50 to 60 days between planting and the formation of 

mature tendrils.  

 

Experimental determination of tension force 

When coiling, the tendril develops a tension force with which it pulls the plant stem. The 

magnitude of this tension force was experimentally determined by a pendulum experiment (after [13]). 

A pendulum was constructed with a trapeze structure as the pendulum arm to provide a gripping 

structure for the distal tip (Figure 2).  

 

 

The plant stem was restrained against a clamp to prevent displacement, and the distal tip of the 

tendril was allowed to coil around the horizontal support of the pendulum arm. The subsequent free 

coiling of the tendril caused a rotation of the pendulum. Once equilibrium was reached, the angle of 

rotation  was measured. Equations of static equilibrium relate the pendulum arm angle and mass to 

the tension force. Note that in this experiment the stem remains stationary and the tendril pulls the 

support closer. In nature the situation is typically reversed, with the support fixed and the stem 

flexible, but the force developed in the tendril should be similar in both cases. 

 

Experimental observation of growth patterns 

A method for performing marking experiments was developed to observe the relative growth of the 

dorsal and ventral sides of tendrils. Once an uncoiled tendril reached mature length, small dots of gel 

pen ink were applied to the tendril with the side of a sewing needle. Three different colors of ink were 

applied in a repeated sequence to each side of the tendril, for a total of six colors. Pictures of the 

markings were taken against a graph paper backdrop (Figure 3a).  

Coiling of the tendril was then induced by rubbing the distal tip against a suitable support. Once 

free coiling was completed (approximately 48 hours later), the tendril was cut from the stem and 

support, and pictures of the coiled tendril were taken, again with a graph paper backdrop (Figure 3b).  

By comparing the before and after pictures, an estimation of growth at different points along the 

length of the tendril was determined. Differences in distances due to positioning of the camera were 

corrected by comparing the size of one square of the graph paper in each picture. The distances 

between pairs of ink marks were estimated in the coiled tendril pictures and compared to the distances 

between those same points in the uncoiled pictures to determine the extent of growth at that location 

on the tendril.  

While the distance between two points along the uncoiled tendril was easily determined using the 

ruler tool in Adobe Photoshop, the determination of the distance between points on the coiled tendril 

was more complex. The arc length of a helix, s, is given by 



s  (2R)2 H 2
, where R is the radius 

of the helix, H is the pitch of the helix, and  is the rotation of the helix in radians. Because the tendril 

is tapered, measurements of the radius and pitch were made for every rotation along the length of the 

tendril. Note that the radius of the dorsal and ventral sides of the tendril differ by the diameter, d, of 

the tendril.    

The number of rotations between points along the length of the tendril was determined for as many 

ink points as possible on each of the dorsal and ventral sides.  This measurement was the main source 

 

         

 

Fig. 2  Diagram of the trapeze structure of pendulum arm in (a) front view and (b) side view. 

b 

M 

Tendril force 
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of error in determining the arc length between points; it was not possible to reliably determine t with 

better than 0.1 accuracy.   

This experiment was performed at the Rose Hills Foundation Conservatory for Botanical Science 

(Huntington Botanical Gardens, San Marino, CA) on tendrils of Adenia lobata.  

 

 

Fig. 3  Colored markings on a 

tendril when (a) uncoiled and (b) 

coiled (10x10 boxes is a 1 inch 

square grid). 

 
 

Computational model 
A finite element model of a tendril was constructed in ANSYS (version 11.0, ANSYS, Inc. 

Cannonsburg, PA, USA). The model utilizes specialized beam elements subject to thermal expansion 

to mimic the strains caused by growth. Just as the concentration of a growth hormone dictates a certain 

growth rate, the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of a material dictates the strain (normalized 

growth) of a material subject to a change in temperature. By constructing a gradient in the CTE across 

a cross-section and then applying a temperature load T, differential dorsal and ventral elongations are 

achieved.  

Previous modelling employed lengthwise (x-direction) tapering of the tendril and cross-sectional 

(y-direction) differential growth, but the results did not contain the correct change in the spatial 

frequency of coils along the length of the tendril [14]. In this model variable growth is achieved along 

the length of the tendril with a spatially-varying applied temperature (analogous to a spatially varying 

growth stimulus) along the length. Temperature profiles are specified as a function of x only, where x 

is the normalized length along the tendril and varies from 0 at the stem to 1 at the tip of the tendril. In 

addition, the CTE is different on the dorsal and ventral halves of the cross section, so that the imposed 

thermal strain ε(x,y) = CTE(y)ΔT(x) = (Lf – Lo)/Lo, where Lf  is the final length and Lo is the original 

length. In the analogy with biological growth, this strain function incorporates an assumption of a 

linear growth response to hormone concentration. 

The need to vary properties and geometry, as well as the large deformations involved in tendril 

coiling, require the use of a specialized beam element [14]. The “Beam188” element in ANSYS is a 

3D linear finite-strain beam element with six degrees of freedom per node that allows the use of user-

input cross sections and the implementation of a lengthwise taper. The user-defined cross sections in 

this model are circular and specify two sets of material properties: one for the dorsal side of the beam 

and one for the ventral side of the beam [14]. To improve convergence of the numerical solution, this 

model uses a nonlinear stabilization method that is based on the energy dissipation ratio. The results 

shown use an elastic modulus of 33 MPa [14], and a tendril length of 10 cm and radius with a linear 

taper from 0.30 mm to 0.15 mm (for Luffa cylindrica) or a length of 7 cm and radius with a linear 

taper from 0.52 mm to 0.40 mm (for Adenia lobata). 

The simplest simulation of free coiling was demonstrated by fixing all degrees of freedom at the 

large (stem) end of the beam. Using Luffa cylindrica dimensions and the experimental measurements 

of tension, a force of similar magnitude was applied at small (tip) end of the tendril, along with a small 

rotation (0.05 radians) in order to break symmetry.  All other degrees of freedom at the small end were 

fixed. The computational setup was also modified to utilize flexible boundary conditions at the large 

end to simulate the experimental setup used to determine tension in the tendril or to model the stiffness 

a 

b 
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of the stem. When a stem is used it is implemented as a cantilever with length of 3.5 cm, radius of 

0.65mm (uniform along the length) and the same modulus as the tendril. It does not change length 

during the simulation.  

Experimental results 

Tension force 

Six pendulum experiments, one of which is shown in Figure 4, resulted in an average pendulum 

angle of 14.0 ± 1.8 degrees after tendril coiling. The pendulum mass and trapeze support combined 

had a mass of 1.39 g, resulting in an average tendril tension force of 0.0034 ± 0.0002 N. Experiments 

with significantly lower or higher pendulum masses did not result in satisfactorily coiled tendrils.  

 

 

Growth patterns  

The growth rate experiments provided a preliminary evaluation of the lengthwise growth pattern of 

both the dorsal and ventral sides of a tendril. While over twenty tendrils were marked with ink 

patterns, fewer than ten coiled appropriately for observation. Analysis of two of the best coiled tendrils 

indicated that while the dorsal side of the tendril grows, the ventral side appears to shrink (Figure 5). 

This result confirms Darwin’s original hypothesis about contraction along the ventral side of a tendril 

during coiling [3]. Results from Tendril 1 (Figure 5a) were used for computational modelling.   

 

Fig. 5  Experimental strain results from two of the best tendrils. Note the trends of linearly increasing dorsal 

strain (white circles, curve fit illustrated by dashed line) and linearly decreasing ventral strain (solid triangles, 

curve fit illustrated by solid line). Curve fits for the dorsal strain were  =0.43x+0.29 and  =0.58x +0.15 for 

Tendrils 1 and 2, respectively. Curve fits for the ventral strain were  =-0.25x+0.01 and  =-0.87x+0.14 for 

Tendrils 1 and 2, respectively.   

              
 

Fig.4  (a) Setup of tension force experiment and (b) close up of attached coiled tendril with reference vertical 

indicator. 

a b 
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Computational results  

Overall, the computational results could be made to closely match the geometries of actual tendrils, 

including the appearance of multiple reversals and the increase in spatial frequency of coils near the 

tips of the tendrils (Figure 6).   The multiple reversals in Figure 6 were generated by increasing the 

length of the tendril (with Adenia lobata radii) to 15 cm.  Multiple reversals were also generated when 

the applied tension was increased. 

 

Tension force setup  
An example solution of the computational model of the tension experiment using Luffa cylindrica 

geometric parameters is shown in Figure 7. The force generated by the tendril in the model was 0.01 N 

(compared to 0.0034 N experimentally), however varying the length of the tendril in the computational 

model dramatically changes the pendulum angle, and hence the force developed, once the tendril is 

coiled.   

 

 

Fig. 7  Computational solution for pendulum tension 

experiment. The black lines indicate the initial 

positions of the uncoiled tendril and pendulum. 

 

Flexible stem  

The total strain observed in the computational results was a combination of thermal strain 

(analogous to growth strain) and mechanical strain due to the tension force in the tendril. Although in 

the model these contributions were separable, only the total strain was measurable in experiments.  

Because the main goal was to understand the differential growth required to cause realistic coiled 

geometries, the exact temperature function (which dictated how growth changed along the length) was 

not critical; in fact the qualitative results were insensitive to changes in slope, and quadratic functions 

as well as linear produced realistic geometries. With this in mind, the temperature function used was 

based on the strain measured on the dorsal side of Tendril 1 (Figure 5a). This function, T(x) = 43x + 

29, in combination with a dorsal CTE of 10
-2

, produced the total dorsal strain measured. This was kept 

constant for all results shown below. Only the dorsal to ventral CTE ratio was changed. 

The qualitative results were very sensitive to the length of the stem because it changes the tension 

in the tendril. If the tension is not sufficiently high the tendril becomes a jumble of loops instead of an 

orderly helix. This is also seen in some actual growing tendrils. If the tension is too high the helix is 

extremely stretched, which leads to few revolutions of the helix and multiple reversals in the model. 

An actual tendril under such conditions would likely not remain connected to its support. 

When a 56:44 dorsal to ventral CTE ratio (CTEs of 10
-2

 and 7.86  10
-3

, respectively) was used in 

the computational model (following the 56:44 dorsal to ventral ratio of auxin concentration proposed 

by Junker [4]), the results did not resemble natural coiling (Figure 8). This finding was confirmed for a 

wide variety of temperature functions. 

 

Fig. 6  Computational example showing multiple reversals.  Colors indicate relative rotation. 
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However, when the dorsal to ventral ratio was increased to 10:1 (CTEs of 10
-2 

and 10
-3

, 

respectively) the geometry did resemble coils found in actual plant tendrils (Figure 9a).  It is 

interesting to note that even though the applied thermal strains on the dorsal and ventral sides are 

positive, the total strain (thermal plus mechanical) is negative on the ventral side and positive on the 

dorsal side (Figure 9b). This is due to the radial contraction and commensurate increase in pitch of the 

helix produced by mechanical tension. 

 

 

Conclusion and future work 

While the biological process that causes free coiling has yet to be discovered, biomechanical 

modelling provides insight into the solution. A computational model that can reproduce realistic 

tendril geometries, including multiple reversals, has been developed to explore variation in growth 

along the length of a tendril and relative growth on dorsal and ventral aspects of the tendril. The model 

produced solutions that closely match coil geometries encountered in nature when a dorsal to ventral 

 

Fig. 8  Contour plot of results 

with 56:44 dorsal to ventral CTE 

ratio with T = 43x+29.  Colors 

indicate relative rotation about 

the longitudinal (x) axis. 

 

Fig. 9  a) Contour plot of total 

strain (thermal plus mechanical) 

with 10:1 dorsal to ventral CTE 

ratio with T = 43x+29. The only 

change to the model relative to 

that in Figure 8 is the dorsal to 

ventral CTE ratio. b) Trends of 

thermal strain and total strain on 

the dorsal and ventral sides of the 

tendril. Note that even though both 

the dorsal and ventral applied 

thermal strains are positive, the 

dorsal total strain is positive while 

the ventral total strain is negative.   
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strain ratio of 10:1 was applied but not when a 56:44 ratio was used. If the 56:44 ratio is in fact an 

accurate representation of the dorsal to ventral auxin concentration ratio, then this model indicates that 

either i) the previously observed equilibrium distribution of auxin alone does not produce free coiling 

as seen in nature, or ii) the growth response is not linearly related to auxin concentration. The latter 

possibility may be explored with this model in future work by implementing a CTE that varies with 

temperature. This would be analogous to a growth response that is non-linearly related to the 

concentration of a growth hormone, as has been shown in many studies.  

Future work will also include additional marking experiments in multiple species of tendril-bearing 

plants to accurately determine growth patterns and to verify that they are similar across species.  

Finally, future studies utilizing the proposed computation approach may allow for the determination of 

the parameters that cause multiple reversals as well as the locations of these reversals. 
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Abstract  

During tree growth, mechanical stresses accumulate in the stem because of the increasing tree 
weight and wood maturation. These “growth stresses” fulfil essential biomechanical functions: they 
allow the control of the tree orientation and improve its resistance against bending loads. But they 
generate technological problems during tree transformation, causing heart checks after cross-cutting, 
checks and deformations of boards after sawing, etc… Research in this area aims at understanding 
how these stresses appear during growth, in order to find solutions to reduce them. 

Radial profiles of growth stress were studied by measuring the longitudinal strains due to the 
release of growth stress at different radial positions on diametrical boards. A biomechanical model 
based on the beam theory adapted to growing structures is presented. It allows calculating growth 
stress accumulation in a cross-section of any shape, with any distribution of material properties. 
Experimental profiles were compared to those simulated by the model assuming particular growth 
scenarios. They were consistent with the predictions of biomechanical models, showing a maximal 
tension at the periphery of the tree, and an increasing compression towards the tree centre. 
Asymmetric profiles were sometimes observed, and were consistent with simulations obtained when 
eccentric diameter growth and asymmetric maturation strains were taken into account. The 
correspondence between experimental results and simulations provides a first validation of the 
biomechanical model of growth stress accumulation in stems. 

Introduction 

Growth stresses are mechanical stresses accumulated in tree stems during growth. They are a 
source of technological problems occurring during tree exploitation and wood processing, sometimes 
causing log-end splits when felling the tree, checks or deformations in boards when processing logs. 
Research in this area aims at better understanding factors that affect the growth stress patterns, in order 
to find ways reducing them. 

Growth stresses result from the superposition of two distinct sources of stress: “support stress” due 
to the increasing weight of the tree crown and the stem itself, and “maturation stress”, due to the 
physico-chemical modifications of wood occurring during its formation [2]. In a straight vertical tree, 
weight applies a compressive support stress distributed over the stem section. A tensile maturation 
stress appears in a newly formed wood layer in the grain direction, which applies a compressive stress 
on the core of the stem. Accumulation of these different sources of stress during tree growth results in 
specific stress patterns where a tensile stress is found at the tree periphery and a compressive stress is 
found at its centre. It can be simulated by a simple axisymmetric biomechanical model [5].  

However a tree is never perfectly straight and vertical, so that its increasing weight also applies a 
bending moment on the stem, resulting in a non-axisymmetric field of support stress and changes in 
stem curvature that modify its orientation. When stem orientation is disturbed by its increasing self-
weight or any external action, a higher level of maturation stress is produced on one side of the stem, 
generating a bending moment that counteracts the disturbance and maintains or restores stem 
orientation [1]. This reaction is often associated to eccentric diameter growth. Biomechanical models 
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[3,4] allow predicting the growth stress field resulting from such complex situations, in order to 
evaluate the effect of biomechanical parameters of the tree growth, such as the tilt angle of the stem, 
the eccentricity of diameter growth, and the magnitude of maturation strains on each side of the tree. 
In the present paper, the formulation of a biomechanical of growth stress accumulation is presented, 
and its outputs are compared to profiles of residual strains measured on real trees, in order to provide a 
first validation of the biomechanical models for non-axisymmetric cases. 

Material and methods 

Measurement of residual strains  

4 poplar trees (Populus sp.) and 3 sugi trees (Cryptomeria japonica) were chosen for the study. The 
trees had diameter ranging from 6 to 23 cm, and were straight or slightly tilted. Trees were fell down 
and 1m-long logs were cut from the basal part and taken for the measurement of residual strain 
profiles. Diametrical boards, approximately 2cm-thick, were extracted from green logs. One side of 
the board was supposed to cross the pith in its center (Fig. 1b). In some cases, the pith location was 
slightly shifted towards the center of the board (Fig.  2b). Strain gauges were glued in the longitudinal 
direction at different radial positions on each board (Figs. 1a, 2a), onto the side the closest to the pith. 

In case of eccentric logs, the pith is not in the middle of the board. We define two radii for the 
stem: one for the lower side of the inclined tree, the other one for the upper side of the inclined tree. 
For poplar trees, the upper side is larger than the lower side and presumably corresponds to an area of 
tension wood. Sugi trees were only slightly tilted, had low eccentricity, and did not contain apparent 
zones of compression wood. Table 1 indicates the respective radii for each tree, and the number of 
gauges positioned onto the board. 

The boards were cut on each side of the gauges (Fig. 1b), and the strains released by this operation 
were recorded at each radial positions. Thus an experimental radial profile of residual growth strains is 
obtained for each tree. A contraction of the wood during stress release corresponds to a tensile stress 
within the tree, and an expansion corresponds to a compressive stress. To remain consistent with the 
usual representation of growth stress profiles, the opposite of the residual strain is presented in the 
results (i.e. a positive value corresponds to a tensile stress, and a negative value to a compressive 
stress). 

 
Table 1 Radii of boards and number of strain gauges, for 3 sugi and 4 poplar trees. 

 Sugi Poplar 

 S1 S2 S3 P1 P2 P4 P5 

Lower side radius (cm) 12.25 10 4.15 1.9 2.3 3.35 3 

Upper side radius (cm) 11 8.8 4.15 3.5 4.1 4.35 10.5 

Number of gauges 18 19 9 7 7 8 11 

 

    
Fig. 1a Poplar board with 9 strain gauges               Fig. 1b same board after cutting to release residual strains 
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Fig. 2a Sugi board with 18 strain gauges                     Fig. 2b The pith is located in the thickness of the board 

Biomechanical model of growth stress accumulation 

The biomechanical model developed by Alméras [1,3] was used to simulate growth stress profiles. 
The model is based on beam theory applied to growing structures [4]. During the growth, the weight 
of the tree is increasing (growth in mass), and acts on a structure of increasing stiffness (growth in 
diameter), while maturation stress is induced in wood after its formation. Therefore, the effect of a 
given increment of mass of maturation stress depends on the diameter of the stem at the time it is 
added. Thus, the application of the beam theory to growing tree stems is not straightforward: the state 
of stress of a self-supporting stem differs from that of a beam that would be first made in an unstressed 
state, and then loaded. To compute the state of stress of a growing structure, an incremental 
formulation is necessary, so that changes in diameter and load are properly integrated over the tree 
life. During an elementary time step associated to an elementary load increment, the change in 
diameter of the beam can be neglected and its stiffness considered constant. Beam theory can be used 
to compute the stress increment at the level of a cross-section associated to the load increment. The 
longitudinal stress increment in response to a load increment is uniform within a homogeneous cross-
section submitted to a purely axial load, and is heterogeneous otherwise. Accumulation of stress 
increments over the tree life always leads to a heterogeneous field of stress within a cross-section. 
Central parts of the tree contribute to bear the load increments from the beginning of the tree life, 
while peripheral parts only contribute since they have been formed. 

The model allows calculating growth stress accumulation in a cross-section of any shape, with any 
distribution of material properties. It is restricted to a case where the tree and the section have bilateral 
symmetry (Fig. 3). The condition for static equilibrium at the level of a cross-section S implies that, 
during any time step, the variations of internal loads (due to changes in the mechanical state of the 
wood at the section level) equal the variations of external loads (due to the action of external forces on 
the section; here external forces refer to the action of tree weight on the section). Internal and external 
loads are described by the resulting force N perpendicular to the section, and the bending moments M. 
The total external load due to the tree weight depends on the local orientation of the section with 
respect to the gravity,  , on the weight of the tree applied on the section, W, and on the horizontally 
projected distance between the section center and the center of mass of the tree, pG (see Fig. 3): 



NE  W .cos

ME W .pG
   (1) 

Variations in external loads during an elementary growth step (NE, ME) can thus be deduced from 
the increase in weight and the changes in stem configuration.  
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Variations in internal loads depend on the variations of the field of stress (x,y) within the section: 



N I   (x,y)  dx  dy
S



M I  y   (x,y)  dx  dy
S


  (3) 
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Fig. 3  Schematic representation of the geometry of a tree bending under its own weight. 
 
We consider here two sources of variations of internal stress in wood: the elastic stress related to 

the deformation of the stem and the inelastic stress induced in peripheral wood during its maturation.  
The state of stress  is related to the maturation strain , the total strain , and the elastic modulus of 
wood E: 

    E    (4) 

The variation of stress during an elementary time step can thus be expressed as: 

   EEmaturelas   (5) 

Integration of the stress over the section allows expressing the variation in internal load as the sum of 
elastic and maturation loads: 
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We will assume that the induction of maturation stress is completed immediately after a new wood 
layer is formed, i.e. that =0 for internal wood layers, and = for the currently added wood layer 
S. The maturation load can then be simply computed as: 
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The elastic load increment (Nelas, Melas) is related to the field of strain increment (x,y) occurring 
in the section. For a slender solid such as a tree stem, this field is plane, so that the strain increment at 
any point of the section can be deduced from the strain increment 0 at the reference point in the 
section and the gradient of strain increment in the section (which by definition is equal to the variation 
of curvature at the level of the section C): 

 Cyyx   0),(    (8) 

From equations (3), (5) and (8), one can deduce the relation between the elastic loads and the 
deformations occurring at the section’s level: 
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Where K0 is the axial stiffness, K2 the bending stiffness and K1 the coupling term, given by: 

  
S

j

j dydxyxEyK ),(    (10) 

The static equilibrium is achieved when internal loads balance external loads. Using equations (6) 
and (9), this condition is reduced to: 
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Right hand terms express the load increments due to the weight increase and wood maturation, so 
that this relation can be used to compute the deformation increment at the level of the section. The 
stress increment at each step can be deduced from these data and cumulated to obtain the total stress 
field within the section at final time.  

The final step of the calculation consists in simulating the effect of felling the tree (i.e. suppressing 
the support stress due to the tree weight) and extracting the board from the log (i.e. suppressing the 
growth stress of the parts of the log removed when extracting the board). Finally the residual stress 
profile within the board is converted into a residual strain profile, and compared to experimental data. 

Simulations and comparison to experimental results 

The biomechanical model was run to find a growth scenario compatible with each set of 
experimental data. The stem radii measured on each side of the tree were used to specify eccentric 
growth. Eccentric stems suggest that trees were tilted from vertical. Their angle was assumed to range 
between 0 and 25° and adjusted to fit experimental data. The maturation strain was supposed to differ 
between the two sides of the stem in order to simulate asymmetric reaction in response to the tilt 
angle. The maturation strains on each side of the stem are supposed to change with time, and their 
evolution is defined by 3 parameters specifying the maturation strain at the beginning of the growth 
period, at the end, and at an intermediate time. These values were adjusted in order to minimize the 
difference between simulated and measured residual strain profiles. The effect of the weight was 
accounted for by allometric power functions specifying the evolution of tree weight as a function of its 
basal diameter. Because strains were used as input parameters (maturation strains) and output 
parameters (residual growth strains), the wood elastic modulus has only a second-order influence, so 
that we used an arbitrary value of 12 GPa for all trees. 

Experimental profiles of residual strains 

Figure 4 shows the results obtained for the 3 sugi trees and figure 5 for the 4 poplar trees. The 
diagrams on the left-hand side show the experimental profiles of residual strain (squares) and the 
simulated profiles obtained after fitting the evolution of maturation strains on both sides of the tree. 
Adjusted values of maturations strains are shown on the right-hand side of the diagrams. 

The experimental profiles obtained are consistent with the general predictions of earlier 
biomechanical models [4,5], i.e. a tension at the periphery of the tree, and an increasing compression 
towards the tree centre. In most cases, the compression near the section centre corresponds to a strain 
of approximately -1000 microstrains (and up to -8000 microstrains for the case P5), which is 
consistent with the results of previous authors [2,5]. However, many of the measured experimental 
profiles showed discrepancies compared to the simplest model proposed by Kübler [5]: the profiles are 
most of the time not symmetric between the two sides (e.g. S3, P1, P2, P4, P5) and the profiles on 
each side do not fit the log-shape predicted by Kübler’s model. The maximal compressive stress was 
not always found at the level of the pith (e.g. S3, P4, P5), consistently with the prediction of 
biomechanical models in case of eccentric growth. Moreover, in some cases, the profile is not 
monotonous, showing local minima (e.g. P1 at R = +2.5 cm, P2 at R = +1.8 cm, P4 at R = +2 cm, P5 at 
R = +5.5 cm).  

Comparison between experimental profiles and simulations 

The model parameters have been adjusted to fit experimental data. The optimisation yielded 
satisfactory results, although the correspondence between experimental points and simulations curves 
is imperfect in some instances. Note however that the optimisation problem showed multiple local 
optima, so that the proposed set of parameters and simulated profiles do not always reflect the best 
possible fit. They should not be interpreted as the unique solution of the problem, but rather as 
plausible scenarios of the biomechanical history of the tree. Nevertheless, the simulated profiles 
successfully reproduce most of the qualitative features of experimental data (asymmetric and non-
monotonous profiles) with the correct order of magnitude. 
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Fig. 4  Left-hand side: Residual longitudinal strain (in microstrain) function of the radial position (in cm) for 3 

sugi trees. Grey line: computed profile of residual strain in the tree (before extracting the board), black line:  

computed profile of residual strain in the board, squares: experimental residual strains. Right-hand side: 

hypothetic evolution of  maturation strain (in microstrain) during growth as a function of relative radius (% of 

final radius) on each side of the tree. The parameters were adjusted to minimize the difference between 

simulated and experimental residual strain profiles. 
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Fig. 5  Left-hand side: Residual longitudinal strain (in microstrain) function of the radial position (in cm) for 3 

poplar trees. Grey line: computed profile of residual strain in the tree (before extracting the board), black line:  

computed profile of residual strain in the board, squares: experimental residual strains. Right-hand side: 

hypothetic evolution of  maturation strain (in microstrain) during growth as a function of relative radius (% of 

final radius) on each side of the tree. The parameters were adjusted to minimize the difference between 

simulated and experimental residual strain profiles. 
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Adjusted scenarios of tree reaction 

The adjusted evolution of maturation strains on each side of the tree is shown in figs. 4-5 (left-hand 
diagrams). The adjustment yielded realistic values of maturation strains, ranging from 0 to 2000 
microstrains. Maturation strains are most of the time not symmetric between the upper and the lower 
side, showing that the trees were actively reacting against gravity. For the poplar trees, large values of 
tension (> 1000 µstrains in magnitude) were often found on one side, suggesting the unilateral 
production of tension wood. For sugi trees, most values of maturation strains are tensile and < 1000 
µstrains in magnitude, suggesting that the reaction occurred by variations of maturation strain in 
normal wood, rather than by the production of compression wood, which is expected in the case of 
almost straight tree with a moderate reaction. For all trees (except S2) it was necessary to assume 
important changes in maturation strain along the radius on  both sides, suggesting that the reaction was 
not constant during the growth of the tree, and sometimes reversed from a side to another. This 
suggests that the biomechanical history of the tree was complex, involving several phases of bending 
and up-righting. 

 

Assessment of the experimental method for evaluating in-situ growth stress profiles 

The experimental method we used to evaluate the profile of growth stress in the tree consists in 
measuring profiles of residual strain in diametrical boards. Comparison between the simulated profiles 
in the log (grey lines in figs. 4-5) and in the board (black lines in figs. 4-5) shows that the strain is 
generally lower in the log than in the board, i.e. that the board extended slightly during its extraction 
from the log. The difference is generally small, so that this method seems reliable to obtain an 
approximate evaluation of growth stress profiles. 

Conclusion 

Experimental profiles of growth strain have been compared to profiles computed with a 

biomechanical model accounting for non-asymmetric diameter growth and wood maturation. The 

scenarios of tree growth obtained to fit the experimental data seem to be quite realistic, providing a 

first validation of the mechanical model. The model also confirms that the method consisting in 

measuring the residual longitudinal strains on a diametrical board gives a good approximation of the 

residual longitudinal strains in the standing tree, as long as the strain profile is not highly unbalanced. 
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Abstract  

Merciless selection pressure of evolution forces biological carrier structures, e.g. trees or bones, to 
use their material efficiently. For lifetime, they try to achieve as homogeneous a stress distribution as 
possible and, thus, prevent weak points as well as excessive material consumption. Design principles 
of natural constructions were studied at the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. From them, based on the 
Finite Element Method, computer methods were derived for the optimization of technical components. 
By computer-simulation of adaptive growth the methods remove excessive stresses by simulated local 
material deposition and, thus, homogenize the stresses on the component surface. In the computer, 
components grow like trees. Due to the stress reduction the service life of the optimized component is 
increased compared to the initial value. 

A breakthrough towards simplicity was the development of the simple, purely graphical “Method 
of Tensile Triangles” (MTT) by Mattheck for the reduction of stress concentrations by notch shape 
optimization. The Method was inspired by the shape of buttress roots in trees. Like them it bridges a 
corner-like notch with tensile loaded triangles. The notch shape found with the MTT may be scaled up 
and down according to the individual design space limitations of the technical structure. 

In this paper the Method of Tensile Triangles will be explained and the results of Finite Element 
Analyses on tension loaded stepped plates with circular and by MTT formed notches will be 
presented. The study shows the effect of this notch shapes on stress concentration factor due to 
variation of diameter ratio and design space. It also quantifies the amount of design space and 
mechanical stress which could be lowered by the use of biologic based MTT fillets compared to the 
“technical” circular rounding. 

Introduction 

Good mechanical constructions are reliable during their estimated lifetime, light-weighted and have 
a high load-capability. A main reason for failure are local stress concentrations which occur where the 
force flow is disturbed, e.g. at notches even if they are rounded and not sharp. The stress 
concentrations at notches on the surface of a component cause material fatigue during its lifetime. 
Therefore, a prevention of such stress-raising effects is of great importance in nature as well as in 
engineering design. Trees make an effort to grow into a homogeneous state of stress on their surface 
[1]. The outermost annual ring tries to adapt to external loading by locally increased or reduced 
growth according to high or low stresses [2]. Computer Aided Optimization CAO [3] transfers the 
principle of adaptive biological growth into technical application and simulates this effect by a Finite 
Element (FE) calculation. The component starts to grow in the highly loaded zones and, in analogy to 
trees, forms the locally thickest growth increment. By this, the stress peaks will be reduced. The 
procedure is done iteratively until a constant stress state on the surface is achieved. 

Even if the grown wood has a fibrous structure and therefore mainly orthotropic material properties 
and on the other hand most technical materials are almost isotropic, there is little difference in optimal 
shapes. Because the wood fibre direction is largely in agreement with the force flow in the tree, the 
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smaller transverse effects are somewhat falsified due to using only the Youngs-modulus in grain 
direction [1]. 

Further studies show, that an optimized shape can also be found much easier than by use of 
laborious FE-calculations. Now, about 15 years after the CAO-method the ‘Method of Tensile 
Triangles’ has been developed. It is a new and easy graphic optimization method. The Tensile 
Triangles contour was found in many natural structures [4] and applied with good results in terms of 
stress reduction to different technical problems [5, 6]. The approach can be applied even by layperson 
without a deeper mechanical understanding and without computer verification by the user. Not least 
therefore the characterisation of MTT and comparison with the technological standard, like it is done 
in this paper, is essential. 

Material and methods 

Like buttress roots in trees the Method of Tensile Triangles bridges corner-like notches with a 
tensile loaded triangle (Fig. 1). The tree stem forms a sharp cornered notch with the ground surface. It 
bridges and defuses this corner by the root spur (buttress), which is usually most pronounced on the 
windward side. The sawn section through the root shows very large growth increments on the upper 
side. This one-sided root growth forms the tensile triangle. 

Technical components usually aren’t able to grow, so stress concentrations have to be minimised 
early in the design process, which can easily be done by the Method of Tensile Triangles. Starting 
from the 45° angle at the bottom we stick a triangle into the sharp corner (Fig. 2). This procedure 
creates two notches of larger angles which are less dangerous because the more obtuse the angle of a 
corner-like notch is the lower is the stress concentration there. After repeating the procedure one or 
two times and smoothing the remaining kinks with radii one has a close-to-optimum notch contour or 
at least a highly improved notch shape with significant stress reduction. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Biological inspiration for the Method of Tensile Triangles: The buttress root bridges the kink at the base 
of a tree, like a rope [7] 
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Fig. 2 Procedure of the Method of Tensile Triangles for 
a corner transition [7]. First the corner is bridged with 
some triangles. Finally, the remaining kinks have to be 
rounded by circles 

 
In this study the stress distribution in stepped tension plates with varying dimensions and fillet 

shapes have been analysed by use of the Finite Element Method, which is a numerical analysis 
technique. It is mainly used to obtain solutions for differential equations that describe physical 
problems. In structural mechanics it is used for simulation of the behaviour of technical components. 
First a model of the construct has to be generated. Then the complex shape will be sub-divided into 
series of small regions (elements) which are connected by nodes, the so-called mesh. After defining 
bearing, loading, material and physical data e.g. deformation, strain and stress can be estimated. 

With the FEM software ANSYS [8] models of the plates with radii and MTT fillets have been 
generated (2D, Plane82-Elements) and analysed (Fig. 3). The material behaviour was set isotropic and 
linear-elastic. Due to axial symmetry only the half of the structure has to be modelled. For evaluation 
the v. Mises stress was used which is an equivalent stress as shown in equation (1).  

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]222
. 2

1
IIIIIIIIIIIIMisesv σσσσσσσ −+−+−=  (1) 

 
Theoretically there is a stress singularity at the sharp kink, where the MTT fillet connects into the 

broad part of the plate. The calculated result there is mesh-dependent, which means that finer meshes 
with smaller elements cause higher values. In praxis this is meaningless and therefore remained out of 
consideration. 

 
 

 

Fig. 3 Finite Element mesh and v. Mises stress 
distribution 

 
The width-ratio D/d of the plates was varied between 1.04 and 3, the ratio of the fillet radius R/d 

ranged between 0.02 and 1. The plates have been clamped at the broad end and loaded by tension at 
the small end (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4 Model of the stepped tension plates. The fillet shapes formed by radius (red) and MTT (green) are shown 
in Detail 

Results and discussion 

Figure 5 shows the V. Mises stress distribution in three tension plates with a width ratio of D/d=2. 
The red colour marks, where the highest stresses occur. This localisation of high stresses is known as 
stress concentration and measured by the stress concentration factor. It is defined as the ratio of the 
highest stress to a nominal or reference stress [9] and depends on the local curvature radius and the 
deflection angle. In general the concentration factor raises with lower curvature radii and higher 
deflection angle [10]. At the radius with R/d=0.1 it amounts to 2.49 (see Fig. 5 A). The stress 
concentration factor is reduced by the MTT shaped fillet with the same lateral size Lrad/d=0.1 (B) to 
the value of 1.76. Reducing the extent of the MTT fillet increases the stress concentration factor. A 
laterally much smaller MTT fillet (C) with Lrad/d=0.0435 reaches the same value as the radius with 
R/d=0.1. 

 

 
Fig. 5 V. Mises stress distribution in tension plates (D/d=2) with various fillet shapes and dimensions.  
(A) radius, R/d=0.1; (B) MTT, Lrad/d=0.1; (C) MTT, Lrad/d=0.0435 

 
Table 1 list the size of radius and MTT shaped fillets with equal stress concentration factors, which 

decline with higher fillet sizes and rise with higher plate width ratios. 
In Figure 6 is shown exemplarily for the plates with a width ratio of 3, how the stress concentration 

factor is lowered by larger fillets. Thereby at equal stress levels the MTT fillets always require less 
lateral design space then the radii. At small fillet sizes (compared to plate width) the longitudinal 
dimensions of the MTT fillet are higher then that of the radius. But with enlarging fillets the 
longitudinal dimensions of the MTT also become smaller then that of the radii. 
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Table 1 Dimensions of radius and MTT shaped fillets with equal stress concentration factors in stepped tension 
plates with various width ratios. 
 

Dimensions Stress 
concentration 

factor 
Radius MTT  

R/d Lax/d Lrad/d D/d 
0.02 0.0351 0.0106 3 5.04 
0.02 0.034 0.01025 2 4.61 
0.02 0.0315 0.0095 1.4 3.84 
0.02 0.0288 0.0087 1.2 3.23 
0.02 0.0252 0.0076 1.1 2.67 
0.02 0.0194 0.00584 1.04 2.01 
0.05 0.0839 0.0253 3 3.45 
0.05 0.0789 0.00238 2 3.21 
0.05 0.0693 0.0209 1.4 2.77 
0.05 0.0597 0.018 1.2 2.38 
0.05 0.0477 0.0144 1.1 2.05 
0.1 0.1565 0.0472 3 2.63 
0.1 0.1442 0.0435 2 2.49 
0.1 0.121 0.0365 1.4 2.2 
0.1 0.0971 0.0293 1.2 1.95 
0.2 0.2851 0.086 3 2.04 
0.2 0.2569 0.0775 2 1.96 
0.2 0.1939 0.0585 1.4 1.8 
0.5 0.5802 0.0175 3 1.52 
0.5 0.4807 0.0145 2 1.51 
1 0.862 0.026 3 1.28 
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Fig. 6 Stress concentration factor subject to the size of radius and MTT fillets in stepped tension plates 
(logarithmic scale) 
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Conclusion 

With the new graphical Method of Tensile Triangles, following the design rules of nature, 
reduction of stress concentrations and stress homogenisation on the surface of technical components 
can be realised easily. The results of the parameter study, presented in this paper, can be used for 
characterising the Method and estimating stress levels in similar technical components. Compared 
with a radius fillet with equal lateral extension a MTT shaped notch reduces the maximum stress. At 
equal stress concentration factors the MTT always has less lateral extension than the radius. If the 
fillet dimensions relating to the plate width become large, the MTT fillet also requires less longitudinal 
design space than the comparable radius. 
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Abstract  

Tree trunk diameter usually changes during the day and the night and along full year with both a 

rainy and a dry season. Aside of cambial growth, tree trunk diameter changes is the combination of 

successive layers contribution: purely passive mechanical strains of the heartwood, change in 

hydrostatic pressure in the sapwood and in the living phloem, changes in the maturation stress during 

the year and swelling or shrinkage of dead outer bark due to change in relative humidity of 

surrounding air. 

Trees were equipped with home-made dendrometers and their diameters were measured daily and 

monthly almost 2 years with both a rainy and a long dry season. Change in tree trunk diameter is due 

to different phenomena those operated in different successive layers. On some species, no daily 

variation in the trunk diameter is observed even if large daily water fluctuations are observed.  

 

Mechanical model based on coaxial cylindrical layers is developed and implemented in Matlab in 

order to highlights these variations. The model shows apparent strains variations synchronic with daily 

water variation. The effects of heartwood thickness on the tree trunk daily apparent strains variation 

make in evidence small apparent strains for high values of relative heartwood thickness that can 

explain the no daily variation in some species. 

Introduction 

Trunk variation can be pronounced in neotropical rainforest and the stem shrinkage, principally during 

the dry season [1], [2], [3], and [4]. Aside of cambial growth, tree trunk diameter changes is the 

combination of successive layers contribution. The function of the successive parts of the trunk section 

is rather different. Firstly, the bark (outer and/or inner) appears to be the main deformable “elastic” 

tissue in trunk [5] and potentially explain the great variations between dry and rainy seasons [2]. Roth 

in 1981 [6] observed a dilatation growth, which was very specific of the species. This phenomenon 

could occupy up to 70% of the entire bark width, and this was in axial and tangential direction. 

Secondly, the sapwood have primordial role for involved water to photosynthetic apparatus. The water 

content of this tissue is quite constant during the year. Sapflow is variable among species and fluctuate 

among the seasons [7]. Daily trunk fluctuation were caused by development of the tensions in the 

water columns of transpiring trees [8], by only the fluctuation of the bark [9] or by potential hydraulic 

connection between bark and sapwood [5] and [10]. The bark content more water than sapwood and 

the seasonal fluctuation is potentially more pronounced [3]. The daily and seasonal fluctuations of the 

bark could also be explicated by the air humidity [9]. The bark is the thinnest and the wettest tissue. Its 

external position contributes to its climatic dependent variation [11]. The bark sensitivity of the 

climatic variations was already exposed and could explain also the trunk variation [9; 11; 13]. 

Compared with the sapwood, the heartwood appears to be relatively limited in terms of effective water 

storage. Heartwood formation results from numerous physiological and biological changes, including 

the death of any living cells and, with some exceptions, a decline in water content. Moreover, seasonal 
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variation in water content is generally much less pronounced in the heartwood than in the sapwood 

[11]. 

 

Information on the relative contributions of different stem tissues to daily and seasonal changes in 

diameter is scarce in tropical rainforest. Experiments were performed in-situ to measure these 

variations at Paracou in French Guiana. Trees were equipped with home-made dendrometers and their 

diameters were measured daily and monthly almost 2 years with both a rainy and along dry season. A 

diminution in tree trunk diameter was observed in dry season in spite of the radial growth due to the 

cambium activity and a large augmentation was observed in the onset of rainy season. In addition, 

daily variation in the trunk diameter was observed on some species, but not on some other species 

even if large daily water fluctuations are observed, in dry and wet season [7]. This is the case of the 

Vantanea sp for which circumference variation was very stable and not synchronic with the water 

status (Figure 2b, red curve). 

 

A mechanical model is performed to explain the experimental observations. The transverse section 

of the tree trunk is modelled as multi-layered coaxial cylinders. The layers are the tissues including 

heartwood, sapwood, inner bark (living phloem) and outer bark (non conductive phloem and cork). 

We focus on daily variations in wet season such as the only daily variation is the sapwood hydrostatic 

pressure dues to the circulation of the xylem. The exterior air relative humidity is always high so the 

bark moisture content stands over the fibre saturation point and daily bark shrinkage is null or 

negligible.  

Mechanical formulation: coaxial-cylindrical model: 

Problem position 
 

A transverse section of tree trunk is composed of different layers (Fig. 1a). In addition to 

dimensional variation of tree trunk due to growth by the cambium, under water tension in the sapwood 

and the inner bark, and the variation of the humidity of external atmosphere, tree trunk observe 

variation of its diameter. So, first tree trunk can be idealized as a cylindrical structure (Fig.1b) having 

a different material proprieties in each layer.  

In mechanical point of view, the problem consists in computing the state of equilibrium of cylindrical 

structure composed of different layers of orthotropic material, and subjected to an internal stress and 

an external constraints at its borders.  

 
(a) Transverse section of tree trunk  (b) Cylindrical structure 

Fig. 1 (a) Tree trunk section (b) cylindrical model 
Formulation of the mechanical problem 

 

outer 

bark 

cambium 

inner bark 

heartwood 

Sapwood 
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For a mechanical analysis of a dimensional variation of a tree trunk, the complete model must 

include all the equations of the mechanics, especially equilibrium, constitutive equations, and 

boundary conditions. Under the internal and external actions considered in this paper (hydrostatic 

pressure principally) and an hypothetic regular cylindrical structure, the displacement, strain and stress 

fields generated are only radial dependent, in addition, no shear stresses and no shear strains occurs in 

the tree trunk. All these considerations simplify the mechanical equations.  

 

In the following, we first briefly remind the essential of the mechanical equations of an 

homogenous cylindrical layer and then, present solutions for a multi-layer structure. So, let’s consider 

an adequate cylindrical system (R, T, L), where R, T and L are radial, tangential and longitudinal 

directions respectively. At a given radial position r, the induced displacement vector and associated 

strains and stresses are respectively represented by the following vectors.  

 

R T Lu u ,u ,u ,  R T L, ,   and  R T L, ,   

 

Where strains components are given by: 

 
R

R

du r

dr
        and    

R

T

u r

r
 (1) 

uR and R are radial displacement and strain and R and T are tangential displacement and strain. 

 

Wood is commonly modelled as an orthotropic linear elastic material [14]. In our case, the constitutive 

law is restricted to this relation:  

C       where        

RR RT RL

TR TT TL

LR LT LL

C C C

C C C C

C C C
 

(2) 

C  is the behaviour tensor and  is the initially induced stresses vector, that is relate in our case to 

hydrostatic pressure in the sapwood and inner bark. It is given by: R T L, , . 

 

Equilibrium equations are restricted to the following equation: 

R R Td
0

dr r
 (3) 

Equilibrium equation can be expressed in displacement term by combining behaviour law, equation 

(2), strains expressions given by equation (1) with equilibrium equation (3). It is given by: 

 

 

2
2R R R

2

d u du u
r

dr dr r
 (4) 

Where 
2 RR

TT

C

C
 and T R TL RL

L

RR RR

C C

C C
 

The general solution of equation (4) is [2]:  

 

R 2
u r Ar Br r

1
 (5) 

A and B are integration constants. Their values are determined using the boundary conditions of the 

problem. The strain field can then directly derive from equation (1) and the associated stress field from 

the constitutive law given by equation (2).  

 

Multi-layered model 
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The formulation is extended to a cylindrical layered structure composed in our case of 4 layers 

numbered 1 to 4 from the inside of the cylinder. When writing equation (5) for each layer, and when 

considering interface and boundary conditions, we obtained 9 equations with 9 unknown parameters (8 

unknown integration constants and longitudinal strain L). These equations form a linear system. A 

Matlab program based on this cylindrical formulation was realized to resolve the linear system and to 

compute all displacement, strain and stress fields through tree trunk transverse section. This model 

was initially formulated by Alméras and Gril [15; 16]  

Results and discussion 

Daily water status and apparent strains measured in-situ are illustrated in figures (2a and b curve 

red) for the Vantanea sp in wet season (se table 1). Large daily fluctuations are observed but the 

measured circumference was very stable and not synchronic with the water status. Figure (2b, blue 

curve) shows apparent strains daily variation given by the model in wet season. In opposition to the 

experimental observations, the apparent strains daily variations given by the model are synchronic 

with the water flow. This result is expectable as the model just takes in account different layers 

rigidity.  

 

 
(a)    (b) 

Fig. 2: (a) Daily variation of water status, (b) apparent 

strains for Vantanea sp. In wet season. 

 

The effect of heartwood thickness on the apparent strains variation given by the model (Figure 3) 

shows a rapid diminution of the apparent strains with the heartwood thickness for relative thickness 

values above 20%. Most of the considered species relative had a heartwood thickness above 80% (see 

table 1). So, as compare to small trees with few heartwood as often described in the literature, the 

daily apparent stains variation given by the model is nearly 10 times less due to the effect of 

heartwood compensation of the sapwood swelling or shrinking. Then the measurements in strain 

values (diameter growth divided by tree diameter) should be 10 times more accurate than for small 

trees, which was not the case in this experiment. 
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Fig. 3: Daily apparent strains variation with heartwood 

relative thickness. 

 
Table 1 Relative thickness of different layers of species from Paracou – French Guiana   

 

Conclusion 

Change in tree trunk diameter is due to different phenomena those operated in different successive 

layers. In addition, on some species, no daily variation in the trunk diameter is observed even if large 

daily water fluctuations are observed.  

Mechanical model based on the analytical cylindrical model initially by Alméras and Gril is 

implemented in Matlab routine, and used to explain the experimental observations by the tree trunk 

transverse structure and the phenomena those operate at different layers. Contrarily to the 

experimental observation, the model shows fluctuations of the apparent strains synchronic with the 

water pressure in the sapwood. But the model also shows that apparent strains strongly decrease for 

high heartwood relative thickness. So the no daily apparent stains variation observed in some species 

can be explained by both the effect of heartwood compensation and the lack of precision of 

dendrometers. 

It will be interesting to verify this model on trees with different heartwood thickness ratios, in the 

wet season. Then the model could be used to explain the role of external bark shrinkage durin dry 

season on the surprising diameter decrease of some species in that period.  
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 Modelling surface growth for tree biomechanics  
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 Abstract  

The analysis of the shape evolution of growing trees requires modelling accurately the interaction 

between tree growth and its biomechanical response. In this work, we study the mechanics of surface 

growth to model the generation of wood at the cambium. During the growth process, mass and 

material points are added along a growing surface and then deform the whole tree. The main difficulty 

of this purpose is to define an evolving reference configuration according to the growth velocity over 

the surface. Balance equations of mass, linear and angular momentum which include the effect of 

mass accretion are provided giving the basis for further studies on surface growth mechanics. 

 Introduction 

The analysis of the shape evolution of growing trees requires modelling accurately the interaction 

between tree growth and its biomechanical response, including passive deformations due to external 

loads and active movements of the plant, e.g. tropisms. However, this coupling between tree growth 

and tree biomechanics exceeds the traditional framework of structural mechanics due to the changing 

in size of the studied domain and the resulting non-conservation of mass. 

In this context, Fourcaud et al. [1] consider a solution with a discrete time model at the stem and 

tree scale by separating growth effects and mechanical effects. In a more general view of mechanics 

including growth effects, many works were devoted to model volumetric growth [2] which occurs 

when mass is added to existing points of the body. For example, Senan et al. [3] propose a rod-based 

model to model volumetric growth of plants. 

Another way to model plant growth without the assumption that growth occurs only on existing 

material points is to consider surface growth which is linked with the accretion of material on external 

(or internal) surface of a body. Skalak et al. [4,5] consider analytical expression of surface growth for 

rigid body and a review of this issue is proposed by Garikipati [6]. However, it seems very difficult to 

take into account the effect of stress and strain while the body keeps growing. The main problem is to 

define a mechanical response of a deformation with respect to material points that appear during the 

growth [7]. 

The aim of this work is to model surface growth for deformable bodies. To this purpose, we first 

define the reference configuration with curvilinear coordinates which are evolving according to the 

growth velocity. Then, we give the balance equation of mass and with the virtual power method, the 

balance equations of the linear and angular momentum. This work gives the basis to develop equations 

of surface growth in structural mechanics and their implementations to study tree biomechanics. 

 Kinematics of a body with surface growth 

Here, we describe the kinematic of surface growth based on the works of Skalak et al. and Segev & 

Epstein [8]. We consider a growing surface G0 at time t=0 and the grown body ],0[0 TGB  with 

curvilinear coordinates denoted by ),,( 21 . The variables ),( 21 are the coordinates of a point on 
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the surface G0  and the variable  is the time at which material points appears due to the displacement 

of the growing surface G(t). We note vG the velocity of the growing surface (bold characters represent 

vector or tensor quantity) and we define the growth velocity as vg = vG – vM with vM the velocity of a 

material point in the neighbouring of the surface G(t). 

We now consider the reference configuration Bt at time t with cartesian coordinates ),,( 321 XXX  

and S, the spatial configuration (deformed configuration) with cartesian coordinates ),,( 321 xxx . The 

evolution of the reference configuration is driven by the growth velocity whose direction may depend 

on the deformations of the body (see Fig. 1). Then, for any fixed ),( 21  and t0 , we define : 

')',,(),,(
0

2121 dt gvX  

By denoting x = t (X) the deformation map, we have a complete description of the mechanics and 

the growth of the body B. The spatial configuration of the growing body at time t is then given by 

)()()( BBB ttttt  . 

 

G(0)

G(0)

B Bt S

v
G(t)

g( )

t t

 
Fig. 1  Evolution of the reference configuration  

 

 Balance of mass 

We consider the body in the spatial configuration, and we assume that at each point )(tGx we 

have a surface growth mass rate ),( tx . This rate is related to the growth velocity by nvgg , 

with g the mass per unit volume of the newly created matter and n the normal exterior to the surface 

G(t).We denote the whole body in the spatial configuration by )(t and its border by 

)()()( tGtt . The mass balance is thus: 

dΣd
dt

d

tGt
  

)()(
 

The development of the left side of the equation leads to: 

d
dt

d

t )(
 

)()()( tGtt
dΣdΣd

t
nv  nv  G  

 

)()()(
(

tGtt
dΣdΣd

t
 nv) v  nv  G  
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d
dt

d

t )(
 dΣ d

dt

d

tGt
 nv) v (v)  G

)()(
(div  

And hence, the local equation of balance of mass is: 

0)(div v 
dt

d
 

G(t)  nv(v G on)  

This is the same equation as in classical mechanics with an additional boundary condition on the 

growing surface. 

 Balances of linear and angular momentum 

We apply the virtual power principle [9,10] to obtain a weak formulation of the balance equations 

of linear and angular momentum. The body )(t is subject to external forces and the description is 

detailed on Fig 2. 

2(t) G(t)

1(t)

G(t)

v
G

T

v = 0

t t

(t)

 
Fig. 2  The body )(t  with a prescribed displacement on the surface )(1 t , a prescribed traction on the 

surface )(2 t and a growing surface G(t). 

 

Let 
*

V be the space of virtual velocity field on )(t with the prescribed value 0v
*

on )(1 t . 

Then, the virtual power principle gives : 

*)(*)(*)( vv  v eia PPP  
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With Pa the virtual power of acceleration, Pi the virtual power of internal forces and Pe the virtual 

power of external forces. The virtual power of the acceleration is given by the material derivative of 

the virtual power of momentum: 

d
dt

d

dt

d
*)(P

t
**)(P

)(
K v vvva

 

By developing the last term and using the balance of mass, we obtain: 

dΣd*)(
tGt

 v vvγva **P
)()(

Ω
Ω

 

Thus, there is an additional inertial term with the supply of mass due to the growth process. The others 

virtual power terms remain the same as in first grade theory of continuum mechanics: 

)(
*:P

t
d*)(

Ω
ΩDσvi  

with , the Cauchy stress tensor (symmetric second order tensor) and 

*)*(* vvD
t

2

1
 

The virtual power of external forces is: 

)( )(
*T*P

t t
2

dΣd*)(
Ω

Ω vvbve  

Finally, the weak formulation of the balance of momentum is: 

2
)()()()()(

*T*:
ttttGt

dΣ*dddΣ*d vv b Dσ *vvv γ  

The strong formulation is thus given by : 

bσ)(div  = )(on t Ωγ  

σ  = T
σ  

v  = )(on 0 1 t  

nσ  = )()(on T 2 tGt  

nσv  = )()( on 0 2 ttG  

nσv  = )()( on T 2 ttG  

We have now described the dynamics of the growing body in the spatial configuration. These 

equations could be express in the reference configuration using the relation defined in the 

kinematic description of surface growth. Then, we have to use curvilinear coordinates [11] to 

take into account the evolution of the reference configuration due to the growth process. 

 Conclusion 

In this work we have extended the analytical description of surface growth from Skalak et al. to 

take into account the deformations of the body during the growth process. On the one hand, we have 

defined an evolving reference configuration with curvilinear coordinates. On the other hand, balance 

equations of mass, linear and angular momentum are provided in the spatial configuration. These 

results are the basis of a mechanical theory of surface growth for tree biomechanics, and further works 

are needed to solve and implement the above equations. 
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Plant mechanical interactions with air and water  

Emmanuel de Langre, Frédérick Gosselin   

Ecole polytechnique, France  

Abstract  

External flow is an essential element of the environment of plants. From a mechanical point of 

view it is certainly the main abiotic stress, gravity aside. In this paper I review some mechanisms, with 

a  focus on the need to use proper dimensionless numbers. This is particular, when comparing the 

situations of plants in air and in water, or plants of various mechanical properties. The two main 

interactions that are reviewed are (a) dynamics flow interaction with plant canopies, (b) static flow 

interaction with plant organs. Here the point of view is that of the mechanisms of the interactions.   

Introduction 

The physics of fluid-structure interaction in plants is somewhat specific [22]. This is related to the 

complex geometry of plant systems and to their complex elastic behaviour, due to a large flexibility. 

Moreover, plants in air and in water differ very significantly in terms or architecture and flexibility, as 

they have to counterbalance gravity forces quite differently. There are still some mechanism of 

interactions between plants and external flow that can be compared in air and water. The first one is 

related to the interaction of flow with a canopy, which is a general situation that can be applied to 

forests, crops and river beds or sea beds. The second one is that of large deformation of plants or parts 

of plants, leading to a large reduction in drag. This is a feature of the utmost importance to allow 

plants to withstand extreme wind or currents. Although there two cases do not cover the immense 

variety of flow-plant interaction, they give some indications of how these can be analysed. The reader 

is referred to [19,22,34] for further details on the results shortly presented below.  

Flow interaction with plant canopies: honamis and monamis.  

We focus here on the strong coupling between the dynamics of a fluid flow such as the wind or 

water current and that of a plant canopy. By plant canopy, we mean a large collection of individual 

plants such as a dense forest, a crop field, or an aquatic plant cover. The perspective we take on the 

plants is focused on the canopy as a whole; we perceive the canopy as a poroelastic continuum [4]. 

Understanding the mechanisms of interactions between flow and a plant canopy is crucial in predicting 

and avoiding wind-induced damage to trees [1,18,20,33] and crops [3]. Such an understanding is also 

essential to properly model the heat, mass and momentum exchanges between plants and the 

atmosphere  or between aquatic plants and the water stream they thrive in. Other motivations for 

pursuing research in this field relate to artistic rendering of realistic vegetation movements [8] and to 

predicting the mechanical stimulus of wind on plants which influences the growth of plants [10,12].  

The structure of the wind over a vegetation canopy is dominated by a Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) 

instability due to the difference of air velocity above and inside the canopy [6,15,16], Figure 1. A 

similar phenomenon is observable in aquatic flows over fully-submerged vegetation [8]. The KH 

instability, which is due to the presence of an inflection point in the velocity profile, engenders 

coherent eddies of canopy scale which dominate the turbulent motion of the canopy flow. When the 

vegetation canopy is flexible, these coherent eddies are responsible for wavelike motions at the canopy 

top. 
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These wavelike motions are called honami [9] on crop fields and monami on aquatic plants, Figure 

2.  Py et al. [14] showed with on-site experiments using an image correlation technique that honami 

occurs at the free-vibration frequency of the plants. They also proposed an analytical model which 

couples a mixing-layer flow with a vegetation canopy free to oscillate. The movements of the canopy 

are coupled with the perturbation flow arising from the instability of the mean mixing-layer flow 

above the canopy. The two-dimensional conservation of momentum equations are coupled to the 

canopy oscillator equation through a drag term. This linear model predicts a lock-in mechanism 

similar in form, but different mechanically to what is observed in vortex-induced vibration [11]. As 

the mean mixing-layer flow velocity is increased from zero, its KH instability frequency increases and 

as it approaches the natural frequency of the plants, it deviates and locks onto it. In this lock-in range, 

the growth rate of the instability is significantly increased. By comparing their experimental 

observations and the theoretical predictions of their model, Py et al. [17] concluded that ―it is thus the 

lock-in mechanism suggested by the analysis of the coupled model that explains why the coherent 

wave-motion of the crops occurs at their eigenfrequency independently of [the wind velocity]‖. 

 

  

 

 
Fig. 1  Flow over a plant canopy: large coherent 

vortices result from the instability of the flow profile.   

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2  Left: wind-induced waves on an alfalfa field [14].  Right : current induced oscillations on simulated 

aquatic vegetation [8]  
 

 

In order to understand the difference between the case of wind  flow  or water flow, dimensionless 

numbers need to be used. The first one is the mass number which reads 

 

Solid

FluidM



  

It is significantly different in air and in water. The second number scales the ratio of flow velocity 

with plant velocity [22]. It is therefore a reduced velocity where f is the frequency of motion and L is a 

length scale of the plant.  
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where f is the frequency of motion and L is a length scale of the plant. These two numbers can be used 

in a comparative analysis of the lock-in mechanism between honamis and monamis [19], based on the 

method developed in [17]. Figures 3 and 4 give the main results. In Figure 3, which corresponds to 

wind flow over a crop canopy, it is seen that the range of lock-in, in terms of reduced velocity, is quite 

narrow. Honamis are expected to exist only in a limited range of wind velocities. In the case of water 

flow, Figure 4, lock-in is seen to exist over a very large range of flow velocities. Hence much more 

significant coupling can be expected in water than in air. This is consistent with the role of the mass 

number on other coupling effects such as added mass.  

 

 
Fig. 3  Lock-in of wind and plant motion [19] using a 

model coupling a flow-instability with a poroelastic 

canopy. The low density of the external flow limits the 

existence of lock-in to a small range of flow velocity. 

Here 
RU  is a dimensionless flow velocity and 

R ,
I  are respectively the frequency and the growth 

intensity of the instability. The lock-in range is shown 

in grey  

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Same figure as Figure 3 but in the case of water 

flow. Here lock-in persist over a very large range of 

flow  velocity 

 

Flow interaction with individual plants: reconfiguration 

In most traditional engineering applications, structures are designed to be stiff such that the loads they 

must bear do not deform them substantially. In nature, it is quite the contrary [28]. Especially when it 

comes to fluid loading, natural structures tend to be compliant and flexible where man-made structures 

are rigid and unyielding. Plants, which seek to maximise their surface area to capture the most sunlight 

as well as to facilitate their exchanges with the surrounding fluid, make use of their flexibility by 
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changing their shape when they are subjected to a fluid loading, whether water flow or wind [24]. By 

bending and twisting under fluid loading, on the one hand plants reduce their projected area 

perpendicular to the flow, and on the other hand they also become more streamlined [28]. This a 

general feature of drag reduction by flexibility, see [21,25,26,27].  Through these two mechanisms of 

reconfiguration, the drag load plants must support does not grow with the square of the velocity of the 

flow they are subjected to—as it would on a rigid bluff body—but rather more slowly. How much 

slower is described with the Vogel exponent v such that 
vUF  2  

where F is the drag load and U the flow velocity. For example, the leaf of the tulip tree studied by 

Vogel [28] rolls up in a cone with increasing wind speed, hence decreasing its cross-sectional area and 

making itself more streamlined. Whereas if the leaf were rigid, its drag would increase with the square 

of the velocity of the flow (v = 0), Vogel [28]found that due to its reconfiguration, the drag increases 

more or less linearly with flow speed (v = −1). Experimental measurements on the reconfiguration of 

plants are abundant in the literature. See for example the collection of Vogel exponents and data on the 

reconfiguration efficiency of different terrestrial and aquatic plant species by Harder et al. [24] or the 

wind tunnel measurements on different hardwood tree species by Vollsinger et al. [27]. However, little 

theoretical interpretation is available. The issue of drag on flexible systems has obvious implications 

in biology, agriculture and forestry for understanding the adaptation of plants to their habitats as well 

as for predicting and preventing phenomena of lodging. 

Two simple geometries of plates deforming in pure bending were tested: rectangles and disks cut 

along many radii. Firstly, thin rectangular plates of length L, width W, and flexural rigidity B were 

glued at their centre onto the support as depicted in the schematics of Figure 5 (a). As the air flow 

velocity was increased inside the wind tunnel, the rectangular plate folded more and more as pictured 

in the photograph mosaic of Figure 6. The maximum velocity reached in the experiment was limited 

by the maximum static and fluctuating loads allowable for the load cell. Flutter localised at the ends of 

the rectangular plate appeared when the plate was highly deformed thus causing fluctuating loads. In 

Figure 6 it is possible to see that the most deformed shape is blurry because of flutter. The second 

geometry tested was a thin disk of radius R cut along many radii constrained by an inner rigid disk of 

radius Ri and screwed at its centre onto the support as shown in Figure 5 (b). When exposed to 

increasing flow velocity, the cut-out sectors held at the centre of the disk bend downstream as shown 

in the photographs taken at incrementing flow velocity in Figure 6. This pattern of deformation is 

reminiscent of the petals of the daffodils bending downstream in the wind flow as studied by Etnier & 

Vogel [23].  

 

Typical results of the measured drag of rectangular plates are shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7 (a) is 

represented the drag of three specimens of similar size versus flow velocity. At small flow velocity, 

the drag of all three specimens is similar, but differs more and more as the flow velocity is increased. 

For a rigid plate  the drag follows well the quadratic fit while for a flexible plate  the drag increases 

more slowly, and for a more flexible plate  the drag increases more slowly still. At high flow 

velocities, the influence of flexibility on the drag is tremendous. The drag on the most flexible plate is 

an order of magnitude smaller than that on the rigid plate. The trends observable in Figure 7 (a) are 

representative of results obtained for rectangular and disk-shaped specimens. In Figure 7 (b) the 

evolution of drag with flow velocity is shown for three plates of similar width W and rigidity B but 

differing length L. At small flow velocities, where the plates are not significantly deformed, the 

longest plate (diamonds) and hence the one with the largest surface area has the largest drag; the 

second longest has the second largest drag; and the shortest plate has the least amount of drag. At high 

flow velocities, the shortest plate has the largest drag and the longest plate has the smallest one. 
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Fig. 5 : Experiments of drag reduction of flexible systems.   Left:  flexible plates. Right, Flexible disk 

 

 
 
 Fig. 6 : Deformation of specimen as the flow velocity is increased from left  to right. Top : rectangular plate, 

Bottom Disk.   
These results can be analysed in terms of dimensionless number. First, the drag reduction can be 

expressed as a ratio between the drag of the flexible system and the drag of the same system if it were 

rigid. This defines the reconfiguration number  

 

2/2

DSCU

F

rigidDrag

Drag
R


 , 

 

where  F is the drag, U is the flow velocity  is the flow density , S  is the original cross-flow area 

and DC  is the drag coefficient of the rigid system. The flexibility of the system to flow is expressed 

through the Cauchy number [22]. 
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Note that the Cauchy number must be defined more precisely for slender systems such as those 

considered here, see the discussion in [19] and [22].  

 

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the reconfiguration number as a function of the Cauchy number for all 

tests, with plates and with disks. These dimensionless numbers allow gathering all data from various 

geometries and various stiffness. On the same graph is shown the prediction using a simple fluid-

structure interaction model based on the following ingredients [34] : the deformation of the plate is 

described using non-linear elasticity theory (elastica model) and the fluid loading is approximated by 

the dynamic pressure defined with the normal velocity  22 cosUp   where   is the angle of the 

plate to the impinging flow. Clearly, the evolution of drag reduction with the flow is well reproduced.  

   

  

 

 
Fig. 7 : Evolution of drag with flow velocity. Left : plates of identical geometries but different flelxibilities. 

Right:  plates of identical flexibilities but different width. The widest plate has the lowest drag at higher flow-

velocity.  
 

 

 
Fig. 8 : Drag reduction effect on a rectangular plate, left, and on disk, right. The reconfiguration number is 

seen to decrease with the Cauchy number. Symbols correspond to experiments with various sizes and 

flexibilities. The continuous line results from a fluid-structure interaction model [34].  
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In water, a similar approach may be defined. Here, we model the data of  Harder on drag on 

seaweed [24]. In that case the mechanism of drag reduction differs: neither area reduction nor 

streamlining are involved, but rather packing of the branched system [32]. As the flow increases, drag 

on elements induced tension and thereby bending of the upstream parts of the plant. This results in 

packing of the system, and consequently a lower flow velocity inside the bundle. Let 
EU  be the 

effective velocity in the bundle: the corresponding pressure gradients varies as HUE /2
where H  is 

the cross-flow distance between elements. As the pressure gradient outside the bundle varies as 
2U  

and is independent of H , one may state that  
22 / UHU E  .  

Note that this equation only related the form of variations with HUU E ,,  and is not an equality.  

Similarly, the distance H varies with the drag F  because of the flexibility of the bundle results in 

packing. If it is assumed that flexibility is mainly due to bending effects, the essential variable that 

scales  the deformation energy of the system is the moment FHM  . yIn the limit where the system 

is densely packed, the deformation energy of the system reaches a limit and becomes independent of 

the moment M , so that in terms of variation we have FH /1 . Considering that the drag is related 

to the effective velocity yields 
2

EUF  . By combining these equations the drag is found to vary 

linearly with the external flow :  

UF  .  

A more elaborate model, [35], based on these simple approximations, lead to a drag force that 

progressively switches from a 
2U  dependence to  a U  dependence. This is illustrated Figure 8 in 

comparison with the experimental data from [24].  

 

 
 

Fig. 8 : Drag reduction effect on a seaweed in bundle. Left, experiments on Antartica durvillae [24].  Right: 

drag as a function of flow velocity. Squares are experimental points. The continious line is the drag of a rigid 

body. The broken line corresponds to the model described in the text. 
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Conclusion 

By analysing these two cases we have shown that even in simplified geometries the interaction of 

flow with a flexible plant system is quite complex. The use of adapted dimensionless numbers are a 

necessary step to organize and compare  experimental data, and to develop simple mechanistic models.   
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Resistance of red mangrove (Rhizophora mangle L.) seedlings to 

extraction.   
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Abstract  

Red mangrove (Rhizophora mangle L.) is the dominant tree species in the intertidal zone of 

ecosystems on the Atlantic shores of the Caribbean and tropical western Atlantic. The propagules of 

this species are initially buoyant, then become negatively buoyant before rooting in a variety of 

substrates. While established mangrove communities assist in stabilizing coastlines, seedlings are 

susceptible to wave, current and wind energy and this limits the habitats that they can successfully 

colonize. This experiment is part of a larger study of mangrove disturbance and regeneration 

dynamics. In this experiment, we measured seedling form and mechanical resistance at five sites with 

different substrate and canopy conditions at Turneffe Atoll, Belize. The 78 seedlings tested ranged in 

height from 27 to 47 cm, had between one to ten pairs of leaves but had not yet formed aerial roots. 

Seedlings growing under mangrove canopies were more slender than open grown seedlings. We 

applied a horizontal force to failure in the landward direction. Seventy-five percent of the seedlings 

failed at the root system and the remainder failed near the base of the stem. Seedlings growing outside 

of mangrove overstory on coral rubble were 3.5 times more resistant to failure than those growing 

within the mangrove overstory on sand.  

Introduction 

Mangroves are a specialized group of woody plants that form intertidal fringing communities along 

the coastlines of continents, islands and atolls throughout the tropics. They grow in one of the most 

mechanically challenging environments of all plants, being subject to a gradient of wind and wave 

energy from quiet lagoon environments to shorelines with full exposure to tropical storms [1]. These 

communities provide a number of critical ecosystem services including shoreline protection from 

waves, storms and tsunamis, fisheries, carbon fixation and tourism. They are under considerable 

pressure from development, and the projected consequences of global warming, sea level rise and 

increased storm severity, will place these ecosystems under further stress [2]. While established 

mangrove communities appear mechanically robust and dissipate routine wind and wave energy [e.g. 

3], they are periodically damaged by extreme winds, wind driven waves, and storm surge during 

severe storms. For example, Hurricane Mitch in 1999 destroyed over 90 percent of the mangroves on 

islands in Honduras through defoliation, uprooting, burial, and erosion [4].  

 

The red mangrove (Rhizophora mangle L.) grows in tropical and subtropical regions of the Atlantic 

and Pacific Oceans and is the dominant mangrove species in the Caribbean. It is a typical mangrove 

species, well adapted to growing in the intertidal zone with high salt tolerance, aerial roots, and 

viviparous reproduction [1]. Recolonization by red mangrove seedlings requires the arrival of 

propagules from dispersal sites. These seedlings must take root before being buoyed away by tidal or 

wave action[5]. One might think that this would limit recruitment to zones with very low energy, but 

mangroves do establish across a gradient of substrates and wave energy [6].During the early stages of 

colonization, seedlings are single-stemmed and individually isolated. Sometime after establishment, 

seedlings begin forming aerial roots and secondary branching, and where seedling densities are high 
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enough, this leads to communities of plants with complex, intercrossing networks of branches and 

aerial roots.  

   

This study is part of a larger program of research on red mangrove disturbance and regeneration 

dynamics. The main objective of this study was to characterize the nature and mode of seedling 

resistance to horizontal loads as a function of seedling size, substrate and overstory canopy condition. 

We examined i) seedling size-resistance relationships, ii) whether anchorage differs between different 

substrates and within or outside of overstory canopies; and iii) whether the mode of failure varies with 

seedling size, substrate or canopy condition. 

Material and methods 

This study was conducted on Turneffe Atoll, 50km east of mainland Belize, outside the 

Mesoamerican Barrier Reef.  The atoll is ca 48 km long and 16 km wide and is composed of low 

elevation islands or cays. Our study sites were on reef-crest cayes along the eastern, storm-exposed 

side of the atoll. These low profile cayes are composed of sands and rubble and are fringed by red 

mangrove forests that are still expanding following the de-vegetation caused by Hurricane Hattie in 

1961[7]. The tides in this area are classified as mixed semidiurnal with an average range of less than 

30 cm [8]. The occurrence of heavy rains and strong to catastrophic winds increases between July and 

November as a result of seasonal tropical storms and hurricanes typical of the Caribbean Region.  The 

main coastal current flows from south-east to northward. However, the Gulf of Honduras is influenced 

by a anti-clockwise counter-current resulting in predominantly southerly water movements over the 

coastal shelf [7]. 

 

Populations of seedlings of R. mangle were sampled at five locations in close proximity of 

Calabash Caye (17°16'57.76"N, 87°48'41.96"W) on the east side of the atoll. The bathymetry and 

substrate size distribution within the study area indicates that energy due to tides and waves attenuates 

with distance from the reef [e.g. 9]. The five sampling sites differed in the type of substrate (coral 

sand, unconsolidated coral rubble and peat) and the degree of overstory red mangrove canopy under 

which they grew (canopy or open).  Sand and rubble substrates are found both outside and within 

mangrove forests. However, since the peat is formed by leaf and fine root deposition, it is not found 

outside areas of established mangrove canopy. The rubble locations are closer to the reef crest than the 

sand locations.  

 

Each sampling location was approximately 30 m x 40 m wide. Sample seedlings, substrate 

attributes, and canopy cover were obtained throughout each sampling location. Mangrove canopy 

cover was estimated with a convex spherical densiometer. Within each sampling location, six 

sediment cores were taken with an aluminium cylinder coring device (7.5 cm diameter X 40 cm 

depth).  Particle size distribution analysis (PSDA) was performed using sieves. Cores extracted from 

plots within canopies were processed prior to sieving to separate the peat and root fraction from coral 

sediment.  

 

Seedlings growing in isolation from each other, and with no damage, branching or aerial roots were 

selected to represent a range of stem height classes. Prior to pulling, seedling height was measured 

from the substrate surface to the base of the terminal bud. Diameters were measured as follows: basal 

diameter just above the substrate surface, at the hypocotyl apex, midway along the first stem internode 

above the hypocotyl. We also measured the number of internodes, and the number of leaves. 

Slenderness was calculated as the stem height divided by the basal stem diameter (slenderness 1) and 

the stem height divided by the first intenode diameter (slenderness 2). Only one seedling had 

secondary branching. No seedlings had aerial roots. Fresh weight was measured in the field 

immediately after pulling with a precision spring-scale. A spring-scale (1 kg) was attached to the 

seedling with a binder clip lined with rubber tubing to prevent damage to the seedling stem. This 

attachment point was at five-sixth of the stem height, typically this was just below the first pair of 

leaves.  Two pieces of flat webbing were woven around the stem for 10-20 cm. This webbing was tied 
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into a loop at the top, at 5/6 of the stem height, to which a spring scale was attached (Fig. 1). This 

method, which mimicked a Yale Grip
TM

, allowed us to maintain a firm grip, avoiding slippage along 

the stem during pulling. Seedlings were manually pulled except for the largest ones which were pulled 

using a hand powered winch. Seedlings were pulled horizontally to failure at a constant rate (approx. 

1-2 cm/sec) in the direction of the prevailing incoming waves and winds (e.g. pulled toward the west). 

The force at failure and failure mode (root failure or stem failure) were recorded.  

 
 

Fig. 1  Schematics of spring scale attachment to seedling showing flat webbing woven around seedling stem. 
 

Statistical analyses were carried out on a sample of 78 seedlings, which included only seedling size 

classes present at all 5 sites (stem height ranging from 27.5 to 47.5 cm). One-way ANOVA was used 

to test for difference in failure resistance among locations. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were 

calculated to investigate linear realtionships between failure resistance and each morphological 

variables. Contingency table and logit log-linear analyses were used to compare mode of failure 

among substrates and between canopy cover.  All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS V.11 

(SPSS Inc. Chicago, Illinois).  The level of significance for all statistical tests was evaluated using a 

value of =0.05.   

Results and discussion 

The five sampling locations are referred to as Rubble-Open (e.g. rubble substrate, no-canopy), 

Sand-Open, Rubble-Canopy, Sand-Canopy, Peat-Canopy. Differences in stem heights among 

locations were minimal, however other morphometric parameters differed between locations (Fig. 2).   

 

Larger seedlings required more force to be uprooted than smaller ones. The force required to uproot 

seedlings was positively correlated with height, diameter (basal and of first internode) and mass (Table 

1). The force for stem break was positively correlated with the diameter of the stem at the first 

internode and with mass. 

 

The percentage of seedlings that uprooted vs broke in the stem varied between locations. Uprooting 

was the dominant mode of failure for seedlings growing in open locations (Fig. 3). Force at failure 

differed significantly among locations (p<0.004) when seedlings with both failure modes are pooled 

(Fig. 4). 

 

As expected, resistance to failure increased with increases in plant size, particularly with plant 

weight. A strong association between failure resistance and plant weight has been observed in many 

studies with terrestrial trees [e.g. 10], but there is as yet no biomechanical explanation for this 

relationship. The five locations examined differed in light regime and substrate properties, and 

presumably in the competition and mechanical stresses experienced by the seedlings. The difference in 

flat webbing 

spring scale 
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mean failure resistance between sites is substantial and it appears that the presence of canopy is more 

important than substrate type in failure resistance. 

 

 
Fig. 2  Rhizophora mangle morphometrics a) stem height and fresh weight, b) stem diameters, c) total number 

of internodes, d) slenderness (1-height/basal diameter, 2-height/1st internode diameter). Sample sizes were 19 

rubble-open, 20 sand-open, 15 rubble-canopy, 15 sand-canopy, and 9 peat-canopy. 
 

 
Table 1. Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) between the force at failure and morphological variables for 

significant relationships. 

Force at failure Morphological variables r 

Stem Failure Height ns 

n=18 Basal diameter ns 

 First internode diameter 0.50 

 Fresh weight 0.50 

   

Root Failure Height 0.29 

n=60 Basal diameter 0.44 

 First internode diameter 0.56 

 Fresh weight 0.66 

 
We restricted our sample to seedlings over comparable height range, and the range and mean of 

seedling basal diameters were also similar. However, the seedlings growing under the canopy had 

smaller diameters at the first internode (above the pod) and were in consequence more slender than 

open grown seedlings. Overhead shade has been found to result in increased slenderness and reduced 

bending resistance in conifer seedlings [11]. It is also possible that the remaining seedlings in the open 
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study locations represented a subset of all of the seedlings that initially colonized the site. Seedlings 

that were less resistant to failure have already been broken or uprooted by routine wave activity in 

these more exposed locations. 
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Fig. 3  Percent occurrence of stem break and uprooting at each of the five locations. 
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Fig. 4. Mean force to failure of Rhizophora mangle seedlings at each of the five locations. 
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Conclusion 

In this study we have gained insights into the size dependence of mechanical resistance in 

mangrove seedlings and the variability that exists between sites with different substrates and canopy 

cover. In our companion paper we measure seedling deflection and drag forces as a function of current 

velocity. The forces required to uproot or break seedlings are substantial relative to the size of the 

seedlings, for the seedlings that have successfully colonized these sites to-date. It is probable that for 

seedlings of this size, without aerial roots or secondary branching, that substrate scour and abrasion by 

moving debris are more important sources of mortality than direct loading of winds and waves during 

storms.    
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Abstract  

Landscape heterogeneities such as forest edges, clearings or gaps, as well as the presence of 

topography, induce spatial variations in turbulence properties that may have considerable impact on 

the aerodynamic sollications exerted on plants. The heterogeneity in the damages caused by 

windstorms in forested landscapes can be partly attributed to such spatial variations in windload. We 

investigate here the impact of landscape heterogeneity on tree motion using a coupled flow-tree 

modelling approach. The simulation of flow fields is provided at fine spatial and temporal resolution 

by a large-eddy simulation (LES) model and the simulation of tree movements induced by 

instantaneous wind forces is provided by a mechanistic, dynamic model of tree behaviour. One-way 

coupling of the models is ensured by forcing the mechanical tree model with instantaneous velocity 

fields computed by the LES model, so that the tree response to a fluctuating wind field can be 

predicted at any location in a virtual landscape. Using this coupled model we illustrate the influence of 

canopy architecture on the streamwise variations in tree motion in two cases: a forest edge flow and a 

flow over a forested hill. The ultimate aim of the approach is to provide guidance for sustainable forest 

management practices.  

Introduction 

Landscape heterogeneities such as forest edges, clearings or gaps, as well as the presence of 

topography, substantially alter mean velocity and turbulence fields. They induce spatial variations in 

turbulence properties that may have considerable impact on the aerodynamic sollications exerted on 

the trees. The observed heterogeneity in the damages caused by windstorms in forested landscapes can 

be partly attributed to such spatial variations in windload. In the perspective of designing sustainable 

forest management practices, it is therefore of importance to better understand the coupling between 

wind flow and tree motion. 

Because of the complexity of the processes responsible for windthrow in heterogeneous 

landscapes, modelling both plant and flow dynamics should provide adequate tools for allowing tree 

vulnerability to windload to be quantified at any position in heterogeneous environments. Over the 

past few years it has been shown that Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) of flow dynamics can reproduce 

the main features of canopy flow in horizontally homogeneous canopies [1], across canopy edges [2] 

[3] [4] and over forested hills [5]. In parallel, mechanistic models have been developed to simulate 

plant dynamics [6] [7]. More recently a new model has been developed to simulate the dynamics of a 

tree forced by a field of fluctuating velocities [8]. This model has been validated using field 

measurements of turbulent velocities and tree movements.  

Here we couple a LES flow model with this latter model for tree dynamics, in order to simulate tree 

motion at any given position in a heterogeneous forested landscape. We use the coupled model in two 

distinct situations: a forest edge flow and a flow over a forested hill. In both cases we illustrate the 

influence of stand density and canopy architecture on the streamwise variations in tree motion and 

mechanical stresses. 
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Material and methods 

LES provides instantaneous dynamical fields and is consequently able to simulate the wind gusts 

responsible for plant motions. The LES model used in this study (ARPS) was initially developed to 

simulate convective and cold-season storms as well as weather systems at larger scales. It is a three-

dimensional (3D), non-hydrostatic, compressible model where Navier-Stokes equations are written in 

terrain-following coordinates. The model solves the conservation equations for the three wind velocity 

components, pressure and potential temperature. At such high spatial resolution as is required here, 

these equations are filtered so that all turbulent structures larger than the filter scale are explicitly 

solved by the model (which is the case of most turbulent eddies generated by wind shear), while 

smaller turbulent structures (subgrid-scale turbulent motions) are modelled through a 1.5-order 

turbulence closure scheme. A detailed description of the standard version of the model and its 

validation cases is available in the ARPS User’s Manual. The model was modified so as to simulate 

turbulent flows over plant canopies at very fine scales (Dupont et al., 2008a). The canopy is 

implemented in the model by adding a pressure and viscous drag-force term in the momentum 

equation and by adding a sink term in the equations for subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy and its 

dissipation. The latter term accounts for the acceleration of the dissipation of turbulent eddies in the 

inertial subrange. The grid is orthogonal in the horizontal direction and stretched in the vertical 

direction. This modified model has been validated in various cases: homogeneous canopy flow [1], 

edge flow [2] and flow over a forested hill [5]. 

A dynamic model has also been developed to analyse the mechanical response of trees submitted to 

a turbulent airflow [8]. It is based on a standard motion equation written in matrix form: 

M q″ + D q′ + K q = F + G 

where M, D and K are the inertia, damping and stiffness matrices of the structure, respectively; F is 

the column vector of the aerodynamic drag and G the column vector of gravitational forces; q″, q′ and 

q are the column vectors of acceleration, velocity and displacement, respectively. The terms Mq″ and 

Dq′ represent the inertia forces and dissipative forces, respectively. This equation is solved at all 

places on a given 3D tree structure, using the finite-element method, after the structure has been 

divided into a finite number of 3D beam elements with associated elastic properties. The term allow-

ing coupling with the flow is the drag term F, that is a function of the drag coefficient, the plant area 

exposed to the wind (frontal area density), the wind velocity and the displacement velocity of the tree 

elements. Instantaneous values can be ascribed to the wind velocity, so that the dynamic model can be 

forced by wind values recorded at high frequency. The model was validated against experimental data 

collected during 30 min in a pine forest canopy [8]. In the original version of the model the equation 

system was solved using the Abaqus software. In the present study the open-access Cast3m software 

has been used. At the current stage only small displacements have been considered, so that non-linear 

processes cannot be properly accounted for. 

Forcing the tree model by measured turbulent time series is adequate for validation purposes. 

However this approach becomes limiting for characterizing the tree behaviour in various environments 

or for performing sensitivity studies to tree architecture for example. Indeed, velocity fields strongly 

depend on canopy structure and landscape heterogeneities. In other words, the forcing functions have 

to be adapted to each case. LES provides a powerful solution to this problem: for a given tree 

architecture and plantation pattern, it can indeed generate time series of instantaneous 3D wind 

velocity that can be used to generate adequate forcing drag terms. The procedure is then as follows: (1) 

choose a particular tree architecture (tree 1 of [8] was used here); (2) assume a plantation density, that 

can be variable in space, throughout the LES domain; (3) run the LES model over a certain time 

period, after the leaf area density has been calculated at each grid point; (4) run the dynamic model at 

given locations of interest, using the velocity field calculated locally as a forcing function to the drag 

term on all tree elements. Two types of heterogeneities have been treated here using this procedure: a 

forest edge flow and a flow over a forested hill. 
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Results and discussion 

For the edge and hill flow studies the density of the pine forest was chosen so as to correspond to 

the forest canopy described in [8], where the leaf area index (LAI) was 1.83. Two cases were 

considered, i.e. with and without an understorey. The understorey was obtained by adding leaf area 

uniformly between the soil surface and the crown basis, so that the added frontal area density was 

equal to that of the crown. 

In both cases of the edge flow study, 30-min time series were computed at various locations 

downstream of the edge, for variables such as tree deflection at various heights, axial stress, shearing 

stress, torsional stress, flexural stress, Von Mises stress, etc. As trees may adapt their structure to local 

mean conditions, tree vulnerability may be estimated to a first approximation from the ratio between 

extreme and mean values of these variables [3]. As an example, Fig. 1 represents maximum tree 

displacement and Von Mises stress observed over the simulated period at height z = 17 m (middle of 

the crown layer), normalised by their mean value. Both variables exhibit similar patterns. With no 

understorey they show a slight increase down to about x/h = 8, and they tend to stabilize further 

downstream to an equilibrium value. In the presence of a thick understorey they both show a marked 

peak at x/h = 6 where they take about twice their value with no understorey. They then quickly 

decrease down to x/h = 8, where they take an equilibrium value. These results can be interpreted by 

looking at the spatial variations in the velocity statistics (not shown here): in the first case the absence 

of understorey allows the flow to adapt slowly and smoothly to the canopy, due to the presence of a 

sub-canopy wind jet starting at the edge, in the sparsest layers of the canopy, whereas in the second 

case the tree behaviour results from the combination of the strong intermittency observed in the upper 

canopy in the region 1 < x/h < 6 and the development of a region of strong turbulence after x/h ≈ 4. It 

is interesting to note that this peak at x/h = 6 cannot be seen on related variables such as the gust factor 

[8], often used as a surrogate for tree vulnerability. This underlines the interest of our coupled flow-

tree approach.  
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Fig. 1 Top: streamwise variation in the streamwise tree displacement ratio (maximum/mean), 
downstream from the forest edge. Bottom: streamwise variation in the Von Mises stress ratio 
(maximum/mean), downstream from the forest edge. Case of a pine forest canopy of LAI = 1.83, with 
(solid line) or without (broken line) an understorey. The edge is located at x/h = 0. 
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In the hill flow study we focus on the forested hill considered by Dupont et al. [5] after the work of 

Finnigan and Brunet [9]. The simulated hill is 30 m in height H and 84 m in length L (half hill width at 

mid-hill height). The forest canopy has the same characteristics as those considered in the edge flow 

study. Two cases, with and without an understorey, were also considered. 
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Fig. 2 Top: streamwise variation in the streamwise tree displacement ratio (maximum/mean), along 
the hill. Bottom: streamwise variation in the Von Mises strain ratio (maximum/mean), along the hill. 
Case of a pine forest canopy with (solid line) or without (broken line) an understorey. The hill top is 
located at x/L = 0. 

  

Fig. 2 shows the same variables as Fig. 1, for this hill flow. In both understorey cases the tree 

deflection and Von Mises stress ratios tend to decrease slightly from positions upstream of the foot of 

the hill up to the top of it. The absolute magnitude of the displacement and stress slightly increases 

but, as the flow velocity increases within the canopy on its way up to the hill top, their mean values 

increase too, at a slightly larger rate. In the understorey case both variables exhibit a marked peak at 

about x/L = 2.5, i.e. near the downwind foot of the hill. This region is located somewhat upstream than 

the region identified by Dupont et al. (2008) as being particularly intermittent and strongly dominated 

by sweep motions. With no understorey a slight maximum is visible on the Von Mises stress ratio, but 

a little less downstream (x/L ≈ 2) than in the previous case. 

Conclusion 

A one-way coupled model between turbulent flow and plant motion has been presented. It consists 

in using a LES model in various landscape and canopy configurations to produce time series of 

instantaneous velocity components, and later use these velocities to force a dynamic tree model. Two 

cases have been explored, an edge flow and a flow over a forested hill. In the absence of any 

understorey (which is typically the case of a maritime pine forest) the streamwise variations in tree 

displacement and internal stress are fairly smooth. However, when the leaf area is distributed over the 

whole depth of the canopy, regions of larger tree vulnerability to windload were identified, at a few 

canopy heights downstream of the edge in the first case, and at 2-3 hill length scales in the second one. 

This preliminary study shows the potential of this approach since these particular regions could not be 

a priori identified on the sole basis of the mean wind and turbulence fields. A more systematic study 

will be carried out in the future, in order to cover a wider range of canopy and landscape 

configurations. 
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Abstract  

Previous analyses of stomatal mechanics have demonstraed, that the turgor - generated force of the 

epidermal cells dominates that of the guard cells in determining stomatal aperture (DeMichele, Sharpe, 

1973, 1974, Sharpe and Wu, 1978, 1979). It was interpreted based upon geometric relationships 

calculated from anatomical dimensions of guard and epidermal cells (Wu et al. 1984).  

Domination of epidermal cells was seen as transient increase in stomatal conductance in our 

experiments with rapid desiccation of leaves and occurred in wide range of deciduous tree species. 

These transients in stomatal conductance were different in different species, as it was expected from 

different cell dimensions, measured for these species (Aasamaa, S~ober, 2001). In general, transient 

stomatal opening during leaf desiccation was more pronounced in shade tolerant tree species (with 

bigger values of leaf hydraulic resistance) than in pioneer species with smaller hydraulic resistance of 

leaves. However, these transients in stomatal conductance also widely varied in one species 

(dependently on leaf position in canopy light gradient and initial transpiration rate).  

We used a simple mathematical model to analyse transient changes of gs in desiccation experiments.  

The mechanical advantage of epidermal cells over guard cells. 
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Abstract  

We studied the effect of the tree architecture on the tapering of the xylem conduits along the water 

transport pathway from roots (diameter > 2 mm) to distal shoots or leaf petioles in Pinus sylvestris L., 

Picea abies (L.) H. Karst., and Betula pendula Roth. We determined the difference in the mean 

conduit size between the different organs i.e. lateral roots, main root, stem, branches, and leaf petioles. 

We also applied the general scaling model of plant vascular anatomy (WBE model) to our data in 

order to examine its assumption of the conduit size dependence on the branch generation (BG). The 

average conduit diameter decreased at whole tree level when moving from roots to stem and branches 

in all the studied species, and further to leaf petioles in B. pendula. This pattern was illustrated by the 

significant relationship between BG and the mean conduit diameter in all species. However, 

aboveground, stem and branches had different patterns; conduit tapering was steeper in branches than 

in stems. Conduit diameter at the beginning of each branch was independent of its position in the 

crown and, therefore, the WBE-like pattern was possible to observe only when the first segment of the 

each branch was assigned BG=1 i.e. the effect of stem furcations below the branch on BG was 

removed. After this modification, observed pattern in P. sylvestris and B. pendula corresponded the 

predictions of the WBE model quite well, whereas in P. abies, conduits tapered more slowly than 

predicted by the WBE model. In the aboveground woody compartments, mean conduit diameter 

decreased clearly in all species with increasing Gravelius order (GO). Belowground, similar pattern 

was observed clearly in B. pendula and slightly in P. sylvestris, while conduit diameter was rather 

stable in P. abies. In leaf petioles, mean conduit diameter was not affected by GO. 

Introduction 

Xylem conduits have been observed to taper along the water pathway from the roots to stem base, 

and finally to the leaves, e.g. [1, 2, 3]. Sanio in 1872 [4] found that tracheid diameters in Pinus 

sylvestris increased from the apex downwards until a maximum was reached and declined thereafter 

until to the stem base, but there was also differences in conduit characteristics between branches, 

stems and roots. Zimmermann [5, 6] deduced the reason for conduit tapering to be in controlling the 

water distribution. By having the lowest conductivities in the minor branches at the end of the flow 

path, plant can control the distribution of water regardless of the transport distance, which would lead 

to similar values of total root-shoot conductance despite of different path lengths.  

West, Brown and Enquist [7, 8], recently stated in their model of universal scaling of vascular 

networks (hereafter referred as WBE model) that the plant vascular architecture conforms to the 

energy minimization principle leading to the tapering of conduits from the stem base to the 

photosynthesizing organs. WBE-model employs several assumptions about tree architecture e.g. 

crown is constituted with self-similar branching pattern, leaves are situated at a terminal branching 

generation (BG), and conduits furcate in each step to next BG, and thus conduit tapering appears to be 

continuous on a tree level. Branch generation follows the developmental sequence starting from 

proximal segment at stem base as generation 1, its children as generation 2 etc. At whole tree level, the 
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first two assumptions correspond Leeuwenberg's model in the tree architecture classification of Hallé 

[9]. 

The obtained empirical results seem to both support and question the general hypothesis of conduit 

tapering along the BG. In stems of both angio- and gymnosperms more or less WBE-like tapering 

have been observed, e.g. [4, 10, 11, 12]. However, only in a few studies also side branches [13, 14] 

and root systems [15] have been accounted for. Nygren and Pallardy [15] tested the WBE-predictions 

with Populus deltoides and found WBE-like tapering at tree level. Yet tapering was not continuous 

along the BGs, but occured rather as leaps from one morphological level to the next. This kind of 

pattern was observed also in studies concerning B. pendula [13, 14]. In fact, Mencuccini et al. [4] 

concluded that their model produced more precise congruence with data, when they let the tapering 

ratio change along the pathway. Their model suggested also steeper tapering in the roots compared to 

stems. Moreover, tapering of conduits may vary within individual trees during ontogeny [12], and 

between different species growing in different environments [11]. 

Since the architecture of our study species does not follow Leeuwenberg's model, and also self-

similarity assumption is violated [16], question could be raised if, or how well, the tapering of 

conduits follows the pattern predicted by WBE model. Therefore, our general objective was to study 

how tree architecture affects the conduit diameter along the whole water pathway from roots to distal 

shoots in Pinus sylvestris L., Picea abies (L.) H. Karst., and Betula pendula Roth. The specific study 

question was to determine the effect of organ and branching pattern on conduit diameter. 

Material and methods 

Study material: Our study species were Pinus sylvestris, Picea abies and Betula pendula. The 

mixed study stands were located in Southern Finland around the Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station (61º 

50'N, 24º 18'E, 160 m a.s.l.). The stands represented varying stand productivities according to Finnish 

forest type system [17]. Three individuals per species from dominant trees were sampled with mean 

age of 35 years, Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Characteristics of the studied, naturally born boreal tree species growing in mixed forests.  

   Stand characteristics, per species/total Study tree information 

Study 

tree 

number 

Tree 

species 

Forest 

type 

No of trees per 

ha 

Mean 

height, m 

Mean 

D1.3,cm 

Tree 

age, 

years 

Tree 

H, m 

D0, 

cm 

1 P. sylvestris VT 390/1900 8.7/8.2 10.4/8.8 37 11.23 17.1 

2 P. sylvestris VT 390/1900 8.7/8.2 10.4/8.8 33 10.33 14.9 

3 P. abies VT 920/1900 7.9/8.2 8.7/8.8 43 7.91 15.5 

4 P. abies VT 920/1900 7.9/8.2 8.7/8.8 40 10.88 16.6 

5 B. pendula VT 480/1900 8.8/8.2 7.9/8.8 31 11.52 13.5 

6 B. pendula MT 480/5690 12.9/8.2 11.5/8 26 11.58 12.2 

7 P. sylvestris OMT 3150*/4380 14.4/8.8 14.4/8.4 39 15.54 19.3 

8 P. abies OMT 270/4380 5.8/8.8 6.0/8.4 34 14.10 15.5 

9 B. pendula OMT 530/4380 14.0/8.8 12.6/8.4 31 18.46 20.0 

* Planted 

 

Architectural measurements : The study trees were felled gently after which both their above- 

and belowground architecture was measured. The crown 3D-architecture was determined by digitizing 

five sample branches shoot by shoot. Sample branches were systematically chosen to represent all 

sections of the crown from the lowest branch to the top. Digitizing was done with Polhemus Fastrak, 

equipped with a digitizing pen and Longranger-transmitter (Polhemus Inc., Colchester, VT, USA). All 
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roots attached to the root collar were exposed to the first branching event, and 1-3 sample roots per 

tree were selected. Main branch and all lateral branches of sample roots were excavated down to the 

preset minimum diameter of 2 mm. Excavation was carried out by a pneumatic Soil-Pick tool (MBW 

SP125; M-B-W, Ltd., Bolton, UK). Details of the root field data are described by Kalliokoski et al. 

[18]. We characterized the tree architecture using tree organs, Gravelius ordering (GO) [19] and 

branching generation (BG), Fig 1. 

 
Fig. 1  Schematic figure of the structural hierarchy patterns used in this paper. Gravelius order (GO) assigns the 

same order number (k) to segments belonging to the same axis and one order number higher to lateral segments 

(k+1, k+2). Stem is the main axis assigned the order 1 (k); lateral branches attached to stems are assigned the 

order 2 (k+1) etc. (Barthélémy and Caraglio 2007). Similarly in belowground parts, main axis of the root is 

assigned the order 2 (k+1), and lateral branches get one order higher (k+2) etc. Branching generation (BG) of a 

segment, in turn, follows the developmental sequence starting with proximal segment at stem base as generation 

1 (n), its children as generation 2 (n+1) etc. BGs are negative values belowground. 
 

Sampling: Vascular samples were taken so that the whole water pathway was covered i.e. from 

the 2-mm lower limit in roots to the final segment in branches (leaf petioles in B. pendula, distal 

shoots in conifers). Six stem discs were collected: the first disc just above the root collar and one 

below each sample branch. Analogously, from the sample roots, 5-6 discs were collected along the 

main axis. From lateral branches three discs were sampled from each existing GO both in the above- 

and belowground compartments. Total number of sample discs was 547 and 313 in above- and 

belowground, respectively. 

The tissue samples were stored in a freezer, petioles in liquid nitrogen. Transverse sections of 

defreezed aboveground samples were taken with sledge microtome with a thickness of 100-150 μm. 

The root samples were sectioned with a cryomicrotome fitted with disposable microtome blades at 

thickness of 16 μm. The petioles were embedded into the paraffin, and cut with rotary microtome at 

thickness of 8 μm [20]. All the sections from stem, branches and petioles were stained with the 

mixture of safranin and Alcian blue (ratio 1:2). 

Digital images were taken with digital cameras mounted on a microscope. The petiole samples 

were imaged as a whole, whereas from other samples a subsample was taken from pith to bark; in 

roots a path of successive images with even distances, and in stem discs and branches same growth 

rings were followed trough the different heights. Early and late wood of conifers was separated. In 

stem discs, three images were taken following a south line from early to late wood: from the second 

outer most growth ring, from one ring in the middle of the disc, and from the second innermost growth 

ring. In branches, even distances were used in selection of the measured growth rings. If the reaction 
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wood was observed in the sample, the effect of it was avoided by taking images from the side of it 

[21]. 

Image and data analysis: The images were analyzed with Image-Pro Plus imaging software 

(Media Cybernetics Inc., Bethesda, Maryland, USA). From the images of the crown samples, the area 

of the conduit lumen was measured. Conduit diameter was calculated assuming conduits to be circular. 

In roots and petioles, lumen diameter was directly measured as a mean of several directions. The 

number of measured conduits per image was 101-613 in leaf petioles, 8-71 in branches, 25-273 in 

stem and 4-145 in roots. Total number of measured conduits in the study was 114 699. 

According to the WBE-model conduit radius (v) tapers (1): 

 21
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k

k n
v

v
   (1) 

where n is the number of links formed in a branching point, k is the link order, and b is a parameter. 

Since we did not take samples at all branching generations and n varied between 2 and 6, equation (1) 

was modified: 
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6
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where f is the observed relative frequency of each n class and q is the number of BG between two 

subsequent diameter measurements [15]. Non-linear regression was used to iterate the value of 

parameter b from measurements of each tree species. Value 1/6 [8] was used as an initial guess for the 

iterations. The observed conduit radius at the 2 mm limit in roots was used as initial vk. Values for 

initial vk was 21 µm, 16.5 µm, and 40 µm for P. sylvestris, P. abies, and B. pendula, respectively. 

Statistical analyzes were carried out with SAS Statistical Software v. 9.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, 

North Carolina, USA). Differences between organs and gravelius orders were tested by analysis of 

variance. Tukey-Kramer paired comparisons method was used for multiple comparisons. In statistical 

testing, variables were transformed logarithmically in order to normalize variables and remove 

heteroscedasticity of residuals if needed. 

Results and discussion 

The average conduit diameter decreased at whole tree level when moving along the water pathway 

from roots to stem and branches in all the studied species, and further to leaf petioles in B. pendula, 

Fig 2. In P. sylvestris and B. pendula also lateral and main roots distinguished from each other, 

conduits being larger in main roots, Fig 2. This result corresponds the well-known general 

phenomenon that conduit dimensions differ between different tree organs [1, 2, 3, 6, 22, 23].  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 2 Average conduit diameter in different 

organs of Pinus sylvestris, Picea abies and 

Betula pendula. In stems and branches, only 

spring wood was measured. Error bars 

indicate standard deviation. Distinct letters 

indicate to significant differences (P<0.05) 

between organs within each species based on 

Tukey's test made with log-transformed 

values. 

 

The more detailed characterization of tree architecture revealed that in the aboveground woody 

compartments, mean conduit diameter decreased clearly in all species with increasing GO, Fig 3. 

Belowground, similar pattern was observed clearly in B. pendula and slightly in P. sylvestris, while 

conduit diameter was rather stable in P. abies, Fig 3. The pattern of decreasing conduit diameter 
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between hierarchical branch levels has been observed earlier in the crown of B. pendula by Atala and 

Lusk [13] as well as by Sellin et al. [14], and in the crown of P. deltoides by Nygren and Pallardy [15]. 

In the studies of Atala and Lusk as well as Nygren and Pallardy, branch hierarchy was described with 

morphological level instead of organs and GO. In small trees, the difference between morphological 

level and GO is rather small, the only difference being the grouping of those "terminal"/"leafy" 

branches that are located at the end of each "primary"/"main" branch as an extension of the main axis 

(compare the Fig. 2 in Nygren and Pallardy [15]). Nygren and Pallardy [15] reported also decrease in 

conduit diameter when moving from lateral roots to main roots i.e. opposite trend than in our dataset.  
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Fig. 3  The effect of Gravelius order on mean conduit diameter in Pinus sylvestris, Picea abies and Betula 

pendula. The markers denote to mean conduit diameter and the error bars denote to standard deviations. GOs 

are positive aboveground and negative belowground. Vessel diameter in the petioles of B. pendula is presented 

separately. 
 

We did not find difference in the diameter of petiole vessels related to GO or BG, although 

measured petioles were found at GO levels from 1 to 6. Invariant vessel radius in petioles was found 

also in P. deltoides [15]. Petioles are mechanically supported by turgor pressure and collenchyma and 

thus vessels are free from any mechanical task [24] other than that caused by water pressure. The 

constant vessel size in terminal units is in accordance with the assumptions of the WBE model [25], 

althoug the terminal units can be in birch at any existing BG contradictory to that assumed in WBE [7, 

8]. 
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Fig. 4  Conduit size dependence of the 

branching generation (BG) at whole tree level 

in a Pinus sylvestris tree.  vk=conduit radius. 

Belowground BG < 0  and aboveground  BG 

> 0. 

Mean conduit diameter decreased along the increasing BG from roots towards the crown top in all 

species, Fig 4. However, tapering of the conduits was different in different compartments and thus 

continuous tapering along the BG predicted by the WBE model [8] applied only for roots in our data. 

Nevertheless, at whole tree level, tapering can be seen as the conduit diameter changes when moving 

from organs and orders to another [13, 15]. A distinct deviation from the WBE model predictions was 

that conduit tapering was much slower in stem than predicted by the model; values of parameter b 

were essentially zero in stems of all species. Therefore, we calculated values of b parameter for dataset 

consisted only of the roots and branches. In addition, conduit diameter at the beginning of each branch 

was independent of its position in the crown, and therefore WBE-like curve was possible to observe 

only when the first segment of each branch was assigned with BG=1 i.e. the  effect of stem on BG was 

removed. After this modification, observed tapering patterns corresponded the predictions of the WBE 

model more closely. Yet, in all species, conduits tapered more slowly than predicted by the WBE 

model, Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 The effect of branching generation (BG) on 

mean conduit diameter in roots and branches of a) 

Pinus sylvestris, b) Picea abies, and c) Betula pendula. 

In branches, the first segment was assigned as BG=1 

in order to remove the effect of stem. Solid curves 

represent WBE estimations with best-fit b-parameter 

values and mean n values;  0.1032 and 3 for P. 

sylvestris, and 0.1047 and 2 for B. pendula 

respectively. Dashed line represents values obtained 

with same n values and theoretical b value 1/6. For P. 

abies, non-linear regression produced unrealistic low 

b-value and, thus, the curve is not drawn. The conduit 

radius used as a starting point for recursion was set 

according to the measurements as 21 µm at the BG -19 

for pine, and 40 µm at the BG -18 for birch.  

As the architecture of our study species does not fulfill the assumptions of WBE, it is not 

unexpected to have results that differ from its predictions. The fitted values of parameter b; 0.1032, 

0.0205 and 0.1047 for P. sylvestris, P. abies, and B. pendula respectively, did not correspond to the 

value 1/6 predicted by the WBE model [8]. The exception was branches of B. pendula, in which b had 

the value of 0.1413. Mäkelä and Valentine [26] have shown that the hydrodynamic significance of this 

factor is debatable, because the value 1/6 of b does not result in invariant resistance to water flow as 

claimed by West et al. [8]. Yet, when only roots and branches were accounted for, curves derived with 

b value 1/6 conformed to data quite well. Thus, although the actual interpretation of 1/6 power 

tapering is debatable, it seems to grasp something essential of conduit tapering between plant organs. 

The results of this study are in line with some earlier results that while the WBE model has gained 

considerable support in tests considering general patterns in plants, testing it on real trees presents a 

challenge [27]. Observed deviation of the WBE model in this study may be explained as a result of 

different crown structures from that assumed in it: branches were not of equal radii in branching points 

and terminal units had not the same BG. Also the extension of the measurements to side branches in 

addition to the main pathway clearly showed that assumption of the constant tapering at whole tree 

level may be oversimplification of the complex structure. 

In a previous paper [4], steeper anatomical scaling has been predicted in roots compared to stems, 

because of the lower construction costs of thinner walled root conduits. Roots have lower mechanical 

requirements and lower risk of implosion following from less negative water potentials. Our results 

support this hypothesis in conifers. However, in B. pendula, tapering of the conduits was steeper in the 

branches than in roots. In the crown, tracheids and to some extent also vessels of diffuse-porous trees 

participate into mechanical task, which is probably one of the explanations of why the tapering in the 

stem strongly deviated from that predicted by the WBE model for optimal water transportation. 

Perhaps the vascular network in plants is a compromise between optimization of production with 

minimum costs and survival under limiting water conditions, since efficient water transportation and 

survival under high negative pressures are best achieved in different water transport systems [13]. 

Conduits increase in the stem from pith outwards, from juvenile to mature wood [28]. When 

conduits from the second growth ring from stem surface were analyzed separately in the trunk and 

plotted against relative height from the stem base, the decrease in the vessel size in B. pendula from 

stem base to the top was clear, but in conifers, no trend occured, Fig 6. In roots, no clear pattern from 

pith outwards was observed; conduit size increased, was quite stable, or even decreased. This could be 

the result of different mechanical demands of the proximal and distal parts of the roots [29]. 
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Fig. 6 The effect of relative height on 

mean conduit diameter in stem in a 

growth ring of the same year (second 

outer most ring) in Pinus sylvestris, 

Picea abies and Betula pendula. The 

mean conduit diameteres of the 

measured three trees per species are 

presented together with standard 

deviations. The relative heigth on x-

axis is calculated as mean of the 

sample heights from measured trees. 

Conclusion 

It is a well known phenomenon in the studied tree species that dimensions of the xylem conduits 

change in main stem from stem base to leaves. Nevertheless, the pattern of conduit tapering within a 

whole pathway from roots to shoots trough branches of varying hierarchies was not determined earlier. 

We have presented here the conduit tapering inside different compartments of three boreal tree 

species, two conifers and one broadleaved species. At a whole tree level, we did not find tapering 

according to the WBE model. However, considering only roots and branches, and removing the effect 

of the branch position within crown, tapering followed predictions of the WBE model more closely. It 

is an interesting question for further studies, if the found pattern of decreasing conduit diameter 

between GOs is a general pattern in trees of similar architecture with the studied trees. 
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Abstract 

In order to investigate the possibility of modelling plant motion at the landscape scale, an equation 

for crop plant motion, forced by the instantaneous wind flow, is introduced in a large-eddy simulation 

(LES) airflow model that was previously validated over homogeneous and heterogeneous canopies. 

The canopy is simply represented as a poroelastic continuum medium, which is similar in its discrete 

form to an infinite row of identical rigid stems. Only one linear mode of plant vibration is considered. 

The two-way coupling between the plant motion and the wind flow occurs through the drag force 

term. This coupling model is validated on a crop canopy of alfalfa whose motions have been 

previously analysed in great details from video recordings. It is shown that the model is able to 

reproduce the well-known phenomenon of honami. Moreover, the wavelength of the main coherent 

waving patches, extracted using a bi-orthogonal decomposition (BOD) of the crop velocity fields, is in 

agreement with that deduced from video recordings. The spatial and temporal main characteristics of 

these waving patches exhibit the same dependence on the magnitude of the mean wind velocity as in 

the in-situ measurements. Also they differ from the coherent eddy structures of the canopy-top wind 

flow. Finally, it is observed that the impact of crop motion on the wind flow is negligible for current 

wind speed values. 

Introduction 

Turbulent wind flows over vegetation canopies are dominated by intermittent, energetic downward-

moving gusts, known as large coherent eddy structures, which evolve in unorganised random 

background turbulence. It has been demonstrated that these coherent structures are generated by 

processes similar to those occurring in a plane-mixing layer flow [1]. Under the passage of those 

structures, plants sway like damped harmonic oscillators subjected to intermittent impulsive loading 

[2][3]. A striking visualisation of the interaction between wind flow coherent structures and plant 

motions on windy days is known as honami, which refers to wavelike crop motions [4][2]. While 

turbulent wind flow over canopies has been widely studied (see [5] for a review), coherent motions of 

plant canopies and their strong interactions with the wind flow have received so far little attention. 

Possibly the most detailed study on wind-plant interaction was performed by [6] and [7] from a video 

recording experiment of alfalfa and wheat crop motions, which allowed them to characterise the 

spatio-temporal motion of crops subjected to wind. Their experiment was completed with a linear 

stability analysis done with an analytical model coupling a mixing-layer flow with an oscillating 

vegetation canopy through a drag force [7]. With their linear stability analysis, they observed a lock-in 

mechanism similar in form to what is observed in vortex-induced vibrations. Hence, for a specific 

range of flow velocities, flow and vegetation canopy may move in phase. This lock-in mechanism was 

further studied by [8] for a water stream over aquatic plants from a revisited version of [7]'s model 

The main motivations for better understanding wind-induced plant motion in a fully-coupled way 

are, as reported in the recent review of [9], (i) environmental applications such as agricultural 
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management for limiting forest and crop damage due to windthrow and lodging under high wind 

conditions, (ii) agronomical applications for improving plant growth and biomass production due to 

the thigmomorphogenesis effect [10], and (iii) biological or image production applications. 
The wind-induced plant motion is all the more complex as agricultural landscapes often exhibit 

large spatial variability caused by the presence of different crops, clearings, roads, forest patches of 

various height, etc. Such heterogeneities influence turbulent structures of the lower atmosphere and so 

canopy motions. Because of the complexity of the various processes responsible for plant motions in 

heterogeneous landscapes, modelling both plant and flow dynamics appears necessary to quantify 

plant motion following their position in an heterogeneous environment. 

Developing and validating such computational tool for better understanding wind-plant interaction 

is the subject of the present study. For that purpose, an equation of plant motion has been introduced 

into an atmospheric Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) model. Provided that the grid is fine enough, the 

LES technique allows one to have access to instantaneous dynamic fields and consequently is capable 

of reproducing wind gusts in a plant canopy since eddy motions larger than twice the grid mesh are 

explicitly solved, whereas only subgrid-scale eddy motions are modelled. In this modified LES model, 

the canopy is represented as a poroelastic continuum. This representation is similar in its discrete form 

to an infinite row of identical mechanical oscillators where only one linear mode of plant vibration is 

considered. The two-way coupling between plant motion and wind flow occurs through the drag force 

term. This modified LES model is validated against video recording of alfalfa crop motion performed 

previously by [6]. 

Material and methods 

The Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) used in this study was developed at the Center 

for Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) at the University of Oklahoma to simulate convective 

and cold-season storms as well as weather systems at larger scales. A detailed description of the 

standard version of the model and its validation cases are available in the ARPS User’s Manual [11]. 

Recently, [12] modified the model so as to simulate turbulent flows at very fine scales (0.1h, where 

h is the mean canopy height) within canopies of fixed plants with the LES approach. To this purpose, a 

drag force approach was implemented by adding a pressure and viscous drag force term in the 

momentum equation and by adding a sink term in the equation for subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic 

energy in order to represent the acceleration of the dissipation of turbulent eddies in the inertial 

subrange. The mean turbulent fields and the development of coherent structures, as simulated by this 

modified version of ARPS, were successfully validated against field and wind-tunnel measurements, 

over homogeneous canopies [12], a simple forest-clearing-forest pattern [13][14][15] and a forested 

hill [16]. Here, the model is further extended so as to simulate plant motion and its strong interaction 

with the wind flow. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of crop plants as rigid 

stems under wind where qi is the canopy-top plant 

displacement in the i direction. 

Plants of crop canopy can be seen as identical mechanical oscillating stems with two degrees of 

freedom, as verified by [17] and confirmed by vibration tests performed by [6] on alfalfa and wheat 

crops. Following the modal analysis, the deformation of plant stems can be decomposed into a set of 

different vibration modes such as its displacement qi in the i direction is the sum of the contributions 

of each vibration modes: qi(t)=∑nλi
n
(t)υi

n
, where υi

n
 represents the mode shape n of the stem and λi

n
 its 

associated displacement. As the architecture of crop plants considered in this study is “simple”, only 

one mode of vibration, i.e. the linear mode shape υi=z/h, is considered (see Fig. 1). This crop plant 
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representation is consistent with previous studies [7][18][19]. Plant displacements associated to higher 

modes should be unlikely significant. With this approach, plant stems are only characterized by their 

height h, mass m, non-dimensional damping coefficient ξ, and natural vibration frequency f0. 

At crop scale, the canopy can be seen as a succession of infinite rows of identical bi-dimensional 

mechanical oscillating rigid stems, where each stem displacement is resolved from a simple mass-

spring-damper equation. In order to use the same horizontal resolution between wind flow and plant 

motion, the canopy is not seen as a succession of individual stems but as a poroelastic continuum 

medium whose motion is described by the grid volume-averaged displacement tyxq
i

,,~
at canopy top. 

The continuous form of a mass-spring-damper equation writes as follows: 
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where 2,1i ; t is time; xi (x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z) refer to the streamwise, lateral, and vertical 

directions, respectively; ui (u1 = u, u2 = v, u3 = w) is the instantaneous velocity component along xi; 

M=m/3; C=c/h
2
; and R=r/h

2
-mg/(2h), where g is the acceleration due to gravity. The damping 

coefficient c is computed from c=4πmh
2
f0ζ/3, and the stiffness coefficient r is deduced from the 

relationship f0=R/(4π
2
M), which leads to r=4π

2
mh

2
f0

2
/3+mgh/2. The terms on the left-hand side of 

equation (1) represent, respectively, the inertia, damping, stiffness and gravity terms. The term on the 

right hand side represent the wind-induced load term. This latter term is proportional to the relative 

velocity between the wind ui and the plant deflection velocity (x3/h)∂qi/∂t. In this term, 

CD=Cd
plant

Af
plant

, where Cd
plant

 and Af
plant

 are the mean plant drag coefficient and frontal area density. 

For simplicity, the vertical profile of CD is assumed constant with wind velocity and plant deflection, 

which is quite reasonable as only small wind speeds are considered within the canopy in this study. 

Interactions between neighboring plants are neglected as they were found negligible by [7] for 

alfalfa crop canopy. Nevertheless, with this continuous form of crop motion equation, elastic contacts 

between plants could be in future easily considered as shown by [18] through an additional term 

depending on the second spatial derivative of plant displacement, transforming equation (1) to a wave 

like equation. 

The two-way coupling between plant motion and wind flow occurs through the drag force term. 

Using the Einstein summation convention, the momentum equation, written for a Boussinesq fluid, is: 
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where the overtilde indicates the filtered variables or grid volume-averaged variables, l is the average 

plant spacing, δij is the Kronecker delta, αdiv a damping coefficient meant to attenuate acoustic waves, 

p the air pressure, ρ the air density, θ the potential temperature, τij the subgrid stress tensor, cp and cv 

are the specific heat of air at constant pressure and volume, respectively. The terms on the right-hand 

side of equation (2) represent, respectively, the pressure-gradient force term, the buoyancy term, the 

turbulent transport term, and the drag force term induced by the vegetation. 
In order to validate the present LES model on a homogeneous continuous alfalfa crop canopy 

against measurements of [6] and [7], four three-dimensional simulations were performed with different 

values of canopy-top wind speed Uh: 1.0, 2.0, 2.9 and 3.8 ms
-1

. These wind speed values represent 

usual values observed over crop canopies. Extreme values of wind speed were not considered in this 

study. These four simulations are referred hereafter as case 1 to case 4. Properties of alfalfa plant were 

chosen similar as those deduced by [7] from an average of measured properties of six individual plants 

(h = 0.69 m, m = 0.014 kg, f0 = 1.05 Hz, l = 0.05 m, ξ = 0.55). The vertical distribution of the frontal 

area density of the alfalfa plant Af
plant

 was assumed identical to the average vertical mass distribution 

of the six plants measured by [7]. The magnitude of Af
plant

 was chosen so as to respect a leaf-area index 

(LAI) of about 3, which is typical of alfalfa crop [20]. The drag coefficient Cd
plant

 was taken as 0.2. 
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All simulations were performed with the same computational domain. This latter one extends over 

30×15×8 m
3
, corresponding to 200×100×65 grid points in the x, y and z directions, respectively, and 

with a horizontal resolution of 0.15 m. The vertical grid resolution is 0.08 m below 3.5 m, above the 

grid is stretched using a hyperbolic tangent function. The lateral boundary conditions are periodic, the 

bottom boundaries are treated as rigid and surface momentum flux is parameterised by using bulk 

aerodynamic drag laws. A 2.5 m deep Rayleigh damping layer is used at the upper boundary in order 

to absorb upward propagating wave disturbances and to eliminate wave reflection at the top of the 

domain. Additionally, the flow is driven by a depth-constant geostrophic wind corresponding to a 

base-state wind at the upper boundary. The velocity fields are initialised using a meteorological pre-

processor with a constant vertical profile of potential temperature and a dry atmosphere. 

 

 

Fig. 2  Streamwise cross section of instantaneous wind-plant interaction at 0.30 second intervals during a 

period of 0.90 seconds (case 4). The background color represents the magnitude of the streamwise wind 

velocity, arrows wind vectors, and white stems sketch plant displacement under wind. For a better visualization, 

angular plant displacement was multiplied by a factor of 5. 
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Results and discussion 

It is interesting at first to have a qualitative look at instantaneous wind-plant interaction simulated 

by our LES model. To that purpose, Fig. 2 shows a time sequence of wind-plant interaction in a 

vertical streamwise slice over a 0.90 second period for the high wind speed case (case 4). The 

background color indicates the intensity of the streamwise wind velocity component, the arrows the 

wind direction, and the white stems sketch canopy plants where plant displacements have been 

accentuated in order to have a better view of the waving structures. At t = 0 s, a wind gust penetrates 

within the canopy around x = 8h inducing a forward deflection of a group of plants. Then, after the 

gust passage, plants spring back (t = 0.30 s), and vibrate around their axis (t = 0.60 and 0.90 s), before 

being damped and hit by another gust. Fig. 3 shows an instantaneous three dimensional view of the 

simulated alfalfa crop motion. The dark patches appearing on the crop surface correspond to regions 

where plants are highly deflected downwind with the passage of strong wind gusts as observed in Fig. 

2. We observed from crop motion animation that these patches move essentially in the wind direction. 

Wind gusts inducing plant swaying are characterized by large positive values of u and large negative 

values of w (figure not shown). This is the signature of sweep motions, i.e. downward turbulent 

structures, which constitutes a part of the sweep-ejection cycle of canopy flow coherent structures. 

They are induced by the development or impingement of wind flow coherent structures at canopy top. 

These wavelike crop motions are known as honami waves; they also look like cat's-paws observed on 

water surfaces. Furthermore, unlike wind velocity, we observed that plant deflection (amplitude and 

velocity) exhibits a dominant periodicity of about 1 second (figure not shown), which corresponds to 

the natural vibration frequency of alfalfa plant, f0 = 1.05 Hz. 

 

Fig. 3  Snapshot of the simulated alfalfa crop motion for case 4. For a better visualization, angular plant 

displacement was multiplied by a factor of 5. 

 

The amplitude of plant deflection is about 0.1 m for a canopy top wind speed of about 10 ms
-1

. This 

value is in agreement with the 0.1 m deflection observed by [7] for alfalfa stems under a vertically 

average windload of 3 ms
-1

, which corresponds, from the average wind profile, to a canopy-top wind 

speed of about 9 ms
-1

. The velocity of plant deflection is slightly more than one order lower than that 

of the wind flow. Fig. 4 compares for various canopy-top wind speed Uh the standard deviation of 

plant velocity σζ  (where ζ is the scalar plant velocity at canopy top) simulated by our model with those 

deduced from measurements of [7]. The magnitudes of the simulated σζ are in agreement with 

measurement values. Like the measurements, σζ increases with Uh due to the enhancement of the wind 

turbulence induced by the larger canopy-top wind shear. 
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Fig. 4  Comparison between observed (stars) and 

simulated (squares) average standard deviation of 

alfalfa plant velocity against the canopy-top wind 

speed. The experimental dataset is from [7]. 

 

The main spatio-temporal features of plant waving structures identified in Fig. 3 were extracted for 

the four simulated cases, similarly as [6], from a bi-orthogonal decomposition (BOD) of the crop 

velocity fields, which were recorded during a 30-second period with a 10 Hz frequency. The Reader 

could refer to [21] for a complete review of the BOD approach and to [6] for its application on plant 

motion. The normalised wavelength λp/h and frequency fp/f0 of the main spatial organised crop 

structures deduced from the BOD technique, are plotted in Fig. 5 against the reduced velocity 

Ur=Uh/(f0h). Compared to values obtained from video-recorded alfalfa crop motion by [7], simulated 

values of λp/h and fp/f0 are in relative good agreement although λp/h is slightly overestimated by the 

model. The ratio λp/h appears to increase with Ur while fp/f0 is independent on Ur. The reason for the 

slight overestimation of λp/h by our model is not clear but it could be related to the homogeneity of 

alfalfa plant properties considered in our simulation compared to the variability of plant properties in 

the real crop. These coherent motions are characterized by a frequency close to the natural vibration 

frequency of the plants and by a wavelength that increases with canopy-top wind speed. 

 

 

Fig. 5  Comparison between experimental measurements (stars) and LES (squares) of the normalised 

wavelength (a) and frequency (b) of coherent waving patches (extracted from bi-orthogonal decomposition 

(BOD) of alfalfa plant velocity field) versus the reduced velocity. The experimental dataset is from [7]. 

 

The wavelength λw of wind flow coherent structures was deduced for the four simulated cases from 

the peak wavenumber of the resolved-scaled spectrum of the vertical wind velocity at canopy top. In 

the four cases, the spectra exhibit the same peak λw around 3.8h (figure not shown). As a consequence, 

even though wavelengths of organised crop motion λp and turbulent structures λw are of the same order, 

they behave differently with increasing wind speed Uh. The wavelength of crop motion increases with 

Uh while its frequency is independent of Uh. Conversely, turbulent coherent structure wavelength is 

independent on Uh, as predicted by the plane-mixing layer analogy [1], while their frequency increases 

with Uh. Consequently, organised crop motion are not a direct signature of coherent eddy structures of 

the flow although the latter may initiate the former. 
In order to estimate the importance of plant motion on wind flow, an additional simulation has been 

performed similarly as case 4 one, but with fixed plants. Plant motion has been found negligible on the 
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wind flow. As a consequence of this independence of the turbulent wind flow on plant motion, the 

increase of crop motion wavelength with wind speed obtained from our LES model results from 

passive motion of crop plants under the wind: a larger group of plant deflects downwind the passage of 

a coherent eddy as this latter one goes faster (higher wind speed) while the frequency of plant 

vibration remains unchanged. This result appears in contradiction with the lock-in mechanism 

predicted by the linear stability analysis performed by [7]. In a forthcoming paper [22], we observed 

that an improved version of the linear stability analysis of [7] and [8], including a realistic wind profile 

and an eddy viscosity deduced from LES, still turns out to predict a lock-in phenomenon in the 

velocity range where coherent canopy motions are observed. This discrepancy between linear stability 

analysis and LES may be attributed to the presence of a non-linear saturation mechanism in LES, 

independent on canopy motion, which is not considered in the linear stability analysis. 

Conclusion 

A three-dimensional two-way coupling model between wind flow and crop plant motion has been 

presented for the first time. This model consists of an atmospheric large-eddy simulation (LES) 

coupled with a simple mechanical oscillator equation for crop plant motion. The canopy is represented 

as a poroelastic continuum medium, which is similar in its discrete form to an infinite row of identical 

rigid stems. Only one linear mode of plant vibration is considered. We think that this simplified 

representation of crop plants is reasonable and should not impact significantly the realism of model 

results as only small plant displacements were considered in the present study. 

This model has been validated successfully against video-recording measurement performed 

previously by [6][7]. The magnitude of plant displacement and velocity were simulated accurately by 

our model for various wind speed values. The bi-orthogonal decomposition (BOD) of plant velocity 

field has revealed the presence of coherent waving motion with spatial and time characteristics in 

agreement with those obtained by [7]. These structures correspond to honami motion usually observed 

over wheat crop in windy days. They have a time frequency close to the natural vibration frequency of 

the crop plants and a spatial wavelength of few canopy height that increases with the canopy-top wind 

speed. Although these organised structures of crop movements are initiated by wind-flow coherent 

eddy structures, their spatial and temporal characteristics differ. Indeed, spatial wavelength of canopy-

top coherent eddy structures were observed independent on wind speed as predicted by the plane-

mixing layer analogy of the canopy wind flow [1], while their frequency increases with wind speed. 

Hence, organised crop motions are not a mere footprint of coherent eddy structures. As a consequence, 

extracting wind flow information from crop motion is not straightforward. 

Furthermore, for the range of wind speed considered in this study, up to 4 ms
-1

, corresponding to 

usual values observed over crop fields, we observed that alfalfa plant motion has a negligible impact 

on wind flow and no lock-in mechanism was observed between wind flow and plant motion. The next 

steps of this study should consist in (i) studying with the LES the transient growth of the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability and its saturation over a canopy and (ii) developing a weakly non-linear stability 

analysis in order to confirm the importance of non-linear terms in minimizing the lock-in mechanism. 

Finally, the LES model was only applied in the present study on crop canopy where plant structure 

is quite “simple” compared to tree one. In future, this model could be extended to forest canopy by 

representing tree as flexible stem with various modes of vibration and with interaction between 

neighboring trees. Such model should be able to simulate vegetated canopy motion at an 

heterogeneous landscape scale, and, therefore, should be able to quantify plant vulnerability to 

windload or wind stimulus on plant and its consequence on plant growth (thigmomorphogenesis) 

following plant position in the landscape. 
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Abstract  

The water and solute uptake by plant roots is investigated on the basis of multiphase continuum 

mechanics. The transport from the environment to the xylem is considered as the flow of a two-phase 

fluid through a solid framework. Two fluid phases, both containing a generalized solute, are identified 

with the intra- and extracellular fluids that fill the symplast and apoplast. The interphase mass 

exchange is regulated by membrane-type relations that take into account the active solute transport, 

the interface permeability to solute and water, and the osmotic water transfer. Calculations 

demonstrate good agreement with experimental data if the presence of active transport only in the 

outer (cortical) part of the root, a non-uniform radial distribution of the membrane permeability to the 

solute (higher in the outer part), and the presence of a localized inner barrier impermeable to the 

extracellular phase (Casparian bands) are assumed. 

Introduction 

We cannot assert that the mechanisms responsible for water and solute uptake by plant roots are in 

full measure known. It is agreed that the active solute transport and the osmotic displacement of water 

play an important part in this process but the sufficiency of these mechanisms, as well as the spatial 

organization of their operation, are a subject of discussion.  

In order to explain various effects observed in experiments on xylem sap exudation from excised 

roots, the radial flow through the non-specialized root tissues that separate the xylem from the 

environment has been described using lumped parameter models in which coaxial root layers are 

treated as compartments separated from one another, the environment, and the xylem by membranes 

with different characteristics (see [1] and references thereafter) that include the rates of active 

transmembrane solute transport. This approach is fairly empirical and does not take into account the 

essential features of the functioning of the root as a distributed mechanical system [2]. 

Actually, the root tissues between the environment and the xylem are a complex mechanical system 

formed by cellular walls with two ways for water and solutes: extracellular (apoplastic) and 

intracellular (symplastic). The latter includes the inner spaces of the cells connected by 

plasmodesmata. There is mass exchange between the intra- and extracellular spaces.  

In the radial direction the root mainly consist of a layer of cortex parenchyma cells and a layer of 

steal cells separated from the cortex by an endodermis layer. In the inner steal region, the conducting 

elements of the xylem through which water and salts dissolved in it are transported into the above 

plant organs are located. An important characteristic of the endodermal cells is the presence of so-

called Casparian bands formed by thickenings of the cell walls. It is commonly agreed that the 

Casparian bands are a barrier impermeable to the radial solute and water displacement via the cell 

walls and the intercellular space, so that the displacement is here only possible via the intracellular 

way. However, the physiological role of this barrier is nowadays a subject of discussions: some 

authors assume that it may be partly permeable, and in different degrees for water and solutes.  

We here present a continual model that takes into account the realistic anatomical structure of the 

root and the main physical mechanisms that affect mass transfer. We first formulated the basic concept 

of this model in [3]. We compare the results of calculations based on the model with experimental data 
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available and, considering the impermeable or permeable Casparian bands, demonstrate the 

mechanical role of this barrier. 

Material and methods 

The approach we develop is based on the representation of the water and solute transport from the 

environment to the xylem as the flow of a two-phase fluid through a solid matrix. Two fluid phases are 

identified with the intra- and extracellular fluids that fill the symplast and apoplast. Thus, within the 

framework of the macroscopic model, each of these fluids, spatially separated at the microscopic level, 

fills the entire tissue space. We will assume that in each phase a generalized chemical component with 

the mass concentration 
ic  ( 1,2i ) is dissolved. Here and in what follows we use the subscripts 1 and 

2 for the extra- and intracellular fluids, respectively. We here ignore the fact of the presence of various 

solute species that differ in molar mass, permeability and active behavior. The solute considered is, so 

to say, an average solute with average characteristics, and its molar concentration is the sum of the 

molar concentrations of all its components.  

Assuming that the root is axially symmetric, we will consider the domain which occupies the 

region 
0 1r r r , where r  is the radial coordinate and 

0r  and 
1r  are the coordinates of the boundaries 

with an inner reservoir identified with the xylem vessels and the environment, respectively (Fig. 1). 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Calculation domain.  

0r , 
1r  - radial coordinates of the domain boundaries 

with the xylem and the environment, respectively; cr  - 

radial coordinates of the Casparian bands; X – xylem, 

S – stele, C – cortex, CB – Casparian bands. 

 
The interphase water exchange is here considered to be controlled by only hydraulic and osmotic 

mechanisms. Therefore we can write down the phase mass conservation laws in the form: 

1
1

1 v r
J

r r
,         2

2

1 v r
J

r r
                                                                                             (1) 

where 
i
 are the apparent densities of the phases (neglecting the water compressibility, 

0i i
, 

where 
i
 is the volume phase concentration and 

0
 is the water density), 

iv  are the velocities of the 

corresponding phases ( 1,2i ), and the water exchange rate J  is regulated by the relation 

 2 1 1 2pJ L p p RT c c                                                                                                      (2) 

where
ip  are the pressures of the phases, T  is the absolute temperature, 

0 0R R  (
0R  is the 

absolute gas constant and  is the effective molar mass of the solute), pL  is the hydraulic memrane 

permeability recalculated for the volume flow, and  is the membrane reflection coefficient. The 

densities 
1
 and 

2
 do not add up to unity since the solid phase (cell wall material) is present. The 

concentrations are assumed to be small. 

We will write the dynamic equations of the fluid phase flow through the solid framework in the 

quasi-static form neglecting inertial effects. The extracellular phase is treated as only viscous, whereas 

for the intracellular fluid, taking into account that in its way it crosses membranes, a form that implies 

the presence of a distributed osmotic force is assumed. Thus, the dynamic equations for the phases 

take the following, solved for the phase velocities, form:     
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1
1 1

p
v

r
,                             2 2

2 2

p c
v RT

r r
                                                             (3) 

The coefficients
1
 and 

2
 are the phase permeabilities and the dimensionless coefficient  

depends on the characteristics of the distributed membranes and the intracellular space between them. 

This coefficient is positive and less than unity. Strictly speaking, the symplastic way includes narrow 

apoplast interlayers between the membranes of adjacent cells (in addition to the plasmodesmata), 

whereas on the apoplastic way there are no membranes.    

 We will describe the motion of the solute in each phase by the equations 

1 1 1 1
1 2 1 1 1

1 1
(1 )

c c v r c
k c c cJ D r

t r r r r r
                                          (4) 

 
2 22 2

2 2 1 2 2

11 1
(1 )

c v rc c
k c c cJ D r

t r r r r r
                             (5) 

Here, k  is the active interphase solute flux,  is the permeability of the phase-separating cell 

membranes to the solute (recalculated to volume flow), and 
iD  are the diffusion coefficients in the 

apoplast ( 1i ) and in the symplast ( 2i ). The second term in the brackets on the left side of 

equation (5) is related with the imperfection of the membranes crossed by the solute on the symplastic 

way and the presence of the intracellular space. It disappears if 1. The third terms on the right 

sides of equations (4) and (5) represent convective solute mass exchange between the phases. These 

terms contain the mean transmembrane concentration c  which can on certain assumptions be in a 

standard way expressed in terms of 
1c  and 

2c  [4]. We note that in equations (2) and (3) we could, 

instead of the concentrations, use directly the osmotic pressures but it would then be necessary to 

recalculate the concentrations to the osmotic pressures in (4) and (5).       

In [2, 5] we developed the model of a cellular unit which consists of the intracellular space of an 

individual cells and two cell walls adjacent to it. Within the framework of that model, expressions for 

the coefficients characterizing the symplastic transport 
2
, , and 

2D  can be obtained in terms of 

cellular-level model parameters. 

 In accordance with the known fact that the plant cell membranes have a very large reflection 

coefficient, we will assume  to be equal to unity. Since in the symplast the distributed reflection 

coefficient  is smeared over the entire cell length, we will assume it different from unity but close to 

it. 

Equations (1) – (5) form a closed system for six variables 
1v , 

2v , 
1p , 

2p , 
1c , and 

2c . The 

boundary conditions vary depending on the specific problem we consider.  

In all the problems solved in the present study we fix the pressures in the apoplast 
1p  on the both 

boundaries. We thus assume that the extracellular space directly contacts the environment and the 

xylem space, whereas the intracellular space does not. These conditions correspond to experiments 

with excised roots. If we consider the root in the whole plant, the apoplast pressure on the inner 

surface must be linked with the xylem sap parameters. 

We will assume that the concentration in the outer solute around the root is also given. In so doing, 

we neglect the boundary diffusion layer near the root surface and assume the surface concentration to 

be equal to that in the ambient medium. This assumption is also realizable under laboratory conditions 

and must generally be replaced by certain relations specifying the regularities of solute exchange with 

the environment. The concentration 
1c  is thus fixed on the outer boundary. 

For the intracellular fluid and solute characteristics we generally must assign the conditions that 

describe the osmotic water transfer and the active and diffusion solute transport across the membranes 

separating the intracellular space from the environment ( 1r r )  

2 2 2 2pe e ev L p p RT c c ,     2
2 2 2 2 21 e e e

c
c v D k c c

r
     (6) 

and from the xylem ( 0r r ) 
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2 2 2 2px x xv L p p RT c c ,    2
2 2 2 2 21 x x x

c
c v D k c c

r
        (7) 

In relations (6) and (7) the reflection coefficients of the domain-bounding membranes that separate 

the intracellular space from the environment and the xylem are assumed to be equal to unity. Here, by 

the subscripts e  and x  we denote the quantities characterizing the outer space and the xylem, as well 

as the coefficients corresponding to the domain-bounding membranes. 

Since the apoplast-symplast contact area is much greater than the area of the symplast contact with 

the environment (even taking the root hairs into account) or the xylem, one could expect that the role 

of mass exchange between the symplast and these compartments is unimportant as compared with the 

exchange on the symplast-apoplast interface. Our calculations confirm this. Therefore, we will here 

neglect the right sides of relations (6) and (7). The set of boundary equations thus takes the form: 

1r r :       1 ep p ,    1 ec c ,    2 2 0v ,    2
2 2 2 21 0

c
c v D

r
                             (8) 

0r r :       1 xp p ,    2 2 0v ,    2
2 2 2 21 0

c
c v D

r
                                              (9) 

The system of boundary conditions (8) – (9) is incomplete. Additional conditions are required to 

regulate the solute behavior on the boundary with the xylem. Experiments are possible when the solute 

concentration (or osmotic pressure) on the inner boundary (at 0r r ) is maintained. In this case, we 

just have to fix the corresponding constant: 

1 xc c                                                                                                                                             (10) 

However, in experiments with free exudate outflow from the root cut this condition is inapplicable. 

This is also very far from what can be assumed on this boundary for the whole plant. If we assume that 

the solution inflows with the same concentration over the entire boundary of the xylem vessel, then, 

for natural conditions for the concentration at its ends, the concentration inside the vessel will be 

constant (independent of the radial and axial coordinates). Taking into account the continuity 

conditions for the concentration, the flow velocity and the solute flux on the interface with the xylem 

vessels, we obtain the boundary condition analogous to the condition of convective solute entrainment 

on the interface with the xylem, which is common in compartmental models [1] 

 1 0
c

r
                                                                                                                                          (11)  

If we assign condition (11), the output concentration 
1c  remains to be found. In the calculations 

here presented we will use either condition (10) or (11), depending on the specific problem 

considered. 

If we treat the Casparian bands as a barrier impermeable to both the fluid and the solute, then we 

must formulate the following additional boundary conditions on the inner and outer sides of the 

surface with the radius cr r  (Fig. 1; by the superscripts " " and " " we denote the values on 

different sides): 

1 1 0v v ,     1 1 0
c c

r r
                                                                                                    (12) 

which should be completed by the continuity conditions at cr r  for the symplast parameters 
2v , 

2p , 

2c , and 
2 /c r . 

The form of the relations formulated makes it sometimes possible to eliminate chemical 

components that cannot be transported through the cell membranes. For example, let high-molecular 

components present in the intracellular fluid create a uniform osmotic pressure 
h

 in the 

corresponding phase. We can then identify the generalized solute with only the low-molecular 

components and just redefine the pressure 
2p  replacing it by the difference 

2 hp , since in this 

case the presence of the high-molecular components affects only relation (2) which regulates the 

interphase water exchange and this component thus manifests itself only in a uniform increase in the 

intracellular pressure. It can be shown that such elimination is also possible in an arbitrary case of 
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high-molecular components transportable only inside the symplast if both the reflection coefficients  

and  are equal to unity [5]. Therefore, we will imply the presence in the generalized solute of only 

low-molecular species.  

In this study we restrict our consideration to stationary problems (in (4) and (5) the derivatives with 

respect to time vanish), which removes the problem of formulating the initial conditions.  

In order to estimate the possible mechanical role of the Casparian bands, we will here seek 

solutions both discontinuous for the apoplast with conditions (12) and continuous over the entire 

interval 0 1[ , ]r r . The two regimes determined by the boundary conditions (10) or (11) will be analyzed. 

For the coefficients present in the model the orders of magnitude can be estimated from both local 

and global (tissue) measurements. Such estimation requires, especially in the case of tissue-level data, 

a detailed analysis, including the solution of corresponding problems within the framework of our 

model itself. We will here reproduce only rough estimates that can be made immediately.  

The hydraulic permeability is often estimated experimentally from the pressure-flux curves for 

high pressure differences when the active and osmotic processes can be neglected [6, 7]. The flux is 

usually specified as the volume flux per unit root cut area. The hydraulic permeability so found, which 

obviously is a certain integral characteristic of the system as a whole, is of the order of 
13 1210 10  m/(Pa s). Attributing the entire permeability to the symplast, taking into account that 

1 2 0 2 0( ) / / 1, recalculating the flow 
vJ  to the velocity and using the geometrical parameters 

of the root given in [7], we can very roughly find that 19 18

2 10 10  m
2
/(Pa s). However, we do 

not know how the permeability is distributed between the symplast and apoplast. Our numerical 

experiments have shown that better agreement with the experimental data [6] can be achieved for 

1 2
. The formally defined effective pore diameter of the symplastic way determined by the cell 

size is much greater than that of the apoplastic way. Most probably, the latter inequality means that in 

the symplast the resistance is mainly created by the membranes across which water passes. 

The characteristics of membrane permeability to water and solute pL  and  calculated per unit 

volume, present in relations (2), (4), and (5), differ from the similar parameters 
'
pL  and sP  measured 

in experiments at the cellular level [8-10] (
' 14 135 10 9 10pL  m/(Pa s), 11 93 10 7 10sP  

m/s), which are calculated per unit membrane surface area. The following formulas 

hold:
'

0~ /p pL L l , 0~ sP l , where l  is the characteristic cell size (diameter) and  is a 

geometrical coefficient equal to unity for a cubic cell if the diameter is identified with the cube edge 

length. Taking this coefficient to be of the order of unity and the cell diameter of the order of 30 μm, 

we obtain from the data presented in the papers cited 6 5~ 2 10 3 10pL  s/m
2
 and

 

3 1~ 10 2 10  kg/(m
3
 s). It is of interest that in order of magnitude the above estimate for 

2
 

based on the hydraulic whole-root experiments is more or less consistent with the estimate that can be 

obtained from the data on membrane permeability if the hydraulic permeability of the symplast way is 

attributed to the permeability of the membranes. 

For the diffusion coefficient in the apoplast we assume values of the order (or somewhat smaller) 

of the low-molecular diffusion coefficient in free water. Assuming that in the symplast the main 

resistance to solute flow is concentrated in the cell-separating membranes, very narrow as compared 

with the cell length, and smearing this resistance over the entire cell length, we can estimate the 

diffusion coefficient in apoplast as 
17 19

2 ~ ~ 10 10sD P l  m2
/s. 

The intensity of active transport k  must be recalculated from the molar fluxes sI , determined 

experimentally and divided by unit cell surface area, in accordance with the formula ~ sk I l . 

Summing the data given in [11, 12] for K  (
8 73 10 3.6 10sI  mol/(m

2 
s)), we obtain the 

estimate 
5 43 10 3.6 10k   kg/(m

3
 s) which cannot be considered as the upper one due to the 

presence of other actively transported species. 
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The above consideration yields only rough and initial estimates for the model parameters since, 

firstly, the constants were obtained from indirect data (for example, we cannot be sure that diffusion in 

the apoplast is similar to that in a free fluid) and, secondly, these constants may significantly vary for 

different species: our estimates based on scare data available evidence in favor of this assertion.  

In calculations all the coefficients of the system were assumed to be constant, except for k  and  

that characterize the intensity of solute mass exchange between the intra- and extracellular spaces. For 

these quantities we took values different in the cortex and in the stele. We will denote the k  and  

values by the superscripts “+” in the cortex ( cr r ) and “ “ in the stele  ( cr r ). It is natural to 

assume that there are no active transport in the inner region, that is, 0k . Calculation with  

lead to inappropriate results; therefore, the difference in  is also important. 

The calculations were carried out numerically using the stabilization method based on the solution 

of the nonstationary equations. 

Results and discussion 

We calculated the flow over a wide range of parameters of the same orders as discussed above. 

Here we reproduce the results for a set of values that ensure satisfactory agreement with the 

experimental data presented in [6] (Table 1).       
    
Table 1 Parameter values used in the calculation. 

 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 

1 0/  0.07  
-21.4 10  kg/(m

3
 s) 

2 0/  0.63  
-32 10  kg/(m

3
 s) 

pL  -63.3 10  s/m
2
 1D  103 10  m

2
/s 

RT  
73.3 10  Pa 2D  155 10  m

2
/s 

 1  0.9 

1
 188 10  m

2
/(Pa s) 0r  0.07 mm 

2
 181.1 10  m

2
/(Pa s) 1r  0.28 mm 

k  
-56.25 10   kg/(m

3
 s) cr  0.1 mm 

k  0 e
 51.5 10  Pa 

 

In the calculations the Casparian bands were first assumed to be totally impermeable to water and 

solute. From Fig. 1 it can be seen that the integral characteristics of the excised root are satisfactorily 

reproduced by our model with the above parameter values. The root operates as a pump and can 

provide an inward flow even in the absence of pressure gradient ( 0p ). The system can also ensure 

a certain solute concentration in the xylem different from that in the environment, for sufficiently slow 

flows higher.   

Our numerical experiments showed that a necessary condition of agreement with the experiment is 

a significantly lower permeability to the solute of the symplast-apoplast separating membranes in the 

inner part of the root as compared with the outer one, close to the lower estimate for  given above.   
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Fig. 2 (a) Dependence of the xylem sap osmotic pressure on the fluid velocity across the root cut. The broken 

curve corresponds to the experimental data and the continuous curve to the model-based calculations.  The 

horizontal line shows the osmotic pressure in the environment.  

(b) Dependence of the fluid velocity across the root cut on the hydrostatic pressure difference between the 

environment and the xylem. The broken curve corresponds to the experimental data and the continuous curve to 

the model-based calculations. The practically straight line represents the calculation result in the absence of an 

apoplastic barrier.   
 

We also carried out calculations assuming that the Casparian bands are totally permeable to water 

and solute. In this case, for the same parameter values given in Table 1, the p  dependence of v  is 

almost straight line that practically passes through the point 0p  on the abscissa axis (Fig. 1b). 

Thus, the system cannot ensure the presence of a positive root pressure, which is related with the fact 

that the large diffusion coefficient in the apoplast now provides an almost uniform distribution of the 

solute concentration in the apoplast and, as a result, the practical coincidence of the inner and outer 

osmotic pressures. This form of the dependence of the velocity on the pressure drop was obtained in 

the absence of a permeable barrier over a wide range of the calculation parameters varying within the 

above-estimated limits.  

Solutions obtained under the free outflow condition (11) were considered so far. If the output solute 

concentration is maintained, which corresponds to boundary condition (10), even in the absence of an 

apoplastic barrier the system operates as an osmotic pump (for example, if the output-input difference 

in osmotic pressure is equal to 1 at, then the flow velocity 80.4 10v  m/s). However, these 

conditions are inconsistent with the physiological situation and the presence of an impermeable barrier 

on the apoplastic way turns out to be mechanically necessary.       

Conclusion 

It is shown that the known experimental data can be satisfactorily described if we assume the 

presence of active solute pumping only in the outer (cortical) part of the root, a non-uniform radial 

distribution of the membrane permeability to solute (higher in the outer part), and the presence of a 

localized barrier impermeable to the extracellular phase and the solute contained in it (Casparian 

bands). In the absence of this barrier the system, though can work as an “osmotic pump” if an input- 

output osmotic pressure difference is maintained, is not able to pump water efficiently under the 
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conditions of free outflow with convective entrainment of the solute. From the continual model 

developed various compartmental models can be obtained using averaging procedures. 

It is of importance that our model is, so to say, open. It can easily be generalized to include 

different additional possible mechanisms. Since the model developed adequately reproduces the main 

characteristics of the root as a physical system, it may be a useful and universal tool in analyzing 

various aspects of transport in the root. However, in its minimal form here presented, it is sufficient for 

describing at least certain integral characteristics of water and solute transport from the environment to 

the xylem. In future it can be built in the model of root-xylem-leaf flow in the whole plant, with output 

boundary conditions that mate the flow characteristics with those in the xylem.  
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Abstract  

Plant sensitivity to the external physical and chemical factors is determined by chemical, electrical and 
hydraulic signalling. A brief review of the wave phenomena in the conducting systems of plants is 
given. Wave-mediated mechanisms of the long distance root-to-shoot signalling are discussed. The 
pressure and concentration waves, oscillations of the surface electric potentials and acoustic waves 
observed in experiments play an important role in the organ-to-organ communication while the 
corresponding mathematical formalism and biomechanical explanation of the measured parameters are 
absent. In this paper the steady transpiration flux and wave propagation along the conducting elements 
are considered as a model of the plant sensitivity to the osmotic pressure in the soil solution. Nonlinear 
concentration distribution along the tube and the parabolic velocity profiles are computed. The range 
U=20-60 m/s is obtained for the wave velocity, which correspond to the measurement data.  

Introduction. Mechanisms of the long-distance signalling: an overview. 

Wave phenomena in long-distance liquid motion and signalling in high plants are widely discussed 
in the recent literature. Pressure and concentration waves propagating along the xylem, 
electromagnetic waves in the phloem, acoustic waves propagating in the plant tissues have been 
discussed as possible mechanisms of the long distance communication. Plants are continuously 
exposed to different perturbations including variation of light and temperature, mechanical load by 
wind, water, snow or fruits, gravity and electromagnetic waves, air and soil pollution, drought, 
deficiency of nutrients, attacks by insects, etc. Like animals, plants can sense and respond to external 
physical and chemical stimuli. Gravitropic, thigmomorphic and thigmotropic reactions in plants, their 
ability to percept the turgor pressure, growth strains, xylem water potential, wave propagation, warmth 
and cold and a variety of chemical signals are confirmed in numerous experiments.  

The gravitropic reactions of plants result in differential cell elongation on opposite sides of the 
displaced organ (in primary growth) and in formation of reaction wood, tension wood in porous 
angiosperms and compression wood in nonporous angiosperms and gymnosperms (in secondary 
growth). Besides two approved mechanisms of gravisensing (the starch–statolith hypothesis and the 
hydrostatic model) a theory of the gravity-induced waves controlling plant shapes by the wave 
velocity, vertical to horizontal velocity ratios, and the stepwise change in velocity from horizontal to 
vertical values has been proposed [1-3]. 

Long distance root-to-shoot signalling regulating the shoot branching, the root-derived hormonal 
signals regulating leaf growth and development ensure everyday communication between distant plant 
organs [4]. Plant roots can sense variations in soil water [5,6] and soil oxygen contents [7], soil bulk 
density [8], and changes in the nutrient composition of soil (both enrichment and depletion) [9]. The 
soil water deficit induces a sequential reduction of tissue water content, stomatal conductance and leaf 
growth. Jones [10] has suggested that this might involve transfer of root-sourced chemical signals via 
the xylem from the roots to shoots, which is termed non-hydraulic or chemical signalling. Chemical 
messengers can be transferred acropetally at the rate of the transpiration stream [11]. Abscisic acid, 
pH, cytokinins, malate and some other factors are discussed as possible chemical messengers of the 
soil water contents [12].  Fast xylem transport of the fluorescent dye applied on cut petiole of the 
upper leaf has been detected in tobacco plants [13], which indicates that some signalling chemicals can 
be quickly delivered from shoots to leaves or from the damaged into the undamaged leaves with xylem 
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flow. Evidence of the fast chemical root-to-shoot signalling of partial soil drying has been shown in 
many studies [14,15], but in some plants the hydraulic mechanism precedes the chemical signalling 
[16], as it was confirmed for bell pepper and some woody plants [17]. It was shown the soil drying-
induced reduction in leaf conductance could be progressively reversed by the pressurization of the root 
system [18] and the leaf conductance could return to its pre-pressurization level within minutes after 
the pressurization.  

Long distance signalling on attacks of the microbial pathogens and herbivorous insects includes 
jasmonic and salicylic acid, ethylene and the peptide messenger systemin [19]. The root-to-shoot 
transmission of signals provides the long-distance signalling for leaf senescence [20]. Putative 
candidates of the chemical signalling in plant development, flowering and tuberization are discussed in 
[21]. The presence of the pesticides can be rapidly detected by the soybeans [22], which makes them 
high sensitive environmental biosensors. 

Plant cells can detect variations in the osmotic pressure and respond with compensatory molecular 
adaptations reestablishing homeostasis of osmotically disturbed parameters of cell structure and 
function [23]. When cells are no longer able to compensate for osmotic stress and the amount of 
damage is too great, they trigger a self-destruction program called programmed cell death (apoptosis) 
[24]. The mitogen-activated protein kinase cascade was found an important intracellular signal-
transduction pathways activated in response to the variations in the osmotic pressure [23]. In tobacco 
cells, osmotic stress induced the rapid activation of two protein kinases [25]. For the first one the 
reaction was detected 5 to 10 min after the cells were exposed to osmotic stresses, and its activity 
persisted for 30 min while another was activated within 1 min after osmotic stress and its activity was 
maintained for 2 hr. 

When a part of the plant is mechanically damaged other leaves accumulate various proteinase 
inhibitors which are toxic to insects [26]. The reaction is fast (minutes to hours); a rapid increase in 
concentration of the inhibitors can be detected in the potato leaves remote from the wound in 20 min 
after the damage [11]. In other plants the inhibition of photosynthetic rate and stomata conductance 
were observed in the undamaged distant leaves within 1 hour [13] and jasmonic and abscisic acids 
were found to be involved as chemical signals. Mass transfer with the sap flow is insufficient for the 
rapid signalling and some combinations of the physical, chemical and local tissue mechanisms are 
proposed [11, 13, 27-29]. Among the physical factors the electrical [30] and hydraulic [11] (stimulated 
by water release at the wound site) signalling are discussed.  

Plants can generate various types of intracellular and intercellular electrical signals mostly in the 
form of action and variation potentials in response to the environmental changes. A hypothesis of the 
electrical transmission of the signals involving membrane activity of living cells was suggested by 
Bose (1928). The action potential appears usually as a single pulse or as several repeated pulses that 
propagate along the conducting bundles of stem inducing functional responses in distant organs. There 
is no unanimous view on whether the action potential propagates over the root and the leaf directly or 
as a transformed signal or whether it acts via a series of mediators [31]. In soybeans the speed of the 
propagation of action potentials is up to 2 m/s, which is 5 to 10 times faster than the speed of action 
potential propagation in Dionaea flytrap (0.2 m/s) [32], and the duration time of single action 
potentials is typically 20 ms [22]. Spontaneous action potentials have been shown to correlate with 
turgor-controlled growth movements [28].  

Hydraulic signalling represents the root-to-shoot or leaf-to-leaf transmission of information via 
changes in the xylem sap tension. A hypothesis of the positive pressure hydraulic transfer through the 
xylem was proposed by Haberlandt (1914). The stomatal conductance is correlated with soil water 
potential, which can be determined by the hydraulic signalling via the interconnected water system 
soil-root-stem-leaf. Since root is in direct contact with soli and variations in the soil water status could 
have had a hydrostatic impact of the xylem system of the entire plant, it gives the dependence between 
the stomatal conductance g, the hydraulic conductance h of the plant and the soil water potential sψ : 

h/g)(g ls ψψ −= , where lψ  is the leaf water potential [27]. Rapid variations in the xylem pressure 
could produce changes in the hydraulic conductivity of the whole plant by alterations of the 
conductivity of the microchannels in the membranes of the intervessel bordered pits [33].  

Some plants like Mimosa exhibit fast mechanical reaction of the leafs to touching, warming or 
shaking and both electrical and hydraulic hypothesis have been considered as possible mechanisms of 
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the phenomenon. When the plant is disturbed by a knocking almost all the mimosa leaves at once fold 
inward and close up simultaneously. In the case the knocking-generated acoustical wave can be a 
direct mechanical messenger providing rapid long-distance signalling [11]. A strong evidence of 
wound-induced hydraulic signals in Mimosa has also been shown [11]. When a leaf is damaged by a 
flame, the distant basal leaves swell up almost at once after the damage, which could be produced by a 
water flow from the damaged leaf towards the distant regions of the plant. The presence of the 
hydraulic mechanism rather than electrical one was confirmed by the observation that swelling of the 
distant leaves was not accompanied by the closure of the pairs of leaflets. The observing hydraulic 
signal can be separated into a fast pressure wave and a slower mass flow of the sap from the wound 
site [11]. The hydraulically-induced basipetal mass flow transfers the signalling molecules from the 
wound at rates of v=10-15 mm/s and a possibility of the fast waves with v=300 mm/s is also 
discussed. 

The mechanisms of the wound and non-wound (touching) signalling in plants are different. The 
non-wound signalling is usually slow (1 mm/s) and can propagate to the neighbouring leaves and 
through alive tissues, while the wound-induced signalling is faster ( mm/s) and can even propagate 
through the dead (frozen or scorched) tissues involving the plant into the systemic reaction  [11]. Mass 
transfer with transpiration flow is insufficient for explanation of the wound-induced signalling, 
because the wound signals can travel both acro- and basipetally and are faster than the transpiration 
stream which is acropetal. Apparently, basipetal and acropetal hydraulic signalling dominates in the 
plants with significant xylem tension existing prior to the damage and is produced by rapid rupture of 
the water threads in the xylem conduits [11].  

10≥

Hydrodynamic phenomena have also been discussed as a mechanism of restoration of the xylem 
conductivity after its embolization [33]. Cavitation of the gas bubbles and acoustic emission are 
detected in plants at low temperatures [34] and dehydratation [35, 36]. Propagation of the waves 
generated by the oscillated pressure applied to the stem or the roots as well as the acoustic emission 
parameters are useful for determination the quality of the wood and physiological state of the plant 
organs [34, 35, 37].   

Continuous monitoring of the water potential ψ  in plants at different experimental conditions 
reveals short- and long-wave oscillations. Auto-oscillatory mode of ground-water absorption by roots 
[38] and short-period (t~15-80 min) oscillations of water exchange [39] have been observed in 
experiments with pot plants. Rapid variations of osmotic pressure of the root solution produce quick 
alterations of the stem diameter. The alterations have been observed at rather small variations of the 
concentration (C~0.01 М) and pass ahead of the bioelectric reaction that is noticeable at С~0.3-0.5 М 
only. The alterations of the stem diameter propagates along the stem in a wave-like way with velocity 
v~10-1-1 m/s, that considerably exceeds the rate of the transpiration flow v~10-4 m/s. Possible 
explanation of the quick reaction of the plants is connected with wave propagation in the tissues [39, 
40]. Similar slow waves with v~96 cm/s that can carry information (molecules of phytohormones and 
other regulatory substances) along the plant have been observed in experiments [1, 2]. The relation 
between the rates of movement of the slow waves in longitudinal and transverse directions is the same 
as for acoustic waves. In this paper possible role of the concentration waves in the long-distance 
signalling of the osmotic pressure of the root solution [41, 42] and the pressure waves providing the 
wound-induced hydraulic signals [11] is studied on the mathematical model.  

Mathematical model 

Conducting elements of plants can be considered as long thin vertical tubes (xylem vessels) and 
long chains of elongated cells separated by porous plates (phloem vessels). The radius a  and the 
length L of the tube are constant values and 1L/a <<  (fig.2). The coordinates x=0 and x=L 
correspond to the inlet and outlet of the phloem vessel and the outlet and inlet of the xylem vessel 
accordingly. The propelling force of the sap motion through the xylem is provided by water pumping 
by the roots and water evaporation by the leaves. Water pumping due to the osmotic effect at the inlet 
of the phloem vessels (x=0) increases the hydrostatic pressure p at x=0 that causes the descending 
motion of the phloem sap to the roots, growing leaves, flowers and fruits (the Münch hypothesis).  The 
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1d axisymmetric flow of a viscous compressible liquid with an osmotically active dissolved 
component through the long thin tube (a<<L) with impermeable rigid wall is considered. The model 
corresponds to the sap motion along the part of stem or shoots between the side branches. The 
governing equations are the following [41, 42]:  
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where  is the axial velocity, xV νρ,  are density and kinematic viscosity of the sap, C,D are 
concentration and diffusion coefficient of the dissolved component. According to the Münch 
hypothesis, the hydrodynamic pressure p inside the vessel is maintained by the live cells at an osmotic 
equilibrium with respect to the surrounding water-containing tissues where the hydrodynamic pressure 

 is held constant so that   0p

0pp +π=      (4) 
 
Here  is the osmotic pressure that can be calculated from the van’t Hoff equation for a dilute 

solution: 
π

C
M
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c
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where  is the molar mass of the dissolved component, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute 
temperature. The boundary conditions for the problem (1)-(5) are given by 
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Steady flow in the tube 

When  are constant the nondimensional parameters , , , 

,  can be introduced and the equations (2)-(3) can be rewritten as 
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where , , , . Typical values for 

the parameters are m, m, , 

m/s, 

L/TVSt oo= D/LVPe o= ν/aVRe o= )RTC/()V(M 2
c

ooρα =
45 1010a −− −= 12 1010L −− −= s/m1010D 2910 −− −=

34 1010V −− −=o 610)39.0( −⋅−=ν  m2/s [41, 43]. One can obtain here the estimations of the 
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Reynolds and Peclet numbers ,  . When  the derivatives of 
 with respect to X can be neglected as compared to the derivatives of  with respect to z and the 

nonlinear term in (10) can be omitted. Solution of (1)-(9) can be considered as a series expansion  

13 1010Re −− −= 54 1010Pe −= 1Re <<
v v

...cccc 2
210 +++= εε ,   (11) ...vvvv 2

210 +++= εε
where  is the small parameter. Pe/1=ε

Substituting (11) in (9)-(10), assuming 0Tv =∂∂  and comparing the values of the same order on 
 give the equations for  instead of (9)-(10) (subscripts are omitted for simplicity): ε 00 v,c
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The system (12)-(13) describes Poiseuille-like flow with concentration gradient as a driving force 

instead of the pressure drop. In that way the solution of the system is: 
 

X
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where . The model (1)-(5),(7)-(9) has been studied in [41] for investigation the 
stationary flow of the phloem sap at some simplifying conditions. Now we can substitute (14) into the 
equations for  and calculate the high-order terms in (9)-(10). Some results of numerical 
calculations of distributions  are presented in Fig.1-2. 

oC/Cs 2,12,1 =

...,c,c 21
)X(v),X(c

Fig.1. Dependences c(X) for =0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 
(curves 1-4 respectively). 

12 C/C Fig.2. Dependences v(X) for X=1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2 
(curves 1-5 respectively). 

Wave propagation in the tube 

We consider here the wave propagation through the tube as possible biophysical mechanism of 
long-distance signaling in high plants. The linearized equations (1)-(2) when they are considered as a 

system for )p(,p,Vx ρ  describe propagation of small excitations in the form , 

where , 

)w/xt(i/eff −= ω

{ }p,Vf x= /f  are small amplitudes, ( ) 1dp/dw −= ρ   is the wave velocity. Numerical 
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estimations give the values . That sort of waves can carry information between the 
leaves and the roots of the plant at rapid variations of the pressure conditions at the ends of the tube, 
for instance in experiments with plants in pressure bomb chamber [37]. The relatively slow 

concentration waves can be investigated by assuming ,  in (9)-(10), where 

 and  are unperturbed values,  are small perturbations that can be introduced 
as  
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where u is the wave velocity. Substituting (15) in (12)-(13) we obtain the uniform algebraic system of 

equations for the small amplitudes  in the form: ** v,c
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The solvability condition for (16) is 0)Adet( =  that gives the next expression for the wave 
velocity (in dimension form): 
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In the phloem vessels the sucrose solution moves through the tubes and for that case 

, ,  [41]. Assuming the 
temperature variations  we can obtain from (17) the range of the wave 
velocities . The wave is rather small one as compared to the longitudinal wave in 
compressible liquid. When the plant stem has the total length 
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the distance ΣL  in  ms. 507.1~t −

Results and discussions 

 
At dynamical equilibrium conditions the concentration gradient between the inlet and outlet of the 

conducting vessel that is maintained by active synthesis (absorption) of the dissolved component in 
different vegetative organs of the plant defines the propelling force of the liquid motion through the 
vessel. The governing equations give the parabolic velocity profiles and nonlinear concentration 
distribution along the vessel for the stationary flow. 

Slow concentration waves can be caused by variation of the concentration of the dissolved 
component at the inlet of the tube. At variation of the parameters of the model within the physiological 
limits for high plants the wave velocity s/m6020U −=  is obtained. For the stem length 

m11.0L −=Σ  the time delay between application of the stimuli and reaction of the distant 
vegetative organs is  ms, which is comparable to the experimental data [39, 40]. In that 
way the slow waves can mediate long-distance high-speed transferring information between the organs 

that can not be carried by convective flow of the liquid which moves at  m/s and 
reaches its maxima 

507.1~t −

45 1010~V −− −
04.002.0V −=  m/s in lianas. The small variations as well as the small 

concentration gradients can be sensed by leaf cells far from the source of the osmotic stress.   
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Propagation of the concentration jump 1Cδ  along the vessel as well as non-stationary conditions 
 at the ends of the vessel can be investigated on the basis of the developed model. The 

results can be generalized to the model of the conducting system as a bundle of thin tubes with porous 
walls [44] with different geometrical parameters [45]. 

)t(C),t(C 21
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Abstract  

The axial conduction of the vascular system is supplied by specialized conducting cells of stems and 

roots. Such cells are present in the xylem as well as in phloem rays, and are denominated, respectively, 

as perforated ray cells (PRC) and sieve ray cells (SRC).  

There are reports of their presence in the secondary xylem of more than 40 families of trees and lianas 

in the literature, whereas for the presence of SRC in the secondary phloem, there are only few 

previous reports. This could be due, in part, to the difficulty in studying this tissue with a functional-

structural approach. We have observed that the presence of PRC is associated with the presence of 

SRC, and that this close association is linked to “the mirror effect” of the vascular cambium. That is, 

that the same radial initials forming the PRC in the xylem, give rise to the SRC in the phloem. 

Because of this mirror effect, those radial conducting cells of xylem and phloem present the same 

form of connection with the axial system, i.e., they form a bridge connecting two axial conducts at 

each side of a ray, via the perforation plate or the sieve plate, depending if they are in the xylem (in the 

first case) or in the phloem (in the latter). The perforated ray cells (PRC) are strongly related with the 

absence of parenchyma around the vessels in arboreous species, and connect the smallest vessel 

elements in trees and the smallest with the largest vessel elements in lianas. Micro casting of the 

vascular system of some tree and liana species, showing the network formed between PRC, SRC, and 

the axial vascular system of woody plants, give additional clues about the way in which the secondary 

phloem can play an important role in the refilling of embolized vessels in the secondary xylem.  

 

Key words: Perforated ray cells; ray sieve cells, xylem, phloem, radial water transport. 

 

Introduction 
 

The axial conduction of the vascular system is supplemented by specialized conducting cells of the 

shoot and root radial systems, which originate from the radial initial cells of the cambium. In the 

secondary xylem, these cells, termed perforated ray cells (PRC), were described for the first time, in a 

very detailed manner, by Chalk & Chattaway [8] in the stem of 64 species comprising different, non-

related families. After 40 years, presence of these cells started to be observed in different tree species 

by several authors, predominantly in tropical species [1, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 

30, 31, 34, 35, 36].  

Observations made by the above mentioned authors confirmed what was described by Chalk & 

Chattaway [9] and by the IAWA Committee [16], i.e., that the perforation plates of PRC could be of 

the same type, or different, as those of the vessel elements they make contact with; and that they occur 

in the upright and square cells of the uniseriate portion of multiseriate rays and, less frequently, can 

occur in the multiseriate portion of multiseriate rays (lianas, Cactaceae) where rays are very wide. 

With respect to the phloem, such cells are denominated sieve ray cells (SRC), and their presence is 

less well documented than that of PRC, being the work of Chavan et al. [10] one of the first to 

document them in the phloem rays, where they were observed in isolated form, along with their 

companion cells, in species of three woody families. Later, Lev-Yaudin & Aloni [19] discussed their 

presence in rays in development; Rajput & Rao [29] observed them isolated or in groups in five 

woody species; finally, Pace et al. [28] observed them in some Bignoniaceae lianas. 
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Even though a lot of evidence accumulates on the presence of radial conducting cells in the xylem and 

phloem, our objective is to provide here more information on the connections between these radial 

cells and their neighbors, as well as to suggest a role for them in forming an integral vascular network. 

Material and methods 

 

For this study, we examined the wood of four arboreous species and the stem of two liana’s species. 

Three species belong to Siparuna Aubl. (Monimiaceae), from the Brazilian Amazon Forest: S. 

amazonica Mart. ex A. DC.; S. decipiens (Tul.) A. DC; S. guianensis Aubl.. One Cerrado species 

Styrax camporum Pohl, Styracaceae, São Paulo, Brazil. Two lianas species of the Bignonieae tribe, 

Bignoniaceae:  Stizophyllum riparium (Kunth) Sandwith and Tynanthus cognatus (Cham.) Miers from 

Reserva Florestal São Paulo, Brazil, and from the tropical rainforest of Los Tuxtlas, Veracruz, 

Mexico. 

For the wood samples, the histological sections were prepared according to standard techniques (18), 

stained with safranin and mounted in synthetic resin. The secondary xylem and phloem of liana stems 

were examined in detail. Therefore, in order to guarantee the integrity of these tissues, stem segments 

were fixed in FAA 70% [5]. After this procedure, the stems were sectioned after embedding them with 

polyethyleneglycol 1500 (10-25um thickness), following Rupp [32]. Smaller portions of 

approximately 9 mm
2
, with phloem, cambium, and xylem were embedded in Historesin  (Leica 

Mycrosystem), to obtain anatomical sections with less than 10 μm, that were stained in 0.05% 

toluidine blue in glacial acetic buffer at pH 4.7 [26].  

Microcasting of the vascular system. Stems were left to dry in an oven at 80 ºC for several days. Then, 

they were trimmed carefully with a razor blade, to expose open the vessels and sieve tube members. 

For the Stizophyllum lianas (Bignoniaceae) the regions of indented phloem (wedges of phloem) were 

treated separately from the regions of pure xylem (inter wedges). A mixture of Rhodorsil RTV 141 

silicone was made following the package instructions, combining solutions A and B 10:1, respectively 

(by weight). Samples were immersed in this mixture in a tall, transparent plastic bag, and placed under 

vacuum for 20-25 minutes. After releasing the vacuum slowly, the samples were taken out, wiped with 

paper towels, and left in the freezer for 24 hours, at -30 ºC, to allow the silicon to penetrate the tissues. 

Then, samples were placed in the oven at 60 ºC for 24 hours, to allow the reticulation process to occur 

[4]. The tissues were exposed by removing the excess of hard silicon from around the samples, leaving 

intact only the transverse surfaces. This is a convenient way to avoid the silicon molds to disperse, 

after releasing them. After exposing the tissue, the sample is immersed in sulphuric acid 70% , diluted 

with frappé ice. The samples were left to digest in the acid solution, in an ice bath, for 24-36 hours, 

depending on the sample volume. When the samples were completely black and soft, they are 

immersed in a saturated solution of sodium bicarbonate in water, to neutralize the acid.  When the 

solution stopped bubbling, the samples were washed in clean water, placed in an ultrasonic bath, to 

release the debris of tissue. Finally, the samples were placed in a solution of 50% sodium hypochlorite 

overnight, to complete the digestion process. Once the molds were released completely, they were 

oven-dry at 70 ºC for 24 hours. After drying the molds in the air, they were mounted on SEM Stubbs, 

sputter-coated with Au-Pd, and observed under the SEM at an accelerating voltage of 25 Kv.  

 

Results and discussion 
 

The study of liana stems showed the “mirror effect” of the cambium, since the radial conducting cells 

were present at both sides of the cambium. The abundant literature on the subject mentions the 

presence of PRC in ca. 40 plant families, and Sonsin [34] confirmed that the occurrence of this 

character has neither a taxonomic nor a phylogenetic value. Its importance resides on functional 

aspects, as the role that they could play in assisting and adding to the axial transport, which is 

evidenced in the way the radial conducting elements are connected to the axial vessel elements. 

In the case of the tree species analyzed, the perforated ray cells (PRC) are connected to the minor 

diameter vessels, as shown in Fig. 1. They are generally found isolated or in groups of two-three cells, 
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which are found in the uniseriate portion, beside to upright and/or square cells in multiseriate rays, as 

mentioned in the literature [9]. Furthermore, one other feature which is intimately related to the 

presence of PRC, is the presence of scarce to diffuse apotracheal parenchyma (Fig. 1). That is, there is 

a direct relationship between the absence of parenchyma abutting the vessels, and the presence of 

PRC, indicating that PRC must have a role as accessory tissue, sensu Braun [7].  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

On the other hand, in the two lianas species (Tynanthus cognatus and Stizophyllum riparium), the PRC 

are common in the xylem and confirm the observation of [12] for the species of the tribe Bignonieae. 

We observed that PRC are isolated or grouped, and are haphazardly distributed in the rays, since most 

of them are multiseriate; they could be in the lateral portion of rays (Fig. 2a), as well as in their central 

portion (Fig. 2b), in contact with square or upright cells. In these species very wide vessels are 

common and are associated to very thin vessels. An interesting finding was that PRC’s have a 

strategic position within the radial cells, establishing a connection between wide and narrow 

vessels (Fig. 2). These cells have simple perforation plates at the contact areas between the 

two vessel elements touching them, and also have bordered pits on their lateral walls (Fig. 4). 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. Siparuna guianensis  Tree. Wood. 

a.Transversal  

Section (TA). b. Tangential section (TG). 

Perforated ray cell (arrow) comunicating two 

small vessels. Note in TA the diffuse axial 

parenchyma. Scale. 50µm 

a b 
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The sieve ray cells (SRC) observed in the tree and liana species are smaller than the sieve tube 

elements, they show a sieve plate similar or different to that of the axial conducting element in the 

phloem. In the tree species Styrax camporum (Angyalossy and Machado in prep.), the SRC are found 

by the uniseriate portion of multiseriate rays, in contact with the upright and/or square cells (Fig. 4), in 

a similar way to that of PRC, as shown in Fig. 1b. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

v v V V 

a 

b 
Fig. 2.  Tynanthus cognatus. Liana. Wood. a.Transversal  

section. b. Radial section. c. Tangential section. Very small 

vessels are connected to the large vessels by the perforated 

ray cells. V. Large vessels. R. Ray. Yellow arrow: small 

vessels; Blue arrow: perforated ray cells.  Scale. 50µm 

 
  c 

R 

R 

SE 

R 

SRC 
SRC 

SE 

R 

Fig. 4. Tynanthus cognatus. Liana.  

Detail of a perforated ray cell, with 

simple  

perforation plate and bordered pits. 700x. 

Fig.3. Styrax camporum. Tree. Phloem. Tangential 

section. Two sieve ray cells (SRC) connecting two sieve 

tube elements (SE). Note the compound sieve plate 

(arrow) communicating these two SRC. Ray (R): note 

that the SRC are present at the uniseriate portion of the 

multiseriate ray. Scale: 30 m 
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In the liana species, the position of the SRC varies, and they can be found on the lateral portion of the 

ray, or inside of it, in contact with square and/or upright cells. The lianas of the Bignoniaceae family 

have very huge sieve tube elements, as seen in Fig. 5, which was also mentioned by Pace et al [28]. In 

the microcasting of the conducting cell of the liana shown in (Fig. 6), its large volume and compound 

sieve plate made of several sieve areas can be clearly observed. 

 

 

 

  

Redundancy in the vascular system is a key issue in hydraulic safety for the plant [14, 33]. This 

redundancy has been described as it only existed in the axial system. However, there is a complex 

network of radial conducting elements in the radial system that contributes significantly with this 

redundancy. The presence of radial conducting elements in the ray parenchyma of the secondary 

xylem  of trees, lianas and shrubs is well established, but there are only few reports that these elements 

have a counterpart in the secondary phloem. We hypothesized that, because of the mirror effect of the 

vascular cambium differentiation, they have to occur radial sieve elements in the secondary phloem, of 

the reported species that present them on the xylem. Interestingly, we found that  the radial cambial 

initial gives rise to the phloem and xylem radial conducting elements at the same position and on the 

vicinity of the same kind of ray cells, as a consequence of the mirror effect. 

In spite of the mirror effect of the cambium, there is a marked difference in the frequency of radial 

conducting cells, those at the secondary xylem being more frequent than those at the secondary 

phloem. That difference could have two explanations: 1) the minor amount of tissue normally 

produced towards the phloem, as compared with the xylem, and 2) it could be a response to a 

condition of water stress in the axial system, as a measure to reinforce the axial hydraulic transport. 

The latter explanation is supported by experiments done by Aloni and Peterson [2] in which they 

induced the interruption of the axial phloem transport in Dahlia pinnata, causing the activation of the 

lateral phloem connections of the stems for the translocation of the assimilations [3].  Under natural 

conditions these phloem anastomoses are inactive.   

 

 

 

SE 

SE 

SE 

Fig. 5. Stizophylum riparium. Liana. 

Variant Phloem. Transversal section. 

Sieve tubes elements (SE), with 

companion cells immerse on fibers 

matrix. Scale: 100µm 

Fig. 6. Stizophylum riparium. Liana. 

Variant Phloem. Microcasting of a 

sieve tube element with a compound 

sieve plate. Arrow indicates a sieve 

area of the sieve plate. Scale: 50µm 
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Conclusion  

As a consequence of the mirror effect of the activity of the radial initials of the cambium, we 

conclude: 1) the species reported as having perforated ray cells they have to possess also sieve ray 

cells as a network of radial conduction; 2) xylem and phloem radial conducting elements arise at the 

same position and on the vicinity of the same kind of ray cells; 3) the “mirror effect” is apparent only 

in the shape and position of the radial conducting elements, but not in the amount of tissue produced al 

both sides of the vascular cambium. PCR predominate of SCR. 
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Abstract  

We aimed at analysing some functional trade-off or associations between wood traits among 
the diversity of tree species in a tropical rain-forest and how they are related to the ecological 
functioning of species, along a gradient from pioneer to shade tolerant species. 22 species 
have been studied at the early sapling stage in the natural site of Paracou in French Guiana . 
Wood basic density, hydraulic traits (specific conductivity and vulnerability to embolism) and 
mechanical traits (modulus of elasticity and maximal strain at fracture limit) have been 
measured. Species sampling cover a wide range of mechanical and hydraulic performances. 
Wood basic density varies from 0.4 to 1. There is a narrow, and not strongly associated to the 
species ecology, relation between the modulus of elasticity and the wood density. As known 
by wood technologists, such a relation is strongly determined by physical causes, as wood 
density mainly represent the material porosity. Mechanical safety measured by the maximal 
strain at fracture limit, which is quite independent to the modulus of elasticity, is also 
positively correlated with wood density. As expected since specific conductivity is linked to 
the fourth power of lumen diameter, specific conductivity is negatively but less strongly 
correlated to basic density. All the species are hydraulically vulnerable that is not surprising 
in a wet environment as the tropical rainforest, but the pioneer species are less vulnerable. 
Thus, the less hydraulically vulnerable woods are also the more conducting and the less 
mechanically stiff and deformable. At this level of sampling (the range of tree species that 
coexist in a wet tropical rainforest), there is no absolute physical necessity of trade-off 
between hydraulic safety and performance, neither between hydraulic performance and 
mechanical stiffness. Therefore, results obtained at wider scale, i.e. by comparing species on a 
wide range of environmental conditions from wet to dry forests, cannot be extrapolated : 
some trade-off or associations depend strongly on the sampled environment variations, while 
others as association between density and Young's modulus are more stable . According to 
their needs in their environment, pioneer species in the Paracou site combine a low wood 
density, a high hydraulic performance and a lower hydraulic vulnerability of wood. The 
relations are mainly influenced by some extreme behaviour and actually, traits varies quite 
independently with a great variability. Such results concerning wood are discussed in relation 
with the stem performance that integrate wood and geometrical or size effects. 
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Abstract 
 
The mechanical properties of lignin have long been studied.  However,  there has been little research into how 

lignification of the cell wall affects hydraulic properties in water conducting cells.  Most experiments that have 

looked into this have focused on comparing hydraulic properties across species and wood density could be used 

as a proxy for lignin content.  Observed differences in these experiments could be attributed to differences in 

vascular anatomy and not solely differences in lignin composition.  The ability to genetically manipulate the 

ratios of lignin monomers present in tissues allows us to examine the role of lignin content and lignin monomers 

in hydraulic movement of vascular tissues without modifying the overall anatomy of the vascular system.  In this 

experiment,  we used a line of poplar (Populus tremula x P. alba) clones genetically modified to over-express the 

Ferulate 5-Hydroxylase (F5H) enzyme.  Over-expression of the F5H enzyme resulted in an increased 

syringyl:guaiacyl ratio within the plants' cell walls.  The F5H clones and wild type poplars were subjected to 

water stress over a 4 week period, and hydraulic conductivity and vulnerability to embolism were measured.  

Gas exchange was monitored throughout the experiment to assess stress levels in the plants.  Initial 

measurements have shown an increased initial hydraulic conductivity in the F5H clones over the wild type 

before water stress was induced.  However, as water stress increased the F5H clones showed an increase in 

vulnerability to embolism and a decreased hydraulic conductivity compared to the clones.  This may suggest an 

increased brittleness and vulnerability to cavitation in the modified cell walls.  No differences in gas exchange 

values have been observed between the F5H and wild type clones.   

 

 

Introduction 
 
 Lignin's role in growth and development has mainly been attributed to providing structural support, 

mechanical strength, and protection from pests (Jung and Ni 1998).  However, Boyce et al. 2004, suggested that 

lignification of cell walls may also play a role in a plants hydraulic properties.  There have been a number of 

experiments that have examined the trade offs between mechanical strength and hydraulic conductivity in plants.  

However, most of these experiments have found only a weak relationship between mechanics and hydraulics 

(Kern et al. 2004; Wagner et al. 1998; Woodrum et al. 2003; Rosner et al. 2008). None of these experiments 

have looked at a the role of wall cytochemistry in their analyses.  It has been postulated in the literature that the 

evolutionary development of syringyl lignin was a functional response of the cells shifting specialization from 

water movement to mechanical strength (Yoshinaga et al. 1992).  This would suggest that an increase in syringyl 

lignin in the vessel elements would actually decrease hydraulic conductivity since syringyl is a main component 

of fiber cells and the primary monomer in vessels elements is guaiacyl in wild type plants.  The genetic 

modification of plants to produce lower lignin contents or a higher syringyl to guaiacyl, S:G, ratio have been 
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developed as an alternative (Baucher et al. 2003).  The modification of the lignin biosynthetic pathway provides 

an easier way to process cellulose pulp for paper and biofuel crop manufacturers.  Yet, concerns over how this 

manipulation may affect the functional ecology and fitness of these plants have arisen. Many experiments on 

modifying the lignin biosynthetic pathway have focused on how manipulation affects biomechanical and carbon 

fixation properties.    Coleman et al. 2008, recently examined how a decrease in overall lignin content affects 

hydraulic conductivity and gas exchange properties in hybrid poplar.  The results showed an overall decrease in 

gas exchange properties and hydraulic conductivity.  This experiment is one of the first to look at how 

manipulation of lignin monomer ratios in hybrid poplar changes the plant's ability to transport water effectively.  

The experiment was approached with three overarching objectives. First, to quantify the affects of modified 

lignin monomer ratios on the overall hydraulic conductivity and resistance to embolism. Second, to examine the 

role of lignin monomers in providing mechanical strength and water transport and whether there is evidence for 

trade offs between mechanics and hydraulics. Finally, to further elucidate the possible role of lignin monomer 

evolution in the adaptation of separate conducting and supporting tissues of Angiosperms. 

 We hypothesized that modifying the S:G lignin monomer ratio will significantly affect the water 

relations in hybrid poplar.  More specifically, the F5H clones, with increased S:G lignin monomer ratios, will 

show increased hydraulic conductivity and resistance to embolism.  This was informed by preliminary tests done 

by the Telewski lab during biomechanical testing (unpublished; Al-Haddad). 
 

 

Material and methods 
 
 For this experiment hybrid poplars (P. tremula x P. alba) modified to over-express the Arabidopsis gene 

encoding Ferulate 5-Hydroxylase enzyme driven by the cinnamate-4-hydroxylase promotor were used (Franke et 

al. 2000; Humphreys et al. 1999).  The over-expression of F5H increases the syringyl:guaiacyl ratio within the 

cell walls.  The plant material was obtained from Dr. David Ellis (CellFor Inc., Vancouver, BC). 

 The experiment involved a two way test between the wild type clones and clones over-expressing F5H.  

There were 30 clones per treatment for a total of 60 trees in all (30 clones  x 2 treatments).  The clones were 

propagated by root stock and allowed to grow for 4 months.  This method has been used in our lab before and 

tests have shown the lignin content and monomer ratios to stay constant through this method.  The clones were 

set up in a randomized 6 x 10 block in a greenhouse at Michigan State University. 

 At the beginning of the experiment, all trees were watered to field capacity.  Initial measurements were 

taken and samples (n=6) were harvested on the first day (t=0) to quantify values for well watered trees.  Water 

was then withheld from the trees to examine the effects of water stress on the trees.  Preliminary tests on the 

clones' response to water stress have shown a minimum of 30 days until the clones reached permanent wilting 

point, PWP.  This can be largely affected by both temperature and humidity during the stress period and so the 

time until PWP may change throughout the experiment.  For this experiment, the clones underwent water stress 

for approximately 24 days. Throughout this time, measurements on gas exchange, pressure potential, and 

chlorophyll fluorescence were taken every 2-3 days.  Samples were also collected every 12 days for 

measurements of hydraulic conductivity and vulnerability to embolism (n=6 per clone per measurement; n=12 

per clone in total).  After 24 days, 6 plants from each clone were randomly selected to be watered and 6 plants 

remained under water stress.  This was used to examine the clones' ability to refill cavitated vessels and the 

effects of cavitation fatigue.  Clones selected for re-watering were watered to field capacity every day for six 

days.  All remaining trees, both stressed and re-watered, were then harvested after the six days (t=30).  

 Hydraulic conductivity was measured using a Sperry apparatus (Sperry et al. 1988).  Samples were 

harvested underwater to ensure no air infiltration into the xylem during cutting.  The samples were cut down to 

14cm segments underwater.  Stem samples were tested for initial hydraulic conductivity and then flushed with 

pressurized water to clear any embolism.  After flushing the stems were measured again to calculate the 

maximum hydraulic conductivity.  Vulnerability curves were constructed to examine the clones' resistance to 

embolism.  The samples were attached to a centrifuge and then placed under varying levels of negative pressure.  

The samples were measured for hydraulic conductivity again to calculate the percent loss of conductivity, PLC at 

each negative pressure.  The methods for both hydraulic conductivity and vulnerability curves were the same as 

those used in previous experiments (Alder et al. 1996; Jacobsen et al. 2005; Sperry et al. 1988). 
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 In order to monitor the degree of stress within the trees, as well as, measure how the water stress affects 

the trees a number of physiological parameters were measured.  The stomatal conductance and transpiration of 

the clones were measured using a Li-Corr 1600 steady state porometer.  Leaves from each clone were harvested 

and used to measure pressure potentials using a Scholander pressure chamber.  Finally,  the chlorophyll 

fluorescence of each clone was monitored using a Li-Corr 6400.  The Li-Corr 6400, also measures 

transpiration,E, assimilation, A, and internal carbon, Ci, but these values may be influenced by the saturating 

light pulse delivered during measurement of chlorophyll fluorescence.  Further testing is under way to see if the 

Li-Corr 6400 can be effectively utilized to take these additional measurements simultaneously with fluorescence 

measurements.  

 The gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence measurements were taken every 2 days.  Pressure 

potential measurements require the destructive harvesting of leaves.  Reducing leaf area can affect the degree of 

water stress a plant experiences.  To avoid over harvest of leaves pressure potentials were measured every 4 

days. 

 

 

Results and discussion 

 Experiments on the well-watered plants have shown an increase in hydraulic conductivity in the F5H 

clones compared to the wild type.  It is unclear at this time if this is due to the increase in syringyl within the 

vessel elements or due to changes in the overall vessel cell wall anatomy.  Jacobsen et al. 2005 examined the role 

of xylem fiber cells in providing resistance to embolism in vessels.  They found that modulus of elasticity 

(MOE) and modulus of rupture (MOR) had a strong correlation with xylem pressure at 50% loss of conductivity, 

P50.  These results suggest that fiber strength may play a key role in protecting vessel elements from cavitation.  

Increasing the S:G ratio and thereby increasing the mechanical strength of the stem, may be effectively 

increasing the protection the fibers contribute to resistance to cavitation.  It is unclear if the observed increase is 

due to changes in the fibers or vessel elements.  Analyses done by our lab have shown that over-expression of 

F5H causes an increase in the overall S:G monomer ratio but relative proportions of S:G ratios according to cell 

type and function  are still maintained.  That is, vessel elements will still maintain a higher guaicyl to syringyl 

ratio.  The conservation of this gradient suggests a possible importance of balancing mechanical strength and 

hydraulic conductivity between vessels and fibers (Koehler and Telewski 2006). 

 While an increase in S:G ratio will increase hydraulic conductivity and resistance to embolism in well 

watered plants, the F5H clones have actually shown decreased hydraulic conductivity and resistance to 

embolism compared to the wild type while under water stress.  Our initial tests on the hydraulic conductivity and 

resistance to embolism in the F5H clones and wild type during water stress has shown that the wild type has a 

higher hydraulic conductivity and resistance to embolism.  These results are opposite to the tests on well watered 

treatments.  We have speculated that the increase in strength and rigidity in the vessel elements may make the 

vessels more brittle and therefore more susceptible to microfractures and implosion due to high negative 

pressures associated with water stress.  This may increase the incidence of air seeding and/or cavitation fatigue 

experienced by clones expressing increased S:G ratios.  Examination of the anatomical structure of the clones 

experiencing water stress may clarify this further. 
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Hydraulic conductance of developing shoots of aspen 

Anu Sober, Julia Shilina 
 

University of Tartu, Institute of Ecology and Earth Sciences, Tartu, Estonia 

Abstract  

To create a driving force for water upward movement, the water potental of upper part of shoot must 

be more negative than water potential at the shoot base. Usually water potentioal of upper leaves is 

also more negative compared to that of lower leaves. However, our measurements showed reverse 

gradient of water potential between upper and lower leaves on terminal branches of 3 year old 

trembling aspen and hybrid aspen trees (in average -0,6 for upper and -2 MPa for lower leaves). To 

explain the reverse gradient in leaf water potential we proposed, that the difference in water potential 

between brshoot xylem and leaf must be much less in upper, developing leaves than in lower mature 

leaves. Also hydraulic resistance of leaves must be significant compared to hydraulic resistance in tree 

roots and trunk, The degree how low water potential drops in leaves depends on leaf hydraulic 

conductance and transpiration rate. Leaf hydraulic conductance and stomatal conductance were 

estimated and significant differences between developing and mature leaves were found. Hydraulic 

conductance was higher and stomatal conductance was lower in upper developing leaves compared to 

lower mature leaves. Differences in pathways of water movement in developing and mature leaves 
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Study of the ultrafast trap of an aquatic carnivorous plant  

Philippe Marmottant, Olivier Vincent and Catherine Quilliet 

Laboratoire de Spectrométrie Physique 

CNRS / Université de Grenoble 

140 av de la Physique, 38042 Grenoble, France 

Abstract  

A process difficult to perform within the channels of a miniaturized lab, called Lab on a chip, is the 

sudden transfer of a small sample of fluid in a closed container. This operation is naturally found in 

the vegetal kingdom when considering the aquatic carnivorous plants Utricularia (common name 

bladderwort). This plants are gifted with suction traps [1]: a contact opens a door, the trap sucks in 

liquid, and then the door closes hermetically, all this sequence within the impressive time of a few 

milliseconds, barely visible with the naked eye. We present an on-going experimental study of the 

biomechanics of the trap. The motion of the trap door is recorded by a high-speed camera. We could 

record the natural activation of the trap (using different fresh water crustaceans), and then provoked 

activation of the trap with a fine needle. With this artificial triggering, we could focus on the 

succession of the two distinct phases of the suction : first the door opens, and second the door closes 

hermetically after suction. The motion is therefore different from the close-only traps of the Venus 

flytrap [2]. We also record the associated fluid motion. We find that the door is curved inwards at 

opening, and that an intense flow of liquid (1 m/s) is generated during a very short time (0.4 ms). 

These observations are interpreted with a biomechanical approach involving elasticity and flow. The 

door opening is described as a buckling of the door under the a preexisting pressure, because of a 

softening of the door following the touch of sensitive trigger hairs. The door closure results from the 

equilibration of pressures, and from the fact that the relaxed shape of the door is the closed position. 

An original behavior was also recorded: after a few hours the trap activates spontaneously. If the 

precise biological function of this phenomenon is unclear, it expresses the fact that the sensibility of 

the plant increases considerably at time of 5 hours, and is trigger by very small fluctuations. We 

conclude by the presentation of a simple analytical model that will prove useful for the design of a 

biomimetic reproduction of the trap, and its implementation in a microfluidic circuit as a miniaturized 

pipette.  

Introduction 

Carnivorous plants 

 

It exist more than 600 species of know carnivorous plants, resulting from a spectacular adaptation 

to difficult environmental conditions (lack of nutriments or poor lightning [3]). These plants present 

different kind of traps to catch animals. It is possible to classify these traps into two groups: 

• Passive traps, where the plant is immobile, such as the one from the Nepenthes (fig. 1a) 

• Active traps, such as the one from the Dionea (fig 1b). 
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Fig. 1 Two kinds of carnivorous plants (a) Nepenthes with a passive trap (taken from [4]), (b) Dionea with an 

active trap (taken from [2]). 

 

A complementary approach between physicists and biologists has recently helped to elucidate the 

mechanisms of certain traps, such as the use of an elastic instability to maximize the speed of capture 

with the Dionea [2] or the presence of a visco-elastic fluid in the receptacle of the [4]. 

  

 

Bladderwort (Utricularia)  

 

The bladderworts are a type of aquatic carnivorous plant that regroups 180 species, including the 

one we study, Utricularia inflata. Numerous biologists have contributed to their description, and to the 

explanation of their mechanism. First studied in the 19th century, their carnivorous character has been 

discovered in 1876 [5]. A first detailed study is due to Lloyd [6], who described the plant constitution 

and proposed an electromechanical analogy to describe its behaviour. This model was later abandoned 

by the author himself, because of its extreme complexity. 

 

The plant consists in a long stem, from which ramifications are attached, and where the traps are 

situated. The traps, sometimes called utricules have a size of the order of 1mm. 

 

 

(a)    (b) 
Fig. 2. Description of the trap of the Utricularia (a) Cutview of the trap, taken from Juniper 1989, (b) The three 

main view of the trap. 

 

It is possible to distinguish two main parts: 
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• the wall, made of only two layers of cells. Its thickness is sensibly constant all over the 

surface (we measured 60 micrometers), and increases near the door to form a quasi-circular (ring) 

rigid structure, whose bottom part is called the threshold. 

• the door is attached to the upper part of this ring. The bottom part is in compression 

against a threshold called the velum whose role is to avoid any leaks when the door is closed. The door 

is also composed of only two cell layers, thinner than in the wall. The precise structure is complex. 

Several trigger hairs are located on the door wall, and are responsible for the triggering of the door. 

The thickness of the door is around 15 micrometers. 

 

 

Summary of the literature on the trap mechanism 

 

We now sum up a few results that generally admitted concerning the trap mechanism of the 

bladderwort. 

 

Trap setting. The plant is able to pump water from the inside to the outside of the trap, probably 

through the action of glands situated in the wall (bifide and quadrifide glands, see [7]). The utricle is 

waterproof, and this deflates the trap, with a depression of the water inside as low as 0.17 bars. The 

time need to set the trap varies from 30 minutes to 4 hours. The plants resist the pressure thanks to its 

reaction on the velum [8]. 

  

Trap activation. When a prey approaches the trap, it can trigger the trap by touching one of the 

sensitive hairs situated at the bottom of the door, which provokes its aperture and the suction of the 

water, the prey included. The door then closes back, which impedes the prey from escaping and 

renders the utricle waterproof again. The capture time is evaluated to be 30 milliseconds 

approximately [6,9]. The door opening and closing mechanism remains poorly understood, and two 

main hypothesis are generally put forward: 

1.  Mechanical hypothesis: the trigger hairs act as levers, and un-block the door, which 

provokes the entrance of water, until the pressures are established again [10]. We showed that this 

hypothesis remains un-probable in view of our observations. 

2.  Active hypothesis: touching the hair triggers a stimulus that propagates in 

neighbouring cells, and provokes a softening of the door, that is therefore not able to resist the applied 

pressure anymore [11]. Measurements have shown a change of electrical potential [12], which would 

corroborate this hypothesis. 

 

The originality and complexity of the trap arise from the fact that, contrary to the other carnivorous 

plants that have only a closing phase, the bladderwort are able to open and close in a fraction of a 

second. 

 

The comprehension of the trap triggering is limited by several aspects: the observation of ultra-fast 

phenomena, and a modelisation of the physical phenomena at play. 

Material and methods 

Plants were cultivated indoors, in deionized water, in order to reproduce their natural inhabitat.. Traps 

were placed in a Petri dish and were observed under an inverted microscope (up to 10x, with an IX70, 

Olympus), or under a stereomicroscope (up to 8x, Discovery V8, Carl Zeiss). 

 

The dynamics of the trap were studied with two kinds of imaging techniques: 

•  time-lapse, with a ‘slow’ camera operated at 1 frame every 100s (0.01 Hz) 

•  high-speed, with a camera that could operate up to 8000 frames per seconds (8000 Hz, 

Phantom Miro 4, Vision Research). 

Image analysis was performed with ImageJ (freeware) and Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.). 
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A more detailed study can be read in the master thesis by Olivier Vincent (in French, [13]). 

Results and discussion 

We present results obtained from the analysis of image sequences, for the two phases of the trap. 

 

3.1 Trap setting 

 

Seen from the top, it is convenient to evaluate the volume diminution of the trap measured by its 

thickness e, at the waist of the trap profile (figure 3). The shape evolves with time, with an exponential 

decrease of the thickness (figure 4), with a characteristic time of 52 minutes. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Evolution of the trap profile, monitored by the thickness e. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 exponential decrease of the thickness, represented in linear units (left) and in logarithmic units (right). 

 

 

 

3.2 Trap suction 

 

The door is activated manually with the tip of a needle, by touching one of the sensitive hairs. We 

could show that a very small bending of the trigger hair is enough to trigger the response. The duration 

of the suction is extremely short: around 2 ms, see figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Fast inflation of the plant after trap activation. 

 

The aspiration is monitored using tracer particles (hollow glass beads), placed near the door. The 

maximum fluid velocity measured is extremely high: 1.5 m/s at the largest.  

 

We distinguish two zones: 

• an aspiration zone, where the particles, followed during their motion are completely 

trapped (red particles on figure 6), 

• the outer zone, where particles are moved by the suction, but do not enter (black 

particles on figure 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Aspiration zone. 

 

Moreover, the examination of the sequence of images reveals that the door closes completely after 

a short time (estimated as 20 ms). 

 

Conclusion 

A low-speed and high-speed video study revealed the huge dissymmetry of time scales at play 

during the trap setting and activation. The trap setting can be interpreted as a storage of elastic energy, 

and is similar to the bending of an arc.  

 

The release of the energy is violent and occurs with a few milliseconds, suggesting large amplitude 

bifurcation of the behaviour, triggered by touching the hair. We could confirm that the species 

Utricularia inflata, has an active mechanism, since a slight touch, not enough to create a lever effect, 

was at the origin of the trap triggering.  
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The door opens and closes in a very short time interval of around 20 ms: we are currently 

undertaking detailed experiments of the phases of the door opening. In our presentation we will play 

high-speed recordings, that help see the succession of the door opening and closing. 

 

The spontaneous activation of the trap was also recorded. In our presentation, we will show that 

even in the absence of manual trigger, small fluctuations (from instance from tiny swimming 

paramecium present in the medium, or maybe just thermal fluctuations) were enough to trigger the 

trap, on average after 5 hours. 

 

As a perspective, this work is also at the source of a biomimetical inspiration to design a miniature 

suction apparatus, helpful to isolate very small quantities of liquid. This biomimetical design would 

find its place within the realm of Lab-on-chip devices, that need to treat very small amounts of liquid. 
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Effect of fracture behaviour of crystalline plant waxes on insect pad 

contamination   
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Abstract  

Attachment ability of insects depends on various factors. Thus, depending on the texture of the 

substrate, insects use different mechanisms of attachment. For example, they can apply their claws to 

interlock with surface irregularities on rough (at the mesoscale) surfaces. On smooth and microrough 

substrates, insects rely on specialised attachment organs called adhesive pads [1]. 

In the case of attachment to plant surfaces, roughness and other surface features affect the adhesion 

of insects. It is well known that most of aerial surfaces of land plants are covered by epicuticular 

waxes. Microscopically small crystals often emerge from the wax film, covering the plant cuticle, and 

cause the pruinosity or powdery appearance of the surface in many plant species (Fig. 1) [1-4]. Length 

of the wax crystals ranges from few hundred nanometres to several micrometers. Such pruinose waxy 

surfaces are found on stems, leaves, flowers, seeds and fruits in many plants [4].  

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Prunus domestica fruits (left) covered by tubular 

wax crystals (right, SEM-micrograph). 

 

The plant crystalline waxes perform different functions (see reviews [5] and [6]). In particular, they 

can protect plants by reducing insect attachment to plant surfaces covered by wax crystals. This 

phenomenon is very important, because most of insect species are associated with plants, and hence, 

they should be able to attach successfully to plant surfaces [7].  

Dealing with insect attachment to plant substrates, one has to consider a problem of interaction 

between insect adhesive organs and the plant surface. Contacting surfaces of many insect adhesive 

devices and pruinose waxy plant surfaces possess various patterns of micro- or nanostructures. The 

reduction of insect adhesion on the plant surfaces, covered with the crystalline epicuticular wax, may 

be explained by (1) the decrease of the real contact area between the substrate and insect adhesive 

pads caused by plant surface microroughness (roughness-hypothesis); (2) the absorption of the pad 

fluid from the pad surface by the structured wax coverage (fluid-absorption-hypothesis); (3) the 

dissolving of the wax by the pad secretion, resulting in hydroplaning and substrate slipperiness (wax-

dissolving-hypothesis); and (4) the contamination of pads by wax crystals (contamination-hypothesis) 

[8].  
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The contamination-hypothesis has been proven experimentally for several insects and a series of 

plant species [9,10]. In this study, the possible mechanisms of the plant wax crystals fracture during 

adhesive contact formation between insect adhesive organs and plant surface were examined, in order 

to explain the contamination of insect pads by wax crystals. The crystals with high and low 

slenderness (aspect) ratios were investigated. The models are presented for crystals of a tubular shape, 

but the general approach is valid also for crystals of other shapes.  

It is shown that mechanisms of the wax crystal fracture may be rather different, depending on the 

slenderness ratio of the crystals. If the values of the slenderness ratio are higher than the critical 

values, one has to apply the formulae of either elastic or elastic-plastic buckling. For five plants 

species under consideration (Aquilegia vulgaris, Berberis vulgaris, Chelidonium majus, Prunus 

domestica, and Aristolochia fimbriata), the critical value of the slenderness ratio for elastic buckling is 

26.5, while for elastic-plastic buckling it is 18.7. If the values of the slenderness ratio are lower than 

the critical values, one has to consider bending of the crystals, because rather short crystals may be 

bent under the weight of insects as elastic-plastic beams. The bending moment in the crystal at the 

fixed end is proportional to the crystal length. These conclusions are not only in agreement with our 

previous observations [10] that the contamination ability of insects is related to both the largest 

dimension and the largest aspect ratio of crystals, but they give also more quantitative insight into 

these observations. The calculations show that from all considered plant wax crystals having tubular 

shapes, only crystals of A. fimbriata (Fig. 2) could buckle elastically. In this plant species, wax 

crystals on specialised weir trichomes in flowers contribute to trapping and retention of insects and 

consequently, to cross-pollination [11]. Failure behaviour of wax crystals of A. fimbriata is important, 

in order to capture extremely small brachyceran flies, associated with this plant.  

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Aristolochia fimbriata flower. A. Flower. B. 

SEM-micrograph of trichomes on the inner surface of 

the flower trap. C. Wax crystals covering the trichome 

surface (SEM-micrograph). from [11] 

 

However, since the calculated values of the slenderness ratio for most tubular plant crystals are 

lower than the critical value and, therefore, formulae of the elastic-plastic buckling can not be applied, 

these crystals should be examined for their resistance to elastic-plastic bending. The examination of 

possible fracture mechanisms of plant waxes showed that it is very unlikely that plant crystals could 

buckle, while it is likely that an insect may break crystals by elastic-plastic bending and contaminate 

attachment pads. 

 

The full length paper on this topic is submitted to the Journal of Theoretical Biology (2009). 
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Abstract  

We study the mechanism of spore discharge in ferns. It consists in the fast released of a spring-like 

structure, the sporangium, a capsule which contains the spores, after its opening due to dehydration. 

Thirteen cells constitute the annulus, the elastic structure that surrounds the capsule containing the 

spores. The water inside these cells evaporates through a thin membrane. The resulting decrease in 

volume, along with cohesive induced forces, lead to a change in the curvature of the annulus. We 

study here in detail the opening dynamics for natural, isolated sporangia dipped into osmotic solutions. 

We compare our results with a model and the corresponding numerical simulations. This allows us to 

extract the different physical parameters characteristic of the annulus. We also look at the cavitation 

threshold and deduce from our results on the opening dynamics the negative pressure reached in the 

cells which was up to 10 MPa. This work will allow a better understanding of the fast closing 

dynamics of fern sporangia which eject the spores.  

Introduction 

The catapult-like motion of sporangia ejecting fern spores is among the fastest in plant kingdom. It 

relies uncommonly on the use of water under large negative pressure more than a hundred times the 

atmospheric pressure, which generates initial spores speed higher than 10 m/s. Common ferns 

reproduce by mean of spores that develop in a spherical shape capsule: the sporangium. These spores, 

40 microns in size, are quickly ejected by the release of a spring-like structure: the annulus that 

surrounds a part of the circumference of the sporangium (see Fig. 1). By an astonishing mechanism, 

the water contained in the cells of the annulus evaporates under dry condition leading to a large 

deformation of the annulus. Due the cohesion of water, high tension states are reached. When the 

water in the cell can no more sustain such negative pressures, a cavitation bubble nucleates, the 

tension is quickly released. As in a catapult, the elastic energy thus stored is converted into kinetic 

energy for the spores and for the annulus as it springs back. The annulus closes then very rapidly to its 

initial curvature. 

 

Fern reproduction has been studied for centuries and it has been known for a long time that 

sporangia act as a catapult (see [1], [2]). Almost a century ago, it has been shown that high negative 

pressures were reached in the annulus cells ([3]-[4]). Later the only theoretical study of the mechanism 

was performed by King [2], which was able to predict ejection speed for the spores based on an energy 

balance. Ritman and Milburn have confirmed that cavitation event triggers the spring release by using 

ultrasound method to detect cavitation bubbles [5]. 
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To better understand the physical properties of the annulus, we focus here on the mechanical 

mechanism responsible for the opening of fern sporangia under dehydration. Depending on the 

external imposed water potential, we have looked at the dynamics of opening and the elastic energy 

storage in the annulus. We have also study the cavitation threshold and the negative pressure built in 

the cells. 

 

We have studied experimentally isolated sporangia dipped into osmotic solution of given water 

potential e . We have measured the evolution of their curvature as function of time and we have 

focused on the characteristics time of the process and the limiting curvature reached as function of 

e . We have considered a particular species: polypodium aureum which presents sporangia with only 

13 cells, leading to easier observation and analysis. By comparing to our theoretical model, we have 

extracted the numerical values of the important parameters and compared them to expected values for 

this system. Our model also allows us to determine the negative pressure built in the cells which can 

reach more than 10 Mpa. We discuss the works of Renner [3] and Ursprung [4] in the light of our 

results. We emphasize the difference between the external osmotic potential needed to cavitate and the 

actual negative pressure at which cavitation is observed because of the existence of an internal osmotic 

potential in cells of fern annuli that our study reveal. We present in the next section the materials and 

methods, then our results on the experiments and on the model, along with a discussion before the 

conclusion. 

Fig. 1. Left: A fern sporangium and annulus in open state after spore discharge,ESEM image 

under controlled humidity. Right: Autofluorescence image showing deformation of the annulus under 

evaporation during the opening process. During the fast release, spores on the internal side of the 

annulus are ejected by its fast closure. 

 

 

Material and methods 

Sample preparation 

We studied a particular species of a common fern polypodium aureum. Sori of mature plants were 

removed from leaves, and sporangia were separated and stored in pure water, one by one. The 

sporangia pedicels were rapidly glued to a glass pipet in ambient air and put back in water. When 

experiment is to be done, their spores release is provoked by placing the sporangia in ambient air. As 

in nature, water evaporation from the annulus cells induces strong annulus deformation which gets 

curved outward. When the tension in the cells overcomes a certain threshold, bubbles appear in cells. 

This releases the tension in the cells and the whole annulus springs back in some milliseconds, 

throwing away spores which were stuck together on the internal annulus wall. 

Once the spores have been released, the sporangium is put back in water, until used for other 

experiments. The sporangium then comes back to a complete closed shape, as bubbles dissolve in pure 

water after a few minutes. 

 

Opening experiments 

During the opening experiments, we used such sporangia free of spores; we took them out of pure 

water to dip them into calcium chloride solutions at different concentration. At time t=0 we start to 
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film the sporangium, using a numerical camera (PCO) connected to a microscope objective (10X) 

through an optical tube. The sporangium is filmed from the side to observe the deformation of the 

annulus (see Fig. 1). Time lapse imaging is used, with movies lasting in general 25 minutes, and with a 

few seconds between each frame. 

 

The annulus deformation speed and amplitude are modified by changing the difference in water 

potential between inside and outside of the cells. The water potential inside the cells i  have two 

components: the hydrostatic pressure iP  and the osmotic term i . Outside of the natural cells, the 

water potential e  is controlled by humidity: ln /e wRT RH V . To have a better control on 

humidity, instead of putting the sporangia in humid air, we have used osmotic solutions in the range 0 

- 2M of calcium chloride (CaCl2) which corresponds roughly to a humidity range between 100 % and 

80 %. In that case, the external water potential is mainly controlled by the osmotic 

potential: e e , where e  is the osmotic pressure (we will use this positive quantity later on). 

Instead of having water evaporating from the cells into the atmosphere as in the natural case, we 

observe water flow out of the cells toward the solution. 

 

Fig. 2.  Left: Experimental setup. Right: Curvilinear abscissa. 

 

 
 

By using image analysis, we determined the deformation of the annulus, that is the curvilinear 

abscissa s  as shown in Fig. 2. The intersection between lateral cell walls and annulus is 

determined, leading to a set of N+1 points with N the number of cells. 

 

We determine from this analysis the mean curvature of the whole annulus. The local curvature is 

given by: ( ) /K s d ds . And the mean curvature as function of s  is: 

0
0 0

/ ( )
f fs s

fK d ds ds ds s S . We performed different experiment for increasing 

osmotic pressure of the solution, which correspond to different concentration of CaCl2, from 0 Mol/l to 

2 Mol/l. 

 

Force measurements 

We have performed force measurement to determine the bending rigidity of the annulus. The 

experiment consists in measuring the force required to bend the annulus using a glass micropipet. To 

simplify the analysis, we have measured the average curvature K of a deformed annulus for different 

forces F, in a limited range of curvature variation. The annulus shape is assumed to be a half circle, the 

change in curvature is about 10 %. Following the calculation detailed in appendix, for small 

deformations around the initial curvature 0 01/K R , the relation force-curvature is linear and given 

by (see [6] for detail): 

 0

0

21 R
K F

R EI
 (1) 

We found for the annulus stiffness:
10 20.97.10 .EI N m . Using the relationship: 

22B EI lb , using the value for b deduced from the fit: 66b m , and 80l m , we 
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found
1570 .B N m . This is close to the value deduced from the fit for B (

1444 .B N m , see 

later). Significant errors are made in those measurements in addition to the effect of turgor pressure 

since the cells are dipped into pure water, leading to an increase of the rigidity.  

Results and discussion 

Curvature versus time 

 

We have performed experiments to study the dynamics of opening of sporangia in osmotic 

solutions, as described in the materials and method section. We present in Fig. 3 different curves for 

the mean curvature for increasing concentrations. The general trend is the same for all the 

experiments: the mean curvature increases rapidly at the beginning, then the opening slows down, and 

the curvature saturates for long time to a value : eK . As expected, the higher is the concentration, 

the higher is the deformation reached by the annulus, and the faster is the opening. For high 

concentrations, a cavitation event stop the opening process, in that case we have used the data before 

the closing phase. The characteristic time for the opening range between 20 s and 200 s in our 

experiments. In a natural environment (80 %RH), it takes then a few tens of seconds for the annulus to 

open. The opening is observed only above a threshold value for the external osmotic pressure, this is a 

clear evidence of an initial osmotic potential in the cells. 

 

As we will see in the model, we could extract from our experimental data the value of the different 

parameters involved in the opening process. The stiffness B , the initial osmotic pressure in cells 0  

and the membrane permeability L . 

 

Fig. 3 (left) Mean curvature ( m
-1

) versus time for osmotic pressures: 27.15, 43.39, 61.80, 83.24, 

107.61 bar 

Fig. 4 (right) Limit curvature vs. osmotic pressure of the solution. The three colors represent three 

experimental data series with different sporangia. The plain curve(black)  represents a fit by Eq. (13). 

 

     
 

Limit curvature versus solute concentration 

 

We have traced the asymptotic deformation reached by the annulus as function of osmotic pressure 

(in Pa) in Fig. 4. We can check that it increases with increasing osmotic pressure. The plain curve in 

black is a fit from Eq. (10). We can note that a threshold osmotic pressure must be overcame to 

observe an actual opening of the sporangium: 0E . Its value is determined from the fit to be 

0 13.9 3.6 bar . This must be due to the presence of solutes in the cells, which get more an more 
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concentrated as water leaks. This internal potential in the cells induces different consequences for the 

mechanism. 

Firstly it gives a certain resistance to opening, for instance in order to avoid an early opening of 

non-matures sporangia. Secondly it modifies the way the pressure decreases in cells, in particular, for 

high potential; it reduces the dependency of the negative pressure over the external potential (or 

relative humidity). This ensures a sufficient deformation when critical negative pressure for cavitation 

is reached. 

 

Cavitation threshold 

 

When the cells are submitted to highly negative pressure, i.e. when the annulus gets very deformed, 

one or several cavitation events may occur and trigger the fast release of the annular spring. What we 

call events consists more generally in the growth of a vaporized water bubble in a cell. As the bubble 

grows, the tension is released, and the water can no more sustain the annulus spring far from its rest 

position, inducing its fast motion and spore dispersal. The exact microscopic mechanism for the 

nucleation of the bubble remains difficult to determine with our observation method and the poor 

spatial resolution associated with high speed imaging. A pre-existing bubble may grow, being inside 

the wall or coming from an air seeding phenomenon through the wall [7]. Spontaneous nucleation on 

the wall/liquid interface may also explain the appearance of the bubble [8]. 

 

We have analyzed in several experiments the probability of appearance of a cavitation event in at 

least one of the cells for different osmotic pressures. We have performed experiments during 850 s and 

calculated the ratio of cavitation events over the total number of trials for each osmotic pressure. We 

found a characteristic S-shape curve presented on Fig. 5. 

 

Fig.  5 (left)  Cavitation probability as function ofhe negative pressure estimated from our model.  

Fig. 6 (right) Cell characteristic dimension. 

 

  
 

We find a threshold for 50 % cavitation around 8.9 MPa. Thus clearly here we see the difference 

between the external osmotic pressure (15 MPa) and the negative pressure at cavitation threshold (8.9 

MPa). 

 

Model 
 

We note the concentration of solute inside the cell: iC t , with an initial value : 0C . The volume 

of the cell is: V t , with initial value: 0V . We have the relation: 

 

 i 0 0C t V t  = C V  (2) 

 

The water potential e , in the solution, has only an osmotic component since the pressure outside 

the cells is the atmospheric pressure 0P . In the low concentration regime, we have the 
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relation e e eRT C  [9], eC  being the solute concentration. In our case, the general - nonlinear - 

relation has to be used, taken from [10] for CaCl2: 

 e e e = -  C   (3) 

The pressure inside the cells is iP , the water potential noted: i . We have:  

0i i i iC P P . We will make here the low concentration assumption, since the 

concentration inside the cell remains small. In the assumption: 

 

 0i i i iRT C P P  (4) 

 

The water flux out of cell is noted: VJ  in m
3
/(m

2
.s). We have: 

 i eV effJ L  (5) 

effL  is the effective permeability, in m.s
-1

bar
-1

, A is the area of the membrane. We will take 
effL to be 

only the permeability of the membrane L. 

The water is assumed incompressible, the volume change is then: 
0

0
( ) ( ') ( ') '

t

VV t V J t A t dt  

and:
0  V e i e e i i i

dV
J A LA LA C C P P

dt
 

Finally: 

 0 0
0i e e i

C VdV
LA t RT C P P

dt V
 (6) 

Water leakage induces a change in volume and cell walls deformation through a decrease 

of the pressure in the cell. We write the balance between bending moment from the annular 

spring and the moment from negative pressure on sidewalls, the other contributions are 

neglected. 
For a simple trapezoidal geometry (see Fig. 6), the force due to pressure integrated over the height 

b of the cell lead to a torque of moment at its base
21

2
idPlb  which is balanced by the elastic response 

of the annulus EIdK : 
21

2
idPlb EIdK  

We have assumed that the material deforms linearly under stress. In case of large deformations, the 

cell walls can touch, leading to a non linear relation between K and P.  

We deduce:  

 
0 02

2
( ) ( )i

EI
P t P K t K

lb
 (7) 

For such our idealized geometry, we can relate the change in volume to the change in curvature: 

2alb dK dV . Then, 
2/ /dV dt alb dK dt , and 

2

0 0( ) ( ) /K t K V V t alb . Finally: 

2

0 0( ) ( )V t alb K t K V . For 0K , we have V alb , we can then write: 

 ( ) 1 ( )V t alb bK t  (8) 

Inserting Eq. (7), (8) in eq. (6), and introducing: 0k K K , A al  assumed constant, 

22 /B EI lb  and 0 0RTC  , we find : 
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0 0

2

0

1

1
e

bKdk L
Bk

dt b bK bk
 (9) 

This equation describes the relaxation of the curvature towards opening. Writing / 0dk dt , this 

leads to an equation for the equilibrium value of the curvature. From the two possible solutions, we 

keep the one that leads to 0k  when 0e . Thus we have: 

 

2

0 0 0 01 1 4 1

2

e e eb B bK b B bK Bb bK
k

Bb
 (10) 

We have used a simple least square method to fit the Eq. (10) with our experimental results for 

k as function of the external osmotic potential. The value for k is determined by averaging the 

asymptotic value. The fit gives us 0 , b and B (first method) 

 

We have also used a least square regression method to find the best combination of parameters that 

fits our data for the curvature versus time during opening: b, B, 0  and L. We varied the different 

parameters and solved numerically Eq. (9) using a shooting method to explore the parameters space. 

This method allows in addition to measure the permeability L. 

 

We have studied three sporangia, giving 3 series: (s1, s2, s3). We found from the first and second 

method the results in tables 1 and 2 respectively: 

 
Table 1  Parameters deduced from the fit of Eq. (10) Table 2  Parameters deduced from the 

n

u

m

e

r

i

c

al resolution of  Eq. (9). 

. 

Parameter value unit 

b 65.7  8  m 

B 444  72 N.m
-1 

0 13.9   3.6 bar 

 

 

Due to the complex optimization process (a very large parameter space), the parameters deduced 

from the second method are not completely coherent with the values deduced from the first method. 

The reason is that for each curve of curvature versus time, four parameters are determined 

independently. An improve method have to be used to fit at the same time the data for the different 

concentrations in the same optimization procedure.   

We comment on the results from the first method and the result for L from the second method. 

We found 65,7b m , which is a little larger than the actual distance measured on images 

50 m )  for the height of walls separating cells. This light discrepancy can be explained because the 

precise cell geometry is not trapezoidal and this leads to an effective value for b slightly higher than 

actual maximum height. 

We found 
1444 .B N m , as mentioned this can be compared to our force measurements of the 

flexural rigidity EI times the geometrical parameters deduced from the fit for b, and measured for l 

Parameter value unit 

b 52.7  13,3 m 

B 307  85 N.m
-1 

0 23.6   5,1 bar 

L 6.9  3.6 10
-3 

m/(bar.s) 
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which leads to 
1570 .fB N m . The discrepancy can be explained by the large error in these 

measurements, and the fact that force experiments were done on turgid annuli (in water) that are stiffer 

than annuli in osmotic solution 

We found 0 13.9 bar . That represents a quite high osmotic pressure. This has different interests. 

The first is that the opening occurs only when humidity is below a threshold, preventing early opening. 

A second is that if it would be null, the decrease in water potential to equilibrate an outside dry air 

would be taken only be the negative pressure leading to very high values that cannot be sustain by the 

water in the cells, leading to an early cavitation event.  

We found 0.0069 /( . )L m bar s . Most plant tissues present permeabilities in the range 

0,01 0,2 /( . )m bar s  [9]. Our value is then comparatively low, but very close to observed values 

in plant systems, in addition the use of an improve method for the fit may increase slightly this value. 

This relative low value prevents a too early water leakage from the cell when the sporangium is not 

mature yet to discharge its spores. 

 

From our model, we can determine the pressure during the opening process by 

0 0( ) ( )iP t P B K t K . At equilibrium, K K  and we have the relation: 

0
0 0 0

1
i eP P B K K P

bK
. The osmotic term of the water potential inside the cells 

leads to less negative pressure than the external osmotic potential imposed. Hence care has to be taken 

when discussing experiments from Ursprung, Renner... where the value at cavitation threshold in bar 

(up to 350 bar) is the equilibrium value of the external osmotic pressure, and it is not necessarily equal 

to the negative pressure. As detailed by Milburn in the study of cavitation in ascopores, the osmotic 

and negative pressure term (cavitation pressure) are of the same order. Here when the external 

potential is below -200 bars, the negative pressure does not continue to decrease a lot and saturates 

around 11 MPa. This ensures a not too early cavitation so that when it happens, the annulus 

deformation is almost complete. In fact, cavitation occurs when the sporangium is almost fully open. 

Geometrical and physical parameters are then optimized to match the tension the walls can sustain. In 

case of air-seeding, this corresponds to pore in the cell wall of size of order 15 nm which is a 

reasonable value for such plant cell wall structure [7]. 

 

Conclusion 
 

We have described and modelled quantitatively the opening of fern sporangia using a controlled 

experiment in osmotic solution. We measured the cavitation threshold, and analyzed the data in term 

of the actual negative hydrostatic pressure built in the cells. Our model explains the opening dynamics 

and equilibrium state with parameter in good agreement with expected values from the sporangia 

properties. An improve method for the optimization procedure will be develop in a future study [6].   
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Abstract  

   Bursting of plant fruit is very interesting phenomenon in viewpoint of plant biomechanics, 
because it is mechanical phenomenon directly related to reproduce of the plant. If a kind of plant has 
fruit, which can burst powerfully and scatter seed widely, it has the advantage to expand breeding 
grounds of the plant in natural selection. Many types of plant fruit probably have been optimized 
mechanically and structurally in evolutional process. We have studied on mechanics of bursting fruit 
dealing with impatiens as a research subject. Strain energy is stored in impatiens fruit due to swelling 
just before bursting. Mechanical stress of the fruit occurs in self-equivalent condition at that time. 
Then, stored strain energy of the fruit is released in very short time while bursting. Quickly and large 
motion of the fruit pericarp in a certain direction is advantageous to throw the seed far away. The 
bursting motion and deformation of fruit depend strongly on their mechanical stress just before burst. 
We analyzed the pre-burst stress generated in a pericarp of impatiens by using finite-element method 
based on its deformation history taken by high-speed video camera, in previous study. We treated one 
pericarp in the study, but impatience fruit is composed of five pericarps. In this study, finite-element 
model of the total fruit composed of five pericarps was created, and then swelling and bursting 
simulation of the fruit was performed. That is, we gave assuming temperature distribution on fruit 
surface of the FE model to generate thermal stress simulating swelling stress. Burst motion simulation 
of the fruit was performed by releasing a pericarp boundary after swelling. We considered an 
optimization problem to maximize peak velocity of the pericarp tip with varying swelling stress 
distribution as design variables under stress constrain. Optimal burst motion of the fruit was obtained 
by solving the problem, and compared with the real fruit motion. Optimality of the stress distribution 
was discussed. 

Introduction 

The plant seeds are moved by a variety ways, for example, carrying on the window, water, insect or 
animal. Dispersion of plant seed by bursting fruit is a typical moving way that is self-active and 
independent on other creature [1][2][3]. Fruit, which can burst powerfully and spread the seeds widely, 
are advantageous to extend breeding grounds of the plant in natural selection process [4]. So, fruit 
burst mechanism of survived plants in natural selection seems to be optimized mechanically and 
structurally. The bursting motion of fruit is important to throw the seeds far away and widely, and the 
motion strongly depends on mechanical stress just before burst. The pre-burst stress is considered as 
residual stress in viewpoint of mechanical engineering. The residual stress is which should be avoided 
in productive industry, e.g. welding or casting, because it often cause unexpected high stress. On the 
other hand, in living body, the residual stress is adapted to achieve favorable stress condition. For 
example, it is well known that stress concentration is cancelled by residual stress in outer wall of 
artery [5]. So, it is meaningful to study residual stress in living body for considering their fine 
biomechanical function. The residual stress of bursting fruit is also probably optimized to make fast 
bursting motion, which is advantageous to throw the seeds far away and widely. In order to clarify the 
bursting mechanism, it is necessary to evaluate residual stress distribution in the fruit. 
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We have studied the residual stress, in other word, the pre-burst stress generated in the fruit of 
Impatiens.  Impatiens is a typical plant, which has fruits bursting and dispersing seeds. The pre-burst 
stress in a pericarp of Impatiens fruit was obtained by the reverse deformation procedure using finite-
element method based on pre and post burst shape of the pericarp, in previous study [6]. The stress 
distribution was adequate to describe actual pericarp deformation with large bending on the stalk side 
half, and it was effective to lead the pericarp motion to fling the seeds far away. Although the 
simulation model of previous study was very faithful to actual shape of the pericarp, the fruit 
constructed of five pericarps was not considered. It has not been cleared that obtained pre-burst stress 
distribution was optimum to throw off the seeds. In this study, we constructed a finite-element model 
of Impatiens fruit, which has five pericarps. Computer simulation of burst of the fruit was performed 
by giving the pre-burst stress to pericarps. Furthermore, an optimization problem was formulated to 
maximize throw speed of the seed as varying the pre-burst stress distribution. The problem was solved 
by using response surface method, and optimality of the stress distribution was discussed. 

Material and methods 

We focused on burst fruit of Impatiens in this study. Fruit of Impatiens has five sheets of pericarp 
as shown in Fig.1. The pericarps are connected each other and their boundary is stiffer than the body 
of pericarps. According to visual observation, bursting process of the pericarps is considered as 
follows. Pericarps start to absorb water and swell at the bursting season. Fig.2 shows micrographs of 
cells in transverse section of the Impatiens pericarp at the bursting season. It is observed that outside 
cell is larger than inside cell due to swell in the figure. Pericarps restrain their deformation each other, 
so swelling generate mechanical stress in pericarps. Tensile stress occurs inside and compressive stress 
occurs outside, because swelling of inside cell is larger. Such stress distribution was ensured by 
analysis in previous study. Once a pericarp boundary is ruptured by the stress, the pericarps deform 
quickly and throw the seeds outside. 

 

 
Fig.1 Shape of Impatiens fruit before and after burst. 

 

 
Fig.2 Micrographs of cells in transverse section of the Impatiens pericarp at the bursting season. 
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To obtain basic mechanical property of Impatiens fruit, tensile loading experiment of the pericarp 
was performed by using microscope and micro-motion stage. Experimental apparatus and stress-strain 
relation are shown in Fig.3. The pericarp was hold by micro vascular clips at both ends. The clips 
were attached to micro-motion stage by wire strings. Tensile load was measured by load cell attached 
to micro-motion stage. Displacement of the pericarp was measured at sampling points plotted on the 
specimen by using microscope images, and strain was calculated. Experiment data of several 
specimens were plotted in the graph of stress-strain relation. Young’s modulus of the pericarp was 
evaluated about 17KPa by assuming linear stress-strain relationship. 

 

 
(a) Experimental apparatus  (b) Stress-Strain relationship 
Fig.3 Tensile loading experiment of a pericarp of Impatiens at the bursting season. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Sequential images during fruit burst taken by high-speed video camcorder. Time interval is 
about 0.3msec. 
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The burst motion of the fruit of Impatiens was recorded by a high-speed video camcorder (nac 
Image Technology, MEMRECAM fx-k3) with 300 frames per second. An example of burst motion 
images of a fruit is shown in Fig.4. In the experiment, a pericarp was picked with stalk just before 
bursting, and the stalk of the pericarp was fixed on a steel rod using adhesive tape. The pericarp sheet 
junction was stimulated by a needle to induce pericarp burst. According to the images, after the 
pericarp sheet junction was ruptured, the pericarp opened circumferentially and then the pericarp 
sheets simultaneously curled inwardly in parallel. The remarkable motion of pericarp sheets was 
observed when seeds were catapulted. The bases of the pericarp sheet, where the stalk is located, bend, 
and this results in a large motion at their tip where the seeds are found. Figuratively speaking, the 
motion looks like a straight-arm rotation on its root joint. It seems advantageous to throw the seeds far 
away. The burst motion happens in a very short period. The elapsed time from rupture of the pericarp 
sheet junction to the end of the first curl of pericarp sheets is less than 9 msec. 

The finite-element model of Impatiens fruit was shown in Fig.5. A pericarp model was created by 
reference to actual fruit and CT based model in previous study [6]. Shape of the pericarp model was 
simplified from previous CT based model in order to construct total fruit model by five pericarps 
without increase of computational time. Five models of pericarp were created by copying the pericarp 
model, and they were arranged circumferentially and connected each other. Each pericarp has 
common nodes in their inside boundary, except for the rupture boundary. Nodes on the rupture 
boundary are fixed before burst. Then, we simulate burst motion of the fruit and seeds by using finite-
element analysis considering large deformation. In this analysis, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s 
ratio were given as 17KPa and 0.3 respectively in according to the tensile loading experiment of a 
pericarp shown in Fig.3. Although the pericarp has nonlinear anisotropic material property, we 
assumed linear elastic and isotropic material property because it was difficult to obtain in the 
experiment precisely. Pre-burst stress was generated by swelling of fruit. Thermal expansion was 
given to the fruit instead of swelling in the simulation. The temperature was set to each node to make 
pre-burst stress in the model. After thermal expansion of each pericarp was given, then the fixed 
rupture boundary was released in a moment. Bursting motion of pericarps started by releasing the 
boundary. Nodes at stalk side of the pericarp were always fixed. Contact condition without friction 
was considered between each pericarp. 

 
 

 
Fig.5 FE model of Impatiens fruit (after swelling) 

 
Due to assuming that the pre-burst stress was optimized to catapult seeds farther, optimization 

problem of the stress distribution maximize seeds velocity was considered. Peak velocity of pericarp 
tip was defined objective function F, because catapulting seed velocity depends on speed of the 
pericarp. We divide a pericarp into 5 regions as shown in Fig.6 and set temperature to each region. We 
defined dimensionless value, which is obtained by dividing temperatures of each region by maximum 
temperature, as x1, x2, x3, x4. Swelling was low in tip region, so temperature of the region was set to 
zero. An optimization problem can be formulated in the following form: 
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Where F represents objective function. F is function of velocity with respect to the independent 
variables. σa is strength of pericarp tissue. 

 

 
Fig.6 Design variable definition region on a pericarp (side view) 

 
Response surface method with radial basis function (RBF) was applied to the optimum problem. 

RBF network is two layers feed forward network, which can approximate arbitrary non-linear function. 
Function of hidden layer is Gaussian function. RBF network superpose basis function, and then it 
create reaction surface. It is formulated as following form: 
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Where, x is design variable vector, xj is sample date, wj is weighting coefficient and ri is radial 
function of basis function [7]. Temperatures of sampling points were set as three levels as 0, 10, 20 
[˚C]. That is, xi=0, 0.5, 1. Peak velocity of pericarp tip F was calculated at the sampling points, and we 
get response surface of F by using RBF. Total number of sampling points is 34=81 as three levels of 
four variables. Net number of sampling points is less than 81 because any convergence solution was 
not obtained at some sampling points.  

Results and discussion 

Fig.7 shows response surface plotted by using x3 and x4 include an optimal point. The response 
surface is multimodal functions, which has a lot of local optimal points. The best objective value of 
the response surface is 4.8 [m/sec] at {x1, x2, x3, x4}={0, 0.5, 1, 0.5}. We simulate bursting of fruit for 
the optimal case. Fig.8 shows the simulation of bursting motion of the fruit and its distribution of 
principal stress major. Principal stress has three components, which is maximum, intermediate, 
minimum stress in three-dimensional problem. In usual case, maximum principal stress is tensile stress 
expressed as positive value, and minimum principal stress is compressive stress expressed as negative 
value. Principal stress major means the principal stress in which absolute value is largest in the three 
components. It is obvious that compressive stress occurs outside of the fruit, and tensile stress occurs 
inside of the fruit as shown in Fig.8. Large stress occurs in the central part corresponding to x3 region. 
Before bursting (t=0), pericarps compress each other particularly in the central part, so that outside 
boundaries of the pericarps are closed. On the other hand, expansion of x2 and x4 region is not so large, 
so their outside boundaries are not closed. Just after opening the top boundary (t=0.8 ms), the split 
open widely in the central part. Then the pericarps open circumferentially and curl in axial direction 
simultaneously (t=1.2, 1.6 and 2 ms). Such bursting motion of the pericarps is similar to actual one as 
shown in Fig.4. It is suggested that the bursting fruit motion is optimized to catapult seeds fast by 
controlling distribution of pre-burst stress caused of swelling. It is considered that circumferential 
deformation is important to achieve optimum motion to throw the seed faster. If the circumferential 
deformation of the pericarps is not enough, longitudinal curl of the pericarps is constrained each other. 
As {x1, x2, x3, x4}={1, 1, 1, 1}, strain energy stored in the fruit is absolutely maximum and larger pre-
burst stress must occurs in each pericarp. Although larger stress occurs in the case, adequate 
circumferential deformation does not happen. Incline stress distribution from tip side to center shown 
in Fig.8 seems good for providing adequate circumferential deformation. That is one of reason why 
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{x1, x2, x3, x4}={0, 0.5, 1, 0.5} is optimal solution. Fig.9 shows side view of fruit deformation after 
burst in the optimal case {x1, x2, x3, x4}={0, 0.5, 1, 0.5} and quasi optimal case {x1, x2, x3, x4}={1, 0, 0, 
1}. The objective value of quasi optimal is 3.4 [m/sec], that is 70% of the optimal. Although 
circumferential deformation occurs in the quasi optimal case, bending deformation is small at middle 
part of fruit in comparison with optimal case. It is suggested that pre-burst stress in the middle regin of 
fruit is effective to enhance catapulting seed fast. 

 
 

 
Fig.7  Response surface obtained by RBF network at x1=0, x2=0.5. 

 

 
Fig.8 Simulation of fruit bursting motion (optimal case) 

 
 
 

 
Fig.9 Deformation of fruit after burst in the optimal and quasi optimal case.  
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Extreme deformation is observed in tip of stalk side in the optimal case. Cause of the extreme 

deformation is related to fixed condition. Perfect fixation was given at the stalk side in the simulation, 
but actual stalk is not rigid. Deformable boundary condition should be given to stalk side of the fruit. 
The extreme deformation of stalk side seems not to be influenced to total behavior of the fruit because 
it is just local deformation. 

There are some limitations in this analysis. First of all, it was assumed same swelling condition in 
each pericarp. Magnitude of swelling must be different in each pericarp. Top boundary of the pericarp 
is ruptured usually, and the pericarps with ruptured boundary are looked swelling larger, in fact. It is 
necessary to set different design variables for different pericarp to get more optimal solution. It is not 
so easy because number of sampling points to make response surface increase exponentially as 
increase of number of design variables. Dynamic non-linear analysis with contact problem has to be 
carried out to get a sampling point. As same reason, it is difficult to consider more precise swelling 
distribution. Efficient setting of design variables is required to over the limitation. Secondary, isotropic 
expansion was assumed in the analysis. Shape of cell in the pericarp is slender but not spherical. So, 
anisotropic expansion should be considered in future study.   

Conclusion 

Optimality of pre-burst stress of Impatiens fruit to scatter seed was studied. Mechanical property of 
Impatiens pericarp tissue was obtained by tensile loading experiment. Burst motion of Impatiens fruit 
was taken by high-speed video camera. Finite-element model of the Impatiens fruit constructed of five 
pericarps was created, and dynamic simulation of the burst motion was performed by giving thermal 
expansion that is equivalent to swelling. Simulation of the burst motion shows good correspondence 
with actual one. We formulated optimization problem to clarify optimal stress distribution of fruit for 
catapulting seed, and the problem was solved by response surface method using the RBF network. 
Burst motion of the optimal solution was similar to actual one. It suggests that Impatience fruit 
optimize its pre-burst stress distribution to maximize velocity of catapult seed.  
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Abstract  

Branch- or leaf-angle-climbers are climbing plants interlocking with their supporting structures via 

wide-angled branches or leaves. Their leaves often display particular friction properties. Here we 

present two methods developed for quantitative analysis of such friction properties and initial results 

obtained for the herbaceous species Galium aparine (a leaf-angle-climber) and for the woody species 

Croton nuntians (a branch-angle-climber). 

Introduction 

Branch- or leaf-angle-climbers are climbing plants which attach to their neighboring plants by 

wide-angled stiff branches or leaf petioles interlocking with the branches of the neighboring plants. 

Compared to the firmer attachment provided by twining stems or tendrils the attachment with wide-

angled branches or leaves is less secure [1, 2, 3]. 

In field studies we observed that the leaves of several of such leaf- and branch-angle-climbers 

display particular friction properties. We hypothesize, that such leaves fortify the anchorage in the 

surrounding vegetation by increasing the frictional contact with neighbouring plants and represent an 

adaptation in the special growth form developed in branch- and leaf-angle-climbers [1]. In this study 

we have begun to analyse the structure and friction properties of the leaves of different temperate and 

tropical leaf- and branch-angle-climbers in comparison to twiners and tendril climbers. 

In order to quantify the friction properties of leaves we have developed experimental setups for 

studies either at laboratory or field conditions. Here we present these methods and initial results 

obtained in the herbaceous species Galium aparine L. (Rubiaceae), a typical leaf-angle-climber 

attaching to neighbouring plants by whorls of wide-angled leaves, and in Croton nuntians Croizat 

(Euphorbiaceae), a tropical branch-angle-climber of the lowland rainforest in French Guyana 

developing imposing woody stems with up to 14 cm in diameter. Furthermore we discuss the 

relationship between microstructure on leaf surfaces and the friction properties of the leaves in the 

studied species [4]. 

Material and methods 

Laboratory experiment 

 

Friction force was measured by moving Galium aparine-leaves over different artifical surfaces 

(VELCRO® Vel-Loop and Spurr resin mouldings of abrasive paper (types P100 and P60). Plants were 
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collected in July on the border of a woodland path. Intact fresh leaves were attached to a load cell 

force transducer (100 g capacity, Biopac Systems Ltd.) combined with a step motor drive which 

moved plant samples over the test surfaces at a constant speed of 3.1 mm∙s
-1

 (Fig. 1). The distance 

between the force transducer and the test surface was 1.5 mm for the mouldings of abrasive paper and 

3.3 mm for Velcro loops. Leaves were tested within 20 seconds after cutting them from the plant. 

Abaxial and adaxial leaf surfaces were tested. Force-time-curves were recorded and processed 

using Biopac AcqKnowledge® Version 3.7.0 software (Biopac systems Inc.). For each test run the 

mean value of the ten maximum force peaks was calculated (cf. Fig. 4). 

 

 

 
Fig. 1  Experimental set-up of a friction experiment with leaves of Galium aparine. A) Leaves (1) were attached 

to a load cell force transducer (2) and moved over a test surface (3). B) Schematic drawing of the experimental 

situation during friction measurements, where the abaxial leaf surface (grey) is moved over the test surface 

(hatched) in the direction (arrow) of the orientation of the abaxial leaf hooks. From [4]. 
 

 

Field experiments 
 

In the field experiments we have positioned leaves on a test surface and measured the friction force 

necessary to produce sliding. The apparatus developed for these friction experiments under field 

conditions consists of two panels between which leaves can be clamped (Fig. 2). The leaf surface is 

accessible through a rectangular opening in the upper panel. Brass blocks fitting in the opening 

without touching the panel are used for the application of a normal force FN pressing the test surface 

(glued to the brass block) against the leaf surface. FN can be varied using brass blocks of different 

weight (2.5, 8.5, 17.0, 25.5 and 42.1 g).  

For the application of a tangential force FT required to move the brass block two methods were 

tested: 1) force application via a tension spring balance, and 2) force application via pipetting water in 

a recipient. Both the spring balance and the water recipient are connected to the brass block via a small 

pulley. The friction of the pulley proved to be minimal and is assumed to be zero in all calculations of 

tangential force FT. FT is increased up to the moment the brass block starts sliding and determined at 

this point as friction force FF. Horizontal alignment of the apparatus is verified using a water-level. 

Load application via a spring balance proved to be inadequate because 1) jerking movements occur, 2) 

A 

B 
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precise reading of the force values is difficult (in particular if the experiment is carried out by one 

single person) and 3) steps of force increment are too high. Load application by pipetting water in the 

recipient proved to be the much more convenient and reliable method because the force increment is 

steadier, more precise and practicable in smaller steps, and was therefore used in all following 

experiments. 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2  Measurement of the friction force generated 

between a leaf and a 8,5g brass block covered with a 

Vel-Loop surface. l:tested leaf, r:water recipient for the 

force application, t: tension spring balance as 

alternative for the force application, b: brass block for 

the application of a normal force, covered with a test 

surface on the side in contact with the leaf, p: pulley, s: 

stopper.  

 

 

Friction between abaxial and adaxial leaf surfaces of Croton nuntians was tested in the two 

directions parallel to the mid rib. Furthermore the friction between leaf surfaces and different technical 

surfaces and the friction between leaf surfaces was tested. Here we present initial results of friction 

tests between abaxial leaf surface (clamped into the apparatus) and adaxial leaf surface (glued to the 

brass block) of Croton nuntians. 

Coefficient of friction µ was calculated using the equation 

NF FF        (1) 

where FF is the friction force (measured as force necessary to produce sliding), FN is the normal 

force pressing the two parallel surfaces together, calculated as FN = mg (m= mass, g = acceleration due 

to gravity) [5].  

Results and discussion 

Structure and friction properties of Galium aparine leaves (tested under lab conditions) 

The friction properties of the leaves of Galium aparine are due to the existence of hooks on the 

abaxial and adaxial leaf surface. 

The structure and properties of the leaf hooks differ conspicuously between hooks on the abaxial 

and adaxial leaf surface (Fig 3). On the abaxial leaf surface hooks are curved towards the leaf basis, 

are situated exclusively on the midrib and on the margins of the leaf, continuously lignified and are 

hollow (Fig 3) [4]. On the adaxial leaf surface hooks are curved towards the leaf tip, distributed evenly 
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over the whole leaf surface, lignified predominantly at the apex and are smaller in diameter than the 

hooks of the abaxial leaf surface (Fig 4) [4, cf. 6, 7].  

 

 
 

Fig. 3  Leaf hooks of Galium aparine. A) Lateral view of a leaf: hooks on the abaxial surface (AB) of the leaves 

are curved towards the leaf basis (LB), hooks on the adaxial surface (AD) are curved towards the leaf tip (LT), 

B) distribution of hooks: Adaxial hooks (AD) are distributed evenly over the surface area, abaxial hooks (AB) 

occur exclusively on the midrib and the leaf margins (Cryo-SEM micrograph), C) adaxial hook, stained with 

acridine orange, revealing the lignification of the tip in fluorescence microscopy, D) adaxial hook, SEM, E) 

freeze fractureat the base of an adaxial hook, F) fluorescence of an entirely lignified abaxial hook, stained with 

acridine orange, G) abaxial hook,Cryo-SEM micrograph and H) abaxial hook, stained with toluidine blue. From 

[4]. 

 

In accordance with these differences in orientation, distribution, structure and mechanical 

properties of the hooks, friction properties of the G. aparine leaves 1) depend on the direction of the 

applied force and 2) differ substantially between abaxial and adaxial leaf surfaces (Fig 4) [4]. When 

leaves are moved over a test surface in the direction opposite to the orientation of the hooks the 

generated frictional forces are minimal or not measurable at all. On the contrary, when leaves are 

moved in the direction of the orientation of the hooks (cf. Fig 2), considerable frictional forces are 

generated (Fig 4). When tested in the direction of the orientation of the hooks friction of the abaxial 

leaf surface is significantly higher then friction of the adaxial leaf surface (Fig 4).  
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Fig. 4  Force-time curves obtained in the friction experiments with leaves of Galium aparine, moved over a Vel-

Loop surface. A) adaxial leaf surface, mean value of the 10 maximum peaks =17.3 ± 2.4 mN, B) abaxial leaf 

surface, mean value of the 10 maximum peaks =101.0 ± 14.1 mN. Both surfaces were moved in the direction of 

the orientation of the leaf hooks. The forces generated by moving the leaves in the direction opposite to the 

orientation of the leaf hooks are minimal or too small to be measured (data not shown). 
 

 
Friction properties of Croton nuntians-leaves (tested under field conditions) 

 

Leaves of Croton nuntians are covered with trichomes that can be qualified as stellate-lepidote [8] 

(Fig 5) on the abaxial and on the adaxial surface. Due to these trichomes the leaves interlock with 

other rough surfaces. Leaves of Croton nuntians clinging to each other or to leaves of other plants with 

both their abaxial and adaxial surface are observed in the field. Often only the lobes of the compound 

leaves interlock with neighbouring plants structures (Fig 6). 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  Stellate-lepidote trichomes on the abaxial 

surface of a Croton nuntians-leaf, SEM micrograph. 
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Fig. 6  Leaves of Croton nuntians, A) clinging to a leaf 

of a neighbouring plant with a part of the abaxial 

surface and a part of the adaxial surface (arrows,) B) 

Croton nuntians leaves clinging to each other. 
 

 

Tests of the friction between abaxial and adaxial surfaces of Croton nuntians leaves revealed that 

the variation between different leaves is very small (Fig 7). When data of the frictional force FF 

obtained with different leaves are grouped and plotted against the normal force FN the linearity 

following equation (1) becomes apparent (Fig 8). Based on these results we conclude that the 

measuring precision of the apparatus is adequate to analyse the friction properties of leaves under field 

conditions. In the tested system (abaxial leaf surface / adaxial leaf surface) the coefficient of static 

friction µ = 1.06, which can be considered as relatively high (Fig 8). For comparison µ (ski/ice) = 

0.005 [9], and µ (tire/dry road surface) = 1.0 [10]. 

Initial results suggest that in Croton nuntians no differences are found in the friction properties 

when friction in different force directions or between abaxial and adaxial leaf surfaces is compared 

(data not shown). This is in accordance with the observation, that abaxial and adaxial leaf trichomes 

are morphologically similar. 
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Fig. 7  Maximum friction forces generated in the field experiments by abaxial leaf surfaces of Croton nuntians 

on adaxial leaf surfaces of Croton nuntians. Each data point represents the mean value of 10 measurements 

performed with one leaf.  Data are presented as mean values and standard deviations. For several test series the 

standard deviation is too small to be visible in the diagram. 
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Fig.8  Maximum friction forces generated in the field experiments by abaxial surfaces of leaves of Croton 

nuntians on adaxial leaf surfaces of Croton nuntians pooled for different leaf specimen, presented as mean 

values (n = 100) and standard deviations and plotted against the normal force FN. For several mean values the 

standard deviation is too small to be visible in the diagram. The slope of the linear regression line represents the 

coefficient of friction µ.  

Conclusion 

Galium aparine is an herbaceous plant and a typical leaf-angle-climber. When growing individuals 

reach a certain size and loose mechanical stability, attachment to supporting structures is provided 

mainly by the leaves. Due to the dependence of the attachment properties on the force direction and 

the differences between abaxial and adaxial leaf surface, the leaves of G. aparine interlock only with 

their abaxial surfaces on the leaves of neighboring plants. On the contrary, the adaxial surfaces of the 

leaves slip of the leaves of neighboring plants. This entails that the leaves of G. aparine are always 

positioned upon the leaves of the neighboring plants and do not get attached underneath them. 

Therefore, the leaves of G. aparine can function as attachment organs, and simultaneously orientate 

themselves properly for their photosynthetic function: they are “always on the bright side” [4].  

In Croton nuntians, the situation is different. Its woody stems can reach considerable dimensions 

with lengths over 30 m and diameters up to 14 cm. As characteristic branch-angle climbers older 

individuals interlock with the surrounding vegetation via wide angled woody branches. The leaves are 

not the only “attachment organs” in this species but help securing the attachment provided by the 

branches. This is probably of particular importance when growing branches get into a first contact 

with the surrounding vegetation. In this species abaxial and adaxial leaf surfaces do not differ 

significantly in structure and friction properties.  

The growth form of leaf- and branch-angle climbers has evolved in different Angiosperm families. 

Thus another example with leaves interlocking with other surfaces is found in the family of 

Cyperaceae. Leaves of Scleria secans L. (Urb.) are covered with hooks and display cutting edges 

(interpreted as defence against herbivores) and surfaces which attach strongly to nearly every surface 

they get in contact with even without a normal force pressing them against it (Kubinski et al. in prep). 

With our initial results an overall picture starts to form, showing that leaves interlocking with 

different contact surfaces are characteristic of branch- and leaf-angle climbers. However, in different 
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taxa different structures have evolved, resulting in different functionalities of the leaves as attachment 

devices. 
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Abstract  

Plants are able to adapt the geometry of their organs and tissue properties to cope with 

external and internal stresses and to actuate organ movement [1-4]. Actuated movements due to 

moisture changes in cell walls are often controlled by stiff cellulose fibrils embedded in a swellable 

matrix [4]. Notably, many of these actuated movements function in the absence of an active 

metabolism, making them not only a fascinating natural phenomenon, but also an attractive model 

system for biomimetic technology transfer. A prime example of this actuation behavior is observed in 

the mature (non-living) seed capsules of Aizoaceae, which undergo complex hydration-dependent 

movements in which protective valves reversibly fold open when wetted and close when dried [5]. 

This movement permits a special mode of seed dispersal known as ombrohydrochory in which the 

plant utilizes the kinetic energy from raindrops to eject seeds long distances and which has been 

suggested to be a major factor in the rapid evolution and success of this plant group in arid and semi-

arid climates [5,6].  Here, we explore the macroscale to nanoscale hierarchical organization of the seed 

capsule, as well as the molecular level mechanisms that control their sophisticated hydration-

dependent unfolding. This was achieved through the use of several in situ characterization techniques 

including environmental SEM and Raman spectroscopy.  

While the seed capsules of the Aizoaceae can be quite complex, the capsules of the species 

Delosperma nakurense (Engl.) Herre have a relatively simple design and were thus chosen as our 

model system.  There are five protective valves that fit tightly together covering the five loculi where 

the seeds are stored, preventing the premature release of seeds in the dry state (Fig. 1).  When capsules 

are moistened, the valves fold outwards and backwards over an angle of >90° in a matter of minutes, 

exposing the loculi. In the moistened state, one can see a prominent tissue running along the center of 

the extended valve known as the hygroscopic keel (Fig. 1), which has been previously suggested to 

mediate water-dependent movements in the seed capsule [7]. By dissecting the keel away from the rest 

of the tissue it was possible to observe the reversible water dependent expansion of this tissue.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Mature seed capsules of D. nakurense 

in the dried and hydrated states. Hydrating 

seed capsules actuates the opening of the 

five  protective valves and exposes the seed 

loculi. 
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Light microscopy and environmental scanning electron microscopy (E-SEM) were employed 

to further investigate the suspected role of the hygroscopic keel at the level of the cellular architecture.  

E-SEM permits high resolution imaging at the submicron scale under hydrated conditions and allows 

one to regulate local humidity of the sample by controlling the pressure and temperature within the 

chamber.  Using these microscopy techniques on extracted keel tissue, it was observed that the shape 

of cells within the hygroscopic keel is greatly influenced by the level of hydration.  When viewed from 

above, cells changed from an expanded hexagonal shape in the hydrated state to a flat, collapsed shape 

in the dehydrated state (Fig. 2). Nearby cells that are not part of the keel do not undergo this same 

transition. Based on the geometrical and hierarchical organization of the cells within the keel, it seems 

likely that the water-dependent shape change of the cells is driving the macroscopic unfolding of the 

valves, but the molecular-level mechanism of cell expansion is still unclear. To further investigate this 

question, we utilize cellular staining techniques and Raman spectroscopy confocal imaging of thin 

sections of hygroscopic keel tissue in order to determine the identity and organization of the cellular 

constituents. 
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and flatten causing the entire keel structure 

to contract. 
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Abstract 

English Ivy (Hedera helix L.) is a prominent root climber the attachment mechanisms of which are 

not yet fully understood. This article gives an overview on the methods used in a systematic approach 

to analyse the functional morphology and the biomechanics of the attachment structures of English Ivy 

and presents some initial results. Mechanical as well as chemical components make up a four phase 

attachment mechanism which enables English Ivy to climb on various structured substrates and also 

on some smooth ones. 

Introduction  

As a common representative of the European flora, 

English Ivy (Hedera helix L.) has been studied 

thoroughly in respect to various aspects such as 

ecology [cf.1], pharmaceutical properties [cf.2] and 

physiology [cf.3]. 

An interesting attribute of Hedera helix is its 

climbing ability, which has not yet been studied in 

detail. During the juvenile life phase the ivy shoots 

develop adventitious climbing roots. They start 

growing at nodes on the shaded side of the shoot [4], 

forming root clusters sometimes stretching across the 

entire internode. These climbing roots enable the 

plants to climb up to 30 m on various substrates such 

as tree barks, rocks and house fineries [1]. The 

climbing roots are covered with root hairs, which 

probably play an important role in the attachment 

process. The different size scales of the involved 

attachment structures are shown in Fig. 1. Already 

Malpighi [5] described the excretion of a glue-like 

substance from the climbing roots which was recently 

subject of a first analysis [6].  

The present paper discusses some of the methods 

used in a systematic approach to analyse 

 

Fig. 1 Different levels involved in the 

attachment process. , Attached shoot of 

English Ivy, B, climbing roots with root 

hairs, C, root hairs 
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Fig 2 A, Schematic cross section of an 

Ivy stem with one attached climbing root. 

Scissors indicate cutting sites during the 

preparation, blue glue tubes indicate 

application areas of glue to fasten the 

sample onto aluminium pads. B, The 

mounted sample in the micro-tensile 

testing gauge 

quantitatively the biomechanical and the morphological properties of the attachment of English Ivy 

mechanisms and gives a short overview on some of the results. 

Material and methods 

Plant Material 

In this study English Ivy plants grown outdoors as well as indoors were investigated. The outdoor 

grown specimen of Hedera helix used in this study represent established plants climbing on various 

substrates such as house fineries from two different locations and various tree barks. Some plants at 

the house finery sites were presented with test substrates (PVC, aluminium, steel, ceramic, glass, 

sponge rubber, cork, spruce wood, beech wood) in form of 5cm x 10 cm plates attached to the finery 

with double sided tape. Plants grown indoors were presented with commercial cork wallpaper as a 

basic climbing substrate, on which 5 cm x 10 cm plates of different test substrates (construction paper, 

Mylar foil, PVC, Plexiglas, glass) were mounted. The substrates were chosen to test whether structural 

(sRq via WLI), physical (stiffness) or chemical (inorganic/organic) characteristics (Table 1) have an 

influence on the ability of English Ivy to attach to a climbing substrate. 

 

To characterise the attachment of nodal root clusters of English Ivy under outdoor conditions, 

established climbing plants were chosen. The tests started at the most apical attached node and 

continued node by node until either of the following situations were encountered:  

 

1. Another Ivy stem crossed the probed stem 

2. More than two consecutive nodes were not attached 

3. Other plants got in the way of the testing device 

4. Technical problems with the testing device occurred 

 

 For testing the attachment of single roots a micro-tensile testing device 

was constructed. For these tests attached stems with the climbing substrate 

will be collected. The tests will be performed with samples of plants growing 

outdoors in the Botanical Garden Freiburg attached to various tree barks and 

samples of plants growing indoors attached to different artificial substrates. 

Pieces of stem with single attached roots will be prepared (Fig.2). 

Mechanical Tests 

Outdoor tests were performed with a custom made, portable force-

displacement gauge, the „Ivy plucker‟ which is described in detail in [7]. The 

Ivy plucker was positioned at the growing site of the study object and set up 

so that the forcipes could be fastened at the Ivy stem at the middle of the 

probed attaching root cluster and a force perpendicular to the climbing 

substrate could be introduced. After positioning and connecting the gauge, 

the stem was cut above and below of the root cluster and the displacement 

forces were recorded. 

The indoor tests with single attachment roots will be conducted with a 

modified custom made micro-tensile testing gauge [8]. The substrate and the stem piece are glued each 

to an aluminium pad. The pads are mounted in the micro-tensile testing gauge and the displacement 

forces are measured (Fig.2). With this device different relative angles between stem and substrate can 

be achieved and the influence of the angle on the attachment force can be tested.   
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Material 
Attachment 

Material 
Attachment 

Yes No Yes No 

Aluminium (0.366 

µm, stiff, inorganic-

metallic)  
 X 

Mylar foil (0.245µm, 

resilient, inorganic-polymer) 
X  

Beech wood (9.465 

µm, resilient, organic) 
X  

Plexiglas (0.531µm, stiff, 

inorganic-polymer) 
 X 

Ceramic (0.079 µm, 

stiff, inorganic) 
 X 

PVC (0.246µm, stiff, 

inorganic-polymer) 
 X 

Construction paper 
(6.404 µm, resilient, 

organic) 
X  

Sponge rubber (4.948µm, 

resilient, inorganic-polymer) 
X  

Cork (13.459µm, 

resilient, organic) 
X  

Spruce wood (4.425µm, 

resilient, organic) 
X  

Glass (0.014 µm, stiff, 

inorganic) 
 X 

Steel (0.389µm, stiff, 

inorganic-metallic)  
 X 

 

Table 1 Attachment of English Ivy (Hedera helix L.) on various climbing substrates. 

SEM and ESEM-Analyses 

Samples for the SEM-analyses were taken from outdoor plants as well as from indoor grown 

specimens of English Ivy. The samples were cut, transported and prepared in a moist environment and 

put into methanol [9] as soon as possible to avoid artefacts. After the process of critical point drying 

the samples were mounted on aluminium stubs, gold coated and analysed with a LEO 435 VP. For 

ESEM-analyses fresh samples were taken from outdoor plants, transported and prepared in a moist 

environment and studied with a Phillips FEI ESEM XL 30 FEG at a base pressure of 133 Pa.  

Light-Microscope-Analyses 

Samples of indoor grown specimens of English Ivy attached to cork were taken, prepared and fixed 

in a solution of formaldehyde, ethanol and acetic acid. The samples were then embedded in paraffin, 

cut via microtome into 10µm thick slices and mounted on microscope slides. After removing the 

paraffin the samples where PAS stained, which is sensitive to polysaccharides. The samples were 

studied with an automated Olympus BX61, images were taken with an Olympus DP71. 

Results and discussion 

Climbing substrates 

As shown in Table 1 English Ivy is able to attach 

itself onto various structured surfaces. This seems to 

point to a mechanical interaction between the Ivy‟s 

climbing roots/root hairs and the surfaces rather than 

exclusively to a chemical adhesion.  

A very strong attachment also occurs on Mylar 

foil (Fig.3), a smooth plastic material. This 

attachment is either possible due to the relative low 

Young‟s modulus (ca. 3GPa) of the Mylar foil 

compared to the other tested smooth surfaces and/or 

a very strong chemical adhesion between the climbing roots and the usually quite inert Mylar. 

Fig. 3 Dried root hairs of English Ivy on Mylar 

foil. The box accents strands of glue between the 

undermost of the hairs and the substrate 
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Fig. 5 Typical force-displacement diagram of a mixed failure mode 

Biomechanical Data 

The outdoor displacement tests showed different modes 

of attachment failure:  

- Failure of the substrate (Fig. 4a). Most often 

the house finery the Ivy was climbing on, cannot 

withstand the stresses applied during the tests. Pieces 

of it brake and remained at the root. Some tree barks 

such as the bark of firs brake in layers and parts of 

the bark remain at the climbing roots. 

- Failure of the connection between substrate 

and root. The connection is broken (Fig. 4b), leaving 

the substrate and the climbing root undamaged. This 

mode of failure occurs most often in Ivies attached to 

house fineries. 

- Failure of the root (Fig. 4c). The climbing 

root rips apart, leaving attached remains on the 

substrate. This failure mode is seen most often in 

Ivies climbing on tree barks. 

- Failure of the Ivy stem (Fig. 4d). The Ivy 

stem is longitudinal ripped apart, leaving the 

attached underside of the stem on the substrate. This 

failure mode occurs most often in Ivies attached to 

tree barks. 

- Combinations of the above modes of failure. 

Mixed failure occurred in most tests. 

In tensile tests of root-clusters the force-displacement 

curves showed in their initial phase typically a steep increase of the force until the maximal force is 

reached and the attachment of the root cluster starts to fail (Fig. 5). In most of the cases the curves 

showed not a continuous decrease until failure but a step-like drop of the force. This suggests a 

subsequent failure of single roots or small regions of the root cluster before the entire attachment 

structure finally fails (Fig. 5).  

 
Fig 4 Modes of failure 

maximal Force 

Max [N]: 

4.76 
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The indoor force-displacement tests of single climbing roots are expected to give insight to the 

contribution of the single climbing root to the 

combined attachment system of root clusters. Also 

the use of different testing angles will give data to 

analyse the effectiveness of the partial attachment 

system against component stresses. 

Morphology 

The roots excrete a glue-like substance which 

consists at least partly of polysaccharides (Fig.6). 

Source of the excrete are most likely roundish 

excrescences on the surface area of the climbing roots 

root hairs (Fig.7).  

Fresh turgescent root hairs have a cylindrical 

shape with rounded tips (Fig.7).  

When the root hairs dry they change into either a 

shoehorn-like shape (Fig.3), which is the only form 

found on Mylar foil as a climbing substrate, or a 

spiral shape (Fig. 8), which is predominately found on 

structured climbing substrates. The climbing roots, too, 

dry out after some time and shrink in girth and length. 

Based on these observations, we suggest a four 

phase process for the English Ivy attachment: 

- At the contact of the root hairs with the 

climbing substrate a first attachment is 

established. The contact area is increased due 

to the started flattening of the root hair. This 

may act as a starting signal for the following 

phases. 

- The second phase consists of the 

chemical adhesion between the root hairs and 

the climbing substrate. The excretion of the 

glue substance is likely to be triggered due to 

the initial contact in the first phase. 

- In the third phase the passive shape 

change of the root hairs, due to the drying 

process, provides additional hold. On smooth 

surfaces the shoehorn-like shape braces the 

rims of the hair with strands of glue against the 

substrate. On structured substrates the fresh 

root hair grows into gaps in the surface. When 

it dries out the spiral shape anchors the 

shrinking hair at protrusions within the gap. 

- The fourth phase is the shrinking of the 

climbing root itself, also driven by the passive 

loss of water. Due to the attachment provided 

by the earlier phases, this shrinking process pulls the stem of the Ivy closer to the substrate 

and thereby further secures the attachment. 

  

 

root 

cork PAS staining 

Fig. 6 PAS stained thin section of a climbing 

root growing in a cork gap 

Fig. 8 Spiral shape of a dried root hair (SEM) 

Fig. 7 Tip of a fresh root hair with roundish 

excrescences (SEM) 
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Conclusion 

The attachment strength of English Ivy root clusters was investigated. After an initial force 

increase, Force-displacement curves of tensile tests show a stepwise decrease of force until final 

failure occurs. Four different failure modes were observed dependent on the climbing substrate. 

Mechanical experiments with single roots will clarify the contribution of single climbing roots and the 

influence of the angle of the root. 

The morphological studies revealed biomechanical active components of the attachment system. 

This led to a suggested four phase model for the attachment process: (1) initial contact (2) chemical 

adhesion (3) shape change of the root hairs and (4) shrinking of the climbing roots. 
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Abstract  

The three-dimensional trap of the plant Roridula gorgonias Planch. (Roridulaceae) consists of 

several functional units of various levels. It's glandular trichomes release adhesive, visco-

elastic, resinous secretion that traps variety of insects including those having a considerable 

body mass. In spite of such an elaborate trapping system of the plant, specialized mutualistic 

mirid bugs Pameridea roridulae Reut. (Heteroptera, Miridae) live on this sticky plant surface 

an feed on glued insects without being trapped by plant.  

In this study we have analyzed (1) the role of different trichome types of R. gorgonias in 

insect trapping mechanism, and (2) the mechanism responsible for the non-sticky properties 

of the bug cuticle. We have visualized intact plant surfaces and insect cuticle using Cryo-

SEM and measured adhesive properties of plant secretion in contact with different surfaces. 

Additionally, in a separate experiment we have estimated the stiffness of three different 

trichome types of the plant trap. A combination of structural and experimental results let us 

suggest that various trichome types with their different dimensions, stiffness and adhesive 

properties fulfil different functions in a complex trapping mechanism.  

SEM study of cryo-fractures of the fresh cuticle of flies, representing typical prey of 

R. gorgonias, and P. roridulae bugs, has revealed a thin, fragmentary layer of epicuticular 

grease in flies. This result led us suggest that the plant adhesive may form proper contact with 

solid islands of the fly cuticle free of epicuticular grease. On the contrary, a thick and 

cohesively weak epicuticular greasy film in bugs acts as a sloughing off layer preventing 

contact formation between sticky plant secretion and solid insect cuticle.  
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Abstract  

Aerial parts of higher plants are covered by a continuous extra-cellular layer, the cuticle or 

cuticular membrane (CM). The CM is a complex composite biopolymer basically composed of 

a cutin matrix, waxes, and hydrolysable polysaccharides. CM samples were stressed by uniaxial 

tension loads to determine their tensile modulus, breaking stress and maximum elongation. 

These biomechanical parameters of cuticle isolated from cherry tomato fruits have already been 

studied in mature green and red ripe CM. The present work focuses on the biomechanical 

parameters of cuticle isolated from cherry tomato fruits during growing. In general terms, the 

tendency observed in the tensile modulus was to increase during the tomato fruit development 

and the maximum value corresponded to red ripe stage.  

Introduction 

Aerial parts of higher plants are covered by a continuous extra-cellular layer, the cuticle or 

cuticular membrane. The main function ascribed to the cuticle is to minimize water loss [1]. 

Besides, it limits the loss of substances from plant internal tissues and also protects the plant 

against physical, chemical, and biological impacts, providing also mechanical support to 

maintain organ integrity [2]. Cuticles of higher plants are chemically heterogeneous in nature, 

basically consisting of a wax fraction, soluble in common organic solvents, and an insoluble 

cuticular matrix, that forms the framework of the cuticle. This cuticular matrix is mainly formed 

by the biopolymer cutin, a high-molecular weight polyester composed of various inter-esterified 

C16 and C18 polyhydroxyalkanoic acids [3]. In addition, some polysaccharide material is also 

present in variable amounts, mainly in the inner side of the cuticular matrix, as well as 

flavonoids in some species. 

The structure-function relationship of the cuticle, together with the influence of its 

composition and organisation on the biomechanical properties is still poorly understood. The 

biomechanical properties of the isolated cuticle from leaves of several plant species and from 

tomato fruits were studied in some detail by [4], revealing a large variation between species and, 

important for tomato fruit, indicating that the cuticle provides structural support to fruits without 

hard internal tissues. In addition, the viscoelastic nature of plant cuticles and its physiological 

importance has been described [5,6,7,8] together with the effect of hydration and temperature on 

the mechanical properties of the isolated tomato fruit cuticles [7,8,9]. Recently our group 

documented the relative contribution of specific components of plant cuticle such as cutin and 

polysaccharides to its biomechanical properties. Polysaccharides incorporated into the cutin 

matrix were responsible for the elastic modulus, stiffness and the linear elastic behavior of the 

cuticle, while the viscoelastic behavior, characterized by low elastic modulus and high strain 

values, could be assigned to the cutin matrix[10]. It was also showed that the cutin elastic 
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modulus, independently of the temperature and hydration degree, was always significantly 

higher in red ripe cuticles than in the mature green ones, assuming that phenolics, mostly 

flavonoids, in the cuticle network could be the main candidates to explain the increase of 

rigidity from the mature green to the red ripe stage [10]. 

Material and methods 

Solanum lycopersicum L. cv. Cascada plants were grown in a polyethylene greenhouse 

during spring at the Estación Experimental La Mayora, CSIC, in the south-east of Spain. 

Flowers were labelled at anthesis, hand-pollinated and fruits harvested every 10 days after 

anthesis (daa) from 15 daa until red ripe (55daa).  

Cuticles were enzymatically isolated from tomato fruits at different stages of development 

following the protocol of [11] as modified by [12] using an aqueous solution of a mixture of 

fungal cellulase (0.2% w/v, Sigma) and pectinase (2.0% w/v, Sigma), and 1 mM NaN3 to 

prevent microbial growth, in sodium citrate buffer (50 mM, pH 3.7). Vacuum was used to 

facilitate enzyme penetration, and fruit samples were incubated with continuous agitation at 

35°C for at least 14 d. The cuticle was then separated from the epidermis, rinsed in distilled 

water and stored under dry conditions. 

Small pericarp pieces from three fruits per developmental stage were fixed in a 

formaldehyde, acetic acid and ethanol solution (1:1:18); later on dehydrated in an ethanol 

dilution series (70-95%) and embedded in a commercial resin (Leica Historesin Embedding Kit, 

Heidelberg, Germany). Samples were cross-sectioned into slices 4 µm thick using a Leica 

microtome (RM2125, Germany). Sudan IV was employed to differentially stain the cuticle. 

Cuticle thickness was estimated from a minimum of 30 to 50 measurements from the cross-

sectioned samples using an image capture analysis program (Visilog-Noesis 6.3, France). It was 

assessed from the central region between pegs since this area remains almost constant and is not 

affected by cuticle invaginations. Cuticular area was calculated using the same program and a 

minimum of 20 measures per stage. 

The mechanical properties of the cuticle were measured following the previous work of [8] 

using an extensometer equipped with a linear displacement transducer (Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, 

Japan) that was customized to work with cuticle samples. Rectangular uniform segments (3 mm 

x 9 mm) of isolated cuticles were sectioned using a metal block and fixed between the ends of 

two hollow stainless- steel needles, by a small amount of fast-drying super glue. The system 

was enclosed in an environment controlled chamber that allowed the control of temperature and 

relative humidity (RH). Each cuticle sample was held inside the extensometer chamber for at 

least 30 min to equilibrate the temperature and humidity before beginning the extension test. 

The cross-sectional area of the samples was measured by optical microscopy and image 

analysis software (Visilog-Noiesis v 6.3) and the length of the exposed surface of the sample 

between the two supports was measured before mechanical extension tests. The mechanical 

tests were performed as a transient creep test to determine the changes in length of a cuticle 

segment by maintaining samples in uniaxial tension, under a constant load for 1200 s, with the 

longitudinal extension of each sample being recorded by a computer system every 3 s. Each 

sample was tested repeatedly using an ascending sequence of sustained tensile forces (from 

0.098 N to breaking-point by 0.098 N load increments) without recovery time [8]. To determine 

stresses, the tensile force exerted along the sample was divided by the representative cross-

sectional area of the sample. To obtain the corresponding stress–strain curve and elastic 

modulus (E), the applied stress was plotted against the total change in length (%) after 20 min. 

Breaking stress and maximum strain at the breaking stress were also determined for each 

sample. All the strain-time and the corresponding stress–strain curves were calculated for a set 

of 5–7 samples of the corresponding cuticles equilibrated at 25ºC and 40% RH.  
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Results and discussion 

Tomato fruit suffers dramatic increases in size during its development, especially in the first 

stages of growth during the immature – mature green period. This expansion is withstood by 

pericarp cell walls plus the cuticle. Thus, in these stages a fruit needs to withstand the internal 

pressure but at the same time expand their tissues. In a previous work [13] we described that 

cuticle accumulation in cherry tomatoes (expressed as micrograms per square centimetre) 

reached its maximum very early in fruit development (Table 1), around 15 days after anthesis 

(daa). Nevertheless, cuticle synthesis continued in order to maintain its amount as fruit 

increased size during development.  

In the present work we describe the biomechanical behaviour of cherry tomato cuticles at 

different stages of growth. Table 2 shows the biomechanical parameters thus obtained. The 

comparison of mature green (MG) and red ripe (RR) cuticles showed a significant increase in 

the elastic modulus implying a much higher stiffness of the cuticle material once it reaches the 

mature stage. A statistically significant increase in the elastic modulus between MG and RR has 

recently been shown for cuticles derived from tomatoes that accumulate flavonoids at the onset 

of ripening [14]. Thus, a role in modulating cuticle stiffness was demonstrated for flavonoids 

accumulated in tomato cuticle during ripening. Interestingly, at 45daa, when the cuticle is 

already accumulating flavonoids (breaker-orange stage), the elastic modulus was higher than in 

MG but still much lower than for the RR, suggesting an intermediate stage in flavonoid 

accumulation. 

 
Table1 Micrograms per square centimetre of Cascada cuticle at five stages of fruit development. Cuticle 

thickness (in microns), determined by microscopic observation, is also included. Data are presented as 

mean ± standard error. Data from [13]. 

Stage Amount of cuticle Thickness 

15 daa 1307.4 ± 62.5 4.4 ± 0.1 

25 daa 1455.8 ± 70.7 6.7 ± 0.1 

35 daa (MG) 1446.2 ± 49.7 7.2 ± 0.1 

45 daa 1443.0 ± 79.7 6.5 ± 0.1 

55 daa (RR) 1332.4 ± 67.1 6.2 ± 0.1 

 

 
Table 2 Cuticle biomechanical parameters studied in five developmental stages of fruit development. 

Elastic modulus and maximum stress are measured in MPa, maximum strain is expressed as a 

percentage. Data are presented as mean ± standard error.  

Stage Young modulus Breaking stress Maximum strain 
15 daa 487.8 ± 23.9 40.9 ± 7.7 17.9 ± 4.5 

25 daa 235.0 ± 7.6 25.7 ± 5.4 20.0 ± 5.3 

35 daa (MG) 289.1 ± 16.5 33.8 ± 2.3 30.9 ± 1.9 

45 daa 536.2 ± 8.6 50.6 ± 0.1 18.1 ± 1.0 

55 daa (RR) 995.8 ± 64.6 62.7 ± 10.9 14.0 ± 4.2 

 

Following this hypothesis, a low elastic modulus would be expected at developmental stages 

before the MG since fruits are at full growth and expansion. Nevertheless, this seemed to be 

only partially true. At 25 daa a low elastic modulus, similar to the MG, is observed but at 15 daa 

the elastic modulus was 2-fold higher. At this stage the modulus value is similar to that of 

tomatoes at 45 daa. Thus, a high elastic modulus at a very early stage of development followed 

by a decay and further increase during ripening is observed in cherry tomatoes. Two possible 

explanations for this behaviour early in development could be postulated. First, a putative rapid 

accumulation of some phenolic material other than flavonoids at 15 daa that would later in 

development decrease its concentration as the fruit expands and synthesises more cuticle. This 

phenolic material would have a similar biomechanical role as that already described for 

flavonoids. Another explanation would be related to the rapid accumulation of cuticle material 
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that happens in the period between 10 and 15 daa [13]. Maybe this fast deposition leads to the 

formation of a very dense material that unfolds during the following stages. The increase in 

cuticle thickness during this period (Table 1) while maintaining the amount of cuticle per square 

centimetre points towards this possibility. Yet, further research is needed to clarify this point.  

A similar behaviour during development was observed for another biomechanical parameter, 

the breaking stress. At 15 daa the cuticle needed a higher stress to produce a break than in the 

following 2 stages and only after the fruit had reached the onset of ripening the stress increased 

to values higher to those of 15 daa. On the other hand, the maximum stress, the ability of the 

cuticle to deform, followed a more logical behaviour according to the role of flavonoids above 

discussed [14]. The percentage of deformation increased during development and then 

decreased during ripening. However, the significant increase between 15 and 35 daa again 

points to the presence of some molecular compounds and/or molecular arrangement of cuticle 

components that constrains cuticle deformation making it stiffer. Thus, an in-depth study of the 

nature and molecular arrangement of the cuticle at 15daa it will be needed.  

Conclusion 

The biomechanical properties of the cuticle changed during fruit growth and ripening despite 

the amount of cuticle expressed as micrograms per square centimetre was similar among the 

different stages of development. The stiffness of the material, together with the stress needed to 

break the cuticle, increased significantly during growth until they reached a maximum at red 

ripe. 
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Abstract  

Cellular growth is one of the fundamental underpinnings of morphogenesis. In plant cells, 

expansive growth is ultimately determined by the mechanics of the primary cell wall. Given that the 

driving force for cellular expansion, the turgor pressure, is isotropic, the generation of complex cell 

geometries relies on local differences and anisotropic distribution of cell wall mechanical properties at 

subcellular scale. Global changes in cell shape such as preferential elongation in one direction is 

greatly determined by the orientation of cellulose microfibrils. However, while the mechanics of the 

microfibrils is essential, overall cell wall extensibility is largely determined by the links between them 

and by the matrix surrounding them. Local growth events on the other hand are generated by the 

spatially confined reduction in cell wall stiffness involving changes to the mechanical properties of the 

matrix components. The geometry and mechanics of these spatially confined growth events is 

discussed and a categorization of cellular expansion patterns is presented.  

Introduction 

Plant development is the result of three essential processes: cell expansive growth, cell division, 

and cellular differentiation. Cellular expansion is involved both in increase in size and in the 

generation of changes to cell shape. Increase of cell volume during the differentiation of a 

meristematic cell into its destination cell type is typically between 10 and 1000-fold [1], but can reach 

up to 30 000-fold, for example in the case of xylem vessels [2]. While the increase in cellular surface 

(L
2 

with L being the length of the cell) is smaller than the increase in cytoplasmic volume (L
3
), the 

amount of additional cell wall that has to be generated is still impressive. 

Implicit in cell expansive growth is a mechanical process that balances turgor generated tensile 

stress in the cell wall with the opposing force resisting stretching to allow expansion [3,4]. The 

balanced counterforce of primary wall stress to turgor pressure has prompted the comparison of plant 

cells with "hydraulic machines" [5]. Turgor pressure, however, is isotropic. Therefore, the only shape 

a cell with uniformly distributed and isotropic cell wall mechanical properties would be able to 

achieve is a sphere with ever increasing diameter. Differentiated plant cells come in a multitude of 

shapes ranging from simple cylindrical cells (e.g. palisade mesophyll) to star-shaped complex 

structures (e.g. astro-sclereids) [6,7]. The generation of complex geometries requires the mechanical 

properties of the cell wall to be non-uniformly distributed or to exhibit anisotropy. The fact that even 

complex shapes are determined by the cell wall can easily be demonstrated by enzymatic digestion of 

the latter resulting in a perfectly spherical protoplast. In the following, different types of cell shapes 

are categorized and the manner in which the cell wall controls their generation is discussed.   
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Cellulose mediated anisotropy of cellular expansion 

For the cell to globally elongate in a particular direction, cell wall deformability in this direction 

must be lower. Once a geometry different from a sphere has been established, this mechanical 

anisotropy may have to be even bigger to sustain directional expansion since both surface geometry 

and local mechanical properties contribute to the spatial distribution of stresses on the cellular surface 

(Fig. 1) [8]. The orientation of cellulose microfibrils in the cell wall is generally recognized as a 

crucial parameter determining anisotropy in cell wall deformability under tensile stress [9,10]. Other 

cell wall components such as arabinogalactan proteins seem to mechanically influence cell wall 

anisotropy, but the mechanical principles of their molecular action is not understood [11]. Microfibrils 

are formed from crystalline cellulose polymers [12] and they are embedded in a matrix composed of 

hemicellulose and other polysaccharides. The comparison with a fiber reinforced composite material 

has been helpful for modeling this material behavior [13,14] and it seems logical that the microfibrils 

confer rigidity and strength to the cell material particularly in the direction of their principal 

orientation. Hence, in cells exhibiting elongation growth, microfibrils are typically oriented 

perpendicular to the long axis on the inner surface of the cell wall thus restricting deformation to the 

larger stresses in the circumferential direction [9,15-19].  

 

Modeling the plant cell wall by defining a two-term strain energy function, one term each for the 

matrix and the microfibril phases, Chaplain established that in addition to microfibril extensibility the 

matrix shear modulus is an important variable [20]. This aspect is occasionally neglected when 

discussing the effect of cellulose microfibrils on cell wall deformability. During elongation growth, 

the primary wall deforms predominately in the long axis, separating the space between the essentially 

transverse microfibrils and passively reorienting slightly tilted microfibrils toward the longitudinal 

axis. The latter process has been termed multi-net growth and is proposed to be responsible for the 

changing orientation of microfibrils through the thickness of the cell wall [17-19]. The multi-net 

concept has been challenged by Marga et al. [21] who did not find significant reorientation of 

microfibrils upon application of strain up to 30% during in vitro creep experiments. However, simple 

geometrical calculations based on the influence of the initial microfibril angle and the applied strain on 

the final microfibril orientation demonstrated that the expected reorientation would have been too 

small to be recognized in this experimental setup [22]. Hence, these experiments are not necessarily 

inconsistent with the classical multi-net growth hypothesis. In anisotropic elongation growth it is 

apparent that stretching and/or breaking of the hemicellulose connections between the microfibrils, 

and hence the mechanical properties of these linkages, must be an important limiting factor regulating 

extensibility. However, even in the case of tensile stress parallel to the direction of microfibril 

orientation, the cellulose fibers can only provide mechanical resistance if they are connected to each 

other - either directly, via hemicellulose tethers or by generating friction between each other, or 

indirectly, by generating shear within the polymer matrix. The reason for this is that unless the 

microfibrils form complete hoops or spirals around the cell, tensile stress would simply cause them to 

Fig. 1. Geometry dependence of surface stress patterns in thin-

shelled pressure vessels. A. A spherical shell experiences isotropic 

stress patterns. B. In a cylindrical body the stress in circumferential 

direction is twice as large as the longitudinal stress. C. The largest 

stress in a body with local outgrowth is located at concave bend 

between the main body and the outgrowth. Arrows in dark blue 

represent relatively larger stress than arrows in light blue. 
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slide against each other (Fig. 2). Since the typical length for microfibrils seems to be below 10 µm 

[23], it is unlikely that individual microfibrils form complete hoops around the cellular perimeter. 

Hence, the mechanical properties of the connecting matrix tethers, their abundance relative to the 

density of microfibrils, the deformability of the gel composed of the other matrix components, as well 

as the length of the microfibrils should be important parameters determining mechanical behavior of 

the cell wall not only perpendicular, but also parallel to microfibril orientation (Fig. 2). It has been 

proposed that matrix molecules do not actually act so much as a tether but rather as a spacer between 

the microfibril rods [24]. However, both functions are not mutually exclusive and the mechanical role 

of matrix molecules might depend on the particular situation and the angle of the microfibrils versus 

the direction of cell wall expansion [22]. The list of biophysical parameters determining extensibility 

will certainly have to be revised in the future, once the hierarchical organization and the 

interconnections between individual types of molecules are better understood (for a review of different 

conceptual models see [25]). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Mechanics of a composite material with parallel arrangement of the fiber component.  

A. Hypothetical composite material in which the fiber elements form hoops around the cellular 

circumference. Wall extensibility in the direction parallel to the fibers would be largely determined by the 

mechanical properties of the fibers and their relative density. B. Composite material consisting of fibers 

of limited length embedded and bonded to the matrix. Wall extensibility in direction parallel to the fibers 

is largely limited by the shear modulus of the matrix and the density of the fibers. D. Composite material 

in which the fibers (microfibrils) are connected by tethers (e.g. hemicellulose polymers) in addition to 

being embedded and bonded to the matrix. The mechanics of the tethers and their attachments largely 

influences both wall extensibility parallel to and perpendicular to the fiber orientation. The shade of red 

of the arrows indicates the overall wall extensibility of the material in the indicated direction (red - high 

extensibility). The terms between the arrows indicate the biophysical and structural parameters limiting 

extensibility in the indicated direction. The parameters represent the mechanical properties of 

fibers/microfibrils (red), tethers/hemicellulose links (green), and other matrix components (yellow). 
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Microtubule-microfibril interaction 

For developmental biologists the question arises how cells control the orientation of their 

microfibrils. The importance of the role of the microtubule cytoskeleton is undisputed in this context 

[15,26,27], but our understanding of the mechanism of the interaction and mutual control between 

microtubules and microfibrils is still rather poor. In many plant cells microtubule arrays are arranged 

parallel to the main microfibril orientation which led to the concept that movement of cellulose 

synthase enzyme complexes in the plasma membrane is constrained by interactions with the cortical 

microtubules [28]. However, this concept turned out to be inconsistent with observations of continued 

synthesis of organized cellulose microfibrils following the disruption of cortical microtubules by 

pharmacological agents [15,29] or mutation [30,31]. In mor1 mutants microtubules are shortened and 

disorganized in a temperature-sensitive manner leading to a loss in growth anisotropy. However, 

cellulose microfibrils continue to be deposited transverse to the long axis of the plant organ even after 

prolonged disruption of cortical microtubule arrays and the onset of radial expansion. This is true for 

both mutation and drug induced interference with microtubules. Even more dramatically, change in 

growth anisotropy of root cells occurred in rsw4 and rsw7 mutants despite the unaltered, horizontal 

orientation and abundance of both microtubules and microfibrils [32]. 

Several conceptual models have been proposed that could explain the role of microtubules in 

controlling cellular expansion other than by determining microfibril orientation. Microtubules might 

be required to concentrate and organize cellulose synthase complexes to ensure efficient cellulose 

assembly into higher order clusters of fibers [33]. Alternatively, microtubules might ensure the 

coordination between cellulose deposition and the delivery of proteins and other molecules to optimize 

cell wall structure [34]. Microtubule control of the mechanical cell wall properties might also be based 

on their influence on cellulose synthase turnover thus through the determination of microfibril length 

[35]. Shorter microfibrils might lead to an altered mechanical behavior of the cell wall thus allowing 

more expansion in the direction parallel to cellulose orientation. The number of microtubule mutants 

known to affect growth anisotropy is staggering [36] and hopefully the mechanics of the interaction 

between cytoskeleton and microtubules will be elucidated in the near future. Determining the actual 

length of microfibrils and their degree of clustering in the cells of these mutants will most certainly be 

necessary to validate any of the above models or allow the generation of better ones. There have been 

attempts to explain the orientation of microfibrils in cylindrical cells without the necessity of a 

guidance mechanism. These are essentially based on geometrical considerations, the hypothetical 

limitation of space into which microfibrils can be deposited, and the dynamics of cellulose synthases 

dispatching into the membrane [37-40]. These models have certainly provided food for thought and 

will help to develop experimental approaches that will be able to provide answers. 

 

Spatially confined growth events 

Cellulose-mediated anisotropy in the deformability of the cell wall is generally associated and most 

intensively studied with overall anisotropic cellular expansion. Approximately spherical or polyhedric 

cells derived from the apical meristem elongate by anisotropic deformation of large portions of their 

surface. Typically, cells that have differentiated through this mechanism do not have any sharp 

concave bends in their surface. Numerous cell types, however, do have such concave bends or exhibit 

other types of complex geometries. Dramatic examples include star-shaped trichoblasts, astro-

sclereids, stellate aerenchyma cells, lobed leaf epidermis cells, and the cylindrical protrusions typical 

for pollen tubes and root hairs. How then are these more complex geometries generated? The common 

feature of many of these cells types is a relatively large cell body producing one or several roughly 

cylindrical or finger-like extensions that may be branched. These extension are generated by spatially 

confined growth events that must rely on locally increased rates of cell wall deformation and 

deposition. To distinguish spatially confined growth events from global cell growth, I have propose 

earlier [41] to name the former heterotropic and the latter homotropic (Fig. 3). The mechanics and 

geometry of heterotropic growth events varies largely between cell types and not in all cases have 
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surface expansion rates been assessed quantitatively. Spatial gradients in the biochemistry and 

distribution of the matrix polymers such as pectin play an essential role in the generation of these 

shapes [42].  

In the stellate aerenchyma, the star-shaped cells are initiated by the detachment of adjacent cells 

parenchymatic at three or four way junctions. The resulting intercellular spaces increase in size to 

eventually become an anastomosing network. While developmental information is scarce and cell wall 

deformation patterns for this cell type have not been published to my knowledge, it is likely that the 

site of cell wall expansion is initially located at the concave bend and subsequently in the cylindrical 

walls of the branches (Fig. 3). On the contrary, lobe formation in the jigsaw puzzle shaped leaf 

epidermis cells seems to be generated by a cellulose-based reinforcement of non-growing regions and 

tip-growth like outgrowths of the lobes [43]. How "tip-focused" this growth really is remains to be 

seen. A high rate of cell wall expansion at the very pole of the lobes would generate friction with the 

adjacent concave bend of the neighboring cell and it is thus more likely that the side walls of the lobes 

represent the sites of highest expansion (Fig. 3).  

 

 

Fig. 3. Overview of cell wall expansion patterns resulting in various cellular geometries. Different types of cell 

wall expansion patterns can be combined in a single cell. They can occur simultaneously or at different times 

during differentiation. Areas on the cell surface undergoing expansion are marked in red. Question marks 

indicate lack of quantitative data on surface expansion patterns. For some categories alternative terms are 

provided. Typical cell types for each expansion pattern are listed on the right. 
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Branch formation in Arabidopsis trichomes is initiated by a highly spatially confined growth event 

on the surface of an existing trichome and branches elongate by large-surface expansion of the 

cylindrical side walls [7,44](Fig. 3). In contrast, cell wall expansion in pollen tubes and root hairs is 

confined to the apical tip of the cylindrical extension during the entire growth period, the cylindrical 

walls of these cells do not expand [45-47]. To distinguish cells with a single site of increased growth 

activity from those with multiple sites, such as the lobed epidermal cells, I have proposed the terms 

monotropic for the former and pleiotropic for the latter (Fig. 3). 

This tip-focused pattern of surface expansion in pollen tubes is in part explained by the non-

uniform distribution of different configurations of pectins [42] and the reinforcement of the cylindrical 

shank by callose [48] and cellulose. Recent evidence revealed, however, that tip growth in pollen tubes 

does not occur at the extreme tip or pole of the cell, but rather at an annular region around it [49]. The 

differences between "tip" growth and other growth patterns might therefore be quantitative rather than 

qualitative, with a growing region that is more spatially confined but not principally different from that 

in other cell types. This illustrates that despite being hailed for a long time as a very distinct growth 

mechanism, tip-growing cells might actually only represent the extreme end of a gradual spectrum 

defining the geometry of plant cell growth. 

The question is what defines the more or less spatially confined surface areas that are subject to 

expansion in heterotropic growth events and what prevents adjacent areas from being deformed? 

Intriguingly, these stable, adjacent areas often have to resist higher tensile stress than the growing 

regions due to cellular geometry resulting in differential distribution of stress patterns on the cellular 

surface [47] (Fig. 1). Clearly, spatially confined sites of cellular expension require the establishment 

of local differences in cell wall mechanical properties [8] and theoretical models of the geometry and 

structure provide information on the exact degree of difference in mechanical properties that is 

necessary to generate a particular heterotropic shape. 

The simple radial symmetry of cylindrical, tip-growing protrusions such as those formed by pollen 

tubes, root hairs, and fungal hyphae, has made these cell types the subject of numerous theoretical 

models and, more recently, of cytomechanical studies. Ranging from relatively simple geometrical 

considerations [50,51] most treat the expanding cell using an elastic membrane model [52-56]. Micro-

indentation has revealed that the growing apical region in pollen has indeed lower cellular elastic 

stiffness than the distal region of the same cell, which is at least in part due to the differences in cell 

wall mechanical properties [42,48,57,58]. The degree of apical stiffness also correlates with the 

dynamics of the growth rate, a relationship that is likely to be causal [59] . 

The question arises how the cell generates and controls such spatially confined areas of higher cell 

wall deformability. Root trichoblasts about to form root hairs show localized cell wall regions of 

lowered pH [60], high xyloglucan endotransglycosylase activity [61] and increased expansin 

concentration [62,63]. Pollen grains about to germinate exhibit an increased accumulation of methyl-

esterified pectin at the aperture [48]. Clearly, the biochemistry of the cell wall can change over 

distances as small as few micrometers. The mechanism that is likely to be responsible for the 

establishment of a local "hot spot" of mechanically different cell wall are localized activation of proton 

pumps and/or targeted secretion. Other than the secretion of proteins affecting the degree of cross-

linking between cell wall polymers, secretion induced cell wall softening may also be due to a lack of 

alignment and loose coiling of newly delivered cell wall polymers or a lack of gel formation due to 

their methyl-esterification or absence of calcium ions [42,64,65]. The targeting of vesicles containing 

cell wall precursor material or agents influencing cell wall properties is controlled by the cytoskeleton 

[7]. Contrary to the predominant role of microtubules in cellulose deposition, heterotropic growth is 

often accompanied by characteristic configurations of the actin cytoskeleton or a combination of the 

actin- and microtubule arrays at the future site of a polar outgrowth. This has been observed in pollen 

tubes, root hairs, algal zygotes and fungal hyphae [6,62,66-73]. This prominence of actin is consistent 

with the fact that in these cell types, contrary to animal cells, the actin microfilaments play an 

important and sometimes dominant role in cytoplasmic organelle transport. In pollen tubes both 

microtubule and actin arrays are involved in organelle transport, but the former is not critical for 

vesicle delivery [74]. Trichome branch initiation in Arabidopsis is dependent on actin- and 

microtubule-mediated Golgi transport to the cell cortex [75]. Drug or mutation induced interference 

with microtubule functioning affects the initiation of a new branch whereas the actin cytoskeleton 

seems to be responsible for maintaining the polarity [69,76,77]. Root hair initiation is preceded by a 
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reorientation of the microtubule cytoskeleton [78], but the disruption of the latter does not inhibit the 

process [79]. Drugs causing actin depolymerization or fragmentation on the other hand successfully 

interfere with root hair initiation [79-81] and germination in algal zygotes [82]. der1 plants, which 

possess a point mutation in the gene encoding actin2, have enlarged or misplaced root hair initiation 

sites [83,84].  

While interference with the cytoskeleton and hence the delivery of cell wall material is sufficient to 

hamper or alter growth [69], it is important to note that the simple piling on of cell wall polymers 

through secretion cannot by itself produce the formation of a protuberance even when it is highly 

localized. This is evident from tip growing cells in which growth is arrested while secretion is still 

ongoing [85,86]. A force causing tensile stress in the cell wall is still a prerequisite to explain 

expansion. Models that base cellular expansion solely on material addition [87,88] therefore only 

reflect one aspect of cellular reality, just as do those that focus exclusively on cell wall deformation. 

Our increasingly precise knowledge about vesicle delivery [89,90] and surface expansion [52] during 

heterotropic growth events should therefore make their way into the theoretical models that attempt to 

have the ability to reflect cellular biology and predict its behavior. 

Conclusion 

Cells are physical entities and as such they have to obey the laws of physics. The spatio-termporal 

patterns of plant cell growth can only be understood if the mechanical principles underlying cell wall 

mechanics are fully elucidated. Despite our increasing knowledge of the molecular players influencing 

cell wall mechanics our understanding of the interactions between these components is still sketchy. 

Advancement in theoretical modeling approaches and quantitative micro-mechanical studies will  help 

in testing conceptual models and explaining the intriguing cellular shapes we can observe in plants. 
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Abstract  

Improved knowledge on the way cell wall stiffness changes during the maturation process is of 
great importance to feed and help theoretical modelling on growth stress generation in trees. This 
paper outlines one of the most promising techniques to measure viscoelastic properties within the 
different layers of the developing cell wall based on the so-called Resonant Contact mode using an 
Atomic Force Microscope. This mode and the required calibrations are briefly described here and an 
application on chestnut mature tension wood is shown. It demonstrates the ability of the technique for 
drawing qualitative viscoelastic maps within a cell wall layer. Limitations and necessary development 
of this method to do quantitative measurements are briefly discussed.  

Introduction 

The elastic properties of wood originate mainly in those of its secondary cell wall layers. 
Secondary walls are formed during cell differentiation by addition of constitutive material (i.e., 
cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin) extruded from the plasma membrane and progressively 
incorporated into the wall. The mechanical properties of the wall depend on the amount of constitutive 
polymers, their spatial organisation, and also on the way they are bound to each other during cell 
development. To date, very little is known about how the mechanical properties of a wall layer 
progressively change during the early stages of its formation. Improved knowledge of the timing of 
wall stiffening may be useful to understand its assembly process. More specifically, it is necessary for 
understanding and modelling the apparition of maturation stress in wood [1-5], because wall stiffness 
determines the amount of stress generated by an impeded dimensional change of its constituents. In 
this context, our goal is to measure mechanical properties within the different cell wall layers and their 
evolution during wall formation, in order to understand, for example: i) if the stiffening of the 
secondary layers occurs immediately after their deposition; ii) if there is a time lag between wall 
formation and stiffening; or iii) if the whole wall stiffens simultaneously at the end of its formation. In 
an other words, is there a gradient in mechanical properties within the cell wall during its formation? 
How does this gradient change during the time course of the maturation process? This can be assessed 
by mapping the viscoelastic properties of cell walls taken along a differentiation sequence, from the 
cambium to the mature wood.  

Mechanical property measurements at the cell wall level can be estimated using numerical 
computations of the properties of its constituents or are more usually carried out experimentally on 
chemical compounds extracted from cell walls and on mechanically or chemically isolated fibres [6]. 
Other measurements consisted in “classical” tensile tests on the scale of the tree rings with specific 
strain fields’ measurements. These techniques require a reverse identification of the local stress fields 
from the overall loading to yield the mechanical properties of the material. In the present case, it is 
necessary to have access to the in situ mechanical properties within cell walls with as few 
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modifications as possible. Moreover, because of the weak nature of developing cells it is almost 
impossible to work on extracted fibres. Thus, one of the most promising techniques for this work is 
nanoindentation [7]. It has already been applied to estimate average elastic modulus of some wall 
layers of mature cells [8-10] or to compare elastic properties of S2 layers during the lignification 
process with those of mature cells [11]. However, this technique requires the layer thickness to be 
greater than the indent size [12], i.e., typically greater than some micrometres. As the width of the cell 
wall layers varies from ~0.1 µm (primary wall) to less than 10 µm (mature S2 or G layer), 
interpretation of measurements obtained by nanoindentation in the presence of a properties gradient or 
within a thin layer is not straightforward due to boundary effects [13]. Mechanical measurements done 
by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), using force-distance curves, force modulation microscopy, etc., 
require similar approaches as in nanoindentation but with a spatial resolution of the order of some tens 
of nanometre or less [14]. It should then be well adapted for measuring property variations within a 
developing cell wall layer. In our case, we used a specific mode of an AFM, sometimes called 
Resonant Contact-AFM (RC-AFM) that has already been applied on wood [15]. It has been more 
recently improved with a mathematical processing that allows us to perform a quite fast mapping of 
mean viscoelastic properties [16]. The present article is restricted to the case of mature cells of 
chestnut tension wood and mainly focused on demonstrating the ability of this technique to obtain 
local semi-quantitative measurement and qualitative mapping of the viscoelastic properties at the 
ultrastructural level. 

Material and methods 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic view of the basic principle of an AFM and its modification for doing Resonant Contact 
measurements with the use of a sinusoidal electrostatic excitation of the cantilever and a “lock-in” amplifier. 

 
The basic principle of an AFM relies on measuring the interaction(s) of a physical probe, i.e., a tip, 

with a sample surface (Fig. 1). This interaction induces the bending of a very soft cantilever (i.e., 
stiffness usually between 0.01 and 100N/m) at the end of which the tip is. The angular deflection of 
this cantilever is measured through the reflection of a laser on its back onto a position-sensitive 
photodetector. Relative in-plane (x, y) and out of plane (z) displacement of the sample vs. the probe is 
achieved through piezoelectric material actuators with a resolution better than 0.1 nm. There is a large 
variety of utilisation of AFM and way to measure the sample surface viscoelastic properties [14]. In 
the so-called contact mode, the tip remains in contact with the sample and the cantilever deflection is 
proportional to the applied contact force. As the tip scans the surface, a feedback loop keeps the 
contact force constant by adjusting the z-displacement of the actuator that is recorded and corresponds 
mainly to the surface topography. In that mode, since the tip touches the sample, it is sensitive to the 
sample viscoelastic properties. In this work, a specific operating contact mode, sometime called RC-
AFM, was used [14]. 
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It consists in applying a small periodic force to the cantilever by means of an electrostatic potential 
between the tip and the sample holder (Fig. 1). When the excitation frequency is close to the natural 
frequency of the cantilever, in contact with the sample surface through its tip, a resonance occurs. 
Basically, the measurement is based on performing a frequency sweep in a given point on the surface 
and recording the cantilever vibrations through the photodetector. According to several authors [14, 
17], the resonance frequency, f0, and the quality factor, Q, of the obtained frequency spectrum can be 
related respectively to the real, k’, and imaginary, k”, parts of the normal contact stiffness at the 
resonance frequency. It is then necessary to use the appropriated contact model [14] to derive the 
elastic contact modulus M of the tested volume of material from k’. The tangent of the loss angle, tan δ 
= k”/k’, which characterizes the viscous dissipation of the material in the tested volume (if all other 
dissipations like tip sliding are negligible) is, in our case, close to Q-1 for value of the quality factor 
higher than unity [16] and is not dependant on the contact model. The last step, as in all 
nanoindentation measurements, is to identify the material viscoelastic parameter(s). This is not so 
obvious in the case of an anisotropic fibrous material such as the wood cell wall layers [12, 18]. This 
aspect will not be presented in this paper. Finally, without any significant modification in the AFM 
device, this method theoretically offers nanometre spatial resolution, as the mean and vibrating applied 
forces can be tuned as low as possible, and reduced lateral force effect due to the cantilever tilt angle. 
Moreover, by scanning the surface at a constant mean force and excitation frequency, close to the 
resonance of the different materials composing the area of interest, it is possible to do a reasonably fast 
mapping of the resonance frequency and quality factor whilst acquiring the sample topography 
without doing a frequency sweep at each point. This imaging technique is based on the cantilever 
vibration parameters (i.e., the real and imaginary parts) that are directly linked to the parameters of the 
resonant spectrum of Lorentzian shape [16].  

In our case, a commercial AFM (Veeco Enviroscope) is used and its photodetector signal analysed 
by a lock-in amplifier (EG & G model 5302) to extract the real and the imaginary part of the cantilever 
vibration generated by the electrostatic excitation through an external generator (FLUKE PM5138A). 
In order to achieve the frequency sweep and resonance spectra acquisitions, an automated 
measurement was realized using Labview software and GPIB National Instruments interface. Our 
experiments show that the use of a theoretical model of cantilever vibration is not so obvious. This is 
why we decided here to use a series of “reference” materials like more or less stiff polymers 
(Polyurethane PU, Polyester PE, PMMA) and stiffer and less viscous materials like glass. Frequency 
spectra are carried out on them and compared to the theoretical contact stiffness. This stiffness is 
computed using a contact model (i.e., Hertz) and macroscopic elastic modulus obtained at different 
frequencies (DMA, ultrasonic wave propagation, etc.). The strongest assumption here is that these 
reference samples are assumed to be homogeneous even at the submicrometre scale and that properties 
at this scale are equal to those at the macroscopic level.  

In order to obtain as quantitative as possible viscoelastic properties, it is moreover necessary to 
calibrate the cantilever stiffness (or spring constant) and the shape (i.e., mean radius of curvature) of 
its tip apex. As the optimal cantilever stiffness is between some N/m to some tens of N/m and after 
comparing some classical calibration techniques [19], we decided to do it by using calibrated reference 
cantilevers (CLFC-NOBO Veeco Probes). This calibration protocol relies on measuring the deflection 
of the cantilever when applied on a known spring constant [20]. For the tip apex shape, we compared 
different calibration gratings and SEM images. The main problem arising during the experiment is 
that, as the tip is always in contact with the surface during imaging, more or less wear occurs and can 
lead to a drastic change in the tip apex shape. It is then necessary to have a fast way to characterise the 
shape between two measurements. We have finally chosen a calibration grating (NT-MDT TGT-01) 
that consists in an array of very sharp spikes with a radius lower than about 8 nm. It allows for some 
kind of (fast) reverse imaging of the actual apex shape with enough accuracy in the present case. The 
(average) technical specifications of the cantilever used for the experiments (Nanoworld Arrow FMR) 
are: thickness 3 µm, length 240 µm, width 35 µm, stiffness 2.8 N/m, free natural frequency 75 kHz.  
The average tip radius is estimated to be around 55 nm during the measurements. The mean applied 
force is estimated to be around 180 nN and the sinusoidal electrostatic excitation is applied with 
amplitude of 10 V. 

In order to investigate the RC-AFM imaging technique in the case of wood, chestnut (Castanea 
sativa) mature wood containing normal as well as tension wood was used. Tension wood is 
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characterized, in the case of chestnut, by the presence of a so-called G layer with a microfibril angle 
close to zero and a thin S2 layer. All mechanical measurement based on indentation requires samples 
with a surface as flat as possible compared to the contact radius in order to be able to estimate 
accurately the contact area. Moreover, in the case of AFM, the tip is very brittle and surface roughness 
(or holes) must be as low as possible to reduce breakage risks. Wood samples were then embedded in 
a resin in order to fill the lumen and to decrease the surface roughness by reducing deformation during 
the cutting process. Sticks (1 cm in longitudinal direction, 1 × 1 mm² in transverse section) were 
obtained by splitting to guarantee a good axial direction. They were then cut manually with a razor 
blade to produce a clear transverse surface and to obtain cubes of about 1 mm3 in size. Samples were 
dehydrated with an ethanol series (50%, 75%, 90% and 100%) under vacuum and embedded in 
increasing ratio of LR White medium resin. The whole resin block with the sample was then machined 
to reduce its cross section. A rotary microtome (Leica RM2235) was then used first with a glass knife 
to remove the first 100 µm of material containing the border effects that occurs during initial sample 
preparation [21]. Then a diamond knife (Diatom Histo) was used to cut a series of very thin section 
(about 500 nm in thickness) at the lowest cutting speed to minimize compression during the cutting 
process. The resulting topography of the remaining wood block sample surface is obtained during the 
mechanical measurement in RC-AFM mode and shown in Fig. 2. Some steps in the topography due to 
difference in the stiffness of the different layers are observed. However, the typical Root-Mean-Square 
(RMS) roughness in the thicker, G and S2, layers is usually around 10 nm. Note that the transverse 
sections are not used for the mechanical measurements as they are too thin and lead to artefacts.  

 

 
Fig. 2 AFM topography (256 × 256 points) in contact mode of the chestnut tension wood cross section. 
Identification of the different cell wall layers and of the embedding LR White resin in the cell lumina. The box 
corresponds to the area of interest in Fig. 5. The scale bar corresponds to the height in nm. 

Results and discussion 

The RC-AFM experiments are done in two steps. The first step is to engage the tip in contact with 
the sample and to carry out frequency spectra at different points. In Fig. 3, the amplitude of the output 
signal of the photodetector is plotted as a function of the electrostatic excitation frequency. The 
resonance frequency f0 and the quality factor Q of the frequency spectrum in each layer are then 
deduced. The indentation modulus in the longitudinal direction ML is then computed using the 
different calibrations done (as depicted in the previous chapter). The results are given in Table 1. They 
correspond to the mean values obtained from at least 3 spectra done in 3 different positions within the 
same layer. The uncertainty in this table only represents the variation in the value computed from one 
point to another. It doesn’t take into account all the uncertainty coming from the different calibration 
steps and measurements accuracy that can be much higher and must be estimated soon. These results 
are consistent with those obtain previously on oak [15] and other S2 cell wall layer [8-10]. Moreover, 
using an elastic anisotropic indentation model [18] and a multi-scale cell wall model [3] with the 
estimated elastic properties of the cell wall constituents given in [6] and a given composition of the S2 
or G layer (i.e., 30% crystalline cellulose and 70% amorphous cellulose and matrix material), leads to 
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an indentation modulus around 16 GPa for an MFA of 0°. The results obtained by RC-AFM seem 
quite good given all the assumption made on the composition of the layer, the properties of its 
constituent and the fact that the MFA of the S2 layer is not known. The fact that they are lower may be 
explained by the fibrous nature of the material that could lead to different contact behaviour even 
when anisotropy is taken into account. Moreover, this fibrous structure leads to nanometre topography 
during the cutting process [22] (Fig. 5a). This nano-roughness can lead to an underestimation of the 
real contact area using a classical contact model that assumes a perfectly flat surface, and yields an 
estimated indentation modulus lower than the real one. Moreover, the indentation model used is 
developed for pyramidal (deep) indentation and not for a sphere-plane contact. Finally, measurements 
in progress show that the accuracy and sensitivity of the RC-AFM to the elastic modulus can be 
improved by using a stiffer cantilever.  
The last step of the measurement is to do mapping at a given excitation frequency fim. To be able to 
compute the resonance frequency and quality factor from the real and imaginary parts of the cantilever 
vibration, fim must be chosen as close as possible to the resonance frequency on each layer. In the 
present case, as we want to demonstrate the ability of this technique to sense differences in mechanical 
properties mainly in the S2 and G layers, the imaging frequency is chosen close to that obtained on 
these layers (Fig. 3). As a result, the mechanical properties of the embedding resin and, to a less 
extent, that of the CML will be poorly estimated.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Amplitude frequency spectrum for the different layers. Definition of the resonance frequency f0 and 
quality factor Q in the case of the embedding resin. Choice of the imaging frequency fim for Figs. 4 and 5. 
 
Table 1 Indentation modulus ML and reverse of the quality factor Q-1( ~ tan δ  at the resonance frequency)  in the 
longitudinal direction for the different layers of the cell wall computed from the spectra of Fig. 3. Specified 
uncertainties only correspond to the variations between 3 measurement locations. 

 ML (GPa) Q-1 
Resin 6±1.5 0.013±0.002
CML 6.5±0.5 0.009±0.003

S2 12±0.5 0.006±0.003
G 14±1.5 0.009±0.003

 
The resulting indentation modulus and reverse of the quality factor maps are given in Fig. 4 for an 

imaging frequency of 350 kHz. In Fig. 4a, the S2 and G layers clearly appear to be the stiffest ones 
whereas the S1 and CML layers are the softest as in Table 1. Layers appear far more clearly than in the 
topography image of Fig. 2. Variations in the indentation modulus of the S2 layer are observed. These 
variations could be due to natural gradient properties within the layer (e.g., tangential vs. radial wall), 
or to a slightly oblique cross section combined with the MFA that induce a different type of loading 
with respect to the microfibrils axis: the highest frequencies would then mean a loading closer to the 
microfibril axis than the lowest values. In the latter case, contribution of the matrix in the measured 
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frequency is higher. Furthermore, G layers sometime appear to be composed of two slightly different 
stiffness parts (see the two arrows in Fig. 4). We don’t know if it’s a real property variation in the 
layer or if it’s due to the embedding protocol as resin penetration within the cell wall may change the 
measured viscoelastic properties. The evaluation of this resin penetration is in progress by using 
Raman spectroscopy [23] and first results tend to confirm such a situation in the inner layer. However, 
it can be inferred that resin presence in the gel of the G layer should increase the elastic modulus. 
Lastly, it can be seen that topography (e.g., scratches due to the cutting and step height to a less extent, 
see Fig. 2) has an effect on the measurement such as roughness. Whatever the real origin of all these 
observations, it demonstrates the ability of the RC-AFM to highlight elastic properties variations 
within a single cell wall layer. 
 

Fig. 4 Qualitative mapping at 350 kHz in the same area as in Fig. 2: a) indentation modulus ML  – scale bar in 
GPa; b) reverse of the quality factor Q-1 (~ tan δ at the resonance frequency).  
 
For the viscous parameter, tan δ in Fig. 4b, results are not so clear as the CML seems to be 
surprisingly less viscous than the S2 layer whereas the S1 is more. This contradicts the values of Q-1 
obtained in Table 1 and it seems to be mostly due to the choice in the imaging frequency that is too far 
from the resonance of the CML (e.g., see the noise in the resin part). It is interesting to note that, on 
average, the G layer is more viscous than the S2 as in Table 1. The assumption we made above on the 
origin of the elastic variations in the S2 layer due to a slightly oblique cross section is not really 
confirmed here. If the indentation modulus increased because the microfibril axis is closer to the 
contact normal, the mechanical contribution of the matrix is lower and then the dissipation too. Again, 
the effect of the fibrous nature of the layers, and the resulting cutting nano-roughness, on the contact 
properties are questioned. Note that topography has a stronger effect in that case. Lastly, one can 
wonder what is the physical meaning (in the frame of tree biomechanics or usual use of wood as a 
material) of a viscous parameter obtained at a so high frequency. More work has to be done on this 
aspect of the measurements. 

Fig. 5 shows closer views of the G layer topography, indentation modulus and dissipation in the 
same experimental conditions as in Fig. 4. Similar conclusions can be drawn and the ability of the RC-
AFM mode to highlight the layer structure at this scale as observed on Fig. 5b when compared to 
Fig. 5a. In the latter case, a slight topography linked with the cutting scratches can be seen whereas, in 
the former, structures with typical size around 50 to 100 nm appear. They could be ascribed to 
microfibrils bundles whose size is typically around 20 nm in softwoods [22] and hardwoods [24]. The 
fact they appear larger here can be mainly due to the classical tip dilation effect: the apparent 
maximum size of the microfibrils bundles is roughly equal to its real size plus the tip radius. This leads 
to an apparent size around 75 nm. The effect of the nano-roughness is clearly highlighted here: the 
indentation modulus is higher when on the top of a roughness ridge (lower contact area than expected) 
and lower in the groove between two ridges (higher contact area). The difference in the elastic moduli 
between the microfibrils bundles and the matrix could have an effect here particularly in the ridge. But 
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considering the quite large tip radius size and the space available between two bundles [22], it’s not 
likely that the tip is in contact with the matrix in the present measurements. 

 

a)   

Fig. 5 Measurements done on a smaller scale as depicted by the box in Fig. 2. a) AFM topography (256 × 256 
points) in contact mode. Qualitative mapping at 350 kHz of b) indentation modulus ML – scale bar in GPa; 
c) reverse of the quality factor Q-1 (~ tan δ at the resonance frequency). 

Conclusion 

This study shows that RC-AFM allows for semi-quantitative estimation of stiffness in a given point 
and qualitative estimation of its variations at a submicrometre scale. Studies are in progress on 
improving its calibration and the experimental conditions to make it more quantitative for the 
estimation of viscoelastic properties. Concerning the estimates of viscous properties of the material, 
some questions remain on their significance during these kinds of measurements. This technique 
should be able to provide data on the stiffness gradient within the cell wall and its evolution during the 
maturation process. In the case of developing cells, the sample preparation is not so obvious as for 
mature cells. Resin penetration can be stronger in that case and have a higher effect on the 
measurement as the cell wall is softer. First samples of developing cells taken along a differentiation 
sequence, from the cambium to the mature wood, are currently prepared using the above embedding 
technique. Further development with less invasive protocol must then be conducted.  
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Abstract  

An efficient posture control system based on the development of mechanical stress during the 

maturation of wood cell walls allows trees to achieve successful height growth and adaptive 

reorientations. In some hardwood species, a tensile stress is generated by a specialized wall layer, the 

G-layer, made of a polysaccharide hydrogel reinforced by cellulose microfibrils aligned with the cell 

axis.  

The mechanism generating this tension has long been a matter of debate. It seems doubtful that 

stress is induced in crystalline microfibrils after their deposition, because of their high stiffness and 

chemical stability. Alternative hypotheses involve cellulose re-crystallisation or interaction between 

the G-layer and other layers. 

In vivo investigation on the state of stress of these components was necessary to elucidate this 

mechanism. Here we provide experimental evidence that tension appears in crystalline microfibrils of 

cellulose shortly after their deposition. 

Using microbeam synchrotron X-ray diffraction, we measured how the lattice spacing of cellulose 

changes from the cambium to the mature wood of poplar trees, and found it to increase before 

formation of G-layer. These observations contrast with current conceptions of maturation stress 

generation, exclusively based on the action of the G-layer.  

Introduction 

Wood cells are produced in the cambium at the periphery of the stem. The formation of the 

secondary wall occurs at the end of cell elongation by the deposition of successive layers made of 

cellulose microfibrils bounded by amorphous material. Each layer has potentially a specific chemical 

composition and is characterised by a particular orientation of the microfibrils relative to the cell axis 

[1]. Microfibrils are made of crystalline cellulose, and are by large the stiffest constituent of the cell 

wall. The microfibril angle (MFA) in each layer is determinant for cell wall architecture and wood 

mechanical properties. 

During the formation of wood cells, a mechanical stress of large magnitude, called “maturation 

stress” or growth stress [2,3] appears in the walls. This stress fulfils essential biomechanical functions 

for the tree. It provides the tree with a motor system [4], necessary to maintain the stem at a constant 

angle during growth [5] or to achieve adaptive reorientations. In angiosperms a large tensile 

maturation stress is generated by a specialized tissue called tension wood. In poplar, as in most 

temperate tree species, tension wood fibers are characterized by the presence of a specific layer, called 

the G-layer [6,7], where the matrix is almost devoid of lignin [8] and the microfibrils are oriented 

parallel to the fiber axis [9]. This type of cells is also widespread in plant organs whose function 

involves the bending or contraction of axes, such as tendrils, twinning wines [10] or roots [11]. 

The mechanism at the origin of this tensile stress has been the subject of a lot of controversy and is 

still not fully understood. However, several recent publications have greatly improved our knowledge 

about the ultra-structure, chemical composition, molecular activity and the mechanical state and 

behaviour of tension wood. Different models have been proposed and discussed to explain the origin 
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of maturation stress [12-23]. The specific organisation of the G-layer suggests that a tensile force 

induced in the microfibrils during the maturation process. Different hypotheses have been proposed to 

explain this mechanism, e.g. the contraction of amorphous zones within the cellulose microfibrils [23], 

action of xyloglucans [24] during the formation of microfibril aggregates [19,24] or the effect of 

changes in moisture content stimulated by pectine-like substances [16]. A recent work [18] argued for 

an alternative model, initially proposed by Münch [25], assuming that the maturation stress originates 

in the swelling of the G-layer and is transmitted to the adjacent secondary layers in which the larger 

microfibril angle allows an efficient conversion of lateral stress into axial tensile stress. Although 

several observations allow to reject this model, this hypothesis attracted attention on a possible role of 

cell-wall layers other than the G-layer. As a matter of fact, many types of wood fibers lacking a G-

layer are known to produce axial tensile stress, e.g. normal wood of angiosperms and conifers [2], or 

the tension wood of many tropical species [26-28], so that mechanisms strictly based on an action of 

the G-layer cannot provide a general explanation for the origin of tensile maturation stress in wood. 

In order to progress on this issue, direct observations are needed about the mechanical state of the 

different cell wall layers, and their evolution during the formation of the tension wood fibers. X-Ray 

diffraction can be used to investigate the orientation of microfibrils [29-34] and the lattice spacing of 

crystalline cellulose. The axial lattice spacing d004 is the distance between successive monomers along 

a cellulose microfibril, and reflects its state of mechanical stress [32,35]. If cellulose microfibrils 

indeed support a tensile stress, they should be found in an extended configuration. Under this 

assumption, the progressive development of maturation stress during the cell wall formation should be 

accompanied by an increase in cellulose lattice spacing. Here, we report on a first experiment where a 

microbeam was used to analyze the structural changes of cellulose in the cell wall layers of tension 

wood and normal wood fibers along the sequence of xylem cell differentiation extending from the 

cambium to mature wood (Fig. 1).  

 

Fig. 1: Schematic of the 

experimental setup, 

showing the X-Ray beam 

impacting perpendicular 

to the longitudinal-radial 

plane of wood, and the 

contribution of the (004) 

crystal plane to the 

diffraction pattern 

recorded by the camera 

Material and Methods 

Plant material and sample preparation: Experiments were performed on young tilted poplar trees 

(Populus deltoides x P. trichocarpa cv. I45-51). Sample preparation was designed to prevent the 

release of mechanical stress within the segment, in order to keep the sample as close as possible from 

its in planta mechanical state [35]. On each tree, a 40-cm long stem segment (approximately 3 cm in 

diameter) was taken from the curved basal part of the stem. The segment was then prepared so as to 

leave a thin strip (400 µm tick) of peripheral wood on its mid-part of one side (Fig. 1), including the 

bark and the cambial area, and extended 2 mm within wood. The samples were kept wet during the 

whole preparation. 

X-ray setup and experimental method: The experiment was carried out at the ID13 beamline of 

the ESRF using a 5 µm beam [36]. The wavelength of the monochromatic X-Ray beam was 

=0.961176 Å. The sample holder was designed to maintain the stem segment perpendicular to the 

beam, while allowing precisely monitored vertical and lateral displacements. On each wood strip 3 

radial profiles (distant 1 mm from each other along the fiber direction) were recorded in the transition 
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zone between bark and mature wood (Fig. 1). Each profile contains 150 shots at successive radial 

positions separated by 10 µm, extending from outer bark to mature wood. Samples were kept wet 

during the measurements using a micro-drop system fixed to the wood segment.  

Data processing Diffraction patterns were processed using the Fit2D software (http://www.esrf.eu) 

and home made software procedures programmed with Microsoft Excel/Visual Basic. Despite the very 

small amount of wood material crossed by the X-Ray beam (low thickness and small beam size) the 

data yielded a high quality signal with very low noise, allowing a detailed analysis of the 004 

reflections.  

The 004 reflection was used to obtain information about cellulose lattice spacing. The diffraction 

patterns were integrated on a defined azimuthal sector and the intensity was plotted as a function of 

the radial position on the image. The radial position of maximal intensity (rmax) was determined using 

local polynomial fitting. Any radial position r on the pattern corresponds to a value of the Bragg 

angle  ½atan(r/L), where L is the distance between the sample and the camera. The Bragg angle 

of the cellulose 004 reflection is approximately equal to 10.73° at the experimental wavelength, but 

variations in cellulose lattice spacing d004 induce slight changes according to the equation of 

diffraction: d004 = /(2sin 004). The mean lattice spacing was therefore computed as 

d 2sin[(atan(rmax/L))/2]). 

A given microfibril contributes to the 004 reflection at an azimuthal position that depends on the 

microfibril orientation. Therefore, the lattice spacing of cellulose can be computed separately for 

different classes of MFA, by analyzing the signal in specific azimuthal sectors. The above-mentioned 

calculations were carried out for 2 distinct azimuthal integration sectors (±0°-12° and ±12°-24°) 

yielding two distinct sets of lattice spacings. The first is representative of the fraction of cellulose with 

MFA <16°, and the second of the fraction with MFA >16°. This value has been chosen because it 

corresponds to the median value of MFA in normal wood. 

Microscopic observations: One-µm thick transverse sections of the studied wood strips were 

stained with methylene blue/AzurII mix and observed under a light microscope. Microscopic sections 

allowed comparison between X-ray diffraction signal and anatomical structure. In particular, 

anatomical observations show that formation of G-layer appears 650 µm away from cambium in 

tension wood sample and confirm the absence of G-layer in the cell wall of normal wood. 

Results 

Changes in amount of cellulose along a development sequence 

Typical diffraction patterns observed from one tension wood and one normal wood strip are shown 

in Figs. 2. 

The intensity of the 004 reflection depends on the amount of diffracting microfibrils crossed by the 

beam. Therefore local variations in density (for example related to the presence of vessels) create 

slight fluctuations of the intensity profiles (but this does not affect the position of the peak, i.e. the 

lattice spacing of cellulose). The contributions to the intensity profiles of low MFA (<16°) and large 

MFA (>16°) are shown separately in Figs. 2. Intensity is shown on a log scale so that variations at low 

intensity can be seen despite the high intensity reached in mature wood. Comparison between these 

profiles indicates the relative abundance of cellulose oriented with low and large angle at each 

position.  

After the first peak in the periphloem fibers, the cambial zone is characterized by a very low signal 

due the absence of secondary walls. The intensity increases along 400 µm after the cambium, parallel 

to the thickening of the cell wall. During this phase, similar intensity profiles are observed for low 

MFA and large MFA, for both normal wood and tension wood. After this phase, the signal of normal 

wood and tension wood clearly differ. In normal wood, low and large angles have similar low-

intensity patterns, consistent with the fact that the cell walls have reached their final thickness. In 

tension wood, the signal emerging from low angle microfibrils deviates from the large MFA signal 
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and becomes 3 to 5 time higher. This steep increase in intensity for low MFA starts approximately 

420 µm after cambium, much before any G-layer has become visible. 
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Fig. 2: Profiles of the 004 

reflection intensity and 

d004lattice spacing along a 

sequence of development of 

normal wood (A) and 

tension wood (B). Intensity 

(in log scale) and  lattice 

spacing are given with 

distinction between 

contribution of microfibrils 

oriented with large angle 

(>16°, red circles) and low 

angle (<16°, green squares). 

Doted line at 650 µm 

indicate the appearance of 

G-layer. 

Changes in axial lattice spacing of cellulose along a development sequence 

The evolution of the (004) planes mean lattice spacing is shown separately for the low MFA (<16°) 

and large MFA (>16°) classes (Figs. 2). The graph displays only the points with a signal high enough 

to accurately determine the lattice spacing.  

In normal wood, d004 remains constant along the profile for both low and large angle microfibrils. 

In tension wood, the d004 profile for large angles is also roughly constant, although more scattered 

because of the comparatively lower intensity of the signal for this category of angles. For low 

microfibril angle in tension wood, one can clearly see a progressive increase in lattice spacing in the 

first 550 µm after cambium. This increase occurs before the G-layer being visible. It is particularly 

steep in the area where the innermost part of the S2 layer, dominated by low MFA, diverges on the 

intensity signal.  

A tentative of measurement of the lattice spacing after release of tensile stresses by isolating fibre 

from both sides has been done, however, the displacement of the thin wood strip due to sectioning 

made impossible the use of data for lattice spacing measurements. 

 

The axial strain of cellulose was computed as the relative change in d004observed in this area. For 

low angle microfibrils in tension wood, it ranged between +0.1 to +0.3 % with a mean of +0.18 % on 

tension wood profiles. No or very few delay was observable between the deposition of cellulose 

(detected by intensity) and the increase in mean lattice spacing.  
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Discussion  

X-Ray micro-diffraction allowed exploring changes in cellulose ultrastructure along sequences of 

cell walls development in normal and tension wood. Variations in intensity were consistent with the 

progressive thickening of the cell walls.  

Our procedure was designed to measure the evolution of cellulose axial lattice spacing along a 

sequence of cell wall development. We assume that the d004 of cellulose at mechanical equilibrium is a 

constant, so that its variations are reflecting mechanical strain and stress in the cellulose crystal, as was 

previously demonstrated [35]. The major result we obtained is a clear difference between the patterns 

of changes in d004 between normal wood and tension wood. We evidenced that the cellulose lattice 

spacing increases in the inner part of the S2 layer only in tension wood. Moreover, we could 

demonstrate that this increase was correlated to the deposition of microfibrils with very low MFA, that 

occurred before G-layer formation. This may indicate that, inside the inner part of the S2 layer of 

tension wood, cellulose is put under tension just after its deposition. Furthermore, the magnitude of the 

strain deduced from our experiments (between 0.1% and 0.3%) is very close to the macroscopic 

released strain of maturation stress usually reported for poplar tension wood [6]. 
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Silica distribution in wheat awns to improve dispersal 
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Abstract  

Seed dispersal is a central stage in the life cycle of higher plants. It is important for the growth and 

collection of agricultural products, and in understanding the spread of invasive weeds. Plants develop 

specific structures that help their seeds move from the mother plant to a germination site, such as 

hairs, wings, thorns and edible parts, among others. Many grasses have awns, which are long, narrow 

appendages to the dispersal unit. The awns passively affect the course taken by the seeds as they fall 

from the mother plant, and in addition they may actively push the seeds along and into the soil via a 

hygroscopic mechanism. Wheat awns bend at their base when dry and straighten when damp, and so a 

long lever arm is created. This movement causes locomotion of the dispersal unit when the surface of 

the awns, acting as a ratchet, interacts with surfaces. 

Using electron microscopy, I identified a continuous silica layer deposited at the epidermis, and 

covering hairs and papillae. The silicified surface appears to induce low friction when the awns slide 

in the direction of the seeds, and high friction when they slide in the opposite direction. Together with 

a sophisticated hygroscopic mechanism, the awns' structure is optimized for assisting the seed in 

moving short distances through plant litter, along and into the soil, increasing its chances of reaching a 

safe germination site. 

Introduction 

Seeds are the plants' emissaries to the next generation. As such, they set the starting point for 

renewal of annual populations and survival of perennial ones. For successful propagation, they need to 

find a position in the soil in which they can germinate and thrive [1], [2]. This requires some 

mobilization mechanisms, often involving animals, wind, or water, combined with specific forms of 

the dispersal unit [3], [4], [5]. Soil structures also affect seed distribution and successful germination 

[6] [7]. Seeds may stay on the mother plant until it wilts, or until they are picked. More often the seed-

dispersal unit develops a special tissue at its base that allows the seed to separate from the mother 

plant [8]. This tissue is called abscission tissue when the whole dispersal unit is shed, and dehiscence 

tissue if the fruit, still connected to the plant, opens and the seeds themselves are shed. After 

disconnecting, the dispersal unit desiccates and dies, but even in this state it can direct the seed to a 

germination position through specific morphologies that interact with the environment [9], [10], [11]. 

These can be wings and feathers or simply a small size for flying, hooks and thorns for clinging to fur, 

mucilage for attaching to surfaces, an oily compartment (elaiosome) for attracting ants, or autonomous 

dispersal mechanisms. Some seeds have a simple round shape and thus disperse via the soil's random 

movements. Others have elaborate appendages, which often operate via changes in the hydration of 

the cell wall. 

In drying plant tissues, stress develops when one part of the tissue shrinks in a specific direction 

more than a neighboring part. The organs move so as to relieve this stress. The direction of the 

movement reflects the orientation of the cellulose fibrils that make up the cell wall: as the cell wall 

dries, the matrix between the fibrils shrinks but the fibrils themselves do not. Therefore, the cell wall 

contracts in a direction perpendicular to fibril orientation. This phenomenon has been described in a 
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wide variety of dry-dispersal mechanisms [12], [13], [8], [14]. The actuating tissue divides into active 

and resistant parts. The active part contains fibrils at an angle to the cell axis, and therefore while 

drying, the cell length decreases. The cell wall in the resistant part consists of fibrils lying along the 

cells axis. This part resists the movement and stabilizes the moving structure [15]. 

 

Self-dispersal (autochory) using hygroscopic mechanisms 

To study the mechanism of pod dehiscence in relation to the evolution of the legume family, nearly 

100 legume pods were investigated [16]. In this classic work, the cellulose fibril orientation was 

estimated using polarized light microscopy. It was found that to achieve dehiscence, the valves must 

contain layered sclerenchymatous tissue with cellulose fibrils in orthogonal directions. The fully 

dehiscent pods were found to represent the most primitive members of the family and with evolution, 

dehiscence was partially or fully lost.  

The dehiscence tissue controls the explosive ejection of seeds in the subfamily Acanthaceae [15]. 

In this case the fruit opens very rapidly due to the sudden release of tension stored in the septum. 

Using polarized light microscopy, the septum was found to contain active parts with cellulose fibrils 

tilted 30º to 40º relative to the septum axis, and parts that resist the bending with fibrils running 

parallel to the septum. 

A slow-moving hygroscopic dispersal mechanism exists in pine cones, in which the scales open as 

the cone dries up. Polarized light microscopy of macerated cells showed that the sclerenchymatous 

cell wall in the lower part of the scales is built of cellulose fibrils running at an angle of 74±5° to the 

scale axis. These cells contract when they dry. Fiber cells appear at the center of the scale. They 

consist of fibrils tilted 30° to the cell axis. Under humid conditions, the fiber cells' extension 

coefficient is only about a third that of the sclerenchyma cells, and their stiffness is about five times 

that of the sclerenchyma. This suggests that the pine cone scale is built of an active part that responds 

to humidity changes, and an adjacent part that resists this movement [14]. These examples show that 

groups of plants with remote evolutionary histories use a similar strategy when building a hygroscopic 

device, and that these structures are common in self-dispersal mechanisms. 

 

Hygroscopic movement in wheat awns 

I studied the micro- and nanostructure of the active and resistant parts in awns of wheat. Wheat 

awns are long, stiff filaments attached to the dispersal unit (Fig 1). When green, they function as a 

photosynthetic unit, supplying 10 to 40% of the seed's nutrients [17]. The base of each awn bends as it 

dries and conversely, straightens in a humid environment. The active part in the actuating region was 

found to contain cellulose fibrils arranged in rotated plywood-like layers. This highly anisotropic 

microscopic arrangement was thought to make it hypersensitive to ambient changes in humidity. In 

contrast, the resistant part was found to contain fibrils aligned along the awn, which are packed 

densely and bind water molecules more strongly than the active part. Thus, the awns respond to 

moderate changes in humidity, and have an adaptive advantage under diverse humidity conditions 

[18]. The fibril orientation governs the tissue's rigidity. In wheat awns, the fibrils' organization in the 

active part is optimized for high stiffness, which allows them to push the seed-dispersal unit against 

tough surfaces without changing their form [19].  

The movement of wheat awns enables dispersal-unit crawling, possibly to optimize germination 

[20]. In order to slide along a surface, friction forces must be created. In this work, I show that the 

awns are encapsulated in a silica crust and suggest that this allows the dispersal unit to slide in the 

seed direction. 
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Materials and methods 

Plant material 

Wild emmer wheat plants, Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, accession TTD 12, from Ammiad, 

Eastern Galilee, Israel, were grown in the net greenhouse of the Max Planck Institute for Molecular 

Plant Physiology in Golm, Germany, starting on Feb 21 2006, for about 4 months. Dry inflorescences 

and seed-dispersal units were collected and kept under ambient conditions until analysis. Additional 

awns from a large wild wheat collection [21] were analyzed using electron microscopy. 

 

Electron microscopy 

Samples of mature and dry awns were prepared via three methods. To examine the surface of the 

awns, pieces of about 2 mm in length were cut from the base. Samples were mounted as is on an 

aluminium stub using double-sided carbon tape. To study the awn in cross section, thin sections of 50 

m were obtained as described in Elbaum et al. [20]. Lastly, samples were embedded in a plastic 

material to create a smooth cross section, thereby eliminating the SEM contrast that originates from 

sample topography. Pieces of about 1 cm were placed in a 70% ethanol solution overnight. The 

samples were dried by washing them twice for 10 min each in 90% then 96% ethanol, twice for 20 

min each in 100% ethanol, and twice for 10 min each in 100% propylene oxide. The samples were 

immersed overnight in 50% propylene oxide in Epon (SPI-Pon™ 812 Epoxy Embedding Kit, SPI-

CHEM, hard mixture). The vials were then opened for 2 h to allow the propylene oxide to evaporate, 

and the samples were moved to pure Epon solution for overnight incubation. The Epon solution was 

replaced twice, after 1 h incubation each time, and then the samples were placed in fresh Epon for 

final curing at 60ºC for 3 days. The blocks were sectioned transversely and the cross sections of the 

awns were cut on a microtome (Reichert-Leica Ultracut E) using a glass knife.  

Images were scanned in a Philips XL-30 environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM). We 

used two detectors in low-vacuum mode: the back-scattered electron (BSE) detector, in which the 

signal intensity increases with the atomic number of the elements composing the scanned area, and the 

energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) that identifies the elements according to the X-ray photons they 

emit under excitation of the electron beam. Image processing was performed with ImageJ (NIH). 

 

X-ray micro computed tomography (micro-CT) 

 

 Fig. 1 (a) Wild wheat dispersal 

unit. The distal and proximal 

sides of the awn are indicated. 

The arrow points to the seed 

case, which contains two seeds. 

Inset: a schematic diagram 

showing a wheat inflorescence 

with awned seeds. (b) Scanning 

electron micrograph of 

longitudinally sectioned wild 

wheat awn. White arrow 

indicates a silicified hair. Note 

the dense mechanical tissue at 

the periphery of the awn, and the 

chlorenchyma porous tissue at 

the center. 

a b 

300 m 

distal       proximal 

2 cm 
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Pieces of about 2 cm were cut from the bases of mature and dry awns. The samples were measured 

in a micro-CT system (Skyscan-1072) operated at 100 kV and 100 μA. Data reconstruction was 

performed using a filtered back-projection algorithm for cone beam tomography including corrections 

for beam hardening (NRecon, Skyscan). Three-dimensional (3D) representations were rendered using 

ImageJ (NIH) and the plugin “Volume Viewer”. 

Results and discussion 

In our previous work, we showed that wheat awns bend as a reaction to drying, and straighten back 

up at high humidity [20]. We suggested that this movement is initiated by the daily humidity cycle, 

and enables the crawling of wheat seeds along and into the soil. The bending can generate movement 

only if a friction force is created between the soil and the awn. In this work, I show that the awns are 

covered with a continuous layer of silica, and discuss its roles in seed dispersal. 

In Figures 1 and 2, one can see the unidirectional silica hairs that point away from the seed case. 

The distribution of the hairs is not even around the awn: they are present at higher density along a 

ridge facing the distal direction of the dispersal unit. This ridge is probably responsible for most of the 

contact of the dispersal unit with surfaces. The hairs and papillae, known to contain silica [22], can 

withstand significant friction forces. In addition, we can discern a row of stomata on either side of the 

ridge, as previously described [23]. 

The distribution of silica in cross section was characterized by SEM using a BSE detector, and an 

EDS. A tight correlation was found between regions of high brightness in the BSE micrographs and 

regions with high silicon concentrations (Fig 3). I therefore associated the high-brightness regions 

detected by BSE with highly silicified regions, and concluded that the major mineral in the sample is 

silica. Silica was found to form a crust on top of the epidermal cells, and to integrate into their cell 

walls (Fig 4). In the ridge region, more of the epidermal cell wall is silicified. 

The high-atomic-weight components, which are visible through BSE detection, attenuate X-ray 

radiation most efficiently. As most of these materials contain silicon, we can obtain a 3D distribution 

of silica using micro-CT. Figure 5 shows a 3D reconstruction of the epidermal silicification. The 

silicified hairs and papillae are connected through an almost continuous layer of the mineral, which is 

disturbed in the stomatal regions. This may have a physiological explanation, because deposition of 

silica in the stomata might exclude them from opening during photosynthesis and closing at other 

times. 

 

 

                                                      tip 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                          seeds 

Fig. 2 Scanning electron 

micrograph of a wild 

wheat awn. (a) A cross 

section of an awn. One 

can recognize a narrower 

region (arrow), which 

forms a ridge on the awn 

surface. Stomata can be 

identified on both sides of 

the ridge (arrowheads). 

(b) The surface of the awn 

is imaged from the ridge 

direction. Silica hairs and 

papillae can be 

recognized. The hairs are 

more abundant on the 

ridge, while the papillae 

cover uniformly the awn. 

200 m 

a b 

400 m 
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Fig. 3 Scanning electron micrographs of 

a transverse section of a wheat awn 

embedded in Epon, showing the 

correlation between high-brightness 

regions in back-scattering mode (left), 

and the silicon X-ray emission line, as 

detected by the energy dispersive 

spectrophotometer (right). The width of 

the images is 40 m. 

 

   
Fig. 4 Scanning electron micrographs of a cross section of a wheat awn. The left image shows the 

complete cross section, the middle image shows the ridge region of the same cross section, and the 

right image magnifies a region at the epidermis. The brightness levels reflect the atomic number of 

the elements and in this case, the bright regions correspond to regions that are rich in silica. Note 

the accumulation of silica above the epidermis, in the papillae and hairs. Silica is also incorporated 

in the epidermal cell wall.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5 A 3D rendering 

of a wild wheat awn 

reconstructed from 

micro-computed 

tomography data. The 

mineralized silica 

hairs can be easily 

observed as they 

absorb the X-ray 

radiation, in contrast 

to the row of black 

stomata that contain 

small amounts of the 

mineral (arrow). 

Conclusion 

In this work, I show that a crust of silica covers the wild wheat awns. Silica is carried with the 

water evaporation stream [24]. In green awns, the mineralized crust may reduce evaporation from the 

cuticle and add to their ability to photosynthesize under drought. The stomata are not silicified. As a 

major evaporation locus, we would expect to find silica in the stomatal region; on the other hand, solid 

silica would disturb the free movement of the guard cells and prevent their function. Therefore, we 

conclude that silica is actively directed away from the stomata. These findings indicate that silica is 

0 m 

200 m 100 m 0 m 
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deposited under cellular control, and that the silica crust plays a physiological role in the awn's 

structure.  

The silica layer is thicker on the ridge, which is distinguished by a higher density of silica hairs. 

The ridge faces the distal direction of the awns, and is therefore more likely to interact by friction with 

surfaces than other regions on the awn surface. The thicker silica layer protects it from damage that 

may occur during physical interaction with surfaces. The silica solidifies as an amorphous mineral that 

forms a smooth durable surface, and the stiff hairs, acting as a ratchet, prevent backsliding of the 

seeds. This design thus restricts the awns' movement through plant litter and along and into the soil to 

the seed direction. 
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Abstract 
We propose replacing Preston and Probine’s creep/viscoelasticity-based model for cell wall stress-

relaxation with a newer and more predictive model based on the Eulerian concept of Loss of Stability.  

This model, derived from physical first principles, permits the prediction of working turgor pressures 

for any growing plant cell for which the geometry, wall thickness, and wall modulus can be 

determined.  Our model eliminates experimental inconsistencies inherent in the viscoelastic/creep 

model and makes it possible to define a critical pressure (Pcr) for cell wall stress-relaxation as turgor 

pressure rises gradually, implying that turgor pressures in all growing plant cells must necessarily be 

hovering at or near their critical pressures.   

 

Introduction 
Our work separates the biophysical from the biochemical aspects of growth by outlining a 

theory of plant cell-wall stress-relaxation which can stand on its own.  The physical approach is 

embodied in the notion of stress-relaxation which describes the physical process by which load 

induced mechanical stresses relax after loading, whether by catastrophic failure or by some more 

controlled process.  Our starting premise is that since stress-relaxation is a physical process, it can be 

approached entirely on a physical and mathematical basis, without any reference to cellular 

biochemistry or metabolism.  Wall loosening on the other hand refers to the biochemical process by 

which cross-linking elements within the wall are either broken or otherwise modified, and along with 

wall synthesis must be understood in biochemical and ultrastructural terms.   

Preston’s model [1] describes a turgid cell whose wall stretches irreversibly when placed 

under tensile stress exceeding some material parameter which can be called the yield threshold Y.  The 

relationship between yield threshold and cell volume growth (dV/dt) has been formalized in the well-

known Lockhart Equation [2] which proposes that the volume growth rate of a cell is proportional, by 

some empirically determined amplification coefficient m, to the difference between the cell turgor 

pressure P and the yield threshold pressure Yp.   

 

dV/dt = m(P-Yp)                             Eq 1 

 

As long as the turgor pressure P is higher than the yield threshold pressure Yp the right hand side of the 

equation remains positive and growth will occur -- the greater the divergence the faster the growth. 
The first implication of this expression is that there is a real turgor threshold for growth which 

reflects the yield threshold of the wall material, and that turgor must rise above this threshold for 

growth to occur.  Yp therefore represents the lower limit of turgor in growing cells and the actual turgor 

pressure of a growing cell must rise above Yp by an unspecified amount in order to result in non-zero 

growth.  Consequently the Lockhart expression cannot predict the working turgor pressure of the 

growing cell accurately.   

Preston attempted to integrate what he knew about wall ultrastructure with the Lockhart 

equation, thereby creating a model which could serve as a basis for the interpretation cell wall 

behavior.  The biophysical model that Preston settled on was based on the observation that segments 

of cell-wall material, when subject to tensile loading under experimental conditions, appear to exhibit 

a continued period of extension after the initial imposition of the load.  This kind of delayed stress-

relaxation has been termed viscoelasticity, or viscoplasticity [3,4].  Viscoelastic creep represents a 

special case of elastic behavior which becomes apparent under specific conditions and refers to an 

extended period of stress-relaxation (and deformation) that persists after a sudden and finite change in 
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strain.  It is only seen under conditions where the initial deformation is applied rapidly so that the 

equilibration of stresses within the material does not have time to keep up with the sudden change in 

strain.  This dependency on rapid loading makes it a rather unlikely candidate as an explanation for 

stress-relaxation in normal living cells where sudden increases in cell turgor are unlikely to occur.  

Nevertheless, viscoelastic behavior has been seen in isolated plant cell-wall materials under 

experimental conditions and exhibits a characteristic log-linear relationship between time and 

deformation [5,6]. 

We have shown that although viscoelastic/viscoplastic extension can occur under 

experimental conditions, during normal growth plant cell wall stress-relaxation most likely follows an 

entirely different dynamic, termed Loss Of Stability (LOS), [7,8,9].  LOS theory follows directly from 

the extension of pre-existing mathematical theory without reference to empirically derived concepts of 

cell wall biochemistry or to presumed viscoelastic or viscoplastic stress-relaxation.  In its purest form 

it is an all-or-nothing process in that the conditions for stress-relaxation through LOS in a turgid cell 

are either met, or they are not met; and perhaps more importantly, when applied to water-filled 

pressure vessels it reveals an internal control cycle that is inherent in the physics of the system, 

rigorously defining a maximum turgor pressure for any growing cell  

Our most recent application of LOS theory defines the conditions which lead to loss of 

stability in cylindrical cells [9].  This constitutes what we believe to be a viable model for stress-

relaxation in cylindrical plant cells, which is also able in principle to predict the working turgor 

pressure of any growing cylindrical cell.   Specifically, we have developed a Critical Pressure solution 

to the problem of instability in a cylindrical pressure vessel: 

 

                      
)1(0

0




eR

Et
Pcritical                       Eq 2 

 
Where Pcritical  = the internal pressure value at which wall instability occurs,  E = wall modulus, t0 = 

initial thickness, e= base of the natural log, R0 = initial radius, and  = Poisson’s ratio of the wall 

material.  Note that this equation predicts the upper limit for increasing turgor pressure in a growing 

plant cell directly from the geometry and mechanical properties of the cell wall and without the need 

for empirically determined constants. 

 

LOS of Elastic Materials in Tension  LOS theory, as we have applied it to the problem of plant cell 

growth, derives directly from the work of the renowned mathematician and physicist Leonhard Euler, 

who in 1778 formalized the concept of instability in a vertical column under axial compression, (the 

“Euler Column” ) in which the load/deformation curve rises smoothly to a peak where, at zero slope, 

the structure transits from a stable state to an unstable state, followed by failure according to a variety 

of modes depending on the material.   
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The mathematics of Loss of Stability was then extended by the Russian engineer Aleksei 

Rzhanitsyn first to a column in tension, and then to a spherical pressure vessel [10] all of which were 

shown to exhibit the characteristic behavior first described by Euler.  In the case of a column in 

tension Rzhanitsyn established that as the force acting on the column increases, the stress in the 

column also rises to a point at which it becomes unstable, although the subsequent modes of failure are 

very different from those which might occur in compression.  The force required to trigger instability 

behavior, which he termed the Critical Force, Fcr is determined solely by the geometry of the column 

and its material properties.   Fcr can therefore be unequivocally predicted from measurable values.  As 

Euler had noted before him, the distinguishing feature of this kind of behavior is the 

characteristic shape of the force/deformation curve. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Rzhanitsyn then applied the notion of tensile instability to a spherical pressure vessel.  He 

showed that a spherical vessel, pressurized gradually to create tensile stress in the vessel wall, will 

similarly undergo a loss of stability at a critical pressure Pcr which can be predicted from the material 

properties and thickness of the wall and the geometry of the vessel, just as the critical force Fcr which 

predicts instability in a column can be determined solely from the geometry and properties of the 

column.Fig 2. 

Fig 1  Typical curve for loss of stability in tension, where Fcr is the critical force at the 

moment of instability, and Vcr is the change in dimension at instability.  The points 

on the rising portion of the curve are stable states in which the material retains some 

elasticity.  Note that at Fcr the force-elongation curve is at zero slope, indicating that 

there is no elasticity in the system.  Points on the falling portion of the curve represent 

unstable states.   
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This work has been well reviewed by Panovko and Gubanova [11] who also note that when 

the pressure vessel wall is inhomogeneous, with thin spots, (or local regions of lower modulus) then 

loss of stability will occur first in those regions where Pcr has its lowest value [11].  Furthermore, in a 

water-filled pressure vessel, because of the almost complete incompressibility of water any instability-

driven yielding, no matter how localized, will result in a small increase in volume and an immediate 

drop in pressure, thereby potentially rescuing the vessel from catastrophic failure. 

The applicability of this thinking to the problem of plant cell growth is obvious.  Any growing 

plant cell can be thought of as a water-filled pressure vessel whose wall although complex and 

anisotropic, is necessarily constrained by the same physical laws that govern instability behavior in 

any pressure vessel.  When the internal pressure (turgor) rises to the point where some local region 

becomes unstable then instability-driven yielding must result, followed by a small volume increase 

and a drop in pressure. When multiple local instabilities begin to flicker across the wall, (always 

finding locations where Pcr is at its lowest value), then growth will result in a seemingly continuous 

extension of the wall surface.   In any multicellular growing tissue (imagine a rapidly extending 

hypocotyl) the individual cell turgor pressures will all be “hovering” at, or just below, the local value 

of Pcr. 

Instability-driven yielding is thus very different from viscoelastic yielding.  Viscoelastic 

behavior is much less predictable, and depends heavily on the stress mechanical history of the sample.  

To quote Fung and Pin Tong [12]:  

 
“Viscoelasticity is characterized by a constitutive law that the current state of stress depends 

not only on the current strains, but also on the full history of their development…”    

 

By way of comparison LOS behavior happens only if the mathematical conditions specific to 

the geometry and material properties of that cell are met.  The previous history of the sample is 

irrelevant as long as molecular rearrangement can keep up with the strain rate.  This means that in a 

gradually pressurized cell the wall will lose stability only when the turgor pressure rises to the value of 

Pcr, regardless of the prior history of the sample.  Conversely, as long as the system retains some 

elasticity (as long as the slope of the force/deformation curve remains positive) true loss of stability 

cannot happen.  In this article we provide further direct evidence of LOS behavior in plant cell wall 

materials and discuss its relevance to the problem of plant cell growth. 
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Fig 2.  Loss of stability in a spherical pressure vessel.  Pcr  is the critical pressure 

(at zero slope) where the wall of the vessel becomes unstable.  (R-R0)cr is the 

change in radius of the vessel wall at criticality. 
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Material and methods 
Plant material and growth conditions  Cultures of C. corallina were grown in a medium of 

5% soil mixture in distilled water.  Fast growing intact plants each consisting of 5-6 internodal cells 

were used for measurements (very young cells less than 3mm in length were considered unusable).  

The most mature internode (i.e. the most basal one), labeled cell #1 in this study, grew at a rate of 

about 5% increase in length per day.  The youngest internodes (cell #5) grew at about 20% increase in 

length per day. 

Measurement of cell turgor pressure  The turgor pressures of internodal cells were measured 

directly using the cell pressure probe method [13].  Probing was carried out sequentially from the 

youngest to the oldest internodes while the whole intact plant was kept in water.  Six intact plants were 

used for these turgor measurements.   

Measurement of wall stress-strain relationships  After probing, the cells were opened with a 

razor blade and the cytoplasm was removed with a hair loop.  The walls were then cut into 

longitudinal ribbons for elastic modulus measurements.  Cell wall thickness was measured by means 

of image duplicating interference microscopy.  For the calculation of the optical path difference we 

assumed the refractive index of the wall materials to be 1.55 [1].  The lengths and widths of the 

ribbons were measured with an optical micrometer. The elastic moduli E of individual fully hydrated 

wall ribbons were then determined by a cyclic loading/unloading method described in detail elsewhere 

[9].  The ramp-loading experiments described here (Fig 3,4) were conducted under load-controlled 

conditions using a microprocessor-controlled miniature forcing frame (Vitrodyne V-200, formerly 

made by LiVeCo Biomechanical Instruments, Burlington, VT, USA).  

 

Results and discussion 
Experimentally the distinction between viscoelastic behavior and LOS behavior can be 

demonstrated dramatically in plant cell wall materials.  When we excise a portion of Chara cell-wall 

material, secure it in a mechanical testing apparatus and stretch it suddenly, we will in fact see a 

continued extension of the wall segment, an extension whose rate decays over time in a log/linear 

manner, suggesting that the stress-relaxation process as falls into the viscoelastic/viscoplastic regime.  

However, if we take an identical portion of cell-wall material, clamp it in an identical manner, but load 

it gradually, under rate conditions that more nearly approximate those which might occur in a living 

cell, we find that the extension of the wall fragment follows an entirely different modality and exhibits 

none of the log-linear decay signature that characterizes viscoelastic extension.   

In Fig 3, curve a illustrates the response of a cell wall strip under pH neutral conditions where 

the ramp-time (5 minutes) is sufficiently gradual to eliminate any continued viscoelastic extension 

after the load is held constant.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig 3  At pH 7.0 a cell wall strip subject to gradually increasing tensile load for 5 minutes will maintain 

its final length when the load stops increasing.  However, as the pH drops the original 5 minute ramp-
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time is too short to permit deformation to keep up with the increasing stress and some continued 

extension will be seen even when the load is held constant.   

 

 

 

Another illustration of classical LOS leading to failure is seen in Fig 4, which  illustrates 

Eulerian loss of stability behavior in a cell wall strip subject to tensile load increasing gradually over a 

period of 60 minutes.  As the load continues to ramp up in a linear manner, the force/deformation 

curve follows the characteristic LOS profile, ending in failure as the sample becomes unstable at zero 

slope.   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Two views of the behavior of a longitudinal wall ribbon when the intensity of the applied 

tensile force is increased gradually.  Curve A shows the loading regime (Force vs. Time).  A continuous 
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linear rise in applied load is applied to a cell wall strip excised from a growing Chara cell.  Curve B 

shows the same event re-plotted as force vs. elongation of the sample.  The peak of the curve (zero 

slope) establishes the occurrence of Loss of Stability, which is the point when the force reaches the 

critical value leading to instability and failure of the strip.   
 
When taken in the context of previous experimental work which has clearly demonstrated 

viscoelastic extension in plant cell wall materials this means that cell-wall materials are capable of 

two entirely different modes of stress-relaxation behavior depending on the loading conditions to 

which they are subjected.  

One substantial fact that emerges from our study is the ability of LOS theory to predict the 

working turgor pressure of living cells.  We took fast-growing plants of Chara corallina and subjected 

them to systematic analysis after measuring the turgor pressures of their individual cells directly with a 

cell pressure probe.  The analysis was designed to establish values for the variables in the cylindrical 

LOS equation (Eq 2 above) which could then be substituted back into the equation to provide a 

calculated prediction of the working turgor pressure.  In each case a plant at least six internodes in 

total length was chosen.  The oldest and most basal cell was labeled cell 1.  Dissection of each 

individual cell enabled us to measure wall thickness t, cell radius R, and wall modulus E.  Values for t0  

and R0 were estimated by a procedure discussed in Wei and Lintilhac 2006 [8].  Poisson’s Ratio  was 

introduced as a range of values from 0.0 to 0.5.  The entire analysis was repeated for 6 similar plants.  

Pressure measurements are presented in MegaPascals as a mean  standard deviation, n=6.   

The predicted working turgor pressures which represent calculated values for Pcr according to 

Equation 2, are always higher than the values measured by probe.  This is due to the fact that values 

for modulus E are determined using thickness measurements that only reflect the approximate overall 

thickness of a measured segment; whereas the real working turgor pressure reflects the limits imposed 

by the thinnest or lowest modulus region of the wall (see Panovko & Gubanova p. 88, as noted above) 

which may be too small to resolve by microscopic interferometry.  This systematic error thus appears 

to result from an inability to resolve local regions of low Pcr. Despite these difficulties it is clear that 

the calculated values are reasonably close to the pressures measured by cell pressure probe, and 

support our hypothesis. 
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Fig 4.  Measured vs. predicted values for turgor pressure in living Chara cells,   

For each of 6 comparable Chara plants Cells 1 -5 were probed, dissected and measured.  For each 

individual cell turgor pressure was measured by cell pressure probe. Cell wall thickness t, cell radius R, 

and wall modulus E were then obtained by direct measurement.  Values for t0  and R0 were estimated by 

a procedure discussed in Wei and Lintilhac 2006. Poisson’s Ratio  was introduced as a range of values 
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from 0.0 to 0.5 and reflected as a mean predicted pressure  Poisson’s ratio variance. Pressure 

measurements are presented in MegaPascals (MPa) as mean  standard deviation, n=6.   

 

 

As a predictive tool the Lockhart Equation (Eq 1) is beset by a number of problems.  First 

among these is the well known difficulty in establishing the value of the yield threshold Y .  This is 

because viscoelastic behavior depends upon the entire stress/strain history of the specimen [12] and 

therefore looks different in the hands of different experimenters who load their materials at different 

rates, and return different values for Y depending on their own methods.  Another issue is the lack of 

any representation of the geometry of the cell or of cell wall dimension.  This is particularly 

problematic in the case of plant cells where the working turgor pressure necessary to sustain growth is 

so clearly linked to wall geometry.  One only has to reflect on the fact that high pressure cells tend to 

have thicker walls than low pressure cells to realize that dimension and geometry must figure into the 

determination of working turgor pressure. 

  LOS theory provides a purely physical context from which to try to understand the 

complexities of plant cell growth.  Specifically it tells us that there is a direct physical relationship 

between cell geometry, the mechanical properties of the wall, and the Critical Pressure (Pcr) which 

limits the working turgor pressure.  Furthermore, it implies that because of the pressure drop that 

occurs instantly after an LOS event there is an inherent negative feedback on continued cell wall 

expansion, and that in any multicellular growing tissue the individual cell turgor pressures will all be 

“hovering” at, or just below, the local value of Pcr.  The difference between the traditional “Lockhart” 

view and the LOS view of turgor-driven growth is highlighted by the observation that in the Lockhart 

equation (Eq 1) Yp represents the lower limit of turgor pressure during growth, whereas in the LOS 

model Pcr represents the upper limit.   

 

Conclusion 

LOS theory may form the basis of a new paradigm for understanding the physics of cell wall 

extension during plant cell growth, but the details of how it manifests in real living cells, where the 

texture of the wall is variable and where local values of Pcr vary from one location to another, are a 

matter for further inquiry.  It may require the re-interpretation of a cell wall surface as a pixellated 

field, where a hypothetical census of local regions would show that the distribution of pixels of 

different Pcr value affects the response of the cell wall as a whole to increasing pressure; with regions 

of relatively high  Pcr continuing to exhibit some elastic behavior while regions of low Pcr transit into 

instability. 
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Abstract  

In monocotyledonous plants, stiffening elements are dispersed in soft parenchymatous tissue. 

Therefore, they exhibit a very heterogeneous stress distribution under mechanical loading. This puts 

some constraints on the structural and mechanical design of the interface. Additionally, this biological 

structure is very similar to the structure of technical composites. We present an overview on recent 

structural and (micro-)mechanical analyses of a stem of the palm Washingtonia robusta and give an 

outlook to the Giant Reed Arundo donax The data help to understand why in the group of palms and 

woody grasses plants with an excellent mechanical stem performance are found.  

Introduction 

Hardwoods and softwoods exhibit a rather uniform distribution of stiffening tissues in the trunk, 

whereas monocotyledonous plants possess numerous vascular bundles with stiff fibre caps which are 

embedded in soft parenchymatous tissue. In many monocotyledonous plant species, the fibre caps of 

the vascular bundles are the main stiffening elements of the palm trunk. The fact that stiff tissues such 

as fibre caps are embedded in relatively soft parenchymatous tissue puts some interesting constraints 

on the mechanical design of the interface between both tissue types. Due to mechanical loading, high 

stresses are generated in the stiff fibres, whereas the stresses in the soft parenchyma cells stay rather 

low. Such inhomogeneous structures are prone to fail under external loads, because stress 

discontinuities are likely to occur at the interfaces. 

For palms, the influence of the distribution of vascular bundles on the mechanical properties with 

respect to different radial positions and heights within the palm trunk was investigated by Rich and co-

workers in a series of papers [1-3] on functional anatomy and mechanical architecture of arborescent 

palms. A close correlation between mechanical stiffness and volume fraction of vascular bundles was 

found. The stiffness increased from centre to periphery and from the top to the base of the stem. The 

palm stem can therefore be considered as structurally optimised for flexural stiffness at its 

macroscopic and integral scale [4].  

The culms of the Giant Reed Arundo donax can be seen as optimised to flexural stiffness as well. 

The culms are hollow with several nodes stabilizing it against local buckling. Besides the vascular 

bundles with enclosing fibre sheaths a sclerenchymatous ring is located at the periphery of the culm 

wall and stiffens the culm. The Giant Reed has proven to be a suitable organism to study various 

biomechanical aspects [5-8].  

Despite these investigations on palms and on the Giant Reed on the macroscopic level, possible 

strategies to accomplish the differences in stiffness by micro- and nanostructural adaptations have 

been only marginally considered yet. At these levels of hierarchy, the mechanical constraints and 

underlying principles of the embedding of stiff vascular bundles in soft parenchymatous tissue are of 

particular interest. Analysing the micro- and nanostructural changes across individual vascular bundles 
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leads, on the one hand, to a deeper understanding of the biomechanics of the palm, on the other hand, 

the knowledge gained may serve as a source of bio-inspiration for the design of advanced technical 

fibre-reinforced composites. 

 

By correlating stiffness profiles with changes in cell and cell wall parameters, possible adaptation 

strategies are unravelled according to the mechanical constraints arising in the trunk when dealing 

with high bending loads. Results are presented for the palm Washingtonia robusta and an outlook is 

given for the Giant Reed Arundo donax. 

Material and methods 

Samples were taken from the trunk of one individual of the palm Washingtonia robusta H.Wendl 

(Mexican Fanpalm, Fig. 1a) and from two culms of the giant reed Arundo donax. The palm stem was 

10 m long and was cut down at the age of 33 years. Samples were taken at the height of 5 m. The 

culms of Arundo donax (Fig 2) were about 4 m high and samples were taken from the fourth and fifth 

internode above soil level which corresponds to a height of about 40 cm above soil level. For sample 

conservation and preparation, blocks of about 1 cm
3 
were embedded in the water-soluble artificial wax 

Polyethylenglycol 2000 (PEG 2000). The method has been described in detail in [9]. Upon washing in 

water, the wax was completely dissolved. The sections were kept wet during the entire investigation 

and testing to resemble fresh state.  

 

   
 

Fig.1 a) Washingtonia rbousta.b) Cross section of an vascular bundle. c) Radial-longitudinal section of a fibre 

cap with rectangles marking the fibre strips to be cut with the microlaser for later mechanical testing. F, fibre 

cap; P, parenchyma; Ph, phloem; X, xylem. Taken.from [9, 10]. 
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Fig. 2 Arundo donax. (b) 
Cross section of the entire culm 
wall. (c) Cross section of the 
periphery of the culm wall. (d) 
Radial-longitudinal section of the 
periphery of the culm wall. E, 
epidermal layer; CP, cortical 
parenchyma; PP, pith 
parenchyma; S, sclerenchyma; 
VB, vascular bundle; FR, fibre 
ring of VB.. 

 

For micro-mechanical testing, a tensile testing stage with video extensometry for strain detection 

was used as described in Burgert et al. [11]. For cutting of consecutive tissue strips of ~3 mm length, 

~100 µm width and ~80 µm thickness (see Fig. 1c), the technique of microlaser dissection (P.A.L.M. 

Microlaser Technologies GmbH, Germany) was used to provide high quality and exact geometries for 

all samples. The stresses applied to a sample during one experiment were calculated on the basis of the 

cross-sectional area of the entire fibre strip and cross-sectional area of only cell walls of all cells in the 

respective cross-section. The cell wall area fractions at consecutive radial positions within the stem 

were determined on images of cross-sections using the software ImageJ. For calculation of mean 

values, areas were chosen containing at least thirty cells (Figure 1a)  

Microfibril orientation with single cell resolution was obtained with synchrotron wide angle X-ray 

diffraction (WAXD) on radial-longitudinal sections at the -Spot beamline at BESSY II (Berlin, 

Germany) as described in [9].  

Lignification was qualitatively investigated by staining of cross sections with 

phloroglucinol/hydrochloric acid [12].  

A universal microspectrophotometer (UMSP 80, Zeiss, Germany) was used to resolve the 

topochemical distribution of lignin and other cell wall phenolics with high spatial resolution. Sample 

blocks were embedded in Spurr according to [13] for preparing 1 µm thick cross sections for the 

measurements. The wavelength of the maximum absorbance was used for two-dimensional scans 

across the fibre caps with a step width of 0.25 µm.
 
Details can be found in [9]. 

Results and discussion 

The investigations on the fibre caps of the palm Washingtonia robusta showed a gradual decrease 

in tissue and cell wall stiffness of more than one order of magnitude (see Fig. 3). In the periphery of 

the fibre caps, values in stiffness of 20-50 MPa were measured which are comparable to those 

obtained for non-lignified parenchymatous tissue of potato tubers[14]. 
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Fig. 3a) Tissue stiffness of fibre strips of four different fibre caps versus their radial position. b) Cell wall 

stiffness versus radial position, taken from [9]. 

 

The cell wall area fraction was taken as relative indication of tissue density which influences tissue 

stiffness. Values of cell wall area fraction decreased only slightly within the fibre caps with the 

exception of the very periphery of the cap, which exhibited much smaller values. This means that 

stiffness is varied mainly by alterations at the cell wall level, which is also obvious when comparing 

the course of tissue and cell wall stiffness across the cap.  

X-ray diffraction measurements with single cell resolution revealed values for microfibril angle in 

the range of 12-40°. The high microfibril angle corresponded with the rather low stiffness compared to 

softwoods and hardwoods. The orientation is also consistent with the high extensibility of the tissue 

strips in the microtensile tests. Thus, on the ultrastructural level, the palms seem to be adapted to cope 

with large deformations under wind loads. No trend in microfibril orientation was visible across the 

fibre cap [9]. Therefore, in the palm species investigated the alteration in cell wall stiffness could not 

be correlated with the microfibril orientation which indicates that, the microfibril orientation is not 

used to alter mechanical properties within the fibre caps to create the gradient in stiffness.  

However, cell wall stiffness could be correlated with the amount of lignification. A gradual 

decrease in lignification became visible across the fibre cap with the peripheral fibre cells being hardly 

lignified (Fig. 4). These variations at the biochemical level have most probably an effect on the shear 

modulus of the matrix, which in turn influences the longitudinal cell wall stiffness. These findings 

point to an additional concept of how plants control and change the stiffness of their tissues besides 

the well known strategy of changing the orientation of cellulose microfibrils in the secondary cell wall 

layers. 

 

              
 

Fig. 4  Cross-sections of a  vascular bundle a) stained with phloroglucinol/hydrochloric acid .b). Composite 

image of a toluidine blue stained cross section and 2D UV-absorbance scans taken of an unstained cross section 

at 262 nm. b) taken from [9]. 
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The Giant Reed belongs to the grasses and possesses hollow culms of a few centimetres diameter 

growing to heights of 4-6 m. Hence, very high aspect ratios are reached which favours Euler buckling. 

The culms of the Giant Reed die after two years, whereas palms with their massive trunks can reach 

life times of more than a hundred years. Therefore it is likely to find a different strategy in coping with 

the stress discontinuities at the interfaces of sclerenchymatous and parenchymatous tissues.  

The anatomy of Arundo donax points to an optimisation towards flexural stiffness on the integral 

and macroscopic level, yet in a different way than seen for the palm. As the culms of A. donax are 

hollow, several nodes stabilize the culm against buckling. The vascular bundles are evenly distributed 

throughout the culm wall (see Fig. 1b) and the culms are additionally stiffened by a sclerenchymatous 

ring at the periphery of the culm wall. 

Spatz et al. [5] measured an elastic modulus of 10 GPa for the very periphery of the culm wall of 

Arundo donax, which is one order of magnitude higher than the values measured for Washingtonia 

robusta. For the inner part of the culm a modulus of 9 GPa was measured. However, Spatz and 

coworkers concluded that the differences between the sclerenchymatous fibres and the 

parenchymatous tissues are most likely bigger as numerous vascular bundles are embedded in the 

parenchymatous tissue. In contrast to Washingtonia robusta, a clear gradient in cell size and cell wall 

thickness can be seen in cross-sections, which results in a gradient in tissue density influencing tissue 

stiffness. Staining with phlorogucinol/hydrochloric acid revealed a lignification of the entire culm wall 

with a more intense staining in the sclerenchymatous ring and in the fibre sheaths of the vascular 

bundles (Fig. 5). 

The high elastic modulus might be a contribution to lowering the risk of buckling in the case of the 

high aspect ratios as a result of the culm geometry. Such a high elastic modulus should be a result of a 

low microfibril angle. Assuming a gradual transition in stiffness between the sclerenchymatous ring 

and the (lignified) parenchymatous tissue, the mentioned aspects would point towards a different 

setting of the gradient compared to Washingtonia robusta and can therefore reveal additional concepts 

for certain geometrical and mechanical constraints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Cross section of Arundo donax, stained with 

phloroglucinol/hydrochloric acid... 

Conclusion 

The embedding of stiff sclerenchymatous tissue in soft parenchymatous tissue is of particular 

interest from a biomechanics as well as biomimetics perspective. In palms, a combination of a high 

microfibril angle and a gradient in lignification seem to be responsible for the measured gradual 

decrease in stiffness across the fibre cap. This stiffness gradient is believed to be a key factor for the 

mechanical optimisation of palms under the given biological constraints. In Arundo donax, a gradient 

in cell wall area fraction within the sclerenchymatous ring in the periphery of the culm wall was 

found, which points towards a gradual transition in tissue stiffness. The insights into the design of 
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interfaces in the different plant species may serve as inspiration for a biomimetic transfer of the 

underlying principles to technical fibre-reinforced composites. 
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Abstract  

Mechanical properties of the plant cell wall are important in many industrial applications 

including bio-fuels, food quality and biotechnology.  The plant cell wall consists of a network 

of cellulose microfibrils cross-linked with hemi-cellulose and interpenetrated by pectin.  It is 

known that changes in the composition and architecture of the cell wall lead to detectable 

differences in the mechanical properties, but the relationship is not yet fully understood.  In 

this work, three cell wall mutations of Arabidopsis thaliana, IDA, Mur1 and qua-2 

(Snakeskin-SKS), were compared to the Columbia wild type (WT).  Shoot and root growth 

were characterised to evaluate the effects of the mutations on plant growth.  Cells were also 

grown in suspension culture and their viability determined by neutral red staining before the 

force required to break the cell (the rupture force) and deformation at rupture were obtained 

by compression testing.  Compression testing showed significant differences in these 

mechanical properties between mutant and WT cells.  These data, however, appear to conflict 

with those from whole plant growth.  This may be because the rupture force and deformation 

at rupture are not intrinsic material properties of the cell wall or because cell wall 

characteristics of cells grown in suspension culture may differ from those in whole 

organisms.   

 

Introduction 
 

The plant cell wall is integral to the development of many modern industries, including bio-

reactors, bio-fuels and food quality.  Although much is known about cell wall composition, 

there remain gaps in the understanding about the link between wall composition, architecture 

and mechanical properties.  The cell wall provides mechanical strength, mediates cell-to-cell 

adhesion and dictates cell dimensions (Martin et al, 2001).  The composition of the cell wall 

has been well studied and consists mainly of polysaccharide chains (Nevins et al, 1967).  

Some aspects of the arrangement of these molecules within the cell wall are currently 

unknown, but many theoretical models have been proposed.  The most popular is a layered 

model, with the elasticity, plasticity and strength functions in a primary cell wall composed of 

cellulose microfibrils cross-linked with hemi-cellulose fibers.  Pectin penetrates this structure 

and also constitutes the middle lamella, which is thought to control cell-to-cell adhesion.  The 
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pectin however, is not thought to have a role in determining the strength of the wall (Willats 

et al. (2001). 

 

Changes in the composition of the cell wall components should yield differences in wall 

properties and functioning of the various wall layers.  Plants with varying cell wall 

composition were obtained by using mutants of the Columbia (Col0) wild type (WT), with 

altered genes involved in cell wall biosynthesis.  The different mutations used were IDA 

(Stenvik et al, 2006) and qua-2 (aka SKS) (Mouille et al, 2007) which affect the middle 

lamella, and Mur1 (Bonin et al, 1997) which affects the hemi-cellulose in the primary cell 

wall and the pectin backbone in the middle lamella. 

 

The effects of these mutations were determined by phenotyping growth at the whole 

organism level (Cosgrove, 2000) and single cell compression testing by micro-manipulation 

(Thomas et al. 2000).  Single, viable, near-spherical cells were produced by suspension 

culture (Encina et al, 2001).  Compression testing has previously been used to calculate some 

intrinsic properties of cultured tomato cells (Wang et al, 2004) but research was limited due 

to the lack of genetic understanding of this system.  Arabidopsis thaliana, being the model 

organism for plants, represents a good candidate for compression testing since its genome is 

small and fully sequenced and many relevant genes have been identified. 

 

Materials and Methods 
 

All chemical purchased from Sigma Aldrich (UK) unless otherwise specified.  

 

Whole plant phenotyping of cell wall mutants  

 

For stems, seeds were sown in a soil vermiculite mix and subjected to a 16:8 hours light to 

dark cycle, with constant temperature and adequate water.  Growth was scored over 35 days 

on various above ground characteristics.  For roots, seeds were surface sterilised and placed 

at one end of a square petri dish containing a 0.5% Long Ashton agar supplemented with 

sucrose (10g/l).  The plates were stood vertically and growth was scored every 24 hours until 

the first root reached the bottom of the plate.  The longitudinal length of the roots cell moving 

back along the root from the root tip was measured using binocular light microscope with a 

×40 objective lens.  To accurately measure the cells close to the root tip, it was squashed on a 

glass slide.  The first 250µm could not be accurately measured due to cell density of the 

apical meristem. Cells in the root tip were measured over the first 3000µm, covering the 

majority of the zone of elongation.   

 

Generation of suspension cultures 

 

Sterile seeds were germinated on a basal MS (Murashige and Skoog) 4.4g/l, 30g/l sucrose 

and 0.2g/l myoinositol at pH 5.7. Roots were excised after 2 weeks and transferred to callus 

induction media (CIM) containing plant growth factors. Cytokinin and auxin in equal 

concentrations for cause the cell to divide without differentiation, 0.5mg/L 

Benzylaminopurine (BAP), 1mg/L naptaline acetic acid (NAA), 1mg/L indole-3-acetic acid 

(IAA), 1mg/L 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), 0.2g/l myoinositol, 4.4g/l MS media, 

30g/l sucrose and adjusted to pH 5.7.  The resulting callus was transferred after 

approximately 1 month into a liquid CIM and rotated at 120 rpm to prevent aggregation and 

promote single cell generation. 
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Microcompression 

 

After 1 and 2 weeks in suspension culture, samples of single cells were compressed with the 

high strain rate tester (HSRT).  A glass probe attached to a force transducer (400A, Aurora 

Scientific Inc, Canada) was positioned above the cell.  Using the peizo-electric motor 

(peizostack) (PI, Germany) compression speeds of 3000µm s
-1

 were used to compress the 

cell, generating voltage/time traces for each compression.  The voltage signals from the 

transducer were amplified using a ×10 amplifier.  From the voltage/time trace a 

force/displacement curve was calculated.  The viability of the cell was shown by neutral red 

(NR) staining.  NR is transported into the vacuoles of plant cells and will accumulate in those 

with membranes are intact thus highlighting viable cells suitable for compression.  NR was 

added an hour prior to compression to a final concentration of 1x10
-6

M.   
 

Results and Discussion  
 

Stem growth showed significant differences (p>0.05) on several characteristics.  The most 

prominent was the differences seen in stem high on days 30 and 35 (Fig. 1). IDA grew to 

comparable levels to Col0 at both time points.  Mur1 showed a non-significant reduction 

(p<0.05) at both time points, but SKS showed a significant difference at both time points to 

the WT. 

 

Significant differences to Col0 were seen in both root length (Fig. 2A) and growth rate (Fig. 

2B) of SKS and Mur1 mutations but not IDA, which remained similar to Col0.  Root growth 

is determined by two factors, the extension of the roots in the elongation zone and the number 

of cell being produced in the meristem. 
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Figure 1.  Average stem heights of the wild type and three mutants genotypes at 30 and 35 days.  A significant 

increase in plant stem height is seen in all four samples between day 30 and 35. Error bars represent the SD.  

Three technical repetitions with 20 biological reps in each.  
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Figure 2.  Average root length (A), average growth rate (B) and average longitudinal length of roots cells, 

moving backwards from the root tip (C) of Col0, Mur1, IDA and SKS genotypes.  Error bars represent SD.  5 

technical repetitions with 24 biological reps in each 
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When cell extension was analysed all mutant genotypes showed a significant difference in the 

proximal region of the elongation zone. (Fig. 2C) IDA was slightly lower than the Col0 but 

remained higher than the other mutations but not significantly.  No significant differences 

were seen in the distal region of the elongation zone until approximately 1000µm. It is 

hypothesized that cell production (assumed to be proportional to cell division) in the 

meristem is reduced in IDA compared to Col as the mature cell length was reduced but 

growth rate was unchanged.   

 

Cell culturing techniques were successful in producing viable single cells suitable for 

compression testing by micromanipulation.  Viable single cells (Fig. 3A) were easily 

identifiable from ghosts or plasmolysed cells.  The latter lacked a visible vacuole after NR 

staining suggesting the lack membrane integrity.  Such cells were not compressed (Fig. 3B). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  A viable single cell with an intact vacuole stained with NR, approximately 25µm in diameter (A).  A 

plasmolysed non-viable cell with no membrane integrity, the plasma membrane has been pulled from the wall 

and the vacuole has been ruptured, approximately 30µm in diameter (B).  The differences between A and B are 

clear enabling the identification of cells to be compressed.  A still taken from the high speed video of a 

compression, a single NR stained cell (approximately 30µm in diameter) positioned under the glass probe prior 

to the movement of the probe (C). A force/displacement graph calculated for the compression of a single cell 

approximately 25µm in diameter.  The point at which the probe touched the cell (i) the point of rupture (ii) the 

initial point at which the probe touched the chamber base (iii) and the diameter of the cell (iv) can be seen (D).  
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Viable single cells from suspension culture were compressed (Fig. 3C) and 

force/displacement graphs calculated (Fig. 3D).  From each of these graphs, the point of 

rupture, displacement at rupture and diameter of the cell can be determined (Table 1).  Cell 

diameters of Col0, IDA and SKS showed a decrease between weeks 1 and 2 with the opposite 

for the Mur 1; these differences were not significant.  Between the genotypes SKS and Mur1 

were similar to Col0, with IDA slightly smaller. Col0 rupture forces incresed between weeks 

1 and 2, Mur1 and IDA remained constant and SKS reduced slightly.  Compared to the Col0, 

SKS was similar, IDA lower and Mur1 higher.  The perecentage displacement at rupture 

showed decreases from week 1 to week 2 for Col0, Mur1 and SKS but an increase for the 

IDA.   

 

With the rupture force of SKS similar to Col0, this suggests that the reduction in pectin in 

SKS does not affect the wall strength.  Mur1 differences may be attributed to a decrease in 

tension in the cell wall causing an increase in cell wall deposition making it stronger, with the 

opposite being the case for the IDA.   
 

Cells in suspension culture are not restricted in their maximum size by their  proximity to 

other cells like those in the whole plant.  Similarly, the cells are not influenced by where they 

are in the plant, which forces specific dimensions.  Size and shape, therefore, are determined 

solely by 3-dimensional expansion driven by turgor pressure with no spatial or positional 

component.  This may explain the similarities in the average cell diameter.   

 

This change in growth conditions may also be attributed to the differences seen when 

comparing the single cells to those in the root or stem. However, it cannot account for those 

seen between the cultured cells, these must be real differences.  The root and shoot growth 

data would have suggested that Col0 and IDA would be stronger than Mur1 and IDA, but the 

results from the compression do not support this.   However, these parameters are not 

intrinsic material properties of the cell wall and can only be used as a preliminary marker for 

properties that might correlate with growth. 
 

 

 

Genotype       Week      Cell Diameter      Rupture Force       Displacement at rupture                           
                                              (µm)                       (mN)                                (%) 

 

 

   Col0                1               26.8±5.3                 1.1±0.6                       59.6±16.8 

                           2               24.6±3.5                 1.6±0.9                       55.0±12.1      

 

   Mur 1              1               25.4±6.8                 1.4±0.9                       65.3±13.3 

                           2               28.4±7.0                 1.4±0.8                       58.0±14.6 

 

   IDA                 1               23.0±2.4                 0.8±0.4                       52.2±11.6 

                           2               22.7±0.7                 0.8±0.2                       56.2±10.5 

 

   SKS                1               26.8±2.7                  2.0±1.4                       59.0±12.0 

                           2               24.2±6.3                 1.8±1.0                        44.4±14.7 

 
Table 1.   Average cell diameter, rupture forces and percentage displacement at rupture for 1 and 2 week old 

suspension cultures of the WT and the three mutant genotypes analysed. 
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Conclusions 
 

It is clear that the effects of changes in cell wall composition can be measured using several 

techniques.  Data obtained from organ level measurements support each other. Root and 

shoot analysis show that two of the mutations, Mur1 and SKS, experience significant growth 

reductions while the third, IDA, showed reduced growth at certain times but were mostly 

similar to Col0. 

 

Suspension culture of Arabidopsis thaliana yields single viable cells that are suitable for 

micro-compression.  It is clear from force/displacement data that differences exist between 

the genotypes. Some of the results, however, are not concordant with predictions drawn from 

plant growth data.  It is possible that A. thaliana cells grown in suspension culture are not 

representative of those in the whole plant.  Cultured cells may have different properties to 

those in planta, affecting the way they perform under compression testing.  Unfortunately, 

due to the nature of plant cells it is impossible to extract representative single cells from the 

plant without damage; hence the reliance on cultured cells.  To address these differences, an 

investigation into the effect of the culturing process on the cell wall must be undertaken.  

This will also enable a comparative study of the components present in each cell type of all 

genotypes.   

 

Further to this, mathematical modeling should be applied to the compression data in an 

attempt to yield intrinsic values for the physical properties of the wall, for example the low 

strain elastic modulus.  This would give a greater insight into the nature of cell wall 

mechanics at the molecular level and would enable individual influences for each of these 

mutations on the wall to be given a comparable value. 
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Abstract  

This work is a study of the mechanisms by which cell wall extractable molecules intervene on its 

cohesion during defibrization, particularly at in situ polymers viscoelastic properties. We aim at 

pointing out the impact of quantitative/qualitative modulation of extractive class compounds on the 

chain mobility of hemicelluloses and lignin, the two major cell wall matrix amorphous polymers, and 

on the breaking mechanisms of the sticks at the macroscopic level.  

Introduction 

Hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) is a wood like material used for the pulping process for paper making or 

for composites making (Rowell, Young et al. 1997). In hemp, the woody core (chenevotte) accounts 

for 70% of the hemp stem. Typically, the wood core contains 33–37% of cellulose, 16–20% 

hemicelluloses, 17–22% lignin. These high percentages of amorphous polymers are interesting for 

studying the interaction between the cell wall polymers. 

Moreover, woody hemp core is also composed of small amounts of extractives, ash and silica at 1–

5% (Bouloc 2006). According to works done before in the laboratory on poplar, extractives seem to 

have an important role in the cell wall cohesion (Meyer-Pinson, Ruel et al. 2004). Among the various 

factors which affect the mobility via the direct environment of the macromolecules, the effect of 

extractible was scarcely studied. Matsunaga (2000) has studied the effect of extractives in the cell 

wall. He observes that some extractives were acting as a plasticizer. Obataya and Norimoto (1999) 

also proved the change in mechanical relaxation of wood used for musical instrument (Aroundo donax 

L.) by removing water soluble extractives. Some authors suggest that mechanical properties of wood 

are dependent on extractives but no dedicated studies have been done on their nature and role in the 

cell wall.  

The objective of the work is to determine the mechanisms by which such cell wall extractable 

molecules intervene on its cohesion during defibrization, in particular hygrometric and temperature 

condition. With this study, we aim at pointing out the impact of quantitative/qualitative modulation of 

extractives on the chain mobility of hemicelluloses and lignin, the two major cell wall matrix 

amorphous polymers and on the breaking mechanisms of the sticks at the macroscopic level. 

Material and methods 

The samples studied were the cultivar Fedora 17 issued from the stem of hemp cultivated and 

refined according to the procedures of La chanvrière de l’aube (LCDA) in Bar sur Aube (France).  

 

Extractions:  

The removal of extractives was made by using three solvents (toluene/ethanol, ethanol and water) 

separately or successively (in the previous order) and at two temperature conditions (see scheme ).  
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Biochemical analysis of the woody hemp core and their extracted products: 

Carbohydrate analysis of chenevotte was performed using a high performance anion-exchange 

chromatography (HPAEC) after sulphuric acid hydrolysis. 

Aromatic compounds content which are generally associated to lignin was measured 

spectrophotometrically (acetyl bromide method). 

The Carbon and Nitrogen content of the samples was determined with an elemental analyzer (NA 

1500, Carlo Erba). 

The amount of soluble protein was determined colorimetrically (Bradford method). 

The ash content in samples was determined by incinerating samples in a muffle furnace at 525±25 

°C for three and an half hour according to (Tappi T 211. om-07).  

The main minerals frequently associated with plant metabolism were identified and measured with 

an atomic emission spectrometer ICP (Varian Liberty series II). 

 

DMA: the Dynamic mechanical analysis in tension mode and in immersion  

DMA is the specific method used to characterize in situ lignin relaxation because the peaks 

observed in the range of 80-110°C are assimilated to their glassy transition (Salmen, Wennerblom et 

al. 1996; Sun and Frazier 2007) for the same conditions. 

 

DEA: the Dielectric Analysis in controlled humidity 

DEA is a specific method used to characterize in situ hemicelluloses chain mobility. The peaks 

observed are generally associated to the different relaxations of hemicelluloses (William L. James 

1975) depending on frequency and relative humidity (Lenth and Kamke 2001; Sugimoto and 

Norimoto 2005). 

 

Breaking mechanisms 

4-point-bending test is the method used to characterize the fracture of woody hemp core sticks. 

From each curve obtained the breaking energy, modulus and strain were calculated. Experiments were 

done at water saturated condition and at different temperature to determine the optimized condition for 

the breaking study of extracted samples(Bardet, Beauchêne et al. 2003). 

Results and discussion 

Biochemical analysis: 

In cold extractions, for each solvent used to remove entities, extractives in solvents vary in quantity 

but present similar quality. Less extractive are removed with Toluene and ethanol solvents, mainly 

Chènevotte 

Conditions 
 

 

Cold (room T°) 
 

 
 

Hot (Soxlhet) 

Sequences 
 

 

Separate extractions 

- Toluene/ethanol (2v/v) [1] 
 

- Ethanol [2] 
 

- Water [3] 

 

 

Successive extraction 

- [1]+[2]+[3] 

Extract 
 

 
 

Solid 
 

 
Longitudinal cut of a stick 

Treated 

Untreated 
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composed of carbon and lignins, whereas polar solvents specially remove protein, nitrogen and ash 

compounds. 

 

In hot conditions, the extraction percentage with solvents becomes higher, even if lignin and 

protein contents are not influenced by thermal effect. Moreover, hot water enhances the 

monosaccharides extraction (twice more) and reduces the ash content (twice less) compared to cold 

condition. 

 
Table 1  biochemical composition of extractives in different conditions. 

 
% of raw 

material 
a In % of extractives 

b 

 Extraction N C Protein 
Total mono 

saccharide 
Lignin Ash 

Cold Tet (1) 0.6 0.5 69.9 0.1 4.6 61.1 1.0 

Cold Et (2) 0.6 0.8 61.7 0.2 9.2 65.8 10.1 

Cold Water (3) 2.5 2.3 45.1 1.8 7.4 26.0 57.7 

Cold Succ 

(1)+(2)+(3) 
3.0 1.3 41.4 1.3 15.4 30.1 37.2 

Hot Tet (1) 2.4 0.5 62.2 nd 5.1 64.0 2.2 

Hot Et (2) 2.2 1.3 51.6 0.2 11.1 69.0 7.8 

Hot Water (3)  2.6 1.5 30.1 1.3 15.3 27.4 36.2 

Hot Succ 

(1)+(2)+(3) 
5.0 0.9 49.3 0.9 7.7 52.8 27.6 

a
 in percentage of the initial dry woody hemp core mass sample 

b 
in percentage of the total mass of extractives removed from woody hemp core samples 

 

Viscoelastic properties: 

 

  
Fig. 1  Influence of solvent on Tg lignin. Fig. 2  Influence of solvent on Tg hemicelluloses. 

Tg is expressed as the difference calculated from the untreated reference and the treated sample. 

 
For both polymer relaxations, each solvent has a specific effect on the shift of glass transitions. 

Hemicelluloses are much more affected by the extractions (shift up to 40 °C) whereas lignin have 

smaller changes (the measures were done in ethylene glycol immersion therefore the effect of 

extraction can be smoothed). In nearly every case, hemicelluloses with hot extractions have an 

opposite behavior to cold extractions. Whereas for lignin, only extractions integrating hot water lead to 

a decrease of Tg values.  
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Correlations between Tg/extractions: 

 

Looking the evolution of Tg with the extraction rate, the entities removal clearly affects the 

mobility of the two amorphous polymers. The bigger is the extraction level, the higher is the 

difference in glass transition temperature either in the two evolution senses (positive or negative sign 

of Tg).  

Absolute value of Tg is highly correlated with extraction percentage, their calculated index for 

lignin and hemicelluloses are 0.75 and 0.58 respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 3  Influence of extraction percentage on Tg lignins and hemicelluloses. 
 

Four-point-bending test : 

 

Fracture behavior versus temperature of characterization: 

 

These experiments describe the load-displacement curves and the influence of temperature on 

mechanical criteria. Strain and modulus vary on the same way (diagram 4 and 5), both of them 

decrease. We can note a drastic change of the mechanical properties which can be explained by the 

glassy transition of one continuous polymeric constituent of wood: lignin (Bardet, Beauchêne et al. 

2003). This value seems to be around 55°C.  

 

  
Fig.4  Strain vs temperature. Fig. 5  Elastic modulus vs temperature. 
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These preliminary experiments were necessary to find the best measuring condition close to Tg 

lignins and to be able to observe little changes in mechanical properties after extraction. 

Indeed, when measuring the Tg with DMA, the nature and frequency of solicitation is different. In 

water saturated condition for a raw material, Tg lignin is ~ 70°C (1Hz on loss modulus). The measured 

activation energy is around 170 kJ/mol. If we do the same calculation with the 3-point bending test, 

taking into the frequency change, we found theoretically a Tg value near 57°C which is in accordance 

with the one we found above experimentally. 

 

 

Difference in mechanical properties between treated and non-treated specimens 

 

  
Fig.6 Influence of extraction solvent and temperature 

on E. 

Fig.7 . Influence of extraction solvent and temperature 

on  strain. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 8  Influence of extraction solvent and temperature 

on fracture energy. 

Fig 9  Probability coefficients from student test for 

each mechanical properties. 

 

 
These first results (Fig 6 to 8) show that all properties measured in different experimental condition 

tested have important variation for a same condition, leading to no clear significant different 

observation, unless for some series. To better see the difference in average values, student tests have 

been processed (Fig 9). If we consider the probability to have a distinct mean value for the two series 

with a reasonable limit confidence value of 0.1, only water and Tet extraction conditions have 

significantly different mechanical behavior for some properties: Cold water changes strain and 

breaking energy into lower values, whereas hot water changes only strain to a lower value. Cold Tet 

changes breaking energy into a higher value and hot Tet changes breaking energy to higher and strain 

to lower values. 
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Conclusion 

Extractions clearly lead to a consequence on the different properties of woody hemp core in micro 

and macro scale. We have seen more or less intense different viscoelastic behavior highly correlated 

with extractives solvation. And we have also notified changes in mechanical behaviors which were in 

some case smoothed by the characterization condition happening in water at 55°C. 

Studying samples as pairs of specimen is of course a way of reducing natural variability but it also 

have its limit while looking for specific parameters as the elastic modulus. This last characterization of 

breaking type must be optimized by coupling with microscopic observation of the failure surface. 

Some kind of properties which cannot be quantified by measurement can be observed visually. Failure 

propagation is still under investigation to explain difference behavior of cell wall extractive removal. 
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Abstract  

Many trees in tropical rain forest exhibit interlocked grain. This phenomenon was observed, using a 

splitting method, on 10 trees from different genera in French Guiana. There were rather strong 

variations between and within trees. Different indexes were used and compared to describe this 

interlocked grain. Previous results have shown that the rupture energy necessary to create a radial-

longitudinal surface by wood splitting grows more than 2 or 3 times with interlocked grain occurrence. 

Moreover, radial splitting of large tropical trees with high density wood is more prone to appear due to 

the decrease of the ratio between rupture energy and Young’s modulus when wood density increases. 

Finally the long lasting high level of maturation stress in tropical trees growing in primary forest 

means a very high level of stored elastic energy in the trunk that could be dangerous for the living tree. 

Interlocked grain can be a good solution to prevent the risk of radial splitting for these adult trees.  

Introduction 

Interlocked grain (IG) is a particular structure of wood present in a great number of tropical 

species. It is formed when the grain inclination changes from S or Z helix to the opposite slope during 

growth (Fig1.A). Due to differences in absorption and reflection of light, bands appear on the radial 

plane of IG wood, often called ribbon wood [5]. These bands are not always aligned with the 

longitudinal direction, due to a combination of interlocked and wavy grain (Fig1.B).  

 

 

 

Fig1. A - B 

 
A: Principle of interlocked grain (IG). 

The grain direction changes during the tree growth 

and make an angle αi with the longitudinal direction 

witch oscillate on the radius. Bands appear on the 

radial plane, often called ribbon wood.   

 

B: Principle of IG coupled with wavy grain. 

During the growth the global direction of the grain 

make an angle with the longitudinal direction of the 

tree, and a wavelength of few millimetres to many 

centimetres in length.   

According to Kribs (1950) cited by Hernandez and Almeida [6], 75% of 258 tropical trees analyzed 

had IG. Several theories have been considered for the genesis of spiral or IG. Détienne [4] observed on 
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Faro (Daniellia spp.), which has a storied cambium, a small IG with a period of some millimeters and 

an amplitude lower than 10°. He showed that every oscillation fitted with one vegetative year, 

implying that the period is a function of growth speed in the case of Faro. He tried to explain the 

change of grain direction by some constant radial rearrangement between the cambial cells of one 

storey, in relation to the adjoining storeys. But he didn’t explain the origin of the phenomenon. 

According to Kojs & al. [7], who has worked on the history of cellular events in the storeyed cambium 

of Lonchocarpus sericeus (Poir.) DC, the parenchyma arrangement is constant, but the cells’ 

orientation varies quickly with IG. He observed a tangential intrusion on the top of cells during the 

periclinal division, which takes part in the change of direction. Schulgasser and Witztum [10] showed 

with a mechanical approach that the spiral angle of the grain could be formed during the process of 

cell division and maturation in the cambial region. They tried to explain this phenomenon by the 

evolution of microfibril angle (MFA) between juvenile and adult wood, along with the senescence 

phases in the case of older trees. The microfibrils apply a shear on the cells, inducing a tendency to 

twist. He suggested that trees with straight grain block this effect and avoid twisting, while spiral trees 

do not. In a previous work, Brémaud & al. [2] have measured MFA in relation with grain angle on an 

IG species (Pterocarpus soyauxii Taub.). We observe a tendency of MFA to decrease with increasing 

grain angle, but the variations are not clearly synchronous (grain angle variation of 40° against MFA 

variation of 8°). Anyway, the issue of the IG formation seems to remain open.  

In this study, we have observed the diversity of IG in ten French Guiana species and address the 

following question: how does wood IG benefit to the tree? 

Material and methods 

Ten trees from 10 different species were collected from the tropical rain forest of French Guyana 

(Table 1). Several methods exist to describe the IG in a tree. The two most used are anatomical 

successive cuts in the TL plane [4, 7]; and the radial splitting [13, 6, 12, 5]. For reasons of availability, 

we chose to use the method of radial splitting, with image analysis in the software ImageJ. After 

splitting, Webb [13] or Hernandez and Almeida [6] measured two parameters to describe and 

characterize the IG: the maximum angular deviation (MAD) in degrees, estimated as the maximum 

left spiral angle plus the maximum right spiral angle, and the interlocked grain index (IGI) in 

millimeters, calculated by dividing the area between the projection of the median radial line EF and 

the tracing resulting of the split, by the length of the line EF (Fig2).  

 

 

Fig 2. Protocol on cubes splitting and measurements 

done. The maximum angular deviation (MAD) in 

degrees, and the interlocked grain index (IGI) in 

millimeters.  

Between 5 and 9 cubes have been machining on the 

longitudinal direction for each species.  
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The measurements of the radial Young’s modulus (ER) and rupture energy were made on 10 French 

Guiana species of various densities as described in Bardet & al [1], the method to measure the rupture 

energy is describe in Beauchêne [3]. 
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Results and discussion 

A strong relationship was found between the two IG parameters (MAD and IGI) with a R² of 0.81 

for the whole sample. This is in agreement with the observations by Hernandez and Almeida [6] and 

Webb [13]. It is important to note the strong variability of IG between trees and species. Table 1 

summarizes the IG types. Some species, such as Dipteryx odorata or Tabebuia sp. have a small IG 

with a period of a few millimeters and amplitude of 2 or 3°. At the opposite Parkia nitida or Erisma 

uncinatum have a large IG with a period of about 50mm and small amplitude of 2 or 3°.  

 

 

 

Fig3. Evolution of rupture energy in TL and RL planes 

against IGI for 2 species with large interlocked grain  

 

Fig4. Evolution of the ratio: rupture energy radial 

MOE equivalent against Basic Density for ten French 

Guiana species 

 
 

The rupture energy Gf,I necessary to create a radial-longitudinal surface by wood splitting 

increases when the rupture changes to the tangential-longitudinal plane due to IG occurrence. As we 

show in Fig3, the effect of the IG plays a great role in the level of rupture energy, for 2 species with 

relative similar visual IG Qualea rosea and Caryocar glabrum, the values of Gf,I is around 2 times 

greater in the RL plan that in the TL plan for Ruitzenaria and around 3 times greater for Caryocar. 

The influence of the IGI on the rupture energy is very different for the two species, suggesting a more 

complex influence of the micro rupture in the middle lamella between the two species. 

The rupture energy Gf,I necessary to create a radial-longitudinal surface by wood splitting 

increases with the density of the wood species [3], but much less than ER as shown in Fig4, the slope 

of the ratio Energy/ER decreases significantly as wood density increases, which means that the denser 

the wood, the higher the radial splitting risk. 

Therefore, the trees of high wood density (basic density above 0.6) are more sensitive to radial 

splitting. As the mean basic density of sapwood for 555 French Guiana species by Saramento & al 

[11] is 0.63; this could be a good reason to explain the frequency of IG in tropical families. 

  

 

IGI (mm) 
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Table 1. Summary of the ten species studied, the splitting cubes and showdown between the mean MAD and IGI indices, (COV % is the coefficient of variation, and ROV the 

range of variation) 

 

 

Pilot name 
(Botanical Name) 

Number 

of cubes  

MAD (°) IGI (mm) 
Picture Remarks 

(ROV)  (COV) (ROV)  (COV) 

Tatajuba 
 (Bagassa guianensis) 

8 
15,2 2,8 

 

IG constant on the longitudinal axis + IG similar between different 

trees (3,7) (7%) (0,6) (7%) 

Cupiuba  
(Goupia glabra) 

9 
15,8 2,5 

 

Interlocked and wavy grain important but irregular + important 

variations on the longitudinal axis  (11,1)   (24%) (2,4)   (35%) 

Timborana  
(Pseudopitadenia suaveolens) 

8 
15,9 2,9 

 
Specific growth of the cambium + variation on L 

(7,6)   (17%) (1,3)   (15%) 

Faveira  
(Parkia nitida) 

8 
7,2  

 
Small  MAD and long period (about 50mm)  

(1,0)   (4%)   

Cumaru  
(Dipteryx odorata) 

5 
11,9  

 

Interlocked and wavy grain + small period and MAD + very little 

fissile  (7,4)   (24%)   

Mandioqueira  
(Ruizterania albiflora) 

7 
16,3 2,8 

 

Important interlocked and wavy grain 
(9,5)   (22%) (1,3)   (20%) 

Satine  
(Brosimum rubescens) 

7 
12,9  

 
Variation between trees often important 

(5,4)   (15%)   

Ipe  
(Tabebuia sp.) 

9 
6,1 0,9 

 

small period and MAD + Link between interlocked and  growth  

rings  (5,9)   (30%) (1,4)   (48%) 

Jaboty 
(Erisma uncinatum) 

9 
4,3  

 

Little MAD and long period  
(6,1) (55%)   

Araracanga  
(Aspidosperma sp..) 

7 
11,1 1,8 

 

Important variability along the radius + important variation on L 

but no wavy grain (6,9)   (21%) (0,8)   (18%) 
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Conclusion 

There is a very important variability of IG (form, wave and angle) between the species observed. 

Thus, it is difficult to correlate directly the geometrical characteristics and the amplitude of the IG to 

the real advantage for the radial cohesion of the wood. Nevertheless, the presence of the IG causes a 

systematic increase of the rupture energy necessary to create a radial-longitudinal surface. 

 

The long-lasting high level of maturation stress in tropical trees growing in primary forest results in 

a very high level of stored elastic energy in the trunk that could be dangerous for the living tree [9]. 

Interlocked grain can be a good solution to prevent the risk of radial splitting for these adult trees. 

So, given the fact that a lot of tropical trees species present interlocked grain, it may be reasonably 

assumed that it presents a significant environmental benefit. Rudinski and Vite (1959), quoted by 

Webb [13], developed the theory that the interlocked grain improves the distribution of water from the 

roots to the crown. Détienne [4] also supported this hypothesis. 

The most significant disadvantage is in the domain of woodworking. Webb [13] noted some 

significant problems, such as torsion, or lifting, when machining veneer or furniture. But it is also a 

feature sought after for its aesthetic appearance. On the radial plane, bands appear due to differences in 

absorption and reflection of light. They are often call “ribbon wood". Some interlocked species are 

used in woodworking, and considered as “noble woods”, like the Satiné / Bloodwood (Brosimum 

rubescens), or African Mahogany (Khaya spp.) for African species. 
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Abstract 

Wood is a biological and natural growth-medium. This medium is orthotropic and its production 

varies in response to environmental conditions, and obviously, according to tree age. As such, 

variations in material properties are much more complex than anisotropy. For standing trees, numbers 

of auscultation tools are available and marketed. The objective of the BioGMID project is to create an 

efficient and optimized procedure for characterization and cross-sectional imaging of standing trees 

based on ultrasonic and X-ray imaging. An ultrasound measurement suitably combined with an X-ray 

measurement should allow a qualitative and quantitative high-resolution analysis of the structure. This 

article reports the development of a specific ultrasonic imaging device which can be used in tropical 

forest plantations. Fast characterization of plantation trees could be a useful tool for clonal selection 

and genetic improvement. 

 

Introduction 

Non-destructive techniques based on X-rays or acoustic waves were developed and adapted to 

wood material from the 1960s [2]. The main acoustical tomographic devices such as “Picus Sonic” [6, 

7] and “Fakhopp 2D” [3] and Arbotom [4, 5], are based on speed-of-sound measurement throughout 

the cross-section. A limitation of these tools is that only the transmitted waves are exploited and the 

dominant parameter measured is only the velocity of the longitudinal waves, which is an important 

parameter, but not sufficiently sensitive to identify different layers and properties. An improved 

measure would be based on both diffraction and transmission measurements of ultrasounds. The use of 

diffraction allows qualitative imaging like echography. The transmission wave analysis allows the 

local assessment of specific modulus and internal damping (quantitative imaging). 

 

The research project BioGMID (Biological Growth Medium Integrity Diagnoses using bi-modality 

tomographies) relates to the development of a methodological tool based on X-ray and ultrasound 

computed tomographies. Firstly, a qualitative approach may be applied to characterize the integrity of 

multi-scaled materials, and secondly, a quantitative approach may be applied to assess physical 

properties (density, atomic effective number, elastic stiffness constants). This project provides an 

enhanced knowledge of wave/medium interaction phenomena. This article is focused on the ultrasonic 

aspect of the project, particularly the development of a specific ultrasonic device for the imaging of 

standing trees. 
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Methodology of conception 

 
Our objective is to develop a specific ultrasonic imaging device which can be used in tropical forest 

plantations. We believe that non-destructive characterization of plantation trees, in terms of 

mechanical behavior and also in early detection of internal deterioration, could be a useful tool for 

clonal selection and genetic improvement. 

 

The main requirements for the tomographic device were: 

 Weight between 10 and 20kg. 

 Assembly done in few minutes. 

 Use of battery power supply. 

 Trunk diameter between 15 and 50 cm. 

 Two ultrasonic sensors should be moved around the tree separately. 

 Optimal scanning time was between five and 10 minutes (depending on the image 

resolution). 

 

The conception and production of the device were made at CIRAD during one year. The 

production process is not yet achieved. The mechanical parts were designed using computer-aided 

design software, so that a virtual device was first built to verify its functionalities compared with the 

requirements. The electronic parts were also designed at CIRAD including the square impulse 

generator, the analogic to digital converter, the specific data storage and the control card with its 

specific driver for the automatic scanning process. 

 

Results 

 

 
Fig. 1  Schematic view of the device assembly. 

 

The device is consists of an aluminum ring supported by a tripod (Fig 1). The height of the ring can 

be adjusted from 1 m to 1.6 m but the typical height is 1.3 m. The two parts of the ring are first 

assembled, and then the tripod is fixed. The apparatus is then placed against the trunk using two 

narrowing elements. Each probe is mounted on a trolley and these trolleys are slipped within the ring. 

Finally, the last part of the ring is fixed and the third narrowing element is applied. 
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Fig. 2  Development of the ultrasonic device in CIRAD laboratory. 

 

The ultrasonic probes have a frequency bandwidth centered on 300kHz. The associated wavelength 

is around 5 mm in the case of transverse scanning. The probe consists of a wheel in which the emitter 

is placed. The coupling medium is made by an elastomer surrounding the wheel (Fig 2). The emission 

is a square impulse of a 500V magnitude. The acquisition is performed by a converter of 16 bits 

resolution and a sampling frequency of 5 MHz. The duration of acquisition is set to 1800 µs (667 µs is 

the theoretical duration for a diameter of 50 cm). 

 

 
Fig. 3  Principle of the scanning process for quantitative imaging. 

 

The tomographic image can be obtained in quantitative analysis (two probes) or in echographic 

analysis (one probe). The echographic analysis technique was previously discussed [1]. Concerning 

quantitative imaging, the scanning process is shown in the Fig 3. Because of the dimension of each 

trolley, an angular sector of 120° cannot be scanned in one projection (red sector, Fig 3). A typical 

angular step of 5° leads to a number of acquisition of about 48 for 1 projection. For a complete scan, 

the total number of acquisition is thus 3456. For a projection, the emitter is motionless while the 

receiver moves around the ring. The next projection is initiated by a 1 angular step motion of the 

emitter followed by another motion of the receiver all around the ring (an acquisition is done at each 

angular step). 
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Perspectives 

The ultrasonic tomographic device will be fully functional in October 2009. At this time, laboratory 

tests will start first on an “academic” object to determine the real bias in the image computation. 

Subsequently, green logs will be assessed. These logs are already stored in a water tank at CIRAD and 

were selected based on the irregularity of their bark. The irregularity of the bark induces a problem of 

coupling between the probe’s elastomer strip and the wood. It is indeed planned to test the logs with 

and without the bark; and a new design of the probe shape could also be considered. 

Partnerships 

The partners of the wood aspect of the BioGMID project have significant experience of imaging 

and tomography of biological media. 

LMA (Laboratoire de Mécanique et d’Acoustique), the French leader on ultrasonic tomography, 

has developed experimental and theoretical/numerical solutions, and signal processing tools, for non-

destructive evaluation and control of biological, natural or manufactured materials. 

CNDRI (INSA Lyon, Laboratory of Controle Non Destructif par Rayonnements Ionisants) is 

specialist in non-destructive testing using ionising radiation and has developed efficient experimental 

devices of X-ray tomography, and has developed image analysis and simulation tools. 

CIRAD (Centre de coopération internationale en recherche agronomique pour le développement, 

Production and Processing of Tropical Woods unit) is the French agricultural research centre working 

for international development in tropical areas, involved in developing the use of wood, for 

construction, housing and civil engineering purposes, and has developed acoustic vibration analysis 

devices to evaluate timber properties and their variability (http://www.xylo-metry.org/). 
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Abstract 

In many angiosperms, tension wood is characterised by the occurrence of fibres with a particular 

morphology and chemical composition due to development of the so-called gelatinous layer (G-layer). 

However, the G-layer is not always present in certain species that nevertheless produce mechanical 

characteristics of tension wood. Several studies have shown that the supplementary G-layer is not 

always formed in tension wood fibres. We have observed, for example, that some species can show 

tension wood that (i) not show any anatomical differences compared with wood from the opposite side 

of the axis, or (ii) show a novel secondary wall structure comprised of alternating thick and thin layers 

and a type of opposite wood with typical secondary wall structure. Given the relatively large number 

of observations on tension wood mechanics and anatomy, we carried out an overview of G-layer 

presence/absence in angiosperms. We reviewed most of the available studies on tension wood in 

angiosperms and attempted to provide a synthesis of this information within the context of angiosperm 

phylogeny. 

Introduction 

Most trees are able to progressively bend their trunk and branches by an active mechanical 

mechanism driven by cambial activity [1]. This reorientation is associated with the formation of a 

particular type of wood known as reaction wood and is widely implicated in maintaining an upright 

orientation of the main stem and maintaining branches at a given angle. In gymnosperms, reaction 

wood (compression wood) is formed on the lower side of the tilted axis, while in most angiosperms 

tension wood is formed on the upper side. Both types of reaction wood show major differences from 

normal wood in terms of biomechanical properties and at different scales of organisation. Such 

differences include: (i) at the macroscopic level - division and differentiation of the cambial initials 

leading to eccentric growth, and (ii) at the microscopic level - production of fibres that can markedly 

differ in structural organisation compared with normal fibres. 

 

Among angiosperms, diversity in the form of tension wood fibres has long been recognized [2, 3]. 

The most typical form of temperate angiosperm tension wood is characterized by the development of a 

so-called gelatinous layer (G-layer), which is essentially made up of highly crystalline cellulose [4, 5] 

having a very low microfibril angle [6]. However, studies have also shown that some angiosperm 

species show mechanical evidence of tension wood but do not develop G-fibres [2, 7-9]. The main 

purpose of this study was to: (1) compile and plot tension wood characters on a recent phylogenetic 

tree of all angiosperms, (2) explore some of the overall patterns and trends of tension wood evolution 

in angiosperms, and (3) attempt to interpret where and how tension wood appeared among 

angiosperms. 
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Material and methods 

We surveyed most of the available literature [1-20] for accounts on the mechanical and anatomical 

traits characterising tension wood in angiosperms. This included a total of 20 references, which 

provided us with data on a total of 489 angiosperm species from 112 families. We also sourced recent 

mechanical studies that combined both anatomical and mechanical observations of diverse 

angiosperms, including some of our own recent work on tropical trees in French Guyana. We used a 

phylogenetic tree from the Angiosperm Phylogeny Website database 

(http://www.mobot.org/MOBOT/research/APweb/). 

Results and discussion 

Observation of various anatomical features of tension wood 

Tension wood of many temperate species shows a typical G-layer; which is generally considered to 

be the only type of anatomically distinguishable tension wood. However, tension wood can also show 

at least three anatomical variations [2, 3, 7, 21] (Fig. 2): 

 tension wood fibres with a G-layer, 

 tension wood fibres with polylaminate secondary wall structure, 

 tension wood not differing from normal wood fibres. 

 

A first general observation based on combined anatomical observations and mechanical 

measurements [2, 15] is that presence of a peculiar structure such as G-layer or polylaminate 

organisation are not prerequisite for the production of high tensile stressed wood. It is clear that 

various cell wall structures can occur in tension wood; so the question still remains as to what kind of 

advantage is achieved by the synthesis of a modified secondary wall organization in tension wood? 

 

   
Fig. 2 Cross sections of tension wood (a) Eperua falcata showing a well-developed G-layer (b) Laetia procera 

showing a polylaminate organisation, and (c) Simarouba amara showing no difference with normal wood fibres 

Bars, 5 μm (from [15]) 

 

Appearance of the G-layer in angiosperms 

Data concerning tension wood characteristics from angiosperm families are listed in Table 1. The 

main advantage of the approach was the wide number of families represented with reliable anatomical 

observations. The main disadvantage of the approach was the very low number of representative 

species per family or per genus. The G-layer was observed in 276 out of a total of 489 species, 

representing about 57 %. Fifty six of a total of 112 families do not show any peculiar structure in the 

tension wood. 

 

Among the 68 families for which more than one species was studied, 44 of these showed G-layer in 

at least one of their species. Among the 44 families, 21 represent families in which all observed 

species produce a G-layer, while 9 of these have a G-layer present in less than 50 % of the species 

observed. The results suggest that the majority of families that show the presence of a G-layer tend to 

have a majority of species with a G-layer. However, further sampling and clade-by-clade resolution 

within each family are clearly required to substantiate this proposal. 

a  b  c 
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Among the 71 genera for which more than one species was studied, we observed that only 7 (10%) 

included some species with, and some species without a G-layer. This suggests that G-layer 

presence/absence is possibly more conserved at the generic level, although this also needs far more 

sampling is required to substantiate this indication. 

 

There is no simple, overall trend in G-layer presence in angiosperms from the available data. The 

study indicates that the presence/absence of the G-layer is highly heterogeneous across all angiosperm 

families with a suggestion that, when present at the family and generic levels, it tends to be conserved 

or present in most species. 

 

We were particularly interested in the appearance and early evolution of tension wood and the G-

layer in angiosperms and we present a brief overview of the findings here. The G-layer is not common 

among species studied from families within the magnoliids or “magnoliid” complex of “basal” 

angiosperms: Illiciaceae, Chloranthaceae, Winteraceae or Magnoliaceae (Fig. 3). Among these, the 

Laurales appears to be the earliest branch of angiosperms in which G-layer morphology is consistently 

observed. Our own observations of Amborella (Rowe et al. Pers com.), which is currently thought to 

be the species occupying the most basal branch of the angiosperm phylogeny, does not show G-layer 

morphology. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Observation on the occurrence or lack of G-layer in the magnoliid clade. Species in red synthesize a 

G-layer in their tension wood while for species in orange it is absent. 
 

Our survey of tension wood in angiosperms emphasizes several key points that contribute towards 

furthering ways of studying the phenomenon than answering the questions that initially prompted our 

study. First, some angiosperms can produce mechanical tension wood without G-layer morphology, 

either by using other derived cell organisations or with fibre tissue that shows no visual difference 

from normal wood fibres [2, 15, 16]. This has a significant influence on how the phenomenon of 

tension wood should be studied on living as well as fossil plant species. Second, the evolution of 

tension wood morphology and the G-layer appears to be complex and does not involve the simple 

appearance of the characteristic and its subsequent persistence in all woody angiosperms. Third, any 

further resolution of the appearance of mechanical tension wood in angiosperms must therefore 

incorporate both mechanical tests, and anatomical characterisation to precisely characterize the 

presence or absence of tension wood and its underlying developmental causes. 
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Even taking into account the extreme under representation of the sampling presented here for so 

many families, genera and species, angiosperms do show a remarkable heterogeneity in terms of G-

layer presence/absence. Future research should therefore also focus more on specific clades and detail 

how and why mechanical tension wood and G-level morphology vary so much across species. Further 

studies should also concentrate on how environmental and/or mechanically mediated constraints and 

changes in growth form - herbaceous, woody, lianescence, epiphytism and aquatic life histories - may 

be linked to how plants have modified tension wood characteristics and how this then affects 

subsequent evolution of these traits. 

 
Table 1 List of families studied, with number of genera and species from references, ratio of studied genera and 

species / total number of genera and species in each family (according to Angiosperms Phylogeny Website) and 

number and ratio of species synthesizing G-layer in their tension wood. Results for species where only one 

species was studied are indicated in dark red. 

 

Families 

Number of genera 

and species studied 

per family 

% of genera and 

species studied of total 

genera/ species of 

family  

Number of 

species with 

G-layer 

% of species with 

G-layer occurring 

in number of 

species studied in 

family 

 Genus Species Genus Species   

Illiciaceae 2 2 66.7% 2.2% 0 0% 

Chloranthaceae 1 1 25.0% 1.3% 0 0% 

Winteraceae 1 1 14.3% 1.1% 0 0% 

Calycanthaceae 1 1 20.0% 9.1% 1 100% 

Lauraceae 9 16 18.0% 0.6% 16 100% 

Annonaceae 7 7 5.4% 0.3% 1 14% 

Magnoliaceae 3 7 100.0% 3.1% 0 0% 

Myristicaceae 3 3 15.0% 0.6% 0 0% 

Piperaceae 1 1 20.0% 0.0% 0 0% 

Berberidaceae 3 3 21.4% 0.4% 0 0% 

Eupteleaceae 1 1 100.0% 50.0% 1 100% 

Lardizabalaceae 2 3 22.2% 8.3% 0 0% 

Menispermaceae 1 1 1.4% 0.2% 0 0% 

Ranunculaceae 1 1 1.6% 0.0% 0 0% 

Platanaceae 1 1 100.0% 10.0% 1 100% 

Sabiaceae 1 2 33.3% 2.0% 1 50% 

Trochodendraceae 1 1 50.0% 50.0% 1 100% 

Buxaceae 1 2 20.0% 2.9% 0 0% 

Loranthaceae 1 1 1.5% 0.1% 0 0% 

Olacaceae 1 1 7.1% 1.0% 0 0% 

Santalaceae 2 2 4.5% 0.2% 1 50% 

Altingiacaeae 1 1 100.0% 7.7% 1 100% 

Daphniphyllaceae 1 2 100.0% 20.0% 0 0% 

Grossulariaceae 1 1 100.0% 0.7% 0 0% 

Hamamelidaceae 4 5 14.8% 6.1% 5 100% 

Iteaceae 1 1 100.0% 5.6% 0 0% 

Saxifragaceae 1 1 3.0% 0.2% 0 0% 

Cercidiphyllaceae 1 1 100.0% 50.0% 1 100% 

Vitaceae 2 2 14.3% 0.2% 0 0% 

Nyctaginaceae 1 1 3.3% 0.3% 0 0% 

Polygonaceae 1 1 2.3% 0.1% 0 0% 

Tamaricaceae 1 1 20.0% 1.1% 0 0% 

Cornaceae 2 6 100.0% 7.1% 6 100% 

Hydrangeaceae 2 4 11.8% 2.1% 0 0% 
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Actinidiaceae 1 2 33.3% 0.6% 0 0% 

Clethraceae 1 1 50.0% 1.3% 0 0% 

Ebenaceae 1 6 25.0% 1.1% 6 100% 

Ericaceae 7 12 5.6% 0.3% 0 0% 

Lecythidaceae 2 2 8.0% 0.6% 0 0% 

Maesaceae 1 2 100.0% 1.3% 0 0% 

Myrsinaceae 2 4 4.9% 0.3% 0 0% 

Pentaphylacaceae 2 3 16.7% 0.9% 3 100% 

Sapotaceae 4 5 7.5% 0.5% 4 80% 

Styracaceae 2 5 18.2% 3.1% 5 100% 

Symplocaceae 1 2 50.0% 0.6% 2 100% 

Theaceae 3 5 42.9% 2.6% 4 80% 

Garryaceae 1 1 50.0% 5.9% 0 0% 

Aquifoliaceae 1 6 100.0% 1.5% 0 0% 

Helwingiaceae 1 1 100.0% 33.3% 1 100% 

Apocynaceae 7 9 1.7% 0.2% 2 22% 

Gentianaceae 1 1 1.1% 0.1% 0 0% 

Rubiaceae 9 9 1.4% 0.1% 0 0% 

Bignoniaceae 1 2 0.9% 0.3% 0 0% 

Lamiaceae 5 6 2.1% 0.1% 1 17% 

Oleaceae 6 8 25.0% 1.3% 7 88% 

Paulowniaceae 1 1 100.0% 16.7% 0 0% 

Scrophulariaceae 1 1 1.5% 0.1% 0 0% 

Araliaceae 7 9 16.3% 0.6% 5 56% 

Pittosporaceae 1 2 11.1% 1.0% 0 0% 

Adoxaceae 2 5 40.0% 2.5% 0 0% 

Caprifoliaceae 1 1 20.0% 0.5% 0 0% 

Diervillaceae 1 1 50.0% 6.3% 0 0% 

Solanaceae 2 2 2.0% 0.1% 0 0% 

Boraginaceae 2 7 1.4% 0.3% 1 14% 

Asteraceae 1 1 0.1% 0.0% 0 0% 

Boraginaceae 2 7 1.4% 0.3% 1 14% 

Stachyuraceae 1 1 100.0% 20.0% 0 0% 

Staphyleaceae 1 2 50.0% 4.4% 0 0% 

Combretaceae 2 10 14.3% 2.0% 10 100% 

Lythraceae 2 3 6.5% 0.5% 3 100% 

Melastomataceae 5 5 2.7% 0.1% 4 80% 

Myrtaceae 2 6 1.5% 0.1% 4 67% 

Anisophylleaceae 1 1 25.0% 2.9% 0 0% 

Coriariaceae 1 1 100.0% 20.0% 0 0% 

Polygalaceae 1 1 4.8% 0.1% 1 100% 

Fabaceae 27 32 3.7% 0.2% 32 100% 

Bonnetiaceae 1 1 33.3% 2.9% 0 0% 

Chrysobalanaceae 1 1 5.9% 0.2% 0 0% 

Clusiaceae 6 8 42.9% 1.3% 2 25% 

Euphorbiaceae 7 10 3.2% 0.2% 10 100% 

Goupiaceae 1 1 100.0% 50.0% 0 0% 

Hypericaceae 1 1 11.1% 0.2% 0 0% 

Linaceae 1 1 8.3% 0.3% 1 100% 

Phyllanthaceae 2 2 3.4% 0.1% 2 100% 

Rhizophoraceae 3 3 18.8% 2.0% 1 33% 

Salicaceae 9 19 16.4% 1.9% 16 84% 
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Elaeocarpaceae 2 3 16.7% 0.5% 1 33% 

Oxalidaceae 1 1 16.7% 0.1% 0 0% 

Cannabaceae 3 4 27.3% 2.4% 4 100% 

Elaeagnaceae 1 3 33.3% 6.7% 0 0% 

Moraceae 4 7 10.5% 0.6% 7 100% 

Rhamnaceae 6 8 11.5% 0.9% 8 100% 

Rosaceae 15 28 16.7% 1.1% 16 57% 

Ulmaceae 4 7 66.7% 20.0% 7 100% 

Urticaceae 1 1 1.9% 0.0% 1 100% 

Zygophyllaceae 1 1 4.5% 0.4% 0 0% 

Dipterocarpaceae 1 1 5.9% 0.1% 0 0% 

Malvaceae 12 20 4.9% 0.5% 1 5% 

Thymelaeaceae 3 3 6.0% 0.3% 0 0% 

Anacardiaceae 2 4 2.9% 0.7% 4 100% 

Burseraceae 2 2 11.1% 0.4% 2 100% 

Meliaceae 4 4 7.7% 0.6% 2 50% 

Rutaceae 10 12 6.2% 0.7% 8 67% 

Sapindaceae 6 15 4.4% 0.9% 14 93% 

Simaroubaceae 3 3 15.8% 3.2% 3 100% 

Celastraceae 3 5 3.3% 0.4% 0 0% 

Betulaceae 5 15 83.3% 10.3% 15 100% 

Casuarinaceae 1 1 25.0% 1.1% 1 100% 

Fagaceae 6 16 85.7% 2.4% 16 100% 

Juglandaceae 4 6 40.0% 12.0% 5 83% 

Myricaceae 1 1 33.3% 1.8% 1 100% 

Caricaceae 1 1 25.0% 2.9% 0 0% 
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Abstract  

The mechanism responsible for unusual mechanical properties of tension wood gelatinous fiber (G-

fiber) was investigated. We discussed origins of high tensile growth stress, high drying shrinkage, and 

rapid increase of Young’s modulus due to drying, in association with microscopic structure of 

gelatinous layer (G-layer). Anatomical, crystallographic, and micromechanical approaches were 

employed. As the result, it is cleared that G-layer structure as hydro-gel has a key to understand 

various physical properties in the tension wood G-fiber. 

Introduction 

Tension wood xylem often produces an unusual wood fiber known as gelatinous fiber (G-fiber) 

along the upper sides of leaning stems or branches in woody eudicot species. The G-fibers form a 

gelatinous layer (G-layer) as the innermost layer of the multilayered cell wall, characterized by the 

absence of lignin and a high concentration of rigid cellulose microfibrils aligned along the fiber axis 

(see Fig.1) [1](Onaka 1949).  

 

 

                       

 

G-fibers generate high tensile growth stress during the maturation process [2-12], which enables 

hardwood species to perform negative-gravitropic behavior in inclined shoots [13-15]. However, in 

timber production, tension wood is often the source of various problems, such as processing defects 

caused by its abnormal growth stress [16,17]. Other particularities are a high longitudinal Young’s 

modulus and a high longitudinal drying shrinkage [4,6,8,18], the combined effect of which cause 

Figure 1. The tension wood formation in a woody eudicot plant. Light 

microscopic features of crosscut sections in the normal wood of Kunugi Oak 

(a) and its tension wood (b). Scale bar indicates 20 m. Arrow heads show 

the tension wood gelatinous layers. 
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serious complications during the drying process, such as distortion and longitudinal cleavage of the 

sawn lumber.  

Some studies have suggested that the distinctive properties of G-fibers could be attributed to the 

intrinsic behavior of the G-layer [2,3,11,4,6,19,8,9], while others have emphasized the role of the 

lignified layer (L-layer), which often peels off the G-layer along the same direction during 

microtoming [20,21,22]. Recently, Clair et al. [23] noted that detachment of the G-layer, often 

observed in the microtomed surface of a fresh block, disappeared at a distance greater than 100 μm 

from the block surface, which was embedded in resin after being oven-dried. This finding supports the 

view that the intrinsic property of the G-layer is the source of the characteristic behavior of G-fibers. 

However, the generation mechanism of the G-layer properties is still unknown. In the present study, 

we focused on generation of the abnormal tensile growth stress, and moisture-dependent changes in 

the longitudinal Young’s modulus and longitudinal shrinkage in tension wood of two Kunugi oak 

(Quercus acutissima) trees, revealing the property difference between the G-layer and L-layer.  

Material and methods 

Sampled trees 

The studied specimens were two Kunugi oaks (Quercus acutissima), a 75-year-old tree (Kunugi A) 

and a 40-year-old tree (Kunugi B), grown in Nagoya, Japan. The girths at chest height were 103 cm 

(Kunugi A) and 73 cm (Kunugi B); both trees had inclined stems.  

 

Measurement of the released strain of the surface growth stress (εL)  

At the chest height, 10 or 11 points were set around the circumference of each stem. Released 

strain of the surface growth stress (εL) was measured at each point, using the strain-gauge method. 

Measurement was done in December 2002. 

 

Measurements of longitudinal Young’s modulus  (EL)  

Thin blocks were prepared from each measuring point of the released strain, and were cut for the 

tensile and shrinkage tests at the macroscopic level, with specimen size 70 (Longitudinal, L)  10 

(Tangential, T)  4 (Radial, R) and 50 (L)  13 (T)  5 (R) mm
3
, respectively.  

Tensile tests at the macroscopic level were performed in green and oven-dried conditions at the 

temperature controlled room (20 ˚C). For each specimen, two strain gauges were bonded at the center 

of the flat-sawn surfaces and connected to the strain-meter. Tensile test was performed by using a 

commercial equipment. The outputs from both strain-gauges were collected and averaged. And, the 

macroscopic longitudinal Young’s modulus (EL) was determined from the stress–strain curve.  

 

Measurements of  longitudinal drying shrinkage (L)       

A hand-made comparator with a high precision dial gauge (0.001 mm in accuracy) was employed 

for the measurement of the dimension of the specimen [4,24]. Thus, macroscopic oven-dried shrinkage 

(L) was calculated as 

L = (lwet – ldry)/lwet  100     (%)     (1)           

where lwet and ldry are the longitudinal dimensions of the macroscopic specimen at the green condition 

and under the oven-dried condition, respectively.  

 

X-ray diffraction properties of cell wall cellulose

 

Specimen:  

From both the heavy tension and opposite wood (normal wood) sides in Kunugi A, a sample block 

was taken, and two types of specimen were prepared, flat-sawn sections [15 (L)  10 (T)  0.2 (R) 
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mm] and coarse sawdust powder. For the flat-sawn sections, eight specimens were prepared from 

extra-porous zones in the wood blocks. For the sawdust powders, sufficient amounts of powder were 

prepared, and they were fully stirred to become uniform. Those samples were seasoned inside a small 

air-conditioned desiccator with water until equilibrium so as to remove liquid water that remarkably 

increases a halo peak in the X-ray diffraction diagram. The powder sample was packed into the plate-

like specimen holder before seasoning. The moisture condition of the samples in this stage was 

regarded as the fiber saturation point (FSP), and we used them for diffraction analysis at the FSP with 

the reflection technique using a X-ray diffractometer. Samples were then air-dried until equilibrium 

and X-ray measurements retaken, followed by oven-drying for 24 h at 105 °C after seasoning inside a 

desiccator with a powder of P2O5 and further measurements retaken [25]. 

 

Measurements of width of a single crystallite (WSC) and lattice distance from [200] plane (d200):  

CuKα was used as a line-focused incident X-ray with a power of 35 kV, 35 mA, and passed 

through a Ni filter. For flat-sawn sections, diffraction intensity was recorded in the 2θ angular range 

from 5º to 40º to determine the half width of the [200] diffraction peak (β) that was transformed into 

width of a single fibrous crystallite (WSC) in a direction perpendicular to the [200] plane. In addition, 

the diffraction intensities from the powder samples were recorded in the 2θ angular range from 20º to 

25º to determine the peak angle from the [200] lattice plane (2θ200) under the various moisture 

condition. In this measurement, three powder samples were prepared for each of tension wood and 

normal wood, while one sample for isolated G-layer powder that was prepared from a heavy tension 

wood block using the technique described by Norberg and Meier [20].  

   The WSC value was estimated from flat-sawn sections based on the study of Hengstenberg et al. [26] 

using the modified Scherrer’s equation:  

 WSC = K·λ/(β·cosθ200)   (nm)     (2) 

where K is a constant (The present study assumed K = 1), λ is the wavelength of CuK (= 0.154 nm), 

β is the half-width of the [200] diffraction peak, and θ200 is the peak position from the [200] plane. 

   The value of d200 was determined from powder samples based on Bragg’s equation: 

 d200 =λ/(2sinθ200)     (nm)     (3) 

 

Histo-mechanical approach for modeling  

After the Young’s modulus and drying shrinkage measurements, a small block was sampled from 

each specimen. A transverse section was cut from each block on a sliding microtome and microscopic 

images at high and low magnification were recorded within the outermost annual rings of the mounted 

section under a light microscope connected to an image processor. Macroscopic xylem consists of 

vessel elements including the vasicentric parenchymae (V), ray parenchymae (R), and wood fiber (F). 

From the low magnification images, the areal composition of each domain in cross section was 

computed. The areal ratio of the G-fiber in the domain of wood fiber () was also measured. From 

high magnification images, the ratios of the G-layer (g), L-layer (l), and total cell wall (w) areas in the 

domain of wood fiber were determined. Moreover, the areal ratios of the G-layer (γ) and L-layer (λ) in 

wood-fiber cell wall were also calculated. The relationships between the anatomical parameters were 

as follows: V + R + F = 1, g + l = w, and γ+ λ = 1. 

The simple law of mixture gives the following formulae to estimate growth strain (εL
F
), Young’s 

modulus (EL
F
), and drying shrinkage (αL

F
) of the wood-fiber domain along the fiber axis in each 

specimen [6]: 

 L

F

L   ,
     

FEE L

F

L  ,     and  
 L

F

L      (4) 

assuming that the vessel and ray tissues are not involved in determining the axial growth strain, 

elasticity and shrinkage of the xylem. 

   The wood-fiber domain is composed of two types of slender, thick-walled fibers—gelatinous (G-

fiber) and normal fibers (N-fiber)—arranged in rows in a direction parallel to the wood-fiber axis. In 
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previous works by Clair et al. [8] and Yamamoto et al. [6], the simple law of mixture was applied to 

relate the longitudinal properties in a macroscopic wood with fiber properties. We then used the 

following equations:  
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where εL
g
 and εL

n
 are the growth strains of the G- and N-fiber, respectively, and EL

g
 and EL

n
 are their 

respective Young’s modulus, and αL
g
 and αL

n
 are drying shrinkages in respective fibers.  

   The cell wall of the wood fiber consists of G- and L-layers, which are also arranged in rows parallel 

to the wood-fiber axis. The simple law of mixture now gives the following equations: 
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where εL
W

 is the growth strains, and EL
W

 (= EL
F
/w) is the substantial Young’s modulus, and L

W
 (≈ 

L
F
) is the drying shrinkage of the cell wall in the direction parallel to the fiber axis. ε

G
 and ε

S
 are the 

growth strains of the G- and L-layer, respectively, and E
G
 and E

S
 are the Young’s modulus of the G-

layer along the direction of the fiber and that of the L-layer, respectively, and 
G
 and 

S
 are their 

respective shrinkages. 

The values of EL
g
 and EL

n
 in the green and the oven-dried specimen were optimized by applying 

the least square method using the second formula of (5) to the observed relationship between EL
F
 and 

. After that, the values of εL
g
, εL

n
 were determined from the observed relationship between εL

F
 and . 

When determining the values of εL
g
 and εL

n
 using the first formula of (5), we adopted the determined 

values of EL
g
 and EL

n
 in the green specimen to the calculation. Moreover, the values of αL

g
, αL

n
, and r 

(=EL
g
/ EL

n
) in the third equation of (5) were also determined from the observed relationship between 

αL
F
 and . In the same manner as those cases, E

G
, E

S
, εL

g
, εL

n
, 

G
, 

S
, and s (=E

G
/ E

S
) were determined 

from the observed relations between EL
W

, εL
W

, αL
W

 and γ through the least square method using 

equations (6). 

Results  

Young’s moduli of the fibers and layers 

Estimated values of EL
g
, EL

n
, E

G
, and E

S
 are displayed in Table 1. The values of EL

g
 and EL

n
 were 

quite different between two trees. This is because the most of wood fiber has a quite thicker cell wall 

in Kunugi B than in Kunugi A. After eliminating the effect of cell-wall thickness, those differences 

became smaller as shown in Table 1.  

As a result of drying from green to oven-dried condition, the Young’s modulus in L-layer (E
S
) 

increased by 22.1% in Kunugi A and 29.7% in Kunugi B. Those values are in close agreement with 

values reported previously for Spruce [27] and Japanese cedar [28]. On the other hand, the Young’s 

modulus of G-layer increased considerably with the drying process at a ratio of 204.6% in Kunugi A 

and 80.4% in Kunugi B. 

 

Growth strain in fibers and layers 

The estimated values of growth strains in fibers (= εL
g
 and εL

n
 ) and wall layers are displayed in 

Table 2. It is clearly concluded that contractive growth strain becomes quite higher in the G-layer than 
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in the normal lignified layer, which causes generation of a very large tensile growth stress in the G-

fiber.  

 

Drying shrinkage of fibers and layers from green to oven-dried condition 

The estimated values of αL
g
, αL

n
, α

G
, and α

S
 were determined as displayed in Table 3. As a result of 

drying from green to oven-dried condition, each layer contracted in the direction parallel to the fiber 

axis. On the other hand, the G-layer contracted several times higher than the L-layer in each tree, 

which causes generation of a very large drying shrinkage in the G-fiber. It is considered that the 

combined effect of increase in Young’s modulus and drying shrinkage along the fiber direction causes 

serious complications during the drying process, such as distortion, longitudinal cleavage of the sawn 

lumber, and so forth. 

 

Table 1. Young’s moduli of fiber and layer. 

 

 Kunugi A Kunugi B 

 green Oven-dried Green Oven-dried 

Fiber Young’s modulus  (GPa) 

EL
s 14.79   (+/- 0.60) 17.70   (+/- 1.61) 22.79   (+/- 1.01) 29.52   (+/- 1.61) 

EL
g 15.98   (+/- 0.84) 39.61   (+/- 2.26) 25.02   (+/- 1.40) 41.64   (+/- 2.23) 

Layer Young’s modulus  (GPa) 

ES 19.49   (+/- 1.04) 23.79   (+/- 2.50) 24.86   (+/- 1.51) 32.24   (+/- 1.96) 

EG 27.88   (+/- 9.94) 84.92   (+/- 7.40) 38.10   (+/- 4.02) 68.73   (+/- 5.22) 

Parenses stand for +/− 95 % confidence interval of the mean value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

X-ray diffraction properties in TW cellulose 

Figure 1 shows X-ray diffracto-grams of various powder samples under air-dried conditions. The 

diffractogram of the isolated G-layer (c) was almost identical to that of Avicel powder (a), which 

suggests that the G-layer contains large amounts of native cellulose crystallites. The diffractogram of 

normal wood (b) showed a typical pattern of ligno-cellulosic material in which the peak separation 

between [110] and [110] was unclear. The diffraction of tension wood powder (d) gave a similar 

pattern as the G-layer (c), which shows that tension wood contains a large number of G-layers.  

    

 

Table 3.  Drying shrinkage in fiber and layer. 

 

 Kunugi A Kunugi B 

Fiber shrinkage  (%) 

αL
s  0.294 

(+/- 0.083) 

0.058 

(+/- 0.056) 

αL
g 1.000 

(+/- 0. 085) 

0.914 

(+/- 0.081) 

Layer shrinkage (%) 

αS  0.293 

(+/- 0.083) 

0.058 

(+/- 0.058) 

αG 1.108 

(+/- 0.100) 

1.122 

(+/- 0.108) 

Parenses stand for +/− 95 % confidence interval 

of the mean value. 

 

Table 2.  Growth strains in fiber and layer. 

 

 Kunugi A Kunugi B 

Fiber growth strain  (%) 

εL
s  -0.0167 

(+/- 0.0051) 

-0.0334 

(+/- 0.0056) 

εL
g -0.3222 

(+/- 0.0182) 

-0.2499 

(+/- 0.0322) 

Layer growth strain (%) 

εS  -0.0192 

(+/- 0.0041) 

-0.0334 

(+/- 0.0091) 

εG -0.4625 

(+/- 0.0389) 

-0.3206 

(+/- 0.0552) 

 Parenses stand for +/− 95 % confidence interval of the 

mean value. 
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Figure 2(a) shows the half width of the [200] diffraction peak (β) in normal and tension wood 

sections under various moisture conditions. Figure 2(b) shows the ratios of increase in β calculated on 

the basis of β at the FSP. The value of β tended to increase with drying, which was noticeably higher 

in the tension wood than in the normal wood. Figure 3(a) shows values of WSC, calculated from 

equation (2), in normal and tension wood sections under various moisture conditions. Figure 3(b) 

shows the ratios of increase in WSC calculated on the basis of WSC at the FSP. Figures 3 indicate that 

the WSCs in the normal and tension wood sections decreased with drying, with the ratio of decrease 

being higher in the tension wood (9.06%) than in the normal wood (3.05%).  

Figure 4(a) shows the lattice distance in the [200] plane (d200) in normal and tension wood powders 

under various moisture conditions; Fig. 4(b) shows the ratios of increase in d200 on the basis of d200 at 

the FSP. The values of d200 increased as the drying proceeded, and the ratios of increase from FSP to 

oven-dry were more or less identical in both wood (1.88 % in the tension wood, and 1.77 % in the 

normal wood). 
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Fig.1. X-ray diffraction patterns 

from (a) native cellulose powder 

(Avicell), (b) Kunugi normal 

wood powder, (c) isolated G-

layer powder from Kunugi 

tension wood, and (d) Kunugi 

tension wood powder. The 

measurements were done in the 

air-dried condition. 
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Fig. 2 (a) Half width of [200] peak 

(β) under various moisture 

conditions. (b) Changes in the 

ratio of increase of β, calculated 

on the basis of β at the FSP. The 

error bar denotes ± SD of eight 

samples. Solid circle: tension wood 

sections; open circle: normal wood 

sections. 

 

Fig. 3 (a) Width of a single 

crystallite in the direction 

perpendicular to the [200] plane 

(WSC) under various moisture 

conditions. (b) Changes in the 

ratio of increase in WSC, 

calculated on the basis of WSC 

at the FSP. The error bar 

denotes ± SD of eight samples. 

Solid circles: tension wood 

sections; open circles: normal 

wood sections. 
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Discussion  

 

In the present study, we showed that contractive growth strain was larger in the G-layer than in the 

L-layer, and the ratio of increase in the longitudinal Young’s modulus with drying was higher in the 

G-layer than in the L-layer, a pattern repeated with longitudinal drying shrinkage. Thus, we concluded 

that the generation of abnormally large tensile stress in the G-layer causes the large tensile growth 

stress in the tension wood region, and that the increased Young’s modulus with drying in the G-layer 

compared to the L-layer causes the large increase in the Young’s modulus of tension wood after 

drying. We also concluded that an abnormally large shrinkage with drying in the G-layer compared to 

the L-layer causes the large shrinkage in the drying tension wood.  

As reported by Clair et al. [29], transverse sectioning often causes an artefactual swelling in the 

crosscut shapes of the G-layer, resulting in an overestimation of the values of g and γ. This could lead 

to an underestimation of the differences in the physical properties between the G-layer and the L-layer. 

However, we consider that the obtained conclusion is not disturbed by such an artifact because 

difference of the properties between the G- and the L-layers would be even greater if we took the 

possible overestimation of g and γ into consideration.  

We also discovered that the lattice distance in the [200] plane (d200) increased with drying, while 

the width of a single crystallite (WSC) in the direction perpendicular to the [200] plane became smaller 

after drying, which is especially noticeably in the tension wood. The latter result comes from the 

increase in the half width of the [200] diffraction peak (β) with drying. Lately, Clair et al. [30] showed 

that the tension wood cell wall has a gel-like structure characterized by a pore surface more than 30 

times higher by analyzing nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms of supercritically dried tension 

and normal wood. Although the present results seem to be unrelated, the origin of these complex 

phenomena can be explained in the following manner via the gel-like structure of the tension wood 

cell wall proposed by Clair et al. [30].   

The G-layer matrix consists of a substantial amount of noncrystalline polysaccharides (NCPs), 

which in the green state, behaves as a water-swollen gel. During water desorption after lumbering, the 

swollen gel of the NCPs collapses under surface tension. As a result, the matrix is transformed into a 

condensed structure by strong hydrogen bonding between NCP molecules, which is a form of xero-

gelation, leading to an abnormal increase in the Young’s modulus and high shrinkage in the drying G-

layer. It is considered the NCPs consist of small amount of hemicellulose besides non-crystalline 

cellulose, e.g., galactan, xyloglucan, and so forth [20,31]. According to Nishikubo et al.[31], most of 

non-cellulosic polysaccharide consists of xyloglucan, therefore, it is considered that xyloglucan might 

have something important role to control the mechanical behaviors of G-layer.  

Lately, Fang et al. [32] reported that relative thickness of G-layer became significantly smaller than 

that of the lignified layer after drying; moreover, lumen size in G-fiber increased while that in the N-
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Fig. 4. (a) Lattice distance (d200) 

of powder samples under 

various moisture conditions. (b) 

Ratio of increase in d200, 

calculated on the basis of d200 at 

the FSP. Solid circles: tension 

wood powders; open circles: 

normal wood powders; cross: 

powder of isolated G-layer. 
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fiber decreased after drying. Their discovery suggests a possibility that a tensile stress is generated in 

the dried G-layer not only in the longitudinal but also circumferential directions. In other word, it is 

considered that some cellulose microfibrils in the dried G-layer are subject to transverse tensile and 

longitudinal buckling stresses from the shrinking NCP matrix. The combined effect causes disarray in 

the cellulose lattice arrangements, especially at the surface layer of each crystallite, which may cause 

increase of β and thus apparent decrease of WSC after drying. This may explain why d200 increases 

while WSC decreases in the dried G-layer. The possibility of longitudinal buckling in cellulose 

crystallites was also noted by Clair et al. [9]. Considering that anisotropic structure of cellulose 

crystallite, transverse stiffness is relatively lower in the direction perpendicular to the [200] lattice 

plane than in the direction along b-axis in unit cell, possibly causing each crystallite more easily to 

deform or delaminate in the direction perpendicular to the [200] lattice plane than in the direction 

along b-axis under external negative pressure.  

In the L-layer matrix, NCP molecules are reinforced by large amounts of lignin whose rigidity is 

higher than that of the NCPs under the wet condition [33,34]. As with the NCP matrix in the G-layer, 

the NCP domain in the green, lignified cell wall collapses with moisture desorption; however, its 

condensation and resulting xero-gelation is mechanically prevented by the lignin, which acts as a rigid 

skeleton in the matrix [35,36]. Thus, the ratio of increase in the longitudinal Young’s modulus with 

drying is lower in the L-layer than in the G-layer; longitudinal drying shrinkage also displayed a 

similar pattern of behavior. The increases in β values (and decrease in WSC) were thus lower in the L-

layer than in the G-layer.  

At this time, the mechanism of generation of contractive force in the maturing G-layer is still 

unknown, however, the structure and behavior of water swollen gel may give some key to solve it. 
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 Abstract  

The growth of three mature beech trees has been reconstructed in retrospect on 25 years (e.g. from 

2005 to 1980) thanks to a mechanical model fed by experimental data. Thus, two hypotheses 

concerning the link between the growth of the tree and the localisation of the differential of maturation 

strain, associated with the presence of tension wood, have been tested. In the first case, the differential 

of maturation strain and the tension wood were created on the upper side of leaning parts of the stem 

and, in the second case, the same elements were created to counteract the effect on the bending 

moment generated by the crown and due to the growth of the tree. The comparison between, the 

measured areas of tension wood and the assumed ones, has not allowed to give a preferential order 

between both mechanisms. However, the second assumption could be considered as attractive from 

the mechano-perception point of view but difficult to distinguish from the gravity perception 

especially in the case of mature trees, considered here. 

 Introduction 

The tree morphology must be very plastic for adapting the plant to available resources. Thus, the 

morphology and the architecture of a tree are dependent of time and environment and they are led by 

different tropisms. Maturation stresses in the last age-ring act an important role in the tropisms 

allowing axes reorientation all along the life of the tree [1, 7, 12]. During the first development stages, 

the existence of a growth maturation differential is without effect on the future wood quality except in 

few cases. Nevertheless, for mature trees, the accumulation in time of important growth stresses could 

decrease the technological and the financial economical value of a tree [13]. In beech trees (Fagus 

sylvatica L.), high growth stresses level is most of time associated with reaction wood and known as 

one of the main factors decreasing the wood quality. 

In a forestry context  where high forests are less and less the standards, the limits of empirical models 

are often reached [6, 9]. A more functional approach concerning the formation of high growth 

maturation stresses is needed but through this work a simple mechanical approach, at tree scale, is 

tested.. 

Conceptually, the annual growth of a tree could be divided into two parts. In the first one, the 

elongation of the apical parts and the cambial growth, leading to a biomass increment, could 

participate in the global disequilibrium of the whole tree. Thus, in the second part, a differential of 

wood maturation in the last age-ring could be created [2, 11, 12] in order to oppose the effect of this 

differential to the disequilibrium. This conceptual sketch has already been investigated by several 
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mechanical models [3, 10, 12] . The purpose of this work consists in an experimental validation of this 

scheme for three mature beech trees by testing two possible assumptions governing the tension wood 

formation along the trunk and linked to different perceptions of the gravity effect : i) local leaning ii) 

local bending moment  The virtual angular locations of the tension wood areas were compared with 

the measured ones [4] thanks to a software based on the mechanical model and fed by experimental 

data in a retrospective way starting from the last known configuration. 

 

 

 Material and methods 

Our mechanical model has been established to describe the displacement of the trunk under the 

loading of the crown [5]. In this model, the action of the crown on the trunk has been described by a 

force corresponding to the weight of the crown, and the moment relative to this force expressed at the 

end of the trunk. 

If we call s(t), the generatrix of the trunk in time, r the radius of the crosscut disc, m
crown

 the mass 

of the crown, G
crown

 its barycenter , m
trunk

 the mass of the trunk, E the modulus of elasticity and GSI the 

growth stresses indicators we can write: 

The perturbation contribution )),(),(),(),(),(()1( EtGtmtmsrtsfts crowntrunkcrownMass
  (1) 

The reaction contribution       )),(,),(),(()1( sGSIEsrtsgts MassMaturation
       (2)  

And  )1()1()1( tststs MaturationMass
       (3) 

 

The measurement of the parameters involved in the equations (1) and (2) as well as the expression of f 

and g have been presented at the last plant Biomechanics conference [5].  

Thanks to a software based on this model, a virtual experiment has been performed in retrospect (from 

the last position of the tree to the virtual position of the tree 25 years before) using the measured 

configuration of the tree on the year 2005 and some time-dependent measurements available for three 

mature beech trees e.g. horizontal crown projections, ring widths. Thus, from the last configuration of 

the tree, the position of the barycentre of the crown and its biomass increment between these two years 

were estimated and assumed areas of tension wood (TW), determined by two scenarios, are virtually 

generated. Then the biomass of the last age-ring in the trunk has been removed to obtain the tree in a 

configuration corresponding to the year before. This loop has been repeated twenty four times. 

Thus, in the following the emphasis is put on the reconstruction of the time dependency of the 

parameters. The crucial case of the barycentre of the crown is presented in detail. 

 

 

1. Reconstruction of the history of growth 

 

The time dependency of the radius has been determined directly from measurements of tree rings 

size. These sizes have been measured on four directions for one crosscut discs corresponding to one 

meter long log. In our model, the shape of the crosscut surfaces has been supposed circular and the 

size of a ring set equal to the average of the four measured values. As we have supposed the length 

of each log constant over our time range, the volume of each log has been easily calculated. As we 

have assumed the green density constant in time, the mass of each log has been calculated as the 

product of the latter and the volume. 

To estimate the weight of the crown we have assumed that that weight was proportional to the 

surface S of the crown projection on the ground so: 

)(
)(

)1(
)1( tm

tS

tS
tm crowncrown

   (4) 

 

2. Specific case of the barycentre of the crown 
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To determine the time dependency of the barycentre of the crown the easiest parameter usable was the 

surface of the projected crown. The vertical position of the barycentre has no influence in the value of 

the bending moment which is only function of its position in the horizontal plane. Assuming the 

geometrical centre of the projected crown as the centre of the weight of the crown would be very 

useful. This assumption has ever been performed in several works [3, 14]. In the next lines a 

mathematical demonstration is developed confirming its validity. 

 

a. Mathematical formulation 

 

 The aimed result is that for a given crown projection whatever is the mass distribution, the 

distance between the geometrical centre of the crown projection area and the barycentre was not 

sensitive to a small variation of the mass distribution. 

 

The geometrical centre of the projected crown is defined as: 

S
dS

S
OMOGG

1
   (5) 

M is a point belonging to the projected surface S and have the coordinates (x,y). dS is a surface 

element around M. We called ρ= ρ(x,y) the mass per area unit and Gm the centre of the mass 

defined as: 

S
dS

m
OMOGm

1
   (6) 

with 
S

dSMm )( . We are interested by the vector GgGm which represents the “difference” 

between the center of the mass and the geometrical one. With (5) and (6) we write 

mgmg OGOGGG  which give 

S S
ds

S
dS

m
OMOMGGmg

11
)(           (7) 

From a mathematical point of view, the application associating the vector GgGm(ρ) to the function 

ρ(x,y) is an functional integral. If we take into account the term proposed by Olver [16], the space 

variables x,y are the independent variables whereas ρ is the dependent one. To study the influence 

of a variation δρ on GgGm we introduce the variation: 

  
and the Lagrangian L of the functional: 

OMOMLLGGmg
Sm

yxdSyx
S

11
),,(),,()(      (8) 

The variation of this functional inferred by the variation δρ may be calculated by the general 

variation formulae (see e.g. [16]): 

SS
dSEdS)(LLGGmg        (9) 

in which the so-called Euler operator E  accounts for all the derivatives of L with respect to ρ: 

.....E         (10) 

Since the functional given in (8) does not depend on the derivatives in space of ρ., that is x/  

and y/ , the Euler operator (10) identifies here to  the derivative with respect to ρ. 

Consequently, Eq. (9) rewrites in the present case: 

SS
dS

m
dS OMGG

L
GG mgmg

1
    (11) 

We call χi, the parameters involved in the expression of ρ. A variation i of these parameters 

allows to write: 
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dS
mS

i

i

i

OMGGmg

1
                          (12) 

In order to numerically compute the integral of the equation (6), the surface of the projected crown 

S has been rasterized in N sub-surfaces Sj. So, we can write: 

j

i

i

i

j
N

j

S
M

m

)(1

1

jmg OMGG   (13) 

with Mj the barycenter of Sj. We know that the mass of the crown is a decreasing function of the 

distance to the main axis of the tree. To model a flexible weight distribution, ranging from a rather 

uniform to a punctual distribution of the mass, an exponential function has been chosen: 
BrAerf  with r the norm of the vector OM. An additional constraint has been added to impose 

a low mass ε when the point M belonged to the outline of the projected area S . If we consider the 

point N(xN,yN) as SN such as SOMN )( . ρ is written: 

lnexp)(
22

22

NNyx

yx
M    (14) 

The surface on the crown has been meshed with GMSH [15]. The value of mgGG  has been 

computed with (7) and the expression of )(M and )(M  calculated with (14). 

 

b. Test of sensitivity  

 

The parameters χi (e.g. ε, β) have been chosen in order to represent a great range of crown biomass 

variation since the interval represent every distribution from the quite punctual one (ε << β) to a 

constant one (ε = β). The values of the variations of i have been chosen small e.g. 3%, 5% and 

10% of the value of the parameter χi (Table 1). The results of the test of sensitivity are presented on 

the figure 1.  

 
 Table 1: Numerical values of the parameter for the sensitivity test 

Parameter χi  β ε 

If constant 100 0.01 

Range of variation [1;100] [0.01;10] 

 
The value of the parameter β has no incidence on the variation of the length GgGm when ε was set 

constant and δε=0. Moreover, this variation could be considered as exclusively function of δβ. ε 

was more important for the variation of GgGm: the more ε was great and the more its variation 

implied an important variation of GgGm. However this variation has the order of size of the 

centimeter. Even if our assumptions concerning the distribution are coarse this results pinpoint the 

importance of change of mass events at the periphery of the crown. 

 

c. Experimental validation 

 

To give an idea of the variation of weight between two years, we have used a model [17] giving the 

total aboveground biomass by using as inputs data coming from each tree.  This variation was 

found as equal to approximately 10%. If we assumed that the weight of the main axis of the tree is 

proportional to this volume then the annual growth could be reflected by the 10% variation of β. If 

we assumed a variation of the parameter ε we can conclude that the difference between both centers 

(e.g. the distance GgGm) is around five centimetres. This length is small compared with the 

precision of measurement so we have concluded that by considering the distance GgGm as not 

affected by a variation of growth between two consecutive years can be a valid assumption for 

calculation. 
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Fig 1  Results of the sensitivity test for the three trees. Left column: variations of β. Right column: variations 

of ε. 

 

The table 2 presents for the three trees, the position of the barycentre and the position of the 

geometrical centre of the crown of the trees. They could be considered as in the same position. So, 

as the growth do not perturbed the distance between the both centres and as they are in the same 

position at the last time, they could be considered as identical points all along the growth of the 

tree.  

Thus in our work we have considered the barycentre situated at the geometrical centre of the 

projected crown area. 

 
 Table 2  Numerical value of the parameters needed to experimentally justify the sensitivity test 

Tree 16 07 40 

Variation of the volume of the crown 

(between 2002 and 1997) (m
3
) 

0.04 0.01 0.08 

Variation of the volume of the crown 

(between 2002 and 1997) (%) 

8 9 10 

Centre of weight 2002 (OGm) (0.64;-0.15) (0.53;-0.68) (0.9;-0.17) 

Centre of the geometry 2002 (OGg)  (0.64;-0.18) (0.52;-0.60) (0.72;-0.48) 

  

Variation of β when ε=0.01 Variation of ε when β=100 

Variation of β when ε=0.01 Variation of ε when β=100 

Variation of β when ε=0.01 Variation of ε when β=100 

m
g
G

G
m

g
G

G
m

g
G

G

m
g
G

G
m

g
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 Results and discussion 

The successive configurations of the tree have been computed on 25 years. To perform that, an 

assumption, concerning the position where the differential of maturation strain was created, was 

needed. Two scenarios have been tested. In the first one, the classical hypothesis which considered 

that the differential is created on the upper face of inclined logs has been tested. An other hypothesis, 

assuming that the differential of tension wood is created in order to counteract the effect on the 

bending moment created by the action of the crown on the trunk has been tested. In both scenarios, 

virtual azimuth has been associated to each log at each time step. This assumed tension wood area 

have been compared with the area measured on the surface of each crosscut discs [4]. In the case of 

scenario 1, if the hypothesis is true then the area of tension wood is formed in the same direction than 

the local upper face of each. In the case of the scenario 2, if the hypothesis is true then, the area of 

tension wood is formed orthogonally to the direction of the bending moment. To show the difference 

between both assumptions, Figure 2 presents the relative proportion of calculated areas exhibiting an 

angular difference of orientation grouped by angular sector of sixty degrees.  

 

 
Fig 2  Frequency of the angular difference between the measured areas of tension wood and the assumed 

ones for the 3 trees. Left column: scenario “incline”. Right column scenario “bending moment”. 

 
In the case of scenario 1, the majority of point was located in the direction which confirmed the 

hypothesis assuming that the TW associated to the highest value of maturation strain is created in the 

upper face of each log. Concerning the scenario 2, the tendency was less obvious but, except for the 

tree 40, the majority of point has been created such as the differential of maturation strain countered 

the effect of bending moment created by the growth of the crown. 

The statistical representativeness of the pool is quite null and void (only 3 trees) so, it is not 

possible to give a ruling on the better validity of one hypothesis. Moreover, a coupling between the 

incline and the bending moment exists and, on mature trees, not easily separable. However, from a 

qualitative point of view, observations relate that in straight and vertical trees, TW can occur in the 
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last age ring (for example when the tree has compensated the disequilibrium due to the growth in one 

season). So, this assumption is not always satisfying. The second hypothesis tends to confirm the 

theory suggested by Coutand et al. [8] and observed on tomato stems demonstrating that the signal 

receipted by the tree is the integration of the longitudinal strain. Indeed, as 

z
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y
sEI

sM

sEA

sN
s

z

z

y

y

)(

)(

)(

)(

)(

)(
)( , the azimuth of the highest strain is the same than the bending 

moment one. More investigation are needed to discriminate both hypothesis. In the case of mature 

trees in forest stand, some metrological development, allowing the measurement of the spatial 

distribution of the geometry, are necessary. Tools based on the exploitation of a point cloud given by a 

terrestrial LIDAR are developed nowadays by LERFoB for these reasons. 
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Abstract  

Tree stems are slender structures and are never perfectly vertical and symmetric. As a consequence, 

the increase in tree mass that occurs during growth always causes bending movements disturbing stem 

orientation. In the absence of a compensatory mechanism, the accumulation of these downward 

bending movements over time would necessarily result in an ever-increasing curvature of the stems, 

preventing vertical growth and ultimately leading to a weeping habit. To control the orientation of 

growing aerial organs in the field of gravity, some gravitropic correction is needed. In trees, this 

correction is achieved by the asymmetric production of mechanical stress during the maturation of the 

newly formed wood, often associated to the presence of reaction wood. The change in orientation of a 

growing stem depends on the balance between the disturbance related to the increase in mass, and the 

correction, related to the increase in diameter and the associated gravitropic reaction. A biomechanical 

model was developed to compute the rates of disturbance and correction theoretically associated to a 

growth increment. They were analytically expressed as a function of parameters defining stem 

morphology, cross-section anatomy and wood properties. The efficiency of the gravitropic correction 

depends on the asymmetry of wood maturation strain, eccentric growth, and gradients in wood 

stiffness. For a tree to keep its stem at a constant orientation during growth, the correction must 

compensate the disturbance at any time. Analyzing the size effects in the formulae, we show that this 

necessity might constrain stem allometric growth to be such that H~D
1/2

. This allometric constraint 

was quantified using literature data and compared to the condition for elastic stability (H~D
2/3

). When 

a tilted stem grows, the gravitropic constraint quickly becomes more constraining than elastic stability, 

and this constraint is larger when the tilt angle is larger. We conclude that traits determining the 

gravitropic performance set constraints on the growth of tilted stems, and may be the main constraint 

limiting the horizontal extension of branches.   

Introduction 

Plant stems are slender mechanical structures. Their erect habit is mainly constrained by bending 

movements in response to wind and gravity. Quantitative mechanical analyses of these bending 

movements and forces usually focus on instantaneous mechanical disturbance, using stiffness, 

breakage or buckling analyses [8,9,10,12,13]. However, gravitropism (the ability of plant to sense and 

respond to the gravity), plays a key role in explaining how plant stems can maintain an erect habit, by 

generating internal forces that counteract the above-mentioned disturbance. The control of aerial organ 

orientation with respect to gravity is necessary to allow the self-standing habit of terrestrial plants, 

especially in extremely slender, long-lived gigantic structures such as trees [11]. The motor of such 

internal bending forces in lignified axes is wood maturation: at the end of the differentiation of new 

wood layers, mechanical stresses named „growth stresses‟ or „maturation stresses‟ appear in wood. 

Asymmetric maturation stresses are usually observed around the stem circumference, often associated 

to the unilateral presence of reaction wood. This causes the axis to bend during growth, and is the 
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basic mechanism of the gravitropic reaction in trees [14]. Without this control process, the increasing 

mass of growing trees would make the stem bend more and more, and gravity would be a terrific 

ecological constraint: with the currently observed mechanical designs (slenderness ratio, mass 

distributions and wood stiffness), trees would adopt a weeping habit because of the interaction 

between growth and gravity [4,5]. Thus, long-term mechanical safety is not only a question of 

stiffness, breakage or buckling, but also involves a balance between the slow and long-term 

mechanical disturbance due to self weight, and the gravitropic correction process related to reaction 

wood production.  

A simple model has been previously published [4] providing a tool to quantify the gravitropic 

process and its dependence to stem size and wood properties. It is however restricted to a circular 

cross-section and concentric growth. When applying this model to an ecophysiological analysis of 

gravitropic movements of young poplars [3], we noticed that this version is too limited to properly 

describe some real world situations. The aim of the present work was to develop a more general 

biomechanical model relating the bending movements (i.e. changes in curvature) of woody stems to a 

finite number of measurable traits describing the stem dimensions, growth allocation and wood 

properties. It combines a model of the disturbance induced by gravity and a model of the correcting 

gravitropic process. By analyzing this model, we infer theoretical predictions about the mechanical 

design of trees and the conditions for long-term biomechanical stability, and compare them to the 

conditions for elastic stability based on buckling analysis [6,8]. 

Material and methods 

The bending movements of tree stems during growth are modelled using beam theory. The tree is 

assumed perfectly anchored at its base and having bilateral symmetry, so that it is sufficiently 

described in a vertical plane (fig. 1). The analysis concentrates at the level of a section, and focuses on 

predicting the local changes in curvature dC (i.e. the local rate of rotation) that happens during the 

growth of an elementary increment in section diameter dD. The section is supposed circular and its 

neutral line is assumed to be located at its centre, but the wood increment is potentially eccentric and 

with heterogeneous material properties (fig. 2). The total change in curvature results from the 

superposition of two additive contributions: the effect dC
weight

 of the increase in tree weight associated 

to growth, and the effect dC
matur

 of the maturation of the new wood increment: 

 dDdCdCdDdC maturweighttotal //  (1) 

The changes in curvature dC can be deduced from the changes in bending moment dB, the 

homogenized modulus of elasticity of the section E and the diameter of the section D: 

 )
64

/( 4EDdBdC   (2) 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the effect of self 

weight in a tree with bilateral symmetry. OS is the 

center of a given cross-section, W is the weight of the 

part of the tree located distally to the section, G is the 

location of the center of mass of the distal part, 

defined by its tilt angle   and its distance h with 

respect to OS. The lever arm, i.e. the projected 

distance between the section and the center of mass is 

xG = h.sin . 
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The bending moment induced by the tree weight at the level of a cross-section can be expressed 

as sinhWBweight , where W is the weight of the tree located distal to the section, h is the distance 

between the section and the centre of mass of the distal part of the tree, and  is the angle of the line 

joining the section centre to the centre of mass of the distal part of the tree (fig. 1). We assume that the 

taper and load distribution along the tree stem can be described by allometric power functions, which 

fit generally well experimental data [8]. For a stem having total length H, basal diameter D, and total 

mass M, at a given position along the stem defined by its curvilinear abscissa s from the stem base, the 

diameter is given by nHsDsD )/1()(  and the mass of the distal part is given by 
mHsMsM )/1()( . Parameters n and m characterise the shape of the diameter changes and mass 

distribution along the stem. Consistently with [8], we define the load ratio of the stem L as the ratio 

between the total mass of the tree and the stem volume. The tree weight W and the distance to the 

centre of mass h can be expressed as functions of these parameters and the gravity constant g, finally 

yielding the following expression for weightB : 

22

)12)(1(

sin

4
DH

nm

L
gBweight  (3) 

To compute the change in bending moment dB
weight

 associated to dD, we need to specify how these 

parameters change during growth. We will ignore the change in global orientation of the stem  and 

assume that morphological parameters n, m and L are constant during growth. The change in height is 

assumed related to the change in diameter by a power function, so that dH/H=b.dD/D. Differentiating 

equation (3) with respect to D, and using equation (2), the rate of change of curvature due to the 

weight increment associated to diameter growth can be expressed as: 

3

2

)12)(1(

)1(sin
32

D

H

nmE

bL
g

dD

dC weight

 (4) 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 Model of heterogeneous eccentric section of 

diameter D submitted to a diameter increment dD. 

Eccentric growth implies a change dXO in the 

position of the section’s center, and heterogeneous 

wood thickness dR( ) around the circumference. The 

stem is assumed to be leaning in the positive XS 

direction so that the left side on the figure is the 

upper side of the tilted stem, and the right side on the 

figure is the lower side of the tilted stem. 

Variations in greyness indicate heterogeneity of the 

material properties within the new growth ring (see 

text). The reaction (here illustrated for a hardwood 

species) is expected to generate a negative change in 

bending moment dB<0, generating a change in 

curvature dC<0 (i.e. up-righting movement).  

 

The bending moment induced by the maturation of the wood increment can be computed from its 

geometry and the distribution of material properties. The distributions of modulus of elasticity E 

within the increment, the maturation strain  and the ring thickness dR are defined as cosine functions 

of the polar coordinate in the ring, : 

cos2/)(   (5), 

 cos1)( EkEE   (6), 

 cos1)( OkdRdR   (7), 

where 2/)()0(  is the mean maturation strain, )()0( is the difference in 

maturation strain between the lower and the upper side of the section, 2/)()0( EEE  is the mean 

 

dR( ) 

XS 
D+dD 

D 

dB<0 

YS 

dXO 
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modulus of elasticity, )()0(/)()0( EEEEkE
 characterizes the heterogeneity of the elastic 

modulus, dR is half of the diameter increment and )()0(/)()0( dRdRdRdRkO
 characterizes 

the degree of eccentricity. The increment in bending moment due to the maturation of the ring is 

integrated as: 

 
2

0
)cos(1)()()cos( dRkERdRdB O

matur  (8) 

Finally yielding the following expression: 

 
OEOE

matur kkkkdRREdB 24/312/ 2  (9) 

Using equation (2), the change in curvature due to wood maturation is computed as: 

 
2

/
4

D

EEf

dD

dCmatur

  (10), 

where /24/31 OEOE kkkkf  is a form factor that mainly depends on the ring 

eccentricity and heterogeneity of its elastic modulus. Factor f is 1 for a concentric ring with 

homogeneous elastic modulus, as assumed in earlier models [4], and is >1 if the part of the ring 

containing reaction wood has a larger thickness and larger modulus of elasticity than the opposite side. 

Results and discussion 

Changes in curvature due to the weight and maturation are at the first order proportional to the 

amount of growth dD. Equations (4) and (10) show how the coefficient of proportionality depends on 

biomechanical traits related to the tree morphology and the distribution of wood properties. Equation 

(10) shows that the effect of wood maturation is submitted to a size effect (D
2
 in the denominator). 

The numerator defines the “efficiency” of the gravitropic reaction ( EEfer / ), i.e. the intrinsic 

ability of the mechanical design to induce curvature changes, independently of the size or growth rate. 

It is noteworthy that this efficiency depends on gradients in wood properties rather than on the mean 

value of these properties. The effect of the circumferential gradient in maturation strain , which was 

the only one taken into account in earlier models [4], has been demonstrated to be the most important 

effect [2]. Circumferential gradients in wood thickness and stiffness, accounted by the form factor f, 

have a complementary role that is often non-negligible [2]. Another complementary factor was 

identified in the present analysis: the radial gradient in stiffness, accounted by factor EE / . 

Quantitative analysis shows that this factor can be non-negligible, e.g. in stems of small diameter 

where the pith represents an important part of the section diameter (for a more detailed analysis, see 

[1]). 

The gravitropic control of the stem shape and orientation results from the balance between two 

actions: the disturbance dC
weight

 due to gravity and the correction dC
matur

 due to the gravitropic 

reaction. In order to quantify the overall ability of a stem to control its orientation, we define an 

integrated trait of “gravitropic performance”, Pg, as the ratio between the correction and the 

disturbance: 

 
2)1(

121

sin

11

8

1

H

D

b

nm

L
fE

gdC

dC
P

weight

matur

g
 (11) 

The gravitropic performance indicates the dynamics of bending induced by growth: if it is >1 

growth creates an upward curving process, if it is <1 growth creates a downward bending, and if it is 

=1 the stem is at biomechanical equilibrium, i.e. the curvature does not change when the stem grows. 

Pg is larger if the wood produced is stiff (large E ), with large asymmetry of maturation strains ( ), a 

good form factor (large f, achieved by a larger ring width and wood stiffness on the side with reaction 

wood), and if the stem has a low load ratio (L), a low tilt angle ( ), a low center of mass (large m), a 

large tapering coefficient (n), a small ratio of relative height growth to relative diameter growth (b), a 

large diameter (D) and a small height (H).  

For a tilted stem to keep a constant angle during growth, it must keep Pg=1. Usually, this can be 

achieved just by adjusting the level of gravitropic reaction in the newly formed wood, i.e. the values of 

, f and E . If the tilt angle  is large, it may also be necessary to adjust morphological parameters (L, 
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m, n, b). Biomechanical parameters can exhibit adaptive or ontogenetic variations, but are contained 

within relatively narrow ranges of value linked to the developmental constraints of their species, so 

that their maximal value can be regarded as constant during growth. On the contrary, stem dimensions 

(D and H) increase dramatically during growth. Therefore, for a stem to remain at a constant angle 

while it grows, the term D/H
2
 should remain constant, i.e. the stem should satisfy an allometry such 

that H is proportional to D
1/2

 (i.e. b=1/2). Moreover, even if the stem obeys this allometric rule, one 

can deduce from equation (11) that the maximal angle at which it can sustainably lie depends on the 

biomechanical parameters, and is given by Pg=1:  

 
2max

12

121
sin

H

D

Lg

nmfE
   (12) 

If the tilt angle becomes larger than max because of a mechanical accident or an insufficient 

reaction, then the stem forms an unstable biomechanical configuration (Pg<1). Indeed, to induce an 

up-righting movement, the stem must produce new wood, but the weight increment associated with 

this wood would induce an additional downward bending larger than the attempted correction. 

Moreover, this downward bending would increase the tilt angle , which would further reduce Pg, 

condemning the stem to bend more and more. A stem could probably recover from such a situation, 

for example by an appropriate timing and location of the reaction along the stem, but this would 

severely constrain height growth. The maximal height that a stem can achieve while keeping a 

constant tilt angle can be deduced by reversing equation (12): 

 2/1

2/1

max
sin12

121
D

Lg

nmfE
H smgravitropi   (13) 

The allometric rule H~D
1/2

 and the maximal height can be compared to those associated to other 

biophysical constraints. Greenhill [6] showed that to keep a constant safety factor against the risk of 

elastic buckling, the allometric growth of a vertical stem should be such that H~D
2/3

. The relationship 

between the maximal height before buckling, the stem basal diameter and the value of biomechanical 

parameters (adapted from [8]) is: 

  3/2

3/1
22

max
64

2412
D

Lg

nmcnE
H buckling  (14) 

where c is a function of n and m detailed in [8].  

The critical buckling height computed from measured biomechanical parameters [8] is plotted on 

fig. 3 as a function of stem basal diameter, and compared to the maximal height computed from 

equation (13), for various tilt angles . 
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Fig. 3. Relation between basal diameter and maximal 

height, for a vertical stem submitted to the risk of 

elastic buckling (thick red line), and for growing stems 

leaning at various angles (thin black lines). Data are 

based on mean gravitropic parameters ( =0.17%, 

f=1.54) measured on 11 tropical angiosperm tree 

species [2] and mechanical and morphological 

parameters measured on 15 tropical angiosperm tree 

species [8]: 

(a) Using overall mean parameters: E=1.23*10
10 

N.m
-

2
, m=1.62, n=0.66, c=4.72, L=1340 kg.m

-3
 

(b) Mean stem of a severely constrained species 

(Sextonia rubra): E=8.50*10
9 
N.m

-2
, m=0.63, n=0.3, 

c=2.61, L=1438 kg.m
-3
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These numerical applications show that the maximal height of a stem may be constrained either by 

its gravitropic performance or by its elastic stability, depending on its diameter and tilt angle. A stem 

growing at a constant angle is limited by elastic stability until it reaches a critical diameter, after which 

gravitropism becomes more limiting. The two constraints theoretically represent mutually exclusive 

situations: elastic buckling is relevant for a vertical stem, whereas gravitropic control is relevant only 

for a tilted stem. A real stem is never perfectly vertical, so that bending movements always occur and 

some gravitropic control is needed. If the stem is close enough to vertical (  is small so that Pg is 

large), this control can be easily achieved and only elastic stability limits stem allometric growth. For a 

larger tilt angle however, the requirements for gravitropic control quickly become more constraining 

than elastic stability as the stem grows. 

The extent to which allometric growth is limited by either of these biomechanical constraints 

strongly depends on the value of the biomechanical parameters. Figure 3 provides a comparison 

between a “mean” stem (average of biomechanical parameter over 15 tropical angiosperm tree species, 

fig. 3-a), and a particular species that is severely constrained by gravitropism (Sextonia rubra, fig. 3-

b). For instance, for a stem diameter of 20 cm, height growth of the mean stem is limited by elastic 

stability if the tilt angle is <15°, but limited by gravitropism if the angle is > 15°. The maximal height 

is 30 m if the angle is 15°, and is lower if the tilt angle is larger (e.g. 13 m if the angle is 90°, i.e. for a 

plagiotropic branch). For the same diameter, height growth S. rubra is limited by gravitropism at an 

angle of 10° (which is a common situation for main stems in forest edges). Its maximal height would 

be 20 m for that angle. The maximal length of a plagiotropic branch would be as low as 7 m. These 

numerical examples clearly show that biomechanical parameters might determine severe constraints 

on the dimensions and orientation of stems. 

Conclusion 

We have developed an analytical model of the stem curvature variations due to long-term 

biomechanical actions during growth. The model uses a differential formulation of the beam theory, 

adapted to growing structures, to calculate the bending moments and curvatures induced by the 

increase in tree weight (due to growth) and the asymmetric maturation stress (usually associated with 

reaction wood formation). Explicit formulas for ecological or ecophysiological studies are proposed 

that assume realistic simplifications but take into consideration anisotropic radial growth (eccentricity) 

and gradients of wood stiffness within the cross-section. The model allows the role played by the 

different components (size described by diameter and height, allometric relations between mass, 

height and diameter, wood quality and its variations within the cross-section) to be studied. The 

(b) 
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maturation strain asymmetry is clearly the main motor of the reaction, so that the strong assumptions 

of simple models used in previous studies [3,4] are justified a posteriori. Other aspects of growth 

asymmetry (in ring thickness and wood stiffness), contribute significantly to improve the curving 

process.  

A synthetic trait expressing the “gravitropic performance”, Pg, has been defined as the ratio of 

maturation to gravitational curvatures. The larger this indicator, the more effectively can the tree 

control its angle. Pg is given explicitly as a function of stem morphological parameters and wood 

biomechanical parameters. At the critical steady limit Pg=1, the tree maintains its angle when it grows. 

This limit can be associated with a critical lean, expressing the angle above which a stem of given 

dimensions can no longer remain stable or move closer to vertical, i.e. the limit below which the stem 

can sustainably control its posture [11]. By examining the effects of size on this limit, an allometric 

relation between height and diameter has been proposed, which ensures that at each stage of height 

growth, diameter growth will be able to maintain the stem below the critical lean. Comparisons 

between this long-term stability allometry (H~D
1/2

) and the elastic stability (H~D
2/3

) show that the 

requirements for gravitropic control can be more constraining than elastic stability for tilted trunks or 

branches. 

This theoretical work gives new insights into the functional significance of tree design and wood 

quality, adding new concepts and operational analytical formulas to the biomechanical ecological 

toolbox, which up to now has been focused on safety against buckling, wind throw or wind break. In 

reality, tree stems are never perfectly vertical, and this situation is biomechanically unstable and the 

effect of additional weight must be corrected. Thus the maximum size at which the stem can sustain 

this tilted situation depends on the gravitropic performance. We believe that this constraint may be of 

major biological significance: it limits the ability of stems to move away from verticality, even when 

lean is a great advantage for maximizing light capture, as is the case for branches, and also for main 

stems in response to competition with neighbors or heterogeneity of the environment, for instance on 

slopes [7] or forest edges. 
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Abstract  

The mechanical and topological properties of a soil like the global porosity and the distribution of 

void sizes greatly affect the development of a plant root, which in turn affects the shoot development. 

The aim of the present study is to simultaneously quantify in situ forces and root’s morphological 

characteristics in the case of a discontinuous soil. In the first step of this experimental study the 

discontinuous soil is modelled by only two fixed grains with a controlled minimum gap between them. 

The root is a radicle at its first stage of development (no secondary root) and is constrained to grow 

through this pore along a main vertical direction. The originality of our technique is that the grains are 

photoelastic discs, i.e. optically birefringent when submitted to a deviatoric mechanical stress. During 

its development, the root exerts a radial pressure on these two grains, thus creating an evolving pattern 

of optical fringes in these neighbouring photoelastic grains. This is a way to observe the temporal 

coupling between root diameter increase and radial force evolution for different root/gap ratios. These 

first results validate the experimental device which can therefore be used with more complex 

geometries (using several grains) to study the strategies of root development in mechanically stressed 

environment. 

Introduction 

When roots develop into soil pores, they have simultaneously i) to adapt to the tortuosity of 

the pores and ii) to reorganize the solid components in order to enlarge the pores to fit with their 

constantly increasing root diameter. Thus, in a soil, there is a constant coupling between root 

development and soil reorganization. Plants are well known for their penetrating capacities [1], 

however most cultivated plants have low penetrating capacities. When roots grow into physical 

inhospitable soil, they send inhibitory signals to leaves, even as the first leaf is emerging and when the 

seedling is still dependent on seed reserves [2]. Due to this inhibitory signal, above ground biomass 

and agricultural production are likely to be greatly reduced despite the availability of water or mineral 

elements [3].  

 

Contrasting this, the constantly increasing size and weight of tractors in all the regions of the 

world has had a profound effect on soil compaction that has been estimated to contribute to a 13 % 

decrease in soil productivity. To mimic a compacted soil and to study root and plant development, 

several mediums have been used: compressed and uncompressed sand cores [5] agar and agarose [6], a 

mixture of paraffin and vaseline [7], etc. Special devices isolating single roots, made it possible to 
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measure the growth force of impeded roots as a function of time or depth [8] [9] [10] and values 

ranging 0.6 to 1 N have been recorded. When impeded, root axes elongate slowly and swell radially 

with the diameters of root tips of plants grown in soil with a compacted layer consistently being larger 

than those from uncompacted soil [11]. The latter suggested that the soil ahead of a root that expands 

radially has a greater concentration of stress on it and is more likely to crack as previously mentioned 

by Abdalla et al. [12] in [5] and as recently observed for worms in mud sediment [13]. Thickening of 

the root would not only relieve stress in front of the root apex but also decrease buckling [14]. The 

increase in root diameter in response to impedance is caused by cortical cells enlarging radially rather 

than axially [5] or from enhanced radial cell expansion and decreased root elongation [14]. 

All the aforementioned studies have neglected to study the situation were radial root 

development is impeded without any restriction on axial development. This is the standard situation 

for i) most of young roots and, more importantly for ii) roots growing in compacted soils which indeed 

grow preferentially within macropores, cracks, biopores, etc. and therefore sustain the plant 

development [4] [14][ [15][16][17]. Our objectives were to setup an original device for measuring the 

radial root forces and associated morphological changes when grown in a model soil with only radial 

constraints; this paper presents preliminary results and focus on force development.  

 

Material and methods 

Biological material 

 

We choose Chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.) as a test plant for validating our device: first 

Chickpea is a major source of human and animal food and the world’s third most important pulse crop 

after beans (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) and peas (Pisum sativum L.)[18]. Second, Chickpea seeds are 

suitable for studying root growth because of their large single pivot under unstressed conditions (the 

radicle’s diameter is approximately 1 mm), therefore the gap between the grains where the root can 

develop could easily be controlled (from 0.5 to 1.5 mm).   

 

Experimental setup 

 

Chick pea seeds are soaked during 2 to 3 days for germination till the radicle reaches a length 

of around 5 mm. Then each individual seed is fitted into a cylindrical hole dug in a wet foam block 

that is fixed above the 2 dimensional cell of observation (see Fig 1). The root emerges from below the 

foam block and is inserted vertically inside the 2D cell with its apex just above the gap between 

grains. 

 

 

 
Fig.1  Photo of the 2 dimensional cell with 

the 2 photoelastic grains fixed on each side 

on specially designed PVC walls .  The gap 

between the photoelastic grains determines 

the pore space where the root is allowed to 

grow. The seed is placed inside the wetted 

foam above the cell. The root emerges from 

below the foam and is visible on the picture 

in the gap between the grains. 
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 The 2D cell is made of two PVC lateral walls in between 2 squares of 4 cm side transparent 

altuglass walls, allowing observation of root development. The gap between grains is precisely 

controlled. During the course of an experiment a peristaltic pneumatic pump maintains the floral 

foams wet. The bottom of the cell is fixed inside a transparent rectangular container and immersed in 

polyacrylate gel beads commonly called “water pearls”.  This design ensures a 100% relative humidity 

inside the cell. Up to 6 different cells can be placed at once in the container. This allows replicate 

measurements with the same environmental conditions. 

Due to the cell design, the root is expected to grow vertically and cross the gap. During its 

development, the root exerts a radial pressure on the two lateral grains in a cell. Because these grains 

are photoelastic, the force exerted by the root can be measured. These cylindrical grains have a 

diameter of D = 2 R = 9 mm and a thickness t = 7 mm. They are made of PSM-4 (Vishay Corp.), a 

polyurethane material of low Young modulus (E = 4 MPa). The cells container are illuminated from 

behind by a sodium-vapour lamp that provides a yellow monochromatic light of wavelength = 589.3 

nm. Then the container is placed between two inversed circular polarizers for visualisation of the 

optical black fringes inside the photoelastic grains, which allows further force measurements. Finally a 

CCD camera equipped with a macro-lens placed in front of the set-up is automatically taking pictures 

of each cell with a controlled time lapse (from 15 minutes up to one hour) between each record. Each 

picture has a resolution of 3872*2592 pixels
2
. Once a picture has been recorded, the translation stage 

(Fig 2) is moved automatically at a low velocity to place the next cell in front of the camera and stop 

the motion while the next picture is captured. The cycle is repeated for each cell during a total time of 

experiment of several days. Thus we simultaneously monitor the evolution of the root morphology and 

of the photoelastic fringes in grains for different cells as a function of time.  

 

 

 
 
Fig 2.  Lateral view of the experimental set-up: A container with different cells is placed on a translation stage 

between inverse circular polarizers and illuminated from behind by a monochromatic light (sodium-vapor 

lamp). Each cell is designed for the growth of one root of cheak-pea. A peristaltic pump provides water supply to 

the floral foam above each cell. A CCD camera is placed in front of the set-up to record images at different 

times. 
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Photoelasticity 

 

The values of the radial force are inferred indirectly from the locations of black fringes. Next 

we present the details of the photoelastic calculations. We recall that the photoelasticity is the property 

of some materials to become birefringent under mechanical load, ie. the refraction index is no more a 

scalar constant but has a tensorial form. A plane polarized light of wavelength  passing through a 2D 

sheet of photoelastic material of thickness t will be decomposed along the two local principal stress 

directions 1 and 2 and each of these components will experience different refractive indices, n1 and n2 

according to the principal values 1 and 2 of the local stress tensor at the position (x,y) of the sheet 

where the light ray arrives. Both quantities are related through a linear relation (the stress optic law of 

equation (1)) by introducing the photoelastic constant C: 

)( 2121   Cnn  (1) 

The difference in the refractive indices leads to an optical path difference and therefore to a relative 

phase retardation  (equation (2)) between the two component waves. 
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This phase retardation gives interference patterns for the emerging light according to the values of . 

By combining equations (1) and (2), one obtains the value of the light intensity I(x,y) as a function of 

the local deviatoric stress. 
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Especially the black fringe (destructive interference) of order m will be obtained for the positions (x,y)  

where the principal stress difference (1 - 2) verifies: 

tC

m
  21  (4) 

The goal of photoelasticimetry is to extract informations on the stresses (or forces) from the positions 

of (black) fringes.  

 
In the experiment, the photoelastic material is a circular disc of radius R and thickness t as 

used in [19]. We needed a preliminary experimental calibration to determine the photoelastic constant 

C in a simple loading test of a diametrical compression along the y axis of the photoelastic disc. We 

thus related the observed positions of the black fringes to the measured applied force F (by use of a 

scale). For more complicated geometries of loading (normal and tangential forces applied at more than 

2 contact points), it is still possible to extract informations on forces  from optical fringes by using 

numerical solutions of elastic theory and/or solve the inverse problem as was done by [20]. 

For simplification in this article, we limit our analysis to the cases where the root was 

inducing a diametrical compression of the photoelastic grain.  

Results and discussion 

The device presented before allows the development of root growth. The photoelastic 

sensitivity of the grains has been proven to be in the right range for measuring forces exerted by the 

root as can be seen from the temporal evolution of fringe pattern in Fig 3. These observations validate 

the concept of our experiments. Moreover we obtained the first quantitative measurements of root 

forces and growth by using these photoelastic grains. 
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Fig 3. Root growth inside the setup. We observe the evolution of the length and diameter of the root while 

growing inside the gap between the two photoelastic discs placed between circular polarizers. The evolution of 

the black fringe pattern is a way to measure the force exerted by the root during its growth. The different 

pictures are obtained from left to right, at 45 min after the experiment launching, 5.5 hours after, 10.25 hours 

after. The minimum gap between grains is 1 mm. 
 
Next we present a typical measurement of force and length / diameter versus time of growth 

corresponding to the example shown in Fig 3. The force has been obtained directly from the positions 

of black fringes along a diameter of the photoelastic disc perpendicular to the axis of compression 

exerted by the root. From the right panel of Fig 4, we observe values of forces which are consistent 

with preceding measurements on axial forces, i.e. the force is of the order of 1 N. For a typical area of 

contact of 1 mm
2
, it will give pressure of the order of 1 MPa.  Note that the turgor pressure inside the 

root cells can not be presently measured in our device but it should be of the same order of magnitude 

as the estimated radial pressure. At the same time and independently, the diameter and the length of 

the root have been measured by using image analysis software. We observe their evolution in Fig 4 

during the first ten hours of growth in the setup. The root length has been measured from a point 

corresponding to the top of the cell. The diameter of the root is also taken at the same point above the 

gap and its initial diameter is only slightly larger than the gap. Actually we see that the root length (left 

panel of Fig 4) evolves quasi-linearly with time in this example with a growth rate of 0.65 mm/hour. 

We also observe that the top diameter (central panel of Fig 4) does not evolve much before 4 hours in 

the setup, but begins to increase for times larger than 4 hours reaching a global increase of around 

10% after 10 hours. The increase in the top diameter around a time of 4 hours begins when the root 

apex is crossing the minimum gap between grains. This increase of diameter leads to an increase of the 

lateral force (Fig 4 right) exerted by the root on its neighbouring grains and allows the further 

longitudinal growth of the root. 

 

 
   

Fig 4.  Root length (observed in the camera frame), top diameter and measured force exerted by the root on the 

right photoelastic disc during the 10 first hours in the setup. 
 

 

Conclusion 

By means of a photoelastic technique, we simultaneously observed the root growth as well as the 

radial force exerted by the root when it is forced to pass a gap of controlled width. These first results 

validate the experimental device for systematic studies with different root/gap ratios, in order to 
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elucidate the different mechanisms of penetration of a root in a tortuous soil with different pore sizes. 

These technique of photoelasticity can also be used with more complex geometries (using several 

grains which are not blocked) to study the strategies of root development in mechanically stressed 

environment and the coupling between grains reorganisations and root growth. 
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Abstract 
For Viburnum odoratissimum var. awabuki, a pronounced growth was observed on the lower side 

of the branches, which is a special case in angiosperms. To study the biomechanics of V. 

odoratissimum branch, we measured the growth strain (GS) in the standing tree using a cumulative 

method and a direct method. GSs showed various distribution patterns: for some branches, the values 

on both sides corresponded to a tensile growth stress typical of normal wood, sometimes a high tensile 

GS was found in the upper side similar to tension wood, and for other branches, the values on the 

lower side corresponded to a compressive growth stress. In most measuring positions, a larger GS was 

found on the upper side of the branches opposite to the eccentric growth direction, which is unusual in 

angiosperms. To investigate the effect of eccentric growth on the mechanical properties of the branch 

wood, we measured basic density (BD), microfibril angle (MFA), elastic modulus (EL), and creep 

deformation of the samples cut from the upper and lower sides of the branch. BD of the lower-side 

wood was relatively larger, but the influence of BD on the creep deformation was slight. Although 

MFAs differed between both sides, EL of the lower-side wood was commonly larger than that of the 

upper-side wood, suggesting that MFA does not play an important role in the mechanical properties of 

the branch wood. Moreover, the creep compliance curves show that the upper-side wood had low 

elasticity and high fluidity, whereas the lower-side wood had large elasticity and low fluidity. These 

results mean that the stable growth of the branches in V. odoratissimum should has a unique 

mechanism different from that in reaction wood to adapt to environmental changes. 

Keywords: growth stress, microfibril angle, creep compliance, reaction wood 

 

Introduction 
In trees, the pith may be located eccentrically in the trunk or the branch because the stem deviates 

from the vertical position or because of an uneven distribution of loading on a branch. Generally, most 

woody angiosperms show a pronounced growth promotion on the upper side of the leaning stems and 

branches, whereas growth eccentricity occurs on the lower side in gymnosperms. This phenomenon of 

eccentric growth is usually associated with the formation of reaction wood (Tsoumis 1991). However, 

growth eccentricity on the lower side in angiosperms has occasionally been reported. For example, 

Onaka (1949) and Yoshizawa (1993) observed that Buxus microphylla exhibits pronounced growth on 

the lower side of the inclined stems. Its xylem has some anatomical features similar to those of 

compression wood. Kucera and Philipson(1977, 1978) have reported that growth eccentricity of 

Pseudowintera colorata occurs on the lower side of the inclined branches. The lower-side tracheids 

have a large microfibril angle, but P. colorata develops neither tension wood nor compression wood. 

We recently found that the inclined branches of Viburnum odoratissimum var. awabuki also have 

pronounced growth on the lower side. Compared with B. microphylla and P. colorata, V. 

odoratissimum has no anatomical feature similar to that in reaction wood, and the anatomical features 
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of the xylem do not obviously differ between the upper and lower sides of the branches (Wang et al. 

2009). However, the information about the growth stress and the wood properties of the inclined 

branch for V. odoratissimum, is few. Therefore, in this study, to understand the effects of unusual 

eccentric growth on the branch biomechanics, we measured the released surface growth strain (GS) in 

the trunk and the inclined branches of three V. odoratissimum trees, and examined some wood 

properties of the branch wood. 

 

Materials and methods 
Plant material 

Three 12-year-old trees (I, II, and III) of V. odoratissimum growing in Uji campus (130
o
82’ E, 

34
o
81’ N~130

o
80’ E, 34

o
81’ N), Kyoto University, Japan were studied. The trees were about 6m high 

with several branches in various orientations.  

 

Growth strain measurement 

Measurements were made twice in September 2007 and December 2008. There were two 

measuring positions (no.1 and 2) in the trunk and each branch. Position no.1 was about 30 cm from the 

base of the branch to avoid the influence of growth stress around the joint. The distance between no.1 

and no.2 was at least 5 times greater than the diameter of the branch. After removing the bark at the 

measuring position, electrical resistance strain gauges (FLA-5-11-5LT, Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., 

Ltd, Japan) were glued with cyanoacrylate adhesive to the xylem in the longitudinal direction on the 

trunk and the upper and lower sides of the branches. Measurements were made with a portable digital 

strain meter (TDS500, Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd, Japan) with an 80-channel scanner. 

At the first time, we used a cumulative method to measure GSs of the trunk and all branches of 

tree I (Wang et al. 2009). After calibrating the strain gauges to zero, first, the twigs at the branch tips 

that induced bending of the branch were cut down, and the spring-back strains resulting from the 

removal of twigs (εs = δεs) were measured in the standing tree; then, GSs (εr) of the upper and lower 

sides of the branches were measured after they were released by cutting grooves 3-5 mm deep with a 

handsaw on both sides of the strain gauges (Yoshida et al. 2002). The value of εr (εr = δεs+δεr) is equal 

to the sum of the strain increment at the steps of load removal and stress release. 

At the second time, GSs in several branches of two trees (II and III) were measured with a direct 

method. That is, no twigs and branches were cut down from the trees; GS (εr) of the branch was 

directly measured by cutting grooves in the standing trees. The value of εr (εr = δεr) including the 

influence of self-loading is equal to the strain increment at stress release. Theoretically, values of εr 

obtained from both methods approach the real growth stress of the standing tree (Yamamoto et al. 

1989). 

 

Creep experiment 

After GS measurement, the branches of trees II and III were cut down, and samples (25☓2☓1mm
3
, L, 

T, R) were cut from the upper and lower sides of the branches between the measuring positions. These 

samples were kept in water as green wood. The creep deformation of each green wood was test on the 

cantilever condition for 5.7 h. The load was 0.45 N, well within the proportional limits, and the span 

was 20 mm. After the test, the sample was heated at 80 
o
C to release internal stress, and slowly cooled. 

After 24 h, the creep deformation of heated sample was tested. The microfibril angles (MFAs) of the 

air-dried samples were measured using an X-ray diffraction (XRD) method. Finally, the basic density 

of the sample was expressed on the basis of the oven-dried weight and the swollen volume. 

 
Results and discussions 
Growth eccentricity and growth strain of the trunk and branches 

Table 1 shows growth eccentricity, MFA, spring-back strain, and GS of tree I. Except for branch no. 

I-A, which exhibited no growth eccentricity, the other branches showed pronounced growth promotion 
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on the lower side and the pattern of growth eccentricity did not change along their length. The MFAs 

of the base position for the branches were about 11-14
 o
 based on polarizing-light microscopic 

(POM) observation. There was little difference in the MFAs of the upper and lower sides of 

the branches for tree I. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The spring-back strains of the branches were caused by excising the twigs. The spring-back strain 

was contractile in the upper side and extensive in the lower side of most branches. This is the expected 

response to the suppression of the gravity load, that in the standing tree tends to bend the branch 

downward and compress it along its length. A different behavior was the base of branch no.I-C-1, 

which not only produced a contraction on both side, but also a higher contraction on the lower side.  

On the other hand, the released GS ranged from -706 to 433 με. For the trunk, the strain value was 

moderate and similar in both sides, indicating stable vertical growth of the whole tree. For the 

branches, the values of GS differed between the upper and lower sides at all positions, and various 

patterns were observed. The values were in most cases negative (contraction), corresponding to a low 

tensile growth stress typical of normal wood. In branch no. I-A and I-C-1, the upper side produced 

little GS (positive or negative) while the lower side contracted. In branch no. I-B and I-C-2, there were 

positive growth strains (corresponding to a compressive growth stress) on the lower side. Branches no. 

I-D and I-E produced a contraction in both sides, corresponding to a tensile growth stress, with a 

higher value on the upper side. Furthermore, we found that the larger growth strain occurred in the 

upper side opposite to eccentric growth and counteracted the gravity effect, which is unusual in 

angiosperms.  

To clarify the biomechanical advantage of eccentric growth, we examined the relationship between 

the downward bending trend, quantified by the spring-back bending (εs lower - εs upper) and the 

eccentricity (ratio of R2 to R1) of the branch. As shown in Figure 1, there was a negative relationship 

(R
2
 = 0.78) between both factors (except for the thinnest branch no. I-A), This suggests that eccentric 

growth, which appears to be a common feature of this species, resulted in a disadvantage for upright 

movement or stabilization of the branch orientation so that it had to be somewhat reduced when the 

bending load became higher. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. MFAs, spring-back strains, and growth strains in the trunk and branches of tree I 

 

 

Figure 1. Relationship between the             

downward bending trend and eccentricity 

for tree I (excepting the thinnest branch 

no. I-A) 
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To inspect the results of GSs in V. odoratissimum branches at the first measurement, we measured 

the GSs of the branches of two more trees using a direct method. Table 2 shows growth eccentricity 

and GSs in the branches of trees II and III. Growth eccentricity displayed on the lower side for all 

branches. Excepting for tree III-1A, where an abnormal compressive stress occurred on the 

upper side, the distribution of GS showed two patterns similar to those in tree I. One is tensile 

stress on the upper side and compressive stress on the lower side (the main pattern in tress II 

and III); the other is high tensile stress on the upper side and slight tensile stress on the lower 

side, such as tension wood (the main pattern in tree I). Moreover, although the elastic modulus in 

longitudinal direction (EL) (see Table 3) of the lower side was slightly larger than that of the upper side, 

we can calculate that the growth stress in the upper side was greater than that in the lower side. This 

confirms that in contrast to reaction wood, there was not a larger growth stress in the eccentric growth 

side of branch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the above results, we found that the eccentric growth in the lower side of the branch 

was a normal growth pattern for V. odoratissimum tree. The distribution of GS in the branch 

depended on the individual tree, but larger growth stress was displayed in the upper side to 

fulfill the biomechanical requirements. This suggests that the mechanism of eccentric growth 

of the branch is different from that of reaction wood. Thus, the branches of V. odoratissimum 

formed neither tension wood nor compression wood. 

 

Mechanical properties of the branches of V. odoratissimum 

To clarify the wood properties of the branch, we cut the samples from the upper and lower sides of 

the branches, and examined the basic density, EL, and creep deformation of the samples. Furthermore, 

to understand the influence of microstructure, we measured MFA using XRD. Table 3 shows the basic 

density, MFA, and EL of the branches of tree II and III. For most positions, the basic density of the 

upper-side wood was less than that of the lower-side wood. MFA showed a different trend in trees II 

Table 2. Growth strains in the branches of trees II and III 
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and III. MFAs of the upper side were larger than those of the lower side for tree II, whereas MFAs of 

the upper side were smaller than those of the lower side for tree III. These results suggest that EL of the 

lower-side wood should be relatively larger in tree II and that of the upper-side wood should be 

relatively larger in tree III. However, EL of most positions for both trees displayed the same trend: EL 

of the lower-side wood was larger than that of the upper-side wood. This means that MFA was not 

closely related with the mechanical properties of the branch wood, and that the difference of MFA in 

trees II and III may be due to branch architecture. The relationship between MFA and EL in V. 

odoratissimum trees suggests that the stable growth mechanism of branches differs from that of 

reaction wood.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 shows the creep curves of green wood cut from the upper and lower sides of the branches. 

The creep compliance (J t) of the upper-side sample was larger than that of the lower-side sample, 

suggesting that the upper-side sample had low relatively rigidity and high relatively fluidity. After 

heating, the J t of heated sample also had the same trend as green wood. Figure 3 shows the 

relationship between the relative creep compliance (J 20000sec/ J 10sec -1) of the samples and GS. The 

upper side of branch wood that produced tensile stress exhibited higher fluidity.  

Effect of density on the viscoelastic property of the sample is shown in Figure 4 because of the 

large basic density of the lower-side wood. We found that there was a slight relationship between both 

factors, suggesting that the density is not an important factor influencing the viscoelastic property of 

the branch wood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Basic density, MFA, and EL in the branches of trees II and III 

 

*: The block samples[60(L)×3(T)×3(R)mm] were used. 

Figure 2. The creep compliance curves of green wood cut from the upper and lower sides 

of branches (solid mark: the upper side; hollow mark: the lower side) 

Figure 3. Relationship between the 

growth strain and relative creep 

compliance for green wood (solid 

mark) and heated wood (hollow 

mark). The GSs of trees II an III are 

average value of two measuring 

positions of each branch. 
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After considering GS and the mechanical properties of the branch, we found that the branch of V. 

odoratissimum has some features similar to reaction wood. From the viewpoint of GS, the branch 

showed a distribution of GS similar to tension wood because of a large tensile growth stress on the 

upper side. However, eccentric growth did not occur in the upper side, and there was no anatomical 

feature of tension wood exhibited on both sides of the branch. From the viewpoint of the viscoelastic 

property, the larger elasticity of the lower-side wood is similar to that of compression wood. However, 

MFAs of both sides were moderate for hardwood and did not influence the mechanical properties of 

the branch. Therefore, the factors that decide viscoelastic property of branch are limited in chemical 

components and matrix structure of cell wall.  

At this stage, we analyzed the chemical components of the branches for tree I. We found that lignin 

content of the lower-side wood was about 2% more than that of upper-side wood. Distribution of 

lignin of the branch was similar to that of compression wood. On the other hand, the results of 

syringyl/guaiacyl molar (S/G) ratio showed that the S/G ratio of the upper-side wood was larger that 

that of lower-side wood. Moreover, softening temperature of upper-side wood was lower based on 

dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). These results are the same as tension wood (Pilate et al. 2004, 

Placet et al. 2007). Now, we cannot decide which factor support compressive stress and improve EL of 

the branch, however these results of chemical component suggest that the eccentric growth of V. 

odoratissimum combined some advantages of tension wood and compression wood. 

 
Conclusion 

For V. odoratissimum, eccentric growth is found in the lower side of the branches. Generally, GSs 

of the branches displayed different distribution patterns: one is the values on both sides corresponded 

to a tensile growth stress typical of normal wood, sometimes a high tensile GS was found in the upper 

side similar to GS of tension wood; the other is the values on the lower side corresponded to a 

compressive growth stress. For both patterns, a larger growth stress was observed on the upper side of 

the branches. Thus, the relationship between growth stress and eccentric growth is unusual in 

angiosperms. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of branch were not greatly influenced by MFA 

and BD. The upper-side wood had low elastic modulus and high fluidity, whereas the lower-side wood 

had large elastic modulus and low fluidity. Although there was no anatomical features of reaction 

wood occurred in both sides, the chemical component of the branches exhibited some features 

combining the characteristics of reaction wood. 

 

Figure 4. Relationship between 

the basic density and relative 

creep compliance for green wood 
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Abstract  

Stem straightness is a major trait for Pinus pinaster Ait. breeding programs. Despite the stability of 

performance in provenance trials, the efficiency of breeding programs based on scoring stem forms 

remains low. An alternative approach for early selection is to analyse the biomechanical processes 

involved in the control of the stem form, instead of evaluating the form itself.  The rationale is that 

genetic differences in the biomechanical ability to straighten in young plants will be active in controlling 

stem form lifelong. In this study, the components contributing most to the genetic differences between 

provenances in the straightening process were analyzed. To do so, a kinetic analysis and a biomechanical 

model that defines the non-linear interactions between the variables involved in the straightening process 

driven by secondary growth and reaction wood formation (Fournier’s model) were used. This framework 

was tested on three P. pinaster provenances, selected for their differences in adult straightness and 

growth. One year-old plants were tilted 45º and individual stem position and size were recorded weekly 

during 5 months. The radial extension of reaction wood and the anatomical features of wood cells were 

measured on serial cross-sections. From this, the integral effect of reaction wood on stem leaning was 

computed using Fournier’s model. Both primary and secondary-growth driven responses were involved 

in the straightening process of the plants, but the latter was more significant in the differences between 

provenances. Plants from the straight provenance showed higher ability in the straightening process due 

mainly to i) a more efficient compression wood (higher maturation strains) and ii) more pronounced 

secondary-growth driven autotropic decurving than the sinuous provenances.  These two process-based 

traits are thus good candidates for early selection of stem straightness, as illustrated by their comparison 

with the more standard use of a quantitative flexuosity index of stem form. This new approach is 

nowadays being tested on a greater number of genotypes, as well the viability of the method with greater 

plants and in other species.    

Introduction 

Pinus pinaster Ait. is a major timber species in many countries, but it has a strong tendency for stem 

flexuosity that reduces its value. Tree stem flexuosity shows large natural variability, but in provenance 

trials, stem straightness is usually stable, suggesting genetic control [1,2]. However, the success of early 

selection for stem straightness in P. pinaster breeding programs has proved variable [3,4,5]. Variable 

selection efficiency is due in part to the limitations of current methods of quantifying stem form that 

ignore the factors and processes causing stem defects [6]. Stem straightness of juvenile and adult plants is 

not necessarily correlated, because many external factors can affect stem form; however, a process of 

stem straightening (i.e., recovery of vertical orientation) occurs whenever the stem is tilted or bent [7].  

 

The few kinematic studies of stem straightening conducted on young P. pinaster plants [8, 9, 10] have 

revealed three components: (1) negative gravitropic curvature in the apical segment within hours caused 

by differential primary elongation; (2) slower gravitropic curvature of the basal segment undergoing 
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secondary growth and reaction wood formation [11]; and (3) counter-curvature (autotropic) that 

counteracts the gravitropic curvatures and straightens the stem before it passes the vertical.  

The biomechanics of reaction-wood-mediated stem curvature have been analyzed in detail, because it 

is the only process actively influencing stem straightness and internal growth stresses [11]. Secondary 

cell walls of wood cells undergo longitudinal shrinkage or swelling (maturation strains) during their final 

differentiation. In pines, two types of wood are produced during stem straightening. So-called normal 

wood (NW), which undergoes longitudinal shrinkage during cell wall differentiation, and reaction wood 

(RW) (referred to as compression wood), with more rounded cells and thicker and more lignified cell 

walls, that displays longitudinal swelling during cell wall differentiation [12]. When a sector of 

compression wood is produced on one side of a cross section during cambial growth, the asymmetry of 

maturation strains and of the resulting growth stresses between compression wood and the NW on the 

opposite side drives active tropic bending of the stem toward the opposite side. The mechanics of this 

compressionwood- driven bending have been modeled [11]. A parsimonious summary model of the 

active tropic curvature has been proposed by Fournier et al. (1994) [9] and is considered robust and fairly 

generic to juvenile and adult trees of several species [11, 13]. Because the model specifies quantitatively 

the nonlinear interactions between the variables influencing the efficiency of straightening, it might be a 

useful tool for analyzing the contributions of the components to variability in stem form. 

We analyzed differences in the stem straightening process after controlled tilting of 2-year-old plants 

of three P. pinaster provenances characterized by large genetic differences in adult stem straightness [1, 

2]. We tested whether the gravitropic and autotropic reactions involving RW formation in young trees are 

related to differences in stem straightness in adult trees. We attempted to identify the component 

processes that contribute most to the genetic differences in straightness with Fournier’s model. A 

comparison with a quantitative global flexuosity index [6] was conducted to assess the benefits of our 

more mechanistic and dynamic approach for early selection of stem straightness. 

Material and methods 

Plant material and controlled tilting experiment 

Three Spanish provenances of P. pinaster were chosen for their differences in stem straightness and 

growth. Trees from the Sierra de Gredos provenance reach great heights and have straight stems; trees 

from the Bajo Tiétar provenance are tall but have sinuous stems. And trees from the Sierra de Oña 

provenance have poor growth and crooked stems. Hereafter, Gredos, Tiétar and Oña, respectively. 

Ten plants from each population were sown in square pots. In their second year, they were tilted to an 

angle of 45° from the vertical, pointing southward. 

 

Kinetic recording of stem form changes 

The structures holding the tilted pots included a rigid frame holding a digital camera in fixed position. 

Photographs were taken periodically of each plant from exactly the same location, to cover the N–S plane 

(plane of maximum stem deformation). The frame incorporated two graduated bars as reference scales. 

Photographs of each plant were taken 24 h after tilting and then weekly from early May until mid 

September. A simplified analysis of the kinematics of the field of curvature along the stem was 

performed. The stems was divided in portions as shown in Fig.1a. 
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Fig. 1.  Parts of the stem, angles and sections analyzed:  a: Parts in the stem: 01: from the base (0) to the end of 

the first growing season (1); 12: from 1 to the point of inflexion of the stem during the experiment (2); 23: from 2 

to the apex (3). A01, A12 and A23: inclination angles of segments 01, 12, 23 with respect to the horizontal. b: 

A012 and A123: angles between the different segments of the stem. c: Positions of the cross-sections for 

anatomical inspection on a defoliated plant at the end of the experiment. Scale on pictures of the stem (a,b,c): 

each division in the graduated bar on the right side of the pictures is 5 cm. d: (I to V) Studied cross sections; 

reaction wood areas are drawn on each section, RW1: reaction wood type 1 (South side), RW2: reaction wood 

type 2 (North side). NW: Normal wood, OW: opposite wood (scale on pictures: each division in the graduated 

bar on the top of the pictures is 1mm). 

 

 Based on the picture, changes in stem position were measured as angles of deviation from the 

horizontal (A01, A12 and A23) of Parts 01, 12 and 23, respectively. Because the values of A12 and A23 

depend on changes in the values of previous basal angles (i.e., A12 depends on A01 and A23 depends on 

A12), angles A012 and A123 were measured (Figure 1b). These angles provide an indication of the 

curvature at Points 1 and 2. Longitudinal growth of the stems was determined as the sum of the lengths of 

Parts 01, 12 and 23. All measurements were made on the pictures with Photoshop 5.5 and 6.0 (Adobe 

Systems), correcting for scale.  

 

Quantitative anatomical analysis  

At the end of the experiment, six plants per provenance were defoliated, marked on the south and west 

side, respectively, and then harvested. Cross sections were taken at the base of the stem (Section I), just 

over the cotyledons (Section II), at the middle (Section III) and end (Section IV) of Part 12 of the stem, 

and in the middle of Part 23 (Section V) (Figures 1c and 1d). The sections were mounted on slides and 

the presence of compression wood determined based on the anatomy of the tracheid [12]. 

In each section, the presence of RW or NW was assessed (Figure 1d). For each sector of RW, the 

inner and outer radii (relative to the pith, on the N–S diameter of the section) were measured with 

Photoshop 5.5 and 6.0. Percentage of RW was measured in Sections II, III and IV. Sections I and V were 

also included in the cell anatomical analysis. 

 

Fournier’s model 

With Fournier’s model [9], we computed the integral effect of RW on stem leaning from measurements 

of the radial extension of RW in serial anatomical cross sections along the stem. The increment in 

longitudinal curvature at one location along the stem due to the occurrence of RW during growth, dR, of 

its cross section at time t can be modeled from mechanical principles. Assuming a sinusoidal distribution 

of maturation strains along the inner circumference of the cambium and neglecting eccentric growth and 

the differences in the modulus of elasticity between RW and NW, Fournier et al. [9] found that the local 

curvature caused by RW formation and asymmetric maturation strains in a new layer of cells deposited 

by the cambium during secondary growth is (1) proportional to the thickness of the layer, dR (and thus to 

the growth rate in girth dR/dt), (2) proportional to the difference in maturation strains between opposite 

sides of the stem (2αj) and (3) inversely proportional to the square of the radius of the stem R(t) that 

resists the bending as: 
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R

dR
C j ..4       (1)  

where ∂C is the change in local curvature of the stem, α is half the difference in maturation strain 

between the upper side of the trunk and that of its OW, R is the radius of the stem at time t and at position 

j along the stem and the minus sign denotes the downward sector of RW inducing upward curving. If the 

stem is straight and not producing a sector of RW, then αj = 0.  

Because measurement of RW is destructive, we observed only total RW formed by the end of the 

experiment. Therefore, an integrated version of Equation 1 was used [13]. Our approach was to first 

compute the changes in curvature from the records on RW sectors for each individual plant (Figure 1d), 

based on a common value for α taken from measurements of one young individual of P. pinaster from the 

French Landes provenance (αL = 0.0015; Loup et al. 1991), and then test whether these results correlated 

with the total curvature and straightening of individual plants (validation of the model). If so, the slope of 

the regression between the measured values and the value (βi) estimated by the model for the provenance 

i (where i = Gredos, Tiétar or Oña) will give an estimate of the value of αi for that provenance, relative to 

αL of the French Landes provenance. It was also necessary to integrate changes in curvature along the 

stem to estimate the final angle of the stem resulting from RW formation. For more details about 

calculations see [14]. 

 

The angle 01(tf) estimated from the integration of Fournier’s model was compared with total 

straightening of Part 01 as experimentally measured. Then, for the ith provenance, a significant linear 

relationship can be fitted between the values A01 and 01(tf): 

A01(tf)=i 01ik (tf)+ ik 

where βi a is a constant estimating the (unknown) mean αi, relative  to αL. 

i

L

i b



      (2) 

If systematic biases b can be neglected, then βi = 1, implying that αi is equal to αL. Thus, βi can be 

interpreted as a dimensionless or relative αi. 

 

Flexuosity index 

To evaluate the final straightness of each plant, a flexuosity index (FI) was computed that compares 

the length of the line from the stem base to the stem top to the sum of the lengths of the three parts of the 

stem (Figure 1). 

100.1
231201

03













LLL

L
FI   (3) 

 

Statistical analysis 

Data for growth and angles were subjected to a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

with covariables A01(t = 0) (initial angle at tilting) for angles and L01(t = 0) (initial length) for growth.  

Percentage of RW was analyzed by a repeated measures ANOVA with provenances as between-subjects 

factors and section as within-subjects factor. Individual contrasts were performed to allow all possible 

comparisons. 

Results and discussion 

Growth  

Length in Oña provenance was significantly less than in Gredos and Tiétar at the beginning of the 

experiment. Slightly significant differences in total length increment in the whole experiment were found. 

Diameter in Oña plants grew less than the others at the base, but not in section IV (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Individual contrasts between provenances: L0: Initial length; L127: increase in length  between the 

beginning of the experiment and the end of the experiment (0 to 127 days); D0: Initial diameter; D127: diameter 

growth since the beginning to the end of the experiment. Means with the same letter are not significantly different at 

the 5% level. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kinetics 

The changes undergone by all the plants after tilting followed a similar pattern, although there were 

differences between provenances in the magnitude and velocity of the changes.   

 

Basal part of the stem (angle A01):After the 45º tilting of the pot, the stem bent down immediately. 

For one week after tilting, part 1 of the stems increased leaning (sagging phase), until reaching horizontal 

(A01=0) or even slightly negative angles (A01  -5°). Then a phase of fast upward bending to nearly 50º 

at day 34 was observed. Then an almost stable position was reached, around 60º (Tiétar and Oña) or 70º 

(Gredos) (Fig. 2). During the phases of sagging and fast upward bending, differences between 

provenances were not detected, but plants from Gredos provenance continued upward bending longer 

than the others, reaching at the end an average angle  A01 10º significantly larger. 

 

Part of the stem developed during the experiment (angles A12 and A23):When the plants were tilted, 

the apex reacted rapidly, bending upward and straightening. Twenty-four hours later, the change of 

orientation of the apical part of the stem was perfectly noticeable (Fig. 2), with part 12 forming a 

pronounced crook. A12 then increased quickly, reaching a maximum value at day 34 that clearly passed 

the vertical. It then decreased slightly until the end of experiment. Between one and five weeks after 

tilting, the apex again changed its direction of growth and produced a second crook in the stem (allowing 

to define segment 23 and angle A23). Surprisingly, angle A23 remained stable in all cases until the end of 

August (day 76), and then showed a slight decrease. There was a difference in mean angle A23 of 10º 

approximately between Oña and the other two provenances.  

 

  
Fig. 2.  

Changes over time in the angle of the 

basal, second and upper part of the 

stem (angles A01, A12 and A34 

respectively) in tilted plants from 

three provenance regions. Each point 

is the LS mean over 10 trees from the 

same provenance. Contrast between 

provenances at the same date for 

each angle: Means with the same 

letter are not significantly different at 

the 5% level. 

 

Relative angles (A012 and A123):Angle  A012 (Figures 1 and 3) increased during 13 days after tilting 

as the hook progressively developed. However, from day 13 on, it sharply decreased until the end of the 

   Section II Section IV 

 L0 (cm) L127(cm) D0 (mm) D127 (mm) D0 (mm) D127 (mm) 

Gredos  22,77 a 6.18 a 5.16 a 1.39 a 2.82 a 2.00 a 

Oña 15,02 b 4.80 ab 4.25 b 1.10 b 2.13 b 1.60 a 

Tiétar 22,92 a 4.14 b 5.07 a 1.44 a 2.00 b 1.77 a 
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experiment, showing that a counter-curving process was going on. Twenty-four hours after tilting, the 

angle A012 in Gredos plants was 67.4º, significantly higher than the values reached in Tiétar (52º) and in 

Oña plants (47º). The A012  maximum values reached 13 days after tilting were by provenance 83.3º, 

71.3º and 68.9º respectively, again higher in Gredos by approx 10°. From day 54 until the end of the 

experiment the rate of decrease in Oña and Tiétar was slow, remaining significantly higher in Gredos. In 

sum A012 in Gredos increased more rapidly (faster curving) but then decreased faster and for a longer 

period (faster and longer de-curving). The variation in A123 was smaller than in A012. Once part 34 was 

established, A123 remained almost constant over time (within a range of 7º).  
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Fig. 3. 

Changes over time in A012, angle between the 

first (basal) and second part of the stem, in 

tilted plants from three provenance regions. 

Each point is the LS mean over 10 trees from 

the same provenance. Contrast between 

provenances at the same date: Means with the 

same letter are not significantly different at 

the 5% level. 

 

 

Effect of the reaction wood on the leaning of the stem 

There were no differences between provenances in % of RW type 1 (South side), in any sections. 

However, Gredos provenance produced a significantly larger percentage of RW type 2 (North side) in 

sections III and IV than the other two populations. 

To assess the general validity of the biomechanical model, 01(tf) was first compared to the 

measured angle A01 at the end of the experiment: A01(tf). The correlation between the calculated angle 

01(tf) and the measured angle A01(tf) is high. The model explains 66% of the variability, and is highly 

significant (p=0.0009). 

The  estimates were similar for Oña and Tiétar. Moreover the  value in these provenances was not 

different from 1. These two provenances thus displayed mean  very similar to that of the Landes 

provenance used for estimation of (tf) in eq. (8). On the contrary, pines from Gredos displayed an  

50% higher (Table 2). In other words, Gredos had higher  i.e. higher differences in maturation strains 

between RW and OW, and thus a more efficient RW. 

 

Table 2. Estimates and 95% confidence intervals for the parameters  of the model (2). 

 

Provenance 

Parameter  Estimates 

Parameter -95% Cnf. Lmt. +95% nf. Lmt. 

Gredos 1.50 1.34 1.67 

Oña 1.13 0.96 1.29 

Tiétar 1.02 0.85 1.19 

 

To identify the components of the straightening process that contribute most to the differences in 

straightness between provenances, we have to focus specially in that in which Gredos plants differed 

significantly from the other provenances, as Gredos is the only one producing straight-stemmed plants in 

our study. 

From a kinematical point of view, Gredos was significantly different in its i) faster secondary 

gravitropic up-bending (Gredos reached 10° significantly higher A01 (+17%) than the other provenances 
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at the end of the experiment), and ii) faster curving and secondary autotropic de-curving processes at 

point 1 (A012 in Gredos reached a maximal value significantly higher (+19%), and then  A012 decreased 

more and for a longer period). 

Biomechanical analysis revealed that these differences were due to two main traits, related to RW: 

First, Gredos has a 50% higher  (Table 2), so that the mean difference in maturation strains between 

RW and NW was much higher than in the sinuous provenances. Second, Gredos also developed twice to 

four times more type 2 RW at sect IV, with slightly thicker cell walls. These differences are synergetic in 

producing a more efficient and long lasting autotropic decurving, as illustrated for example by a 39% 

decrease in trunk flexuosity as compared to Tiétar. Consequently, at the end of the experiment Gredos 

plants achieved more vertical trunks (10° higher A01) with a flexuosity similar to the other provenances. 

These results suggest a greater importance of the secondary rather than primary reactions influencing 

stem straightness. In fact, Oña plants had a significantly smaller apical reaction (A12 at the beginning) 

while Tiétar population had an apical reaction similar to Gredos; but the secondary responses are closer 

between Tiétar and Oña plants, both being much weaker than in Gredos. Moreover, these results 

emphasize the importance of secondary autotropism for straighter trunks, a process that has been 

disregarded in breeding programs. 

Also of importance is that given the same initial stimulus, secondary straightening reactions can be 

greater in some populations without an increment in the final percentage of area of RW. This is crucial 

for breeding programs interested in selection for wood quality.  

Although longer term research is needed, we can argue that the plants with higher response at the 

beginning will be straighter in the future and with less RW than the others. 

 

Stem straightness 

Direct assessment of global stem straightness was then analyzed by plotting the flexuosity index FI (as 

defined in eq.3) over time. In all three provenances the flexuosity index increased after tilting until day 

13 and then decreased (Fig. 4). Gredos plants demonstrated the maximum values of FI during almost the 

whole experiment. In other words, Gredos had the least straightness of the three provenances. However, 

while Gredos provenance displayed the most deformation, it also showed the highest recovery, the 

differences in the flexuosity index between the maximum value and the value at the end of the 

experiment being 13.6, 11.3 and 8.3 for Gredos, Oña and Tiétar respectively. 

If a classical breeding program based on indices of stem straightness were conducted on these juvenile 

pines, Gredos provenance would not be selected as it showed the worst form during most of the study. As 

stem straightness has already been evaluated at the provenance level in adult trees [1,2] we know that 

Gredos would be the correct selection. The present experiment can thus be interpreted as retrospective. 

Our alternative process-based, biomechanical approach explains the better stem straightness in adult trees 

from Gredos by their greater ability to straighten. The selection should be based on this ability, and not 

on the present stem form of the plants.  
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Conclusion 

The efficiency of reaction wood can underlie the differences in stem straightness between 

provenances in Pinus pinaster. The parameter  and the intensity of autotropic counter-curvature were 

the major traits distinguising the straight provenance from the sinuous ones in this juvenile test. They are 

thus good indirect candidate traits for early selection of stem straightness.  

The validation with a greater number of genotypes and the comparison with previously evaluated 

provenances will be a useful way to identify the more relevant processes and components of the models 

for future stem straightness. 
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Abstract  

Trees form reaction wood tissues to bend leaning stems and branches upwards. The underlying 

principles of compressive stress generation by compression wood in softwoods and tensile stress 

generation by tension wood in hardwoods are still debated. In two recent articles [1,2] we have 

proposed new concepts for the stress generation in compression wood tracheids and tension wood 

fibres. This article comprises the most relevant findings of the two approaches and discusses possible 

constraints that may explain the change of strategy in reaction wood formation from softwoods to 

hardwoods.  

Introduction 

In straight trunks, trees pre-stress their tissues in the peripheral parts in tension in the longitudinal 

direction [3-5]. These internal stresses are generated during the differentiation process of the cells. It is 

believed that the stresses are a result of the interaction of cellulose fibrils and matrix polymers during 

cell wall formation. Particularly, the temporally delayed insertion of lignin has been proposed to be of 

crucial relevance for the generation of the internal stresses [6-8]. These longitudinal tensile stresses 

help to protect the compression side under wind loads because during bending of the trunk the rather 

low compressive strength of wood is not (or later) exceeded [9]. Moreover, trees utilize the generation 

of internal stresses to direct growing organs towards a predetermined position, eg. to bend leaning 

stems and branches upwards. For this purpose softwoods and hardwoods form different reaction wood 

tissues with specific stress generation capacities. In softwoods, compression wood is built for 

compressive stress generation on the under side of the organs. In hardwoods tension wood with a 

tensile stress generation that exceeds the internal tensile stresses in normal wood is built on the upper 

side of leaning stems and branches [10]. 

Both reaction wood types show specific structural features of their characteristic cell types. 

Compression wood tracheids of softwoods differ from the normal wood cells in possessing a round 

shape (Fig. 1a,c), a much higher microfibril angle in the S2-layer, and a different chemical 

composition regarding lignin content and types of hemicelluloses [11,12].Tension wood fibres of 

many hardwood species are characterized by an additional cell wall layer in comparison to regular 

fibres. This gelatinous layer (G-layer) which may replace some of the secondary cell wall layers is 

added on the lumen side on the formed secondary cell wall layers (Fig. 2a). The G-layer consists of 

almost pure cellulose oriented parallel to the cell axis [2, 13-15]. However, also certain amounts of 

hemicelluloses, pectins and lignin have been reported [16-19]. 

The underlying mechanisms of stress generation in compression wood and tension wood are still 

rather uncertain. Little work has been performed on the mechanisms of compressive stress generation 

in softwoods [8] whereas the tension wood formation and function has been recently quite extensively 

studied [15, 20-21]. Although the G-layer is usually interpreted as being the operative part of the 

tension wood fibre [11, 15, 22], in several species tension wood functions without the G-layer [23,24] 

and tensile stresses can be generated in its absence [25,26]. Recent findings proposed a crucial role of 

xyloglucan at the interface between the G-layer and the secondary cell wall in tensile stress generation 

[16, 21]. Assuming that the axially oriented cellulose fibrils in the G-layer can not contract along their 
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axial length, a longitudinal shortening of the tension wood fibres seems counterintuitive. However, 

Clair and coworkers [15] could show by synchrotron X-ray studies that the cellulose microfibrils of 

the G-layer contract upon release of the growth stresses. A further possible explanation first suggested 

by Münch [27] was recently examined and is based on a mechanism in which the G-layer forces the 

surrounding secondary cell wall to contract longitudinally [2].  

In this article we report on recent own work on the underlying mechanisms of stress generation in 

compression wood and tension wood. Based on the different conclusions reached, possible reasons for 

the strategy change from reaction wood formation in softwoods to hardwoods are discussed. 

Material and methods 

In the Material and methods chapter only a brief overview on the sample preparation and treatment 

steps is given. For a more detailed description the reader is referred to the original publications [1, 2]. 

   

Compression wood in spruce 

Single tracheids were isolated mechanically from never-dried wood samples of normal wood and 

compression wood of spruce (Picea abies) [28]. These never-dried cells were stored in a saturated 

sodium iodide solution to additionaly swell the cell walls beyond the fibre saturation point. The 

longitudinal lengths of the tracheids were measured before and after treatment. As the salt penetrates 

into the wood cell wall it increases the amount of water which can be adsorbed.   

 

Tension wood in poplar 

The material came from an artificially tilted three year old poplar tree (Populus nigra x Populus 

deltoides). Never-dried longitudinal-tangential (LT) slices from the area where the G-layer was 

prominently visible were used to compare native tension wood tissues and enzyme-treated tension 

wood tissues. For the enzymatic treatment a cellulase which acts on cellulose and xylan was used to 

remove the G-layer. Longitudinal and transverse dimensions of the longitudinal-tangential (LT)-slices 

were measured before and after the enzyme treatment. For the mechanical tests, untreated and 

enzyme-treated tissue slices of tension wood were strained until failure. Wide-angle X-ray scattering 

(WAXS) experiments were performed to determine the cellulose microfibril angle (MFA).  

Results and discussion 

The further swelling of wet compression wood and normal wood tracheids by a saturated sodium 

iodide solution results in different responses by both cell types. Normal wood tracheids show a slight 

reduction in length of ~0.3% (Fig. 1c,d), whereas compression wood tracheids possess a pronounced 

enlargement in length of ~2.5% (Fig. 1a,b). Upon the same swelling treatment an opposite 

deformation pattern can be observed which is probably related to the different cell wall architectures. 
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Normal wood: L ~ 0.3%

(a)

(b)

(c)

L

Compression wood: L ~2.5%

(d)

L

 

Fig. 1 Cross-sections of (a,) 

compression wood and (c) 

normal wood tracheids and their 

longitudinal deformation upon 

sodium iodide treatments (b,d). 

Arrows indicate the stress 

generation (after[1]). 

 
These deformation patterns coincide with the stress generation capacities as normal wood tracheids 

generate longitudinal tensile stresses in their cell walls whereas compression wood cells are pre-

stressed in compression along the longitudinal direction. This can be explained by treating the cell 

wall as a two-phase material in which stiff cellulose fibrils are embedded in a soft matrix which swells 

upon the sodium iodide treatment. It has been calculated that the microfibril angle determines the 

direction of stress generation as long as no torsion of the cell is allowed. Swelling of a cell wall with a 

microfibril angle below 45°, leads to a shortening of the cell in the longitudinal direction, above 45° 

the cell is elongating. Compressive stresses are always generated, if a slight torsion of the cell is 

allowed which might be facilitated in compression wood tracheids by the round the shape, the helical 

cavities and the lignin distribution across the cell wall.  

 

In terms of tension wood the enzymatically treated tissue slices change their longitudinal and 

transverse dimensions due to the removal of the G-layers (Fig. 2c). In the longitudinal direction the 

tension wood slices increase in length by ~1.6 % whereas the transverse direction is shortened by ~1 

%. These dimensional changes upon G-layer removal indicate that a tension wood fibre is actively 

shortened by the G-layer. The stress-strain curves of the untreated and enzymatically treated tension 

wood tissues reveal that the presence of the G-layer leads to a fundamentally different mechanical 

behaviour (Fig. 2d). The tension wood tissues in which the G-layer was removed show a behaviour 

which is rather typical for normal plant tissue with a high cellulose microfibril angle in the dominating 

cell wall layer [29-31]. This is in good agreement with the determined microfibril angle of ~36° in the 

surrounding secondary cell wall layer. The natural tension wood tissues with G-layers show an initial 

stiffness which is higher by a factor of ~4 in comparison to the enzymatically treated tissues. After 

yield, the stress-strain curve is characterized by a jagged appearance. This deformation pattern 

indicates a friction of the G-layer and considering the dimensional changes after enzyme treatment it 

seems reasonable to assume that the G-layer exerts a transverse pressure onto the cell wall. 

In a geometrical model it was shown that depending on the microfibril angle in the surrounding 

secondary cell wall, a transverse pressure of the G-layer would result in a longitudinal shortening of 

the fibre. The optimal microfibril angle in the secondary cell wall for the generation of longitudinal 

tensile stresses was found to be close to the observed microfibril angle of ~36°. Hence, hardwoods 

seem to be able to generate high tensile stresses by the combination of an axially stiff and laterally 

swellable G-layer with an adapted cellulose microfibril angle in the surrounding secondary cell wall.  
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Fig. 2  Cross-sections of (a,) 

natural tension wood and 

(b) enzymatically treated 

tension wood without G-

Layer. (c) Longitudinal and 

transverse change in tissue 

dimensions upon G-layer 

removal. (d) Stress-strain 

curves of natural tension 

wood tissues and 

enzymatically treated 

tension wood tissues. (e,f) 

Model in which transverse 

stresses exerted by the 

swollen G-layer on the 

secondary cell wall are 

converted into longitudinal 

tensile stresses depending 

on the microfibril angle 

(MFA) in the secondary cell 

wall (after[2]). 

 
Besides the underlying mechanisms of stress generation in tension wood and compression wood, it 

is of interest to know why softwoods and hardwoods follow such different strategies for reaction wood 

formation. Experimental measurements and modelling clearly show that softwoods are able to 

generate tensile stresses in their normal wood. In consequence, the compression wood formation 

requires a change in the direction of stresses between neighbouring tissues. It might be speculated that 

this change in the direction of stresses could bear some risk for the living tree. The transition from the 

tensile to the compressive stressed tissues must go along an unstressed zero phase which is not 

“protected” by growth stresses. The change in the direction of stresses also makes the fine-tuning of 

the spatial orientation of plant organs more complicated than just an “add-on” of tensile stresses. This 

can be seen when comparing the precision of the organ response to artificial tilting of softwood and 

hardwood stems. While softwoods overshoot and “meander” to relocate the top back to the vertical 

position, hardwoods are more precise in their response [32]. Therefore it seems that a reaction wood 

type generating a higher tensile stress in reaction wood than in normal wood is preferable over a 

change in the direction of stresses. Moreover, the compressive stress generation in compression wood 

may not be sufficient to push leaning stems and branches upwards and softwoods may additionally 

need the supportive contribution by the opposite wood tissues. 

However, softwoods may have not been able to form a reaction wood tissue which exceeds the 

tensile stresses in normal wood. This might have been achieved by the hardwoods by the evolution of 

the G-layer, although high tensile stresses can also be observed in hardwoods that form no G-layer 

[24-26]. On the other hand, it does not seem as if the formation of tension wood makes hardwoods by 
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far more elaborated in controlling the growth direction than the softwoods. Therefore it might also be 

likely that tension wood formation is a necessity of the higher cell diversification in hardwoods; in 

particular the formation of large vessel elements which might not tolerate adjacent cells that generate 

longitudinal compressive stresses.     

Conclusion 

Two theories have been presented on stress generation mechanisms both in compression wood and 

tension wood. It has been shown for softwoods that the change in the direction of stresses between 

normal wood and compression wood, e.g. generation of either tensile or compressive stresses, can be 

controlled by the tree though the smart arrangement of cellulose fibrils in the cell walls. In terms of 

tension wood fibres containing a G-layer, it has been proposed that a transverse swelling of the  

G-layer might cause the cell to contract longitudinally and that the magnitude of this depends on the 

cellulose fibril orientation in the secondary cell walls of the tension wood fibre. Further the strategy 

change in reaction wood formation from softwoods and hardwoods has been discussed.   
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Abstract  

Gravitropism is a major process in vertical growth as it allows the positioning of plant in the gravity 
field and thus, for trees, it takes part in the light foraging strategies. Without any gravitropism, trees 
would adopt a weeping habit or fall on the ground due to the increasing with growth supported weight, 
especially at the advance regeneration stage (sapling stage) in the understorey, where tree are very 
slender and poorly stiff. Most of the gravitropic studies are made by physiologists in order to 
understand the process and thus are associated to complex laboratory methods (genetic engineering, 
anatomical studies, accurate 2D ou 3D measurements of form changes with time). In order to study the 
ecological relevance and the specific diversity of gravitropic performances in natural forests, we 
developed a framework that uses different kinds of datas. Synchronical analysis has been done i) at the 
population level in large sample of trees and ii) at the tree level from destructive measurement of the 
dissymmetry maturation strains known to be the main motor of the posture control reaction of trees. In 
both cases, biomechanical models allows to estimate some aspects of the dynamic gravitropic process. 
Diachronical analysis has been done in natural conditions on permanent plots, or in a more traditional 
way, by observing in greenhouse experiments the righting movements of plants artificially tilted. In 
the first case, the problem is the high variability of natural disturbances and the slowness of growth 
and movements in the dark understorey. The second choice allows a measurement of a capacity (i.e. 
the ability of the species to react in quite extreme conditions of verticality disturbance but good for 
growth light and nutrient conditions) that is more easy to analyse, but is maybe not so relevant for 
estimating the ecological strategy (some species could have developed a high efficience of gravitropic 
reaction in natural conditions by avoiding the mechanical disturbance or adapting the reaction to slow 
growth and changing environments in natural conditions). All approaches use the same basic 
biomechanical modelling, i) to analyse simultaneously the reaction and the disturbance (due to the 
weight increase) during growth, or ii) to combine different parameters (geometry, growth, weight, 
maturation strains) involved in shape changes and posture control. They give a classification of the 
species according to their gravitropic performances. Results on 15 species are discussed, with relation 
to shade-tolerance or avoidance. 
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Abstract  

In order to make an estimation on the amount of the longitudinal and tangential growth strains, 22 

trees were selected from two different regional locations in north of Iran. The single-hole strain gauge 

method  was  used  to  measure  the  percentage  of   LRSM  (longitudinal  released  strain  maturation) 

and HTR (hygrothermal recovery) of  transverse  strains. Results showed that a good relationship 

exists between some environmental conditions and the amount of LRSM. Also, according to the data 

obtained from lab experiments, the amount of HTR increases by applying heat treatments and shows a 

good relationship with the increase of temperature at heat treatments. It was found that the increase in 

release of transverse strains in most of the samples obeyed a similar fashion and it was discovered that 

the best and optimum heat treatment in order to reach less deformation of wood texture could be in 

temperatures of around 45°C for Populus deltoides.    

   

Material and methods 

Populus deltoides obtained from two locations near Mazandaran province, in north of Iran was 

used in this study, a total number of 22 Populus trees were used: 10 Populus in site I and 12 trees in 

site II. The “single hole method” was used on all trees for evaluating the longitudinal residual strain at 

tree periphery. It consists in removing the bark, nailing two pins aligned along the fibers on the 

standing stem and measuring their distance change induced by the drilling of a hole between them. 

The displacement can be quantitatively related to the strains locked in the trunk by using correction 

factors taking into account the degree of material anisotropy. The measurement of stress level is 

possible on the standing tree and on logs by the single hole drilling method, which measures the 

increment of strain at the circumference of the tree when a hole (20mm diameter) is bored into the 

xylem with approximately 20mm depth. Generally, 4 measurements at 90° angle interval were made at 

breast level all around the trunk.   
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Table 1: Summery of sample quantities from each location 

                                        

Location 

Trees 

(Qty) 
Description 

Number 

of disks  

DBH 

(cm) 

approx. 

Age (yrs) 

site I 10  

6 logs selected 

&   2 disks 

extracted from 

each 

12 15-30 12 

site II 
12 

 

2 disks from 6 

trees collected 
12 20-45 18 

Totally 22 --- 24 --- --- 

Note: Thickness of all disks was between 3 and 6 cm. 

 
 

Ø20 mm 

T 

L 

hole 

frame 

pin 

 
Fig. 1 The single-hole method for measurement of 

longitudinal residual strain at stem periphery 

 
The transverse strains were measured using the “V-cut” method [2], based on the measurement of 

the relative displacement of two pins nailed on the green disk next to the periphery. Elastic residual 

strains are released by the sawing off of an angular sector from the periphery to the heart between the 

two pins. Then, the steaming of this opened disk induces a further “hygrothermal” strain release. Both 

V-cutting and steaming normally make the two pins to get closer to each other. The difference 

between the initial and the new distance divided by the remaining circumference of the sample is 

called the “transverse strain” because it usually combines the effect of tangential and radial locked-in 

strains. This was measured using 20 or 30 mm thick wood disks sawn from each green trunk, next to 

the level of the longitudinal measurements described above. The hygrothermal strains were measured 

at increasing bath temperature, from 20 to 80 °C. 

8 mm

Dd

comparator

references touchoriginal
mobile 

section
mobile touch

12 mm

8 mm
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references touchoriginal
mobile 
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mobile touch

12 mm

 
 Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of strain gauge used for measuring transverse strains 
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Results and discussion 

 

A. Longitudinal residual displacement 

Growth stresses develop as a consequence of internal strain in the wood tissue during the xylem 

development. Internal growth stresses occur in the stem of living trees and develop in all trees as a 

consequence of growth and wood formation [1]. Some site factors like the inclination of the trees, the 

slope of the ground etc. are very important to the amount of growth stress. Local strains were 

measured at the periphery of standing trees. 

The average of longitudinal released strain of maturation (LRSM) values of field trials on all 

specimens is presented in Table 2. The maximum LRSM of site I samples ranged from 17 to 63 μm 

with an average of 35.25 μm. The maximum LRSM of site II samples ranged from 30 to 83 μm with 

an average of 51.13 μm. It is clear that mean values of LRSM obtained from site I were lower than the 

ones from site II. Meanwhile, the larger standard deviation of the site I data indicates that the values 

are far from the mean in contrast with site II data which could be, however, due to the effect of 

variable and higher ground-slopes at site I on generating more longitudinal growth strains. 
 

Table 2  Summary outcome of the average of LRSM obtained from Site I and Site II 

Results of the average of LRSM obtained from 

Site I and Site II 

Locations Functions LRSM   LRSM Max 

Site I 
MEAN 35.25 55.10 

STDEV 5.40 11.72 

Site II 
MEAN 51.13 65.42 

STDEV 3.63 4.94 

 

LRSM average radar graph for all measuring points of site I samples are displayed in Figure 3. 

From Figure 3 it is obvious that values of LRSM at the inclined part of the stem which was under 

tensile growth strain were higher than the other three circumferential points. With regard to this matter 

that site I contains slope of the ground of approximately 10 - 15 degrees, it is apparent that the average 

radar diagram shows an asymmetrical geometric shape which could be related to the slope of the 

ground that could exert a bending force and consequently generating more reaction wood in trunks and 

thus more LRSM values in leaning parts. These positive values reveal a longitudinal shrinkage at the 

periphery of the tree and thus correspond to negative longitudinal strains.  
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Fig. 3 Average of LRSM (Site I) 

 
LRSM average radar graph of all points of site II is shown in Figure 4. From this figure it is 

obvious that values of LRSM at all circumferential points are nearly around each other and this shows 

that differences between obtained data were not significant as a semi-symmetric geometric shape 

could be observed. Due to less slope of the ground at site I (approx. 10 degrees), the main factor that 

could affect and apply external forces, is related to the prevailing North wind that could result in 
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higher value at position I of trunk circumference. 

 

 

 
 Fig. 4 Average of LRSM (Site II) 

 

Figure 5 presents a comparison between LRSM of site I and site II which shows that the range of 

data of site II comprises a wider distribution than site I. As can be observed in these figures, there is a 

comparison between LRSM values of site I and site II in accordance with cardinal points which shows 

a higher amount of LRSM in North direction for two sites. Therefore, the effect of environmental 

conditions such as a prevailing North-wind and a South-slope at high elevations revealed that both of 

the aforesaid factors were responsible for generating longitudinal growth strains in samples of site I 

and II, respectively. Also, as it is clear from Table 3 and its relevant graph which is shown in Fig. 6, 

this could be demonstrated that the values of site I and site II are more concentrated around the four 

and five categories. 
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Fig. 5 Comparison between LRSM of Site I and Site II 

 
Table 3 Frequency of LRSM values of Site I and Site II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LRSM 

CLASSES 
Site I Site II 

0 0 0 

20 5 0 

40 23 10 

60 10 30 

80 1 10 

>80 0 3 
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Fig. 6 Comparison between the frequencies of LRSM values of Site I and Site II 

 
The influence of tension wood on the variations, depending on the circumference, has been 

specifically shown up for the GSI:  in general, a marked angular dissymmetry. However, in certain 

cases, a flat angular profile was observed. The most marked GSI is most often recorded on the upper 

part of the stem in the case of a tree with an overall slant or visually noticeable curvature. The peak 

deformation position may be explained by a sharp dissymmetry of the presence of a large branch. This 

is when the tree stands at a slight angle and has a well balanced crown. High GSI values are associated 

with the presence of tension wood. 

LRSM radar graphs for all measuring points of site samples are displayed by four categories in 

Figure 5. It is obvious that values of LRSM at the inclined part of the stem which was under tensile 

growth strain were higher than the other circumferential points. With regard to this matter that site I 

had a slope of the ground of approximately 10 degrees, it was apparent that the average radar diagram 

shows an asymmetrical geometric shape which could be related to the slope of the ground that could 

exert a bending force and consequently generating more reaction wood in trunks and thus higher 

LRSM values in leaning parts.  

 
B. Transverse strains 

Fig. 7 shows transverse strain values of site I and II, for each sample that could be attributed to 

hygrothermal recoveries (HTR) at four different temperatures [3]. It is clear there is a direct relation 

between increase of temperature and release of tangential strains especially at higher temperatures 

(80°C). When applying more heat treatments at higher temperatures the effect of temperature on 

release of tangential strains is more apparent [5, 6]. 
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Fig. 7 Comparison between HTR values of Site I and Site II 

 

Values obtained from site II samples show higher in amount than the ones of site I which could be 

attributed to higher diameter of site II samples and also more severe environmental conditions such as 
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prevailing wind and the slope of the ground. In addition, it is apparent that the main increase of 

transverse HTR, started from third stage of heat treatment which was found at temperatures of around 

60°C. 

Conclusions 

The results of this study show that good relationship exists between the environmental conditions 

and growth strains. As a matter of fact, the influence of site factors such as wind, slope of the site, 

minor trembling of the ground etc. could affect the growth strains. According to the data obtained 

from HTR experiments, the amount of hygrothermal recovery of transverse strains has a positive 

relationship with the increase of temperature at heat treatments. Actually, there is no doubt that 

application of heat treatment plays an important role on expedition of relaxation and release of growth 

strains. Results of laboratory experiments showed that samples of site I have lower tangential strain 

values than site II which could be due to smaller diameter of the site I samples and also the moderate 

environmental conditions at site I. According to the comparison between the samples of two different 

locations, the increase of age in trees could be followed by increase on stem diameter and accordingly 

there would be an increase on the amounts of growth strains and stresses and more deformation on 

wood texture at production or even at service. Hence, this could be logic to promote the utilization of 

trees at relatively lower ages to prevent the application of high stressed timbers but with consideration 

of a good protection in forest nature. 
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natural fibre-reinforced structures? 
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Abstract 

The economic importance of fibre-reinforced composites is increasing as they can meet a number 

of demands: low weight, excellent mechanical performance in stiffness, strength and energy damping, 

benign fracture behaviour and low production costs. This holds true for unramified, „linear‟ fibre-

reinforced composites as well as for branched ones. In the last few years the research in the Plant 

Biomechanics Group Freiburg concentrated upon developing „linear‟ fibre-reinforced structures 

resulting in the realisation of the „technical plant stem‟, a biomimetic product inspired by a variety of 

structural and functional properties found in different plants. The stems of the giant reed (Arundo 

donax, Poaceae) and the Dutch rush (Equisetum hyemale, Equisetaceae) have been the most important 

biological concept generators. The studies have led to a biomimetic, lightweight, fibre-reinforced 

composite structure with optimised mechanical properties that was developed and produced together 

with the Institute for Textile Technology and Process Engineering Denkendorf. Another challenging 

problem is the development of branched biomimetic fibre-reinforced structures by using stem-branch 

attachments of natural role models. There is a strong demand for a solution of how to manufacture 

nodal elements and/or ramifications with an optimised force flow, a demand evident in many areas of 

fibre-reinforced composite technology. Examples are hubs of wind-power plants, branch points in 

framework constructions in the building industry and in aerospace, ramified vein prostheses in medical 

technology or the connecting nodes of bicycle frames. Investigations were carried out in order to 

assess the potential of hierarchically structured plant ramifications as concept generators for 

innovative, biomimetic branched fibre-reinforced composites. Ramified plant species with pronounced 

fibre matrix structure served as biological role models, amongst others monocotyledons of the genera 

Dracaena and Freycinetia, and columnar cacti. These plants possess a special hierarchical stem 

organisation, which markedly differs from that of other woody plants by consisting of isolated fibres 

and/or wood strands running in a partially lignified ground tissue matrix. The plants exhibit Y- and T-

shaped ramifications, which in their angles resemble those of the branched technical structures. 

Preliminary investigations confirm that the ramifications possess mechanical characteristics that are of 

interest for a transfer into technical applications, including a benign breaking behaviour, a good 

oscillation damping caused by high energy absorption and a high potential for lightweight 

construction. The results demonstrate the great potential for a successful technical transfer and are 

leading to the development of concepts for demonstrators in lab scale that already incorporate 

“solutions inspired by nature”. 

Introduction 

The increasing demand for lightweight materials with good damping and other beneficial 

mechanical properties is leading to the production of an ever increasing number and diversity of fibre-

reinforced composites. This development is also being driven by the combination of decreasing fossil 

fuel resources, long-term increase of costs for raw material (e.g. steel, carbon) and high standards for 
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excellent performance, which can be found for many structures that are subjected to extreme tension, 

torsion and bending forces and moments. In many instances, these loads are dynamic and thus 

especially critical for the structural integrity of the component (Fig. 1).  

 

 

Fig. 1 Cross-member from the 

company Ilsenburger Grobblech. 

 

 

 

This is especially the case for mechanical parts in moving objects like cars or planes. Some of these 

parts cannot be easily made of fibre-reinforced composites because the production of complexly 

shaped structures is still difficult, particularly so when these are branched. Here, the limits of classic 

engineering optimisation techniques have been reached. The approach of biomimetic optimisation is 

very promising as 1) it combines different substructures into a superordinate structure in order to 

optimise mechanical characteristics, a principle that is common in nature, and 2) the laminated 

configuration of technical products, as e.g. a carbon-fibre-reinforced epoxy resin and some plant 

stems, as e.g. the layered structure of a bamboo stalk are highly comparable (Fig. 2) [1]). Thus, the 

potential of nature as a role model for designing fibre-reinforced components is very high and 

consequently, here the biomimetic approach is very promising. The general potential of biomimetic 

approaches will be described for the concrete specific example of unbranched and branched technical 

fibre-reinforced composites that are studied in the Plant Biomechanics Group Freiburg in cooperation 

with several other research institutes. 

The ‚technical plant stem„ is a case study for the development of a „linear‟ bomimetically 

optimised fibre-reinforced structure by the ‟Bottom-Up Process‟ as defined by the Plant Biomechanics 

Group Freiburg [2, 3]. The methodological approach for developing „branched‟ composite structures 

can be described as a „Top-Down Process‟.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Section of carbon-fibre-reinforced EP-resin-laminate (left) and bamboo stem wall (right), from [1]. 
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Material and methods 

Material 

Plant material from Equisetum hyemale (Dutch rush, Fig. 3A) and Arundo donax (giant reed, Fig. 

3B) was gathered in the Botanic Garden Freiburg and natural habitats near Montpellier.  

 

 
* 

Fig. 3 Two of the five biological concept generators for the ’technical plant stem’. Cross-section of the stem 

(diam. 6 mm) of the horsetail Equisetum hyemale (Dutch rush) and of the stem wall (width 4.3 mm) of the giant 

reed (Arundo donax), from [5]. 

 

These species were the two most important of the five botanical concept generators investigated for 

the „technical plant stem‟ (Fig. 4) [4-6]. Monocotyledons and cacti used as role models for the studies 

on branched structures originated from diverse commercial greenhouses as well as from the Botanical 

Gardens in Dresden and Freiburg. 

 

 

Fig. 4 The ‘technical plant stem’ as an example for a 

‘linear’ biomimetically optimised fibre-reinforced 

composite, from [5]. 

 

 

 

 

Methods: „linear‟ fibre-reinforced composites 

The botanical concept generators for the „technical plant stem‟ were first investigated within basic 

research projects, which represent the starting point of the „Bottom-Up Process‟ for carrying out a 

biomimetic research and development project (biology push) [2, 3] . In a first step, the functional 

morphology as well as the biomechanics of the plant stems was analysed. The stems were structurally 

analysed by means of light and electron microscopy and subjected to cyclic loading experiments, 

vibration tests and various static mechanical tests both within the elastic range and until failure [7-12]. 

The excellent mechanical properties proved the potential for a transfer into technical applications by 
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using the plant structures as role models for developing a biomimetic product. The next and most 

crucial step in the „Bottom-Up Process‟ was the abstraction, i.e. the conceptual detachment of the 

principles inferred from their natural role models and introduction into a technical product. The 

technical implementation was done on the lab scale in the labs of the Plant Biomechanics Group 

Freiburg and on pilot plant scale with the Institute for Textile Technology and Process Engineering 

Denkendorf, a research institute specialized in producing technical textiles and fibre-reinforced 

composites with high complexity (for a detailed overview see [4-6].  

 

Methods: „branched„ fibre-reinforced composites 

An R&D project based on a „Top-Down Process‟ in biomimetics is initiated by a concrete technical 

problem (1, Fig. 5) posed by an engineer of a company (technology pull). While such a question – 

„How can the performance and the production of branched fibrous composite structures be optimised?‟ 

- is the undeniable origin of the project, the solution is not limited to the needs of one particular 

application, but rather can be used in a large number of products and may even generate new technical 

applications. After the technical problem has been described and clearly defined, the second step is 

seeking adequate concept generators in nature (2). The concept generators with the highest potential of 

solving the technical problem are retained at the end of this step. When the screening procedure is 

completed, appropriate principles based on structures and functions of one or more concept generators 

are identified (3). In order to do this, biomechanical tests as well as various optical methods (see 

below) are used to analyse quantitatively the form-structure-function relationships of the model plants. 

The next step is the abstraction, a part of the project with great importance for the success of the whole 

project (4). In the abstraction, the principles found in nature are detached from the biological role 

models and translated to technical materials and structures. After this knowledge-transfer from the 

biologists to the engineers has been accomplished, the possibilities for a technical implementation are 

assessed and technical feasibility tests are carried out (5). Modelling of the natural structures and of 

technological implementations as well as manufacturing demonstrators on the lab scale and pilot plant 

scale is performed prior to prototyping. In the last step of a successful R&D project the biomimetically 

optimised structures are introduced onto the market, accompanied by flanking measures from the 

industrial partner (6). 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 Top-Down Process for developing biomimetically optimised branched fibre-reinforced structures . 
 

For analysing the anatomy of the branch-stem attachment regions of Dracaena and Freycinetia, 

two of the role models for branched biomimetic fibre-reinforced composites, serial thin and semi-thin 

sections were made (Fig. 6A) [13]. Additionally, scanning electron microscopy and microtomography 

were employed for analysing the external and internal organisation of the branching regions in 
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monocotyledons and cacti. The biomechanical tests include breaking experiments in which a force is 

applied to a lateral twig until this twig breaks (Fig. 7A), using similar methods as described in [14]. 

This setup allows determining the force necessary to break the twig and the fracture toughness as well 

as the stress and strain at fracture.  

 

 
Fig. 6 Biological concept generators. Longitudinal sections of the stem-branch attachment regions of Dracaena 

marginata (A) and drawings of Freycinetia insignis (B), as well as an external view of the stem-branch 

attachment of Cereus sp. (C). Schematic drawing of the arrangement of fibrous bundles or wood strands, 

respectively, in the stem-branch attachment region of Dracaena (D) and Cereus (E). Scale bars: (A): 5 mm; 

(B)(C): 50 mm. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Breaking experiments. Schematic drawing of the geometry of the stem-branch attachments (A). The solid 

line represents a lateral twig before bending, the dashed line represents a lateral twig shortly before fracture, 

Fcrit is the critical force necessary to break the twig. Exemplary force-displacement curve (B) measured for 

Dracaena reflexa by the fracture mechanics test setup shown in (A). 
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Straight, unbranched fibre-reinforced composites 

The axes of Equisetum hyemale and Arundo donax (Fig. 3), two of the biological concept 

generators of the „technical plant stem‟, show a compromise between high stability and low weight. 

Furthermore, the giant reed has excellent vibration damping properties (Fig. 8) [4, 12]. The 

outstanding mechanical properties are attained by several structural design principles in Equisetum 

hyemale and Arundo donax. 

 

 

Fig. 8 The culm of the giant 

reed shows harmonic bending 

vibration with exponential 

damping (the eight curves 

represent synchronous 

measurements at different levels 

above soil in a single stem), 

from [4]. 

. 

 

 
In Equisetum hyemale, a double ring structure with „T-strut-shaped‟ interconnections between the 

inner ring (two layered endodermis with lignified Casparian strips) and the outer ring 

(collenchymatous hypodermal sterome) is at the base of the highly stable lightweight construction 

(Fig. 3A). This is achieved in Arundo donax by another sophisticated, weight-optimised structure: the 

axes are composed of strengthening elements such as the sclerenchymatous caps of the vascular 

bundles which are embedded in a more flexible matrix of parenchymatous tissue, which is lignified to 

various degrees (Fig. 3B). As mentioned above, the similarity of the fibre-matrix arrangement in 

bamboo or in Arundo donax and in a technical fibre-reinforced composite is striking (Fig. 2). The 

hierarchical structuring of the culms, i.e. the existence of structural variations and gradients on 

different hierarchical levels, is responsible for the excellent mechanical properties of Arundo donax: 1) 

the angles of the fibre bundles may vary along the plant according to the main mechanical loads as e.g. 

in the transition between the horizontal rhizome and the upright culms, (2) most of the load-carrying 

material is placed in areas of the highest stress, i.e. towards the outside of the culm wall (Fig. 3B), 3) a 

gradual decrease of stiffness towards the hollow pith can be observed: this gradient is expressed 

through 3.1) a decrease of the amount of load-carrying material, 3.2. a decrease of the lignifications of 

the parenchymatous ground tissue, 3.3.an increase in size of the parenchyma cells. Additionally, a 

high-damping of oscillating wind forces is made possible by this structure and further improved by 4) 

a gradual transition in stiffness between fibre bundles (high stiffness) and the surrounding parenchyma 

matrix (low stiffness), a structure that creates many interfaces with (slightly) different mechanical 

properties that may improve damping by friction on a nano- or molecular scale. (see [5] for details). 

The structural basis of the interesting mechanical functions was abstracted and translated into a 

technical product, thereby creating an innovative, new technical fibre-reinforced composite material, 

the „technical plant stem‟. 
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The production process combines a thermo-set pultrusion set with a computer controlled braiding 

machine (Fig. 9). This machinery setup allows winding helically intertwining fibre strands (with 

different angles) around a core system. It is possible to vary the density, the arrangement and the 

angles of the fibres or fibre bundles in order to optimally design technical structures for a given load 

situation.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9 Braid pultrusion setup, © Institute for Textile Technology and Process Engineering Denkendorf. 

 

Potential areas of implementation of the „technical plant stem‟ are manifold, including optimised 

components for aerospace, automotive engineering, architecture, tool building, prostheses and sporting 

goods. A special application is the use of optimised biomimetic struts for the damping elements of a 

biomimetic shock-absorbing transportation pallet (Fig. 10A) [15]. The damping elements are 

integrated in the structures that connect the upper and lower cover plate of the pallet (Fig. 10B,C) The 

pallet can be used for safely transporting shock-sensitive goods like high-end computer hardware. 

 
 

Fig. 10 Bio-inspired, optimised shock-absorbing transportation pallet. (A) Complete view of a model of the 

transportation pallet. (B) Foot of the transportation pallet with damping element between the two holders. (C) 

Damping element consisting of fibre-reinforced struts (light grey) and silicon matrix (dark grey). 
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Branched fibre-reinforced composites 

The biological role models like the genera Dracaena (Fig. 6A) and Freycinetia (Fig. 6B) as well as 

columnar cacti like Cereus (Fig. 6C) show Y- and T-shaped branchings that in their angles resemble 

those of branched technical components. In both monocotyledons and columnar cacti, isolated fibres 

and/or wood strands run in a partially lignified ground tissue matrix, so that they form per se natural 

fibre-reinforced composites (Figs. 2, 6D,E). However, the morphology and hierarchical structuring of 

the stem-branch attachments are quite different: while the axes of monocots and cacti are optimised at 

various hierarchical levels, the angles, the course and the arrangement of the fibre or wood bundles in 

the matrix highly differ in the two groups of plants. The hierarchical bauplan of the plants can be 

subdivided in at least 5 levels: 1) the form of the branching, 2) the arrangement of the fibre-bundles, 3) 

the course of the individual fibre-bundles, 4) the anatomy of the fibre-bundles and the ultra structure 

of the fibres as well as 5) the gradients between fibres and matrix (Fig. 11). 
 

 
 

Fig. 11 Hierarchical organisation of natural concept generators © Plant Biomechanics Group Freiburg and 

Botanical Institute TU Dresden. 
 

In Dracaena, the evolutionary optimisation to complex loads has led to a network of somewhat 

helically, but mostly paraxially arranged fibrous bundles in large parts of both stem and branch and to 

a complex interwoven pattern in the regions where the branch is connected to the stem (Fig.6D). In a 

simplistic view, one could consider the stem and branch to be 1) non-hollow tubes that are 

interconnected by 2) a complex pattern of fibres with a 3) larger diameter at the interconnecting 
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region. The wood bands in stems and branches of columnar cacti are also more or less paraxially 

arranged showing net-like interconnection but form a very different pattern at the stem-branch 

interconnection (Fig. 6E).The stems and braches of columnar cacti can be considered as 1) woody 

tubes filled by a parenchymatous pith with an interconnection displaying a 2) complex but differently 

arranged pattern of wood bands and 3) a smaller diameter at the interconnection.  

First results for the fracture mechanics in the monocotyledons and cacti indicate that there exist 

different modes of fracture with distinct force-displacement curves. For example, in one of the modes 

of fracture of D. reflexa the form of the fracture is sickle-shaped. This mode of fracture can be 

correlated with a force-displacement curve that shows a benign breaking behaviour (Fig. 7B), i.e. with 

a long plastic range.  

For the transfer of the branched biological role models into technical products and the manufacture 

of circular preforms, the braiding technique is predestinated. Nowadays the overbraiding technique or 

the 3D-rotary braiding technique is used to manufacture braids of elementary shapes, which can be 

used as reinforcement of lightweight structures [16-18]. The producibility of braided branchings, 

which shall be used for the technical translation, has been proved possible in principle in recent years 

[16, 18]. A potential braiding unit and a first prototype of a braided T-shaped preform are shown in 

Fig. 12A and 12B, respectively. 

 

 

 

Fig.12 Radial braiding unit (A) 

and a first prototype of braided 

T-shaped perform (B), © ILK 

Dresden. 

 

 

The potential fields of implementation are similar to those of the „technical plant stem‟ but have the 

added advantage of connective joints that can connect tubular shaped fibre-reinforced composites. The 

joints shall be able to bear high loads and moments following the example of the biological role 

models. Our goal is to design these joints in a way that the continuation of the fibres from the tubular 

structures through the joint and to the next tubular structure is guaranteed. By adjusting the amount, 

the diameter and the arrangement pattern of the fibres in the joint, following the example of the 

biological role models, the mechanical load capacity in the joint can be adjusted to be higher than the 

load capacity in the tubes if this is of technical interest. It is intended to implement these adjustments 

on several hierarchical levels. This technique will help to reduce cracks that form through excessive 

notch stresses in the joints and thus will help to increase the life-span and safety of components for 

automotive engineering, aerospace and many other areas of lightweight engineering. 
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Abstract  
 

In nature many self-healing processes can be found, e.g. involving the coagulation of latices. The 

transfer of these mechanisms into technical applications may yield biomimetic polymeric components 

with intrinsic and autonomous self-healing capacities. Chemical, physical and mechanical analyses of 

the latices of Hevea brasiliensis and Ficus benjamina were conducted to characterize the changes 

taking place during coagulation. In the case of H. brasiliensis latex, particle size analyses, particle 

surface charge measurements and IR-spectroscopic measurements support the theory that coagulation 

is initiated by the protein hevein which links rubber particles to larger polymer units. Thus larger 

particles can be found in the latex as soon as the process of coagulation is initiated. The same analysis 

was done for the latex of F. benjamina. However, in this case the particle size analysis shows no larger 

particles after coagulation. Tensile tests of the bark of F. benjamina revealed the self-healing 

properties of the coagulation process in planta. 

 

Introduction 
 

Polymers are often used in applications subjected to heavy mechanical loads. In individual cases 

components may fail spontaneously even below their maximum critical load. This fatigue fracture is 

caused by micro-cracks which can exist in every component. Under cyclical loading these cracks grow 

to overcritical lengths, resulting in the failure of the component. Stopping or even healing these micro-

cracks might inhibit or at least decelerate crack expansion. Especially intrinsic and autonomous self-

healing strategies as found in nature might serve as concept generators for biomimetic self-healing 

elastomers. Within the past decade research yielded several technical materials with self-healing 

effects which are at least partly inspired from biological self-healing mechanisms [1,2]. These effects 

can be achieved by compartmentalised systems, where micro capsules [3] or hollow fibres/ micro 

tubes [4,5] filled with a healing agent are embedded into a polymer matrix. By damage-induced 

breaking of these micro capsules or hollow fibres/micro tubes, the healing agent enters the lesion and 

heals the damage. However, no such self-healing system was realised for (elastic) polymers used in 

the project presented here, yet. Apart from the compartmentalised systems, vascular self-healing 

systems were investigated [6,7]. As the production process of these systems is relativey complex, a 

network that could be worked into a self-healing system more easily would be advantageous. Another 

biomimetic approach uses turgescent cellular plant structures that seal and repair fissures caused by 

internal growth processes or external lesions. These plant systems have been used successfully as 

concept generator for the development of self-repairing foams for pneumatic technical structures [8,9]. 

Several plant species like Hevea brasiliensis seal fissures by coagulation of latices, which occur as 

healing agents in branched micro-pipe systems. These micro-pipe systems are mainly found in the 

bark and are under a pressure of up to 8 bar. As described by [10], H. brasiliensis seals lesions after 

injury by cross-linking rubber particles with the protein hevein (Fig 1).  
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Fig. 1 Coagulation of H. brasiliensis latex. The protein 

hevein is stored in vacuolar structures called lutoids. 

Rubber particles and lutoids are present in the latex. 

After injury the lutoids burst due to the pressure drop 

caused by the pressure difference between latex- 

bearing micro-pipes and air pressure. Thus they 

release the hevein, which cross-links the rubber 

particles via receptor proteins enveloping the rubber 

particles (modified from [1]). 

 

Ficus benjamina, known as the Weeping Fig or Benjamin’s Fig, is another latex bearing plant. The 

latices of H. brasiliensis and F. benjamina were compared by quantitatively analysing structural and 

functional parameters, as particle size distribution, zeta potential, IR-spectra and rheology. 

Furthermore biomechanical analyses were conducted. 

 

Material and methods 
 

Latex of H. brasiliensis was acquired by purchase (JaLaTEX, a liquid ammonia latex) and the latex 

of F. benjamina was extracted by tapping fresh plant material. Biomechanical analyses were 

conducted using freshly prepared bark samples of about 1.5 years old F. benjamina plants. 

The particle size distribution of both latices was measured by a Malvern Mastersizer 2000 by laser 

diffraction where particles in the sample passing a laser beam scatter light at an angle that is directly 

related to their size. Particles are assumed as spherical and the diameter is read out. Particle sizes of 

both fresh latex samples and latex samples spread out on an object slide for 20 min in the case of 

JaLaTEX and 32 min in the case of F. benjamina latex were analysed. 

The zeta potential of the particles in both latex dispersions was measured by a Malvern Zetasizer 

Nano-ZS. In this method the zeta potential, the surface charge of a particle, is measured by applying 

an electrical field across the dispersion. The electrical field influences the mobility of particles, which 

can be converted to the zeta potential. Fresh latex samples were used and analysed in both an alkaline 

(ammonia solution) and a neutral (H2O) milieu. 

Analyses of changes in chemical bonds during coagulation were conducted by TG-IR 

(thermogravimetry with infrared interconnection; Brukeroptics Vertex 70) with attenuated total 

reflection (ATR). Analyses were started immediately after spreading out the fresh latex samples on the 

measuring instrument. During the infrared spectroscopy a measuring beam penetrates the latex sample. 

Due to interactions with the covalent bonds presented by the sample´s molecules the beam is 

attenuated and reflected. Measuring these effects permits conclusions on the chemical composition of 

the sample within the depth of penetration of the measuring beam. The limited measuring depth made 

it necessary to measure both the upper side and the bottom side of coagulated latex samples as changes 

in the IR-spectra during coagulation might also result from sedimentation of substances within the 

depth of penetration of the measuring beam.  

Rheological analyses of JaLaTEX were conducted in a rotary viscosimeter (Bohlin Rheometer 

Gemini). The torque required to rotate a disk in a fluid, which is a function of the viscosity of that 

fluid, is measured. A ‘cone and plate’ system was used with a cone of an angle of 1° and a diameter of 

20 mm. 
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Biomechanical analyses involved tensile tests of both uninjured and injured bark of F. benjamina, 

using an Inspekt retrofit, Hegewald & Peschke. The last-mentioned tests were conducted by injuring 

plants and preparing bark samples right after injuring and after a latency time of 35 min. Only tests 

were evaluated where samples were not ripped apart at the experimental setup clamps.  

Results and discussion 

Both fresh JaLaTEX and the fresh latex of F. benjamina show a bimodal particle size distribution 

(Fig 2). Particle sizes in JaLaTEX peak at 0.25 µm and 1 µm whereas particles in F. benjamina latex 

peak at 0.8 µm and 3.3 µm and thus are larger than those in JaLaTEX. The JaLaTEX particle size 

distribution changes when tested 20 min after spreading out on an object slide, where the curve of 

particle size is spread towards larger sizes and a third peak of even larger particles (about 7 µm) 

becomes apparent. These results support the above mentioned theory of coagulation of H. brasiliensis 

latex as in JaLaTEX larger particles than those observed in fresh JaLaTEX form after coagulation. 

Since ultrasonics, which separates agglomerates, was applied right before measuring, these larger 

particles must have developed by formation of chemical bonds. However this increase in particle size 

is not observed for the latex of F. benjamina, where even after 32 min no further peaks appeared and 

the shape of the particle size curve remained nearly unaltered. 

 

 
Fig. 2  Particle size distributions of JaLaTEX (A) and F. benjamina latex (B) in fresh latex (grey) and several 

minutes after spreading out the latex on an object slide (black: 20 min for JaLaTEX and 32 min for F. benjamina 

respectively). 
 

The surface of particles in F. benjamina latex is negatively charged in an alkaline milieu and thus 

particles are stabilised under these conditions. In a neutral milieu the surface is only faintly negatively 

charged, which supports the aggregation of latex particles. A negatively charged particle surface was 

also found in JaLaTEX due to the storage in a stabilising ammonia solution. 

A 

B 
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IR-spectroscopic measurements of both latices revealed greatest changes in the spectra about 6 to 

10 min after initiating the coagulation process (Fig 3). Observations of the latex during coagulation 

showed that in this period of time the transparency of the latex changes as well. When comparing the 

spectra before and after this period it becomes apparent that besides the decrease of water (absorption 

between ca. 3000 cm
-1

 and 3700 cm
-1

) caused by evaporation, both amide bonds (absorption at e.g. 

1540 cm
-1

) and CH3- and CH2-bonds (absorption at e.g. 2870 cm
-1

) increase within the measuring 

depth. Comparisons of the upper side and the bottom side of coagulated latex showed that the increase 

in the above mentioned bonds does not arise from sedimentation of proteins but rather indicates the 

formation of new protein bonds. It is still to be clarified what the increase of CH3- and CH2-bonds can 

be ascribed to. 

 
 

Fig. 3  IR-spectroscopic picture of the coagulation process of JaLaTEX(A) and F. benjamina latex (B). Greatest 

changes in the spectra occur after 6 to 10 min (shaded grey) 
 

Rheological analyses of JaLaTEX revealed an abrupt increase in viscosity (Fig 4). The time of this 

increase is related to the shear stress applied. In the case of a shear stress of 120 Pa only a slight 

increase up to 3 ∙ 10
-7

 MPa∙s can be observed until about 200 s. After that the viscosity increases 

steeply up to 0.6 MPa∙s after 230 s. This result indicates that an abrupt change in viscosity may also 

appear after several minutes under natural conditions, but this remains to be tested. 

 

 
Fig. 4  Viscosity of JaLaTEX. Applied shear stress was 120 Pa. 

A B 
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The curve shapes of the tensile strength tests (Fig 5) elucidate two phases of sample behaviour 

before failure of the specimen. After a linear-elastic phase where the sample elongates by an 

elongation of cells, a linear-plastic phase succeeds where an elongation is reached probably by sliding 

of fibres, characterized by a smaller slope of the curve. After reaching the tensile strength the samples 

failed in all tensile strengths tests by rupture of the whole specimen. The tensile strength of the bark 

varies with the heal-up time after injuring. The tensile strength of bark immediately after injuring is 

smaller than that of uninjured bark. 35 min after injuring the tensile strength is partly restored, 

however, does not reach the values of uninjured bark. Thus a self-healing mechanism can be attributed 

to the coagulation of latex in F. benjamina bark as other self-healing mechanisms start later than 35 

min after injuring. 
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Fig. 2  Tensile tests of the bark of F. benjamina. (A) Stress-strain curve of uninjured bark. (B) Stress-strain 

curve of bark immediately after injuring. (C) Stress-strain curve of bark 35 minutes after injuring. 
 

 

 

A 

B 

C 
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Conclusion 

Particle size analyses, particle surface charge measurements and IR-spectroscopic measurements 

support the coagulation theory described in literature for the latex of Hevea brasiliensis. A similar 

process is also supported by our measurements for the latex of Ficus benjamina. However, in the latex 

of this species no increase in particle size could be observed during coagulation. These findings, in 

combination with the results of biomechanic analyses of the bark of F. benjamina, corroborate the 

existence of a fast self-healing process by coagulation of latex. 
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Abstract  

Science currently goes through a major change, with biology gaining increasing importance. A new 

Leitwissenschaft that can be called “Biological Physics“ is evolving. Biomimetics, i.e., technology 

transfer from biology to engineering, is especially promising in MEMS development because of the 

material constraints in both fields. Biomimetic concepts such as integration instead of additive 

construction, optimization of the whole instead of maximization of a single component feature, multi-

functionality instead of mono-functionality and development via trial-and-error processes can also be 

applied by engineers not at all involved in biology.  

A novel way to describe the complexity of biological and engineering approaches depending on the 

number of different base materials is proposed: Either many materials are used (material dominates) 

or few materials (form dominates) or just one material (structure dominates). The complexity of the 

approach (in biology as well as in engineering) increases with decreasing number of base materials. 

Biomimetics is a field that has the potential to drive major technical advances and that continuously 

contributes to “Biological Physics”.  

The Biomimicry Innovation Method is applied to identify high-potential biological systems, 

processes and materials that can inspire emerging MEMS technologies as well as optimizing existing 

ones. Best practices identified comprise algae, horses, Malaysian tropical rainforest understory plants, 

iridescent fruits, peacock feathers, bird skin, green algae, humans (immune system), adhesive pads in 

the gecko and in herbivorous insects as well as the mechanical defense strategies of their food. 

Introduction 

In biomimetics, materials, processes and systems in Nature are analyzed, the underlying principles 

are extracted and subsequently applied to science and technology [1][2][3]. Biomimetics is a growing 

field that has the potential to drive major technical advances [4]. It might substantially support 

successful mastering of current challenges in the development of novel 3D micro- and 

nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS), e.g., concerning friction, adhesion and wear in 

such systems (tribological aspects) [5]. The biomimetic approach can result in innovative new 

technological constructions, processes and developments [3]. Biomimetics can aid MEMS developers 

to manage the specific requirements in systems or product design, which are even more relevant than 

for conventional products, especially to create products and processes that are sustainable and perform 

well (e.g. to overcome stiction), to integrate new functions, to reduce production costs, to save energy, 

to cut material costs, to redefine and eliminate “waste”, to heighten existing product categories, to 

define new product categories and industries, to drive revenue and to build unique brands [6][7][8][9]. 

Recurrent principles in biological materials and systems are hierarchy [10][11] and multi-

functionality. Vincent and co-workers analyzed 500 biological phenomena, covering over 270 

functions, at different levels of hierarchy [10]. Depending on the extent to which each level of the 

hierarchy is dependent on its lower levels, adaptation or optimization of the biomaterial is 
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independently possible at each level of hierarchy. Size differences between hierarchy levels tend to be 

about a factor of ten [11]. A major advantage of hierarchical structuring is that the material can be 

made multifunctional and that a specific material property, such as fracture toughness, can be 

improved by optimization at different size levels. A direct consequence is the increase in adaptability 

of natural materials. Functions can be modified or enriched by structuring on an additional level of 

hierarchy. Adaptability increases, therefore, as a function of the number of levels of hierarchy. This is 

probably why such a wide range of material and structural properties (see Figure 1 for biological SiO2 

structures in glass-making microorganisms, [7]) can be provided in Nature by such a small range of 

base materials [12][13].  

Biological materials show excellent characteristics that are difficult to grasp in terms of commonly 

used material properties such as resilience (a component of ecosystem stability: the ability of an 

ecosystem to recover after disturbance) [14][15][16], self-repair [17], adaptability [16], benevolent 

behavior [18] and redirected crack propagation [19][20]. 

Structure and function as well as structure and material are closely related in natural systems. 

Gordon [21] states “Structures are made from materials and we shall talk about structures and 

materials; but in fact there is no clear-cut dividing line between a material and a structure.” 

Historically interested readers might also want to read Haeckel’s book “Art forms in nature” [22] and 

D’Arcy Thompson’s book “On Growth and Form” [23], especially chapters V on biomineralized 

structures and VIII on form and mechanical efficiency. Investigations on the cause of the excellent 

properties of natural materials lead to investigations of intrinsic material properties. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Structure dominated micromechanical components (SiO2 shells of algae). Left: Zipper-like structure in 

Aulacoseira. Middle: Zoom into the same image. © Duncan Waddell, XTAL Enterprises, Australia. Right: 

Spring-like structure in Rutilaria grevilleana. © R.M. Crawford, AWI Bremerhaven, Germany. Images used with 

permission. From [7]. 

 

Science currently goes through a large change: in biology more and more causation and natural 

laws are being uncovered [24]. Biology has changed from being very descriptive to a science that can 

be acknowledged and understood (in terms of concepts) by researchers coming from “hard sciences” 

such as chemistry, physics, engineering. The “hard sciences” rely on experimental, empirical, 

quantifiable data or the scientific method, and focus on accuracy and objectivity [25]. The amount of 

causal laws in this new biology (indicated by the ratio of causal versus descriptive knowledge, Figure 

2) is steadily growing and a new field that can be called “Biological Physics” is emerging [24]. The 

languages of the various fields of science increasingly get compatible, and the amount of 

collaborations and joint research projects between researchers coming from the “hard sciences” and 

biologists have increased tremendously over the last years. 

Recurrent concepts in biomimetics are integration instead of additive construction, optimization of 

the whole instead of maximization of a single component feature, multi-functionality instead of mono-

functionality and development via trial-and-error processes. Such concepts can easily be transferred to 

technology, and can be applied by engineers with no knowledge of biology at all [3][9][24].  

The complexity of biological and engineering approaches depend on the number of different base 

materials used (Figure 3): Either many materials are used (material dominates) or few materials (form 

dominates) or just one material (structure dominates) [7].  
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Fig. 2 The increasing amount of 

causal laws in biology generates 

promising areas of overlap with hard 

sciences such as physics, chemistry 

and engineering. 

 

The importance of structures and the complexity of the approach (in biology as well as in 

engineering) increase inversely with the number of different materials that are or can be used. This can 

be seen in technology from the meter to the nanometer length scale. The Eiffel tower, e.g., which is 

mainly made from steel, has many levels of structural hierarchy with important structures on every 

length scale [7].  

 

 

 
Fig. 3 The complexity of biological 

and engineering approaches depends 

on the number of different base 

materials used and/or available. 

Material and methods 

In MEMS and NEMS technology – comparable to biology - a limited number of base materials 

such as Si, SiO2, Silicon nitride, GaAs, Silicon carbide, diamond, InP, SiGe, ferroelectric materials 

and polymers is used, providing a wide range of functional and structural properties. Therefore, 

biomimetics seems to prove especially promising for MEMS development [7]. 

Nachtigall promoted analogy search and states that the nature of qualitative analogy research is 

impartial, open-minded comparison. He presents numerous examples of insect micromorphology and 

relates functional mechanisms to technological examples in a visual comparison [26]. 

Here, the Biomimicry Innovation Method (BIM) [27] is applied to identify high-potential 

biological systems, processes and materials that can inspire emerging MEMS technologies as well as 

optimizing existing ones. BIM is an innovation method that seeks sustainable solutions by emulating 

Nature's time-tested patterns and strategies. The goal is to create products, processes, and policies - 

new ways of living - that are well adapted to life on earth over the long haul. BIM involves 

specifically trained biologists as well as engineers, natural scientists, architects and/or designers from 

universities or companies. BIM is for example used in the rainforest (high species variety resulting in 

high innovation potential) to learn from and emulate natural models.  
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Table 1 Application of the Biomimicry Innovation Method regarding structure dominated components 

Function Biologized question:  

How does nature … 

Nature’s best practice Generated process/ 

product ideas 

Hinges and 

interlocking 

devices 

… mechanically 

connect hard single 

cells? 

Diatoms in chains 

[28][29][30][31][32][33] 

micromechanical 

optimization of 3D-

MEMS structure 

Click-stop 

mechanism 

… unfold structures 

and then fix them?  

Corethron pennatum, C. 

criophilum [29][34][35] 

obtain 3D structures 

from 2D structures 

Springs …  reversibly store 

mechanical energy? 

Rutilaria grevilleana, R. 

philipinnarum [36] 

Energy storage in 

MEMS  

Parts connected in 

a chain with 

adjustable length 

… provide stability to 

chains in turbulent 

environments? 

Ellerbeckia arenaria [32] MEMS with 

moveable parts 

Movable rigid 

parts 

… optimize moveable 

parts?  

Melosira sp., Ellerbeckia 

arenaria [32] 

3D MEMS with 

moveable parts 

Pumps … move fluids? Rutilaria grevilleana, 

Rutilaria philipinnarum [36] 

micropumps for lab-

on-a-chip  

Unfoldable 

structures 

… make 3D structures 

from rigid parts? 

Corethron pennatum, C. 

criophilum [29][34][35] 

obtain 3D structures 

from 2D structures 

Energy dissipation … dissipate 

mechanical energy? 

Solium exsculptum [5][37] 3D-MEMS 

Fracture control, 

Crack redirection 

… mechanically 

protect viable parts? 

Equus ferus caballus [19][20] quality assurance of 

MEMS 

Lubrication  … prevent wear? Unknown diatom species [33] preventing stiction 

Stability 

(reinforcement) 

… mechanically 

protect viable parts? 

Solium exsculptum [5][37] quality assurance of 

MEMS 

Surface texturing  … structure surfaces? diatoms [28], especially 

Solium exsculptum [5][37] 

MEMS 

Photoprotective 

coating 

… protect photo- 

sensitive plants? 

Begonia pavonina, Diplazium 

tomentosum, Phyllagathis 

rotundifolia [38], Selaginella 

willdenowii, S. uncinata [39] 

MEMS 

Photonic 

components 

… make colours 

without pigments? 

diatoms [28], feathers [40], 

butterflies and moths [41][42], 

iridescent plants [38][39][43] 

[44][45] [46][47][48][49], bird 

and mammal skin [50][51] 

[52], iridescent marine algae 

[53][54], blue spruce [55]  

photonic micro- and 

nanodevices, MEMS 

Pressure resistant 

containers 

… deal with high 

pressures? 

Euglena gracilis pellicle [56] lab-on-a-chip 

Fixation … mechanically fix 

structures? 

Corethron pennatum, C. 

criophilum [29][34][35] 

3D-MEMS, lab-on-a-

chip 

Selective, 

switchable 

adhesion  

… reversibly and 

switchable adhere to 

structures? 

Homo sapiens sapiens 

immune system 

[5][31][57][58][59] 

reusable lab-on-a-

chip devices [60] 

Dry adhesives … reversibly attach to 

surfaces? 

gecko foot [61][62], insect 

attachment pads [63][64], 

plant wax surfaces [65][66] 

connect MEMS parts, 

nanoadhesives 

[67][68] 

Self-healing 

adhesives 

… prevents breaking 

of adhesive bonds? 

self-healing diatom adhesives 

[69][70][71] 

self-healing MEMS 

parts connections, 

nanoadhesives [72] 
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The steps in BIM are as follows: Identify function, biologize the question, find Nature’s best 

practices and generate product ideas. 

Identify function: The biologists distil challenges posed by engineers/natural scientists/architects 

and/or designers to their functional essence. 

Biologize the question: In the next step, these functions are translated into biological questions such 

as “How does Nature mechanically connect hard single cells?” or “How does Nature generate 3D 

structures from rigid parts?” The basic question is “What would Nature do here?” The experience of 

one of the authors (ICG) on the boundary between biology and engineering, literature search, talks 

with experts from biology and the AskNature.org database provided by the Biomimicry Institute are 

utilized in course of the BIM to exploit the large biodiversity in rainforests and in the water bodies of 

the world and to find biological inspiration for functions relevant for MEMS such as click-stop 

mechanisms, micropumps, energy dissipation and lubrication (Table 1).  

Find Nature’s best practices: Screens of the relevant literature in scientific databases as well as 

entering a highly inspiring environment with the biologized questions in mind (task-oriented visit) are 

used to obtain a compendium of how plants, animals and ecosystems solve the specific challenge. The 

inspiring environments should preferably be habitats with high species diversity, e.g., the rain forest or 

a coral reef. Thereby a compendium of how plants, animals and ecosystems solve the specific 

challenge is obtained. 

Generate process/product ideas: From these best practices (90% of which are usually new to 

clients) ideas for cost-effective, innovative, life-friendly and sustainable products and processes are 

generated. 

Results and discussion 

The best practices identified are biological micro- and nanostructures in organisms as diverse as 

algae, horses, Malaysian tropical rainforest understory plants, peacocks, birds, green algae, humans 

(immune system), adhesive pads in the gecko and in herbivorous insects as well as the mechanical 

defense strategies (wax crystals) of their food. The summary of the results is given in Table 1. 

The organisms that occur most often in the table are diatoms. Diatoms are unicellular microalgae 

with a cell wall consisting of a siliceous skeleton enveloped by a thin organic case [28]. The cell walls 

of each diatom form a pillbox-like shell consisting of two parts that fit within each other. These 

microorganisms vary greatly in shape, ranging from box-shaped to cylindrical; they can be 

symmetrical as well as asymmetrical and exhibit an amazing diversity of nanostructured frameworks. 

These biogenic hydrated silica structures have elaborate shapes, interlocking devices, and, in some 

cases, hinged structures.  

The silica shells of the diatoms experience various forces from the environment and also from the 

cell itself when it grows and divides, and the form of these micromechanical parts has been 

evolutionarily optimized during the last 150 million years or more (Figure 1). The diatom species 

Rutilaria grevilleana and Rutilaria philipinnarum have structures that might be interpreted as springs 

[7][36]. However, more detailed investigation is needed to confirm this. Ellerbeckia arenaria [73] is a 

diatom that lives in waterfalls. E. arenaria cells form string like colonies, which can be several 

millimeters long and can reversibly be elongated by one third of their original length [32][37][7]. The 

diatoms Melosira sp. [32], Solium exsculptum [5][4] and Ellerbeckia arenaria are interesting best 

practices for optimization of moveable parts in Nature. The diatom species Solium exsculptum lived 45 

million years ago. Scanning Electron Microscopy images of this Eocene fossil from a deposit at Mors, 

Denmark reveal that the connections between sibling cells are still in good condition [5].  

Rutilaria philipinnarum is a fossil colonial diatom thought to have lived in inshore marine waters 

(Crawford, personal communication 2008). In this species, the single diatoms connect by linking 

spines and by a complex siliceous structure termed the periplekton. These linking structures on the one 

hand keep the cells together, but on the other hand also keep distance between the cells. The shape of 

the spines allows expansion of the chain to a certain maximum distance and compression to a 

minimum distance, in which case there is still some fluid between the cells. The links allow movement 

of single cells in the chain against or from each other in a rather one-dimensional way [29].  

Structural photonic components in biology exhibit a huge variety [28][40]-[42][38][39][43]-[55]. 
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Conclusion 

Application of the Biomimicry Innovation Method concerning 3D micro- and nanomechanical 

systems might prove highly useful concerning MEMS development. The inspiring organisms, 

structures and function already identified lay a sound foundation to proceed to the next step: MEMS 

developers interested in including the bioinspired approaches presented in this work have already been 

approached and bioinspired 3D MEMS will be designed and modeled and prototypes will be 

constructed. Further analysis of the rich flora in South East Asia might provide further useful input 

concerning novel approaches regarding MEMS. Increasing awareness about the innovation potential 

of the rainforest might cause a paradigm shift in the way locals view the pristine forests.  
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Shape Optimization – Biomimetic or Naturemimetic?  

 

Claus Mattheck, Roland Kappel 

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH, Germany 

Abstract  

Evolution in biology is a competition of the species for survival. To survive, plants and animals are 

forced to most efficiently apply energy and material. To improve the mechanical load capacity of 

supporting structures, material and shape are optimized. One of the main approaches to optimizing the 

shape is the Axiom of Uniform Stress, which has a great explanatory value in biological design.  

 

This concept provides for a homogeneous stress distribution along the surface of self-optimizing 

structures. With a minimal use of material, they become as strong as necessary to reliably perform 

their function. Plants and animals realize this by load-adapted growth, which means that higher growth 

increments occur at higher loaded areas. In the end, the given mechanical load dominates the current 

design. 

 

The principles of this highly effective but individual biological design have been explored and 

transferred to mechanical engineering. In a first step, this was done for technical components by a 

computer simulation of load-adapted growth. Further developments led to a tremendous simplification 

in the design process. The state of the art is the Method of Tensile Triangles - a simple graphic method 

to implement the Axiom of Uniform Stress along surface contours. 

 

By applying the Method of Tensile Triangles, engineering components can be designed according 

to biological design rules and existent biological structures can be reconstructed. Amazingly, also 

some abiotic natural phenomena, without the feature of biological growth and, of course, which are 

not subject to evolutionary processes, exhibit analogue forms. The present paper will focus on the 

design of selected abiotic natural phenomena and compare it to biological design. The design of 

erosion products in the geomechanical formation and of juvenile stalactites and icicles will be 

highlighted. It appears to be subject to the same design rules of nature as biological structures.  

Introduction 

Since more than 15 years the design of biological load carriers is explored at Forschungszentrum 

Karlsruhe. Biological structures are highly optimized to their mechanical load. Exquisite toughness 

and durability are not only an effect of material properties and bearing load. Also their shape plays an 

important role for their stability [1]. In the course of evolution not only the shape of individual 

structures is optimized but also the mechanisms to achieve an ultimate design [2]. 

A basic design rule of nature is the “Axiom of Uniform Stress” avoiding weak spots due to 

overstressed areas as well as waste of material due to minor stressed areas. Along the surface of 

biological structures this design rule is realized due to local growth increments governed by load. 

The software program CAO (Computer Aided Optimization) was written to simulate the 

mechanism of load adapted growth by computer calculations. They enable redesign of biological 

structures as well as the design of engineering components according to the design rules of nature [3]. 
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The experience of many components designed with the CAO software identified similar contours for 

many results. Therefore an enormous simplification by fitting the contour with the Method of Tensile 

Triangles was possible [4]. But applying the Method of Tensile Triangles it becomes obvious that the 

contour seems to be abundant in nature, even for abiotic structures. 

Material and methods 

To explore the extension of validity for the Axiom of uniform stress an observant screening of 

nature and a deeper mechanical understanding is necessary. A good agreement with the contour of the 

Tensile Triangles is a good indicator for a uniform stress state along the fitted contour.  

In the following the simple but effective tools “Shear-Square“ and the “Method of Tensile 

Triangles” are introduced. 

The square formation of shear stresses that is common in mechanical literature can be also used to 

visualize the force flow. The descriptive approach of a small rotatable square “nailed” on the slip line 

of the shear show that it would turn under longitudinal shear stress (Fig 1a). As imaginary shear-

squares do not rotate inside the component, counteracting transverse shear stresses of equal magnitude 

avoid the rotation (Fig. 1b). Tensile and compressive stresses displaced by 45° are equivalent to these 

shear stresses (Fig. 1c). This simple but effective tool does not substitute any stress calculations but it 

gives a good view of the local force flow [5].  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Non-rotating Shear-Square and equivalent tension and compression stresses [6]. 

 

The Method of Tensile Triangles provides the reduction of notch stresses along a sharp kinked 

contour [3]. Notch stresses also could be explained by use of the Shear-Square [4]. Looking at the 

rectangular edge in Fig. 2a under tension loading, we can identify the direction of tension stresses 

resulting of the longitudinal shear along the potential slip line. To avoid stress peaks the shoulders 

may be bridged by a supporting rope (Fig. 2b). The substitution of the rope with a “tension triangle” 

results in a new contour with two less dangerous notches of larger angles (Fig. 2c). 
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Figure 2: 45°-angle for bridging a rectangular notch [7]. 

 

For an uniaxial stress state the more dangerous notch of them can also been bridged by an isosceles 

tensile triangle starting at the centre of the hypotenuse of the previous. The repetition of this procedure 

is the Method of Tensile Triangles (Fig 3). In a last step, the segments are to be rounded to obtain an 

optimized notch design. The new contour line follows the local force flow and also separates required 

from needless material.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3:  Procedure to create the contour of the Tensile Triangles [8] 
 

The Method of Tensile Triangles is also applicable to forks or brackets. The contour is attached on 

each lever while the extension of the first triangle is proportional to the given load. The ratio of the 

first triangles is equal to the ratio of the load magnitude. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Application of the Method of Tensile Triangles for forks. Fork with load of equal magnitude (left). 

Fork with load of different magnitude (right). [8] 

 

The application of the Method of Tensile Triangles to the shape of plants and animals gives a good 

analogy to natural design [8]. Figure 5 shows the redesign by fitting the surface contour of some aerial 

parts. At the right picture the transition at the foot of a tree’s trunk to the broader root plate at the 

windward side is fitted. The longitudinal cut through the tree fork in the middle of Figure 5 shows a 

good congruence with the fork in Figure 4 on the left side. The contour tells us the direction of the 

load as well as its ratio between the two lever arms. On the right side the leaf of a red oak exhibit 

between two veins the same contour along the outline of its lamina like the tree fork. More examples 

of biological load carriers fitted with the Method of Tensile Triangles are given in [8]. 
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Fig. 5:  Fitting surface contours of plants with the Method of Tensile Triangles. Left: butress root of a tree; 

middle: tree fork; right: leaf [8]. 
 

Results and discussion 

In previous work [2] it was shown that the Axiom of uniform stress is a major design rule for 

biological load carriers. They achieve their optimized design due to load adapted biological growth. 

The enormous simplification using the Method of Tensile Triangles to identify stress optimized 

contours extended the possibilities to monitor our environment. 

It seems to be obvious that this contour is not limited to biological structures. Also a number of 

abiotic structures are designed in the same way. Non living structures are not subject to processes of 

biological evolution take same shape as biological structures extracted by evolution. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6  Earth pyramid fitted with the Method of Tensile Triangles. (Ritten, Italy) 
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A earth pyramid (also hoodoo, tent rock, fairy chimney,) is a tall thin spire that protrudes from the 

bottom of an erosive drainage basin. Earth pyramids are formed by the erosion of the conglomerate of 

an old alluvial fan and are topped by a piece of harder, less easily eroded stone. This stone does not 

only protect the column from the elements, it also compresses the soil below and therefore increases 

the shear strength. The contour line fitted with the Method of Tensile Triangles in Figure 6 shows the 

current separation line between eroded and non eroded Material. This line follows the local material 

properties which are additional governed by weight of the covering stone.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7  Ice floe fitted with the Method of Tensile Triangles (Photo: Winfried Keller). (Spitzbergen, Norway) 
 

The contour of the ice floe in Figure 7 fitted with the Method of Tensile Triangles results from the 

wash of the waves at the water line. The contour washed out at the edge of the ice flow seems to be 

symmetric to the water line and is nearly identical to the contours of the tree fork and the lamina of the 

red oak leaf shown in figure 5. The local material loss of the ice floe results in a change of the balance 

conditions. The ice floe will rise up locally in the area of the erosion and start to rotate. The wave 

action continues its work in the same way below as you can see in figure 7. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8  Icicles fitted with the Method of Tensile Triangles. Refreezing Icicle at the bottom edge of a melting 

snowfield (left). Icicles grown at a craning rock (right). (Lauterbrunnen, Switzerland) 

 
Icicles are spikes of ice formed when dripping, falling or sputtering water freezes. In Figure 8 the 

base of icicles is fitted with the Method of Tensile Triangles. The icicles result from melting water of 

the snow which runs off into an area where the ambient temperature is below the freezing point, 

causing the water to refreeze. Over time continued water runoff will cause the icicle to grow. At the 
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base of the growing icicle the water starts to freeze. This transition zone of many icicles shows an 

impressive congruence with the contour of the Method of Tensile Triangles. 

The icicle on the left side is located at the bottom edge of a snow field. Both sides of the icicle is 

supplied by melting water and can be fitted with the Method of Tensile Triangles. The icicle on the 

right side is growing down beneath a craning rock. The main water support comes from the snow on 

the rock and is routed from the right side to the icicle, where the contour fitted with the Method of 

Tensile Triangles is highly developed.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9  Stalactites fitted with the Method of Tensile Triangles. Juvenile stalactite in the form of a soda straw 

(left). Transition between two matured stalactites with broken off tips (right).(Bärenhöhle, Germany). 
 

Stalactites are formed by the deposition of calcium carbonate and other minerals, which is 

precipitated from mineralized water solutions. In subterraneous cavities water drops are formed at the 

ceiling by dripping water coming down a small crack, hold against gravity by the surface tension of 

the water. The water drop grows until the weight of the water gets too large for the surface tension and 

finally drips downwards. Due to gas release of carbon dioxide from the water drop into the cave air a 

small amount of limestone crystallizes at the ceiling. It forms rings around the drop, growing to a soda 

straw. Those soda straws look very similar to the icicle in figure 8 on the right side and the contour at 

their base cold be described with the Method of Tensile Triangles as well (figure 9 left). If they 

become plugged, water begins flowing over the outside, depositing more calcite and creating the more 

familiar cone-shaped stalactite. Figure 9 on the right side shows the fit with the Method of Tensile 

Triangles of the transition between two stalactites growing together. 

Conclusion 

Plants and animals are exceedingly adapted to their natural habitat. Due to selection of evolution 

optimization is an advantage for survival in the competition between the species. Therefore material 

and shape of biological supporting structures are optimized to the given service load. A lifelong 

adaptation is managed by biological growth [2]. The contour of load adapted grown biological load 

carriers easily can be fitted with the Method of Tensile Triangles [8]. But the same contour occurs at 

abiotic structures which are not subject to processes of biological evolution like earth pyramids, ice 

floes, icicles and stalactites as shown in the given examples.  

Common for the analyzed examples is an available material flow to achieve this contour, which 

seems to be a balance of mechanical, physical and / or chemical effects. Materialized independent 

from live the question of a a superior general mechanically optimizing principle valid as well is the 

world of biotic and abiotic natural load bearing structures can be assumed.. The extent of validity for 

this contour is not foreseeable at the moment, but to explore the superior principle behind this contour 

an extension from biomimetic to naturemimetic is required. 
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Abstract  

New construction materials such as fibre-reinforced polymers can combine high tensile strength 

with low bending stiffness, allowing large elastic deformations. These mechanical properties enable us 

to think about a completely new interpretation of convertible structures which work on reversible 

elastic deformation. This potential has not yet found its use in building and construction. In a current 

research project a group of engineers and biologists are aiming at closing this gap by developing a new 

type of convertible structures. The kinetics
1
 of these pliable structures will be based on the flexible 

deformation principles found in plant movements. Here, growth or change of turgor pressure are the 

most common causes for the movement or deformation of fibres, tissues, or whole plant organs. 

Bending can be caused by an unequal contraction and elongation of the tissues and their embedded 

fibres which is generated by asymmetrical growth or uneven distribution of turgor pressure. Most of 

these deformations are within a visco-elastic range and reversible. Based on these principles plants 

have evolved a multitude of kinetics which serve the opening and closing of flowers, leaf orientations, 

anchoring, trapping, pollination etc. Some of these elastic kinetic systems may be used as concept 

generators for technical applications. The object of this paper is to describe a biomimetic working 

progress; from selection and investigation of plant movements to the abstraction methods which were 

developed to translate plant movements into elastic kinetics for deployable structures in architecture. 

 

 Introduction 

Plant movements are particularly adequate for translation into kinetic architectural structures. Unlike 

animal locomotion which is usually laid out for a variety of complex movements, the actuation 

systems of plants are evolutionary optimized to perform a single type of movement. There are 

numerous examples of organ locomotions, such as active trapping mechanisms in some carnivorous 

plants, described by Juniper et al [1]. The kinetics of these systems use little actuation energy, are 

usually reversible and work with the absence of local hinges. Plant movements can be differentiated in 

terms of active kinetics such as cell growth [2], faster movements induced by a local change in turgor 

                                                 
1
 Kinetics: (from Greek kinesis: motion) relationship between the motion of bodies and its causes 
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pressure [3] or cohesion forces [4]. Other movements are based on passive kinetics actuated by outer 

influences such as change in humidity causing passive cell wall swelling and shrinking [5] or passive 

kinetics, e.g. actuation by the weight of an attracted pollinator [6]. 

In architecture, adaptability as a structural response to a change of ambient conditions (e.g. 

intensity/direction of solar radiation) can be realized with deployable systems. These systems are 

usually based on the combination of stiff compression members and soft tension members connected 

with hinges and rollers. The mechanical properties of fibre reinforced polymers are highly dependent 

on the fibre orientation; enabling the design of profiles with high tensile strength and low bending 

stiffness, allowing large elastic deformations. This renders the possibility of developing deployable 

structures which work on the basis of reversible deformation, here referred to as elastic or pliable 

structures. One of the main advantages is the diversity of structurally stable positions which the 

structure can attain between fully opened and closed. The structures are thus adaptable to different 

marginal conditions which could optimize efficiency in shading systems. 

The work presented in this paper concentrates on the abstraction and modification of natural 

deformation principles. This article describes the biomimetic workflow with particular emphasis on 

the abstraction methods which were developed to translate plant movements into elastic kinetics for 

deployable structures in architecture. These methods are shown with the example of the passive 

kinetics performed in the pollination mechanism of Strelizia reginae.  

 

Abstraction method 

In the last decade the use of nature as an inspirational source to solve technical problems has 

become increasingly recognized. Through the evolutionary pressure of natural selection on organisms 

to survive under particular boundary conditions, highly optimized systems have been developed. The 

top ‘down approach’ [7] can be used to solve technical problems by formulating a concise question 

which nature may have already had to develop an answer for.  

Question: Elastic kinetics, adaptability. The overriding question in the work presented here is the 

optimization of small and medium sized deployable systems in architecture towards more adaptability 

and energy efficiency as well as less weight and maintenance. The first step in finding nature inspired 

solutions is a screening, biological concept generators with a high potential for a translation into 

technical applications are collected. The most developed and complex answers are often found 

organisms that developed structures under high selective pressure, e.g. pollination mechanisms [8].  

Screening criteria: reversible elastic or visco-elastic deformation in plants. Plant movements are 

based on many different ecological reasons some of which only occur in highly specialized plant 

groups, e.g. trapping mechanisms in carnivorous plants. In contrary to animals that show diverse and 

multifunctional locomotion abilities , e.g. leg movement for running, swimming, or climbing, plants 

perform single types of movements (nasties, autonomous, hygroscopig and cohesive movements) [9]. 

For the purpose of this research, these evolutionary optimized actuation systems in plants are excellent 

concept generators for a transfer into elastic structures in architecture. As the plant kingdom holds 
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ready a multitude of kinetic systems that come into consideration, the screening must be confined to 

plants whose moving organs show clear structure-function-principles as opposed to growth movement. 

This is the case when movements follow predetermined directions due to the organ’s anatomy. 

Selection criteria: large bending radii, small actuation energy, avoidance of local hinges. The 

successful implementation of an elastic kinetic system in an architectural structure is dependent on the 

scalability of the biological concept generator. High stresses are caused for example if the bending 

radius is relatively small in comparison to the thickness of the structure. The selection criteria are 

therefore aimed at finding examples with potentially efficient cost, energy and material solutions. An 

example which fulfils the selection criteria above is the Bird-Of-Paradise (Strelizia reginae Banks ex 

Aiton, Strelitziaceae) [6]. Due to evolutionary pressure, this plant has evolved an astonishing 

pollination mechanism. 

Phenomenon: presentation of the natural system. The elastic kinetic system of Strelitzia reginae is 

found in the flower, it is a consequence of an adaption for bird pollination. Here, two adnate and 

locally hardened petals form a perch (p) Fig. 1. They are loosely connected with an elongated stylus 

and five stamina (here referred to as strands) enclosed in the petal lamina. As a bird lands on this 

construct to feed on nectar, the perch bends down. This bending down induces a simultaneous 

sideways bending of the lamina (d). The previously enclosed stamina (s) thereby become exposed and 

are enabled to attach their pollen to the bird’s feet.  

 

Fig. 1 Phenomenon: The bending down 

of the Strelizia’s perch under the 

weight of the pollinator causes 

simultaneous sideways rotation of the 

lamina  by 90°.  

 

Left: Closed position, lamina at 0° 

 

Right: Open position, lamina at 90° 

 

Analysis of the functional morphology: dissection of the biological example to expose the 

decisive members. The perch is stiffened by 5 elongated and hardened strands. At the petal adnation 

point, strand a is made of two loosely attached strands. The lamina d is flexibly attached to the strand 

c. The stylus and five stamina are loosely embedded and thus not submitted to tension forces during 

bending of the system, Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Analysis of the functional 

morphology 

 

Top left: off cut of non decisive 

members      

 

Top right: exposed kinetic system 

 

Bottom left: section through perch 

closed (t0), showing the lamina d, the 

top strands c, the middle strands b and 

the double strand at the bottom a.                     

 

Bottom right: section through perch 

open (t1) 

First level abstraction: rebuilding the kinetic system in a physical model. The verification of the 

first level abstraction can be done with a physical model; this is a very quick method to gain an 

understanding of the system and to prove the functionality of the extracted system, Fig. 3. The 

physical model consists of a vertical paper lamina d mounted on a glass fibre rod c that is fixed at one 

end and free at the other. The lamina bends sideways to an angle of ca. 90°, when a vertical force is 

applied to the free end of the rod. 

 

Fig. 3 second level abstraction: 

Physical model 

 

Left: Closed, lamina d at 0° 

 

Right: Open, lamina d at 90° 

 

 

Second level abstraction: structural system, stiffness distribution, actuation system. The structural 

system is shown in orthographic projection with the internationally used symbol conventions for 

supports and hinges as e.g. described by Hugi [10]. The whole system of the perch with the 5 strands 

is shown in its configuration, Fig. 4. Here the strand c with the attached lamina d is performing the 

actuated motion; sideways bending of the lamina d during down bending of the strand c. The extracted 

system with only strand c and lamina d (bottom right in Fig. 4) needs an additional support in order to 

prevent the system from yielding to horizontal forces.  These horizontal forces are shortcut in the 

complete perch system with the 5 adjacent strands meeting at the tip. The strands vary in stiffness; 

while the relatively stiff  strands a and b seem to be designed to carry the pollinators weight, strand c 
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is a lot more flexible, enabling it to easily change the bending radius and hence induce sideways 

bending into the lamina. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4 Second level abstraction: Structural system of the whole perch and abstracted kinetic system.  

  

Top left: Projection plane π2: side view of whole perch system         

Top right: Projection plane π3: front view of whole perch system         

Bottom left: Projection plane π1: top view  of whole perch system         

Bottom right: 3d illustration of the extracted  kinetic structure 

Fourth level abstraction: Simulation of the kinetics in finite elements. In order to gain a more 

profound knowledge of the structural behaviour of the system a finite element model is developed, 

Fig. 5. The Strelizia kinetics are modelled with a 2m long beam representing the strand c and a 0.25m 

high 5mm thick shell element representing the lamina d. The material properties of both members are 

standard glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) values; Young-modulus E 30000 MPa, Young-modulus 

E90° 1500 MPa, Shear-modulus 780 MPa. 
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Fig. 5 Fourth level abstraction: Simulation of the kinetic structure in finite elements. 

 

Top left: step 1:            5mm        (vertical displacement of p1)      

Top right: step 2:         120mm  

Bottom left: step 3:      500mm                                   

Bottom right: step 4:   1300mm 

Function and technical application  

The completion of the Third abstraction level allows a detailed investigation of the system. An 

analysis of the principal membrane forces at four vertical displacement steps show the rearrangement 

of the tension (left) and compression (right) stresses through buckling and sideways bending of the 

shell elements d, Fig. 6. Step one shows a standard stress distribution of a cantilever beam with the 

highest tension forces at the upper edge of the lamina. In step two the shell starts buckling near the 

fixed support where compression stress is the highest. Buckling causes the outer edge of the shell 

elements to bend sideways. The newly formed edge re-stabilizes the shell; the main tension lines are 

moving inwards to run along the buckling edge in the surface and are now starting to pull the 

deformed shell further sideways. In step three the buckling edge expands further away from the fixed 

support and simultaneously starts forming an arch which is moving down towards the beam. In step 

four the whole shell has bent sideways by approximately 90°. The buckling edge is now forming a 
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shallow arch spanning between P1 and P3. The main tension lines are very close to the beam, 

compression in the shell reoccurs due to double curved of the outer edge. In summary, the sideways 

bending of the Strelizia lamina actuated by bending of the attached strand is a failure mode initiated by 

buckling. Once buckling has started, the tension forces on the surface (lamina) form an arch between 

P1 and P3 which enhances the sideways bending up to 90° relative to its original position. Here a new 

double curved surface (see rd and rc in Fig. 6) is formed which provides higher stiffness also for the 

attached strand. 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 6 Distribution of principal membrane tension forces in the shell elements. 

 

Top left: step 1:            5mm (displacement of p1)      

Top right: step 2:         120mm  

Bottom left: step 3:      500mm                                   

Bottom right: step 4:   1300mm 

 

Reverse Bionics: geometrical proportions, stiffness ratio, material properties, fibre orientation 

etc. In order to optimize the abstracted model and demonstrators at lab scale, a focused analysis of the 

functional morphology and biomechanics becomes necessary. This process is referred to as reverse 

bionics [11]. On the biological level further studies need to clarify open points: How does Strelizia 

avoid material fatigue in the places of small bending radii? Which is the fibre orientation in these 
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areas? What differences in mechanical properties (e.g. stiffness) occur in parts of the system (e.g. in 

the strands a, b and c)? 

 

The research progress is currently at the stage of screening and selection. A prospect for the 

Strelizia kinematic as a technical application is given in Fig. 7.  Here structures of high flexibility are 

built in order to be able to induce large deformations without overstressing the structural members or 

using an uneconomic amount of actuating force.  

 

 

Fig. 7  Vision of a facade shading 

system based on the kinetic system of 

Strelizia reginae.  

Bending of the strand can be induced 

by displacement of a support, or 

through change of temperature in a  

laminate with different tenperature 

expansion coefficients. 

 

Top left: open position     

 

Top right: intermediate position  

 

Bottom left: closed position  

 

Bottom right: section through one 

lamella in the three shown positions 

 

For some pliable structures the high elasticity may lead to serviceability problems. According to 

most national building codes the deformation of a structure is restricted to l/200 of its span. For 

smaller convertible sun shading systems we may find more expectance for larger deformation, yet we 

will not be able to go the same way as nature does; yielding to external loads to elude high forces. In 

some cases the architectural applications will work with variable stiffness; structures which can 

temporarily go into a flexible state at the moment of deformation and go back into a stiff state to 

withstand external loads such as snow and wind. The development of such systems is part of the 

authors research and will be published separately. 

 

Conclusion 

The analysis of the anatomy, functional morphology and biomechanics of plants is a promising 

approach for concept generation and optimization in the field of architecture, building and 

construction. The mostly sessile structures of plants are optimized for similar boundary conditions as 

the architectural structures we inhabit. This study shows that even kinetic structures can be derived 

from some highly specialized plants. The movement of these plants which is usually based on (visco-) 

elastic deformation serves as innovative, biomimetic approach for deployable surface structures in 

architecture. 
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Abstract  

The main aim of this project is to employ living woody plants and use their growth processes for 

architectural and constructive demands. For this purpose it is necessary to describe and ‘produce’ 

living plant stems as technical material with special characteristics. The plants have to fulfil several 

physiological and especially morphological and biomechanical prerequisites. In order to achieve stems 

with a form and structure applicable for architectural and constructive demands, seedlings of Platanus 

acerifolia were grown under different, artificially adjusted environmental conditions in special growth 

chambers. As key-factors influencing form, structural and mechanical parameters of the stems the 

photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) and the relative rate of red (R) and far red (FR) radiation were 

altered by using light filters, causing reactions of the plants known as ‘shade avoidance’ and 

‘phytochrome effect’. Our results show correlations between light conditions and morphological, 

anatomical and biomechanical characters of the examined plant stems.  

Introduction 

The German term ‘Baubotanik’ refers to a type of architecture where natural growth processes are 

used to create living plant constructions. In ‘Baubotanik’-projects the stems of woody plants are 

interconnected to create an artificial ’tree-construction’ or building. So far only simple and small 

structures have been built, using basic techniques and common plant materials (Figure 1 left). The aim 

of our research is to develop complex, artificial, yet living architectural structures in the dimension of 

fully grown trees (Figure. 1 top right).  Thereby the aesthetic and constructive potentials of trees can 

be integrated in architectural projects and the ecological capacity of tall trees, normally delayed for 

generations, will be immediately available [1]. To build structures like these young small plants 

(including the roots and containers with growth substrate) are arranged in space and shaped into a 

three-dimensional framework-like structure (Figure.1 step 1 and 2). Then the plants are interconnected 

with each other in a way that they will merge to one physiological unit. Over the course of time the 

plants at the base develop a sufficiently large root system in the ground and the roots above ground 

can be removed step by step (Figure. 1 step 3). Due to secondary growth processes the in the 

beginning delicate structure develops a high mechanical load capacity.  

The plants used to form the initial structure have to meet specific demands. It is advantageous if 

they are very slender, long and un-branched and their stems must be able to be bent to a narrow radius. 

Therefore it seems to be useful if the stems show a high degree of slenderness
1
, a low Young’s 

modulus of elasticity and a high tensile strength. The aim of the current research project is to 

investigate how the above mentioned morphological characteristics can be controlled using different 

environmental factors and how biomechanical and anatomical properties are influenced by these 

factors. In our experiments we have tried to carry the parameters ‘total length‘ and ‘degree of 

slenderness‘ to the extremes of phenotypic plasticity.  

                                                 
1
 Defined here as the relation between the total length of the axis and the diameter 5cm above the basis 
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In particular, the photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) and the spectral characteristics of the 

radiation were chosen as key factors
2
. Especially the relation between the relative fluence rate of red 

(R) and far red (FR) radiation is of great importance because plants react to this relation by 

photoreceptors of the phytochrome family (phytochrome effect). Commonly a low R/FR-relation is 

interpreted as an indicator for potentially competing neighbour plants and leads to a considerable 

enhancement of growth in length ( = shade avoidance reaction, see e. g. [2][3][4])  

 

 
Figure 1 left:  A catwalk made of living trees (realised in 2005, photo 2008 and a typical detail of this building. 

Middle: Schematic drawing explaining the method to construct tall and complex living structures by using young 

and slender plants (see text for a detailed explanation). Right: Visualisation of a prototypical structure based on 

this method and typical detail of such a structure. 

Material and methods 

All experiments were carried out with Platanus x hispanica (London Plane Tree), a hybrid that 

seems to be quite suitable for ‘Baubotanik’-projects (see e. g. [5]). One year old seedlings which 

where cut back to two or three buds were grown for one season under controlled conditions in a 

special greenhouse that consisted of nine separated growth chambers (Figure 2). By covering the outer 

walls with shading cloth or light filtering film, the light condition in the different chambers were 

altered
3
. Utilizing mechanical ventilation and a simple temperature control system (evaporative 

cooling with misting nozzles) the climatic conditions in all chambers could be set comparably
4
 (Figure 

2).  

In chamber 1 the outer walls were covered with a light filtering film (lee-filters, UK, ultimate violet 

#707) that filters out much of the red radiation while most of the radiation in the far red range can pass 

through (see spectral chart in Table 1). Thereby a low R/FR-relation is achieved. Unavoidably this 

reduces the intensity of the photosynthetic active radiation, too. To create growing conditions with a 

comparable PAR-radiation but without changing the spectral characteristics of the sunlight, the outer 

                                                 
2
 Additionally nutrient supply was altered, but these aspects aren’t discussed here.   

3
 Mechanical stimulation, e. g. caused by swaying in the wind, is an important factor affecting morphology, too. 

In our experiments all plants were staked to reduce mechanical stimulation as far as possible. To achieve 

comparable stems suitable for the mechanical investigations, all side branches were pruned regularly. 
4
 In this paper only the chambers 1, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9 are described and discussed 
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walls of chamber 4 were covered with adequate shading cloths. Chamber 9 was used as a control 

without any further modifications of the lighting conditions (see Table 1 for details). 

 

 

Figure 2: Experimental greenhouse with 

nine growth chambers (left: front view, 

right: side view). The chambers are about 

4,5m high and have a floor space of about 

0,9m x 1,2m. In each chamber there are six 

plants. The dividing walls are made of light 

tide white boards. The outer walls are made 

of greenhouse film (folitec UV5.) 

 

In chamber 7 the stems of the plants were wrapped with a combination of two light filtering films 

that allow predominately far red light to pass (see spectral charts in table 1). Thus the stems were 

exposed to radiation with a very low R/FR-relation whilst the leaves were exposed to unaltered 

sunlight
5
. This experimental design is based on findings of Ballare and Scopel [6] and  Ballare et al. 

[7]: When comparing plants grown in un-altered sunlight they discovered that the growth in length is 

correlated with the R/FR-relation of the horizontal radiation and that this horizontal radiation is mostly 

absorbed by the young growing stems and less by the horizontally oriented leaves. Hence creating a 

low R/FR-relation by wrapping the stems with light filters should increase growth in length.  

Wrapping the stems in the described manner (see caption of Figure 3) not only changes the light 

quantity and quality at the stem but also causes some side effects, e.g. mechanical irritations or 

modifications of the micro-climate at the stem. To be able to further appreciate the influence of the 

light quality independently from these side effects, comparable experiments with transparent and light 

tight (black) PVC-film were carried out in chambers 5 and 8.   

  

 

Figure3: Plant stems wrapped with light tight or light filtering 

film (left: general principle; right: detail). The stems are enclosed 

by two strips of film that are attached on each other with small 

straps of Velcro. At the nodes small vents for the petiols were left 

open. Near the apex, where the internodes are elongating, these 

vents were formed slot-like to enable a movement of the leave. The 

uppermost 2 to 5 cm of the shoot were not wrapped because the 

young stem and the growing leaves are too delicate in this 

section. During the growing season the correct fit of the strips 

was controlled and adapted to the growth progress two times a 

week. Notice that some unfiltered light my reach the stem in the 

region of the vents.  

 
 

During the growing season the diameter of all shoots were measured every three weeks and the 

degree of slenderness was calculated. In the winter following the growing season the stems were 

pruned at the base and cut in six to ten sections of adequate length
6
. For most of these sections the 

structural Young’s modulus of elasticity
7
, the narrowest possible bending radius and the amount and 

arrangement of phloem, xylem and pith were investigated.  

The bending experiments to investigate structural Young’s modulus were carried out with an 

experimental setup for 4-point bending with a hanging swing for symmetrical mass application. Up to 

seven weights were applied manually and the maximum deflection for each weight was measured 

                                                 
5
 Notice that all chambers are covered with greenhouse film which filters out UV radiation 

6
 For measuring the Young’s modulus of elasticity the relation between the length of the section and the diameter 

has to have more than 20:1. 
7
 For the defininition of structural Young’s modulus see e.g. Rowe, N. P. and Speck, T. (1998) 'Biomechanics of 

plant growth forms: the trouble with fossil plants', Review of Paleobotany and Palynology, 102, 43-62. 
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using a dissection microscope. Structural Young’s moduli were calculated from the slope of the linear 

regression of the applied bending force versus maximal deflection [8] [9] [10]. The axial second 

moment of area, required for these calculations, was calculated by direct measurements of two 

diameters at three representative points, assuming an elliptical cross section.  

 
Table 1: The different experimental designs in the nine growth chambers  

 Number of growth chamber 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

window 

covering 

filter 

# 7071 

 filters 

#7071 + 

#179² 

shading 

cloth 

 filter  

#7071 

   

stem 

wrapping 

 filters 

#7071 + 

#179² 

  trans- 

parent 

PVC 

 filters 

#7071 + 

#179² 

black 

PVC 

(light-

tight) 

 

fertilizer  +    +    

PAR³ (%) 12 100 3 9 100 12 100 100 100 

Annotations 

1.) Transmission (%) lee-filter #707 

 

2.)  Transmission (%) lee-filter #179 

 

3.) Photosynthetic active 

radiation relative to control 

chamber. The intensity of the 

photosynthetic active radiation 

was measured with a quantum 

meter (Apogee  Instruments, 

modell QMSS-ELEC, cosines 

corrected sensor)  

 

 
 

 

Afterwards these stem sections were bent until breaking in a special bending apparatus causing 

Euler buckling. The bending apparatus is equipped with a computer interface and is capable of 

measuring and recording height h, length l and the force F continuously (see Figure 4). In the 

apparatus the stem sections are fixed between two hinges with a slender pre-bending. By moving the 

hinges towards each other with a constant speed, the stems bend more and more. Based on the 

assumption that the stems are bending spline-like the curvature K respectively the bending radius r can 

be calculated by using a spline-function (K=12*h/l² ; r=1/K) (Spatz et al. 1993). In most cases the 

point of breakage could be identified as a significant and more or less abrupt decrease of the bending 

moment M (M=F*h) in a diagram, were the bending moment is plotted versus the curvature. 

Additionally all bending procedures were captured on video and in cases of doubt the coherence 

between the diagram and visually noticeable failure was checked.  

 

 

 
Figure4: Schematic drawing of the bending apparatus 

for bending up to failure caused by Euler buckling 

 

 

For the anatomical analysis the stems were cross cut with a saw directly next to the breaking point. 

After flattening with a razor blade the cut surfaces were stained with phloroglucin-HCl and scanned 

with a common flat bed scanner (2400dpi). Using the software Labview, the tissues cortex, xylem and 

pith were manually circumscribed, and the cross section areas of the different tissues and their 

fractions of the second moment of area were calculated.  
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Results and discussion 

At the end of the growing season the measured morphological characteristics of the stems clearly 

differed between samples from each chamber. The plants in the control chamber ended up with an 

average length of 234cm ± 31cm. The plants whose stems were wrapped with filtering or light tight 

film (chambers 7 and 8) grew somewhat longer (total length was 254cm ± 40cm in both cases) whilst 

the plants wrapped with transparent film stayed a bit smaller than the controls. With average shoot 

lengths of  84cm ± 8cm the plants in chamber 4 (shading cloth) showed the least growth in length. In 

contrast, the plants in chamber 1 (light filtering film lee #707) reached more than double the shoot 

length of these plants (184cm ± 15cm). (Ludwig et al., in prep) 

The calculated degree of slenderness of the control plants varied achieving values of around 144. 

The plants in chamber 4 (shading cloth) were a bit more slender whilst the plants wrapped with 

transparent film (chamber 5) ended up being a little bit less slender. With an average degree of 

slenderness of 230 the plants in chamber 1 were by far the most slender ones, while the plants 

wrapped with light tight or filtering film showed slenderness values in a range of around 200. 

 

The distinct differences between the light grown controls and the shaded plants underline the great 

importance of the intensity of the photosynthetic active radiation for plant growth. But the differences 

between chamber 1 and 4 are clearly influenced by a low R/DR-relation. Although the measured PAR 

in chamber 4 was 3% lower than in chamber 1 (see Table 1) the differences in length and slenderness 

are so explicit that distinct differences could be expected also at equal PAR intensities
8
. 

The decreased length and slenderness of the transparently wrapped stems (chamber 5) can be 

explained by the fact that wrapping causes a noticeable mechanical irritation of the stems and petioles 

(thigmomorphogenesis, see e.g. [12]) and constrains the gas exchange of the stem. Although these 

factors also affect the plants wrapped with light tight or light filtering films, these plants are longer and 

more slender than the control plants. Only effects caused by the colour of the films are feasible to 

explain this result. The dark films filter or block the sunlight but alter the temperature, too. High 

temperatures, especially high temperature peaks on sunny days inside the dark wrappings are quite 

probable and could affect morphology but were not measured. But as the stems showed typical 

symptoms of etiolement, we regard light effects as the dominating trigger. Somewhat surprising is the 

fact that nearly no difference between light tight and light filtering wrapping were found. In both cases 

total light intensity at the stem was reduced drastically, but only in one case far red light was excluded. 

Hence our experiments can’t answer the question if the observed morphological changes are caused by 

the reduction of the light intensity at the stem or by a low R/RF-relation at the stem. But at least the 

results show that a reduction of the light intensity at the stem can cause similar effects than a low 

R/FR-relation. 

In our experiments all plants whose leaves were exposed to full and un-altered sunlight (chambers 

5, 7, 8 und 9) regularly showed sylleptic branches which were pruned weekly, but plants growing in 

filtered or reduced light (chambers 1 and 4) dot not branch. This fits with descriptions of shade 

avoidance reactions that typically are described as a suppression of branching combined with an 

                                                 
8
 Concerning the measurement of PAR spectral composition of the light is not included in detail in this analysis  

 

 

Figure 5: A view inside of the growth chambers at 

the end of the growing season shows the 

differences in the development.  
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enhancement of growth in length, see e. g. [4]). Although exhibiting the typical increase in length and 

slenderness the darkly wrapped plants (chambers 7 and 8) branched like the control plants. This 

suggests the hypothesis that branching and growth in length are two aspect of shade avoidance that are 

controlled separately, the first by the leaves and the second by the stem. 

 

Concerning tissue allocation especially the development of different tissue types along the stem, 

from the base to the apex, is noticeable. At the basal end all stems developed a very small cross 

section area of the pith (between 2 and 4 mm²). In chamber 4 (shading cloth) this area stays more or 

less constant along the whole length of the stems (see Figure 6 top right). In contrast the control plants 

show a drastic increase in the pith diameter with increasing distance from the base. Only in the 

uppermost stem parts the pith diameter decreases a little bit again (peak values around 20mm², see 

Figure 6 top left). The plants in chamber 1 (light filters) showed a similar trend, but here the cross 

section area of the pith only reached values of around 8mm². Wrapping the stems did not seem to 

affect the anatomy significantly and the patterns of tissue allocation in chambers 5, 7 and 8 are 

comparable to those of the control plants.  

 

The radial width of the cortex seems to be more or less the same for all plants. Thus the cross 

sectional areas of cortex and xylem can be derived from the total cross sectional area and the cross 

sectional area of the pith. Because the diameters of the stems decrease with the distance from the base 

the fractions of pith and cortex of the cross section area increase continuously with height and the 

fraction of the xylem decreases (see cross sections with normalized diameters in Figure 6). These 

trends are also reflected by the contribution of the different tissues to the axial second moment of area. 

At the base of the light grown plants xylem often accounts for more than 80% of the axial second 

moment of the area. These values decrease, sometimes to less than 30% in the upper parts of the same 

plants. Because of its central location the pith normally doesn’t contribute significantly to the axial 

second moment of area. Only in the most apical stem region the pith can reach a contribution of more 

than 20%. This trend is less distinct for the plants growing in filtered light (chamber 1) and quite 

marginal for the shaded plants (chamber 4) (Ludwig et al., in prep.).  

 

Concerning the structural Young’s modulus there were no obvious differences between the plants 

with wrapped stems and the control plants. All light grown plants showed a high Young’s modulus 

between 5500 and 15000 MN/m² near the base and much lower values near the apex (mostly between 

2500 and 6000 MN/m²). In chamber 1 (light filters) the basal samples had Young’s moduli between 

5000 and 8500MN/m². Near the apex these values were a little bit lower with values between 4000 and 

6500 MN/m². In chamber 4 the Young’s modulus varied considerably with peak values of around 

11500 MN/m² near the base and between 3000 and 7000 MN/m² near the apex. 

 

Segments from different heights of the stems and from different chambers showed quite varying 

fracture patterns. The basal stem parts of the light grown plants seem to be quite ductile and where 

breaking very slowly, often announced by many tiny pre-fracture events leading to the final break. The 

fracture surface looks more or less brush-like (Figure 6 middle left). Despite the large diameters of the 

stems in this stem region, the samples often could be bent to radii narrower than 5cm, sometimes 

resulting in no breakage at a bending radius of 1,5cm or even smaller. In contrast, the uppermost stem 

segments of the same plants showed a totally different breaking behaviour. These stem sections broke 

suddenly and abruptly with an audible crack (Figure 6, middle). These samples normally failed at a 

bending radius between 6 to 5 cm, despite having a much smaller diameter than the basal stem parts. 

In chamber 4, the normally quite thin stems typically showed a gradual buckling accompanied by a 

flattening of the cross section (Figure 6, middle right). With this type of failure it is difficult to identify 

the point of breakage exactly. The samples typically failed at bending radii somewhere between 2,5 

and 1cm. The recognizable pattern in chamber 1 (light filters) was similar to those of the light grown 

plants but less distinct. Sometimes buckling like in chamber 4 could be observed. 

  

Concerning anatomical and biomechanical properties the total light intensity seems to be the most 

important parameter. Of course, the ontogenetic stage of stem segments plays an important role as 

well. High light intensity enhances primary growth and thus is accompanied by a large pith diameter. 

The older the segment of the stem the more xylem accumulates by secondary cambial growth and the 
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cross section becomes more and more dominated by the xylem. Our investigations confirm findings 

that structural Young’s modulii are increasing significantly with the contribution of xylem to the axial 

second moment of area (Ludwig et al., in prep; data not shown; c. p. [10 ]. 

 

 
Figure 6: Top: Typical cross sections of a light grown and a shaded stem (cross cuts and cross cuts with 

normalized diameters); Middle: bending behaviour and fracture patterns of these stem segments; Bottom: 

Typical diagrams (bending moment M versus curvature K) for these samples.  

 

Fracture behaviour and flexibility seem to be influenced significantly by the contribution of the pith 

to the cross section area. Whilst the basal parts of the light grown plants break like wooden solid 

cylinders the comparable segments of the shaded plants are buckling like hollow pipes. The fracture 

behaviour of the upper parts of the light grown plants (sudden cracks) suggests the hypothesis that the 

large pith is surrounded by a quite brittle xylem – once the bast fibres failed the whole segment breaks.  

Conclusion 

Concerning ‘Baubotanik’ needs, especially the darkly wrapped plants exhibit interesting properties 

because they combine a high degree of slenderness with a high total length
9
. The characteristics of the 

plants grown in filtered light are quite interesting as well, whilst shaded plants are definitely too short 

for usage. All stem segments exhibited a surprisingly narrow possible bending radius that is most 

                                                 
9
 It has to be mentioned that wrapping is time-consuming and definitely not very practicable for mass-

production. 
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likely sufficient for most ‘Baubotanik’-projects. However, this does not mean that all plants and stem 

segments showed an advantageous bending and breaking behaviour. The basal parts of the light grown 

plants showed advantageous breaking characteristics because failure is announced by many small pre-

fracture events. Though, due to higher Young’s moduli and large diameters, high forces are necessary 

for bending these stem segments. This can lead to practical problems and obstructions during 

construction. On the other hand, the thin and young upper parts of these plants can be bent quite 

easily, although here the breaking behaviour is problematic for the use in ‘Baubotanik’. They break 

suddenly and unexpectedly and therefore are quite displeasing to handle.  

 The experiments demonstrate different possibilities to alter the morphology of Platanus acerifolia 

seedlings and highlight the fact that morphological changes always come along with anatomical and 

biomechanical changes. These changes are sometimes conflicting with the ‘Baubotanik’ demands and 

thus one has to seek the most useful compromise between morphological and mechanical 

characteristics.  
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Abstract  

As humans have to protect themselves from the large amounts of energy freed instantaneously, e.g. 
during a car crash, so some fruits have to cope with the impact on the ground when being shed. 
Understanding the principles of how combining structure and material in biological constructions 
yields a fully functional protection layer will allow constructing new lightweight bio-inspired 
materials of high impact and puncture resistance. 

As biological role models serve the Macadamia nut with its tough pericarp, Citrus grandis, 
possessing a large spongy mesocarp and Cocos nucifera, having a combination of fibrous mesocarp 
and tough endocarp. All fruits are relatively heavy, lack any aerodynamic adaptation and share the 
same challenge of having to withstand impact from heights of more than 10 metres. 

Conducting high speed camera controlled free fall experiments of Citrus grandis from six metres 
height and comparing the potential energy of the fruits before and after impact (n=13) shows that a 
high proportion of the energy, possibly up to 90%, is dissipated by the fruit wall and pulp. 
Compressing the fruit wall in a quasi static test to approximately 50% of its original height yields 50% 
to 70% energy loss during one hysteretic cycle. The immature fruit wall of Cocos nucifera shows a 
benign failure behaviour with a bell shaped stress-strain-curve having its maximum stress around 15% 
strain and failure only at up to 40% strain when loaded in tension nearly parallel to the main fibre 
orientation. 

Until today these protective structures have only been used as an inspiration for packaging when 
seen from a biomimetic perspective. But combining these extraordinary properties of high energy 
dissipation, benign failure and almost full recovery from large deformations will lead to completely 
new bio-inspired light weight technical materials.  

Introduction 

The fruit wall, called pericarp, consists of three layers in all angiosperms: the exocarp as the 
outermost layer, followed by the mesocarp and the innermost layer named endocarp. In case of nuts 
the complete pericarp dries out and forms a highly lignified, mechanically very stable shell. In case of 
drupes only the endocarp lignifies and thereby forms a tough protective layer with the seed surrounded 
by its thin skin-like seed shell tightly attached on the inside. 

Regarding the mechanical properties of nut shells the work of Jennings & MacMillan [1] and Wang 
& Mai [2,3] on Macadamia nuts (Macadamia sp.) revealed that the structure of the nut shell is highly 
optimised for toughness. The results obtained by compression tests on C-ring samples yielded values 
in the same range as ceramics and glass. Due to the relative low density of the pericarp the Macadamia 
nut shell even outperforms these two technical materials if the specific mechanical values divided by 
density are considered. Research conducted on other nuts also include Balanites Aegyptiaca [4], 
Pistacia vera [5] and roasted shells of cashew nuts, Anacardium occidentale [6]. The common aim of 
these research papers was to determine the mechanical properties in relation to the water content to 
obtain some information on how to best process the nuts in the food industry. Mostly compression 
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tests were used and the orientation varied. An interesting aspect in relation to impact is that some 
authors report a velocity dependence with higher loading velocities (500mm/min) resulting in 
increased deformation of the nut shell before breakage. In case of Cocos nucifera the main interest of 
research so far has been the mechanical properties of single dry coir fibres as they are used in carpets, 
ropes [7], and cushions and seat covers in the automotive industries [8]. The Young´s moduli of single 
dried fibres are in the range of 3-6GPa and the strains in the range of 15-47% when tested in tension 
[8,9]. The importance of the entire hydrated mesocarp as a potential material to withstand impact has 
so far not been addressed. The mechanical properties of Citrus species have not yet been studied in 
detail.  

Summarising it may be said that the investigations on fruit walls so far have mostly had their focus 
on mechanical issues important to the food and fibre industries and little has been done on the form-
structure-function relationship which has been hardly studied at all in Citrus grandis, and only to some 
extend in Cocos nucifera and Macadamia though all of these fruit walls reveal quite extraordinary 
mechanical properties. Further no related studies on impact and energy dissipation during impact, 
which will be mostly achieved by the deformation of the mesocarp structure in drupes and Citrus, are 
available. Hence this represents a very valuable field for basic research as well as providing a 
promising starting point for the development of bio-inspired materials. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1  Biological role models and technical implementation. The hierarchical organisation of fruit walls 

resulting in either (Ia) a highly damping spongy gradient structure (Citrus grandis) or (Ib) a combination of 

fibrous damping structure and tough shell (Cocos nucifera) or (Ic) an entirely tough shell (Macadamia spec) are 

used as biological role models and will be transferred into hierarchically organized technical materials (II) 

consisting of a solid layer in combination with a spongy fibre reinforced structure ensuring high toughness and 

high energy dissipation. 
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Material and methods 

Morphology: The pericarp of Citrus grandis was cut into semi-thin sections of about 2mm 
thickness each at different positions on the fruit. The sections were immediately analysed using 
advanced light microscopy to prevent any artefacts due to dehydration of the tissue.  

Dynamic testing: Whole Citrus grandis fruits were dropped from heights of 5, 8 and 15 metres 
onto a grassy ground to mimic the natural condition. The weights of the fruits were in a range of 1.35 
to 1.6kg. The fruits were examined afterwards for macroscopical damage. To analyse the potential of 
the whole Citrus grandis fruit to absorb energy during impact free fall experiments were conducted. 
Single fruits were dropped from six metres onto a PMMA plate, which was allowed to rotate on one 
side and freely positioned on a force sensor on the opposite side (Fig. 2, left). The fruits´ impact 
behaviour was filmed using two high speed cameras capturing at 250 and 1000 frames per seconds, 
respectively. The latter camera´s path of vision was being guided through a mirror to film the impact 
from the bottom. This allowed to measure the area in contact and the force during impact (Fig 2, 
middle). The force was calculated by dividing the moment at the force sensor by the lever arm of the 
fruit´s impact position. 

 
Fig. 2   Free fall setup. Left) Schematic drawing of the free fall experiment. Two high speed cameras were 

used to record the deformation of Citrus grandis during impact from the bottom via the mirror and directly from 

the side. From the images of the former the area of the fruit wall in contact with the PMMA plate could be 

measured at 8 timepoints. Combining this information with the forces measured by the force sensor at the same 

time intervals allowed to calculate the stress in the fruit wall. Right) Dissipated energy calculated from the 

difference in potential energy before and after impact. 
 
Static testing: To characterise the loading behaviour of the mesocarp of young coconut in an 

ontogenetic stage shortly before abscission a quasi static tensile test was conducted. Cuboid samples 
were cut using razorblades with the long axis in parallel to the main fibre direction, which is parallel to 
the surface of the fruit. The samples were tested using an Instron testing machine along their main axis 
at a speed of 1.91mm/min. Samples of the spongy part of the pericarp of Citrus grandis were prepared 
and tested in the same manner. To examine the viscoelastic properties of the Citrus grandis quasi 
static testing of the entire pericarp under compression was conducted. Cubes of the complete pericarp 
were cut using razorblades and tested in compression along the radial axis of the fruit. The maximum 
compression was set to 50% of the initial height and the speed of the Instron to 5mm/min. Loading 
was done in 10 steps of additional 5% compression each. After each loading step the position was held 
for 60 seconds. The same pattern with 5% decompression was used during unloading. 
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Results and discussion 

 
The fruit wall of Citrus grandis is divided into three macroscopically distinguishable parts, the 

exocarp with the epidermis and multiple compact layers of cells, the mesocarp present as a large 

spongy middle section and the endocarp consisting of a small dense layer adjacent to the pulp. The 

light microscopical examination at higher resolutions is shown in figure 1 (left). The epidermis and the 

collenchymatous tissue beneath contain closely stacked cells. 

Immediately underneath the exocarp the cell density quickly diminishes and cells begin to form 

cavities composing a three dimensional porous spongy tissue. The pore size gradually increases from 

the outside of the fruit wall towards the inside. The cell walls composing the porous structure show a 

fibrous composition, though at 200 fold magnification a major orientation of the fibrous structures 

within the cell walls is not yet distinguishable. Just at the interface with the pulp there is an abrupt 

change in tissue morphology, changing from a porous structure to a layer of densely aligned cells 

building a compact tissue for the pulp suspension. The inhomogeneous structure revealed in the 

morphological analysis is also mirrored in the biomechanical behaviour of the fruit wall. During 

compression the tissue with the largest pore size compresses the most.  

As Citrus grandis may fall from heights of about 15 meters, the complete fruit's impact behaviour was 

tested by free fall. After the first free fall of each fruit no macroscopic damage was perceived. In 

qualitative mechanical inspection it appeared that the tissue parts in contact with the ground during 

impact had decreased in stiffness. The second free fall from 15 meters caused the fruit to split open 

with a straight 7cm crack. The analysis of the structural damage indicates that beside of the crack the 

exocarp - epidermis and the adjacent tightly packed collenchymatic tissue - and the endocarp - the fruit 

suspension layer - remain undamaged whereas the porous mesocarp partly collapses. This may be its 

defined role, dissipating as much energy as possible via large partly plastic deformation during impact. 

Conducting high speed camera controlled free fall experiments of Citrus grandis from six metres and 

comparing the potential energy of the fruit before and after impact (n=13) shows that 90% of the 

energy is dissipated (Fig. 2, right). Further there is no decrease in energy dissipation from one to the 

next free fall dropping the same specimen up to seven times. These large values of energy dissipation 

correspond well with the values obtained during quasi static testing of the fruit wall of Citrus grandis 

under compression. Compressing the fruit wall to approximately 50% of its original height yields 

values between 50% to almost 70% energy loss during one hysteretic cycle (Fig 3, B). Quite 

extraordinary is the elastic potential of the structure as it recovers gradually to 75-95% of its initial 

height after having been compressed by 50%. In addition to the elastic recovery the fruit wall shows 

viscoelastic properties (Fig. 3, B). During the loading phase the force generated by the pericarp 

quickly drops by about 25-30% when the position is kept constant. The reverse effect is visible during 

the unloading procedure when the pericarp quickly generates higher forces once the position is held 

constant. The time dependence of the material properties of the porous mesocarp can be explained by 

a generalized Maxwell model, which consists of a parallel assembly of one elastic spring and a finite 

number of Maxwell elements composed of a combination of one spring and a dashpot in series. 

During loading the elastic spring and the Maxwell elements undergo compression until the distance is 

kept constant. From this point on the springs of the Maxwell elements start to relax completely in a 

time dependent manner. During unloading the elastic spring still remains under compression whereas 

the Maxwell elements are being put in tension. Once the motion is stopped again the springs of the 

Maxwell elements start again to relax completely, which cause the force to rise again. The viscoelastic 

effects appear to be more dominant in the parts of the tissue with larger pore size.  
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Fig. 3  A) Tensile test of the mesocarp of  Citrus grandis.  B) Viscoelastic compression test of the pericarp of 

Citrus grandis. Position was held constant for 60sec after each compression increment of 5% and each 

decrement of 5% during unloading. During loading the force drops quickly  by about 10% once the position is 

kept constant; during unloading the force increases about 10% once the position is kept constant. C) Tensile test 

of the immature fibrous mesocarp of Cocos nucifera along the main fibre direction. After the yield point the 

curve becomes bell shaped with a long tail at low force. 
 
The Young's modulus of Citrus grandis is surprisingly low with values ranging from 0.14MPa to 

0.45MPa with a mean of 0.20MPa when tested in compression along the radial axis of the fruit and 
0.39 to 0.98MPa when tested in tension normal to the radial axis of the fruit (Fig. 3, A). The pericarp 
of Citrus grandis is capable of withstanding strains from 30% to almost 60% when tested in tension. 

The Young's modulus of the immature Cocos nucifera mesocarp obtained from specimen loaded in 
tension nearly parallel to the fibre orientation lies in the range of 10.4MPa to 14.6MPa (Fig. 3, C); 
these values are much lower than the reported 3-6GPa [8,9], which may be due to reduced 
lignifications of the fibres at this stage as their maturation process has only just started. In contrast to 
the fruit wall of Citrus grandis the samples of Cocos nucifera show benign failure behaviour with a 
bell shaped stress-strain-curve having its maximum stress at 10% to 20% strain and failure at 29% to 
40% strain. There is a drastic difference between the composite mesocarp of the coconut tested here 
and single dried fibres [9], which do not exhibit this bell shape curve, but rather have some hardening 
effect after an inital elastic region followed by an abrupt rupture of the single fibre. 

The fruit walls of Citrus grandis and Cocos nucifera both exhibit properties which are of high 
interest for the development of biomimetic impact resistant structures: Citrus grandis shows very high 
deformations of up to 60% strain until failure and large energy dissipation during loading and 
unloading, combined with impact resistance when being dropped from significant heights. Further the 
spongy structure is capable to recover its shape after loading. The fruit wall of Cocos nucifera having 
a fibrous matrix in contrast to the spongy mesocarp of Citrus also allows for large deformations of up 
to 40% strain but reveals a benign failure behaviour due to the successive rupture of single fibre 
strands. As impact not only causes compression of the tissue along the main axis of loading but also 
tension normal to this axis, having a fibrous matrix aligned in parallel to the surface seems to be a very 
„clever‟ way to enhance the mechanical strength of the tissue to withstand impact. From a structural 
point of view the fruits achieve their special mechanical properties by hierarchical structuring. The 
lowest level of hierarchy in biological materials always present is the molecular level, though not of 
main interest within this study. In case of Citrus grandis the behaviour of the whole structure is 
dependent on the structure and the material properties of the single cell walls as well as on the porous 
spongy structure formed by multiple cell walls on the higher structural level. In case of Cocos nucifera 
the material properties can be adapted by changing arrangement and stiffness of single fibres and of 
the fibre-strand- matrix-combination at the next hierarchical level.  

As discussed by Wang et al. (1995) the Macadamia nut shell is highly optimised for toughness. 
Properties very similar to the Macadamia can be predicted for the tough endocarp of the coconut as 
well, as it has a very similar structure using the same type of highly lignified cells.  

Conclusion 

Until today fruit walls have only been used as an inspiration for packaging when seen from a 
biomimetic perspective. But combining these extraordinary protective properties of high energy 
dissipation, benign failure behaviour and almost full recovery from large deformations will lead to 
new bio-inspired light weight technical materials by combining the high energy absorption outer layer 
with a very tough puncture resistant inner layer. Cocos nucifera seems to be the best natural role 
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model for man-made impact resistant structures. Though as impressively shown by Citrus grandis 
there are multiple ways to achieve high energy dissipation. In their hierarchical structures, biological 
materials make use of cellular foams, spongy structures, laminates, fibres and various combinations of 
these structures on different mechanical levels. The investment casting process foreseen will allow 
modelling of open-pore sponge structures, as well as the integration of fibres. The transfer of the 
naturally-occurring, organic materials to the technical materials of the metallic cast alloy and the fibre 
materials (metal, glass, ceramics, polymer) will be one of the major challenges in the technical 
transfer. 

Potential applications for biomimetic impact resistant composite materials envisioned are for 
example the transportation of dangerous goods, e.g. explosives or hydrofluoric acid, space station 
protection against meteoroid impact, helmets and other protection wear, as well as impact protection 
of vehicles. 
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Abstract  

Engineers, designers and architects often look to nature for inspiration, aiming at innovation and the 
improvement of architectural quality. In several design studies, supervised by the author at the Vienna 
University of Technology in recent years, biomimetics by induction (innovation process starting from 
a natural phenomenon to an architectural interpretation of an abstracted principle) was successfully 
applied in architectural design. The design program “Biomimetics design exercise” delivered insights 
into the transformation process  as well as the applicability of natural phenomena in architecture. In 
this paper the focus lies on the realm of plants. Some functional requirements and environmental 
conditions of plants are very similar to those of houses, and thus can deliver usable principles for 
architectural problems. A discussion of historic plant-inspired architectural projects frames the 
presentation of a number of current students designs.  

Introduction 

The biomimetic approach lends itself for application in architecture, where novel solutions are 

important for various reasons. First of all, architects are always expected to deliver creative solutions 

differing from the ones before. But innovation in building is also needed to tackle problems that 

growth of cultural environment poses to society – urbanisation, climate change, loss of biodiversity, 

exploitation of natural resources to name a few. Built environment is estimated to have a share of 50% 

of the worlds energy and resource use [i], and thus is an important field for efforts in ecological and 

sustainable design. The author has successfully applied biomimetics as innovation method in the 

architectural context in many studies and design programs at the Vienna University of Technology and 

other architecture schools. In previous work [ii] an overview of biomimetics in architecture was given. 

 

At all times architecture was strongly interrelated with the plant world.  

Until today plants deliver material for building, and the efficiency of natural materials in terms of 

structural behaviour versus material use is unchallenged. In many regions of the world self-building of 

houses with natural materials is still common, and subtle technologies for the processing of these 

materials have been found. Exploitation of the environment has already resulted in a worldwide lack 

of natural building materials. Industrialised production and processing of plant material for building 

purposes and biofuels worsen the situation. Building, no matter if individual or industrialised, 

contributes considerably to the rapid loss of global natural environment and biodiversity. 

As a result today we face the situation that increased use of natural materials, which is basically 

beneficial for the environment may lead on a larger scale to increased environmental damage. 

The use of material defines architectural construction and form.  In the history of architecture we 

find countless examples for the interrelation between material, construction and form of buildings, 

even if the connection between these aspects is never as strong and present at all structural scales as in 

living organisms. On the macroscopic scale, material and its inherent properties define the building. 

This interconnection becomes clearly visible with the transfer of formal characteristics to new building 

materials. The use of floral motives in Egyptian stone columns refers to the use of palm trees and reed 

bundles, that may have been used as structural elements [iii]. The formal characteristics of the classic 
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Greek temples (that are still used even today when “classic” impression has to be communicated) were 

developed in a transfer from wooden buildings to stone masonry.  

 

As other natural phenomena also do, plants deliver archetypes, ready for imitation and interpretation. 

Portoghesi states “...the column becomes the metaphor and abstract replica of the tree but also of the 

body”. He presents the spiral columns of the Roman basilica St. Peter, pergola as representation of the 

vine, and refers to branches as ideal models for cantilevers etc. Antoni Gaudi found his own 

unequalled and expressive way of translating natural models into refined architectural form. 

Especially in the Art Nouveau movement floral patterns were transformed into architectural elements, 

in functional parts like railings or as mere decoration. “In architecture as well as in living beings, 

decoration as an element of self-representation serves to identify parts, reveal their hierarchy and 

even their stages of development.” Portoghesi also states the importance of appearance in both 

nature and architecture as basis for all interaction between living organisms and organic and inorganic 

environment, that is among other factors determining form. 

Citing the famous D’Arcy Thompson [iv] about analogy: “Nature seemed to work as if form was the 

result of function times economy. When these principles were applied to engineering structures like 

bridges, they were found to work in the same way and produce similar or analogous forms.” There is a 

commonly acknowledged analogy between the requirements that plants and buildings have to fulfil.  

 

The notion of a specific similarity between the problems and qualities of plants and houses was 

also stated by George Jeronimidis in discussions about the overlaps between nature and architecture., 

initiating many of the thoughts mentioned in the following.  

The most important aspect that relates the plant realm to architecture is that as a general rule plants 

and architecture do not move. Higher plants and houses usually stay where they grew up 

respectively where they were built. For the comparison presented in this paper the focus lies on the 

biological species and kinds of architecture that share this aspect, neglecting all existing exceptions 

that do move like for examples algae and caravans.  

Immovability implies exposure to environmental conditions on the specific site, the necessity to 

adapt to the potentially changing availability of resources, stress, energy and other organisms. So what 

are the strategies, that have evolved in the plant world to cope with this situation, and what do we find 

in architecture? 

 

Plants have developed very efficient structures: differentiation of cells has resulted in lightweight 

construction systems that are well adapted to different load conditions, but dynamic wind loads, the 

weight of fruit or the weight of snow for example can still lead to structural failure. Before breaking, 

plant parts use flexibility to give way to the stressing factor. According to Vogel [v] branches of trees 

and leaves move and twist in the wind to reduce drag. Some palm trees are even flexible enough to 

survive the destructive force of tsunamis. Constructive aspects are therefore interesting to investigate 

and transfer to architecture and construction. Nachtigall [vi] has described many analogies between 

constructions in nature and buildings in his book Baubionik. The most famous analogy to follow is the 

grassblade as tower, an example widely discussed already by Lebedew [vii], Vogel and Nachtigall. 

Even if a direct comparison of the mechanical behaviour would be wrong, there are still lessons to 

learn concerning adaptation and differentiation of structures with a high slenderness ratio. 

Macroscopic structuring of plant parts, folding structures and mechanisms are an inspiring field for 

architects and designers. The architect Biruta Kresling has devoted her research efforts to folding 

structures in nature, and based on her work the author has participated in the development of designs 

for a lunar base [viii]. Design exercises in biomimetics guided by the author at the Vienna University 

of Technology have explored the architects interest to translate aspects found in nature. A comparative 

view on biomimetic design studies was carried out earlier [ix]. 
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Fig. 1 Design of a changing room inspired by folding 

structures, Tobias Eglauer. 

 

Mechanisms found in the plant world were also used as inspiration for spatial solutions. The 

technology of pneumatic buildings seems to be suitable to translations from the plant realm. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 Pneumatic spatial element, inspired by the 

mechanisms found in the Venus flytrap, Ariana Morina. 

 

The group around Thomas Speck investigates on a microscopic scale as well, delivering insights 

about gradient design and self-healing as the most important principles being transferred to novel 

architectural solutions, for example the development of a self-healing membrane for pneumatic 

structures.  

Analogies in construction were used in the history of architecture, but linked to the natural model 

more by analogue problems than by purposeful biomimetic transfer. Portoghesi presents among other 

examples the development of Islamic cupolas, as being obviously inspired by cacti figs and other 

fruits.  

The famous 67.31m high eight-sided wooden pagoda of Foguang Si at Yingxian in China of 1056 is 

known for a double ring structure, similar to principles found in horsetail. The same plant has together 

with others served as model for the “technical plant stem”, a genuine biomimetic product representing 

a fibrous compound material maid by braid pultrusion technology [x]. Based on this information, a 

students project tried to integrate the growth process of horsetail to develop things further.  
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Fig. 3 Growth of building part inspired by the growth 

process in Equisetum, Katharina Gal. 

 

Efforts in lightweight design and strict separation of compressive and tensile forces has resulted in the 

development of the so-called form active constructions, membrane and net structures. Frei Otto and 

his Institut für Leichte Flächentragwerke investigated natural constructions and developed membrane 

structures to a novel building typology [xi]. 

Interesting features of plants on the scale of material could deliver new building materials. The 

introduction of hierarchical structuring to otherwise homogenous materials could bring enhanced 

properties. For many reasons, some of them related to the processing, composite materials are only 

slowly introduced in architecture. Fibrous structures in plants do serve specific functions, and some of 

the tasks relate to the environmental conditions. Pinecones for example do open and close according to 

aerial humidity. This effect was exploited in the design study of a facade system with passive 

regulation of opening and closure. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Passive opening and closure of a facade, 

inspired by pinecones, Isilak Sencer. 

 

On a nanometre scale, surface properties of plants are transferred in functional technical surfaces. 

The most famous biomimetic development is the Lotus effect®, that is introduced in building industry 

in many forms - wall paint, glass surface and coatings to name a few [xii]. 

Growth patterns are influenced by load conditions, and lead to adapted geometry, where form 

follows stress. Claus Matthecks computational optimisation methods exploit the principle of even 

stress distribution [xiii] in trees. In architecture, the tendency to have specific solutions rather than 

mass production has until now prevented optimisation methods like this to succeed. Growth 

algorithms and evolutionary processes are introduced in architectural design methods with great 
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success [xiv], but the transfer to other than proto-architectural projects is still difficult due to lack of 

new building technologies that resemble more to growth than mere addition of elements.  

The diverse solutions for anchoring in the ground are specific for the plant world, but are not yet 

exploited for architectural translation. The “foundations” of plants do also fulfil the function of supply, 

and thereby adapt to both structural requirements and distribution of resources in the ground. For 

sufficient resource supply specialised structures  have to cover a large enough area or volume of the 

environment. Plants have to rely on the local availability of solar energy, water, nutrients and air to 

survive, and have managed to develop strategies to overcome hard times or cycles of change. The 

embedding into ecosystems is advantageous and can be compared to architecture integrated into 

supply and disposal networks. Buildings rely on supply networks, infrastructure delivering matter and 

energy for operation – water, gas, oil, electricity etc. Together with integration in these systems 

dependency increases, making current urban structures most vulnerable in terms of supply 

infrastructure. Tendencies towards autonomous building units have been investigated since at least the 

1960s. Paolo Soleris suggestions for the so-called arcologies are an impressive example of futuristic 

high density settlements [xv]. Current developments towards passive house and plus energy house 

concepts show consciousness and necessity to make buildings more autonomous, and at the same time 

regional supply systems are increasingly introduced. 

 

Another functional aspect linking architecture to the plant realm is the occupation and use of 

space. If we oppose individual organisms to buildings and species to architectural typologies, we may 

investigate the use of space on a ontogenetic or individual level as well as on the phylogenetic, or 

typological level. Strategies to exploit space as efficiently as possible are needed in order to optimise 

the relation between elements and structure or supply efforts, to increase chances to survive. Spatial 

competition in plants exists on many hierarchical levels: for example densely packed cells on a leaf 

surface compete for solar energy, the distribution of branches and leaves on a tree shows  

optimisation for maximal exposure to the sun, the trees compete with other species again for light. 

Packing of seeds is another inspiring topic, that is being investigated by architects as well. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 The packing of the seeds in pomegranate fruit 

was investigated, without direct transfer to an 

architectural application, Laurenz Andritz. 

 

In building it is important to have sufficient light in interior spaces, wherever the climate allows for 

openings. In Western countries sophisticated rules define the density of built environment, especially 

in urban areas. The buildings surface to volume ratio has to allow sufficient windows for the users to 

feel comfortable. Spatial competition between buildings does exist at the border to interesting areas, 

for example at waterfronts or parks. The density of packing of living space is also a matter of culture.  

Packing of living space has been experimented with since industrialisation and urbanisation. Examples 

for the biomimetic transfer of plant geometries to floor plans intend to produce high quality space 

rather than minimal housing. The use of hexagonal geometries for floor plans was investigated in 

many architectural projects throughout the 60ies and 70ies, and was meant to deliver an efficient and 

organic ordering system, neglecting the fact that the human orientation system is based on right 

angles. The current developments of tectonic landscape-like architectures dissolve the classic 
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separation of building elements, and the notion of space and openings has evolved from the two-

dimensional plan to four-dimensional creation of “event spaces” with time as ordering element. 

 

Both, plants and architecture, change the environment. The sheer existence of plants and houses has 

a wide range of consequences on the surroundings, providing a change in many respects.  

Both architecture and plants deliver space for other organisms. The creation of habitats by or in 

plants may not be their top priority, but symbiotic arrangements and the formation of ecosystems are 

crucial for the survival. Coevolution may be responsible for the “design” of certain constructions and 

forms of parts built especially for contact to insects, for seed delivery or pollination. The “space 

between” plants or plant parts is where activity can happen, and where functions like protection, 

shelter, meeting, feeding etc. takes place. Hollow trees, for example the Pinus longaeva in the US and 

the baobab in Africa, were used as homes. For humans, trees offer shelter from the sun and the rain. 

In architecture the space between buildings is very often not designed but a leftover void with no 

spatial quality to enable activity. Architecture delivering high quality space not only inside but for the 

outside as well was achieved in many traditional building systems, but seems to have been lost in the 

current way of building. Many urban areas are developed for cars more than for people, and the 

outdoor quality of urban space is no longer attractive for humans. Interdependency of buildings in 

terms of mutual beneficial spatial arrangement is not considered a standard design task. More often, 

buildings seem to be entirely ignorant of the surrounding environment. The reintroduction of activity 

space for people in built environment and the outside space delivered by buildings should be a major 

concern for architects and decision makers.  

Shelter from adverse outside conditions is a basic function of architecture, and examples for 

shelter and protection relate directly to the requirement in the plant world to cope with a given 

environment. Protection measures are needed to withstand intense sun, UV radiation, humidity, 

dehydration, toxic or damaging substances, enemies, etc. The so-called old man cactus, for example, is 

protected from intense sunlight by its white long hairs. The natural pattern of these hairs and the 

function is interpreted in a proposal for a sunshade system that can be added to a conventional 

building facade [xvi].  

 

 

 
Fig. 6 Abstraction of hair pattern found in the Old 

mans cactus. Konstantin Trpenoski  
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Fig. 7 Cactus facade as additional architectural 

sunshade layer.  

 

The function of water storage and protection from sun was the main idea of a students project 

applying the lithops water storage cells to architectural skins. The technical solution is not elaborated, 

but the idea of a facade system controlling solar energy input, transparency and humidity for the 

internal space is well worth pursuing. 

 

 

 
Fig. 8 Facade system inspired by water storage cells of 

Lithops. Water evaporates through a semi permeable 

membrane. Cornelia Steiner. 

 

 

 
Fig. 9 The same system applied to a conventional glass 

facade could help control transparency as well as 

internal climate. 

 

In the world of plants, the problem of immovability  is only overcome by propagation. Strategies to 

spread seeds are diverse and well investigated. Building typologies seem to spread regionally as well, 

but the mechanisms of information transfer in a cultural environment work entirely different.  

After cultural landscape has spread all over the planet, we have to reintroduce nature into our 

artificial environments again, to increase quality of life for inhabitants, who have not yet adapted to 

the new environment. Most plants – in spite of their intense competition - are peaceful and simple to 

accommodate cohabitants for humans, and therefore ideal to combine with architecture. The 

integration of phenomena from nature shall enrich the sensory perception by visual, acoustic, tactile 

and olfactory stimuli, which have been lost in the urban environment. Some current architecture 

projects literally build for plants in providing not only the space but structural support. The Expo 2000 
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project of MVRDV in Hannover stacked different landscapes on each other in a multi-storey building. 

The green walls of Patric Blanc in Paris are another example for the increasing efforts to integrate 

natural elements in an urban environment. The newly defined field of Baubotanik even integrates 

living plants in buildings [xvii]. 

Conclusion 

There are many overlapping fields between architecture and the plant realm. As there is a common 

analogy between the requirements that plants and buildings have to fulfil some of the solutions that 

have evolved are applicable to architecture, using a biomimetic approach for information transfer. This 

implies going beyond the phenomenological approach and using quantitative analysis methods from 

natural and engineering sciences. The selected studies, that were carried out under the supervision of 

the author, illustrate the findings and present an architectural approach, that hopefully inspires 

scientists to share their expertise and collaborate in interdisciplinary projects in the future. 
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Geometry of folds, geometry of leaves 
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Abstract  

Human is one of the rare animal which can identify plants thanks to their leaf shape. Insects recognise 

plants thanks to their flower because they are all identical among one species. In contrary Leaves can 

be very different even on the same branch of one plant. The evolutionary interest of leaves is a great 

surface to catch light of the sun to perform photosynthesis [1], and not the detail of their shape. In 

temperate climate, where dry and cold season alternate with more humid and warm season, a 

particular strategy govern leaf development. They grow folded in the bud during winter, so they 

minimize their exposure and loss of water and maximise their surface ready for opening in spring
1
. 

Their fold geometry in the bud will decide their later shape. Leaf shape is then an indirect evolutionary 

consequence of bud filling. In this article, we show how different types of folding create different type 

of leaf shape.    

Introduction 

An important idea of plant development is reiteration. For many species, a branch is like a 

smaller tree growing on a tree [3]. At another scale, development of leaf is also a reiteration 

mechanism. Primordia arise as a little bump on the meristem. Then lobes are like second order 

primordia protruding from the first growing primordia. At gene's level, the same gene are expressed in 

both case: the gene KNOX is expressed both in the primordia and in the lobes, the gene CUC is 

expressed at the separation between the primordia and the meristem, and at the separation between the 

lobes [4-5].   

The initiation of the growth of branches, and the growth of lobes is rather well-known. What 

coordinates the growth of different branches are environmental conditions. What coordinates the 

growth of lobes is unknown. In a previous article, we have proposed a new hypothesis to explain how 

different lobes coordinate their growth: lobes grow until they fill the space at their disposal in the bud 

[6].  We have explained how the shape of leaves is influenced by this effect and by another one: 

Leaves grow folded in the bud [7-8]. The simplest way of being folded is the case of maple leaves. 

Maple leaves have generally nine main folds, 5 peak folds, on the main veins, and 4 valleys, or 

“antifolds”. They all originate from the same point at the petiole. The volume that the folded leaf fills 

is half an ellipsoid (Fig. 1a). The folded leaf margin is situated on a plane at the middle of the bud 

(Fig. 1a). The result is the same as if you fold paper and cut it along a line. When you unfold, each 

time you had a fold, you have now either a sinus or a lobe (Fig. 1b-c). We have called these leaves 

“kirigami”, which means “cut-folds” in Japanese. We have found that these leaves margins can be 

refolded on a line even when they are mature (Fig. 1 e-f) [6]. In this text we show how different kind 

of folds and volumes to fill can change shape of leaves, even on closely related plants. 

 

 

                                                 
1
 In tropical climate, lobed leaves are much rare than in temperate ones [2]. Some folded leaves are present 

nevertheless (Gunera manicata, Tetrapanax papyrifer). The evolutionary interest may be to protect young 

lamina against insects. 
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 Figure 1. a. Two 

opposite Acer 

pseudoplatanus leaves 

whose edges are on a 

plane at the middle. b. 

Abaxial side of an Acer 

campestre. Arrows 

indicate abaxial folds 

which are along the 

veins. Circles indicate 

the fold ends, which 

correspond to lobes. c. 

Adaxial side of the same 

leaf. Arrows indicate 

adaxial folds, which are 

in the tissu.  Circles 

indicate the fold ends, 

which correspond to 

sinus. d-e. Numerical 

folding of an Acer 

pseudoplatanus Leaf.. 

Secondary fold detail: 

unfolded (d) and folded 

in a plane (e). Blue and 

green segments are 

anticlinal folds while the 

synclinal fold is red. The 

“leaf” contour is pink.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Material and methods 

Numerical folding 

We have developed programs to fold leaves numerically. For that we measured the angle between the 

bases of main veins, and refold the main lobes with these angles. In case of Ficus Cariaca, folds are 

not always straight lines, veins are curved, antifolds (valleys) too. Only the central vein is a straight 

line. To fold with curved folds, we have used the symmetric of lateral lobes to the lateral antifold. We 

also refold the straight central vein using its secondary folds. For that we have taken the nearest 

solution, which can be unfolded on a plane and folded in a plane (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2. Numerical folding 

method. Secondary fold detail: 

unfolded (a) and folded in a 

plane (b). Blue and green 

segments are anticlinal folds 

while the synclinal fold is red. 

The “leaf”margin is depicted as 

a pink line. As seen on figure (a), 

the sum of all angles is  +  + 

 +  = 2 . Considering the angle ’, the folded structure in figure (b) lays in a plane only if: '   '   '  '  

If the sum of angles is equal to 2 , this equation rewrites: ' =    '. Folding figure (a) in figure (b) with 

keeping to the best the angle  is minimizing the quantity ('  )2 + ('  )2 which rewrites ('  )2 + (  ' 

 )2. One finds the best ' value: ' = (    ) / 2. In the same way, one find: ' = (    ) / 2, ' = (  

  ) / 2 and ' = (    ) / 2.  

 
Fold and cut 
If you fold a sheet of paper and cut it with scissors, you can obtain very different shapes. Each fold 

will be a local axe of symmetry of the unfolded contour. All the results of this article use this property. 

We show how different type of folding, and different type of cutting will determine shape of different 

leaves. What plays the role of scissors is still an open question but development acts exactly as if they 

existed actually.  

  

Results and discussion 
Successive folds 

Tetrapanax papyriferus Leaves, as nearly all the palmate leaves, are folded when 

they are young. As for maple leaves, each fold correspond either to a sinus or to a lobe 

(Fig. 3a and b). Main lobes correspond to main folds, which originate from the centre of 

the leaf. There are also 1, 2 or 3 secondary folds along each lobe, which will correspond 

to secondary lobes once the leaf will unfold. 

   Figure 3. a. Lateral view of a folded leaf of Tetrapanax papyriferus. b. Frontal view of the  same 

leaf. c. Longitudinal cut of a lobe of a lobe of Tetrapanax papyriferus. d. Partial view of a lobe of a 

mature Tetrapanax papyriferus leaf.       

We can obtain the shape of kirigami leaves by folding a sheet of paper and then cut it along a 

line. This remark explain some feature of the leaf of Tetrapanax papyriferus, for instance, opening 

angle of the sinus increase along each lobe (Fig. 3d). If we take into account the folded phase of 

development the reason is simple. The key remark is that secondary folds bend the central vein (166° 

in average on 5 leaves, Fig. 3c). Measurements show that angle α between the vein and the fold does 

not depend on its place along the fold, indicating an identical lobe development (27.7° as mean for the 
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first angle along the lobe, 27.4° for the second one and 29° for the third on 5 leaves). Then, due to the 

curvature of the main vein due to these secondary folds, the angle , which the fold have with the cut 

plane, decreases along the lobe (Fig. 3c). As the angle gets smaller along the lobe, the angle of 

opening of sinus, which is equal to 2π-2, becomes larger along the successive lobes (Fig. 3d). This 

observation clarify the secondary lobe development: Reiteration acts not on secondary lobes and sinus 

shape, which depends on their place along the main fold, but at the level of secondary fold, which is 

independent on its place.  

In a more general way, the angle of opening of a sinus can be predicted by using the angle of the 

precedent sinus and the angle between the folds. We have used five leaves of Tetrapanax papyriferus 

and measured the angles shown on Figure 4 a. We have calculated the angle of refolding by taking the 

nearest angle, which follows the theorem of Kobayashi (see methods, Fig. 2). We find the prediction is 

near the measurement but always under (Fig. 4 c). It is probably because we took account only of the 

curvature due to the fold. As we see on Fig 3c, the vein is curved between the folds too. So we 

underestimate the curvature of the central vein, overestimate  and then underestimate φ. In this 

paragraph, we have shown with this example how secondary folds link the angles along a lobe. 

 Figure 4. a. A lobe of 

a Tetrapanax 

papyriferus leaf. 

Notation for the 

measured angle. α1, 

φ1, α2, β2,  γ2 and φ2.  

b. The same lobe once 

folded. β'2  and  γ'2  

are the nearest angle 

from β2,  γ2 that you 

can fold in a plane. It 

is why we use them to 

make the prediction. c. 

Data obtain by 

measurement on five 

leaves of Tetrapanax 

papyriferus. We draw 

in abscissa   ψ2  and in 

ordinate the prediction 

made by assuming that 

all the lobe refold 

along the same line. 

    

 

 

 

Tangential cuts 

In the example of normal Kirigami leaves, such as Acer pseudoplatanus and Tetrapanax 

papyriferus (Fig. 1, 3), the cut direction is transverse to the fold (Fig. 5a). In this case, folds are axes of 

symmetry of the edge (Fig. 5a’).  If the cut direction is tangent to the fold, the fold is no more an axe 

of symmetry of the margin (Fig. 5b-b’). What is amazing is that some plants follow the kirigami 

model even in these extreme phenomena. It is the case of beach leaves (and some palm leaves). The 

cutting edge of each leaf is on its abaxial side contrary to all the other species of kirigami leaves 
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(where it is on the adaxial one). The cut direction corresponds to the envelope of the bud, which is 

tangent to the folds on the sides (Fig. 6 a-b).  

 

Figure 5. a. Transverse cut of a fold (i.e 

contain a vector normal to the fold). a’. Same fold 

than a once unfolded. The fold is axe of symmetry of 

the edge. b. Tangent cut of a fold. b’. Same fold than 

b once unfolded. The fold is no more axe of symmetry 

of the edge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. a. A bud of Fagus sylvatica  b. The 

same bud whithout its upper outer-shell. The 

fold of the leaves are not axes of symmetry 

anymore. c. A mature leaf. First folds along the 

central vein are not axis of symmetry of the 

margin  (blue array)  because they correspond 

to folds tangent to the outer-shell. Because the 

folding vein are also one above each other, the 

antifold is also not at the middle between the two 

nearby folds. Last folds along the central vein 

are  axis of symmetry of the margin because they 

correspond to fold which are transverse to the 

outer-shell (red array), with also veins at the 

same height and in the middle of the folds. 

 

 

 

 

 

We can still derive a numerical relation linking the angle of asymmetry of each folds, α, 

and the angle between fold and limiting surface, β, as detailed in Figure 7 c-d: cotan(α/2)= h tan(β)/e. 

To verify that shape of beach leaves follow this relation we have taken folded beach leaf and measure 

the angle β between the fold and the contour of the folded leaf (which correspond to the outer-shell) 

and the angle α of asymmetry of the fold (Fig.7 a-b). These angles follow the numerical law (Fig.7 e). 

When β is small, the fold is tangent to the limiting surface and the asymmetry α is large. When β is 
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bigger, asymmetry is much smaller. We observe that on real leaves. The first folds along the central 

vein are tangent to the outer-shell. They are very asymmetric. On the contrary the last one are nearly 

perpendicular to the outer-shell so the folds are much more symmetric.  

Fig 7. a. Schema of our measurements on the abaxial view of a beach leaf. Magenta dashed line corresponds to 

mountain fold. Blue dashed line links three consecutive sinus centered around the    sinus at the valley fold tip 

just after the mountain fold. Blue dashed line  corresponds to the limiting surface. b. β is the angle between the 

fit of the blue dashed line (represented by a blue continue line) and the fit of the magenta dashed line 

(represented by a magenta  continue line). c. The angle α  (black) correspond to the asymmetry. d. Schema of a 

lateral view of a fold. First way to calculate the length l with the angle of asymmetry α. e. Schema of an upper 

view of a fold. As the tissue has a positive thickness e the two valley folds (red line) do not superimpose with the 

mountain fold (black line) . Second way to calculate the length l with the angle β between the fold and the edge. 

f. Measure for all the folds of the upper leaf.   

Tangential cut result in leaves whose antifolds do not correspond always to sinus (Fig. 8  b'). It 

depends precisely on where the cut is between two consecutive veins. If the antifold cut is closer to the 

tip of the first vein then the antifold will give a sinus as normal (fig 8a a'). But if the cut is closer to the 

tip the second vein, the antifold will give an unusual small bump between the veins (Fig. 8 b b'). Both 

types of leaves exist. 
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It is particularly interesting to notice that another variety of beach, such as Rohan obelix (var.), 

is folded differently so that the limitation is not tangent but perpendicular, as usual. Folds are now 

axes of symmetry again (Fig. 9). Variation of leaf shape is a geometrical consequence of folding, 

which can change even for very close cultivar. 

 

Figure 8. a. Black lines correspond to 

veins. The red line corresponds to an 

antifold or “valley” fold. Thick Green 

lines correspond to the leaf margin. If 

the antifold's end is nearer from the tip 

of the first vein than from the tip of the 

second one then μ+ν>π. a'. It will give 

a sinus when it will unfold. . a'' Beach 

leaf whose antifolds become sinus - 

red arrow. b.b' b''. If the antifold's end 

is nearer from the tip of the second 

vein than from the tip of the first one 

then μ+ν<π.  It will give a beach leaf 

whose antifolds become lobe - red 

arrow. 

 

 

Figure 9. a. A Fagus sylvatica (Rohan obelix var.) bud. The leaf margin is folded on the back of the previous 

leaf, transversaly to the fold. a'. A transverse cut of a Fagus sylvatica (Rohan obelix var.) leaf in the bud. The 

two leaf margin meets in front of the central fold, which is enclosed by the leaf. a''. Front (adaxail view) of a 

Fagus sylvatica (Rohan obelix var.) leaf. Folds and antifolds are axis of symmetry of the margin. a'''. A mature 

Fagus sylvatica  (Rohan obelix var.) leaf.   b. A Fagus sylvatica bud.   The leaf margin is folded on the back of 

the leaf. b'. A cut of a Fagus sylvatica leaf. The central fold is open on the previous leaf.  b''. Front (adaxial 

view) of a Fagus sylvatica leaf. The margin does not appear because it is folded on the back (abaxial side) of the 

leaf. b'''. A Fagus sylvatica leaf. 

 Round Edge 

What happens now for the shape if what limits the growth of the edge is no more a plane? This 

phenomenon occurs in Ficus Cariaca bud. Ficus Cariaca's buds are like the Russian dolls. Each bud 

is constituted by a small leaf in front of a smaller bud, which itself contains a smaller leaf and a 

smaller bud (Fig. 10a). At first glance, the edge of the folded leaf seems to stay on a plane, which 

corresponds to the envelope of the smaller bud (Fig. 10 a b). But if we move slightly the central lobe 
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of the leaf in order to open slightly its separation with lateral lobes, we see that the edge of the 

beginning of the lobe did stay along the vein of the lateral lobe and not on the limit corresponding to 

the envelope of the smaller bud (Fig. 10 c d). This way to be folded is coherent with the spoon like 

shape of lobes. The beginning of a lobe is thin because it is limited by the lateral vein. The end of the 

lobe is larger because it is limited by the bud in front and no more by the lateral vein.  

 

Figure 10. a. A Ficus Cariaca bud. The leaf (white arrow) is limited by another smaller bud in front of it (black 

arrow). b. A leaf of Ficus cariaca alone.  c. We slightly separate the central lobe. We see that its lower border 

lies on the lateral lobe. d. We slightly move the first lateral lobe. Its lower border also lies on the next lateral 

one. e.  Rp is the length of the entire edge of the leaf. Rs is the length of the edge until the beginning of the 

central lobe. f. Histogram of the ratio  Rp / Rs, showing large variations. g. A mature leaf of Ficus Cariaca. 

Color corresponds to the different lobe. Blue for principal fold. Orange for main antifolds or valley folds. Green 

for secondary folds. Red for secondary sinus. h. The same leaf once folded numerically (see M&M).  

There seems to be clear adaptation of the lower edge of the central lobe to the vein of the most 

lateral one. If we take different folded leaf we see that different young folded leaves can have very 

different shape (Fig. 10 e f). The ratio between the length of the edge of the lobe tip, which stay on the 

smaller bud, and the rest of the margin which stay on the smaller bud, can vary from 0.4 to 0.9. Leaves 

shapes are very different but the central edge lobe fits nevertheless the shape of lateral vein. Is it the 

vein which fit to the edge or the contrary? The question remains open. 

 The geometry of the bud lefts its imprints on leaf shape. If we refold the leaf we see the end of 

all lobes almost align, whereas the edge of lobe 's base stay along the next folded vein (in blue, Fig. 10 

g h). The numerical folding of the mature leaf (Fig 10 g, h) brought the lobe edges close to a plane, 

despite latter expansive growth somewhat reducing the fit to a plane compared to the young folded 

leaf in Fig 10 e. Shape of Ficus Cariaca leaves is thus also determined by its way of folding and 

filling of the bud.  
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Conclusion 

It is astonishing to see how varied are the geometry of leaves, and of their folding in buds.  

However one rule stay always true: buds are completely filled by the leaves. Leaf shape 

seems to be the consequence of folding and filling of the bud, and not the contrary. Lobes 

grow independently but at the end they all together fit the shape of the bud. To give a so 

precise result, regulation of each lobe growing independently should be very complicated. 

How would it work to allow so different leaf shapes in the same plant, all with filled 

buds? It is more probable that lobes grow independently but their growth is regulated by 

the space left, through contact regulation, either chemical or mechanic.  

Where does take place contact regulation? Is it only at vein tips or everywhere along the 

margin? The second alternative fits more our results. Indeed.  Even in the unusual cases 

of Fagus sylvatica and Ficus Cariaca, the whole leaf margin seems to adapt to the 

available volume in order to fill it.  

If contact regulation is very common at higher scale of vegetal development like at the scale of 

the tree (an example is the shyness of crown) [9], or at the scale of the control of organ 

expansion [10], it has never been studied at the scale of leaf development. Recently 

researcher have shown that mechanic plays a role in primordia development [11], contact 

regulation could be a next step of this kind of research. Contact development did not 

appear earlier in developmental biology studies possibly because researcher have studied 

free flat leaves as the Arabidopsis thaliana ones. Leaves are stacked. It is easy to 

constrain surfaces by each other in the tree dimensional bud. In this article we focused on 

folded leaves, which are no more surfaces but three dimensional objects. Conflict for 

space in the bud and its consequences can't be discarded anymore, and the need for 

contact regulation of growth is clear in this case. 
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Modelling secondary growth stresses in recent and fossil plants 

Tom Masselter and Thomas Speck 

Plant Biomechanics Group, Botanic Garden, University of Freiburg, Germany 

Abstract  

Analysis and modelling of secondary growth stresses in plant stems have been conducted for many 

years by using data either of indirect measurement methods, as e.g. strain sensors, or of direct 

methods, as e.g. pressure probe measurements, for determining the stress. These methods and models 

have several drawbacks and in particular they cannot be used for assessing growth stresses in fossil 

plants. Therefore we present a new approach and show that a mathematical/physical model can be 

used to make accurate assumptions on the magnitude of stresses in rather small bodied centri-

symmetric woody plant stems, both recent and fossil. The model is based on Lamé‟s theories on the 

deformation of thick walled cylinders as well as on physical experiments with technical cellular solids. 

Tissues with different radial widths, Young‟s moduli and Poisson ratios can be defined in the model.  

The model allows describing in good approximation the growth stresses measured at the inner 

surface of the sclerenchymatous cortex cylinder of Aristolochia macrophylla, an extant lianescent 

plant. We also applied the theoretical model to two fossil woody plants, the „seed fern‟ species 

Lyginopteris oldhamia (c. 300 Myr old) and Calamopitys sp. (c. 340 Myr old). In these fossil „seed 

ferns‟, the model is used for recalculating the values of stresses in the inner primary cortex tissues and 

to analyse whether the deformation observed in thin-ground sections of the very well preserved 

petrified stem material is entirely within the elastic or also within the plastic range. Thus it allows 

proving or disproving the assumption that the (sometimes large) deformations observed in the cortex 

tissues of the two fossil plant species occurred in vivo or are an artefact due to the fossilization process 

and later deformation. 

Introduction 

Secondary growth is an innate feature of most woody plants, both recent and fossil. The evolution 

of secondary growth has led to a number of adaptations, amongst others the evolution of a cortex 

cambium that can follow the circumferential extension due to the increasing volume of secondary 

vascular tissues [1]. While this key innovation is in place in recent plants, some fossil species did not 

yet have this feature evolved and had to cope with the increase in volume of secondary vascular 

tissues by other means. Two of these fossil plants, Lyginopteris oldhamia and Calamopitys sp., had 

evolved cortex tissues that were able to deal with these stresses in two different ways: Calamopitys sp. 

had a large outer cortex that was able to ‚absorb‟ the strains imposed by the increase in size of the 

secondary vascular tissues (Fig. 1A,B) [2], while in Lyginopteris oldhamia, the rather thin outer cortex 

was stretched and ultimately sloughed off (Fig. 1C,D) [3.4]. 

The data provided by tissue measurements in different ontogenetic stages in these fossil plants all 

point towards the conclusion that the stresses exerted by secondary growth of secondary vascular 

tissues led to stresses and strains in the surrounding cortex tissues. An intriguing question is what the 

stress-strain relationships in fossil plants were really like? As fossil plants cannot be tested 

mechanically, other methods for answering this question had to be adopted. Due to the excellent 

preservation in coal balls, strains in tissues and even in individual cells can be measured in these plants 
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with high accuracy [3-5]. These strains can be used to calculate tissue stresses in Calamopitys and L. 

oldhamia. To this goal, a theoretical model was developed using technical foam rubbers, and 

measurements of the extant plant Aristolochia macrophylla for calibrating and verifying the model (as 

described below) were carried out. 

A. macrophylla was chosen as extant model plant as a primary sclerenchymatous outer cylinder is 

ruptured due to the increase in volume of the inner secondary vascular tissues (Fig. 1E,F) [6,7]. 

Stresses that are needed to rupture this sclerenchymatous outer sheath can be calculated and these can 

be used to verify if the theoretical model is able to describe correctly the stress-strain relationships in 

this extant plant. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Simplified models for tissue arrangement in 

various extant and fossil plants. (A,B) Calamopitys sp., 

A: unstrained ‘young’ axis, B: internally strained ‘old’ 

axis. (C,D) Lyginopteris oldhamia, C: unstrained 

‘young’ axis, D: internally strained ‘old’ axis. (E,F) 

Aristolochia macrophylla, E: unstrained ‘young’ axis, 

F: internally strained ‘old’ axis. Types of tissues: 

secondary vascular tissues including central pith (inner 

white circle); inner primary cortex (chequered area); 

outer primary cortex (outermost rings; 

sclerenchymatous black: parenchymatous white). 

 

Material and methods 

Measurements of Lyginopteris oldhamia were made on slides from collections housed at the 

Natural History Museum, London, and the palaeobotanical collection at the Museum of the University 

of Tübingen as well as from well reproduced plates found in literature. Calamopitys material was 

obtained from fossil plant collections of the AMAP laboratory (Montpellier, France). Axes of 

Aristolochia macrophylla were cut from a specimen in the Botanic Garden, Freiburg. 

 

For answering the central questions of the study 

-how can the mechanical behaviour of cellular material be calculated and is it possible to model the 

stress-strain relationships analytically without using FEM? 

-are the deformations in parenchymatous (cellular) tissues within the (visco-)elastic or within the 

plastic range? 

several steps were taken (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2 Flow chart showing an overview of the succession of the measurements, tests and models necessary for 

the present study. Black arrows indicate the mechanical parameters that are either known and serve as input 

into the model/tests (arrows pointing towards the left hand side) or are a result of the model/tests/measurements 

(arrows pointing towards the right hand side). (*1) and (*2): Young’s moduli and Poisson ratios were based on 

measurements of extant plants. 

 

In a first step, a mathematical-physical model for the deformation of technical cellular material was 

established (Fig. 2A,B). To this purpose, the deformation of closed-cell technical foam rubbers (with 

Young‟s moduli and Poisson ratios known from mechanical measurements) was analysed (Fig. 2A) 
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and the measured stress-strain relationships were described with an analytical mathematical model 

(Fig. 2B). 

For determining the stress-strain relationships of technical cellular material, cylindrical closed-cell 

foam rubbers were mounted in a special pressure vessel (Fig. 3A,B). Pressure was applied on the 

inside of the foams by means of water input into a thin elastic rubber cylinder (Fig. 3B). The pressure 

and the volume of the water column as well as the strain of the foam could be measured in different 

inner and outer zones (Fig. 3C,D). The centri-symmetric setup was chosen as it represents a simplified 

arrangement of tissues similar to the one in the selected plant genera. The incompressible water 

mimicks the secondary vascular tissues (comparatively high Young‟s modulus) and the foam rubbers 

represent the parenchymatous cellular cortex tissues (comparatively low Young‟s modulus). 

Additionally, a stiff outer cylinder can be placed around the foam rubbers. This is a functional 

representation of the stiff outer cortex tissues. This cortex tissue is disrupted during growth in 

Lyginopteris oldhamia and Aristolochia macrophylla. In a simplistic way, one could say that the 

model then changes from „closed‟ (i.e. enclosed by a stiff outer cortex) to „open‟ (i.e. not enclosed by 

a stiff outer cortex). This change in state of the foam rubber device has a great impact on the 

deformation of the foams (compare Figs. 3C and 3D). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 (A,B) Lateral view of pressure vessel with mounted cylindrical foam rubber, A: unstrained foam rubber, 

B: strained foam rubber. (C,D) Measured strain in inner and outer zones of the cylindrical foam rubber, C: for a 

device with a stiff outer boundary, as shown in A, D: for a device without a stiff outer boundary. 

 

A mathematical model (Figs. 2B, 4) that is based on Lamé‟s equations for the deformation of thick-

walled cylinders [8] (see also appendix) is used for describing the deformation of technical cellular 

material.  

The model can be used to describe any number of concentrically arranged cylinders with different 

radial widths, Young‟ moduli and Poisson ratios and can therefore also well describe arrangements of 
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centri-symmetric (plant) tissues. Figure 4 shows stresses and strains for a model with two (A-C), 

respectively one (D-F) cylinder. 

The model is based on several assumptions: 

-The mechanical behaviour (in terms of stress-strain relationships) of both cellular plant material, 

i.e. parenchyma and technical cellular material is comparable [7]. This assumption could be verified in 

the study. 

-The mechanical behaviour of parenchymatous tissue is similar in fossil and recent plants. 

-Based on experimental data of tissues of recent plants, Young‟s moduli can be attributed to tissues 

of the fossil plants, cf. [4, 9-14]. 

In the next steps we analysed the ability of the model to describe the stress-strain relationships in A. 

macrophylla (Fig. 2C, for a detailed account of the studies in A. macrophylla, see [6,7] and also the 

strain seen in the parenchymatous cortex tissues of L. oldhamia [3,4] and Calamopitys sp. (Fig. 2D) 

[2]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Stresses and strains for theoretical cylinder models based on Lamé’s equations. (A-C) Model with stiff 

outer boundary. (D-F) Model without stiff outer boundary. A,D: Unstrained state, B,E: strained state, C,F: 

calculated radial and circumferental stresses in different inner and outer zones of the cylinders. 

Results and discussion 

One of our main results was that the model based on Lamé‟s equations was able to describe the 

stress-strain relationships both in the technical foam rubbers and in A. macrophylla. This implies that 

the mathematical model is able to describe the deformation of technical and natural cellular materials 

and that the deformation observed in the parenchymatous cortex tissues of A. macrophylla is mainly 

within the (visco-)elastic range (as the mathematical model is only valid for deformation within the 

elastic range, cf. [8]). This is also supported by (1) the finding that the radial width of the 

parenchymatous tissue increases after rupture of the surrounding stiff sclerenchymatous cylinder, 

which is interpreted as a (visco-)elastic relaxation of the parenchymatous cortex tissue [7], and (2) by 

the qualitative observation that the mechanical deformations of foam rubber cells and parenchyma 
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cells of A. macrophylla closely resemble each other in different states of deformation (i.e. linear 

deformation, elastic buckling and crushing [7], see also [15]. 

If the model is applied to the fossil plants, calculated radial stresses at the inner border of the 

parenchymatous cortex (i.e. the outer border of the secondary vascular tissues) necessary to cause the 

deformation in the parenchymatous cortex are very high ranging from 16 to 32 MPa in Lyginopteris 

and from 37 to 59 MPa in Calamopitys. These values are well above the 1.6-1.7 MPa that the model 

yielded in A. macrophylla as a result for the inner pressure that was necessary to cause the deformation 

in A. macrophylla. The values calculated for A. macrophylla are in good accordance with radial 

growth stresses found in other plants: approx. 1 MPa in Eucalyptus regnans [16] and in various other 

timbers measured by several authors, varying from 0.7 to 2.8 MPa [17-20]. 

So it can be stated that the model, which is only valid in the (visco-) elastic range, cannot 

adequately describe the deformations in L. oldhamia and Calamopitys sp. As a result, it has to be 

assumed that deformations in these two fossil plants are mainly within the plastic range. This is also 

supported by the observation of large compaction zones at the border of the secondary vascular tissues 

(where stresses are likely to be the highest) in Calamopitys sp. and to a lesser extent in some older 

axes of L. oldhamia.  

Conclusions 

(1) (Visco-)elastic deformations in both technical and natural cellular materials can be described in 

good approximation by a mathematical model. 

(2) The deformations in the parenchymatous cortex tissues of the recent lianescent plant 

Aristolochia macrophylla are mainly within the (visco-)elastic range. 

(3) Deformations in the parenchymatous cortex tissues of the fossil plants Lyginopteris oldhamia 

and Calamopitys sp. are mainly within the plastic range. 

(4) A combination of physical and mathematical models can contribute to a better understanding of 

strains observed in the cortex tissues in extant and fossil plants. Secondary growth of the vascular 

tissues can ‚explain„ the deformation in these cortex tissues. 
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Appendix 

Calculations for the mathematical model are based on the equations from Lamé’s theory for the 

variation in radial and circumferential stresses in thick cylinders [8], where the radial thickness of the 

cylinder is appreciable in relation to the diameter. As in [8], it is assumed that the longitudinal strain 

l  is constant across the radial thickness, i.e. that a plane cross-section of the cylinder remains plane 

after the application of pressure, and that the longitudinal stress l  is also uniform across the 

thickness. Further assumptions that are detailed in [8, p. 278] lead to Lamé’s Equations: 

2r

b
ar   ( r = radial stress)   (1)  

2r

b
ac   ( c  = circumferential or tangential stress)  (2)  

2r being the inner radius of the cylinder. 

In any given application there will always be two boundary conditions sufficient to solve for the 

constants a and b and radial and circumferential stresses at any radius r can then be calculated [8]. 

There are three conceivable cases of such cylindrical setups: 

(a) There is just one cylinder (with internal pressure p only (Fig. 4D-F), 

then boundary conditions are the following ( r  is the radial stress, c  is the circumferential stress, 

1r  and 2r  being respectively the outer and inner radius of the cylinder): 
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pr    when 2rr    and  

0r   when 1rr    

then it follows from (1) that: 
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 , the negative sign indicating tension. 

The radial and circumferential strains r  and c  can be calculated as following [8],   being the 

Poisson ratio: 
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Likewise, it is possible to recalculate the radial width of the inner “soft” tissue at initial state, i.e. 

before application of pressure, knowing the tissue‟s Young‟s Modulus, the Poisson ratio as well as 

stresses and strains at equilibrium state after induced stress. This also holds true for the following two 

other set-ups: 

 

(b) The cylinder‟s outward boundary is a solid with an infinitely high elastic modulus (Fig. 4A-C). 

Boundary conditions are ( 1r  and 2r  being respectively the outer and inner radius of the cylinder, c  

being the circumferential strain): 

pr    when 2rr    and  

0c   when 1rr      

 

(c) Compound cylinders with different Poisson ratios and Young‟s moduli, consisting of several 

concentric cylinders. The simplest case is a two cylinder system with 1r  being the outer radius of the 

outer cylinder, 2r  being the inner radius of the inner cylinder and 0r  being the common surface of the 

two cylinders.  

then  

pr    when 2rr   and 

0r   when 1rr    

and c  at the common surface 0r  must be equal for the inner and the outer cylinder. 
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Chiral structure in petiole vascular bundles.   

Derek G. Gray and Joshua G. Lucate 

McGill University, Canada 

Abstract  

In previous work, we observed that the helical cellulose coils reinforcing the vascular elements in 

Apium graveolens L. could be isolated by a gentle treatment with alkali and then with acid chlorite [1].  

The long coils were chiral; only left handed helices were observed.  This raises the question as to 

whether this chirality is species dependent, or whether, as in the helical winding of the S2 layer in 

woody plants, a single handedness is almost always observed.  The leaf petioles of a selection of tree 

and plant species were examined, with the primary aim of checking the handedness of the helical coils 

by observation with a polarized light microscope.  Preliminary examination of petioles of diverse tree 

species, including sugar maple, London plane, horse chestnut, tulip tree, ginko and paulownia, showed 

that they all contained long coiled structures surrounding the vessels, but it was sometimes difficult to 

determine the handedness of the coils due to their small diameter.  In many cases, the coils were made 

up of multiple parallel strands, and left-handed helices predominated.  The role of the coils is 

presumably to resist vessel collapse due to negative pressure in the vascular system, but the origin and 

significance of the handedness of the coils remains an open question.   

Introduction 

In a previous report, the isolation of long tightly-coiled cellulosic elements from the vessel walls of 

the vascular elements of celery (apium graveolens L.) was described. Spiralled thickening of the 

xylem secondary wall is of course well-known, but we were interested to note that the helical coils all 

appeared to be left-handed [1].  Here, we describe our polarized light microscope method for finding 

the coiled elements and determining their handedness, with the aim of checking if other plants show 

the left-handed coils observed in celery petioles.  We have observed a purely physical chirality in the 

spontaneous self-assembly of cellulose nanocrystals in aqueous suspension [2, 3], but much remains to 

be learned about the mechanisms that generate chiral structures at larger length scales [4].  Here we 

report observations of the handedness of coils isolated from the petioles a number of angiosperm tree 

leaves. 

Material and methods 

Leaves were collected in summer from trees on the campus of McGill University, Montreal, or in 

the vicinity thereof.  The leaf petioles were cut into ~1 cm lengths, and as much as possible of the 

petiole epidermis was removed with a razor blade, and discarded.  The remains were sliced 

lengthwise.  Cellulose was isolated from the petiole slices by a sequence of chemical treatments, with 

rinsing in water between each step.  First, the samples were boiled for 1 h in distilled water, then in 

aqueous sodium dodecyl sulfate (1.5 – 2 %) for 1 h.  This was followed by a basic treatment in 5% 

NaOH for 1h. at room temperature, or in 3.5% aq. NaOH at 85 – 100
o
C for 45 – 55 min., depending on 

the sample.  Finally, after thorough rinsing in water until neutrality, the fibrous mass was bleached  in 

a 8 – 10% soln. of sodium chlorite (NaClO2) in 0.4M acetic acid for 3 h at ambient temperature.  For 
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some samples, it was necessary to repeat the bleaching step.  After rinsing, the petiole structure was 

then partially disrupted by a brief ultrasonic treatment in water. 

The wet vascular bundles from the petioles were spread on microscope slides and examined by 

polarized-light microscopy (Nikon Eclipse LV100, with DS-Fi1 camera).  The cellulose coils were 

readily distinguished from other vascular components by the transverse orientation of the cellulose 

major refractive index, as indicated by viewing between crossed polarizers with a 530nm. retardation 

plate.  With this retardation plate in place, isotropic regions of the microscope image appear red, and 

birefringent elements appear blue or red when oriented at as shown in Fig 1.  

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Colours observed when 

viewing vascular elements with 

optical microscope between 

crossed polars with 530 nm red 

retardation plate. 

 

The coiled regions of the vascular elements of the sample on the microscope slide were thus readily 

detected.  The best result were obtained using the chemical treatment described above to isolate the 

cellulosic components, but for some tender petioles, a simple boiling water treatment prior to crushing 

was adequate to allow examination of the vascular elements. 

To deduce the handedness of the coils requires some care.  Viewed from above, a left-handed coil 

appears to be a tight S-helix.  This is the usual situation.  However some light may be transmitted 

through the cellulose coils, and if the the microscope is focused on the bottom of the coils rather than 

the top, a tight Z-helix is observed (fig. 2).  The change from S- to Z-helix is observed as the plane of 

focus is moved from top to bottom of the sample.  Often the handedness is more readily determined on 

stretched parts of the coils. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2  Sketch showing that focusing on the top of a 

left-handed coil gives an apparent S-helix, while 

focusing  on the bottom of the coil gives an apparent Z-

helix.  
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Results and discussion 

The change from S-helix to Z-helix on changing focus from top to bottom of the coil is illustrated 

in Figure 3 for a coil from the petiole of London Plane.  The coil is thus left-handed.  A left handed 

helical coil was observed for all the species that we examined (see Table 1.).   

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Left-handed coil from petiole of London Plane 

(Platanus × hispanica).  Upper and lower images 

focused on top and bottom of coil, respectively. Coil 

diameter, 24m.   

 
 

Table 1   Tree species displaying a left-handed helical arrangement of helical coils in petiole vascular elements.  

No right-handed coils were observed in these or other species. 

Norway maple Acer  platanoide 

Sugar maple Acer saccharum 

Horse chestnut Aesculus hippocastanum 

Ohio Buckeye Aesculus glabra 

Choke-cherry Amelanchier  

Ginko Ginko biloba 

Honey locust Gleditsia triacanthos 

Tulip tree Liriodendron tulipifera 

Magnolia Magnolia virginiana 

Paulownia Paulownia tomentosa 

London Plane Platanus × hispanica 

White Oak Quercus alba 

Willow Salix  sp. 

Viburnum Viburnum sp. 

 

A unique handedness is also observed in the S2 layer of the wood cell wall(Meylan and Butterfield 

1978), which forms a steep right-handed helix, rather than the shallow left-handed helix observed here 

for leaf petiole elements.   

Stretching out the coils indicates that these leaf petioles are often composed of multiple fibrils. This 

is illustrated in Fig 4, which shows a coil isolated from a tulip tree petiole.  (In this case, the petiole 

was simply treated repeatedly with boiling water, and the vascular elements were then mechanically 

separated.) The undeformed coil is seen on the right.  The stretched region to the left shows multiple 

coils of three or four individual fibrils.  Breaks in the fibrils result in some single and double coils in 

the image.  Similar multiple coils were usually observed in samples isolated from the maple and 
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chestnut petioles, but were very rare in the celery petioles observed previously.  Single and multiple 

(achiral) rings were also observed, presumably in developing vascular elements. 

 

 

 

 
Fig.4  Multiple-coiled petiole elements from tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera) petiole.   Scale bar, 100 m. 
 

We are not competent to comment on the possible biosynthetic and biophysical processes that 

result in these very long chiral helical cellulosic elements, but their biosynthesis certainly poses a 

topological challenge.  In view of the length of the coils, coil ends were rare.  It was thus of interest to 

observe the  ends of some vascular elements in a sample from magnolia petioles Fig 5.  In this sample 

at least, the coils extend to the tapered ends of the cells. 

 

 

 
Fig.5  Tapered ends of vascular coils 

isolated from Magnolia virginiana. 

Conclusion 

The observation of the coiled components of leaf petioles was facilitated by polarized light 

microscopy.  The handedness of the coils could be verified by comparing images of the coils obtained 

by focusing on the top and bottom of individual coils.  

 Uniquely left-handed helical cellulose coils were observed in samples isolated from the leaf stalks 

of all tree species examined 

 The diameter of the coils usually ranged between 15 and 35 μm, but the sizes and range of 

diameters vary with maturity and species. 

 Stretching the coils showed that they could be single, double or multiple helices. Individual single 

rings were also observed. 
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Abstract  

Permanent attachment pads of Boston ivy (Parthenocissus tricuspidata) and Virginia creeper 

(Parthenocissus quinquefolia) have been investigated with respect to the development and the 

biomechanics of the attachment structures. Both species were observed to accept a wide range of 

inorganic and organic substrates whereas not every substrate led to the formation of mature attachment 

pads even when first attachment occurred. Tensile tests on young unlignified and older lignified 

attachment pads were carried out. Attachment strength of young pads was on average only 28 % of the 

value found for older lignified pads. The attachment process can be described as a process of at least 

two steps that can be discerned as pre-attachment and final attachment. 

Introduction 

Climbing plants evolved different efficient mechanisms to survive in their habitat without investing 

energy in a massive trunk [1, 2]. A climbing habit evolved independently in at least 133 seed plant 

families [3] with about 30 different ways to grow [4] and it can therefore be considered a common 

strategy. The variety of climbing mechanisms is manifold and can be categorized as follows [1, 5]: 

twiners, hook climbers, root climbers, and tendril climbers as well as other contact sensitive 

attachment organs. This paper will focus on the climbing strategy of tendril climbers with permanent 

attachment pads at the tendril tips. 

The nature of tendrils has been debated for more than a century [1, 6-9]. Among the various types 

of tendrils, mostly twiners coiling around stationary objects were investigated [2, 10-14]. The nature 

of the tactile response which signals the tendril to coil was studied on model systems of pea tendrils 

[2, 15] and tendrils of Bryonia dioica [12, 16, 17]. Mechanical questions about the growth process and 

the coiling mechanisms have been investigated during the last years [13, 18-21]. It has been shown 

that coiling and twining is caused by the presence of gelatinous fibers [22, 23]. Coiling tendrils and 

twining stems are limited in the diameter of objects they can ascend [13, 14]. In contrast, vines with 

adhesive elements are not limited by the diameter of their support. 

Species of Parthenocissus possess tendrils that develop attachment pads at their tip to provide a 

save anchorage to the substrate. Each tendril is made up of a main axis with five to nine branchlets 

[24] that develop swollen tips which form into attachment pads. It is often proposed that self-clinging 

species of Parthenocissus are able to climb all kinds of surfaces but it has not been substantiated by 

detailed studies. 

Several optical microscopy studies provide qualitative information on the Parthenocissus tendril 

[1, 6, 25-29] with a first detailed description by Malpighi [6]. The surface structure of the tendril 
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stalks, the developing pads and an assumed adhesive fluid where investigated by electron microscopy. 

These studies confirmed earlier findings on the morphology as well as the presence of an adhesive 

fluid which is most likely composed of an acidic mucopolysaccharide [24, 30, 31]. A first approach to 

identify the individual components of the adhesive fluid was an immunocytochemical characterization 

of attachment pads of P. quinquefolia [32]. 

Although the efficiency of holdfasts in climbing plants is well accepted, there is a clear lack of 

information regarding the attachment process itself, the preference for certain substrates, the 

biomechanical properties or the underlying (micro-)structures of these organs. In this paper, the 

attachment process of Boston ivy (Parthenocissus tricuspidata) and Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus 

quinquefolia) in correlation with the biomechanical properties of the attachment pads will be 

discussed, together with first insights into the acceptance of different substrates. Biomechanics of old 

mature attachment pads and fresh unlignified ones will be compared and discussed. 

Material and methods 

Plant Material 
 

Two self-clinging species of Parthenocissus with permanent 

attachment pads were selected as model systems: Boston ivy 

(Parthenocissus tricuspidata) with circular attachment pads and 

Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia) with kidney-shaped 

attachment pads (Figure 1). 

P. tricuspidata and P. quinquefolia are tendril-bearers within the 

grape family Vitaceae. Its tendrils develop swollen tips that form 

into attachment pads which then adhere to the substrate and enable 

the plants to climb. The investigated individuals belong to the 

cultivar Parthenocissus tricuspidata “Veitchii” and Parthenocissus 

quinquefolia “Engelmanii”. Samples were taken from well-

established plants grown outdoors in the Botanical Garden at the 

University of Freiburg. Biomechanical investigations were 

conducted on fully lignified attachment pads as well as on fresh 

unlignified attachment pads of P. tricuspidata grown on finery. 

Different inorganic and organic substrates were presented as 

climbing substrates:  
 

- beech wood  - aluminum 

- spruce wood  - ceramic tiles 

- carton (black/white)  - glass 

- cork   - copper (roughened/untreated) 

- sponge rubber (black/white) - steel (roughened/untreated) 

- mylar foil    

- PVC 

The substrates were presented as plates of 5 cm x 10 cm attached with double-side tape to the finery. 

The different plates were randomly distributed over the experimental area. 

 

Experimental Setup 
 

Biomechanical tests were conducted with a mobile and adaptable custom-designed tensile testing 

device. The main components are a load sensor and a displacement sensor placed on a ball-ended very 

stable tripod. The freely rotating ball allows adjusting the direction of the force application as required 

by the samples. In all cases the tensile tester was set up in order to ensure force application in the 

direction normal to the substrate. The plant may typically be subjected to shear forces to a larger 

extent, however, such a well-defined load case allows for a reproducible comparison of different 

substrates, which was the focus of this study. 

 
Fig. 1 a) P. tricuspidata tendril 

with circular attachment pads. 

b) P. quinquefolia tendril with 

kidney-shaped attachment pads. 
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The connection between load cell and sample was 

accomplished by the use of specialized tweezers. The surgical 

tweezers were equipped with fine teeth to grab and pull on the 

attachment structures without damaging the plant organs. The 

small and flat attachment pads cannot be held with tweezers, 

therefore glue droplets were put on the attachment structures in 

order to ensure a firm sample-tweezers connection (Figure 2). 

The solvent-free glue “UHU Sekundenalleskleber Gel” was 

used. 

Force and displacement data were determined for both 

species of Parthenocissus. Since attachment pads of P. 

quinquefolia are curved in a kidney-shaped way, the 

preparation and the realization of tensile tests is rather 

difficult. A few measurements were carried out on P. 

quinquefolia for comparison, while systematic test series were 

carried out on circular mature and juvenile attachment pads of 

P. tricuspidata. 

Results and discussion 

Climbing substrates 
 

As shown in Table 1 Parthenocissus attaches to various types of substrates. In general, attachment 

was observed on both inorganic and organic substrates. However, the plants did not attach to Cu 

substrates (neither roughened nor untreated), which is likely due to the toxic effect of Cu in plants 

[33]. Fully grown mature attachment pads were found for P. quinquefolia and P. tricuspidata for 

rough organic substrates like wood and for smooth inorganic substrates like ceramic tiles. Except for 

ceramic tiles all inorganic substrates showed a tendency for small, stunted or secondary detached 

attachment structures, which were denoted as rudimentary. Figure 3 describes the different 

development paths of a tendril. The juvenile non-attached tendril is branched and develops swollen 

tips at the end of each branchlet. After contact with the substrate the attachment structures differentiate 

into attachment pads. If no appropriate substrate is found the tendril gets spiralized and/or dies. A pre-

attached fresh, unlignified tendril may also detach from the substrate again. After lignification, the 

attachment pads are tightly connected to the substrate which leads to the assumption that the 

attachment process is at least a two-step procedure. 

 
 Table 1 Attachment of P. tricuspidata and P. quinquefolia on various inorganic and organic climbing 

substrates. The attachment is defined as successful if a development of attachment pads on a given substrate is 

possible. A tendency for the development of rudimentary pads (cf. figure 3) is defined if more than 50 % of the 

developed attachment pads were small and stunted or detached after the pre-attachment phase. 

Material 
Attachment 

Tendency for rudimentary attachment pads 
Yes No 

Organic: Beech wood X   

 Spruce wood X   

 Carton (black/white) X   

 Cork X   

 Sponge rubber (black/white) X   

 Mylar foil X  X 

 PVC X  X 

Inorganic: Al X  X 

 Ceramic tiles X   

 Cu (roughened/untreated)  X  

 Glass X  X 

 Steel (roughened/untreated) X  X 

 

Fig.2 Schematic of the sample 

preparation. To grab the flat 

attachment pads a glue droplet is put 

on the samples and pulled in direction 

normal to the substrate. 
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Black and white carton as well as black and white sponge rubber substrates were presented in order 

to investigate a possible influence of a phototropic reaction. Additionally, some glass substrates were 

presented with a black backside. No difference between the acceptance of light and dark substrates 

was observed in P. quinquefolia and P. tricuspidata. It can be concluded that the tendrils do not show 

a negatively phototropic reaction as it has been noticed for tendrils of many climbing plants [1].  

As shown in Table 1, properties like light-dark, rough-smooth, hard-soft do not appear to be the 

crucial factors determining attachment. Fully grown attachments pads were found on all substrates but 

Cu. However, substrates leading to the formation of rudimentary tendrils only are tolerated but the 

climbing ability would definitely be restricted if such a substrate were the only substrate to climb on. 
 

 
Different organic and inorganic substrates result in different mean sizes of the attachment pads 

(Table 2). The attachment pads of P. tricuspidata are in general bigger than attachment pads of P. 

quinquefolia. In case of P. quinquefolia the mean size of the pads is 3.6 ± 0.3 mm
2
 on beech wood and 

1.3 ± 0.9 mm
2
 on Al. There is a significant difference between the mean sizes on the different 

substrates (Rank-Sum test, P< 0.001). For P. tricuspidata, the mean size of the pads is 4.6 ± 1.5 mm
2
 

on beech wood and 3.4 ± 0.5 mm
2
 on Al. In this case, there is no statistically significant difference 

between the mean sizes on the different substrates (Rank-Sum test, P= 0.149). The tendency for 

smaller attachment pads on “not-appropriate” substrates was thus only observed for Virginia creeper. 

However, due to the large variations as typical of biological samples a more comprehensive study 

should be carried out in further investigations. 

 
Table 2 Area of attachment pads of Boston ivy (P. tricuspidata) and Virginia creeper (P. quinquefolia) on 

wooden and metallic substrate; Sample number: n=20. 

 
Mean attachment 

area [mm
2
] 

Maximum attachment 

area [mm
2
] 

Mean attachment 

area [mm
2
] 

Maximum attachment 

area [mm
2
] 

 Parthenocissus quinquefolia Parthenocissus tricuspidata 

Beech wood 3.6 ± 0.3 5.1 4.6 ± 1.5 7.6 

Al 1.3 ± 0.9 2.7 3.4 ± 0.5 3.9 

 
Fig. 3 Development of a tendril in P. quinquefolia. A juvenile tendril can differentiate either into an attached 

tendril with attachment pads or spiralize and not function as a holdfast. A partially differentiated tendril can 

detach after initial attachment. The differentiated attachment pads are no longer connected to the substrate. On 

some substrates (cf. Table 1) there is a tendency for stunted tendrils. These tendrils are of brown color and the 

connection between the main axis of the plant stem and the tendrils becomes brittle. An appropriate substrate 

leads to the formation of fully grown attachment pads which are tightly connected to the substrate. 
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Biomechanical investigation 
 

A typical force-displacement curve for an individual attachment pad of P. tricuspidata is shown in 

Figure 4.The specimens were subjected to a continually increasing uniaxial tensile force. The load 

increases linearly with increasing displacement until failure occurs at 6.3 N. In general, the attachment 

pads showed force-displacement curves with almost linear portions up to final failure. A single 

lignified pad on finery withstands normal stresses at the interface of up to 4 MPa (at a maximum force 

of 14.1 N) while failure never occurred directly at the interface. Three different failure modes were 

observed: failure of the substrate, internal failure of the attachment pad, or a combination of the two 

modes. The attachment strength of young pads has been found to be significantly smaller than the 

attachment strength of older lignified ones (Figure 5). The mean attachment strength of young, fresh 

pads and of older, lignified pads is 1.6 ± 0.8 N and 5.6 ± 0.3 N, respectively. Therefore, the attachment 

strength of younger pads was on average only 28 % of the value found for the older pads. After initial 

contact an attachment pad is developed and the comparatively weak pre-attachment is formed, i.e. 

stage 1. The fully differentiated attachment pads get subsequently lignified and form a strong 

connection to the substrate, i.e. step 2. Lignified attachment pads stay attached to the substrate even if 

the plant dies. 

The characterization of the attachment process as a multi step process correlates also with the 

findings in the tendril and attachment pad development. After a first attachment a secondary 

detachment is possible which is impossible after the complete attachment. 

 

Conclusion 

Boston ivy (P. tricuspidata) and Virginia creeper (P. quinquefolia) are both able to climb on a 

variety of substrates. The attachment strength of young attachment pads was found to be significantly 

lower compared to older pads. Therefore, the attachment process can be described at least as a two 

step process. Furthermore, the development of the attachment structures shows a correlation with the 

different substrate materials. In the case of P. quinquefolia, in addition the mean pad size is clearly 

correlated with the substrate materials. 
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Fig. 4 Force-displacement curve for an 

individual lignified attachment pad of 

P. tricuspidata. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Mean attachment strength of young, 

fresh attachment pads of P. tricuspidata 

compared to older lignified ones. 
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Abstract  

In order to identify appropriate species to rehabilitate degraded slopes after landslides 

in Southern China, we measured two parameters important for fixing soil: root architecture and root 

tensile strength (Tr). We studied three pioneer species with different growth forms: two native species: 

Artemisia lavandulaefolia (Asteraceae, flowering herb) and Chloris anomala (Poaceae, herb), and one 

planted species: Pueraria stricta Kurz. (Fabaceae, shrub).We compared root systems on slopes where 

a shallow landslide had just occurred and on slopes where the landslide had been stabilized by 

vegetation. Tr was significantly different between species and with regard to slope type 

(stable/unstable). A. lavandulaefolia had the lowest Tr on stable slopes, but strength was significantly 

increased on unstable slopes, whereas P. stricta and C. anomala had lowest Tr on unstable compared 

to stable slopes. Therefore, with regard to Tr , A. lavandulaefolia appeared to be the most appropriate 

species to stabilize slopes. Results from the root architectural analysis suggested that a combination of 

the three species would be an optimal ecological combination to increase soil cohesion at all soil 

depths. 

Introduction 

In China, a country where two-thirds of the land is made up of hills and mountains, erosion and 

landslides are the result of deforestation, bad farming practice and over-exploitation of resources in the 

last 50 years  [1][2][3]. China currently feeds 20% of the world population and possesses 7% of the 

world’s croplands [4]. China is also an area with high seismic activity, causing many secondary 

landslides. The 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, resulted in 80,000 casualties with 20 000 caused by 

associated geohazards, and by the end of 2008 slopes in the area were not stabilized [5][6]. A major 

new problem to be faced is the building of roads linking villages to towns [7]. A survey along Nujiang 

Valley, Yunnan, showed that soil loss rates due to road building represent at least 80% of the total soil 

loss, and were over 600 times greater than the highest currently recorded in the USA [8]. China has 

therefore to combine sustainable land management with crop production and rural infrastructure 

development on sloping land. 

Within such a context, mitigation strategies need to focus on target areas of a slope, concentrating 

on the most fragile zones (degradation hotspots). Recently proposed as a useful technique for restoring 

eroded land, the management of degradation hotspots [9][10] appears to be one of the most 

economically viable methods for rehabilitating steep slopes on a large scale. To improve hotspot 

management, the local ecology needs to be taken into account before a choice of species is made e.g. 

ethnobotanical knowledge should be used to identify the needs of local farmers and villagers, so that 

species can provide an income to the local community [11]. 

Vegetation has long been recognized as a factor useful for increasing the shear resistance of soil on 

an unstable slope [12]. To better understand how root systems occupy soil over time and space, and 

especially how root systems cross the potential shear surface of a slope, a landslide engineer needs to 
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take into account the three-dimensional (3D) root architecture and mechanical properties of any given 

species. Information on how species grow should be considered, especially during the early stages of 

growth, as soil conditions strongly affect root growth in the first weeks after germination [13]. 

The presence of plant roots crossing the potential shear surface results in an increase in soil 

cohesion through a reinforcing effect which usually augments superficial slope stability. The root – 

soil reinforcement model developed by Wu [14], and elaborated upon by Waldron [15], is widely used 

to estimate the additional cohesion taking into account the presence of roots in the soil [16] [17] [18]. 

This model states that the additional cohesion due to the presence of roots can be estimated as follows  

RARTC rr **2.1  (1) 

where Tr  is the average tensile strength of roots and RAR is the Root Area Ratio. In the literature, it is 

often reported that Tr decreases when root diameter d increases: fine roots are more resistant in tension 

than thicker roots [19][20]. 

In order to better estimate the efficiency of native species in stabilizing slopes, we 

studied root architecture and measured root tensile strength of three pioneer species on steep slopes in 

Southern China. So as to estimate their capacity of adaptive growth on slopes where erosive soil 

slippage was still underway, we selected two adjacent degradation hotspots: one stabilised by 

vegetation and one unstable. These hotspots were located near a high-biodiversity zone, including 

more than 25 identified species, which plays the role of a reservoir for colonisation of degradation 

hotspots. We chose species growing on degradation hotspots at the beginning of the rainy season, 

when slopes are more prone to landslides. Among the studied species, were two naturally-grown 

species, Artemisia lavandulaefolia (Asteraceae, flowering herb) and Chloris anomala (Poaceae, herb), 

and one planted species, Pueraria stricta Kurz. (Fabaceae, shrub).  

Material and methods 

Our study site is located in Southern China, in Yunnan province, 20 km east of the border with 

Myanmar (N26°01'60", E098°50'60"). In this area, the river Salween flows from North to South, 

strictly parallel to the Mekong and the Yangtze. Due to its topographic, climatic and geologic diversity 

(the Salween river bed follows a major seismic fault resulting from the Indo-Eurasian collision), as 

well as its location, (this valley was a north-south corridor for species migration especially during 

glaciation periods). This area is classified as a UNESCO World Heritage site since 2003. Over 6,000 

plant species exist, among which more than 300 medicinal plants can be found 

(http://whc.unesco.org/fr/list/1083). 

Altitudes range from 800 m to more than 3,000 m and slope angles can be >50°. This part of China 

is under the influence of the Indian monsoon, and described as a “warm-dry climate”, which is a 

combination between subtropical and alpine climates. Annual mean temperature (from 1961 to 2002) 

is 15.2°C, and mean annual precipitation is 1200 mm, the majority of which falls between May and 

October. The major soil type is a ferrallitic red clay soil, with many mineral coloured spots, e.g. iron 

and manganese. Except on degradation hotspots, soil and humus thickness are not limiting factors: 

being 0.2–2.0 m and 0-0.02 cm, respectively. Severe and numerous landslides occur during the 

monsoon season (May-October), and the slip surface of these landslides has been estimated at a mean 

depth of 0.5 m. We defined two hotspots of land type: L1 and L2, L1 being an active landslide, and L2 

as stable, as natural regeneration and planted shrubs have been allowed to grow undisturbed for 8 

years (Table 1). Only C.  anomala was grazed slightly by cows at L2. 
Hotspot Area A.S.L. Slope Orien

tation 

Sliding 

cause 

Sliding 

date 

Bedrock 

depth 

Shear resistance 

Mean ± CI95%
1
 

L1 

unstable 
20mx30m 1099m 50-60° 

300° 

rain and 

gravity 

Still 

sliding 
30 cm 0.17±0.03 kg/m² 

L2 

stable 
100mx200m 949m 35-45° - 

 

± 10 yrs 

ago 

 

20 cm 
0.27±0.03 kg/m² 

Table 1: Description of the two hotspots L1 and L2. 
1
Shear resistance was measured on 20 points on each 

landslide, with a Shear Vane (Sols-mesures 14.10). A Mann-Withney Test showed that the shear resistance is 

significantly different on L1 and L2 (p<0.05). A.S.L. is altitude above sea level. 
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Ten root systems of young individuals of each species were hand-excavated: six growing on L1 

and four growing on L2 (Table 2). Excavations were carried out with extreme caution and without 

damaging the roots. Heights and widths of the plants are given, but cannot be used to determine an 

individual’s age. As is often the case in tropical and sub-tropical climates, winter is not severe enough 

to arrest secondary growth and there is no clear annual ring formation in the stems. 

Root system width and depth was measured for each plant and a general architectural description 

given. Tensile testing was successfully carried out on 1287 root samples, using a portable machine (In-

Spec 2200 BT, Instron Corporation, www.instron.com) equipped with a force transducer (max. 

capacity 250 N, accuracy 0.25%). The length of each sample was at least 30 times its central diameter 

[21]. Crosshead speed was kept constant at 1.0 mm.min
-1

 and both force and speed were measured 

constantly via Instron Series IX software during each test. We measured the force required to cause 

failure in tension of each root. In order to avoid slippage of roots out of the clamps, the clamps where 

chosen according the diameter of the root. Tests were considered successful only when specimens 

failed approximately in the middle third of the root. Tensile stress was calculated as the maximal force 

required to cause failure in the root, divided by the root cross-sectional area (CSA) at the point of 

breakage.  
 n Min.–Max. 

height of 

plant 

crown (cm) 

Min.-Max. 

width of 

plant 

crown (cm) 

Min.-Max. 

root depth 

(cm) 

Min.-Max. 

distance of 

the longest 

root to the 

stem (cm) 

Min.-Max. 

root 

diameter 

(mm) 

(no. tests) 

Ethnobotanical uses 

Artemisia lavandulaefolia 

L1 6 7.3-20.3 18.4-36.4 18.5-45.0 38.0-51.8 0.01-3.31 

(300) 
Human and cattle medicine. 

L2 4 4.6-17.0 13.4-24.0 24.0-34.0 34.7-61.0 0.02-1.5 

(149) 

Pueraria stricta 
L1 6 15.0-117.0 5.3-31.0 30.0-54.0 25.4-97.0 0.02-4.56 

(296) 

Planted by government for 

slope stabilisation. 

Fixes nitrogen.  

Cattle forage and shade. 

L2 4 15.5-34.0 14.3-32.5 34.0-49.0 11.0-123.0 0.05-4.88 

(176) 

Chloris anomala 
L1 6 6.5-16.5 13.3-20.1 13.8-28.2 23.5-31.7 0.04-0.56 

(205) 
Cattle forage. 

L2 4 3.9-12.7 5.5-27.6 11.0-37.0 19.5-63.5 0.01-0.51 

(161) 

Table 2: Size of aerial and underground parts of plants (depth: perpendicular to the soil surface). 

 

For each species and on each hotspot, we drew the best regression curve between tensile stresses 

and root diameters. To determine whether or not differences exist in root tensile stress between species 

and between hotspots, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was carried out with tensile stress as the 

dependent variable, species and hotspot type as the factors, and root diameter as the covariate. When 

data were not normally distributed (p<0.05) and did not show the same deviation standard, a 

logarithmic transformation was performed. Noticeably, in this study, parametric tests were also 

performed on raw data considering the large amount of data in each dataset (Central Limit Theorem). 

Results  

Root architecture  
During the first stages of growth, A. lavandulaefolia had long lateral subhorizontal roots 

(macrorhizae). In general, one taproot grew deeply and long lateral roots grew obliquely at an angle of 

approximately 45°. Macrorhizae extremities branched into very fine roots. Small fibrous roots 

(brachyrhizae) were dispersed in clusters along the long branches (Table 2, Fig 1a). P. stricta 

possessed one differentiated taproot with long subhorizontal branches. The taproot was often long and 

tortuous. Few root hairs were observed and fibrous brachyrizhae were confined in a zone around the 
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collar and at the extremities of long branches (Table 2, Fig. 1b). C. anomala possessed root systems 

with fine and short roots. Each plant had a small number of roots, but as individuals were clustered 

into tufts, a mat of roots existed under the soil surface. Individuals were able to develop a layered root 

system, allowing roots to emerge from the stem above the soil surface (Table 2, Fig. 1c). 

a) Artemisia lavandulaefolia
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b) Pueraria stricta Kurz.
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c) Chloris anomala
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a) Artemisia lavandulaefolia: 

long lateral roots 

 

 

 

 

 
b) Pueraria stricta: 

 taproot system 

 

 

 

 
c) Chloris anomala: 

 fine fibrous roots 

Fig.1: Relationships between stress at rupture (MPa) and root diameter (mm), and the best-fit regression curve (p<0.005) 

.a) Artemisia, b) Pueraria, c) Chloris, and their respective root systems. 
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Root tensile strength (Fig 1 and 2) 

A. lavandulaefolia, P. stricta Kurz.and C. anomala had similar mean values for tensile strength, 

especially on the unstable hotspot, but variability in data dispersion was high (Fig 2). Tensile strengths 

were comparable or even higher than those observed on trees in other studies [18] [20]. A. 

lavandulaefolia had the highest minimal mean and C. anomala the maximal mean at the stable 

hotspot. A. lavandulaefolia possessed the lowest standard deviation (SD) at the stable hotspot, and the 

highest SD at the unstable hotspot. For all species, tensile strength decreased with increasing root 

diameter (Fig 1), following different regression models. 

Tensile strength was significantly different on the two types of hotspots for each species (F2, 1276 = 

8.09, p<0.001, ANCOVA, Fig.2). A. lavandulaefolia had a much higher tensile strength on the 

unstable hotspot, whereas P. stricta and C. anomala possessed higher tensile strengths on the stable 

slope. 
Species*Hotspot Type; LS Means

Current effect: F(2, 1276)=8,0881, p=,00032
(Computed for covariates at their means)

Vertical bars denote 0,95 confidence intervals

 Slope Type
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Fig.2: Analysis of 

covariance with tensile 

strength as dependent 

variable, species and 

hotspot types as factors 

and  diameter as 

covariate. The effect of 

Species*Hotspot type is 

significant. 

 

Discussion  

 

With regard to root architecture, the ability of C. anomala to produce roots up the stem and above 

the soil surface is useful on slopes, when soil slippage can leave downhill roots exposed. By growing 

layers of roots uphill, the plant can stay anchored, although at an expense of producing deeper roots. 
This fast-growing herb is complementary to slower growing shrubs and trees, especially on unstable 

erosion hotspots where a shallow reinforcement of soil is required. P. stricta possessed a deeply 

growing taproot, fixing the soil through a thicker zone and thus crossing deeper potential shear 

surfaces. These three species, observed together on the slopes, seem to be an optimized ecological 

combination for soil stabilisation.  

Considering mechanical properties of the roots, we suggest that A. lavandulaefolia is the species 

best adapted to soil slippage, as tensile strength increased when plants grew on unstable soil, contrary 

to P. stricta and C. anomala. Interestingly, P. stricta has been chosen by government authorities to 

plant on unstable slopes, even though root tensile strength decreases. The values we obtained for 

tensile strength in fine roots were extremely high, but similar values have been observed for fine roots 

of woody species [22]. It would be of great interest to carry out more testing of such small diameter 

roots, and to determine why tensile strength values may be so high in certain roots. We will also carry 

out a similar study on secondary succession species, and determine which mechanical and 

architectural traits are most useful at maintaining soil and preventing landslides on steep slopes. 
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Abstract  

We measured dynamic modulus of elasticity (Ed) and bending strength (σ) for several tree species 

growing in or around an avalanche path in the French Alps. Species were single- or multi-stemmed, 

the latter being more abundant at the centre or edges of the path. Alnus viridis, generally found at the 

centre of avalanche paths, had the lowest Ed and σ, and was strongly multi-stemmed, thus allowing 

this species to bend during an avalanche or to resprout if damaged. In several species where stem 

bases were procumbent after snow damage, Ed increased with height up the stem, conferring a 

mechanical advantage on these young stems which need to grow quickly upwards and dominate the 

canopy. Ed did not change along stems in Corylus avellana, a multi-stemmed shrub with stems often 

leaning on each other, thus providing mutual support, as also found in semi self-supporting plants. 

Introduction 

Whereas competition between species has traditionally been considered the driving process for 

selection and diversity, it is now postulated that in a world experiencing climate change and frequent 

human impacts in ecosystems, disturbance may become the driving process. Disturbance of a habitat 

may be abiotic (flooding, storms, fire) or biotic (grazing, insect outbreak). Plant resistance and 

resilience to disturbance can be reflected in a certain number of traits, including responses to nutrient 

and water availability, temperature and light. In the case of mechanical, abiotic disturbance often 

occurring on mountain slopes e.g. storms, landslides and avalanches, plant mechanical properties may 

determine whether or not a species will be adapted to the disturbance, depending on its frequency and 

intensity [1].  

Avalanche paths provide specific habitats for a number of species, and are now recognised as rich 

in plant diversity [2]. If avalanches are to be avoided e.g. in populated areas, barriers are usually 

placed in the departure zones. However, the use of protection forests to stabilize the snow mantle at 

departure zones is now being explored in detail [3], although once an avalanche is underway, the 

energy needed to fracture and transport a dense forest of spruce trees is very small compared with the 

kinetic energy of a large avalanche [4]. The ability of a given species to fix the snow mantle is thus of 

interest, but opinions are conflicting as to which species confer the best protection against snow 

movement. Single-stemmed conifers which are >2.0x taller than the depth of the snow are considered 

as best at stabilizing the snow mantle [3]. With regard to multi-stemmed species which do not reach 

this target height, it has been conjectured that they offer either no protection or even exacerbate 

avalanches as the snow held on branches can be released suddenly if the stems straighten up quickly, 

although under what conditions this may occur is not specified [5]. Avalanches in turn can cause 

uprooting and overturning of trees. Therefore, for a tree species to grow in an avalanche path, a certain 

number of strategies would increase its survival and persistence. 

To resist mechanical failure due to an avalanche, stems should be small and flexible enough to 

bend under the weight of snow. Large stems typically break [6]. Even if stem breakage does occur, the 
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ability to resprout from the stem or stem base would improve survival of an individual, especially if 

the plant was well-anchored. The resprouting ability of a species depends on the type and time of 

disturbance throughout the year, as well as tree size [7,8]. 

We measured dynamic modulus of elasticity (Ed) and bending strength (σ) for several tree species 

(Table 1) growing in or around an avalanche path in the French Alps. Each species possesses a 

different ability to resprout, therefore influencing growth form of the individuals from which the 

samples were taken. A. viridis is typically found at the centre of the path, F. sylvatica and C. avellana 

at the periphery of the path and A. incana and B. pendula at a distance from the path or downslope of 

the path. An inventory of stem form for all species present was made in several transects along the 

avalanche path and the consequences of multi-stemming on mechanical properties discussed.  

Material and methods 

Tree species, number, vertical height, diameter at 1.3m (DBH) and the number of stems present per 

individual (Table 1) were determined in six 100m x 4 m transects, traversing an avalanche path 

(Combe Gilbert) at Allemont, Isère, French Alps. When more than one stem was present per 

individual, the mean DBH was calculated for the stems with a maximum of five stems measured. The 

avalanche path was approximately 600 m long and 21 avalanches have occurred over the last 45 years 

(http://www.avalanches.fr/). A major mudslide occurred in 1952, and natural regeneration has since 

occurred in a cone shape (Fig. 1). In March and April 2009, dormant stems were cut from individuals 

at the centre or the edges of the avalanche path at four different altitudes. These samples were 

immediately transported to the laboratory for mechanical analysis, kept moist at a temperature of 4°C 

and tested within 4 weeks. 

 
1255 m 

1325 m 
1375 m 

1500 m 

Avalanche 

departure 

zone 

 

 

Fig. 1 Wood samples were taken at four 

altitudes along an avalanche path (solid 

line) at Allemont, Isère, French Alps. 

The path lies in an area where a rock- 

and mudslide occurred in 1952. Natural 

regeneration has since taken place, 

consisting mainly of broadleaf species 

(within the cone-shaped area bordered 

by dashed lines). Image courtesy of 

GoogleEarth. 

 Bending strength (σ) for stem segments for five species (Table 1) was determined using standard 

4-point bending tests (European norm NF EN 408).  

Dynamic modulus of elasticity (Ed) was measured in samples taken from C. avellana, A. viridis, F. 

sylvatica and B. pendula. Stems from individuals were cut into sections and the distance between the 

mid-point of the section and the tree base measured. Only samples from the main stem were measured, 

not side branches. We used the acoustic method, WISIS [9] to measure Ed. The WISIS system was 

designed by CIRAD as a nondestructive device to evaluate the mechanical state of in-service solid 

wood members in structure (http://www.xylo-metry.org/en/wisis.html). WISIS measures, among other 

parameters, Ed using a time of flight technique. Dynamic tests and standardized static tests (3 or 4-

point bending) allow the estimation of the modulus of elasticity (E) considering wood matter as 

homogeneous. Equations of motion do not take into account the presence of annual rings, the cellular 

pattern and local differences of density. A plant stem sample is a wave guide and the wave length 

associated to a longitudinal acoustic wave is about 1 m or more. At this scale the interaction wave – 

one stem is equivalent to an interaction wave – is equivalent to a homogeneous ‘stem,’ therefore 

reflections from tissues are negligible. The assessment of Ed for a plant stem sample is however 

difficult and can be a source of high measurement error: the stem is not perfectly straight and its 

diameter varies. The length and density of the sample can thus be biased. Nevertheless, acoustic 

testing allows a mean E to be obtained for a short, thick stem sample which cannot be tested through 

static testing where a long span distance between supports is required.  
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For our study, the signal analysis was based on time analysis with a sampling frequency set to 

2.5MHz and an acquisition duration of 13.11ms (length of samples ranged from 40 cm to 80 cm). 

WISIS gives an estimation of the time of flight τ, which can be considered as the phase delay of the 

fastest wave travelling into the medium. Ed can be computed using the wave velocity (L/τ) and the 

mean density ρ of the material (Equation 1): 
2

τ

L
ρ=Ed     (1) 

where L is the length of the sample. The second moment of area (I) was calculated for each sample 

tested and flexural stiffness (EI) obtained. 

To determine if differences existed in species stem height, DBH and number of stems, analysis of 

variance was carried out along with post-hoc Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD) tests. For 

mechanically tested samples, Ed was examined as a function of stem length. To homogenise data, the 

position of the sample along the stem was calculated as a percentage of total stem length. These 

proportional data were then arcsine square root transformed prior to analysis. For I and Ed, the 

normality of distribution was tested using an Anderson-Darling test. If data were not normally 

distributed (P < 0.05), a logarithmic transformation was performed. Analysis of covariance was used 

to investigate the relationships in I, EI and Ed between species using stem length as a covariate. 

 
Table 1 Mean height, DBH, number of stems per individual and bending strength for species present within six 

100m x 4m transects traversing the avalanche path. Bending strength was not measured for all species. Letters 

in superscript indicate significant differences between species (P<0.05). Species with fewer than nine 

individuals present were not included in the statistical analysis. Data are means ± standard deviation.    

Species Number of 

individuals 

Height (m) Mean DBH 

of stems 

(mm) 

Number of 

stems 

Bending 

strength 

(MPa) 

n (bending 

strength 

tests) 

Fagus 

sylvatica L. 

162 7.6 ± 4.3
acd

 82.0 ± 54.2
a
 3.2 ± 4.0

a
 55.1 ± 18.1

abc
 17 

Corylus 

avellana L. 

15 5.9 ± 1.8
abcd

 42.6 ± 12.6
b
 13.4 ± 14.6

b
 62.3 ± 22.0

abc
 17 

Alnus incana 

(L.) Moench 

9 5.4 ± 2.0
abcd

 52.0 ± 11.6
ab

 3.9 ± 2.6
ac

 35.1 ± 9.1
bd

 14 

Alnus viridis 

(Chaix) DC. 

4 2.9 ± 0.9 33.2 ± 9.8 12.5 ± 11.2 27.8 ± 5.9
d
 11 

Betula pendula 

L. 

27 6.9 ± 2.4
abc

 80.7 ± 49.4
ab

 1.5 ± 1.4
ac

 47.2 ± 15.9
bcd

 8 

Salix 

appendiculata 

Vill. 

23 5.6 ± 2.4
bcd

 75.4 ± 31.9
ab

 2.5 ± 3.5
ac

 - - 

Quercus 

petraea Liebl. 

20 5.9 ± 3.6
abcd

 78.6 ± 46.5
ab

 1.0 ± 0.2
c
 - - 

Pinus sylvestris 

L. 

6 2.9 ± 2.4 63.5 ± 46.7 1.0 ± 0.0 - - 

Picea abies 

(L.) H. Karst. 

36 4.8 ± 3.3
bd

 73.6 ± 48.2
a
 1.1 ± 0.4

c
 - - 

Populus 

tremula L. 

2 3.1 ± 0.5 39.0 ± 11.3 1.0 ± 0.0 - - 

Acer 

pseudoplatanus 

L. 

2 7.3 ± 1.9 72.0  ± 25.5 2.0 ± 0.0 - - 

Prunus avium 

(L.) L. 

6 9.9 ± 2.1 111.7 ± 60.9 1.3 ± 0.8 - - 

Fraxinus 

excelsior L. 

3 7.0 ± 1.1 81.3 ± 23.8 1.0 ± 0.0 - - 
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Results 

F. sylvatica was the most abundant species growing at the edge and near the avalanche path (Table 1). 

Several species, including A. viridis were present in very low numbers. A. viridis was only observed at 

the centre and edges of the path. A. incana was located on the avalanche debris downslope, along with 

B. pendula which was occasionally observed further upslope but not within the immediate vicinity of 

the avalanche path. C. avellana was present at the edges of the avalanche path and possessed the 

greatest number of stems compared to all other species. Apart from P. abies and B. pendula, single-

stemmed trees (Q. petraea, P. sylvestris, P. avium F. excelsior, P. tremula), were present in low 

numbers within transects (Table 1).  
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Fig. 2a) Logarithmic second moment of area (logI) 

decreased significantly with relative distance from 

the stem base in all species examined except for 

European beech. LogI  was significantly greater in 

hazelnut (white triangles and dashed and dotted line) 

and Green alder (black squares and dotted line) 

compared to European beech (black circles) and 

silver birch (white diamonds and dashed line) 

(P<0.05).  

 

 

b) Logarithmic dynamic modulus of elasticity (logE) 

was lowest at the stem base for all species except 

hazelnut, where it remained constant along the stem. 

In Silver birch and Green alder, Ed increased 

significantly from the stem base towards the apex. In 

European beech (solid line), Ed increased 

significantly along the stem length up to 

approximately 50% of the length before then 

decreasing.  

 

 

 

c) Logarithmic flexural stiffness (logEI) decreased 

significantly with distance from the stem base in all 

species (P<0.05). 

 

LogI decreased significantly with relative distance from the stem base in all species examined 

except for F. sylvatica (Figure 2a, Table 2). LogI was significantly greater in C. avellana and A. 

viridis compared to F. sylvatica (Figure 2a, Table 2). Bending strength was highest in C. avellana and 

F. sylvatica and lowest in A. viridis, with A. incana and B. pendula having intermediate values (Table 

1). Ed was highest in C. avellana and lowest in A. viridis (Figure 2b, Table 2). In B. pendula and A. 

viridis, Ed increased linearly from the stem base to the apex and in F. sylvatica, Ed increased 

significantly along the stem length up to approximately 50% of the length before then decreasing 

(Figure 2b, Table 2). In C. avellana, Ed remained constant along the stem (Figure 2b, Table 2). In all 

species, logEI decreased significantly from the stem base to the apex (Figure 2c, Table 2). 
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Table 2 Regression equations, R
2
 and probability (P) for the regressions shown in Figure 2a,b, and c.   

Species logI logE logEI 

Regression R
2
 P Regression R

2
 P Regression R

2
 P 

F. 

sylvatica  

-1.89x+5.40 

 

66 <0.001 -0.71x
2
+ 

0.92x+3.69 

47 0.001 -1.91x+9.34  

 

64 <0.001 

C. 

avellana  

-1.39x+5.11  

 

39 <0.001 -0.02x+4.05 1 0.551 -1.41x+9.17 

 

37 <0.001 

A. 

viridis  

-2.11x+9.32 

 

83 <0.001 0.15x+3.76 29 0.017 -2.11x+9.32  83 <0.001 

B. 

pendula  

-2.99x+5.21 86 <0.001 0.23x+3.82 

 

54 0.004 -2.77x+10.0  

 

90 <0.001 

Discussion 

The most common species found within and around the avalanche path possessed the ability to 

produce numerous stems, with the shrubs C. avellana and A. viridis having a highly multi-stemmed 

form. F. sylvatica demonstrated a strong morphological plasticity as both arboresecent and shrubby 

forms co-existed, the latter being found at the edges of the avalanche path. B. pendula was rarely 

found near the centre of the path and was more abundant downslope of the path. Species with single 

stems generally grew at a distance or downslope of the avalanche path. Therefore, the ability to multi-

stem in response to snow disturbance is likely an important survival strategy for trees growing in 

subalpine zones. Larger, single-stemmed trees will be more likely to fail if they cannot bend during an 

avalanche [6], resulting in death of the individual. By possessing the ability to regenerate new stems 

from the existing main stem or stem-root base, individuals will persist in the landscape, and not rely 

on seeding to remain dominant. 

A viridis had the lowest mean σ and Ed, and particularly low values of Ed at the stem base, thus 

enabling this species, generally found at the centre of avalanche paths, to bend easily during an 

avalanche disturbance, reducing the likelihood of stem breakage or uprooting. C. avellana and F. 

sylvatica, found at the edges of avalanche paths, possessed the highest mean Ed and σ. These two 

species may better resist the weight of the snow, compared to A. viridis, but were less flexible at the 

stem base. In all species except C. avellana, where Ed remained constant in stems, Ed increased from 

the stem base to the apex and in all individuals, EI decreased from the base to the apex, with little 

difference between species. 

Usually, E decreases from old to younger stems in self-supporting plants such as trees and shrubs, 

therefore the stem bases of trees are mostly stiffer than the apical branches [10,11]. However, the stem 

bases might contain a transition zone between the stem and roots, and roots have lower E than stem 

wood [12]. In two populations of A. viridis from the Alps in Switzerland and the Black Forest Forest, 

Germany, Brüchert et al [13] found that E decreased with decreasing stem age, therefore E was higher 

at the stem base. It was not stated whether these populations were perturbed by frequent disturbance. 

In our study, stem bases of trees may be damaged by avalanches and debris entrained by the 

avalanche, resulting in scars and decayed wood which reduces E. Tension wood was probably present 

in large amounts along stems, but E in tension wood is usually higher than that of normal wood [14]. 

A further explanation for the increase in E up the stem in B. pendula, A. viridis and to a certain extent,  

F. sylvatica, is that when the snow melts in the spring, apical stem parts need to grow towards the 

dominant source (outwards and upwards, depending on slope angle and orientation). Being materially 

stiffer would allow these young stems to quickly form a canopy and benefit from most available light 

during the short subalpine growing season. Stem bases of the same species are larger and usually 

procumbent and therefore would need more time and energy to straighten up. If avalanches are 

frequent, plastic deformation of the stem base will occur and plant response to the frequent disturbance 

may be to invest little in wood structure or straightening up mechanisms from the stem base. In A. 

viridis, vegetative reproduction is common, and roots can grow from the prostrate stems [15]. An 

increase in E along the stem can also be found in climbing species such as lianas, where the ‘searcher 
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shoots’ are relatively stiff compared to the basal parts of the stem, allowing individuals to find suitable 

supports for growth towards the canopy [10]. 

 The differences in E along the stem observed between species may indicate differences in 

strategies for forming tension wood, which are known to occur at least between F. sylvatica and A. 

incana in experiments simulating substrate mass movement [16]. Tension wood efficiency also differs 

between species [17]. Although E increased along the stem in three species, it remained constant along 

the stem in C. avellana. C. avellana possessed significantly more stems than any other species at the 

site, and the stems were often leaning on each other, thus providing mutual support. A similar situation 

can be found in semi-self-supporting plants (species which often lean on the surrounding vegetation, 

rather than climbing via twining or tendrils), where E often remains unchanging and values can be 

relatively high in both young and old growth stages [10,11].    

E augments significantly with a decrease in temperature [6, 18], therefore future experiments 

should focus on how E changes with temperature, and if this mechanical behaviour differs between 

species. We will also examine how mechanical properties and stem allometry change along the 

altitudinal gradient of the avalanche path and test the behaviour of conifer species present near path. 

The age of individuals will be determined using dendrochronological techniques and xylem structure 

along the stem examined. 
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Drag of red mangrove (Rhizophora mangle L.) seedlings in water.  

Sophie D. Boizard, and Stephen J. Mitchell 

 University of British Columbia, Canada 

Abstract  

Red mangrove forms mono-specific communities along the shorelines of tropical oceans and is 

exposed to wave, current and wind energy. Mangroves are well adapted for life in the intertidal zone 

and likely have specific biomechanical adaptations to deal with this distinctive environment. During 

establishment, seedlings are particularly susceptible, limiting the habitats that they can successfully 

colonize. We tested mangrove seedlings ranging in height from 24 to 43 cm with three to five pairs of 

leaves in a flume at current velocities of 0 to 0.75 m/s. Frontal views were videotaped and used to 

calculate velocity-specific frontal area. As velocity increased, the upper leaves reoriented themselves 

with the flow, forming a cluster around the stem, reducing drag. This behaviour was not always 

observed in lower pair(s) of leaves. Leaf pairs oriented perpendicular to the flow often flapped up and 

down in the water column, while leaves on the upstream side sometimes bent downward, increasing 

frontal area. Stem bending at higher velocities also reduced frontal area and drag. Drag increased near-

linearly with flow velocity. At these speeds, loads would be insufficient to cause uprooting or stem 

failure.  

Introduction 

Mangroves are a specialized group of woody plants that form extensive intertidal fringing 

communities along the shorelines of continents, islands and offshore atolls throughout the tropics and 

subtropics. Mangrove ecosystems are economically and ecologically important, providing a number of 

critical services, including shoreline protection from wind-generated waves, tropical storms and 

tsunamis, breeding and nursery ground for coastal fisheries and carbon sequestration [1]. While 

mangroves are well adapted to cope with the harshness of coastal environments, pressure from human 

activities coupled with increases in sea level rise and increase storm severity due to climate change are 

putting these ecosystems under considerable threat [1].  

Mangroves are unique in that they have highly developed morphological and physiological 

adaptations to cope with exposure to both terrestrial and marine conditions, making them the only 

group of woody plants to have successfully colonized the sea [2]. Rhizophora mangle L. (red 

mangrove) communities are one of the most prominent features along the coastlines and islands of the 

Caribbean. It is often characterized as the seaward pioneer species [3, 4] due to its greater tolerance to 

frequent flooding and high salinity, and its ability to colonize across a gradient substrate and wave 

energy [5]. Like other mangrove species, R. mangle is viviparous; the propagule is positively buoyant 

and is dispersed by tidal action and currents [6]. The characteristic elongated-shape and size of its 

propagule allows it to colonize areas subjected to constant flooding and current and wave energy, 

giving R. mangle an advantage over other mangroves species with small, roundish propagules (e.g. 

Avicennia). Most information on the effect of waves and tidal current on propagule establishment 

success and early survival of seedlings comes from observational data or field transplant experiments: 

no work as yet investigated mangrove seedling response to flow and associated hydrodynamic forces.  

In aquatic environments, exposure to flow and waves is considered one of the strongest factors 

influencing the distribution of plants [7-9]. The dominant hydrodynamic force imposed on aquatic 

plants is likely drag [8], which is defined as:  
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Fd

1
2

ACdU
2
      (1) 

where ρ is the density of water (seawater=1025 kg/m
3
, freshwater=1000 kg/m

3
), U is the water 

velocity (m/s) relative to the plant and A is the maximum projected area of the plant (m
2
). Cd is the 

drag coefficient (dimensioneless) whose magnitude depends on the size and shape of the organism and 

the characteristics of flow around it [10, 11]. Values of Cd are high for bluff objects and low for 

streamlined objects [12].  

Water density being 1000x greater than that of air, aquatic plants in moving water are exposed to  

drag forces greatly exceeding that experienced by terrestrial plants in a wind of same velocity [8]. To 

survive these drag, aquatic plants have evolved a variety of strategies [e.g. 9, 13]. Aquatic plants are 

flexible [14] and when exposed to flow they reorient themselves to become aligned with the direction 

of flow and then reconfigure to an even more streamlined posture through the folding of their blades 

[15]. This reduces the plant area presented perpendicular to the oncoming flow, effectively lowering 

the drag imposed on a plant body.  

This study is part of a larger program of research on mangrove disturbance and regeneration 

dynamics. The main objective of this study was to characterize the response of R. mangle seedlings to 

flow. More specifically, we measured the change in frontal area and drag of seedlings exposed to 

increasing water flow under controlled condition in a re-circulating flume.  

Material and methods 

Eleven greenhouse-grown Rhizophora mangle L. were selected to span a range of sizes (stem 

height between 24-43 cm). Only healthy mangroves with unbranched, straight stem were selected. 

Prior to testing, stem height, stem diameter and seedling mass were measured. Stem height above 

ground was defined as the length of the stem 5 cm above the uppermost root to the base of the 

plumule. Stem diameter was measured at ground level (5 cm above uppermost root along hypocotyl), 

at the apex of the hypocotyl, at the base of the first leaf pair and midway along each shoot internode. 

Seedlings (potted individually in aquarium grade sandy-gravel) were kept in aerated freshwater under 

growing lights in a heated wet lab prior to testing; these conditions were similar to those under which 

the seedlings were grown at the University of British Columbia horticultural greenhouse. 

The hydrodynamic performance of each individual was measured in freshwater in a re-circulating 

flume at the Bamfield Marine Science Centre, Bamfield BC. The dimensions of the flume working 

section were 10 m x 2 m x 1.2 m (L x W x D; Fig. 1).  The flow was generated by one variable and 

three set velocity pumps, which were progressively switched on to obtain 5 different flow velocities. 

Water velocities were accurately measured using a flow meter (HFA, Höntzsch, Waiblingen, 

Germany; 0.01-3 m/s) located at 20 cm depth, 32 cm upstream and 16.5 cm to one side of the plants.  

Flow meter position was selected based on the average centre of pressure of the sample plants. 
Hydrodynamic performance variables, drag and frontal area were recorded at five velocities ranging 

from 0 to 0.75·m/s. 

Drag was measured using a custom built double beam strain gauge transducer with a force 

sensitivity of 1g per 1 mV. Stems were wrapped in a piece of cushioned sand paper before being 

clamped to avoid slippage. The root system of seedlings was wrapped in saturated paper towel to 

minimize water losses during testing. Seedlings did not show any signs of wilting at the time of the 

experiment. The transducer beam was clamped to an aluminium mount that spanned across the width 

of the flume, positioning the test seedling upside down in the flume (Fig. 1). This was necessary to 

keep the force transducer dry. A false-bottom positioned at the water/air interface was built to 

reproduce the sediment water interface.  The seedling stem extended through a slot (3 cm x 18 cm) in 

this false-bottom.  We believe that this posture has little influence on the frontal area and stem 

curvature of the plant, as the buoyant forces are negligible compared to the stiffness of the leaves and 

stem. Further references to the position and orientation of a seedling reflect the natural, upright 

perspective, despite the experimental conditions. Data were recorded at a sampling rate of 1Hz for 120 

sec at each velocity. Flow velocity took on average 40 sec to stabilize after each velocity increase. 

Drag at each velocity step was calculated as the averaged measures of drag taken over the last 60 sec 
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of data. The force transducer was calibrated by hanging weights of known masses and recording 

associated voltage output.  Drag coefficients were calculated by rearranging eq. 1: 

    

Cd

2Fd

AU 2
      (2) 

Classically, the drag coefficient is calculated using the maximum projected area (frontal area) 

measured in still water, which is referred to here as the ‘Static Cd’. In addition, we calculated the drag 

coefficient using water-velocity-specific frontal area, which is refer to as the ‘Dynamic Cd’. 

A high-resolution underwater camera (SV-DSP ZOOM, SHARK Marine technologies Inc, On, 

Canada) was deployed 1.6 m downstream of the sample to capture changes in frontal area (projected 

into the flow). Image scale was established in still water at the beginning of each run using a graduated 

rod held on the plane of the seedling. This was held horizontally and then vertically to enable detection 

of any vertical or horizontal image distortion. Still images were captured from the video in still-water, 

at 0 m/s, and at 90, 100 and 110 sec after the beginning of each velocity level. Frontal area was 

digitized from these still-images using ArcGIS (V.9.3, Redlands, CA). Frontal area at each velocity 

level was calculated as the average frontal area of the three still images captured. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Re-circulating flume for direct measurement of drag and reconfiguration of Rhizophora mangle seedlings.  

Results and discussion 

Seedlings used in the study varied in size, ranging in height from 24 to 43·cm with 3 to 5 pairs of 

leaves and frontal area in still-water ranging from 20.0 to 49.2 cm
2 
(Table 1). 

As water velocity increased, seedlings reconfigured with the flow (Fig. 2). This reconfiguration 

was due to two separate mechanisms: the realignment of the seedling through stem deflection (low 

velocities) and the streamlining of the foliage (reduction in frontal area) at higher velocities (Fig. 3). 

At low velocities, stem deflection resulted in an increase in frontal area, as leaves that were oriented 

with their planar area parallel to the direction of flow became oriented at angle to the flow. Similar 

increase in frontal area at low velocities has also been observed in macroalgae [15] and in some 

species of hardwood tree [16]. As velocity increased further, the upper leaves streamlined with the 

flow forming a cluster around the stem, reducing frontal area. In contrast, lower leaves oriented 

perpendicular to the flow often flapped up and down in the water column as flow increased, while 

leaves on the upstream side of the stem often bent downward, increasing frontal area. Similarly, Vogel 

[17] noted that drag was lower for leaf clusters, as oppose to single leaf. Leaf cluster reconfigured into 

increasingly acute cones, while single leaves had a tendency to flutter, erratically in species with acute 

leaf bases and short petioles.  
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Fig. 2  Lateral photographs of a Rhizophora mangle seedling at a) 0 m/s and b) 0.75 m/s.  

 
 

Table 1. Mean dimensions and weight of sample Rhizophora mangle seedlings.  

Parameter Mean ± 1 SE Min-max 

Stem height (cm) 34.3±1.9 24.0-43.4 

Stem diameter (mm)   

ground level 14.0±0.6 10.0-17.4 

hypocotyl apex 8.8±0.4 7.4-11.2 

base of 1
st
 leaf pair 5.2±0.2 4.2-5.9 

internode 4.4±0.1 3.7-5.1 

Seedling mass (g) 46±5 21-69 

No. leaves 6.9±0.4 5-10 

No. internodes 3.8±0.2 3-5 

Still-water frontal area (cm
2
) 31.7±3.2 20.0-49.2 
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Fig. 3 Change in Rhizophora mangle frontal area with flow velocity. Error bars represent ± 1 SE. 

 
Drag was variable among individuals, ranging from 0.007 to 0.03 N at 0.12 m/s and from 0.14 to 

0.51 N at 0.75 m/s (Fig. 4). At low flow velocities (<0.2 m/s), drag increased proportionally to the 

Individual seedlings 
Mean 

0 m/s 0.75 m/s 

a) b) 
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square of the flow velocity, whereas at higher velocities (between 0.2-0.75 m/s), drag increased 

linearly with flow (Fig. 4). A similar pattern has been observed in Arundo donax, the giant reed [18].  
Both static (calculated using still-water frontal area) and dynamic (calculated using water-velocity-

specific frontal area) drag coefficients decreased with increasing flow velocity, but did not reach 

minima, suggesting that further reconfiguration and streamlining would occur at higher flow velocity 

(Fig. 5). Over the range of velocities sampled, the dynamic drag coefficient decreased more rapidly 

than the static drag coefficient. Given that frontal area increased at low velocities as the stem 

reconfigured with the flow, this was expected. 
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Fig. 4  Drag (Fd) on Rhizophora mangle seedlings over flow velocities from 0 to 0.75 m/s. Error bars represent 

± 1 SE.  
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Fig. 5  Drag coefficients calculated using still-water frontal area (Cd static) and water-velocity-specific frontal 

area (Cd dynamic) for water velocities from 0.12 to 0.75 m/s for Rhizophora mangle seedlings. Error bars 

represent ± 1 SE. 
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Conclusion 

Mangrove seedling stems and foliage are sufficiently flexible to limit the increase in drag as flow 

velocities increase. However the re-positioning of lower leaves is not always optimal to reduce drag. 

The recurring strains and flutter experienced by these lower leaves may also lead to weakening of 

petioles and more rapid abscission. Field observations of mangrove seedlings indicate that seedlings 

retain few leaf pairs below the water level and this may be one reason.  Compared to the loads 

required for seedling uprooting or stem failure in our companion field experiment, much higher flow 

velocities would be needed to cause seedling failure. 
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Abstract  

The domesticated plant known as manioc, or cassava (Manihot esculenta ssp. esculenta Crantz, 

Euphorbiaceae), is grown commonly as a shrub in many parts of the tropics, including French Guiana 

and is an important staple for about 700 million people throughout the tropics. Cultivation involves 

selection and planting in soil of stem cuttings, which subsequently grow as self-supporting shrubs or 

treelets up to 3 m in height. Shrubs and treelets of manioc are a common sight in many parts of the 

tropics. Shrubs are subsequently uprooted, and their starch-bearing tuberous roots harvested and 

processed to make a range of food products. Recent and ongoing phylogenetic research suggests that 

cassava was derived from a wild species currently referred to as Manihot esculenta subsp. flabellifolia 

in Brazil and as Manihot tristis (considered synonymous) in French Guiana. Our ecological and 

biomechanical analyses of these wild taxa indicate a broad plasticity in growth form, with 

development of mature phenotypes as either self-supporting shrubs in open conditions or as climbing 

plants in forest understory. We compared growth variation, mechanical architecture and wood 

microfibril angle of domesticated cassava and its closest wild relatives (considered similar to their 

common ancestor). Our observatioins included material from a range of habitats and two regions of 

South America – southwestern Brazil and French Guiana. Domesticated cassava, at least in the studied 

areas of South America, has a tendency to grow as climbing lianoid growth forms if plantations of 

cultivated shrubs are abandoned. Field observations and bending tests up to stem failure indicate that 

stems of domesticated manioc are much more brittle than stems of the putative ancestor. The results 

suggest that selection during domestication did not noticeably modify the overall ontogenetic 

trajectory or developmental plasticity of the species, which enable them to grow as either shrub or 

climber depending on the ecological context, but did change the material properties of the wood of the 

stem, particularly in terms of failure characteristics and microfibril angle. Studies based on 

domestication of organisms offer a window of opportunity for studying evolutionary processes – an 

opportunity that Charles Darwin used to great effect. From a biomechanical point of view, the study 

has demonstrated a profound influence of domestication on material properties but not on ontogeny. 

The results have also provided evidence on a phenomenon that we have taken for granted for a number 

of years but have never been able to test adequately – that certain types of climbing habit must develop 

stem properties that are flexible and resistant to brittle fracture.  
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Introduction 

Plant growth forms such as trees, shrubs, lianas, epiphytes and herbs represent complex associations of 

functional traits and biomechanics. Different growth forms such as woody trees or lianas have evolved 

quite different mechanical traits associated with their functioning and survival in different ecological 

niches [1]. Mature trees and shrubs require a certain degree of stiffness and rigidity in order to remain 

upright and mechanically support their branched crowns, whereas many mature climbers develop 

flexibility in order to protect their relatively narrow stems from mechanical damage [2]. This overall 

difference between trees and shrubs, on the one hand,  and climbers on the other, is complex because 

(1) growth forms can show variable phases of mechanical adaptation during growth - early growth of 

trees or shrubs can actually produce relatively flexible properties, whereas early growth of many 

climbers actually produce relatively stiff properties, and (2) the mechanical architecture of a given 

species might vary significantly between different ecological conditions and constraints: a species 

might grow as an upright, rigid shrub or treelet in open conditions but as a flexible climber in more 

closed dense vegetation. Mechanical properties of the plant stem can therefore show significant 

differences resulting from ontogenetic, developmental and ecological variation. These sources of 

biomechanical variation might have a profound influence on evolutionary processes implicated in the 

diversity of plant growth forms and their evolution. Recent studies on biomechanical traits of plant 

growth forms in an evolutionary perspective suggest that the differential expression of juvenile or 

adult traits from putative ancestor to descendant (heterochrony) might be a key process in mediating 

profound architectural changes in plants and their growth forms [3,4]. Differential expression of 

juvenile and adult traits is possibly also an important underlying process permitting broad phenotypic 

plasticity. For example, certain ecological conditions, such as growth in open conditions, might 

maintain expression of juvenile traits and juvenile growth behaviour of some climbing species, 

whereas growth in closed conditions might trigger mature traits linked to adult flexible growth of the 

stem. 

 
Fig 1. (a) Manihot tristis, self-supporting shrub in savannah. (b) M. tristis, climbing growth form in secondary 

forest. (c) Manihot esculenta ssp. esculenta, domesticated cassava, self-supporting growth form. (d) M. 

esculenta, climbing phenotype in abandoned plantation. (e)-(f) M. esculenta, climbing individuals showing 

evidence of brittle failure of the stem under natural conditions. 

 
In the following study we 

investigate how growth form and 

stem biomechanics within the 

genus Manihot (Euphorbiaceae) 

varies between (1) wild type 

ancestor and domesticated 

descendant, (2) between 

phenotypes growing in open and 

closed conditions and (3) between 

different growth stages. 

Material and methods 

Manihot is a genus of 

approximately 98 species and 

includes domesticated cassava, 

Manihot esculenta ssp. esculenta 

Crantz (hereafter referred to as M. 

esculenta), which is an important 

staple and source of carbohydrate in many tropical countries. Recent phylogenies indicate that the 

probable ancestor of domesticated cassava is the taxon M. esculenta ssp. flabellifolia, known in French 

Guiana as Manihot tristis [5]. We observed both wild type M. tristis and domesticated M. esculenta 
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phenotypes in the field and carried out a range of biomechanical analyses on their stems at various 

stages of growth and development. Field observations were carried out on both species in open and 

closed conditions at various sites in French Guiana. Phenotypes of M. tristis were chiefly studied in 

disturbed secondary forest areas and adjacent savannah in the vicinity of Macouria (“Savane 

Maillard”). Phenotypes of M. esculenta were observed in cultivated stands and abandoned cultivations 

belonging to the Palikur Amerindian village of Kamuyene, also in the vicinity of Macouria. 

Ecological situation and growth form characterisation were carried out for each individual; growth 

sites were assessed as either "open" or "closed" and the growth form assessed as self-supporting and 

shrub-like or non-self-supporting and lianescent. Individuals were selected for biomechanical analysis, 

which included three main approaches: (1) tests on the elastic properties (Young's modulus) of the 

stem and changes in stiffness for different stages of growth and development; (2) tests on the 

approximate maximum stress sustained by stems under 3-point bending loads and their failure 

characteristics; (3) microfibril angle analysis of the wood component of stem segments. Overall the 

analysis included 39 specimens (22 self supporting, 17 climbing) of M. tristis and 34 specimens (19 

self supporting, 15 climbing) of M. esculenta. 

Both elastic and failure characteristics were measured using an "Instron Inspec 2200" portable 

mechanical measuring device. The apparatus was specially adapted for field use and 3-point bending 

experiments. Load rate and data acquisition were controlled by the system software: load was 

measured by a range of load cells (125, 250, 500 N capacities) and the deflection by the movement of 

the crosshead. The maximum load for the apparatus (500 N) dictated the type of failure tests that could 

be conveniently carried out under field conditions. While we would have preferred to have employed 

4-point bending tests routinely for both elastic and failure properties, this was not possible because (a) 

the apparatus can not measure deflection of a specimen under bending in 4 point tests and (b) the 

maximum loads required for determining failure of specimens over 10 mm in diameter required loads 

in 4-point bending that exceeded the capacity of the apparatus. Also, (c) trials using 4-point bending 

tests produced problematic results resulting from unequally applied loads, owing to slight differences 

in thickness of the test specimen. 

On this basis we decided to apply 3-point bending tests consistently to all specimens. Although the 

results are clearly influenced by both shear and localised, indenting effect of the crosshead probe, they 

do provide comparable approximations of the failure type across all sizes of plant stem. Finally, under 

natural conditions, stems are observed to have failed after loading via single point force applications 

such as falling debris and vertical stems displaced against other branches. 

 
Elastic properties (Young's modulus) were calculated using the following formula:  

 

E = L
3
 x b / 48 x I   eqn (1) 

where:  

E = Young's modulus (MN/m²) measured in 3-point bending 

L = bending span (mm) 

b = the slope of the force/deflection curve in units of Force (N) / deflection (mm) 

I = second moment of area of the stem (calculated using the stem cross-section approximated as an 

ellipse). The minimum span required to generate bending values with negligible influence of shear 

was found to be a span-to-depth ratio of 40 for both species of Manihot and for all growth stages.  
 
Maximum stress in 3-point bending was calculated using the following formula: 

 
σmax = (L x F / 4) x d / I   eqn (2) 

where: 

σ max = maximum stress (MN/m²) 

L = bending span (mm)  

F = maximum load (N) 

d = diameter of test specimen/2 

I = second moment of area (as above)  
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Span distances were applied using a distance of 15 times the diameter of the stem to ensure that 

the stem did not simply slide from the supports towards the end of the test. Different sizes of metal 

cylinder were available to attach to the crosshead and varied according to the thickness of the tested 

segment. In each test, a cylinder was used that approximated the thickness of each stem tested and thus 

standardized the "knife edge" effect of the failure test. Failure of the material was interpreted and 

approximated by reference to (a) the maximum stress calculated at the peak of the stress - strain curve 

and (b) qualitative observation of the stress-strain curve after the peak particularly presence/absence of 

sharp/gradual decreases in stress after maximum stress.  

Microfibril angle (MFA) was measured by X-ray diffraction (XRD) on specimens measuring 

0.5×2×20 mm respectively in radial, tangential and longitudinal directions. analyses were performed 

on a 4-circle diffractometer (Oxford Diffraction Gemini S) equipped with a 1024x1024 CCD camera. 

CuK  radiation was generated by an X-ray generator operating at 50 kV, 25 mA. Images were 

integrated between 2  = 21.5 and 23.5 along the entire 360° azimutal interval in order to plot the 

intensity diagram of the (200) plane. An automatic procedure allowed the detection of (200) peaks and 

their inflexion points. The T parameter, as defined by Cave [6], was measured as the half distance 

between intersections of tangents at inflexion points with the baseline. The average MFA of each 

sample was estimated using the “improved Cave’s method” [7]. The results are given as the means of 

values obtained for the two 200 peaks. MFA was sampled from inner, inner middle, outer middle and 

outer parts of the wood cylinder. Special care was taken to avoid tension wood areas, visible as dark 

crescent-shaped areas in transverse section. 

Results and discussion 

Both wild type and domesticated species of Manihot show the ability to exist as shrubs in open 

conditions and as climbing individuals in denser, wooded vegetation (Fig. 1). Self-supporting phases 

of both species are substantial in size and may reach up to three metres in height with an appearance of 

upright treelets. In terms of growth form, this is indicative of a high degree of phenotypic plasticity. 

The observation is consistent with those from another tested wild species of the same genus, Manihot 

aff. quinquepartita from central French Guiana [8], which also grows both as substantial shrubs and 

climbers. All of these species of Manihot lack specialized attachment organs and climb into the 

surrounding vegetation by using widely angled branches. 

Both species show relatively high values of Young's modulus in both self-supporting and climbing 

growth forms of between 2000 and 8000 MN/m². 

 
Fig. 2. Young's modulus, measured in 3-point bending 

of self-supporting (blue) "a1-a4" and climbing (red) 

"l1-l4" growth forms of Manihot tristis and Manihot 

esculenta ssp. esculenta. Stems tested are grouped in 

the following stem diameter classes (mm): M. tristis: 

1 = x<5, 2 = 5<x<7.5, 3 = 7.5<x<11.5, 4 = x>11.5. 

M. esculenta: 1 = x<10.5, 2 = 10.5<x<15.5, 3 = 15.5 

<x<17.7, 4 = x> 17.7. Box plots include median, 

interquartile range, full range and outliers. Degrees 

of significance are indicated following pair wise 

Wilcoxon rank sum tests (NS = non significant, *** = 

p<0.002, * = p<0.003). 

 

 

Both species show a general increase in stiffness 

during development from young to older stages. 

In M. tristis, self-supporting stems are generally 

stiffer than equivalent sized climbing axes, 

whereas in the domesticated M. esculenta, there 

is little difference in Young's modulus between 

self-supporting and climbing axes. Largest and 
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oldest stems of M. tristis, in both self-supporting and climbing phenotypes, show slight reductions in 

E, indicating reductions in stiffness with ontogeny, but this was not clearly identified in either growth 

forms of M. esculenta. 
Fig. 3. Bivariate plot of maximum 

stress prior to failure in 3-point 

bending tests against second 

moment of area of the stem for self-

supporting and climbing 

individuals of M. tristis and M. 

esculenta. 
 
For a given size of stem, self-

supporting individuals of M. 

tristis showed the highest 

values of maximum stress prior 

to failure (Fig. 3) and their 

stems were generally capable of 

withstanding 25 to 60 MN/m² 

before failure in 3 point 

bending tests. 

 

All other phenotypes showed 

maximum values between 

approximately 15 and 40 MN/m². There was a particularly clear difference between self-supporting 

stems of M. tristis and of M. esculenta (Fig. 3). Typical stress strain curves of each phenotype (Fig. 4) 

showed a consistent difference between stems of M. tristis and M. esculenta. Those of the latter often 

showed abrupt and brittle failure characteristics represented by sharp and catastrophic failure of the 

plant stem segment for both self-supporting and climbing phenotypes in 3-point bending (Fig. 4), often 

accompanied by complete fracture surface traversing the entire cross-section. Stems of M. tristis, 

however, consistently showed rounded peaks and gradual failure under 3-point bending loads, and 

especially climbing stems were capable of surviving extended strains without the formation of 

extensive fracture surfaces and total failure of the stem segment.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Stress-strain curves of representative 3-point bending failure tests on self-supporting and climbing 

Manihot tristis and Manihot esculenta. 
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Micrifibril angle (MFA) consistently increased from the inner to outer part of the wood cylinder 

during development, varying between approximately 12° and 30° (Fig. 5). This characteristic was 

found in both self-supporting and climbing growth forms of both species. Micrifibril angle did not 

appear to differ between self-supporting and climbing individuals of M. tristis, but climbing 

individuals of M. esculenta showed markedly lower MFA values compared with self-supporting stems 

of the same species. 

This brief survey of our results suggests that a number of specific changes have occurred during 

domestication, in terms of biomechanical architecture, between the wild ancestor and domesticated 

cassava. 

First, it appears that domestication has not modified the overall ontogenetic trajectory and growth 

form plasticity in Manihot. The domesticated species M. esculenta shows both self-supporting growth 

in open conditions as well as climbing growth forms in secondary forest. 

Second, the elastic properties (Young's modulus) of both wild type and domesticated species 

differ only marginally. Both species show a tendency for relatively stiff stem properties in both self-

supporting and climbing phases of growth. Mature climbing stages of both species do show values that 

are lower than in younger stages, but these values do not approach the highly flexible values found in 

many woody twining lianas [9].  
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Bivariate plots of microfibril angle in samples of wood from inner to outer part of the wood cylinder for 

self-supporting and climbing individuals of M. tristis and M. esculenta. 

This is consistent with other tested species of Manihot [8] and indeed other climbing plant species 

from diverse groups that anchor themselves via rather unspecialised attachment organs, i.e., branches 

[9]. We have suggested elsewhere that such growth forms need to develop relatively stiff stems and 

branches in order to maintain stability and position until sufficient branches have been deployed as 

anchoring devices [8,9]. Interestingly, lianoid individuals of the domesticated species do not appear to 

reduce their stiffness. 

Third, domestication appears to have unequivocally modified the failure properties of the stem in 

cassava. Generally, stem segments of all size classes show lower maximum stress and abrupt brittle 

failure, often accompanied by complete fracture. This phenomenon appears to have functional and 

ecological significance and possibly influences fitness and survival of climbing domesticated plants 

growing outside cultivation. Our observations of abandoned cassava stands in French Guiana indicated 

that mature climbing stems are vulnerable to brittle failure in the wild (Fig. 1, d, e). These 

observations of increased brittleness are also consistent with recent tests carried out on wild type and 
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domesticated cassava stems from southwestern Brazil (LM, DM, GM, NR pers. obs. 2008). Thus 

preservation of growth form plasticity and increased brittleness of the domesticated plant appears to be 

a phenomenon that has a possibly wider significance across the Amazon basin in the domestication of 

cassava. 

Fourth, domestication appears to have also modified ultrastructural organisation of the wood 

tissue. A clear demarcation exists between microfibril angle of self-supporting and climbing growth 

forms that does not exist in the wild type. The difference is difficult to reconcile with the data on 

elastic properties.  In M. tristis, there is a consistent difference in values of Young’s modulus between  

relatively stiffer self-supporting stems and less stiff climbing stems but the MFA values for this 

species can not be distinguished between the two growth forms. In M. esculenta however, there is a 

less noticeable difference in measured Young’s modulus between self-supporting and climbing growth 

forms, despite the fact that the MFA can be clearly distinguished between the two growth forms. 

While it is probable that microfibril angle contributes to stiffness and failure properties of Manihot, it 

is also probable that other developmental features, such as overall dimensions of tissues such as pith, 

wood and cortex, and traits such as wood density and fibre wall thickness to lumen ratios, contribute 

to whole stem stiffness and failure properties. 

 

Conclusion 

Human selection of vegetative traits during the domestication of manioc has maintained a capacity 

for wide phenotypic plasticity in terms of growth form and growth as either shrub-like treelets or 

climbing plants. However, domestication does appear to have influenced several biomechanical traits. 

These appear to have influenced both stem stiffness (Young's modulus) and brittleness. It appears that 

the quest for improving and increasing carbohydrate yield of this woody subsistence crop has 

successfully retained a natural diversity of growth forms, which is possibly an advantage for growing 

the crop in a wide range of open to closed habitats. Humans have selected not only starch-rich roots, 

but also starch-rich stems, because cuttings prepared from them grow more rapidly. It appears that 

partitioning carbon allocation for starch production and not mechanical support does however come 

with a cost - that of increasing stem brittleness. However, stem brittleness is possibly only a negative 

factor for the survival of mature climbing phenotypes. Under usual cultivation practices, at least those 

that we have observed in French Guiana and Brazil, plants are uprooted before vegetation in fields 

becomes so dense that climbing phenotypes would have an advantage. Stem brittleness, which 

compromises the survival of climbing phenotypes, might thus not be strongly counter-selected in the 

domesticate. 
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Abstract 

Lignin is an important phenolic polymer in the secondary cell walls. These walls are responsible 

for the mechanical and some physiological features of the woody tissue in plants. In angiosperms, the 

predominant monomers of lignin are syringyl and guaiacyl. The ratio of these monomers was found to 

change in response to external stimuli such as wind or gravity. The latter induces the formation of 

special type of wood called tension wood. The impact that results from artificially modifying the 

lignin monomeric ratio was investigated in three types of wood tissues in one-year old hybrid poplar 

clone 717 (Populus tremula x P. alba). The clone was transformed to overexpress the F5H/Cald5H 

gene to different levels resulting in increased syringyl to guaiacyl ratio (S:G). Wild type poplars and 

the transgenic lines were left upright or inclined 45  from vertical for three months to induce the 

gravitropic responses including tension wood formation. Wild type poplar stems had 6.4% and 7.6% 

increase in percent syringyl in tension wood side than normal or opposite wood, respectively. 

Increasing syringyl formation increased percent acid soluble lignin 2.3 folds. Cell wall crystallinity 

was also higher in tension wood than the other types of wood tissues. Both tension and opposite woods 

had higher percent total sugars. Interestingly, in tension wood a 19.1% increase in percent syiringyl 

led to 3.6% decrease in percent total sugars and 4.1% decrease in percent glucose. Percent galactose in 

tension wood was also higher but dropped 0.1% in response to the lignin monomer modification in the 

same tissue. Xylose and rhamnose were lower in tension wood than normal wood in wild type stems. 

Mechanically, the stems modulus of elasticity (MOE) did not change with increased syringyl when 

tested with 4-point bending or under compression. A decrease in the stems modulus of rupture (MOR) 

in response to increased S:G ratio was detected.  Trees with increased S:G ratio seemed to adjust their 

stems to gravity faster after inclination. Evaluating the response of these lines to inclination will 

improve our understanding of the role lignin monomeric composition plays in altering xylem chemical 

composition and mechanical properties of normal and tension wood. 

Introduction 

Research is intensifying towards modifying woody plants to meet the increasing demand for an 

alternative source of biological ethanol. Poplar is considered a relatively faster renewable resource for 

bulk cellulose. To increase the efficiency to utilize the cellulose in the woody tissues millions of 

dollars are being put into research to modify genes that control cell wall structure and components. 

Lignin is an important phenolic polymer in the secondary cell walls ranking second in abundance 

on earth behind cellulose. It acts as a cementing material in xylem tissues of trees providing support 

and insulation (Hacke et al., 2001), thus is a major mechanical and physiological feature of the woody 

tissues in plants. Lignin is made up of three monomers; syringyl, guaiacyl and p-hydroxyphenyl. The 

latter occurs at higher concentrations in softwoods (Harris, 2005). In hardwoods the predominant 

monomers of lignin are syringyl and guaiacyl (Mosha and Goring, 1975). To understand the function 

of each monolignol in tree mechanics and physiology, several studies have looked at the differing 

ratios of monomers in different tissues or in different species (Yoshinaga et al., 1992). The ratio of 

these monomers was also found to change in response to external stimuli such as wind (Koehler and 
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Telewski, 2006) or gravity as presented in this study. The latter induces the formation of special type 

of wood called tension wood. In the case of inclined trunks, it is formed only on the upper side of the 

stem while the other side is termed opposite wood. The major anatomical characteristic of tension 

wood is a unique fiber with an additional inner layer of gelatinous appearance (gelatinous layer), 

which is mostly composed of cellulose. In this layer the highly crystalline microfibrils are oriented 

almost parallel to the longitudinal axis of growth or what is referred to as approaching zero degrees 

(Pilate et al., 2004). The combined mechanical strength of lignin in the opposite wood and potentially 

the cellulose in the gelatinous fibers of tension wood is necessary for trees to perform gravitropic 

responses. 

Investigating the impact of lignin composition in transgenic lines of the same species will 

minimize possible bias by other anatomical parameters introduced when different plant species or 

different growth forms of the same species are compared. Successful attempts have been made to 

genetically alter the ratio of the monomers keeping lignin levels almost the same in poplar xylem 

tissues. Ferulate 5-hydroxylase (F5H) is the enzyme that acts downstream in the lignin biosynthetic 

pathway. It converts the intermediates for the synthesis of the monolignol guaiacyl into others that 

make the monolignol syringyl (Chen et al., 2000). Up-regulation of the enzyme drives the lignin 

biosynthetic pathway towards producing more syringyl over guaiacyl without changing the overall 

lignin content. The purpose was to investigated the impact of modified lignin composition in 

transgenic hybrid poplar, as a model for woody perennial angiosperm, expressing different levels of 

syringyl and guaiacyl on cell wall biochemical components in tension, opposite and normal wood.   

Materials and methods 

This study was conducted on wild type hybrid poplar (Populus tremula x P. alba) clone 717 as 

well as on transgenic lines that were altered to express F5H gene at different levels resulting in higher 

syringyl to guaiacyl ratio from 68.5% in the wild type to 93.4% in the over-expression lines. 
The plant material used in this study was propagated using root sprouts over multiple generations. 

The level of expression of the F5H gene in the different lines was proven to remain stable over time. 

Trees with 50-60 cm long stems were inclined 45° from vertical to induce the gravitropic responses 

including tension wood formation and were grown for 3 months along with uninclined controls. The 

stem samples were taken 15 cm from soil level to the center of the segments. They were debarked and 

air-dried at 60°C until constant weight. Stem segments from the inclined trees were longitudinally cut 

to separate tension wood from opposite wood for independent chemical analyses. 

Using an Instron, with 500 N load cell and 20 mm/min crosshead speed, 14 cm stem segments 

were four-point bended to an extent enough to enable the calculation of flexural stiffness (EI) and the 

modulus of elasticity (MOE) within the elastic range. Same stems were dried and loaded again to 

rupture in order to calculate modulus of rupture (MOR). For calculation of the second moment of area 

(I), an idealized oval shape was assumed for the cross sections. Modulus of elasticity was also 

measured through testing the stems under compressive forces. Cylindrical debarked stem segments, 

twice as long as their diameter, were exposed to compressive force parallel to the grain using an 

Instron with 500N load cell at 3 mm/min crosshead speed. The same wood samples tested above were 

air dried and sent to University of Vancouver at British Columbia, Canada for testing using 

thioacidolysis technique to determine the syringyl to guaiacyl ratio (S:G) and total lignin content in the 

various poplar lines. Carbohydrates, cell wall crystallinity and microfibril angle were also quantified 

in the same samples. 

Results and Discussion 

Impact on lignin. In this study an increase in syringyl to guaiacyl ratio was found to result from 

inclining the trees to force the formation of tension wood. The wild type poplar had an average of 

6.4% increase in syringyl content in tension wood than normal wood and an average of 7.6% increase 

than opposite wood. Similar increase in the ratio was also reported on the same type of hybrid poplar 

trees as a result of mechanically perturbing them to simulate wind sway (Koehler and Telewski, 2006). 
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The effect of inclination on S:G ratio diminished with increasing level of expression of the F5H gene 

in the modified trees. Tension wood of the trees with highest expression level had an insignificant 

0.6% increase in syringyl compared to tension wood of wild type trees. 

When the F5H gene was over-expressed to increase percent syringyl, trees with normal wood had 

slight, yet significant, decrease in their percent total lignin when compared to the unmodified control 

group. In another study using 13 different poplars, an evidence was presented showing a strong 

negative correlation between S:G ratio and the lignin content in those trees (Bose et al., 2009). Percent 

total lignin (soluble and insoluble) in tension wood was significantly lower than normal or opposite 

wood. On the other hand and due to enhanced syringyl in the upright trees, percent acid insoluble 

lignin decreased 5.5%. Percent acid soluble lignin went up 2.3 folds in the same tissue. The increase in 

the percent soluble lignin was an expected outcome in this investigation since syringyl is considered 

more reactive than guaiacyl and a positive correlation existed between lignin solubility and syringyl 

monomer content which resulted in more than 60% reduction in pulping time and less use of 

hazardous chemicals in the process (Huntley et al., 2003). 

Impact on cellulose microfibril angle (MFA) and crystallinity. The wild type as well as the 

genetically modified trees that were displaced with regard to gravity expressed a typical gravitropic 

response by producing tension wood and returned to the vertical orientation. In those trees, MFA 

decreased (more parallel with the stem axis) in tension wood whereas cellulose crystallinity increased 

which goes along with previous reports (Boyd,1977; Pilate et al., 2004). However, altering S:G ratio 

did not impact MFA or crystallinity in the different wood tissues. During this experiment, preliminary 

data indicated a higher speed of recovery to the vertical position in poplar trees with increasing S:G 

ratio.  

Impact on wood carbohydrate content. Tension and opposite woods had higher percent total 

sugars. Interestingly, there was a slight, yet significant, interaction between percent syringyl and 

percent total sugars in tension wood; a 19.1% increase in percent syringyl led to 3.6% decrease in 

percent total sugars and 4.1% decrease in percent glucose. A syringyl molecule is 16.7% heavier than 

a guaiacyl molecule. And since glucose is an essential carbon source for lignin biosynthesis, building 

of syringyl is a higher glucose requiring process than building guaiacyl (Amthor, 2003). Percent 

galactose in tension wood was also higher than normal wood but then dropped 0.1% in response to the 

lignin modification. Rhamnose significantly decreased on both sides of the stem (i.e. tension and 

opposite wood) due to the inclination, but it did not change with elevated syringyl. Both types of 

treatments, inclination and elevated syringyl, did not seem to have an effect on mannose or arabinose 

percentages. 

Tension wood had significantly lower xylose (16.6%) when compared to opposite or normal wood 

to the contrary of a previous study by Andresson-Gunnerås et al. (2006) who reported that xylose was 

more abundant in poplar tension wood. They also reported a reduction in hemicellulose in the same 

tissue as was reported by Timell (1969), hence reduction in xylans and mannans (for review refer to 

Lerouxel et al., 2006). The syringyl modification did not seem to have an impact on percent xylose in 

this study. 

Compensatory regulation was mentioned to exist between lignin and cellulose deposition 

representing tree adaptation to sustain mechanical strength when lignin was reduced (Hu et al., 1999) 

and in tension wood in response to gravitational and mechanical stimuli (Timell, 1986). Hu et al. 

(1999) observations suggested that cellulose synthesis is substrate limited and that the carbon, 

originally used to build lignin, is instead directed towards cellulose and hemicellulose synthesis when 

lignin synthesis was suppressed in woody plants, or towards building the gelatinous layer of tension 

wood (Schubert, 1965). This competition for carbon may explain the reduction in total sugars and 

glucose percentages in this study when the heavier syringyl was enhanced. 

Impact on biomechanics. The stems modulus of elasticity (MOE) did not change with increased 

syringyl when tested with 4-point bending or under compression. A decrease in the stems modulus of 

rupture (MOR) in response to increased S:G ratio was detected. Lignin rich in syringyl is considered 

less condensed due to less branching of the lignin polymer (Abreu et al., 2009), this may explain the 

lower MOR of the stems in all three poplar lines over-expressing F5H gene. 
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Conclusion 

In addition to the currently used over-expression lines, RNAi-supressed F5H poplars (Populus 

tremula x P. alba) clone 717 were generated in our lab to reduce S:G ratio.  After propagating these 

new lines we will select a range of S:G ratio in those trees to extend our study on the influence of 

altered S:G on the trees mechanical, physiological and chemical properties. In addition, evaluating the 

response of these lines to inclination will improve our understanding of the role lignin monomeric 

composition plays in normal as well as in tension wood. 
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Abstract  

When exposed to a surface fire, the most frequent forest fire type not caused by man, a tree’s 

probability to survive mainly depends on its capability to protect the cambium from lethal 

temperatures above 60°C. Thereby the bark, defined here as the entirety of all tissues outside the 

cambium, serves as an insulation layer. Laboratory experiments simulating the heat production of a 

surface fire were carried out on both dry and wet bark. A linear correlation between bark thickness and 

τ60, a measure of the fire resistance, was found for all seven tree species tested. Further results show 

that the fire resistance increases with decreasing bark density. Concerning the bark structure the 

examined tree species can be classified into two groups: (1) tree species with low resistance show a 

faint bark structure, whereas (2) tree species with a high fire resistance show a pronounced bark 

structure.  

Thorough analyses of the correlation between bark surface structure, internal structure, 

biochemistry and bark heat insulation capacity might be a source of ideas for the improvement of 

existing technical thermal insulation and fire-stopping materials or may even bring forth new 

biomimetic insulation materials. On the other hand also highly fire resistant und insulating barks, as 

found e.g. in Sequioadendron giganteum and Quercus suber, can be used as a raw material for the 

production of bio-based technical insulation and fire-stopping materials. The already existing bio-

based materials could be significantly improved by including additional information obtained by 

structural and functional analyses of the bark of highly fire resistant tree species.   

Introduction 

Despite their natural importance in many ecosystems forest fires are often looked upon as disasters. 

Whereas, due to high temperatures, ground fires and crown fires are mainly destructive in an 

ecological sense, fast moving low intensity surface fires typically reach lower temperatures between 

200 °C and 220 °C. Thus this forest fire type, mainly not caused by man, may facilitate the breaking of 

cones, reduce parasites and fungal infections, kill competing sprouts and contribute to higher substrate 

turnover rates [1]. For trees, most of the lethal situations during surface fires occur when the 

temperature of the cambium increases above 60 °C [2]. The time span until this temperature is 

exceeded is called τ60 and characterizes the fire resistance of a tree [3]. Thereby the bark, a term which 

is used for reasons of simplicity in the following for the entirety of all tissues outside the cambium, 

serves as an insulation layer. 
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Material and methods 

Seven tree species were examined differing in the fire regime of their natural distribution area: Fagus 

sylvatica L. (Common Beech), Abies alba MILL. (European Silver Fir) and Tilia cordata MILL. (Little 

Leaf Linden) are native in areas where forest fires do not play a decisive role, whereas forest fires are 

common with a fire period of a few years in the distribution areas of Quercus suber L. (Cork Oak) and 

Sequoiadendron giganteum LINDL. (Giant Sequoia). Pinus sylvestris L. (Scots Pine) and Larix decidua 

MILL. (European Larch) are native in areas where forest fires may occur, but not to the extent as in the 

distribution areas of the last-mentioned species. 

To quantify the fire resistance of the seven tree species, a surface fire was simulated in the 

laboratory. Thereto bark samples were placed over a Bunsen burner with their outer surface facing 

downwards (Fig. 1). To examine the influence of the bark moisture content on the fire resistance of a 

tree both oven-dried bark samples and wet bark samples were used in the experiments. The wet bark 

samples had a moisture content similar to that of fresh bark. This was achieved by storing bark 

samples in a box with a relative humidity of 100 %. Bark thickness at the position heated was 

measured and the time span τ60 as a measure of fire resistance was recorded. If the inner bark surface 

did not exceed 60 °C within 21 minutes the experiment was ended without noting τ60. 

The bark gross density ρ was measured from air-dried bark samples using the equation 
V

m
      

(1) where m is the weight and V the volume of each sample, measured by xylometric methods [4]. 

For each bark sample the minimum and maximum bark thicknesses (dmin and dmax) as well as two 

values of bark thickness at randomly chosen points were measured. The mean value d0 of these four 

values was calculated. The bark structure s was calculated for each tree species from 

0

minmax

d

dd
s       

(2) where maxd  is the mean value of all dmax, mind  is the mean value of all dmin and 0d  is the mean 

value of all d0 per tree species. The higher s is, the more pronounced is the surface structuring of a 

given bark sample. 

Results and discussion 

F. sylvatica, A. alba and T. cordata have the thinnest bark and the lowest fire resistance of all tree 

species examined. Q. suber and S. giganteum are characterized by both a thick bark and a high fire 

resistance. More than half of the bark samples of S. giganteum did not even reach 60 °C on the inner 

bark surface within 21 minutes. P. sylvestris and L. decidua have an intermediate bark thickness and 

fire resistance. Table 1 shows how bark thickness and fire tolerance of a tree go along with the fire 

regimes of its distribution area. 

The maximum duration of the fire resistance analyses (21 minutes) considerably exceeds the 

typical duration of surface fires, which is about 2-9 min [5,6]. With 215 ± 20 °C the flame 

temperatures are in good accordance with temperatures measured for low intensity surface fires. 

For all tree species τ60 of the wet bark samples was higher than τ60 of the oven-dried bark samples. 

When heated, the cooling effect of vaporising water in wet bark leads to a better heat insulation than 

that of dry bark which more than compensates for the increased thermal conductivity derived from a 

higher moisture content [5,7]. For a given bark thickness the fire resistance of wet bark is 2.4 times as 

large as that of dry bark. In both cases of dry and wet bark a linear correlation between bark thickness 

and τ60 was found. As this result was independent of the tree species examined, a tree’s fire resistance 

is mainly determined by its bark thickness. Thus, a tree’s ability to build up a bark within one fire 

period which is thick enough to survive a surface fire determines its fire resistance [8].  
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup for fire resistance analyses: A bark sample (1) was placed over a Bunsen burner (2). 

A computer (3) recorded both the flame temperature, measured by a thermocouple (4), and the temperature of 

the inner bark surface, i.e. the position of the cambium in the living tree, measured contactless by an infrared 

thermometer (5).  
 

Whereas bark density decreases with increasing fire resistance, the tree species can be divided into 

two groups differing significantly in their bark structure. F. sylvatica, A. alba and T. cordata can be 

clustered to a group of trees with a low surface structuring of their bark, while L. decidua, P. 

sylvestris, Q. suber and S. giganteum compose a second group of trees with a pronounced surface 

structuring of their bark (Table 1). Although bark density and bark structure may influence the fire 

resistance of a tree, their influence seems to matter less compared to the influence of bark thickness 

and bark moisture content for a tree’s fire resistance. 
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Table 1  Forest fire frequency of the distribution areas, bark density and bark structure of the tree species 

examined. Error bars represent standard deviations. Forest fire frequency: low  , intermediate  , 

high  

 
 

 

For several centuries bark is used as heat insulation on buildings. But also in many other technical 

products bark is used, especially due to its good heat and sound insulation. At temperatures below 

90 °C bark doesn’t exhibit better heat insulation than technical insulation materials, e.g. mineral wool 

or polyurethane hard foam, but is much more durable than the last-mentioned material. Most technical 

heat insulation materials used at higher temperatures, such as insulation wool made of magnesium 

oxide, silicon oxide or coated fiberglass composites may be harmful and thus bark may be favored 

over these technical materials. The application of bark as a heat insulation material reaches from 

flame-retardant particleboards [9] to heat insulation of intercontinental ballistic missiles [10]. 

Primarily the bark of the Cork Oak is used for these purposes. It is used untreated or mixed with 

additives to ensure an even better fire protection. The renewable raw material is gathered in the 

woodworking industry as a waste product and thus allows a sustainable usage of the whole tree. The 

bactericidal and fungicidal properties of the bark achieved by a high natural content of phenolic 

substances militate for a wide-ranging usage of this natural raw material. Bark and materials produced 

from bark may contribute to an enhanced indoor climate by their natural moisture content and their 

ability to accumulate humidity. But bark may also serve as a concept generator for biomimetic 

technical materials. Already in 1965 Hare [11] recognized bark as a natural design for an insulating 

board due to its numerous air cells and abundance of cork. The largely known chemistry of bark and 

findings from further investigations of bark cross sections may encourage the development of new 

biomimetic materials when combined with the established operating principles of current heat 

insulation materials. Analyses and comparisons of bark properties of tree species from distribution 

areas with different forest fire frequencies may provide manifold suggestions not only for heat 

insulating and fire-retardant biomimetic materials but also for other, for example moisture regulative 

or temperature regulative materials. For example a decrease of the moisture content of a technical 

material, achieved by water released at higher temperatures, might enhance its heat insulating quality 

in case of need. 

Conclusion 

The fire resistance of a tree is mainly affected by its bark thickness if bark moisture content is 

given. The influences of bark density and bark structure on the fire resistance seem to count less. New 
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biomimetic insulation materials may be developed or existing technical thermal insulation and fire-

stopping materials may be improved by further examinations of the correlation between bark surface 

structure, internal structure, biochemistry and bark heat insulation capacity.  
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Abstract  

The mechanical characterization of partially or completely mineralized biological or 
bioinspired materials, for example, in terms of strength or physical parameters like elastic 
moduli, is often an important piece in the evaluation of the applicability of a construction 
inspired by natural principles. However, the interpretation of data obtained from conventional 
engineering practice can be misleading, because machine, measuring devices and material 
properties need to be understood to obtain significant and relevant numbers. 
 
We will firstly discuss the pitfalls of such investigations, concentrating on the example of 
Young's modulus (E-modulus) from technical, biological and bioinspired materials. Examples 
of well defined dense inorganic materials and porous materials will be used to illustrate 
measurement problems, methods and theoretical aspects.  
 
Biological materials from plants and marine animals often contain or consist of of mineral 
phases, which provide further complications. Both silica and calcium carbonates are auxetic, 
that is, their crystals can expand perpendicular to a tensile loading, when properly oriented. 
And orientated growth of such crystals is common in nature. 
 
Further complications arise from the extreme heterogeneity of biomaterials, which often 
combine pores and soft organic matter with stiff mineral materials ("hetero-modulus-
composites"). Thus, anisotropy, periodicities, gradients and structural hierarchy all contribute 
to the mechanical properties and it requires appropriate characterization techniques and 
suitable data interpretation to elucidate the natural material at hand and the artificial 
bioinspired material developed from it. This will be shown using examples from sea urchin 
spines and biomimetic ceramics made inspired by those. Conclusions for the measuring of 
plants and plant-inspired materials will be presented. 
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Abstract  

Forest management practices in French mixed broadleaved forests aim at promoting species 
diversity during regeneration. In this context, conceiving silvicultural pathways requires to 
understand the factors affecting the various stages of the recruitment process. The response to 
canopy opening of seedlings is an important stage. In the beech dominated, broadleaved 
former coppice with standards, Graoully forest (40^004'48''N, 6^001'02''E, close to Metz in 
Lorraine, North-Eastern France), regeneration after openings is dominated by beech (Fagus 
silvatica L) and sycamore maple (Acer pseudoplatanus L.). In the understorey, these two 
shade-tolerant species are quite plagiotropic to maximize light interception and just after 
opening, height growth is stimulated so that trees become more orthotropic. Moreover, 
openings may be associated to mechanical disturbance by wind, or gravity (growth is 
stimulated so weight increase is accelerated). Therefore, the posture control by both 
secondary and primary growths are supposed to play a key role in this developmental stage. 
Trees that will be able to right their trunks, and grow fast in height with lower expense in 
wood material, should be ecologically more competitive, and moreover, they will have 
vertical and cylindrical trunks that are interesting for wood production. In this study, 15 trees 
of each species are selected among a sample of seedlings which growth and 3D or 2D 
geometry have been observed during 4 years after opening in 2005. These observations have 
shown a significant upward movement (based on the general lean of the main stem) in both 
species. Sycamore maple reiterated more often than beech. Then, different parameters - mass 
distribution, bending moment applied at the trunk base, young's modulus, maturation strains, 
radial growth asymmetry - have been measured in order to explain the variability of upward 
movement kinetics between trees or species. Biomechanical models have oriented the choice 
of parameter combinations used for statistical analysis. Moreover, they were used to discuss 
whether the differences between maple and beech - reiteration or righting by secondary 
growth from the trunk base - can be explained by a physical determinism as one hypothesis 
could be that because of a lower stiffness and a higher centre of mass, maple could not insure 
its posture control only by the secondary growth and the maturation process, so that 
reiteration would be a physical necessity to maintain the tree habit. 
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Abstract  

A nonlinear elastic and moisture dependent constitutive model for wood is formulated based on a 

higher order formulation of the free energy including mechanical and moisture contributions and the 

coupling between moisture and mechanics. The nonlinear material properties can be directly obtained 

from mechanical testing at different relative humidity and free swelling / sorption tests. The model 

incorporates the sorption dependence on mechanical stress and is applied to predict free and restrained 

swelling of wood.  

Introduction 

Wood is a natural resource of many countries, such as Switzerland, with significant applications in 

material production, building construction and civil engineering. In use, wood is often subjected 

jointly to mechanical and moisture loads and inappropriate loading of wood can result in mechanical 

damage and biodegradation [1]. Thus, better knowledge of the hygromechanical behavior of wood is 

the fundament of the better design of new, durable structures and longer lives of the existing ones. In 

addition, the understanding of cellular materials opens the door to the development of new materials 

[2]. 

Experimental observations 

From experimental observations, it becomes clear that wood has a strongly coupled mechanical and 

hygric behavior. Wood shows a moisture dependent elastic behavior. The elastic compliance (reverse 

of the elastic modulus) depends almost linearly on moisture content up to the fibre saturation point 

(FSP) [3, 4] (Figure 1b). An orthotropic behavior is observed in swelling [3, 4]. Swelling / shrinkage is 

found to depend linearly on moisture content up to the FSP (Figure 1a). Differences between the 

different orthotropic directions are attributed to the specific cellular architecture of wood and the 

microfibril angle, while differences between the species can be attributed, to a certain level, to density 

differences [5].  

Other experiments show that the dynamic stiffness, when wood is loaded in compression, increases 

nonlinearly with the stress level (stiffening effect) showing hysteresis when unloading [6] (Figure 1c). 

When wood is restrained from swelling, swelling pressures arise, which almost linearly increase with 

the moisture content [7] (Figure 1d). At high swelling pressures, creep, mechano-sorptive processes 

[8] and plastic deformations start to play a role. It was also shown that sorption processes can be 

highly dependent on mechanical stress [9]. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Shrinkage of beech. [3]. (b) Compliance versus moisture for beech. [3]. (c) Nonlinear behavior and 

hysteresis under dynamic loading [6]. (d) Stress required to restrain the swelling of a wood specimen from 

initial moisture content of 2 and 10% (from Keylwerth 1964, redrawn in [7]). 

Classical theoretical approaches 

In the classical continuum approach, wood is mostly considered as a linear elastic orthotropic 
material showing swelling. The constitutive law reads )( s

klklijklij D   , where the shrinkage 
strain is given by wkl

s

ijkl  , which depends linearly on the moisture content variation w. The 
elastic stiffness is defined in the three orthotropic directions (longitudinal, radial and tangential) and is 
generally moisture dependent. Swelling is modeled by three different shrinkage coefficients ii in the 
three directions. 

A more sophisticated way to take into account nonlinear elastic behavior is using enriched 

constitutive laws. An equation of state taking into account second and third-order elastic constants was 

derived by Murnaghan in 1944 [10] and Birch in 1947 [11], called the Birch-Murnaghan isothermal 

equation of state.  

A more rigorous way of taking into account the interaction of fluids with the solid matrix in porous 

materials is based on the theory of poromechanics, introduced by [12]. Within the context of 

thermodynamics of open porous continua, Coussy [13] presented a general framework to formulate 

adequate constitutive equations for poroelastic, poroviscoelastic and poroplastic behavior. The energy 

formulation includes the mechanical energy of the solid, the energy due to adsorption of the fluid and 

the energy due to fluid-solid interactions in the porous material. Traditionally, these energies include 

second order terms in the basic variables, strain and fluid pressure. Using the Clausius Duhem 

equation, incremental constitutive equations and material properties can be obtained by second order 

differentiation of the energy equation. The poroelastic properties generally depend on strain and fluid 

pressure, which have to be determined from experiments. Therefore, the effective stress concept is 

mostly used to overcome the identification problem, limiting the mechanical dependencies to strain, 

and the moisture dependencies to fluid (capillary) pressure. This effective stress concept is generally 

applied for many engineering materials, such as rocks, soils and concrete [14, 15, 16]. The poroelastic 
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concept for unsaturated media allows predicting swelling and shrinkage of materials [13, 15]. 

Therefore, moisture interaction forces, such as capillary pressure and surface tension, are scaled up 

from pore level using a pore volume distribution [17]. For wood, this simplification is debatable, since 

experiments show a strong dependency of the elastic moduli on moisture content.  

In this paper, a higher order model for wood is formulated based on a new formulation of the free 

energy including mechanical and moisture contributions and the coupling between moisture and 

mechanics. Attention is paid to the definition of adequate tests to directly determine the introduced 

parameters.  

New formulation: higher order approach 

We assume wood to consist of a solid material and a pore space partly filled by liquid water and a 

gas phase consisting of water vapor and dry air. All interactions between solid, liquid and gas phase 

are modeled by the liquid pressure pl and gas pressure pg.  We assume that the gas phase remains 

constant and that interaction between gas phase and solid material are negligible. The material remains 

elastic and the temperature is assumed constant. For simplicity, we consider a one-dimensional 

formulation. 

The energy state of wood in the isothermal case is described by the free energy ),( u , which 

depends on strain  and moisture content u. Taking the Legendre transform ),( lp of the free 

energy ),( u , we get 

upup ll   ),(),(  (1) 

with  the stress. The incremental state equations for strain and moisture content are defined as 
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Defining the material properties 
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we can write 

lpBC ddd          and       lpMBu ddd         (4) 

The material properties depend on the stress and liquid water pressure or ),( lpC  , ),( lpM   and 
),( lpB  .  

Considering the liquid pressure pl in equation (4a) constant or dpl = 0, we observe that 
 C , which equals by definition the compliance. The compliance is measured in drained 

conditions, which refers to the condition where water is drained from the material in order to keep the 
liquid pressure in the material constant.  

Considering the stress constant in equation (4b) or d = 0, we observe that lpuM  , which 
equals by definition the moisture capacity. In a standard sorption test, the wood specimen is 
conditioned at a given relative humidity  until equilibrium and the moisture content u is measured. 
The relative humidity  is related to the liquid pressure by Kelvin’s law or  TRp vll   exp , 
where l is the density of water, Rv the ideal gas constant for vapor and T the absolute temperature. 
The specimen in a standard sorption test is not externally loaded or  = 0. The moisture content 
measured in the unloaded condition is referred to as u0, where the subscript 0 refers to the zero stress 
condition. The relation between moisture content u0 and liquid pressure pl is described by the relation 

  n

FSPl Aupu
1

00 ln1)(


  , where u0FSP is the moisture content at fibre saturation point and A and 
n are parameters. The moisture capacity at unloaded condition and which can be determined from this 
relation is referred to as lpuM  00 . According to equation (4a, d = 0), the coupling coefficient 
B describes the change in strain due to a change in liquid pressure, or the coupling coefficient B 
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describes swelling / shrinkage of the material. According to equation (4b, dpl = 0), the coupling 
coefficient B also describes the change in moisture content due to a change in external stress, or the 
influence of mechanical stress on the sorption process.  
 

We define the function ),( lp as  
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where C0, , , B0 and B1 are constants and f and g functions dependent on the fluid pressure pl. The 

first term at the right hand side of equation (5) describes the energy contribution of the solid matrix 

(mechanical term). The second term describes the energy contribution of the liquid water (liquid term), 

while the third term describes the energy contribution due to the interaction between the solid matrix 

and liquid water. In classical poromechanics, the mechanical and liquid terms are of quadratic form in 

respectively  and pl, while the coupling term only contains the product .pl. In the present model, the 

mechanical term is of the fourth order. The fluid term is described by the function f(pl), which has to 

be defined from experiments. The coupling term is described by the product of a function g(pl) and a 

second order term in . The function g(pl) has to be identified from experiments.  

According to equation (3), we can derive, from equation (5), the following relations for the material 

properties: 
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Equation (6a) gives the compliance as a function of the stress and liquid pressure. The compliance at 

zero stress level is the initial compliance and equals 10 )( BpgCC l . In the experiments (fig. 1b), 

we observed that the initial compliance is a linear function of the moisture content up to fibre 

saturation point. This means that the function g(pl) equals the moisture content measured at zero 

external stress, or g(p) = u0(p). The dependence of the compliance on stress and moisture content then 

reads: 

  01

2

0 1 uBCC         (7a) 

The constant B1 can be determined directly from figure 1b as the slope of the compliance versus 

moisture content. The compliance C0 in equation (7) is the compliance of the dry material (u0 = 0) 

measured at zero stress ( = 0). The quadratic dependence of compliance on stress is determined by 

the parameters  and , which can be determined from experiments as given in figure 1c. 
Equation (6b) gives the moisture capacity as a function of stress and liquid pressure. The moisture 

capacity at zero stress ( = 0) is defined as lpuM  00 . Evaluating equation (6b) at zero stress 
shows that 

22

0 pfM  . Since we found that g(pl) = u0(pl), equations (6b) and (6c) can be written 
as  
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where lpMM  0

'

0 . The moisture capacity and the derivative of the moisture capacity can be 
determined from the function   n

FSPl Aupu
1

00 ln1)(


  . Since the moisture content u0 and the 
moisture capacity M0 are a function of the liquid pressure pl , equations 7a-c describe the dependencies 
of the material properties on the stress and on the liquid pressure. The parameters C0, , , B1 and the 
function u0(pl) are known. The parameter B0 can be directly determined from a free swelling test where 
a wood specimen is exposed to environments of different relative humidity at unloaded condition ( = 
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0, d = 0). According to equations (4a) and (7c) the swelling strain increment equals lpBM dd 00 . 
According to equation (4b), the moisture content increment is related to the liquid pressure increment 
by lpMu dd 00  . Combining the last two equations, we find that 00dd uB . This means that the 
parameter B0 can be directly measured in a free swelling test as the slope of the swelling strain versus 
the moisture content (see figure 1a). 

Results and discussion 

The proposed model (equations 4 and 7) allows the study of the behavior of wood in different 
loading conditions. Especially, we focus on the mechano-sorptive behavior and study the influence of 
mechanical stress on moisture content. In the different tests, the following typical values for wood in 
tangential direction are used: C0=1/(500 MPa), u0FSP=0.3 kg/kg, A = 0.19, n = 1.12,  = 1/(40 MPa) , 
½

 = 1/(40 MPa), B0=0.5, B1 = 1/(100 MPa). 
 
In a first test, we analyse the swelling of wood when exposed to an increase in relative humidity. 

Using Kelvin’s law, the fluid pressure is evaluated. A constant compressive stress (weight) is applied 

to the wood specimen during the whole experiment. The compressive stresses are respectively: 0, -5,   

-10 and -20 MPa. Note that the maximal compressive stress may introduce some plastic deformation 

of wood, which is neglected in this paper. The material properties C, M and B are evaluated by 

equations 7 and the swelling strain and sorption isotherm are respectively obtained by equations 4a 

and 4b. Figure 2a gives the elastic modulus (or reverse of compliance) as a function of the moisture 

content for different stress levels. We observe a softening effect when to moisture content increases 

and a stiffening effect, as seen on Figure 1c, when wood is loaded in compression. Figures 2b and 2c 

give the obtained sorption curves. We see that the amount of moisture adsorbed by the specimen 

reduces at high compressive stress, and that this stress effect on the sorption behavior is more 

pronounced at high relative humidities.  Figure 2d gives the swelling strain as a function of the 

moisture content for the different compressive stress levels. The results follow the trends seen in 

experiments [9]. The strain at zero moisture content is the elastic strain due to the compressive loading 

at the beginning of the test. At zero compressive stress, the swelling strain increases linearly with the 

moisture content as found in the experiments. At higher compressive stress, the swelling curve 

becomes nonlinear, which can be explained by two effects: first according to equation 7c the coupling 

coefficient B decreases with compressive (negative) stress, second effect of stress on the sorption 

isotherm as shown in figures 2b and 2c.  
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Fig. 2 Swelling test results at different compressive stresses: (a) stiffness as a function of relative humidity; (b) 

influence of mechanical stress on the sorption curves; (c) close-up of sorption curves at high RH; (d) swelling 

strain as a function of relative humidity. 
 

In the second test, we analyse the behavior of wood in compression at different moisture contents. 
First, we wet the dry wood specimen to a certain moisture content u0 in stress free conditions. Then a 
compression test is conducted by increasing the stress from 0 to -20 MPa. During mechanical loading, 
the liquid pressure remains constant and water will be expelled from the specimen (drained 
conditions). Figure 3a shows that the wood softens (lower elastic stiffness) when the moisture content 
is increased. The stress-strain curve is nonlinear showing a stiffening effect with increasing strain or 
compressive stress. Figure 3b shows the moisture that is expelled during the compressive test as a 
percentage of the initial moisture content. We observe that 8% of the initially moisture is expelled at   
-20 MPa for the specimen at fiber saturation point. For lower moisture contents, the percentages of 
expelled moisture are lower. 
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Fig. 3 Compression test results: (a) stress strain curves at different initial moisture contents; (b) influence of 

mechanical stress on expelled moisture. 
 

In the third test, we expose the material to an increasing relative humidity from different initial 

moisture contents u(t=0)=0, 7.5 and 15%, while the swelling of the material is mechanically prohibited 

(d=0). We determine the resulting mechanical stress and the moisture content in the material. Figure 

4a gives the swelling stress, increasing almost linearly with some deviations at maximal moisture 

content. These nonlinearities are due to the nonlinear mechanical behavior (nonlinear elastic modulus) 

and due to the effect of mechanical stress on moisture content. Due to the high mechanical stresses, 

less moisture will be taken up with increasing relative humidity (figure 4b). 
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Fig. 4 Restrained swelling results. (a) swelling stress as a function of moisture content; (b) mechanical influence 

on the sorption curves 
 

Conclusion 

A poroelastic constitutive model is formulated based on a higher order formulation of the free 

energy including mechanical and moisture contributions and the coupling between moisture and 

mechanics. The advantage of this higher order energy formulation is that the nonlinear dependence of 

the material properties, elastic modulus, moisture capacity and swelling coefficient is inherently taking 

into account leading to a consistent formulation of the dependence of the material properties on stress 

and capillary pressure. The parameters describing these dependencies can be directly determined from 

experiments. With the proposed constitutive model, free / restrained swelling tests and compression 

tests on wood are analyzed. The elastic modulus is found to depend nonlinearly on stress and moisture 

content. Mechanical compressive stresses are found to lead to lower moisture content on wood. 

The main focus of this paper is on the formulation of the model. The next step will consist on the 

validation of the model using a consistent dataset under development especially for this purpose. 
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Abstract  

Samples of tension wood and opposite wood were obtained from four species (Iyranthera 

sagotiana, Ocotea guyanensis, Virola michelii, Sextonia rubra) growing in the tropical rainforest of 

French Guiana. Dynamic mechanical analysis was performed in the longitudinal dimension with 

samples in the green “never dried” condition. Temperature and frequency of the tests were regulated to 

be similar to conditions experienced by the living tree. Tension wood from the species containing a G-

layer was found to have higher damping characteristics than opposite wood from the same species 

whilst no difference was found between the wood types of the non G-layer species. The research thus 

far does not permit a solid conclusion but speculation into the possible origin of these differences is 

drawn from the nature of the G-layer matrix. 

Introduction 

Reaction wood is formed in the cambium of living trees to readdress vertical orientation of the stem 

following mechanical stressing, often by weight overhang (e.g. irregular crown formation) or external 

environmental factors such as wind loading. Reaction wood changes with plant group and as such falls 

into two categories: compression wood or tension wood. Compression wood is formed by 

gymnosperms in the lower side of the leaning stem [1]. Tension wood is formed by Angiosperms and 

is, as the name suggests, found on the upper or tensile side. In biomechanical terms, tension wood 

corrects the stem verticality by creating a tensile force somewhat higher than that of the opposing 

(opposite) wood [2, 3]. The anatomical [4, 5] and mechanical properties [6, 7, 8] of tension wood can 

therefore be very different to those of the opposite wood in the same tree. Additionally the severity to 

which the tension wood is formed may affect the degree to which these properties vary [8]. Tension 

wood is further classified by the presence or absence of a gelatinous G-layer [9]. The G-layer is 

composed of highly crystalline cellulose aggregates, in which hemicelluloses and lignin occur in trace 

amounts [10]. As there is seemingly no difference in wood tensile stiffness between G-layer and non 

G-layer producing species, [11], the benefit of the G-layer to the living tree is currently not certain. 

Wood is a polymeric composite material displaying viscoelastic behaviour [12], which by simple 

definition means that there is an elastic and viscous component to its mechanical behaviour. After 

unloading, purely elastic materials will return all of the energy imposed upon them whilst purely 

viscous materials will exhibit a delay in mechanical response and dissipate that energy. Viscoelastic 

materials will therefore return some of the imposed energy with a delay and dissipate the rest. Wood 

elasticity is mainly given by the stiffness and orientation of the crystalline cellulose microfibrils in the 

S2 layer of the cell wall [13, 14], whilst wood viscosity originates from the lignin and hemi-cellulose 

matrix [12, 15]. Wood viscoelasticity is anisotropic and highly dependant on temperature and moisture 

content [12]. 

Viscoelastic properties of materials are commonly measured by dynamic mechanical analysis or 

DMA [16]. This technique can provide the conservative elastic modulus (E’) and the damping 
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coefficient or “tangent delta” (tan δ). From an experimental view, tan δ is the tangent of the phase 

angle between the oscillating applied stress and the resulting strain. Whilst an elastic only material will 

deform immediately and have no phase lag, a material with a viscous component will have a phase lag 

relative to the degree of viscosity. Consequently, a higher tan δ  indicates a more viscous material. 

This study presents an investigation into the viscoelastic properties of tension wood compared to 

opposite wood in tropical rainforest species 

 

Material and methods 

Material 
 

Sample trees were collected in the vicinity of the Paracou experimental field station in French 

Guiana. Four common species were chosen (Table 1) representing 2 groups of taxonomically similar 

species where one was thought to contain a G-layer whilst the other was not. To maximise the 

possibility of tension wood content, individuals with a crooked or sweeping stem form were sought. 

To verify the asymmetrical trunk stresses associated with reaction wood formation [17] growth stress 

measurements were performed at 8 points around the circumference at breast height [8] using the 

strain gauge method [18, 19]. Trees were then felled and 8 radial sections corresponding to the growth 

stress measurement locations were cut from each. To obtain tension wood, the section with the highest 

growth stress was taken and the section directly opposite in relation to the standing tree was used for 

opposite wood. 3 samples of dimensions 150 × 2 × 12 mm (LRT) were cut from the outer (bark) part 

of the tension wood and opposite wood sections of each tree. Sample material was maintained in the 

green state throughout the process by not being allowed to dry out. Anatomical measurements to 

confirm tension wood and identify fibre pattern (presence or absence of a G-layer) were carried out on 

adjacent sample material from one of the two sample trees per species [20]. Growth stress 

measurements and fibre characteristics are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1  Sample material used in the study. GS = Growth Strain, TW = Tension Wood, OW = Opposite Wood  

Family 

 
Species 

 

Tree 

 

Tree diameter at breast 

height (cm) 

GS TW 

(µstrain) 

GS OW 

(µstrain) 
Fibre Pattern 

Lauraceae 

Sextonia 

rubra 

1 25 -2362 -328 
G Thick 

2 21 -1657 -59 
Ocotea 

guyanensis 

1 19 -2097 -399 
G Thin 

2 18 -2063 -718 

Myrsiticaceae 

Iyranthera 

sagotiana 

1 26 -1485 12 
No G 

2 22 -822 -7 
Virola 

michelii 

1 36 -1708 45 
No G 

2 29 -1699 -7 
 

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 

 

A BOSE-Electroforce 3230 Dynamic Mechanical Analyser equipped with a submersible 450N load 

cell and a custom built water bath temperature controlled by a Huber Ministat cc3 was used for the 

DMA tests. Submerged samples were tested in tension at constant 30°C temperature, chosen to 

resemble that of the natural environment of the trees in the tropical rainforest. To commence a charge 

of quasi-static loading was imposed to verify that there will be no slippage of the sample in the clamps 

during subsequent loading used for the determination of mechanical properties. A static ramp test was 

performed on each sample prior to DMA analysis to determine the tensile Young’s modulus and the 

quantity of stress to produce 0.02% strain with amplitude of 0.03%. The DMA test was a sinusoidal 

loading applied at a frequency of 1Hz to represent the oscillation of the correct order for a standing 

tree whilst remaining in a frequency range where the DMA has a more accurate response. Tan δ was 

calculated by Fourier Transformation analysis within the integral BOSE WinTest
TM

 DMA Analysis 

software. 
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Statistical Analysis 

 

In order to determine if there was a significant effect of wood type on the tensile modulus or 

tangent delta, analysis of variance was performed on the data grouped by species and wood type. An 

F-test was used to determine the significance (α = 0.05) of wood type on each variable and where 

appropriate a Tukey HSD test was used to examine the differences in means between wood types and 

within species. 

Results and discussion 

 

 
Fig. 1 Boxplot of tensile Young’s modulus by species 

and wood type. Is = Iyranthera sagotiana, Og = 

Ocotea guyanensis, Vm = Virola michelii, Sr = 

Sextonia rubra . Significant differences (α=0.05) were 

found in green Young’s modulus between tension wood 

and opposite wood of the G –layer species, Sr tension 

wood was less rigid than Sr opposite wood and Og 

tension wood was more rigid than Og opposite wood. 

No significant difference was found for the non G-

Layer species.  

 
With the exception of the Virola samples, there was a lot of variation in the tensile modulus 

(Fig. 1). Analysis of variance followed by the Tukeys HSD test (Table 2) showed that the MOE of 

Sextonia tension wood was lower than Sextonia opposite wood by 1.8GPa, whereas the inverse was 

true of Ocotea tension wood which was greater than Ocotea opposite wood by 2.4GPa. No significant 

difference (α = 0.05) was found between the tension wood and opposite wood of Virola or Inga. These 

results echo Ruelle et al. [7] who did not always find a significant difference between the air dry 

modulus of elasticity (MOE) of opposite wood and tension wood in Guianese species. Of the ten 

species studied by Ruelle et al. [7] only Ocotea was present in this study and the difference was in the 

same sense. Ruelle et al [7] presented a ratio of tension wood MOE over opposite wood MOE for this 

species equal to 1.28, the same ratio here was 1.22 and thus comparable though the effect of drying 

may change the ratio slightly. Ruelle et al. [7] also presented ratios less than one which showed the 

same trend for different species (Virola surinamensis and Cecropia sciadophylla) as the Sextonia here, 

i.e. the opposite wood was more rigid than tension wood. Neither the study by [7] nor these results can 

offer a definitive logic to the trends in longitudinal modulus within tropical species with reaction wood 

but do show the diversity of growth strategies and their underlying biomechanics in the tropical 

rainforest. It is important to note that the best comparison will be on the specific modulus to take 

account of density variations. The samples in this study are undergoing drying and further testing so 

that this comparison can be made. 
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Fig. 2 Boxplot of tensile tangent delta at 1Hz by 

species and wood type. Is = Iyranthera sagotiana, Og 

= Ocotea guyanensis, Vm = Virola michelii, Sr = 

Sextonia rubra. Tension wood containing a G-layer 

was shown to have significantly (α=0.05) higher 

damping than opposite wood from the same species at 

a frequency of 1Hz There was no difference between 

tension wood and opposite wood from the non G-layer 

species. 

 
Concerning the viscous part of this study, the measured tan δ are presented in Fig. 2. Both species 

which exhibited G-layer formation had a visibly and significantly higher tan δ in the tension wood as 

compared to the opposite wood (Table 2). The difference between the mean tan δ of the tension wood 

and opposite wood of both Sextonia and Ocotea was 0.0082 though the Sextonia samples did tend to 

have a higher tan δ in general. Differences between species were not assessed statistically due to the 

low number of sample trees. In contrast there was no visible or statistical difference between the 

tension wood and opposite wood of the species without a G-layer. 

 
Table 2 Results from a Tukey HSD test examining the difference in Tensile Young’s Modulus and Tangent Delta 

between the wood types of each species. OW = Opposite Wood, TW = Tension Wood, Is = Iyranthera sagotiana, 

Og = Ocotea guyanensis, Vm = Virola michelii, Sr = Sextonia rubra. 

Parameter 
Difference in wood type  

within species 
Difference in Means p-value 

Tan δ 

Is_TW - Is_OW 0,0002 1,0000 
Og_TW - Og_OW 0,0082 <0,0001 
Sr_TW - Sr_OW 0,0082 <0,0001 

Vm_TW - Vm_OW -0,0008 0,9967 

Tensile Young's Modulus (GPa) 

Is_TW - Is_OW -0,2563 0,9981 
Og_TW - Og_OW 2,4052 <0,0001 
Sr_TW - Sr_OW -1,7837 0,0002 

Vm_TW - Vm_OW 0,2312 0,9996 
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Fig. 3 Assumed fibres ends and rough viscoelastic 

models. Region A represents the axially aligned cell 

wall with a Hookian spring (mainly microfibrils) and a 

Newtownian dashpot (matrix) in parallel. Region B 

represents the region of vertical interaction between 

fibres were elastic rigidity may be lower due to 

increasing microfibril deviation from the vertical at the 

tapering fibre ends. In that region, constituent loading 

can be roughly seen to be in series with a lower spring 

stiffness (i.e. matrix, middle lamella and transverse 

microfibrils elasticity). The thickness of the middle 

lamella is thought to be constant and the varying 

thickness in this graphic is due to a limit of the current 

illustration technique. 

 

 
The presence of a G-layer seems to indicate an increase in the viscosity of the material relative to 

the wood from the opposing side of the same tree. These experiments alone cannot offer a definitive 

origin of this phenomenon but there is room to speculate. Firstly it can be considered that the un-

lignified gel-like matrix of the G-layer has properties different to those of the lignified wood cell wall 

(reviewed in [21]) and that consequently the gel matrix is more viscous. However, this corresponds 

only to region A of Fig. 3 and it is difficult to imagine that this difference in viscosity would be 

detectible in the case where stress is longitudinally applied to the tension wood cell wall as the load 

should be mostly carried by the microfibrils, which are well aligned to the fibre axis, and not by the 

matrix. Logically, the mechanical properties of the matrix should be more apparent for longitudinal 

stress applied to a cell wall with high microfibril angle (MFA) and a resulting lower specific modulus. 

Again it will be important to observe the specific elastic modulus of these samples, as proposed 

earlier, in order to see clearly the difference in the cell wall longitudinal elasticity and its possible 

effect or correlation with the viscous response variations.  

Independently of the how the mean MFA effects the viscoelasticity of the main body of the cell 

wall (region A of Fig. 3), it is not certain of how microfibrils are aligned at the tapered ends of wood 

fibres. It is plausible that the microfibrils follow the course of this taper and are thus, even in tension 

wood, less aligned relative to the vertical at these points (region B of Fig. 3). If this were to be the 

case, then at this interconnecting region, an applied axial stress would act across rather than along the 

microfibrils and therefore the mechanical properties of the matrix and/or the compound middle lamella 

(the interfusion of primary cell walls and the middle lamella after lignification) would become more 

important. This is illustrated with a viscous and elastic component in series in Fig. 3. With respect to 

the G-layer fibre, the properties of the chemically different matrix could become more pronounced at 

these points. Alternatively, in the G-layer there may be lower cohesion between fibres, caused by the 

lack of lignification for example, and consequently at the end the fibre would have lower axial rigidity 

than in normal wood, increasing the contribution of the viscous middle lamella. Some supportive 

evidence may be seen in Wimmer and Lucas [22] who showed quantitatively that the cell corner 

middle lamella was 50% less rigid than the S2 layer in Picea rubens wood and that, visually, there 

seemed to be a larger remaining plastic (permanent) deformation in the cell corner middle lamella for 

the same imposed force. Further research is required in this area in order to further understand this 

phenomenon and should consist of anatomical studies of fibre ends coupled with micromechanics.   

From the biomechanical point of view it can be proposed that the increased damping capability of 

the tension side of the stem could decrease the risk of fracture associated with a sudden jolt induced by 

a gust of wind for example. In this case it is not clear why some species have adopted the G-layer 

strategy in tension wood whilst others have not. On an evolutionary timescale it appears that both sets 

of species appeared at similar times [23]. On the other hand this increased damping could simply be 

Lumen 

Middle Lamella 
Cell wall with microfibrils 
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the side effect or trade off of genetic mutation, the quantity of which is less important to the standing 

tree than architecturally related damping (e.g. [24, 25]). 

Conclusion 

The presence of a G-layer in the tension wood of the studied species was accompanied by an 

increased damping coefficient relative to the respective opposite wood. Hypotheses were put forward 

on the origin of this difference coming from the different chemical composition of the G-layer matrix 

or increased contribution of the middle lamella at fibre ends. A biomechanical implication was 

proposed in the damping of tension wood to an induced vibration and recommendations were made for 

future research. 
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Abstract  

The water vapour sorption behaviour of 13 different tropical wood species was examined. The 

experimentally determined values were analysed with the Hailwood-Horrobin sorption model. 

According to the Hailwood-Horrobin model following characteristic values were computed: the 

monomolecular Um and polymolecular Up sorption, the fiber saturation point Ufs, the inaccessibility Z 

of the sorbent to the sorbate as well as the specific surface of the sorbent . Very large differences 

exist in the sorption behaviour between the individual wood species. In particular for Canalete 

(22,8%), Wengé (20,3%) and Doussié (17,8%) a very low fiber saturation point was determined, 

which is clearly below the values of European wood species (28-32%) and other examined tropical 

woods. The ethanol toluol extract of the wood correlates with the moisture content of the 

polymolecular Up and total Utot sorption. The higher the extractives content, the lower the 

equilibrium moisture content Utot and Up. The chemisorption remains therefore uninfluenced by 

EtOH-toluol extractives. The reduction of the sorption capacity by rising EtOH-toluol extractive 

content is due to the bulking effect.  

 

 

Introduction 

The wood is, due to the microscopical, the submicroscopical and the chemical structure, very complex. 

Many scientists in the past and also nowadays have tried to describe the phenomenon of sorption 

hysteresis and its physical causes to explain it (Everett, D.H. 1954, 1955; Peralta, P.N., Bangi, A.P. 

1998; Time, B. 2002; Frandsen, H.L. et al., 2007; Frandsen, H.L., Svensson, S. 2007). A overview 

about the influence from extractive content was given by  Hernandez (2007) and Labbè et al (2002). 

At Institute for Building Materials (ETH Zurich) accomplished water vapour adsorption and 

desorption measurements on selected exotic wood species were analysed by the Hailwood-Horrobin 

and tested the chemical composition. 

 

Material and methods 
 

Wood samples: 

Wood species used in this study are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Physical properties: 

 

Test conditions The attempt samples were conditioned in a climate chamber (KPK 200, Feutron) at 

constant temperature of 20±0.2°C and with relative humidity RH from 35%, 50%, 85% to 93% (RH≤ 

±3%). The equilibrium moisture content EMC of the attempt samples was determined according to 

DIN 52 183 (1977). 
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Table 1: The material tested 

 

Sorption analysis: 

 

Hailwood-Horrobin model 

For the characterisation of the interaction between the attempt material (wood) and the water vapour 

the Hailwood-Horrobin sorption model (1946) was used. The Hailwood-Horrobin sorption model 

(further called HH-model) is based on the assumption that the sorbed water exists as a simple solution 

and as hydrate of the wood. The HH-model assumes further that the sorbed layer which consists of no 

hydrated, hydrated wood and of free liquid water forms an ideal solid solution. This sorption model 

makes it possible to separate the monomolecular Um from the polymolecular sorption Up and the 

estimation of the fiber saturation point UFS. The sorption equation for the HH-model is as follows: 

 
UpUmUtot            (1) 
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Where       Utot  total water sorbed  (%), 

      Um monomolecular water sorbed (%),  

      Up polymolecular water sorbed (%), 

       h relative vapour pressure, 

      Mp hypothetical molecular weight of the dry wood polymer, 

       equilibrium constant of the hydrated wood, 

             equilibrium constant of the no hydrated wood. 

 

Further allows the HH-model to calculate following values: 

 The specific surface of the sorbent  

 and the inaccessibility of the sorbent to the sorbate Z. 

 

Sorption hysteresis  

Wood species Latin name Plant family 

Bilinga Nauclea diderrichii Merill Rubiaceae 

Bongossi Lophira alata Banks ex Gaertn. f. Ochnaceae 

Canalete (Cordia) Cordia sp. Boraginaceae 

Danta Nesogordonia papaverifera (A. Chev.) R. Capuron Sterculiaceae 

Doussié Afzelia sp. Caesalpiniaceae 

Makassar Diospyros celebica Bakh. Ebenaceae 

Mansonia Mansonia altissima A. Chev. Sterculiaceae 

Merbau; Hintsy Intsia sp. Caesalpiniaceae 

Okoumé Aucoumea klaineana Pierre Burseraceae 

Ramin Gonystylus bancanus (Miq.) Kurz Gonystylaceae 

White Lauan Shorea sp Dipterocarpaceae 

Wengé Milettia laurentii  De Wild. Papilionaceae 

Zebrano Microberlinia sp. Caesalpiniaceae 
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At the sorption hysteresis are the pathways for the water uptake and release which tend to be different. 

The relative vapour pressure on adsorption of a porous material (wood) is greater than on desorption. 

This phenomenon is called sorption hysteresis. Possible explanation for the true hysteresis (the 

irreversible sorption) is the formation of metastable states of adsorbate in fixed pores (capillary 

condensation hysteresis) (Sing et al., 1985; Burgess et al., 1989 ; Liu et al., 1993; Neimark et al., 2000; 

Aharoni, 2002; Sander et al., 2005). It is assumed that the reason for hysteresis is the difference in the 

sorbate filling and sorbate emptying of the pores. This can be described with the fundamental Kelvin 

equation. 

  

The equation for adsorption on a cylindrically concave surface is as follows:  
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The equation for desorption on a spherically concave surface can be written in the following manner: 
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From equation 3 and 4 follows: 

 

pAD > pDES          (5) 
 
Where: 
pAD vapour pressure on adsorption in Pa, 
pDES vapour pressure on desorption in Pa, 
p0 saturation vapour pressure in Pa, 
 surface tension in J.m

2, 
r pore radius in m, 
VM molar Volume in m3.kmol-1, 
R gas constant in J.K

-1
.kmol

-1, 
T Temperature in K, 
 contact angle in deg

 

Chemical analyses: 

Extraction: 20 g of wood samples were ground, homogenized and sieved. 0.25 g of the sieved wood 

samples (0.2-0.63 mm fraction) were extracted in 6 consecutive steps with 80% aqueous methanol 

using sonication. 8 ml of extraction solvent and 30 minutes of extraction time were applied in each 

step. The end volume of this original extract was adjusted to 50.0 ml. 

Total phenols: Total phenol content was measured from the original extracts according to the method 

of Folin and Ciocâltău (Singleton and Rossi, 1965) using quercetin as a standard. Total phenol 

concentration was indicated in mmol quercetin/100g dry wood. Measurements were carried out in 

triplicate. 

Total soluble carbohydrates: Measurements were also carried out from the original extracts according 

to the method of Dubois (Dubois et al. 1956) using glucose as standard. The concentreation was 

indicated in mg glucose / g dry wood. Measurements were carried out in triplicate. 

HPTLC analysis: 10 ml of the original extracts were evaporated to dryness at 40 
o
C (Rotavapor,  

Büchi, Switzerland) and the residue was dissolved in 1 ml methanol. These concentrated solutions 

have been applied for the HPTLC analysis. 5 l of the concentrated extracts were applied bandwise 

onto HPTLC silicagel layers (Merck) with a sample application device (Linomat 5, Camag, 

Switzerland). Development and evaluation was performed according to the following methods: 

Method I: development with 9:1 diisopropyl-ether : formic-acid (Fecka et al. 2001) to a distance of 6 

cm. The developed plates were dried, then sprayed with vanillin-H3PO4 reagent (Stahl, 1962) finally 

heated 15 minutes at 120 
o
C. Flavan-3-ol type compounds emerge with characteristic red color. 

Method II: development with 6:3:1 Toluol : Ethyl-acetate : formic-acid to a distance of 6 cm. The 

dried plates were sprayed with with Natural Products reagent (Stahl 1962) then with Polyethylene -
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glycol 4000 (Stahl 1962) solutions. Flavonoids and phenolic-acids emerge with fluorescent bands 

under long wave UV light (366 nm).  

 
Extractive content Ethanol-toluol-extraction 

 

Wood extractives, also known as accessory components of the wood are chemical compounds, which 

do not take part in the anatomical structure and can be extracted from the wood with neutral solvents. 

The ethanol-toluol-extract (further called EtOH-toluol-extract) was determinated according to TAPPI 

(1997a & 1997b). The extract portion was based on the oven dry weight of the wood. 

 

 

Results and discussion 
 
Table 2 and 3 describe the density, total phenol, soluble carbohydrate and ethanol-toluene soluble 

extract content values. It can clearly be seen that there is a great variability between different wood 

species. Doussié and Merbau can be characterized with the highest polar-type (MeOH-water soluble) 

extractive (total phenol and total soluble carbohydrate) contents. Regarding the ethanol-toluene 

soluble extract content (which gives information mostly about the non-polar extarctive content) 

Doussié, Makassar and White Lauan had the highest values. The highest density could be measured in 

the case of Makassar and Merbau, while Okoumé could be characterised with the lowest density.  

Altogether Doussié and Merbau contain the highest levels of extractives, while Bongossi and Ramin 

the lowest. White Lauan contains non-polar extractives in high concentrations compared to its polar 

extractives. 

 
              Table 2. The total phenol und soluble carbohydrate content of the wood samples. 

 

Sample density  

(g/cm
3
) 

Total phenols 

(mmol/100g) 

Total soluble 

carbohydrates 

(mg/g) 

EtOH-toluene 

extract  

(%) 

Bilinga 0.63 1.78  0.15 21.25  6.31 5.8 

Bongossi 0.99 1.40  0.01 8.18  0.34 1.0 

Canalete 0.82 5.05  0.23 39.50  0.50 9.7 

Danta 0.72 2.48  0.15 15.17  1.97 2.2 

Doussié 0.82 23.42  0.51 100.29  29.35 14.9 

Makassar 1.13 13.47  0.83 65.27  13.97 10.4 

Mansonia 0.65 4.73  0.07 36.30  3.52 3.9 

Merbau 0.99 37.04  1.22 139.17  15.68 9.5 

Okoumé 0.41 2.18  0.05 15.13  1.09 2.0 

Ramin 0.63 1.46  0.04 15.04  1.64 1.2 

White Lauan 0.66 1.55  0.02 9.73  1.71 10.0 

Wengé 0.80 6.37  0.08 30.24  5.17 7.7 

Zebrano 0.67 3.23  0.04 24.36  6.05 3.2 

 
The quality and quantity of extractives influences the moisture sorption and wettability of wood 

(Nzokou and Kamdem, 2004). Polar (mostly hydrophylic) components such as polyphenols, phenolic-

acids, sugars, etc. can increase, whereas non-polar (hydophobic) constituents (e.g. terpenes, fatty-

acids, esters, reisins, etc). can decrease the water uptake significantly. Considering the extractives it’s 

the phenols which show the greatest changes between the samples according to Table 2. For this 

reason the separation of phenolic extractives has been carried out using high performance thin layer 

chromatography (HPTLC). 

Fig. 1. depicts the chromatogram obtained after separation and visualization according to Method I. 

This method is suitable for the detection of flavan-3-ol type compounds (catechins, proantocyanidins) 

which emerge with characteristic red color after visualization. It should be mentioned although that the 

apperance of a red band in the chromatogram itself is not an unambiguous proof for a catechin-type 

compound. Neither (+)-catechin nor (-)-epicatechin could be detected in the wood samples. In the 
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track of Doussié four intense red bands can be observed, which – lacking the appropriate standard 

compounds – could not be identified with this method.  

Since the stationary phase applied was silicagel (SiO2), high retention of a given compound also 

means high polarity. Compounds with the highest polarity remain at the spotting positon after the 

develoment. In the case of Merbau an intense, dark red-colored band can be observed at the spotting 

position after development and visualization (see Fig. 1. arrow). This could possibly be attributed to 

highly polar polymeric proantocyanidins, which have already been decribed to be present in Merbau 

wood (Hillis and Yazaki 1973).  

 
 

Fig. 1. Derivatization with vanillin-H3PO4. St (followed from the bottom up: (-)-epicatechin (red), (+)-catechin 

(red)). Samples and respective numbers: 1: Bilinga, 2: Bongossi 3: Canalete 4: Doussié 5: Makassar 6: 

Mansonia 7: Merbau 8: Okoumé 9: Ramin 10: White lauan 11: Wengé 12: Zebrano 13: Danta. 

 

Fig. 2. depicts the chromatogram obtained with method II. Significant differences can be observed 

between the composition and concentration of the samples regarding the visualized phenolic 

compounds. Merbau does not seem to contain a large number of individual phenols, only a few but 

those in large concentrations. Compared to that Bilinga, Makassar, Mansonia and Wengé contain 

many phenolic extractives, yet their concentrations according to Table 2. is not very high. The main 

component of Merbau (indicated with the arrow) appearing with orange fluorescence has a very high 

concentration, causing the saturation of the stationary phase (ie.: tailing of the band). Doussié contains 

kaempferol in large amounts.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Derivatization with natural products reagent and PEG 400 solution. Illumination: 366 nm. St1 track 

followed from the bottom up: taxifolin (orange), quercetin (orange), chlorogenic-acid (light-blue); St2 track 

followed from bottom up: fisetin (yellow), apigenin (yellow), kaempferol (green), 3-methoxyflavon (yellow). 

     

        1       2       3        4        5       6        7      st       8       9       10     11     12     13                 

     

        1       2       3       4       5       6       7     st1    st2     8       9      10    11     12     13                 
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Samples and respective numbers: 1: Bilinga, 2: Bongossi 3: Canalete 4: Doussié 5: Makassar 6: Mansonia 7: 

Merbau 8: Okoumé 9: Ramin 10: White lauan 11: Wengé 12: Zebrano 13: Danta. 

 

The identification of the main phenol of Merbau wood has also been accomplished with HPTLC by 

comparing the retention data of the unknown band with those of standard compounds and also by 

comparing their reflectance spectra (Fig. 3.) prior to the derivatization. The investigation resulted that 

the researched band was robinetin which has also been identified from Merbau wood already (Koch et 

al. 2006). The concentration of robinetin has also been determined with HPTLC by applying 5 point 

calibration (Fig. 4.). Accoring to the quantitative evaluation the concentration of robinetin in Merbau 

wood is 14.65 ± 1.47 mg robinetin / g dry wood (1.465 %) which is a very high value. 

Although the concentration of robinetin is very high in Merbau wood, robinetin is poorly water soluble 

(ie: almost insoluble), which means that its contribution to the water adsorption of the wood can be 

lower than those of the proantocyanidin components.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

  

 
Fig. 3. The reflectance spectra of standard robinetin compound (s) and of the band from the Merbau extract (31) 

with the same retention as robinetin, prior to derivatization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Quantitative determination of robinetin with five point calibration (s1-s5) using scanning densitometry. 

31: Merbau extract. The arrow indicates the band of robinetin. 

 

Physical properties of the wood samples: 

 

The adsorption and desorption of porous materials does not follow the same curve. The difference in 

such sorption behaviour is called sorption hysteresis.  

  s    

 
   
     31 

     
      

       s1   31   s2   31   s3   31   s4   31   s5   31          
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Table 4 show the average values of the measured equilibrium moistures for the ad- and desorption at 

20°C. For each wood species 3 samples were used. 

The following figures 5 and 6 show the adsorption and desorption isotherms of the tested material 

computed according to the HH-model. From HH-model derived physical values are summarized in 

table 4. The agreement of the measured values with the computed isotherms is excellent. Fig. 7 shows 

the correlatation between extractive content (influence from EtOH–toluene amount) and EMC. 

 
Table 3. Computed values of the sorption analysis according to the Hailwood-Horrobin model for the attempt 

wood species at the fiber saturation point 

Wood species Uam/Udm (%) Uap/Udp (%) Uatot/Udtot(%) ad (m
2
/g) Za/Zd (%) 

Bilinga 5.10/7.30 22.90/18.14 28.00/25.44 180/259 52/28 

Bongossi 5.20/7.81 23.60/19.03 28.80/26.84 185/277 50/23 

Canalete 4.60/6.87 18.20/13.85 22.80/20.72 163/244 56/33 

Danta 5.40/7.54 23.00/19.33 28.40/26.87 192/268 48/26 

Doussié 4.30/6.77 13.50/9.42 17.80/16.19 152/240 59/34 

Makassar 4.90/7.34 21.90/17.17 26.70/24.51 172/260 54/28 

Mansonia 4.70/6.68 24.30/20.22 29.00/26.90 167/237 55/35 

Merbau 6.00/8.73 20.20/16.48 26.20/25.21 212/310 43/13 

Okoumé 4.90/6.65 26.90/22.94 31.70/29.58 172/236 54/35 

Ramin 4.70/6.37 28.30/23.84 33.00/30.21 168/226 55/38 

White Lauan 5.00/6.69 23.90/21.14 28.90/27.83 176/237 53/35 

Wengé 4.90/7.54 15.40/11.94 20.30/19.48 172/268 54/26 

Zebrano 4.60/6.45 25.60/22.20 30.30/28.65 164/229 56/38 

Spruce 5.04/6.80 27.94/20.90 32.97/27.70 179/241 52/34 

Where 
Uam Computed adsorbed water content in the monomolecular layer at relative vapour pressure of    h=1, 

Udm Computed desorbed water content in the monomolecular layer at relative vapour pressure of    h=1,  

Uap Computed adsorbed water content in the polymolecular layer at relative vapour pressure of h=1, 
Udp Computed desorbed water content in the polymolecular layer at relative vapour pressure of h=1,  

Uatot Computed totally adsorbed water content at relative vapour pressure of h=1,  

Udtot Computed totally desorbed water content at relative vapour pressure of h=1, 

a Computed specific surface on adsorption (m2/g),  

d Computed specific surface on desorption (m2/g),  

Za Computed inaccessibility of the sorptiv active sites of the sorbent to sorbate on adsorption (%), 

Zd Computed inaccessibility of the sorptiv active sites of the sorbent to sorbate on desorption (%). 

 
Doussié has the lowest adsorbed water content in the monomolecular (Um) and polymolecular layer 

(Up) which could possibly be explained by the high EtOH-toluene extract content, meaning high 

amount of hydrophobic components on the cell walls/in the lumen of cells, whereas Merbau has the 

highest Um value that could be explained with the extraordinarily high proportion of polar extractives 

(phenols, sugars) and relatively low amounts of hydrophobic compounds (see table 2 and 3). The 

water adsorption of the overhand layers is supposed to be primarily influenced by condensation. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The water vapour sorption behaviour of 13 different tropical wood species was examined.ed values 

were analysed with the Hailwood-Horrobin sorption model. According to the Hailwood-Horrobin 

model following characteristic values were computed: the monomolecular Um and polymolecular Up 

sorption, the fiber saturation point Ufs, the inaccessibility Z of the sorbent to the sorbate as well as the 

specific surface of the sorbent . Very large differences exist in the sorption behaviour between the 

individual wood species. In particular for Canalete (22,8%), Wengé (20,3%) and Doussié (17,8%) a 
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very low fiber saturation point was determined (by using Uatot) which is clearly below the values of 

European wood species (28-32%) and other examined tropical woods . The ethanol toluol extract of 

the wood correlates with the moisture content of the polymolecular Up and total Utot sorption. The 

higher the extractives content,  the lower the equilibrium moisture content Utot and Up. We have an 

influence from the chemical composition of the extractives. The results correlated which works from 

Hernández (2007) 
 

 
Figure 5: Ad- and desorption isotherm of Doussié (low FSP) at 20°C 

 
Figure 6: Ad- and desorption isotherm of Mansonia (High FSP) at 20°C 

 
Fig . 7 : Influence from EtOH –toluene amount on water  content from tested wood species 
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Abstract  

Lignin is an important component of wood, providing the matrix in which the microfibrils sit in the 

secondary cell wall, holding cells together at the middle lamella, providing strength especially in 

compression, and allowing creep to occur. Industrial uses of wood for pulp and bioenergy often 

necessitate lignin’s partial removal, which is very expensive in terms of heat, chemicals, and 

wastewater remediation. These costs have motivated research into the development of trees with 

lowered lignin contents or lignin that is easier to extract. Little research has tested the growth and 

survival of these modified trees. We studied 14 transgenic lines of hybrid white poplar (P. tremula × 

P. alba, INRA-France 717-1B4) plus a control line to learn how modification of xylem lignin content 

affects water transport and biomechanics. The transgenic lines represented 14 independent gene 

insertions that down-regulated 4-coumarate:coenzyme A ligase (4CL), which is located early in the 

pathway of the synthesis of lignin, flavonoid-derived pigments and phenolic-based defensive 

compounds. Controls and the mutated lines were micro-propagated, grown in a greenhouse, 

transferred to a coldframe and then to the field where they were grown for two years with irrigation 

and weed control. Control poplar wood is white. Several of the transgenic lines showed distinct 

patches of brown wood, and pink to reddish wood when freshly cut. The five lines with more than 20 

% brown wood had among the lowest lignin contents in the experiment, and all brown wood lines had 

≤ 85 % the lignin content of the control line. Brown wood lines had lower specific conductivity, 

aboveground biomass, modulus of elasticity (MOE), and height/diameter than the other transgenic 

lines and controls, and higher tension wood proportion than the other transgenic lines and controls. 

Some of the vessels in the brown wood were occluded with dark extractives and tyloses and other 

vessels appeared crushed, both of which provide the structural basis for their lower specific 

conductivity, which in turn may have explained their lower biomass. All transgenic lines had lower 

average MOE, modulus of rupture (MOR), and height/diameter than the controls. The buckling safety 

factor, in contrast, was not correlated with lignin content suggesting that plants adjust their 

morphology with respect to their wood properties. This research supports the concept that even small 

modifications to the amount of lignin in the secondary xylem can have significant direct or indirect 

negative impacts on tree performance. These results show the importance of phenotyping transgenic 

trees under field conditions to help select lines that are both viable physiologically and meet the 

desired biotechnological aims. 

Introduction 

Wood is an abundant, renewable natural resource and its utilization for pulp or biofuels requires the 

costly and energy-intensive step of degrading and partial removal of lignin in woody cell walls. A 

reduction in the amount of lignin in wood, therefore, could reduce industrial costs significantly. Lignin 

is about 75-100 % more metabolically expensive for a plant to produce than is cellulose [17, 19] but 

nonetheless all modern arborescent plants (including palms and bamboos) have about 20 % lignin in 

their cell wall dry mass. This similar proportion of an expensive material across disparate taxa and 

environments suggests that lignin has important roles and calls into question the feasibility of 
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producing viable plants with reduced lignin. We assume that lignin plays important biomechanical 

roles especially in compression and creep, but it is also important as the primary material between 

xylem cells, as the matrix in which the microfibrils are embedded, as a contributor to decay resistance, 

and possibly as a sealant making cell walls relatively airtight. The few reports of wood mechanical 

properties from transgenic trees with altered lignin are inconclusive regarding whether trees with 

reduced lignin content may be viable for 

biomass production [15, 14]. 

 

The synthesis of lignin is influenced by many genes. Among the gene families that have been 

investigated is the 4CL (4-coumarate:CoA-Ligase) gene family, which codes for at least two 

isoenzymes in the phenylpropanoid pathway in angiosperms. One of the isoenzymes is thought to be 

associated mostly with production of lignins, and another isoenzyme is thought to be associated 

mostly with production of flavonoid-derived pigments and defensive compounds [9, 7, 18, 6, 4]. The 

transgenics studied in the current experiment derived from a variety of independent mutations to the 

4CL gene family, and so their phenotypes as well as their lignin contents were expected to differ from 

one another. We expected that reductions in xylem lignin content would decrease the strength of the 

material, which could be manifested with greater stem taper, a higher proportion of tension wood, 

lower modulus of elasticity (MOE) and/or modulus of rupture (MOR), and microscopic evidence of 

imploded vessels. Indirect effects of decreased strength could include decreased plant size (caused, for 

example, by increased proportional allocation to stem, or poor water transport) and decreased specific 

conductivity (caused, for example, by increased proportion of fibre cells in the cross-section, or 

mechanical failure of the vessels). 

Material and methods 

Plant material--Studies were undertaken in a two-year field trial of 14 transgenic lines and a 

control line from a single clone of a hybrid white poplar (P. tremula × P. alba, INRA-France 717- 

1B4). The transgenics represented independent transformation events with antisense down-regulation 

of the Pt4CL1 gene family that encodes 4-coumarate:coenzyme A ligase (4CL). Stem segments and 

leaf disks from in vitro plantlets were incubated in an Agrobacterium suspension (strain C58) 

containing an antisense Pt4CL1 construct generated by fusing the Pt4CL1 cDNA coding sequence in 

an antisense orientation with respect to a duplicated-enhancer cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter. 

For controls, this step was not taken: tissue was not wounded and tissue was not incubated in the 

Agrobacterium suspension. Callus was induced from these explants, from which plants with roots and 

shoots were micro-propagated. For the mutants, to ensure transformation events were independent, a 

single clone per explant was selected for further propagation after confirmation of transgene presence 

by the polymerase chain reaction. The micro-propagated plants were transferred to small pots with soil 

and grown in a greenhouse for two months (April-May 2005), grown for another 2 months (June- July 

2005) in tubular pots, and then moved to a coldframe for three months of acclimatization (August- 

October 2005). Plants were then moved to a field trial just outside of Corvallis, Oregon. They were 

planted with three meters between plants in one randomized complete block with 10 replicates of each 

line and numerous extra trees of each line in the buffer strip. Plants were hand-watered in 2006 and 

had a drip irrigation system in 2007. Weeds were controlled with nursery cloth on the soil surrounding 

each plant. 

 

Lignin content--Three trees from each line were randomly chosen for lignin analysis. For each tree, 

basal stem sections were debarked, cut into small pieces, freeze-dried for 48 hours, ground in liquid 

nitrogen in a Waring blender, and then ball milled for 3 hours to obtain a homogenous powder. 

Aliquots of about 1 g of powder were submitted to sequential extraction to generate the cell wall 

residue used for lignin degradation analysis [10]. Note that in cases of brown or red wood, this 

coloration remained after the extraction procedure. Lignin contents and monomeric composition of 

cell wall residue were estimated using the alkaline nitrobenzene oxidation and thioacidolysis methods 

[27, 2], respectively. 
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Brown wood--Among transgenic lines, wood colour varied from being indistinguishable from that 

of controls, to light pink throughout, to a mottled appearance with red-brown patches next to control 
colour wood. The cross-sectional area in “brown wood” was estimated near the base of each tree by 

overlaying a grid of dots on a transparent plastic sheet over three cross-sections from each tree at three 

heights (stem base, 20 and 40 cm) and recording the relative frequency of brown wood as compared to 

the entire cross-sectional wood area. 

 

Specific conductivity and biomass-- In late August 2007 we measured specific conductivity (ks, kg 

m
-1

s
-1

MPa
-1

) of wood from the main stem for three trees from each transgenic line and six control 

trees. Two xylem segments from the base of each tree were measured for wood specific conductivity, 

ks. A measure of xylem transport efficiency, ks can be from Darcy’s law (equation (1)): 

 

ks = Q/(A ΔP/l) (1) 

 

where Q is the volume flow rate (m
3

 s
-1

), l is the length of the segment (m), A is the cross-sectional 

area of the segment (m
2
), and ΔP is the pressure difference across the segment (MPa). In stems less 

than 1 cm in diameter, the entire segment was cut to a length of 12 cm and then used. In larger stems, 

two segments were chiselled to dimensions of approximately 1×1×12 cm. Chiselled segments were 

submerged in pH 2 HCl solution and placed under vacuum overnight to remove embolisms. Segment 

ends were re-cut under water with a razor blade, and segment dimensions were then measured with 

digital calipers. Segments chiselled from stems were tightly wrapped in Parafilm to reduce variability 

in ks due to radial leakage. 

 

Tree height and basal diameter were measured in November 2007. At the end of 2007, six control 

trees and three or four trees that spanned the range in tree size for each transgenic event were 

harvested to determine allometric estimates of oven-dried aboveground biomass. These relationships 

were then used with diameter and height measurements to compare biomass estimates among lines. 

All other trees were eventually harvested during 2008 to compare other traits. 

 

Tension wood--Tension wood was estimated with two methods. 1) We made hand-sections across 

the cross-section from the base of trees harvested for biomass measurements. Sections were stained 

with safranin and astra-blue to distinguish the G-layers of tension wood fibres from the rest of the 

wood [11]. We viewed the stained sections through a light microscope, recording the relative radial 

positions of tensionwood fibres in each of three radial scans, and estimated the percentage of the 

xylem cross-sectional area in tension wood fibres assuming that stems were circular in cross-section. 

2). Cut-ends of trees not harvested for biomass were quantified for tension wood using the method 

described above for brown wood. Tension wood patches were identified by their lighter colour and 

smooth, shiny appearance compared to surrounding normal wood fibres. 

 

Biomechanics--Initial mechanical testing was conducted in June 2006 on small branches (<1 cm 

diameter) from each line. Samples were dried and then conditioned to 12% moisture content for 

testing. Three-point dynamic bending tests were conducted using a portable mechanical tester fitted 

with a 45 kg load cell (In-Spec 2200, Instron, Norwood, MA). In 2008 a larger mechanical testing 

system (Sintech Model 1/G, MTS Systems Corp.) fitted with a Sensotec 230 kg load cell (Model 

41/571-07, Honeywell International Inc.) was used to carry out further three-point bending tests on 

conditioned sections of main stems (mostly >1 cm diameter). Diameter inside the bark at each end and 

total length were recorded for each sample to calculate taper. The span tested for each sample was 16- 

20 times the estimated mid-point diameter (under bark). The MOE and MOR for each sample were 

calculated for a tapered beam [20]. Bark was not removed for bending tests because its influence 

should be negligible for comparisons among groups. For statistical comparisons of properties among 

lines in which stem diameter was not constant, we used the relative value of the transgenic sample 

compared with the value predicted (by regression equations) for a control specimen of the same 

diameter. 
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To compare an index of biomechanical function for trees that differed in both material properties 

and form we estimated safety factor for buckling as the critical buckling height (Hcrit) [5] divided by 

the actual height of an individual tree. Equation (2) estimates a critical height (Hcrit) for elastic 

buckling of a uniform column: 

 

Hcrit = 1.26 × (E/W)
1/3

 × (D)
2/3

 (2) 

 

where E is the apparent modulus of elasticity (MPa), W is the green wood density (density of wood 

plus its water, N/m
3
) and D is the basal diameter of the tree (m). For the data presented here, D was 

measured just above the basal flare associated with the root collar, 5-10 cm above the soil surface. 

Green densities were estimated for each line, not each tree. Although this model oversimplifies tree 

form, it has been shown to approximate well the height at which a tree of a given material and 

geometry becomes unstable and buckles under self loading [8]. 

 

Statistical analyses--Least-squares regression methods were used to assess relationships between 

tree form, size and wood mechanical properties. To compare trait values among lines (controls and 

transgenic events) we conducted analysis of variance tests. Traits were first compared with a global 

analysis of variance (PROC GLM, SAS version 9.2, SAS Institute Inc. Cary, NC, USA) to determine 

if significant variation among lines existed. Further analyses compared means among lines with Tukey 

HSD tests to control for Type 1 experiment-wise error. 

Results and discussion 

Lignin content--The transgenic lines ranged in average lignin contents from 54-95% of the control 

line (where 100% =22.3 g lignin per gram cell wall residue). This range was similar to those of other 

studies of poplars containing a 4CL transgene [9]. 

Thioacidolysis lignin content in the stems was highly but non-linearly correlated with 4CL RNA 

expression [33]. Most traits showed a marked shift in lines with lignin contents below about 85% of 

the control values (Fig. 1, 2), which corresponded to having more than 20% brown wood. This result 

suggests that even small modifications in the amount of lignin in the secondary xylem can have 

significant and negative direct or indirect impacts on tree performance. 

 

Brown wood--Five of the transgenic lines had more than 25 % brown wood in the trunk wood. 

These lines also tended to have the lowest lignin content (Fig. 1). Brown wood was found in all four 

of the lines that had less than 85% the lignin content of the control wood, in one of the two lines that 

had 85-87 % the lignin content of controls, and in none of the remaining seven transgenic lines that 

had >87 % the lignin concentration of the controls. This brown wood had dark extractives and tyloses 

in many of the vessels. The vessels in the outer part of the growth increment were often deformed, and 

looked as if they had been crushed [33]. 

 

Angiosperms have two or more isoenzymes that make up the 4CL gene family, with differing 

degrees of substrate affinities. Class 1 isoenzymes are most highly expressed in the xylem and thought 

to be associated with monolignol biosynthesis. Class 2 isoenzymes, although not missing from the 

xylem, are most highly expressed in green tissues and are thought to be associated with the synthesis 

of secondary metabolites important for various aspects of plant defence. It is possible that the lines 

having brown wood were derived from mutations in the class 2 isoenzymes. Patchy brown wood 

formation increased dramatically, nearing 60% of the stem cross-sectional area as lignin content was 

reduced by 15%. The brown wood lines thus appeared to experience “misregulation” or shunt pathway 

effects, as separate from the normal transgenics. Shunt pathways resulting in abnormally pink, red or 

brown xylem have been found in other 4CL mutants [12, 3] but are also found when enzymes either 

upstream or downstream of 4CL have been changed [15, 22, 1, 26, 31, 16, 21, 24, 10]. 
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Specific conductivity and biomass accumulation--The specific conductivity (ks) of trunk wood and 

the total aboveground biomass were much lower in the lines that had brown wood than in the other 

lines (Fig. 1). The lower ks in brown wood than normal wood could be explained potentially by the 

increased incidence of blockages. The brown-wood lines also had a much greater incidence of shoot 

die-back in late summer, presumably resulting from drought stress [33]. Biomass accumulation of the 

normal transgenics was similar to controls, suggesting that additive effects associated with brown 

wood occurrence rather than lower lignin per se caused the drastic growth reductions of transgenic 

lines with the lowest lignin content. 

 

Poplar clones used for wood or biomass production tend to be sensitive to water supply [28]. If 

poplar clones are to be increasingly used industrially, they will have to be planted into less favourable 

sites, and would therefore benefit greatly from strategic assessment of traits that conferred both rapid 

growth and drought tolerance [32]. 

 

Tension wood--The brown-wood lines had much higher proportions of tension wood in their stems 

than the other lines (Fig. 2). The line with the highest lignin content averaged 20 % of its stem 

cross section in tension wood; the controls averaged 5 %. The increased production of tension wood 

may have been triggered mechanically to help provide support for the low-lignin stems. 

 

Biomechanics--There was a positive correlation between both MOE and MOR and lignin 

proportion (Fig. 2). The mean MOE and MOR values of all transgenics were lower than values for 

controls. These data underscore the importance of the balance of chemical constituents in wood for 

strength (lignin, cellulose, and hemicelluloses), rather than the cellulose itself, which was negatively 

correlated with MOE and MOR [33]. 

 

Regardless of wood color, transgenic lines tended to be shorter for a given diameter than controls, 

and stem height/diameter was positively correlated with stem lignin proportion (Fig. 2). These trends 

are what would be expected if the weaker stems transmitted greater wind-induced stresses to the 

cambium [13, 29, 30]. There was no trend in the safety factor for stem buckling with the change in 

lignin concentration, implying that plants, which varied in MOE, adjusted their height relative to 
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Fig. 1 Hydraulic and growth characteristics of hybrid 

poplar as a function of xylem lignin content: brown 

wood, specific hydraulic conductivity (ks), and 

aboveground dry mass. All values except brown wood 

are expressed as the percentage value relative to non-

transgenic controls.  
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diameter in a manner that maintained the safety factor for buckling at about the same level as control 

trees. 

Conclusion 

The largest decreases in lignin content relative to controls were associated with the production of 

brown wood. The brown-wood lines had much lower specific conductivity, aboveground biomass, 

MOE, MOR, and height/diameter than controls and the other transgenics. The other lines with 

reduced lignin that did not produce brown wood had lower MOE and MOR than the controls, 

although some lines had higher and some lines had lower values than the controls for specific 

conductivity, biomass, tension wood incidence, and buckling safety factor. Consistent with the notion 

that severe perturbations to the phenylpropanoid pathway will mediate a cascade of negative additive 

effects as in these brown-wood lines, only lines with modest reductions in lignin content sustained 

adequate growth and tree form. These findings begin to clarify the limitations to this first generation of 

transgenic systems for poplars. Hopefully such findings and new insights will stimulate more 

incisively designed research aimed not simply at further reductions in lignin, but toward more precise 

regulation of metabolic carbon fluxes with lesser effects on cell wall properties, tree growth and 

development. Assuming that the results obtained for one- and two-year-old wood in this study are 

applicable to older stems, then reduced wood stiffness and strength could affect industrial biomass 

production through reductions in survival due to critical loads from wind and ice. In the case of open 

grown trees, the observed reductions in stiffness may be compensated by stems that are more tapered, 

and thus sufficiently stable. This species, however, is light-demanding, and forest canopy closure 

increasingly limits light availability, decreases average wind loading, and results in trees with a less 

tapered form [23]. For woody biomass crops, spacing and its effects on trees with reduced lignin and 

wood stiffness could therefore be a key limitation to productivity that has not yet been investigated. To 

what extent woody crops grown for biomass in plantations with multi-year rotations can be expected 

to survive wind and ice storms with reduced lignin contents is an open question warranting further 
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investigation. Therefore more comprehensive considerations of “optimal” lignin concentrations for 

woody biomass production are still necessary. 
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Abstract 

Common yew (Taxus baccata L.) is well known for its extraordinary high compliance and 

toughness. Among other things, its wood was used for certain historical weapons (longbows, lances, 

crossbows) requiring these material properties, particularly the low modulus of elasticity (MOE) and 

at the same time a high stretchability parallel to the grain.  

Indisputably, there are further elastic conifer species, but none of them have a similarly high raw 

density as yew. Thus, yew holds an exceptional position, especially since there is usually a strong 

species-spanning positive interrelation between density and axial MOE.  

Aim of this present study was to identify the reasons for this compliant mechanical response of 

yew despite its high density. For this purpose, the longitudinal MOE of yew and further properties 

were determined at different hierarchical levels, from the solid wood level to the tracheid level. 

Moreover, selected structural details were examined. 

Deriving structure-property relations from the results yields a rather broad and at the same time 

detailed understanding of the elasto-mechanical behaviour of common yew. Based on these findings, 

we also speculate about the biomechanical background behind these unusual tissue characteristics. 

Introduction 

From the technological point of view, the softwood species Common yew (Taxus baccata L.) is 

well known for its extraordinary longitudinal elasticity and toughness [1]. In other words: yew is 

regarded as highly deformable in the longitudinal direction prior to and beyond the elastic limit, and 

yew is able to absorb a large amount of energy during deformation. Therefore, it is no coincidence that 

in earlier centuries, yew wood was frequently used e.g. for certain weapons (longbows, lances, 

crossbows; [2]) or cartwheels. These areas of application require one or several of these properties, i.e. 

flexibility, resistance to fracture and the ability to store energy that can be explosively released as in 

the case of a longbow shooting an arrow. 

Being defined as the slope of a material’s stress-strain curve in the linear-elastic range, the modulus 

of elasticity (MOE) describes a material’s tendency to be elastically deformed under short-duration 

states of moderate stress. Although not providing any information about the length of the elastic range, 

which can considerably vary between (but also within) wood species, the longitudinal MOE (MOEL) 

contributes to assessing their elasticity. Most of the few available literature references report MOEL 

between 6.2 and 12 GPa for yew [3-6], which is not unusual for European softwoods. None of them, 

however, have such an extremely high raw density as yew (about 650 kg m
-3

 or even higher) although 

there is typically a reasonable species-spanning positive relationship between raw density and MOEL 

(Fig 1).  

Altogether yew clearly holds a distinctive position among softwoods regarding its longitudinal 

deformability. However, the background of the relatively compliant mechanical response in light of 

the high density was still unknown. This prompted us to delve deeper into the elasto-mechanical 

behaviour of yew wood as a case study for structure-function relationships. 
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Fig. 1 Interrelation between 

air-dry density (= density at 

20°C and 65% relative 

humidity) and longitudinal 

MOE for yew and various 

commercial softwoods, the 

latter as compiled by Sell 

[1]: Cedar (1), Douglas fir 

(2), Fir (3), Hemlock (4), 

Larch (5), Maritime pine 

(6), Mediterranean stone 

pine (7), Norway spruce 

(8), Radiata pine (9), 

Redwood (10), Scots 

pine(11), Sitka spruce (12), 

Southern Pine (13), Swiss 

stone pine (14), Western 

red cedar (15), Weymouth 

pine (16).  

 

 

 

The behaviour of a material under load depends on its structure. In this respect yew wood is easily 

distinguishable from other softwoods. Its wood is characterised by narrow tree rings with often wavy 

tree ring boundaries. Compared to most other softwoods, a larger quantity of encased dead knots and 

irregular grain complicates the production of clear specimens as do large amounts of compression 

wood [see for example 5, 7, 8]. Only two cell types are formed in the xylem: tracheids and 

homocellular wood rays [5]. The tracheids are rather short (≈ 2 mm) with a high cell wall / lumen ratio 

causing a remarkably high density compared to other European conifers. The density gradient between 

earlywood and latewood tracheids is smaller than in other conifers [5]. In other words, even in the 

earlywood the tracheid walls of yew are relatively thick. 

The conspicuous spiral thickenings are identifying features of the tracheids [9]; their mechanical 

effects, however, are largely unknown. In view of their small diameters compared to the remaining 

tracheid wall material, it can be assumed that their influence on the mechanical properties of yew is 

negligible.  

The high percentage of wood rays indicates an increased radial reinforcement [cf. 10]. A further 

characteristic feature is the high extractives content [5, 11, 12] rather typical for tropical species. On 

the one hand, this makes yew heartwood extremely durable. On the other hand, a high extractives 

content influences the sorption behaviour by lowering the equilibrium moisture content of wood [13] 

which impacts swelling and shrinkage.  

The overall objective of this study was a comprehensive evaluation of the longitudinal elasto-

mechanical behaviour of yew at standard climatic conditions (20°C, 65% relative humidity). To 

determine this, we aimed to 

1) evaluate the longitudinal stiffness of yew at three hierarchical levels (the solid wood level, the 

“tissue” level and the level of individual tracheids). The low longitudinal MOE of yew relative to 

its high density has been determined in mechanical tests on standardized solid wood specimens. 

However, it is still unknown if this compliant behaviour is also established at other levels of 

structural organisation. To answer this question, the MOE was analysed also at two lower 

hierarchical levels. 

2) Moreover, we wanted to find structure-function interrelations explaining the mechanical response 

of yew. 

To achieve these objectives, predominantly self-developed macro- and micromechanical 

approaches were followed. All mechanical tests were tension tests, and the load was applied within 

time periods short enough to neglect creep phenomena (less than 0.1 hours). Therefore, the initial 

deformations of wood caused by moderate external loads were assumed as linear-elastic (as is 
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common practice using the engineering notation of the generalised Hooke’s law). In addition to the 

mechanical tests, anatomical features of yew were studied at different structural levels.  

Although mechanical properties can cover a wide range within a species, a certain variation of test 

results may probably be put down to varying boundary conditions of the chosen testing procedures. 

Therefore, all of our tests were also performed on Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.), a very 

suitable reference species due to its best known mechanical and structural properties. 

Materials and methods 

The specimens were cut from a total of five yew and five spruce stems (at breast height) grown at 

stands close to Zurich, Switzerland (at an altitude of about 500 m above sea level). The samples were 

taken from the outer heartwood region at a sufficient distance from the pith where the curvature of the 

growth rings can be neglected and the material can be treated as approximately orthotropic. Samples 

containing compression wood were omitted. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Geometry of tension specimens 

tested at the fibre level [14] (the fibres 

were taken from the transition zone 

between earlywood and latewood), the 

„tissue“ level [15], and the solid wood 

level [16] to determine the longitudinal 

modulus of elasticity. 

 

 

The number of tension specimens, their structural properties, their preparation, technical details of 

the testing setups (loading device, feed rate, loading time, strain measurement) and the calculation of 

MOE are described in great detail in [14] (or the literature cited herein; for tests at the fibre level), in 

[15] (for the „tissue“ level: specimens with a thickness of 220 m in the tangential direction and a 

width of 3.5 mm in the radial direction) and in [16] (for the solid wood level). An overview of the 

specimen dimensions and geometries is presented in Fig 2. All tests have been carried out at 20°C and 

65% relative humidity, which corresponds to equilibrium moisture contents of 11% for yew and 12% 

for spruce samples. 

Structural measurements on the specimens, but also on supplementary samples of both species, 

comprised various anatomical characteristics. However, they were particularly focussed on the 

microfibril angle (MFA) we measured with diverse techniques such as wide angle X-ray diffraction 

(WAXD), small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and the ray/tracheid cross-field pit aperture method.  

Results and discussion 

The comparative examination of yew and spruce wood led to an extensive insight into their 

mechanical response in the longitudinal direction within the linear-elastic range (under standard 

climatic conditions). In spite of a remarkably high raw density, yew showed a lower MOEL under 

moderate loads compared to the 30% less dense spruce across all studied hierarchical levels (Table 1):  
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Table 1 Mean MOEL of yew and spruce determined at three hierarchical levels at 20°C and 65% relative 

humidity. 

Species Hierarchical level MOECW (GPa) MOECSA (GPa) 

Yew Tracheids
1
 13.9 (36.6%) - 

 „Tissue“
2
 15.6 (26.9%) 7.0 (23.9%) 

 Solid wood
3
 17.0 (11.4%) 10.5 (13.6%) 

    
Spruce Tracheids

1
 26.2 (28.3%) - 

 „Tissue“
2
 29.4 (18.6%) 9.9 (21.5%) 

 Solid wood
3
 27.2 (8.2%) 12.8 (9.2%) 

The data presented are mean values. Tracheid level: yew, number of specimens (n) = 18; spruce, n = 21. 

„Tissue“ level: yew, n = 41; spruce, n = 40. Solid wood level: yew, n = 12; spruce, n = 10. The data for the 

„tissue“ level are mean values for two specimen series per species. Figures in parentheses are coefficients of 

variation. MOECW = modulus of elasticity based on the cell wall area; MOECSA = modulus of elasticity based on 

the cross sectional area including lumens. The strain at the limit of linear elasticity was roughly twice as high 

for yew than for spruce; the lower the hierarchical level, the higher the strain for both wood species.  
1)

 [14]; 
2)

 

[15]; 
3)

 [16]. 

 

 

1) At the solid wood level, the longitudinal MOE of spruce was in good agreement with well known 

values quoted in literature references. The mean MOEL was slightly lower for yew than for spruce 

(~10.5 vs. ~12.8 GPa). The specific MOEL (= MOEL related to raw density) actually revealed a 

remarkable difference between both species (~17.0 vs. ~27.2 GPa/kg m
-3

). This is in agreement with 

previous studies by our working group where we measured MOEL of both species in three-point 

bending [17] and dynamically [18] at the macroscopic level. 

 

2) The tests at the „tissue“ level revealed a similar relationship for yew as at the macro level: the 

MOECSA (= MOE based on the total cross sectional area) of yew is about one third lower than for 

spruce; the MOECW (= MOE calculated on basis of cell wall cross sectional areas; this corresponds to 

the specific MOEL) of yew is only half as high as for spruce due to the higher density of yew. 

Including the density into the calculation of MOEL clearly demonstrates that a fundamental difference 

must exist between yew and spruce regarding the structure-function relationships. 

One problem inherent to investigations at this level is related to the representative specimen 

volume. In standard tests at the solid wood level, representative material characteristics of the 

specimens can, for example, be ensured by prescribing a minimum number of growth rings in the 

relevant cross section. This regulation is not simply transferable to the „tissue“ level. As a result, 

specimens with different numbers of annual ring boundaries (resulting in different latewood 

percentages), which are therefore not absolutely comparable, have been tested. As a compromise, we 

also calculated the MOEL on the basis of the cell wall areas to consider density variations anyhow. 

This methodological weakness might influence the informative value of the results which thus cannot 

be regarded as representative for the effective material behaviour but as an approximation. 

 

3) The tests on transition wood fibres revealed the same tendencies for both species as observed at the 

higher hierarchical levels: the MOECSA of yew fibres under tensile load was about half as high as that 

of spruce fibres. 

 

It seems obvious that the low specific MOE of yew results, amongst other things, from its high 

extractives content (a value of 5-15% for yew and of 1-2% for spruce was measured after extraction in 

a Soxhlet apparatus with an acetone/water mixture at a ratio of 9:1) and its high ray percentage: a high 

extractives content increases the density but not the longitudinal stiffness, and a high ray percentage 

also implicates that a larger quantity of structural elements contributes to the density but not to the 

longitudinal stiffness. These relationships, however, are not necessarily true for the fibre level. But 

remarkably, the MOECW practically did not vary between the three levels in either species. Our 

findings indicate that one principle reason for the low MOEL of yew must be present at all investigated 

hierarchical levels. In other words: The lower MOEL was exhibited not only by specimens subjected to 

cell-cell interactions but also by individual tracheids for which pure cell wall mechanics applied. 
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Therefore, the axial stiffness of yew is obviously controlled by a feature that is present even at the 

cellular level. 

Supplementary structural examination revealed differences in the cellular dimensions and intra-ring 

density distributions of both species. These differences, however, mainly influence the (elasto-) 

mechanical behaviour perpendicular to the grain. The crucial structural difference between both 

species is the MFA of the helically oriented cellulose fibrils in the S2 cell wall layer. As is well 

known, this angle in particular influences the MOEL. The larger the MFA, the larger is the maximum 

strain and the lower is the MOEL [e.g. 19]. 

Depending on the methodological approaches, varying MFAs were measured. Nonetheless, 

regardless of the measurement method (orientation of pit apertures in ray / tracheid crossing fields; X-

ray diffraction; X-ray scattering) and the regional origin of the samples (central Europe: Switzerland, 

Germany, France), in either case our results indicate a large MFA of mature heart wood in yew 

compared to spruce. This applies particularly to latewood tracheids of yew (around and often slightly 

larger than 30°). Thus, there is evidence to suggest that the MFA of yew wood is generally large 

compared to much smaller MFAs (≤ 10°) often reported for the mature wood of other northern 

conifers such as spruce [e.g. 20-23]. An example for measurements based on X-ray densitometry can 

be seen in Fig 3 where one yew and one spruce sample have been analysed with SilviScan III, a 

commercial automated wood microstructure analyzer. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Radial MFA profiles of one yew 

and one spruce sample (height in the 

longitudinal direction: 7 mm; width in 

the tangential direction: 2mm) 

measured by SilviScan using X-ray 

densitometry. Note that the curves are 

based on random samples only from two 

species – and hence are indicative only. 

The MFA of yew is obviously at a higher 

level compared to spruce. This applies 

for the mean MFA but also for a 

separate consideration of earlywood 

and latewood regions (within the growth 

rings, the MFA decreased with 

increasing density). For further details 

regarding the SilviScan measurements, 

see [24]. 

 

 

These anatomical principles are tremendously important for a better understanding of the elasto-

mechanical response of yew under longitudinal load. The overall MOEL is predominantly dictated by 

the latewood tracheids that are denser and have a smaller MFA compared to earlywood, and therefore 

limit the elasticity of the xylem being a compound of earlywood and latewood zones. Consequently, 

the structural properties of latewood can be regarded as a bottleneck for the elasticity and stretchability 

of the tissue. In other words, the large latewood MFA allows for the compliant behaviour of yew 

wood. This is particularly interesting as the high extractives content of yew results in a lower 

equilibrium moisture content (EMC) compared to spruce which usually increases the MOEL.  

Conclusions 

Our findings reveal a typical characteristic of hierarchically organized materials: a feature of the 

material’s ultra structure can have a strong impact on the mechanical behaviour of even clearly higher 

hierarchical levels. In other words: the compliant behaviour of yew wood was attributed to a feature 

present at the cell wall level, namely a relatively large MFA (particularly in the latewood tracheids) 
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measured by diverse techniques and on samples of different regional provenance. The large MFA also 

accounts for the high longitudinal strain observed at all hierarchical levels. 

From its anatomical features and elastic behaviour it can be concluded that yew wood combines 

properties of normal and compression wood and thus rather takes an intermediate position between 

them, and a distinctive position among softwoods. It has to be noted that all yew characteristics 

ascertained within this study were derived from largely flawless specimens (i.e., without visible 

defects) as stipulated by testing standards. This so-called “clear wood”, however, only stands for a 

small proportion of the xylem produced in the stem, and therefore is not representative for yew wood 

in general.  

However, the question still remains: What is the biomechanical background of the large yew 

MFAs? That is open to speculation. Taking into account that the genus Taxus exists since 140 million 

years (and the species Baccata since 15 million years), yew is the oldest tree species in Europe. Thus, 

many gymnosperm species are, from the evolutionary point of view, clearly younger and can be 

regarded as advancements of nature: 

They are “specialists” optimized for their respective site conditions; they are often characterized by 

strong height increment and simultaneously low weight, i.e. a high slenderness ratio. This slenderness 

accompanied by bending and buckling risks (as in the case of side wind or snow load on branches) has 

to be compensated by higher stiffness. To achieve this, relatively small MFAs are generated. Due to 

these species, wood nowadays is considered as outstanding lightweight building material with good 

mechanical properties in spite of the low density. 

Yew trees do not belong to this category of specialists. They are rather “generalists” and are able to 

adapt to different conditions: They are not particularly high (maximum under good conditions: 20 

meters) and grow slowly, but they can reach remarkable diameters; therefore, their slenderness ratio is 

relatively small. With their large MFAs, they cannot generate a high stiffness. They compensate this 

disadvantage by their compact habitus and the high density, which protect them reasonably against 

buckling or breaking.  

Altogether it is conceivable that the large yew MFA is only one of many pieces contributing to the 

yews’ character as generalists. The real progress has probably been achieved by the historically 

younger wood species with their smaller MFAs. 
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Abstract 

  Togolese teak is highly resistant to pathogen attack, but natural durability and wood colour vary 

according to plantation sites and geographical zones. Therefore, further information concerning the 

influence of environmental parameters and their effects on teak wood quality is necessary and it could 

be possible to improve these characteristics through tree breeding and silviculture programs in Togo. 

In order to examine the influence of soil properties on teak wood characteristics, 321 wood samples 

issued from 20 trees were exposed to two fungi: Antrodia sp., and Coriolus versicolor. Depending on 

type of soil in which they grew, trees had been randomly selected in two different sites in the same 

climatic area in Togo. The colour parameters of each sample were measured using the CIELAB 

system and total extractive content was determined using the Accelerated Solvent Extraction (ASE) 

procedure. Results showed a significantly lower total extractive content (11.1%) for trees that grew on 

hydromorphic tropical ferruginous (HTF) soil than trees from drained ferruginous soil (12.8%). 

Samples from HTF soil were lighter and the redness a* and yellow-blueness b* were significantly 

higher. Independently of soil quality, all the trees were highly durable regarding decay by C. 

versicolor. With Antrodia sp., 90 % of the trees from both sites were highly durable and only 10% 

were durable. However, samples from HTF soil were less durable with regard to the two fungi. 

Introduction 

  Teak (Tectona grandis L.f) is historically well known for highly durable wood, due largely to the 

presence of extracts in the heartwood, e.g. anthraquinones and tectoquinones (Pahup et al. 1989; 

Yamamoto et al. 1998; Simatupang and Yamamoto 1999 Haluk et al. 2001). Due to this natural 

durability, teak is often used for outdoor purposes, for example boat decking, bridge building and 

garden furniture as well as for traditional indoor uses such as flooring and furnishings. Such uses 

require a highly stable wood with regard to physical properties as well as an aesthetically pleasing 

colour and adequate resistance to pathogens. Because of the high demand, teak plantations are 

increasing and becoming an important timber source in tropical countries especially in West-Africa, 

Asia and South Africa. Over 14,000 ha of teak plantation exist in Togo (Tengué 1995). Although 

wood density and strength properties of Togolese teak wood are not significantly different compared 

to those from natural forests (Kokutse et al. 2004), natural durability and wood colour shows high 

variability within and between stands due to tree age (Kokutse et al. 2006), extractive content 

(Gierlinger, 2003) and to various ecological conditions (e.g. geomorphology, topographic, soil, 

rainfall) (Kokutse et al. 2006, Adjonou et al. 2009). Due to the variability in environmental conditions, 
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the reputation of teak wood for natural durability is often questioned when trees from plantations are 

supplied for outdoor uses (Bhat et al. 2004). Simatupang and Yamamoto (2000) have reported that 

teakwood from a wet plantation site is less resistant to fungi than teak from a dry site. Bhat et al. 

(2005) studied home garden teak and found that wood samples from a wet site with pale coloured 

wood and lower extractive content were more susceptible to fungi. The main objective of the present 

study was to examine the influence of soil properties on natural durability, wood colour and extractive 

content in teak wood from Togolese plantations. 

Material and methods 

Site description 

The study sites, namely Tchorogo (established in 1972) and Oyou (established in 1966), were situated 

in the same area of the central part of Togo (1°00'E, 8°21'N), West Africa. This central area of Togo is 

covered by Guinean woody savannas and is situated at an altitude of 200-400 m. In this area, two 

major seasons exist annually, one long rainy season lasting 6–8 months followed by a long dry season. 

The mean annual precipitation is 1400-1600 mm and temperatures vary from 25°C to 40°C (Ern, 

1979). The Oyou site is located on tropical ferruginous soils with a pseudogley layer and 

hydromorphic surface horizons. This kind of soil is periodically flooded in the rainy season. The 

substratum is made up of basic rocks, micashists and quartzites of Togo Mountains. The texture is 

muddy, sandy and clayey. Tchorogo site is located on a tropical ferruginous and well drained soil with 

a sandy-fine gravel texture. The description of the study sites is presented in Table 1. 

 

Sample preparation 

Twenty trees of 34 and 40 years of age, respectively were harvested in 2006 from Tchorogo and Oyou. 

A 550 cm long log was cut from each tree at breast height which was further sawn into boards in the 

radial direction (15 x 20 mm). Boards were sawn radially (550 mm in the longitudinal axis and 50 mm 

in the tangential axis) at breast height. Beams of heartwood (20 x 15 x 550 mm) were cut from each 

board and finally, 10 (20 x 15 x 50 mm in radial and tangential longitudinal directions) wood samples 

were cut per beam. The samples were conditioned at 20°C and 65 % RH. The location of each wood 

sample, according to its position in the stem, was recorded by measuring its cambial age and the 

distance from the pith. The samples were classed into three groups depending on cambial age of the 

samples: inner (5-10 years), intermediate (11-20 years) and outer heartwood (21-30 years). A total of 

321 and 343 samples were used to evaluate durability and wood colour respectively. The remaining 

samples were then ground into wood meal for total extractive content measurement. 

 

Extractive content 

The extractive content was determined gravimetrically. The ground wood samples were extracted 

using a sequence of solvents: hexane, acetone and methanol 80% (technical grade). Extractions were 

performed with an ASE-200 apparatus (Dionex). 2.5 g of wood meal was weighed and the dry mass 

calculated after the determination of humidity on parallel samples. Extraction conditions were: 

temperature (80°C), pressure (100 bars), static time (5 min), static cycles (3), flush (100 %) and purge 

(90 s). Analyses were carried with three replicas. When the extraction was completed, the wood meal 

was removed from the cells and dried in an oven at 103°C until constant mass. The extractive content 

was determined using the equation: Extraction percentage = [dry mass before the extraction – dry 

mass after extraction] x100 / dry mass before the extraction. 

 

Wood colour measurements 

Colour measurements were performed along the tangential-radial side of the wood samples. The 

percentage of reflectance data was collected at 10 nm intervals over the visible spectrum (from 400 to 

700 nm) using a portable spectrophotometer (Microflash Datacolor 200d). The reflectance readings 

were converted into L* a*b* values (CIELAB system), where L* describes the lightness (100 = white) 

or darkness (0 = black) of a colour, a*represents the X axis which is redness [red (+) to green (−)] and 

b* represents the Y axis, yellow-blueness [yellow (+) to blue (−)]. Illuminant A (representing 
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incandescent light), 10
◦
 standard observer with 6 mm apertures chosen and specular reflection setting 

was excluded. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Site characteristics. A: altitude (m). D: density (tree.ha-1). MD: mean diameter (cm) at height 

1.3 m. MH: Mean height (m). 

Location A Year of plantation Soil type D MD MH 

Tchorogo 419 1972 

 

Ferruginous soil,  

sandy-silt structure 

2600 21.8 ± 4.4 16.1 ± 1.7 

Oyou 420 1966 

 

Ferruginous soil 

clay, muddy sandy-

structure 

2600 23.4 ± 3.1 13.6 ± 0.6 

 

Decay measurements 

After colour measurements, the wood samples were used to determine natural durability. The test was 

performed according to the European standards NF-EN 350-1 (AFNOR 1994) and NF-EN113 

(AFNOR 1996) guidelines. Two species of basidiomycetes fungi were used; namely Coriolus 

versicolor (strain CTBA 863 A), a white rot and Antrodia sp. (strain CTFT 57 A), a brown rot.  One 

hundred sixty one samples were used to test the natural durability against Antrodia sp. And 160 

samples for Coriolus versicolor. Reference samples of beech and pine were used as controls to test the 

virulence of the fungi. The sterilised wood samples from the outer, intermediate and inner heartwood 

were placed over 16 weeks in glass jars previously inoculated with a mycelia suspension of fungal 

mycelia (75 % RH and 27°C). At the end of the test, the mycelium was removed from the wood 

sample prior to drying at 103°C for 48 h. The mass loss was calculated and the durability rating against 

wood-destroying Basidiomycetes fungi based on the EN 350-1 standard (AFNOR 1994) was 

determined. 

Results  

The total extractive content ranged from 7.8 ± 0.1 to 14.5 % ± 1.1 for the tree samples from the Oyou 

site and from 11.0 ± 0.7 to 15.3 % ± 1.9 for the trees of the Tchorogo site. For both sites, the 

variability between trees was high within the stands and explained 17% of the total extractive content 

variability. When taking into account the position in the tree (inner, intermediate or outer heartwood), 

the radial position of the wood sample explained only 3 % of the variation of the total extractive 

content in the Oyou site, however it explained 10 % of the variation in Tchorogo site. The variance 

analysis showed significantly higher extractive content for trees from drained ferruginous soil 

(Tchorogo site) than from the hydromorphic tropical ferruginous (HTF) soil (Oyou site) (F1,19 = 5.88, 

P = 0.02). 

 

The mean mass loss in the beech and pine control samples were 54.9 % for Antrodia sp. and 38.0 % 

for C. versicolor. These values were higher than the minimal values given in the standards indicating 

that the fungi were very virulent under tropical conditions and validates the durability of the test 

results. All the trees were highly durable with regard to C. versicolor. The mass losses varied from 0.4 

to 3.7 % when considering the tree. For individual samples, the mean mass loss varied from 0.0 to 8.4 

% in the Oyou site and from 0.0 to 5.0 % in the Tchorogo site and only four samples were durable. 

The radial position of the sample in the tree was found to have an influence on the degree of attack of 

C. versicolor in Tchorogo (F1,65 = 10.70, P = 0.002) and in Oyou sites (F1,58 = 10.15, P = 0.002). In 
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both cases the outer heartwood was less resistant to C. versicolor than the inner heartwood. However 

the intermediate heartwood was not significantly different from inner and outer heartwood. A 

significant difference was observed in the degree of decay of the teak wood, depending on the type of 

soil on which the trees grew, with regards to C. versicolor. Trees from hydromorphic tropical 

ferruginous (HTF) soil (i.e. the Oyou site) showed significantly higher mass losses (F1,19 = 6.96, P = 

0.02). The mass losses obtained with Antrodia sp. were higher than those obtained with C. versicolor 

and ranged from 0.3 to 13.9 % in the Oyou samples and from 0.2 to 8.1 % in Tchorogo samples (Table 

2). Out of 161 teak wood samples exposed to Antrodia sp., 92 % were rated as very durable, 4 % were 

durable and 4 % were moderately durable for the Tchorogo site. However in the Oyou site, 89 % of 

samples were very durable, 4 % were durable and 7 % were moderately durable. The influence of the 

radial position on wood durability was not significant with the samples exposed to Antrodia sp.. Trees 

from HTF soil showed higher mass losses than trees from drained ferruginous soil even though the 

difference between the sites was not statistically significant. 

 

The lightness L* parameter of wood samples ranged from 54.0 ± 0.4 in Tchorogo site to 54.8 ± 0.2 in 

the Oyou site. No significant differences were observed in the samples from Tchogoro and Oyou 

regarding their light colour. When considering the redness a* and the yellow-blueness b* of the wood 

samples, Oyou samples differed from Tchorogo samples (Fig. 1). Samples from HTF soil (Oyou site) 

were significantly redder (F1,342 = 8.54, P = 0.004) and their yellow-blueness b* value was 

significantly higher (F1,342 = 20.08, P<0.001) than those from the drained ferruginous soil (Tchorogo 

site). The influence of the radial position on wood colour parameters was not significant in either site. 

 
Fig. 1. Mean colour parameters - Redness a* and Yellow-blueness b* were significantly higher in teak 

trees from hydromorphic tropical ferruginous soil (white bars) than teak trees from drained 

ferruginous soil (black bars). 
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Table 2. Wood characteristics (Range, coefficient of variation CV%, and number of samples n) 

 

 

 

Oyou site Tchorogo site 

 n Min Max CV n Min Max CV 

L* 203 44.0 63.5 15.9 140 45.8 64.8 11.9 

a* 203 3.1 9.9 4.6 140 1.9 10.49 3.4 

b* 203 16.0 26.0 11.0 140 10.5 24.2 8.7 

Antrodia sp.         
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(mass loss %) 86 0.33 13.9 115 75 0.2 8.1 77 

Coriolus 

versicolor 

(mass loss%) 

 

85 

  

0.0 

 

8.4 

 

125 

 

66 

 

00 

 

5.0 

 

131 

Total extractive 

content (%) 

57 7.18 15.1 5.7 60 9.4 15.3 6.4 

 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

This study confirmed the high decay resistance of plantation teak wood. All the wood samples 

exposed to C. versicolor were highly durable (only four samples were durable) and out of the 161 

exposed to Antrodia sp., only 7 % were moderately durable. Antrodia sp., a brown rot fungus isolated 

from tropical regions caused the most damage to wood samples, with up to 0-14 % dry mass loss. The 

influence of the radial position on wood durability was significant in samples exposed to C. 

Versicolor. A significant difference was observed in the degree of decay on teak wood, according to 

the type of soil on which the trees grew. With regard to C. versicolor and Antrodia sp., the results 

showed that trees from hydromorphic tropical ferruginous soil were less durable compared to trees 

from drained soil. This loss of durability is reflected by the lower extractive content in trees grown on 

hydromorphic tropical soil. Many authors have found a direct relationship between wood durability 

and extractive content (e.g. Nelson and Heather 1972; Modesale et al. 1996; Haupt et al. 2003). Haupt 

et al. (2003) also showed that extractive content increased with tree age. In our study, trees from the 

Oyou site were older (40 years) than trees from the Tchorogo site (34 years old). Therefore, it can be 

expected that teak from Oyou site contained more extractives. However the results showed a 

significantly higher total extractive content in trees from the Tchorogo site. A genetic diversity 

analysis carried out on the teak plantations from Togo has shown that the genetic variability between 

the populations is very weak (Logossa, 2006). Our results therefore imply that the higher decay 

resistance and extractive contents of teak wood from well drained soil was mainly due to the 

environmental factors, especially the soil conditions rather than genetic diversity. 

 

Concerning the colour of the wood which is one of the most appreciated criteria by end-users, results 

showed that samples from HTF soil (Oyou site) were significantly redder and their yellow-blueness b* 

value was significantly higher than those from drained ferruginous soil (Tchorogo site). The influence 

of site conditions on wood colour is still a controversial topic. According to Klumpers (1994), the 

wood is darker when the water content in the soil is high (wet site). Simatupang and Yamamoto (2000) 

have observed that teak trees from a wet site in Indonesia produced darker wood and were more 

susceptible to fungal decay. However, Bhat et al. (2005) studied home garden teak and found that a 

dry site produced darker coloured wood than a wet site. In the Ivory Coast, with similar ecological 

characteristics as Togo, Durand (1984) found that when the climate is humid and the soil is without 

hydromorphic traces, teak wood shows a greater brightness. In our study, teak from the hydromorphic 

Oyou and well drained Tchorogo sites, respectively, had similar lightness. However the redness and 

the yellow-blueness were different. Other studies on Togolese teak have showed that the plantations 

whose woods are redder are generally located on tropical ferruginous and ferrallitic soils which 

contain an important amount of clay (Adjonou et al. 2009). The existence of clay enables retention of 

water for a long time in the soil, leading to hydromorphy. This type of colouration is the most 

desirable for the end-users of teak wood, especially in Togo and in West-Africa. However, the 

plantations grown on hydromorphic soils are less durable, as shown by the present work. Further 

studies should be carried out on the mineral composition of the soils and their influence on wood 

colour. If the influence of the soil on wood colour and the extractive content as well as their 

interactions were better quantified, it may be possible to improve these characteristics through tree 

breeding and silviculture programs in Togolese teak plantations. 
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Abstract  

Some morphological and biochemical taxonomic markers are also affecting factors of dynamic 

mechanical properties of wood. Thus, could these properties reflect the classification/phylogeny of 

taxa? This work is a first insight into this question. It relied on the gathering (through experimental 

campaigns and exhaustive literature review) of a large database on the viscoelastic (i.e. including 

damping) vibrational properties of 445 woody species. The “standard” relationship between damping 

coefficient (tanδ) and specific modulus of elasticity (E‟/ρ) was confirmed at a wide interspecific scale, 

but described no more than 40% of tanδ variations. Damping and E‟/ρ fluctuated between families, yet 

not in a way that could be easily related to the phylogenetic tree. Damping was a bit more 

discriminating than E‟/ρ. Some families had nearly systematically lower (Fabaceae-Papilionoideae 

and, to a lesser extent, Lauraceae, Cupressaceae and Moraceae) damping than average, independently 

of E‟/ρ. On the contrary, Fagaceae, Betulaceae and Sapindaceae had higher damping than average. 

While for some other families no clear characteristics could be observed – at least with the present 

number of represented species. In the future, increasing the amount of data and compiling anatomical 

and chemical markers / affecting factors will allow further analysis at sub-family levels, and a better 

understanding of this wide topic.  

Introduction 

Dynamic mechanical properties of wood in given conditions of time-frequencies, temperature and 

moisture content are related to superimposed effects of the organization and orientation of wood 

elements (cells and microfibrils) and of characteristics of chemical composition [1,2]. Such affecting 

factors may in turn be morphological and biochemical markers of the botanical classification or 

phylogeny of woody species. The usefulness of wood anatomy in systematic studies has been long 

recognized. Criteria such as the proportion of different types of cells / tissues and cell-wall thickness 

affect specific gravity. Yet little is currently known about any potential dependence on classification 

of parameters such as microfibril angle and grain deviation which are known to affect axial 

mechanical properties. On the other hand, different taxa can have different “enzymatic machineries” 

regulating their biosynthetic pathways. Especially, secondary metabolites are extremely diverse and 

their nature depends on families, genus or species (c.f. chemotaxonomic studies). They are also 

expected to play a significant, and probably compound-dependant, role in modulating mechanical 

damping [3,4,5,6].  

Given these considerations, we expect that some of the wood morphological and biochemical 

diversity would be reflected in their mechanical behaviour. This work is a first insight into the 

potential categorization of taxa depending on their dynamic mechanical properties. Though, 

considering actual biodiversity, little information is currently available about inter-specific variability 

of mechanical damping. The prerequisite for our analyses thus relied on the gathering of a large 
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collection of information on the viscoelastic (i.e. including damping) vibrational properties of woody 

species [7]. In this paper, preliminary analyses are made at the botanical family level. 

Methodology 

Experimental characterizations 

Characterizations of vibrational properties in axial direction were performed on 76 wood species. 

About 2 thirds of the material has been obtained from well-identified stocks from CIRAD, 

Montpellier. The remaining part was obtained from various sources and, when necessary, 

subsequently identified. The total sampling covered more than 1300 specimens. 

 

Specimens (12×2×150mm, R×T×L) were first dried (in order to reach equilibrium in adsorption) 

for 48h at 60°C. After at least 3 weeks stabilization in controlled conditions of 20±1°C and 65±2%RH, 

vibrational measurements were performed by non-contact forced vibrations of free-free bars (see Fig. 

1), e.g. [1,8]. Specimens were suspended by thin silk threads located at the nodes of vibration for the 

first mode. They were made to vibrate through an electro-magnet facing a thin iron plate glued on one 

end of specimens. Displacement was measured by a laser triangulation sensor. A frequency scanning 

allowed determining the resonance frequency and its bandwidth. Then excitation was set at the 

resonance frequency, then cut off and the decrement of amplitude was recorded. E‟/ρ was deduced 

from the first resonant frequency according to the Euler-Bernouilli equation. Damping or loss 

coefficient –expressed as tanδ- was measured both through the „quality factor‟ Q (bandwidth at half-

power; frequency domain) and through logarithmic decrement λ of amplitude after stopping the 

excitation (time domain). Measurement frequencies were in the range of 200-600 Hz. 3 repetitions 

were made for each probe and mean error on properties was ≤5%.  

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the apparatus for non-

contact forced vibrations of free-free slender beams. 

Data compilation 

Data obtained through our experimental characterizations were much extended by an extensive 

literature review on wood viscoelastic (i.e. data including damping coefficients) vibrational properties. 

Data were collected from 30 sources, including some hard-to-obtain ones. Great care has been taken 

about checking the compatibility of all collected values, especially considering the hygrothermic and 

frequency conditions of measurements. The data compiled were obtained on woods stabilized in 

controlled conditions of 20-25°C, at c.65% RH (55-70% RH were accepted but specified) and in the 

frequency range of 200-1500Hz (data at higher frequencies are listed separately). Basic set of 

properties includes specific gravity (ρ), Young‟s modulus (E), specific dynamic Young‟s modulus 

(E‟/ρ) and damping coefficient (tanδ), along the grain (some information on anisotropy ratios were 

also collected). This “wood vibrational properties” collection contains data for 445 woody species 

(corresponding to the results of 6000 tests), including 65 gymnosperms (/softwoods), 8 

monocotyledons and 377 dicotyledons angiosperms (with 268 tropical, and 104 temperate 

hardwoods). The nomenclature of species was checked in order to assign them up-to date valid 
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botanical name. Their classification was recorded both in the classical system and in the phylogenetic 

one according to the APG (Angiosperm Phylogeny Group, [9]) families and orders. The 445 compiled 

species belonged to 237 genera from 69 APG families. 

Results and discussion 

Properties distribution and relations 

Across the 445 compiled species, damping coefficient (tanδ) ranged from 3.7 to 20 ‰. Its 

variations were roughly related (see Fig 2) to specific modulus of elasticity (E‟/ρ) in a way very 

similar to the “standard” relationship established by Ono and Norimoto [10,11]. Though, this relation 

described less than 40% of actual variations in tanδ. However, in order to compare specifically the 

damping characteristics of taxa, it is necessary to de-correlate them from E‟/ρ. This could be achieved 

by using two indicators: the specific loss modulus (E‟‟/ρ) which is a mechanical property in itself 

(equation 1) or the deviation from standard damping (∆tanδ), a simple statistical indicator defined in 

equations (2) and (3), where tanδS is the standard trend reported by [10]. 

''/ tan ( '/ )E E     (1) 

tan tan
tan 100

tan

i s

s

 





    (2) with: 1.23 0.68tan 10 ( '/ )s E     (3) 

 

 
Fig. 2 Relationship between damping coefficient and 

dynamic specific modulus of elasticity. Each point is 

the mean of one species, N=445. 

The collected set of species sounded quite representative, as the mean values (see Table 1) of 

specific gravity (ρ) and of E‟/ρ across the 445 studied species are very close to those reported on 

bigger numbers of species: 0.73 for the mean specific gravity of 3805 species [12], 21.7 for the mean 

E‟/ρ of 870 species [13]. Variations in specific modulus and damping coefficient were not related to 

those in specific gravity. Concerning characteristic damping indicators, “normalized damping” (∆tanδ) 

much better explained actual damping coefficient than E‟‟/ρ did, thus, further analyses will make use 

of this indicator. 

 
Table 1 Basic statistics of dynamic mechanical properties and specific gravity across the 445 studied species: 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients between properties (top rows), and mean values and range (bottom rows). 

N=445 ρ E‟/ρ tanδ ∆tanδ E‟‟/ρ 

ρ 1     

E‟/ρ 0.00 1    

tanδ -0.19 -0.62 1   

∆tanδ -0.26 -0.12 0.83 1  

E''/ρ -0.26 0.20 0.60 0.95 1 

  (GPa) (‰) (%) (Mpa) 

mean 0.72 20.1 8.1 +1 154 

min 0.18 8.6 3.7 -55 59 

max 1.33 31.5 20.0 +97 284 
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Properties variations between botanical families 

Across 20 APG families represented by at least 5 species (from at least 3 genera), the mean values 

and the ranges of variations in normalized damping, and in specific Young‟s modulus, clearly 

fluctuated (see Fig. 3). Though, the ranges most often overlapped between families, and the 

fluctuations in mechanical properties did not appear to be easily linked to evolutionary patterns as 

roughly described by an arrangement according to the APG phylogeny tree – at least at the family 

level and with the present number of represented species. Yet, some families (or sub-families) had 

nearly systematically lower (e.g. Fabaceae-Papilionoideae, Lauraceae) or higher (e.g. Betulaceae, 

Sapindaceae) damping than average. Few families had ranges in E‟/ρ clearly departing from the global 

mean value. However, discrepancies in sample size make it difficult to check out the significance of 

any apparent differences. In this scope, we further isolated 13 families represented by at least 10 

species belonging to at least 3 genera (see Fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig. 3  Ranges of variations in normalized damping ∆tanδ and in specific modulus of elasticity E’/ρ for 20 APG 

families represented by at least 5 species from at least 3 genera. Families are roughly  arranged vertically 

according to phylogenetic trees from [APG] . Bold lines represent the mean value of ∆tanδ and of E’/ρ on 445 

species. 
 

Some families had significantly different damping coefficient (Fig. 4a) from several others: 

Fabaceae-Papilionoideae had a lower tanδ than ¾ of other studied families, Lauraceae followed a 

similar trend but with less numerous significant differences. In contrast, Sapindaceae and Fagaceae 

had significantly higher tanδ than at least half of other families. These trends must be compared with 

specific modulus of elasticity (Fig. 4b): Fab-Papilionoideae were here not different from the mean, 

while Fagaceae and Sapindaceae had the lowest E‟/ρ (statistically different from one third of other 

families). There were less numerous significant differences between families in E‟/ρ than in tanδ. 

Pinaceae were the most clearly different in terms of higher E‟/ρ (followed by, in a lesser extent, 

Sapotaceae and Lauraceae). As a result, although tanδ of Pinaceae was within the global average, it 

was in fact significantly higher than standard (Fig. 4c), while the low tanδ of Lauraceae resulted both 

from a high E‟/ρ and from an intrinsically lower “viscosity”. On the other hand, the high damping 
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coefficient of Sapindaceae and Fagaceae resulted not only from their low E‟/ρ but also from a 

significantly more viscous nature than usual. The sub-familly Papilionoideae was an interesting case 

as its specific modulus of elasticity was strictly within average, while having the lowest and most 

atypical damping, independently of E‟/ρ. It is also interesting to note the differences between the sub-

families Papilionoideae and Caesalpinioideae, although the latter contains some species with 

notoriously low damping due to secondary metabolites [4], but its range extends from very low to 

quite high tanδ and ∆tanδ. Maybe the common presence [9] of secondary metabolites from the 

isoflavonoids group in the Papilionoideae would be of significance concerning their very low 

damping? Incidentaly, the inclusion of the tribe Swartziae (which had been formerly described as 

basal between the two sub-famillies [14]) in the Papilionoideae rather than in the Caesalpinoideae 

plays a clear role in the observed differences between them. This also suggests that further analysis at 

sub-family levels (tribes, genera, when enough data are available) could bring more detailed 

understanding of the observed differences. 

 

  

(a) damping coefficient (b) specific modulus of elasticity 

  

(c) deviation to standard damping (d) specific gravity 

■probability≤ 0.01 ■0.01<probability≤ 0.05 ■0.05<probability≤ 0.1 

Fig. 4 One-to-one significance of differences in properties between 13 families represented by at least 10 

species from at least 3 genera. ANOVA with Post-Hoc HSD Tuckey test.  

 

Finally, specific gravity (Fig. 4d) better discriminated families overall, but when considering only 

angiosperms, damping offered nearly as good distinctions. Yet, comparison of the scheme for dynamic 

mechanical properties and for specific gravity shows that differences between families follow different 

patterns depending on wood properties, presumably reflecting different levels of morphological and 

biochemical markers. Specific gravity basically reflects cellular organization (i.e. cell-walls to void 

ratios) with possible additional contribution of incrusted secondary metabolites (e.g. for several 

Papilionoideae, here). E‟/ρ should result principally from cell-wall elastic properties (with strong 

influence of microfibril angles) but also to some aspects of cellular and tissue arrangement (ratios of 

fibres to other cellular types, fibres deviations/patterned grain). ∆tanδ should mostly reflect variations 

in chemical composition able to modify viscous behaviour. Thus, further steps for extending the 

present analysis should involve the compilation of such morphological and biochemical markers in 

order to interrelate them with dynamic mechanical properties. 
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Conclusion 

This work was a first insight into the possible relations between species classification and wood 

dynamic mechanical properties, relying on an extensive data compilation on these properties. First 

analyses revealed that: 

– The “standard” relation reported in the literature between damping coefficient (tanδ) and 

specific modulus of elasticity (E‟/ρ) was corroborated at interspecific level on a large scale, 

but explained less than 40% of actual variations. 

– Ranges in dynamic mechanical properties fluctuated between botanical families, but trends 

were not directly linked to phylogenetic trees at this level. Families were apparently better 

discriminated according to damping than to E‟/ρ. 

– Some families had nearly systematically lower intrinsic damping than average: Fabaceae-

Papilionoideae, and in a lesser extent Lauraceae, Cupressaceae and Moraceae. 

– On the contrary, Fagaceae, Betulaceae and Sapindaceae had higher damping than average. 

Despite their higher E‟/ρ, Pinaceae also tended to have higher damping than standard. 

Our results confirmed that dynamic mechanical properties are probably affected by some 

morphological and/or biochemical taxonomic markers. Further analyses should thus involve data 

compilation of such markers in order to interrelate them to properties. Analyses at sub-family 

levels should also prove useful in better describing the repercussion of biodiversity on wood 

properties.  
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Abstract  

 Diversity of vibration properties of ten tropical hardwoods covering wide range of densities and 

anatomical structures was investigated. Wood from tilted trees was included in the study to examine 

the intraspecific diversity along with the interspecific one. Moreover, the relation with structural 

parameters (basic density, microfibril angle) was studied. While the variability of the elastic modulus 

was in great part explained by the variations of basic density and microfibril angle, damping 

coefficient was not correlated to structural parameters. This was particularly true for reaction woods 

and therefore attributed to the intensive loading history likely leading to the formation of micro-

cracks. 

Introduction 

Tropical rainforests represent highly competitive environments characterised by high density of 

stems, closed forest canopy and limited light availability. Numerous strategies have been developed by 

trees to survive in the forest until their reproductive maturity. Different growth dynamics result in 

different mechanical requirements during each stage of the tree life. Consequently, wood of tropical 

species represents a great variety of structural features and mechanical properties comparing to 

temperate ones. Studying tropical diversity is a good opportunity to bring some new highlights on the 

relation between wood properties and structures and investigate a possibility of trade-offs between 

different functions to be ensured during a tree life as well as the relation to ecological strategies.  

In this study, we focused on the diversity and variability of structures and properties of wood from 

trees in juvenile stage (saplings) where the competition for height growth is a critical constraint. 

Diversity is present at several levels. The interspecific diversity comes from the choice of 

representative examples of different growth strategies and intraspecific diversity from differences in 

site conditions and growth history. Radial variability inside a single tree results from likely juvenile 

transition (it is difficult to know the age of trees in a tropical canopy and decide about the juvenility of 

such trees) and circumferential variability from occurrence of reaction tissues. Leaning trees included 

in the study represent very interesting material to investigate the limits of tree performances as well as 

limits of wood acclimation. Describe the variability of wood properties and structures and search for a 

connection with the growth strategy or site conditions is the first step of the study. 

Usually, structure-properties relations are applied either to large sample of species with reduced 

intraspecific variability or to investigate intraspecific variability of some reduced number of 

commercial species. Studies including both types of variability, interspecific as well as intraspecific 

are scarce. Therefore, it can be interesting to investigate the general validity of these relations.  
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Material and methods 

Ten tropical species were selected among common species of the tropical rainforest in French 

Guyana. Species were chosen in function of their growth strategy according to the Favrichon’s ranking 

based on the species shade tolerance [1]. The study focused on properties of trees in juvenile 

transition. Diameter of trees at the breast height ranged between 4 and 7 cm. To maximise the 

interspecific variability, selection covered wide range of basic densities inside each growth strategy 

group. Concerning the intraspecific variability, the aim was to cover all wood types – normal wood as 

well as tension and opposite wood. For that reason, tilted trees with expected occurrence of reaction 

wood were also included in the study. Checking for occurrence of tension wood by anatomical 

observation was impossible considering the number of specimens (550) and also the fact that in some 

species as for example V. michelii, anatomical feature of tension wood does not exhibit any apparent 

difference relative to the normal wood [2]. Therefore, the mechanical definition considering tension 

wood as tissues characterised by high level of maturation stress was used. Some basic information 

about studied species along with the used abbreviations are summarised in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Summary table of some basic properties of studied species 

Scientific name Abreviation Growth 
strategy

Specific 
gravity

Elastic modulus 
(MPa)

Goupia glabra  Aubl. Gg Heliophilic 0.84 14 670
Tachigali melinonii (Harms) Barneby Tm Heliophilic
Virola michelii Heckel Vm Heliophilic 0.57 10 072
Dicorynia guyanensis Amsh. Dg Hemi tolerant 0.79 14 799
Eperua grandiflora  (Aubl.) Benth. Eg Hemi tolerant 0.92 16 824
Licania alba  (Bernoulli) Cuatrec. La Tolerant 1.06
Lecythis persistens Sagot Lp Tolerant 0.72 12 361
Gustavia hexapetala (Aubl.) J.E. Smith Gh Understorey 0.78
Oxandra asbeckii  (Pulle) R.E. Fries Oa Understorey 0.90
Pogonophora schomburgkiana Miers ex Benth. Ps Understorey 1.05  

 

Specimens for vibration measurements were cut along the fibre direction (150 x 12 x 2mm, L x R x 

T) and stored in water at low temperatures (T = 4 0.1°C). Before the measurement, samples were put 

out of the fridge to reach the room temperature and individual specimens were taken out from the 

water just before the measurement. Dynamic Young’s modulus and damping coefficient in the 

longitudinal direction were determined by free-free flexural vibration method at the resonance 

frequency corresponding to the first vibration mode. Resonance frequency ranged from 200 to 650Hz. 

The damping coefficient was determined by half bandwidth method of the resonance frequency peak. 

Microfibril angle has been measured by X-Ray diffraction (XRD). As the specimens are not thick, we 

could directly use the damping specimens. The average MFA of each specimen was estimated by the 

“improved Cave’s method” according to Yamamoto et al. [3].   

Results and discussion 

In the current study, we investigated the interspecific and intraspecific diversity of vibration 

properties of ten tropical hardwoods in the green state. According to  Ono and Norimoto [4], results of 

vibration tests are represented in double logarithmic scale. Interspecific diversity is displayed in Fig 1. 

The same measurements are represented in Fig 2 but this time in function of different wood types. We 

can see that both inter and intraspecific diversity affects significantly the vibration properties. Linear 

relationship is significant for all species excepting Lp however significant differences can be observed 

between species. Considering the effect of the wood type, we can note that both reaction woods i.e. the 

tension as well as opposite wood exhibit higher damping coefficient than normal wood for the same 

specific modulus. In the following, relationship between parameters usually considered to be 
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determinant for vibration properties (basic density, MFA) will be investigated in order to assess their 

capacity to explain the observed variability.  
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Fig. 1 Interspecific diversity of vibration properties in double logarithmic scale. See Table 1 for the species 

abbreviations. 
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Fig. 2 Intraspecific diversity of vibration properties in double logarithmic scale. NW: normal wood, TW: tension 

wood; OW: opposite wood. 
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Fig. 3 Relationship between elastic modulus and basic density. See Table 1 for the species abbreviations. 
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Fig. 4 Relationship between specific modulus and microfibril angle. See Table 1 for the species abbreviations. 

 
Elastic modulus of a cellular solid such as wood is expected to be strongly related to its density. 

Indeed, strong relation between both parameters is observed, explaining 68% of the elastic modulus 

variability as we can see from Fig 3. The remaining variability is generally ascribed to the MFA 

variations. Thus, relationship between the specific modulus (ratio of elastic modulus and basic 

density) and MFA is represented in Fig 4. The correlation coefficient is considerably lower (R
2
 = 0.23) 
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indicating that MFA is not the only parameter affecting the specific cell wall modulus. Large scatter of 

specific modulus values is observed in particular for low MFAs. This is probably due to the 

occurrence of tension wood exhibiting variable fibre ultra-structure along with different chemical 

composition compared to normal wood. Fig 5. shows the relationship between damping coefficient 

and microfibril angle. No significant relationship can be detected which was unexpected considering 

some previous reports [5, 6]. In addition, no intraspecific relations were significant (not shown). Thus, 

we face a paradox: while damping coefficient is significantly related to the specific modulus which 

one is generally though to be determined by MFA, damping coefficient itself is not related to MFA on 

our sample.  
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Fig. 5 Relationship between damping coefficient and microfibril angle. See Table 1 for the species 

abbreviations. 
 

While investigating the wood type dependency of the damping coefficient-MFA relation, we can 

see that the variability of the damping coefficient is considerably higher for reaction (i.e. tension and 

opposite) woods than for normal wood as we can see from Fig 6. While damping coefficient of normal 

wood slightly increases with the increase of MFA following the theoretical relation, no tendency can 

be observed for reaction woods. This clearly shows that MFA is not a relevant parameter to describe 

the intraspecific variability of damping coefficient.  

If mean values for each wood type are considered, opposite wood and tension wood shows nearly 

the same damping coefficient regardless different specific modulus. The damping coefficient of 

reaction woods is higher than that of normal wood (not shown). Considering the loading history of 

reaction woods produced by tilted trees that they try to pull up to the vertical position, it could be due 

to the mechanical fatigue of reaction tissues leading to the formation of micro-cracks. Such micro-

cracks would dissipate more energy during a vibration test leading to higher damping coefficient. If 

this effect is large enough to dominate the difference of specific moduli, it may also explain the same 

damping coefficient observed for both reaction tissues regardless their different structure and chemical 

composition as well as higher damping coefficient in tension wood compared to normal wood 

unexpected at least in the case of tension wood exhibiting G-fibres (higher cellulose content and lower 

hemicelluloses and lignin contents). 
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Fig. 6 Wood type dependency of the relationship between damping coefficient and microfibril angle. RW: 

reaction (tension + opposite) wood; NW: normal wood. 

Conclusion 

Diversity of the vibration properties of ten tropical hardwoods has been investigated. Excepting L. 

persistens, all species and wood types exhibited strong relationship between the damping coefficient 

and specific modulus. While 68% of the elastic modulus’ variability has been explained by the basic 

density variations only 23% of the specific modulus variability has been explained by the MFA 

variations. Damping coefficient of normal wood was slightly correlated to the MFA while damping 

coefficient of reaction woods was found to be independent of MFA and higher than in normal wood. 

This finding was attributed to mechanical fatigue of reaction tissues likely leading to the formation of 

micro-cracks. 
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